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EDITORS' PREFACE

THERE are now before the public many Commentaries,

written by British and American divines, of a popular

or homiletical character. The Cambridge Bible for

Schools, the Handbooksfor Bible Classes and Private Students,

The Speaker's Conmientary, The Popular Commentary (Schaff),

The Expositor' s Bible, and other similar series, have their

special place and importance. But they do not enter into the

field of Critical Biblical scholarship occupied by such series of

Commentaries as the Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum

A. T. ; De Wette's Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum

N. T. ; Meyer's Kritisch-exegetischer Komtnentar ; Keil and

Delitzsch's Biblischer Commentar ilber das A. T; Lange's

Theologisch-homiletisches Bibelwerk ; Nowack's Handkommentar

zum A. T. ; Holtzmann's Handkommentar zum N. T Several

of these have been translated, edited, and in some cases enlarged

and adapted, for the English-speaking public ; others are in

process of translation. But no corresponding series by British

or American divines has hitherto been produced. The way has

been prepared by special Commentaries by Cheyne, Ellicott,

Kalisch, Lightfoot, Perowne, Westcott, and others; and the

time has come, in the judgment of the projectors of this enter-

prise, when it is practicable to combine British and American

scholars in the production of a critical, comprehensive

Commentary that will be abreast of modern biblical scholarship,

and in a measure lead its van.
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Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons of New York, and Messrs.

T. & T. Clark of P^dinburgh, propose to publish such a series

of Commentaries on the Old and New Testaments, under the

editorship of Prof. C. A. Briggs, D.D., D.Litt., in America, and

of Prof. S. R. Driver, D.D., D.Litt., for the Old Testament, and

the Rev. Alfred Plummer, D.D., for the New Testament, in

Great Britain.

The Commentaries will be international and inter-confessional,

and will be free from polemical and ecclesiastical bias. They

will be based upon a thorough critical study of the original texts

of the Bible, and upon critical methods of interpretation. They

are designed chiefly for students and clergymen, and will be

written in a compact style. Each book will be preceded by an

Introduction, stating the results of criticism upon it, and discuss-

ing impartially the questions still remaining open. The details

of criticism will appear in their proper place in the body of the

Commentary. Each section of the Text will be introduced

with a paraphrase, or summary of contents. Technical details

of textual and philological criticism will, as a rule, be kept

distinct from matter of a more general character ; and in the

Old Testament the exegetical notes will be arranged, as far as

possible, so as to be serviceable to students not acquainted with

Hebrew. The History of Interpretation of the Books will be

dealt with, when necessary, in the Introductions, with critical

notices of the most important literature of the subject. Historical

and Archaeological questions, as well as questions of Biblical

Theology, are included in the plan of the Commentaries, but

not Practical or Homiletical Exegesis. The Volumes will con-

stitute a uniform series.
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ARRANGEMENT OF VOLUMES AND AUTHORS

THE OLD TESTAMENT

GENESIS. The Rev. JoilN Skinner, D.D., Principal and Professor of

Old Testament Language and Literature, College of Presbyterian Churoii

of England, Cambridge, England. [Now Ready.

EXODUS. The Rev. A. R. S. Kennedy, D.D., Professor of Hebrew,
University of Edinburgh.

LEVITICUS. J. F. Stenning, M.A., Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford.

NUMBERS. The Rev. G. Buchanan Gray, D.D., Professor of Hebrew,
Mansfield College, Oxford. {_A^ow Ready.

DEUTERONOMY. The Rev. S. R. Driver, D.D., D.Litt., Regius Pro-
fessor of Hebrew, Oxford. \Now Ready.

JOSHUA. The Rev. George Adam Smith, D.D., LL.D., Professor of

Hebrew, United Free Church College, Glasgow.

JUDGES. The Rev. George Moore, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Theol-
ogy, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. [Now Ready.

SAMUEL. The Rev. H. P. Smith, D.D., Professor of Old Testament
Literature and History of Religion, Meadville, Pa. \_Noiv Ready.

KINGS. The Rev. Francis Brown, D.D., D.Litt, LL.D., President
and Professor of Hebrew and Cognate Languages, Union Theological
Seminary, New York City.

CHRONICLES. The Rev. Edward L. Curtis, D.D., Professor of
Hebrew, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. [Now Ready.

EZRA AND NEHEMIAH. The Rev. L.W. Batten, Ph.D., D.D., Rector
of St. Mark's Church, New York City, sometime Professor of Hebrew,
P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia.

PSALMS. The Rev. Chas. A. Briggs, D.D., D.Litt, Graduafe Pre
fessor of Theological Encyclopaedia and Symbolics, Union Theological
Seminary, New York. [2 vols. Now Read-"

PROVERBS. The Rev. C. H. Toy, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Hebrew,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. [Now Ready.

JOB. The Rev. S. R. Driver, D.D., D.LJ<;t, Regius Professor of He-
brew, Oxford.
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ISAIAH. Chaps. I-XXXIX. The Rev. G. Buchanan Gray, D.D.,
Professor of Hebrew, Mansfield College, Oxford.

ISAIAH. Chaps. XL-LXVI. The Rev. A. S. Peake, M.A., D.D., Dean
of the Theological Faculty of the Victoria University and Professor of

Biblical Exegesis in the University of Manchester, England.

JEREMIAH. The Rev. A. F. Kirkpatrick, D.D., Dean of Ely, sometime
Regius Professor of Hebrew, Cambridge, England.

EZEKIEL. The Rev. G. A. CooKE, M.A., Oriel Professor of the Inter-

pretation of Holy Scripture, University of Oxford, and the Rev. Charles F.

BuRNEY, D.Litt., Fellow and Lecturer in Hebrew, St. John's College, Oxford.

DANIEL. The Rev. John P. Peters, Ph.D., D.D., sometime Professor

of Hebrew, P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia, now Rector of St.

Michael's Church, New York City.

AMOS AND HOSEA. W. R. Harper, Ph.D., LL.D., sometime Presi-

dent of the University of Chicago, Illinois. \_JV(nu Ready.

MICAH TO HAGGAI. Prof. John P. Smith, University of Chicago;
Prof. Charles P. Fagnani, D.D., Union Theological Seminary, New
York; W. Hayes Ward, D.D., LL.D., Editor of The Independent, New
York; Prof. Julius A. Bewer, Union Theological Seminary, New York,
and Prof. H. G. Mitchell, D.D., Boston University.

ZECHARIAH TO JONAH. Prof. H. G. Mitchell, D.D., Prof. John
P. Smith and Prof. J. A. Bewer.

ESTHER. The Rev. L. B. Baton, Ph.D., Professor of Hebrew, Hart-
ford Theological Seminary. {Now Ready.

ECCLESIASTES. Prof. George A. Barton, Ph.D., Professor of Bibli-

cal Literature, Bryn Mawr College, Pa. \^N(nv Ready.

RUTH, SONG OF SONGS AND LAMENTATIONS. Rev. CHARLES A.

Briggs, D.D., D.Litt., Graduate Professor of Theological Encyclopcedia
and Symbolics, Union Theological Seminary, New York.

THE NEW TESTAMENT

ST. MATTHEW. The Rev. WiLLOUGHBY C. Allen, M.A., Fellow and

Lecturer in Theology and Hebrew, Exeter College, Oxford. \Now Ready.

ST. MARK. Rev. E. P. GouLD, D.D., sometime Professor of New Testa-

ment Literature, P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia. \_Now Ready.

ST. LUKE. The Rev. Alfred Plummer, D.D., sometime Master of

University College, Durham. \N(JW Ready.
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ST. JOHN. The Very Rev. John Henry Bernard, D.D., Dean of St.

Patrick's and Lecturer in Divinity, University of Dublin.

HARMONY OF THE GOSPELS. The Rev. William Sanday, D.D.,
LL.D., Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity, Oxford, ana the Rev. WiL-
LOUGHBY C. Allen, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer in Divinity and Hebrew,
Exeter College, Oxford.

ACTS. The Rev. C. H. Turner, D.D., Fellow of Magdalen College,
Oxford, and the Rev. H. N. Bate, M.A., Examining Chaplain to the
Bishop of London.

ROMANS. The Rev. WiLLlAM Sanday, D.D., LL.D., Lady Margaret
Professor of Divinity and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford, and the Rev.
A. C. Headlam, M.A., D.D., Principal of King's College, London.

\_Now Heady.

CORINTHIANS. The Right Rev. Arch. Robertsox, D.D., LL.D., Lord
Bishop of Exeter, the Rev. Alfred Plummer, D.D.,and Dawson Walker,
D.D., Theological Tutor in the University of Durham.

GALATIANS. The Rev. Ernest D. Burton, D.D., Professor of New
Testament Literature, University of Chicago.

EPHESIANS AND COLOSSiANS. The Rev. T. K. Abbott, B.D.,
D.Litt., sometime Professor of Biblical Greek, Trinity College, Dublin, now
Librarian of the same. [A'bw Ready.

PHILIPPIANS AND PHILEMON. The Rev. Marvin R. Vincent,
D. D., Professor of Biblical Literature, Union Theological Seminary, New
York City. \No7v Ready.

THESSALONIANS. The Rev. James E. Frame, M.A., Professor of
Biblical Theology, Union Theological Seminary, New York.

THE PASTORAL EPISTLES. The Rev. Walter Lock, D.D., Warden
of Keble College and Professor of Exegesis, Oxford.

HEBREWS. The Rev. A. Nairne, M.A., Professor of Hebrew in King's
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Testament Criticism in Harvard University.
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Professor of Ecclesiastical History and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.
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THE EPISTLES OF ST. JOHN. The Rev. E. A. Brooke, B.D., Fellow
and Divinity Lecturer in King's College, Cambridge.

REVELATION. The Rev. Robert H. Charles, M.A., D.D., sometime
Professor of Biblical Greek in the University of Dublin.
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PREFACE

THIS Commentary has been prepared not less for the readers

of the Revised Version of the English Bible than for those

of the Hebrew Text. Hebrew words, it is true, appear at

times in the main comment. They have been frequently intro-

duced to illustrate the origin of different readings arising through

a similarity of letters; then their force is clear without a knowledge

of the language. They also appear in connection with certain

genealogies, notably those of i Ch. VII, VIII, where without

their introduction critical comment would be impossible. Else-

where in ignoring them the reader unacquainted with Hebrew will

find the comment clear though less ample.

The Books of Chronicles are secondary; they are of interest

mainly through the new view which they give of Israel's history

compared with the earlier narratives. This fact has been con-

stantly kept in mind in the preparation of this Commentary.

Certain readers will doubtless feel that conclusions in details should

have been given with more dogmatism and that the word "prob-

ably" should less often occur. But about many matters of detail

I am far from certain, although I have no doubt of the general

historical, or rather unhistorical, character of Chronicles. I have

aimed also to make the work comprehensive in giving the opinions

of others.

In regard to the literary structure of i and 2 Chronicles I cannot

follow the view of those who regard the author throughout as a

mere copyist, nor yet of those who hold that apart from his Old

Testament quotations he composed freely with no recourse for

information to other written sources. I have given the view of a

free composition but allowed a recourse to non-canonical written

sources. I have given marks of unity of style in portions alleged

by some to come from other writers, although I am fully aware
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that if the Chronicler were a copyist these marks of unity might

be due to his main source. I have little sympathy with that sub-

jective criticism which prescribes beforehand an author's scheme

of composition and then regards all contrary to this scheme as

interpolations or supplements. Inconsistencies or redundancies

are not proofs of a lack of unity of authorship, especially in the

work of the Chronicler.

Agreeably to the other volumes of this series, Yahweh appears

regularly as the name of Israel's deity. But this transliteration of

Yodh ("i) by y and Waw (1) by w has not been applied in other

proper names, since in a commentary on books containing so

many proper names as i and 2 Chronicles, designed to be used

in connection with the Revised English Version, it seemed best to

retain the spelling of the proper names given in that version.

Media\ Aleph (K) and initial, medial, and fmal 'Ayin (y) in italicised

names on their first appearance, but not necessarily on their

immediate repetition or in juxtaposition with the Hebrew letters,

have been represented by the smooth and rough breathings (").

The hard letters Heth (n), Teth (ID), Sadlie ('i), and Koph (p)

have been represented by h, t, s, and k. (The introduction of s

instead of z would have been too violent a change.) But none of

these marks have been introduced, except incidentally, in the

Roman type, and in some familiar names like that of Israel they

do not appear. Modern geographical names appear in the spelling

of the authorities cited.

The completion of this volume had already been much delayed

through serious illness, when in January, 1906, I suddenly lost

the sight of nearly one-half the field of vision in both eyes. I felt

then that I should relinquish my task, but Professor Briggs, the

general editor, persuaded me to continue it and kindly allowed me

to use the services of an assistant. I was fortunate in securing

those of Doctor Madsen, a pupil of Prof. C. C. Torrey. He has

worked jointly with me upon the book since that date, and while

I am solely responsible for the work, his name properly appears

upon the title-page. The parts which he has especially prepared

under my direction are sections seven, eight, and of nine the

Literature, of the Introduction, the commentary and notes on
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I Ch. XXI-XXIX, which had formed the subject of his doctor's

thesis, and the textual notes on 2 Ch. XX-XXXVI. He has also

amplified my own comment and textual notes on other portions

and contributed notes on the composition of i Ch. I-IX, XV, XVI,

and 2 Ch. I-IX. He worked out the restoration of the genealogy

of Zebulun, i Ch. VII, and I am also indebted to him for most

efficient aid in preparing the manuscript for the press and in

proof-reading.

I wish also to express my appreciation for assistance rendered

in many ways by Prof. C. C. Torrey, of Yale University. Too
much cannot be said of the care exercised by the publishers in

carrying this work through the press.

This volume has many shortcomings, but I trust that it will fill a

needed place, since nothing similar has been published in English

later than Zoeckler's commentary in Lange's Commentary in 1876.

EDWARD LEWIS CURTIS.
New Haven, Conn.,

May, 1 910,
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INTRODUCTION.

§ I. NAME AND ORDER.

The Hebrew name for i and 2 Chronicles, which were counted

as one book in the Hebrew Canon, was Dibre hayya mini ("""i^l

CDTI), The events of days or times, Daily events. This expression

preceded by the word hook is of frequent occurrence in i and 2 K.

(c/. I K. i4'»- " 15'- "• " and oft.), also in Est. 2" 6' 10'' and i Ch.

27" and Ne. 12", but always (except Est. 2" 6' and Ne. 12") with

the days defined, as, for example, the book of the days of King

David (i Ch. 27"), or of the days of the Kings of Israel (i K. 14").

Thus also the Targum further defines the days of this title as

"from the days of antiquity" (Sd'?^ ^DT" (121) {PRE.^ iv. p. 85).

It is not altogether unlikely that originally of the Kings of Jiidah

belonged to this Hebrew title (r/. the title in (g^ immediately

mentioned).

The Greek title was originally The things omitted concerning

the kings of Judah in a twofold division {irapaXenTOfjievmv

BacrtXecov \ovha a, ditto rcov BacriXetcoz/ \ovha yS (^^ Swete).

The other uncials omit ^acnXectiv \ovha and to)!/ B' T, but the

originality of this addition is witnessed by the nomenclature in

the Ethiopic Church and by the Syriac version (Bacher, ZAW.
XV. 1895, p. 305). This Greek title was appropriate, since the

material of i and 2 Ch. apparently supplements the narratives

of I and 2 S. and i and 2 K.

Jerome, while retaining the Greek title Paralipomenon, sug-

gested that of Chronicles, "since," he said, remarking on the

Hebrew title, "we might more significantly call it the chronicle

of the whole of sacred history." {Quod significantius Chronicon
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Mius divincB historicB possumus appdlare) (Prol. galeat ) Thus
arose the name adopted in our English versions. Luther used
the same m his translation Die Chronika.

In the printed Hebrew Bibles Chronicles is the last book of the

_

Wntmgs" or the third division of the Hebrew Canon This is
Its place according to the Talmud and the majority of Hebrew
Mss. Some mss, however, among them the St. Petersburg Baby-
lonian Codex and two in the British Museum, and the Spanish
codices generally, place Chronicles at the beginning of the Hagiog-
rapha. A Massoretic treatise, Adahath Debharim (1207 ad)
declares this to have been the orthodox Palestinian order This
however, is very doubtful. Chronicles by its late composition and
supplementary character correctly finds its place at the close of the
Hebrew Canon. The references in Mt. 233= suggest also that at
he time of Clrr.st, or the collection of his sayings, this book closed
the Lanon. The transposition to the beginning of the Hagiog-
rapha probably was because the bulk of its history preceded the
dates assigned for most of the remaining Hagiographa. (On the
order of the Hagiographa see Paton's Esther, pp. 1-3; Ginsburg's
IntroducHon, pp. 1-8.) While in rabbinical literature Chronicles
was regarded with suspicion, its historical accuracy being doubted
by Talmudic authorities and it being held to be a book for homi-
letical mterpretation, yet its canonicity, as some have thought
never seems really to have been questioned (JE. iv. p 60 • Buhl'
Canon and Text of the OT. p. 31).

' '

In the Greek version Chronicles follows the Books of Kings
(which include i and 2 S.). Occasionally it precedes them or
drops out altogether. But these variations were local or individual
and find no support in the uncial mss. of the Greek Bible (Swete
Intro, to the OT. in Greek, p. 397). The order in the English Bible'
is derived from the Greek through its use in the Vulgate

§ 2. THE RELATION OF CHRONICLES TO EZRA AND NEHEMIAH.

The Books Of Chronicles are usually assigned to the same au-
thor as that of Ezra and Nehemiah, which also are reckoned in theHebrew Canon as one book. This is not only the general opin^
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ion of modern scholarship, but also was that of the Talmud, which

ascribed them to Ezra. (Baba bath f. 15. i Ezra scripsit librum

suum et genealogiam in libro Chronicorum ad se.) This also was

the general view of the rabbins, the Church fathers, and the older

commentators, at least as far as the Book of Ezra was concerned,

that both that book and Chronicles were written by the same

author, presumably Ezra. (For a list of those holding this opin-

ion see Zoe. pp. 8/.) (Owing to the separation of Nehemiah from

Ezra and the memoirs of Nehemiah being written in the first

person, the view became widely prevalent that Nehemiah was the

author of the book called by his name.) The reasons for finding

a common authorship of Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah are as

follows :

—

(i) The ending of Chronicles and the beginning of Ezra are the

same (2 Ch. 36" ' =Ezr. i'-'^ to go up). This suggests that they

were originally one work, a common portion of each book being

retained at their point of separation when they were cloven asun-

der, that their original unity might be recognised. This argu-

ment, of course, only has force in view of the order of the books in

the Hebrew Canon. The abrupt close of 2 Ch. is most naturally

explained on the ground that originally it was continued by the

story of the return given in Ezr. i.

The separation in the Canon is apparently due to the fact that

the contents of Ezra-Nehemiah were regarded as the more im-

portant, since its narrative was a proper continuation of the

sacred history already canonised in i and 2 S. and i and 2 K.,

and its narrative chronologically concluded the history of Israel;

while Chronicles was only supplementary to i and 2 S. and i

and 2 K., and therefore was not at first very highly valued and

was only at a later period received into the Canon.

Zoe., following Bleek (Einl.* § 149), doubts the unity of authorship and

thinks the identity of 2 Ch. 36" ' and Ezr. i '
-'" better explained as coming

from an editor (the author of i and 2 Ch.) who wished the second of two

distinct works to be recognised as a kind of continuation of the first.

He also holds that the plan of Ezra-Nehemiah in presenting recent

history is against an original immediate connection with i and 2 Ch.

(pp. 9/.).
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(2) The same general character pervades both works. Both

show a fondness for the following particulars :

—

A. Genealogical and other lists of families and persons.

Thus in Chronicles are the genealogies of the families of the twelve

tribes and the houses of Saul and David (i Ch. 1-8); the inhabitants of

Jerusalem (9'"-')> the mighty men in David's armies (ii^^"); David's

recruits at Ziglag (12'-'- '-" 20); the Levites, priests, and musicians that

assisted in the removal of the ark (iS^""- "^); the families of the Levites

(236-23); the twenty-four courses of priests (24'-"); heads of families,

Kohathites and Merarites (242''-3i); the twenty-four courses of singers,

their names twice repeated (25'-''); the courses of gate-keepers (26'-");

overseers of the Temple treasury {26-" -^^); Levitical officers outside the

Temple {26^^-^-); the twelve commanders of the twelve courses of the

army (27'-'^); the princes of the tribes of Israel {2j^^-^*); the twelve officers

over David's substance (27-5-^'); princes, Levites, and priests sent by

Jehoshaphat to give instruction in the law (2 Ch. 17'"'); Levitical cap-

tains under Jehoiada (23'); Levitical leaders in cleansing the Temple

and Levites in charge of offerings in Hezekiah's reign (29'2-i« 31"-");

Levites mentioned in connection with the repair of the Temple and the

distribution of offerings at the passover festival in the reign of Josiah

(34'' " 35')- These are paralleled in Ezra-Nehemiah by the lists of the

leaders, and of the families of the laity, the priests, the Levites, the

singers, the gate-keepers, the Nethinim, the servants of Solomon, and

those without genealogy who returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr. 2=-" Ne.

y7-63); by the lists of those who returned with Ezra (Ezr. 8--"); of those

both priests, Levites, singers, gate-keepers, and laity who had foreign

wives (Ezr. lo'^"); of those who signed the covenant, the governor,

priests, Levites, and chiefs of the people (Ne. 10' -2'); of the priests and

Levites who participated in the promulgation of the law (Ne. 8<- ' 9^');

of the builders of the wall of Jerusalem (Ne. 3'-"); of the princes (?),

priests, and Levites who participated in the dedication of the wall (Ne.

J 232-36. 41 -42)
J of the rcsidcnts of Jerusalem (corresponding to the list of

I Ch. 9) (Ne. ii^-'s). We also have pedigrees corresponding to those

in Chronicles, those of Ezra (Ezr. 7'-s) and of Jaddua (Ne. i2"'-").

B. Both works show a fondness for the description of the

celebrations of special religious occasions.

In I and 2 Ch. are descriptions of the bringing up of the ark (i Ch.

15-16), of the dedication of the Temple (2 Ch. 5-7'°), of the restoration

of the worship of Yahweh and the celebration of the passover under

Hezekiah (2 Ch. 29-31), and of the passover under Josiah (2 Ch. 35);

and in Ezra-Nehemiah are descriptions of the erection of the altar at
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the time of Joshua and Zerubbabel (Ezr. 3), of the dedication of the

Temple (Ezr. 6'^-'*), of the celebration of the passover (Ezr. 6'^-"), of

the celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles in connection with the read-

ing of the law (Ne. S"-'*), and of the dedication of the walls (Ne. 12"-").

C. In the attention paid to the priests, the Levites, and espe-

cially to the musicians or singers and the gate-keepers, which latter

classes are not mentioned elsewhere in the OT.

The musicians are mentioned in i Ch. 6'«"- "la.) 933 1516.21. i? t. i6<-"

23' c. 25 2 Ch. s'2ff- 76 8'* «• 2o'3- 21 23"- 18 2925-28. 80 3021 ' 3412 3516 and in

Ezr. 3>'' ' Ne. 11" 128- «• s'-ss- «-47 136. 10. The gate-keepers are men-

tioned (often with the singers) in i Ch. 917-29 i^u. 23. 24 i()Zs 23^ 261- 12-"

2 Ch. 8" 23<- 19 31" 3413 35I6 and in Ezr. 2"- " 7' io2< Ne. 71- « lo*" <28)

1119 1225- «. 47 136 (Be. pp. xiv./.).

Thus, whatever are the sources of these writings, exactly the

same interest and motive of compilation or authorship appear in

both, hence the conclusion that both are from the same person is

irresistible. This is still further supported by the following fact:

—

(3) Both works exhibit in a marked degree the same linguistic

peculiarities. This is fully exhibited in the hst of the Chronicler's

peculiarities of diction given on pp. 2^ ff.

§ 3- DATE.

The data for determining the exact period of i and 2 Ch.

taken from those books are very meagre. The books close with a

reference to a decree of Cyrus in the first year of his reign (537

B.C.), hence they cannot be earlier than that date. Money also is

reckoned in darics (i Ch. 29'), the Persian coinage introduced by

Darius I. (521-486 b.c), hence they do not fall within the be-

ginnings of the Persian period (537-332 B.C.). Then again the

genealogy of David's family is apparently brought down to the

sixth generation after Zerubbabel (who flourished 537+) (i Ch.

ji».s4)_ This makes the date for i and 2 Ch., reckoning thirty

years for a generation, not earlier than about 350 B.C. The Greek,

Syriac, and Latin texts, however, read i Ch. 3 "-2* differently (see in

loco), bringing the genealogy down to the eleventh generation after

Zerubbabel. This would place the date, reckoning again thirty
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years for a generation, at about 200 b.c. Thirty years, however, are

probably longer than an actual generation among the Hebrews.

Kamphausen reckoning on the descent of the Hebrew kings fixes

the length at twenty-three years {Chronologic derhebr.Komge, pp.

38 /.); Kittel makes a generation even less, only twenty years

{Kom. p. 26). On this last basis eleven generations after Zerub-

babel would extend only to about 300 B.C. Yet (g, ^, and H
probably have simply interpreted the difficult ||| text, and hence

do not really furnish a trustworthy basis for a date. The read-

ing of the Vrss. was preferred by Kuenen (Einl. I. 2, § 29, i);

also by Wildeboer (Die Litteratur des A. T. § 25, 2).

But since i and 2 Ch. originally were joined to Ezra-Nehemiah,

the period of the Chronicler can also be determined from those

books. The Hst of the high priests given in Ne. 12'° ' " '• extends

to Jaddua, who according to Josephus {Ant. xi. 7, 8) was high

priest in the time of Alexander the Great. Darius is referred to

as the Persian (Ne. 12") in a way that suggests that the Persian

kingdom had already fallen and that the time of Alexander (336-

323 B.C.) had been reached. Thus the close of the fourth century

B.C., or 300, may be confidently given as the period of the Chronicler.

The scholars who regarded Ezra as the author of i and 2 Ch. and also

of the Book of Ezra, have refused to allow the implications just mentioned

drawn from i Ch. 3"-=^ holding either that the passage contained no

list of six or more generations after Zerubbabel (Davis, DB. p. 125), or

that it was an insertion (Keil held both of these views, Comm. p. 82);

and likewise those who held that Nehemiah vvTote his book have regarded

the lists of priests in Ne. i2'-2« either as an insertion (Lange Crosby, Ne.

p. 2) or as a list of descendants of the priestly family, the last of whom,

Jaddua, might have been known to Nehemiah in his extreme old age

(Keil, Iniro., trans, by Douglas, § 149).

§ 4. PLAN, PURPOSE, AND HISTORICAL VALUE.

The Books of Chronicles are a history of the kingdom of Judah

from the enthronement of David to the fall of Jerusalem. This

history begins with a long introduction, consisting in the main of a

series of genealogical tables, showing the origin of Israel from the

beginning of mankind, and their connection with other peoples
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(material derived from the Hexateuch), and giving likewise the

clans or families of the tribes of Israel, with particular regard to

those of Levi, Judah, and Benjamin (the three tribes most impor-

tant for the post-exilic community), and also a list of the inhabi-

tants of Jerusalem (i Ch. 1-9). Then commences the history

proper, introduced with an account of the death of Saul (i Ch. 10).

This history is written throughout from a priestly point of view.

The writer is concerned above everything else with the life of

Israel centred in the worship at the Temple in Jerusalem. He
dwells at length upon the removal of the ark by David (i Ch. 13,

15-16);] upon his thought of a temple (i Ch. 17) and his prepara-

tions for its building (i Ch. 21, 22, 28, 29); upon its structure

and furniture and dedication under Solomon (2 Ch. 2-7); upon

its repairs in the reigns of Joash, Hezekiah, and Josiah (2 Ch.

24*-'« 29'-" 34'-"). And in connection with these last two re-

pairs are given notable descriptions of passover festivals cele-

brated at the Temple (2 Ch. 30, 35'-'').

The ministry of the Temple is also fully described. The divi-

sions of the Levites and the priests and the singers and the gate-

keepers, which are represented as established by David, are given

at length (i Ch. 23-26). These ministers also not only take a

prominent part in all the events connected with the Temple men-

tioned above, but appear repeatedly in other history. Priests

and Levites resort unto Rehoboam on the division of the kingdom

(2 Ch. II" '•). They are appointed by Jehoshaphat as teachers of

the law (2 Ch. 17^^) and as judges (2 Ch. 198 ^f). Levites take a

prominent part in the coronation of Joash and the death of Atha-

liah (2 Ch. 23' ff). Priests withstand Uzziah when he would burn

incense in the Temple (2 Ch. 26"«).

The activity of the singers, or musicians, is prominent. They

are mentioned not only in connection with the removal of the ark

(i Ch. 15, 16) and the dedication of the Temple (2 Ch. 5'^'),

but they appear with the army of Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. 201'), at

the coronation of Joash (2 Ch. 23"), at the cleansing of the Tem-

ple and the celebration of the passover under Hezekiah (2 Ch.

2QUb. 14. 25-28. so 30^'), and at similar events under Josiah (2 Ch. 34"

35"). Their descent is also elaborately given (i Ch. 6"" <"•<')).
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The writer, then, is of the same school as the author of the

Priests' Code. Equally with him he delights in all that pertains

to the ministry of the sanctuary. He also has the same fondness

for statistics, and exhibits repeatedly similar e.xaggerations. He
gives the weight or value of the gold 100,000 talents, silver

1,000,000 talents, which David prepared as king for the Temple

(i Ch. 22"); also 3,000 talents of gold and 7,000 of silver which

David gave from his private purse (i Ch. 29*); and then again

of gold 5,000 talents and 10,000 darics, of silver 10,000 talents, of

brass 18,000 talents, of iron 100,000 talents, contributed by the

rulers for the building of the Temple (i Ch. 29'); and likewise he

gives in thousands the number of sheep and cattle ofifered at re-

ligious festivals (i Ch. 29" 2 Ch. 29" '• 30" 35' '•); and the number

of warriors: those who came to make David king, from the tribes

of Israel, 6,800, 7,100, 4,600, 3,700, 3,000, 20,800, 18,000, 50,000,

37,000, 28,600, 40,000, and 120,000 (i Ch. 12"-" c^s-")); the ofiScers

of David in twelve divisions of 24,000 each, one division serving

a month (i Ch. 27»-''); the warriors of Rehoboam 180,000 (2 Ch.

II'); of Abijah 400,000 (2 Ch. 13=); of Jeroboam 800,000, of whom

500,000 were slain (2 Ch. 13' "); of Asa from Judah 300,000, from

Benjamin 280,000 (2 Ch. 14*), and of Zerah his opponent 1,000,000

(2 Ch. 14'); of Jehoshaphat in five divisions of 300,000, 280,000,

200,000, 200,000, and 180,000 each (2 Ch. ij^*-'^); of Amaziah

300,000 and 100,000 more who were hired (2 Ch. 25' '); of Uzziah

307,500 under 2,600 chiefs (2 Ch. 26'^); and of Ahaz (the total

number of whose warriors is not given) 1 20,000 who were slain in

one day (2 Ch. 28').

The writer likewise, after the manner of P, indulges in registers

of names. These not only appear in the genealogical tables of the

introduction (i Ch. 1-9) and in the classification of the ministers of

the Temple and the officers of David (i Ch. 23-27), but in lists of

heroes who came to David at Ziglag (i Ch. 12'-"); of priests, Le-

vites, musicians, and gate-keepers who took part in the removal of

the ark (i Ch. 15-16^) ; of princes, Levites, and priests sent through-

out the land to give instruction in the law (2 Ch. 17'
' ); of captains

(Levites) who conspired to place Joash on the throne (2 Ch. 23');

of heads of the children of Ephraim who commanded the return of
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the captives of Judah in the reign of Ahaz (2 Ch. 28'=); of Levites

who assisted Hezekiah in cleansing the Temple (2 Ch. 29"-'*); of

superintendents of offerings (Levites), also in the reign of Heze-

kiah (2 Ch. 31'^ '•); of overseers of the repair of the Temple, and of

rulers of the Temple (all Levites) under Josiah (2 Ch. 3412 ^^8 t.y

The history is thus throughout of the character of the Priests'

Code, both in its subject-matter and form of presentation, and is

written entirely from the point of view of that legislation and thus

as a supplement to i and 2 S. and i and 2 K. The priestly history

of Israel of the earher books ceases with the concluding stories of

the Book of Judges. Samuel and Kings, while witnessing to

a few examples of priestly revision, convey no picture of Israel's

history as it should have been had the priestly legislation origi-

nated with Moses and been upheld and carried forward by the

pious David and his godly successors. To remedy this defect was

clearly the object of the Chronicler. He thus introduced a great

deal of new material, mentioned above, concerning the Temple and

its ministry and religious celebrations. But he was not simply

concerned with institutions and ceremonies and Levitical classes;

he was equally interested in the divine rule. He interpreted

Israel's Ufe, after the pattern in the Priests' Code of its national

beginning under Moses, as that of a church with constant rewards

and punishments through signal divine intervention. This method

had already in some measure been pursued, with Deuteronomy

as a standard, in the earlier histories. The Chronicler, with the

Priests' Code as his standard, aiming to give a more complete and

consistent history, while drawing largely as a basis upon Samuel

and Kings, modified their narratives. He made more universal

the connection between piety and prosperity, and wickedness

and adversity, heightening good and bad characters and their re-

wards and punishments, or creating them according to the exigen-

cies of the occasion. Thus grandeur is added to David by lists of

warriors who came to him at Ziglag and of hosts who made him

king at Hebron. On the other hand, his domestic troubles, his

adultery, and the rebellion of Absalom are passed over in silence.

The history of Solomon is similarly treated. No mention is

made of the intrigue by which he came to the throne, or of his
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idolatries or troubles near the close of his life. After the disrup-

tion no mention is made of the N. kingdom except incidentally.

Its history is entirely ignored as that of an apostate or heathen

nation.

Rehoboam, of whom nothing commendable is written in Kings,

is approved and exalted in the early years of his reign (2 Ch. 11),

clearly that he as well as his people may stand in sharp con-

trast to Jeroboam and the northern tribes; and then later in ex-

planation of the invasion of Shishak, he is accused, with all his

people, of having forsaken the law of Yahweh (2 Ch. 12'').

Abijah, of whom in Kings only evil is recorded and whose brief

reign of three years is absolutely colourless save in the mention of

war between him and Jeroboam, is also transformed and exalted

after the manner of Rehoboam, and is not only given a great vic-

tory over Jeroboam, but made a preacher of the righteousness of

the Priests' Code (2 Ch. 13).

Asa according to Kings was a good king, and he removed idols

and an abominable image made by the queen-mother, but it is said

"the high places were not taken away." The Chronicler, how-

ever, makes him at first the remover of high places, and gives him

a mighty army and a victory over a Cushite host of 1,000,000 men

of which the earlier narrative knows nothing (2 Ch. i4>-'5). Later

the Chronicler quotes the passage concerning the high places but

applies it to Israel, the N. kingdom, over which Asa had no control.

Asa, according to the earlier narrative, invoked the aid of Syria

against Baasha, King of Israel. This act is made the subject of

prophetic rebuke, and Asa, from then on, is painted in dark colours

as the oppressor of the prophet and the people. This wickedness,

doubtless, was designed to be connected with his diseased feet

mentioned in Kings. The Chronicler also adds that he sought, in

his disease, not the Lord but physicians.

Jehoshaphat is commended in Kings for doing "that which was

right in the eyes of Yahweh" (i K. 22"), but the record of his reign

is very brief. This gave the Chronicler a full opportunity, and

hence, although Jehoshaphat is rebuked for his alliance with Ahab

(an alliance mentioned in Kings), and the wreck of his merchant-

vessels built in conjunction with Ahaziah, King of Israel (also men-
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tioned in Kings), is declared to be a punishment for the sin of such

a partnership, he is yet exalted exceedingly. He is endowed with

riches and honour in abundance. His army is very great, although

apparently entirely superfluous, since a divine interposition of

panic and self-destruction destroys an immense host of invaders

from eastern Palestine (2 Ch. 20). But the name of the King

seems to have suggested the special form of his good works.

Jehoshaphat means "Yahweh judges,'^ and to him are assigned

the commendable acts of sending teachers of the law throughout

the land and the appointment of judges (2 Ch. 17' «• 19' ").

Joram, who according to Kings did that which was evil, is mag-

nified in wickedness and disaster. In his reign Edom revolted

from Judah, and the Chronicler connected this, as the older nar-

rative did not, directly with Joram's sins. Moreover, he also saw

in Joram a seducer of his own people, and threatened him with

fearful plagues through a letter from Elijah, who, according to

the older narrative, had already died in the reign of Jehoshaphat.

These plagues befall the monarch through a sack of Jerusalem

by a horde of Philistines and Arabians, and a fearful incurable

disease whereby the King's bowels fell out (2 Ch. 21).

After the death of Ahaziah, who reigned only a year, Athaliah the

queen-mother seized the throne, until at the end of six years she was

deposed and slain through a conspiracy directed by Jehoiada the

priest, and Joash was crowned. This conspiracy gave the Chron-

icler the opportunity to make one of his most marked reconstruc-

tions of history. According to the earlier narrative the conspira-

tors are captains of the royal mercenary body-guards; according to

the Chronicler they are captains of Levites, and the whole narra-

tive is rewritten in the interest of the exaltation of the Levites and

the preservation of the sanctity of the Temple (2 Ch. 23). The

reign of Joash was unfortunate in the extreme. He suffered the

loss of all the treasures of the Temple and of the palace in pur-

chasing the withdrawal of Hazael, King of Damascus, from Judah,

and later he was assassinated. The Chronicler tells how he de-

served this fate. He makes him, after the death of Jehoiada the

priest, an apostate from the worship of Yahweh and the murderer

of the son of his old benefactor the priest. He adds also to his
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calamities by stating that at the time of his death he suffered

great diseases (2 Ch. 24).

Amaziah waged a most disastrous war with Joash, King of

Israel. The wall of Jerusalem was broken down and the treasures

of Temple and palace taken. Amaziah also met his death through

a conspiracy. These dire events needed an explanation and the

Chronicler introduces an apostasy of Amaziah in the worship of

Edomitic gods and threatens him through a prophet with de-

struction (2 Ch. 251' 8.).

• Uzziah, one of the best (2 K. 15') and most prosperous of the

kings of Judah, became a leper and made his son Jotham regent.

The Chronicler finds a cause for this leprosy in a usurpation of

priestly prerogative in the burning of incense in the Temple, and

he says, "The leprosy broke forth in his forehead before the priests

in the house of Yahweh beside the altar of incense '' (2 Ch. 26").

Ahaz was not a good king, and to deliver himself from the com-

bined forces of Syria and Israel he successfully invoked the aid of

Assyria and seems to have suffered no great loss (2 K. 16). But not

so did the Chronicler write his history. He delivers him into the

hand of the King of Syria with a very great loss in captives; and

also into the hand of the King of Israel with the slaughter of 120,-

000 men in one day and the capture of 200,000 wives, sons, and

daughters. Edomites and Philistines also invade his land and the

King of Assyria distresses him (2 Ch. 28'* ).

Hezekiah was a good king and in the older narrative he re-

formed the worship of Yahweh and departed not from the divine

commandments. The Chronicler accordingly magnifies at length

his conduct, giving great prominence to the priests and Levites

• (2 Ch. 29). But Manasseh his son was an exceedingly wicked

king, and he reigned the unusual period of fifty-five years. The

Chronicler explains this anomaly by a repentance of Manasseh

after an imprisonment, of which the older narrative knows

nothing, in Babylon (2 Ch. 33"^).

Josiah was a good king and reformed the worship of Yahweh.

As in the case of Hezekiah, the Chronicler magnifies this element of

his reign, but Josiah met an untimely death at the battle of Me-

giddo. This required explanation, and hence it is recorded that
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he was disobedient to a warning given by Necho from the mouth

ot God (2 Ch. 35" '•).

The Chronicler introduces on critical occasions warning and

exhorting seers or prophets. At the invasion of Shishak, Shem-

aiah addresses Rehoboam (2 Ch. 12'); at the overthrow of Zerah,

Azariah exhorts Asa (2 Ch. 15"^), and when Asa invokes foreign

aid Hanani reproves him (2 Ch. 16'
« ); and Hanani's son Jehu like-

wise reproves Jehoshaphat for his alliance with Ahab, and Jehaziel

encourages Jehoshaphat in the conflict with Moab and Ammon
(2 Ch. 2o'* "), and Eliezer prophesies against Jehoshaphat for

his partnership with Ahaziah (2 Ch. 20"); Zechariah the son of

Jehoiada the priest testifies against the people in the days of

Joash (2 Ch. 24"); and Oded speaks unto the men of Israel in the

reign of Ahaz (2 Ch. 28'''). A few of these are mentioned in the

earlier books but are unknown on these occasions or with such

edifying speeches. They are clearly supplements by the later

writer.

In many minute particulars the earlier accounts are glossed or

revised. Of Saul's death it is added that he died for his trespass

and because he asked counsel of one having a familiar spirit

(i Ch. 10"). The statement that David and his men carried oflf

the idols of the Philistines (2 S. 5^') is changed to that of their

destruction by fire at the command of David (i Ch. 14''). Noth-

ing less, evidently, was regarded as suitable for such abominations

from such a pious king. The ark entrusted to the care of Obed-

edom does not remain in the house of Obed-edom (2 S. 6"), but

with this household in its own house (i Ch. 13"). This would

keep it from defilement. Both Samuel the Ephraimite (i S. i')

and Obed-edom the Gittite (2 S. 6"") are given a Levitical

descent (i Ch. 6 '«» <""•' 16=' 26* «) as required of the servants of

the tabernacle and the ark in P.

Goliath the Gittite slain by Elhanan the Bethlehemite (2 S. 21")

becomes Lahmi, the brother of Goliath the Gittite (i Ch. 20»).

This removes the discrepancy with the story of David's conquest

(i S. 17). David's sons are changed from "priests" (2 S. 8") into

"the first at the hand of the king" (i Ch. 18"). A non-Levitical

priesthood supported by David was unthinkable to the Chronicler.
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Yahweh, who led David to number Israel (2 S. 24'), since a direct

divine temptation was not agreeable to the later theology, becomes

Satan (i Ch. 21'); and agreeably to the later angelology the de-

stroying angel is placed between the earth and the heaven (i Ch.

21'") instead of remaining simply by the threshing-floor of Oman
the Jebusite (2 S. 24'^). The price paid by David for the threshing-

floor is changed from fifty shekels of silver (2 S. 24") into six hun-

dred shekels of gold (i Ch. 21"), since, forsooth, the former sum

was too paltry to be given by such a monarch as David for the

future site of the Temple. Fire also is said to have fallen from

heaven and kindled David's sacrifice, and also Solomon's, at the

dedication of the Temple (i Ch. 21" 2 Ch. 7'). This is a mark

of the later wonder-seeking theology. The high place at Gibeon

where Solomon sacrificed is explained as the seat of the brazen

altar and the tabernacle (2 Ch. i'-«), particulars vmexpressed in the

parallel narrative in i K. (3^). Thus the act of Solomon is kept

within the priestly law. The gift of cities by Solomon to Hiram,

King of Tyre (i K. 9'°
« ), becomes, to preserve, doubtless, the in-

tegrity of the Holy Land, the reverse—a gift of cities by Hiram to

Solomon (2 Ch. 8'
'
). The removal of Pharaoh's daughter from

the city of David into her house newly built by Solomon (i K. 9")

is motived because the place in proximity to the ark must be kept

holy (2 Ch. 8"). These striking glosses and changes by no means

exhaust the number made by the Chronicler. Wherever he makes

use of the earlier canonical narratives they are present in a greater

or less degree.

Thus the entire history of the kingdom of Judah has suffered

reconstruction, and it is clear that the Books of Chronicles are a

* tendency writing of little historical value. The picture which they

give of the past is far less accurate or trustworthy than that of the

eariier Biblical writings; indeed, it is a distorted picture in the in-

terest of the later institutions of post-exilic Judaism; and the main

historical value of these books consists in their reflection of the

notions of that period. Yet at the same time some ancient facts,

having trickled down through oral or written tradition, are doubt-

less preserved in the amplifications and embellishments of the

Chronicler. These we shall have occasion to point out in our
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commentary. They are few indeed compared with the products

of the imagination, and must be sifted Uke kernels of wheat from a

mass of chaff (c/. S. A. Cooke, Notes on OT. History, p. 67).

The following new material, exclusive of names and notices in the

genealogical section, i Ch. 1-9, has been presented by Kittel, by the use

of heavy type, in his commentary as historical: (i) the additions to the

list of David's heroes (i Ch. ii''"'-"); (2) the family of Rehoboam

(2 Ch. 1 1 '8-"); (3) the name of the father of the mother of Abijah (2 Ch.

13O; (4) the number of Abijah's wives and children (2 Ch. 13''); (S)

the teaching delegation sent by Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. 17'"'); (6) details of

the military might and building operations of Uzziah (2 Ch. 26«-»»

»-jj. 14 f.);
(7) the same of Jotham (2 Ch. 2^^^-^; v. ' in part only); (8) the

invasion of the Edomites and Philistines in the reign of Ahaz (2 Ch.

28'"); (9) the conduit built by Hezekiah (2 Ch. 32"'''); (10) the place

of Hezekiah's grave (2 Ch. 32"''); (11) the enlargement of the wall

of Jerusalem by Manasseh (2 Ch. 33'*)- Of these (4) and (5) are

probably of no historic worth; others are doubtful; some may be ac-

cepted, especially (6)-(ii). (See the commentary in locis.) Genuine

history has also been found in these additions of the Chronicler: (i)

Abijah's victory (2 Ch. 13'"); (2) Asa's victory (2 Ch. 148" (»-"));

(3) Jehoshaphat's victory (2 Ch. 20'-"); (4) Uzziah's resistance to the

priests (2 Ch. 26i«"); and (5) the repentance of Manasseh (2 Ch. 33"-")-

The ground urged for this, as far as the victories are concerned, is that

the continued existence of the little kingdom of Judah for three hundred

and fifty years with enemies on the south and revolted Israel on the

north is hardly to be explained except on the hypothesis of some such suc-

cesses as the Chronicler describes (2 Ch. 13'' 14*^ ('^' 20'^
), gained by

Judah (Ba. pp. xxx-xxxiii). This is a plausible but a specious argument.

The kingdom of Judah was too poor a country to be very attractive to its

neighbours or to entice distant hordes to make such invasions. Raids

may have been made into Judah and some reminiscences of these may
be behind these stories (see commentary), but nothing further can be

affirmed. The motive for (4) and (5) is so strong that no historical prob-

ability on the ground of their record can be asserted. A change of religious

policy by Manasseh in his old age, considering how his reign is viewed

by the prophets, is utterly unlikely. Winckler, in connection with his

theory of the contact of the kingdoms of northern Arabia with Israel, has

found historical reminiscences in the Chronicler's allusions to the Meunim

(2 Ch. 26' I Ch. 4" 2 Ch. 20' (5), the Arabians (2 Ch. 17" 21" 14'*), and

(he Hagrites (i Ch. 5'" '= '"). The basis for this inference is the claim

that the chronology of the appearance of these people in Ch. is correct.

They are mentioned just when historically they might be expected

{Musri, Meluhha, Ma'in, MVAG. 1898, pp. 42 ff.; KATJ pp. 142/.,
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144). On the other hand it is strange that the older and more historical

Books of Samuel and Kings contain none of these notices or similar ones,

and it is readily credible that these names might have been current in

post-exilic times (if not certain that they were), and thus at hand for the

Chronicler to introduce as the enemies of Israel (We. Prol. p. 208;

Noeldeke, EBi. I. col. 274).

§ 5. THE RELIGIOUS VALUE.

The religious value of Chronicles lies in the emphasis given to

the institutional forms of religion. Forms, ceremonies, institu-

tions of one sort or another, are necessary for the maintenance of

religious life. The Chronicler, it is true, overemphasised their

importance and his teachings are vitiated by a false doctrine of

divine interference without human endeavour, and a false notion of

righteousness consisting largely in the observance of legal forms

and ceremonies. Yet in his o\vn time, unless he had been a direct

forerunner of Christ, he could not have been expected to give

a different message, and in his day his message rendered a most

important service. He belonged not only to the same school of

writers as the author or authors of the Priestly element of the Pen-

tateuch, but was kindred with the prophets Haggai and Zechariah,

and especially Malachi. "The course of events since the restora-

tion had made the Temple with its high priest and its sacrificial

system a centre for the community much more than it had been

before, but this very fact had a providential significance in view of

the future. It was essential for Israel's preservation that the

ceremonial obligations laid upon it should be strictly observed,

and that it should hold itself aloof socially from its heathen neigh-

bours" (Dr. Minor Prophets, II. in NCB. p. 297). However nar-

row the Chronicler's teachings may be considered and however arti-

ficial their products, without the shell of the Judaistic legalism and

ecclesiasticism it is difl5cult to see how the precious truths of divine

revelation in Hebrew prophecy could have been preserved. Other-

wise amid the encroaching forces of the Persian, Greek, and Ro-

man civilisations they would have been dissipated and no place

would have been prepared for the appearance of Christ and the

growth of Christianity. The work of the Chronicler fostered the
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needed spirit of Jewish exclusiveness in its list of genealogies; it en-

hanced Jerusalem as the rallying-point and centre of Jewish life; it

favoured the maintenance of a hierarchy and emphasised the out-

ward forms of religion in sacrifices and national festivals, but all

this contributed largely to the religious solidarity and strength of

the people and gave them a tough quality.

Through these writings the past also was idealised and glorified

as a norm for present activity and future development. Nothing

better than the authority of the past could have served in those days

to intensify the loyalty and devotion of the ancient Jew. The divine

law of retribution and special providence, which the Chronicler

taught, was a most powerful factor also for preserving the Jewish

Church. It must also never be forgotten that it was under the

tutelage of men like the Chronicler that the Maccabees were nour-

ished and that the heroic age of Judaism was inaugurated.

§ 6. SOURCES.

A. The source of canonical material. According to the

sketch just given the Chronicler supplemented and in a measure

revised the history of Israel narrated in the canonical books, es-

pecially I and 2 S. and i and 2 K. These then constitute a main

source of his work. The following are the parallels between his

and the earlier writings. (These parallels include the Chronicler's

modifications of the canonical material and hence are not as re-

stricted as some lists which omit all observations and additions of

the Chronicler. For these details see commentary.)

I Ch. I '-*,
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1 Ch. a'-', 2 S. 3=-5 55. H.iG,
cf. i3«.

" 3i»-»6, I and 2 K.
"

42s Gn. 461° Ex. 6'5 Nu. 2612 '•.

" 428-M Jos. 192-8.

"
53, Gn. 469 Nu. 265 f..

"
525. 26^ cf. 2 K. is'sf. 29 176 1811.

" 527-29 (61-5), Ex. 6'«- 18- 20. 23 Nu. 3''- >».

" 51-4. 7 (16-19. 22) <' 6'S-2''.

«« (yl-lZ (22-28)^ " 624 I S. !• 82.

" 539-66 (64-81) Jos. 2l"'-l'- 5-3- 20-39,

" 9'-"% Ne. ii<->9^
"

io'-i2, I S. 31.
" III-9, 2 S. 5»-3- 6-10.

" III"-", " 238-39.

" 131-", " 61-11.

" 14'-'- 8-1' " ell-16. lV-25.

"
15, 16, " 612-23,

17. 7-
"

18, " 8.

"
19, " 10.

" 20'-', " III 1226-31.

" 20^-8, " 2118-22.

"
21, " 24.

2 Ch. 16-13, I K. 31-15.

" lH-17, " I026-29.

" j18l_21V (2)
" CI5-30 (1-16),

"
3'-5S " 6,

713-s..

"
5^710, " 8.

" 711-22 " q1-9.

"
8, " 9i°-28.

" gl-12. 13-28 << iqII'- 14-2'.

<< Q29-31 "
II41-43,

"
IO>-IlS " 121-24.

" 122- '• 9-16 " I421-3I_

" i^l. 2. 22. 23 (14I), " 15I. 2. 7. 8.

" j^l. 2 (2.3)^ I5'*-", " I5II-I6.

" 161 -6- 11-14 " ie;1'-24.

" 182-34, " 222-35.

" 2031-2ll, " 2241-" (50),

" 216-10- 20^ 2 K. 81^-24.

«' 221-6- 7-9 " 826-29 gl6-28 Iol2-14,

" 2210-2321, " II (11I-20).

" 24l-'4- 23-27_ " 12I-I7. (112I-12I6) 1218-22(17-21),

" 2^1-4- 11- l'-28 " I41-14. 17-20,
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This direct use, however, was formerly questioned, because the

variance between the parallels seemed destructive to the infallible

inspiration of the Chronicler. Hence arose the theory (held by

many commentators, and represented in its final and most perfect

form especially by Keil) that the Chronicler and the writers of the

canonical books both used common sources, and that the parallels

were independent extracts from common sources, each made from

a point of view pecuhar to itself (Keil, Intro. § 141).

To illustrate this view: In the account of Saul's death (2 S. 31 and

I Ch. 10) there is agreement almost word for word until the treatment of

the corpse of the King. The writer of i S. says: The Philistines cut off

his head, stripped off his armour and put his armour in the house of As-

taroth, and then fastened his body to the wall of Bethshean. The Chron-

icler says: They took his head and his armour and they put his armour

in the house of their gods and fastened his head in the temple of Dagon.

The original source of both of these accounts Keil held must have con-

tained an account of both head and trunk, which the author of i S. followed

as far as the trunk was concerned and the Chronicler as far as the head.

Again in comparing 2 Ch. 2 with i K. s'^-'^
(i-is)^ in the former we read

that when Solomon purposed to build the Temple he sent to Hiram, King

of Tyre, and asked for a cunning workman and for timber and hewers of

timber, promising much grain and wine and oil in return, while in i K.

only timber and cutters of timber are requested and no promise of oil

is mentioned. Here again Keil held that these are extracts from a

common source, one writer emphasising one particular and the other

another.

This supposition of Keil (an unnatural one compared with that

of direct use and really not worthy of further consideration) breaks

down completely if the results of recent scholarship in reference to

the sources of the canonical books can at all be trusted, since these

sources always appear in Chronicles in the same combinations in

which they are found in the canonical books, and never apparently

otherwise; i.e., they appear always edited and not in their original

form.

The names in i Ch. 1^-^ are grouped as they appear in Gn. lo'-is-

"-29, a combination of three sources, P, J, and R (Dr. Gn.). Gleanings

from Gn. 35, 38, 46 representing P, J, and R appear in i Ch. 2. (No one,

however, has ever seriously argued that the Chronicler had access to the

sources of the Pentateuch, since, forsooth, to Keil and those of his

school the Pentateuch had no sources in the modern sense.)
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In I Ch. 1 8
II

2 S. 8 is a combination of three sources. Glosses in

2 S. 5«- 'b 23'< (Budde, SBOT.) are reproduced in i Ch. ii^- le. The

parallels with 2 S., however, are not favourable for presenting combina-

tions because underlying 2 S. is almost entirely a single source. In i

and 2 K. it is different, and here, following the analysis of Stade and

Schwally (SBOT.), a number of sources appear combined in nearly

every parallel in 2 Ch. In i=-'MI i K. 3<-i5 three; in i"-" || i K.

I026.39 three; in c. 2 || i K. s'^-^o ci-is) two; in 3'-5i
|| i K. 6, 7"-"

three; in 52-7'"
jj i K. 8 three; in q'-^*

|| i K. io'-^s two; in io'-ii<
||

I K. 12'-^ four; and thus in a similar manner throughout the entire list

of parallels. (The analyses of Ki., Kau., Sk., give a similar result.)

The Chronicler then used our present canonical books and not

their sources for all matter common to both works. He might still,

however, have used their sources for material not found in the

canonrcal books, but of this there is not the slightest evidence and

in form all new material (excluding genealogical matter and the

list of David's additional heroes, i Ch. n" »>-<') is of the compo-

sition or style of the Chronicler.

B. Sources alleged by the Chronicler. After the manner

of the author of i and 2 K., the Chronicler refers to written sources.

These are of two classes; first, those with general titles: (a) A Book

of the Kings of Israel and Judah, for the reigns of Jotham, Josiah,

and Jehoiakim (2 Ch. 27' 35" 368). (b) A Book of the Kings of

Judah and Israel, for the reigns of Asa, Amaziah, Ahaz, and Heze-

kiah (v. i. (o)) (2 Ch. 16" 25" 28''^ 32'2). (c) A Book of the Kings

of Israel, for genealogies (i Ch. 9') and the reigns of Jehoshaphat

(2 Ch. 20'<) (v. i. (m)) and Manasseh (2 Ch. t,^^). (d) A Mid-

rash of the Book of the Kings, for the reign of Joash (2 Ch. 24").

Secondly, those with specific prophetic titles: (e) The history (lit.

words or acts, so also below) of Samuel the seer, (f) The history

of Nathan the prophet, (g) The history of Gad the seer. These

three are given for the reign of David (i Ch. 29"). (h) The

prophecy of Ahijah the Shilonite. (i) The visions of Iddo the seer.

These two and also (f.) are given for the reign of Solomon (2 Ch.

9"). (j) The history of Shemaiah the prophet, (k) The history

of Iddo Ihe seer. These two are given for the reign of Rehoboam

(2 Ch. i2>5). (1) The Midrash of the prophet Iddo for the reign

of Abijah (2 Ch. 13"). (m) A history of the prophet Jehu which
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is inserted in the Book of the Kings of Israel, for the reign of Je-

hoshaphat (v. s. (c)). (n) A writing of Isaiah the prophet, for the

reign of Uzziah (2 Ch. 26"). (o) The vision of Isaiah the prophet

in the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel, for the reign of

Hezekiah (i>. s. (b)). (p) ? A history of the seers for particulars

concerning Alanasseh (2 Ch. ^y^).

Authorities thus are given for the history of all the kings of

Judah except Jehoram, Ahaziah, Amon, Jehoiachin, and Zede-

kiah. (Naturally none are given for Athaliah and Jehoahaz.)

Also the following works are referred to : (q) A genealogical regis-

ter compiled in the day of Jotham and Jeroboam II (i Ch. 5''),

(r) The later history of David? (i Ch. 23"). (s) The chronicles

(lit. words) of David in which the census taken by Joab was not

entered (i Ch. 272^). (t) A collection of lamentations (2 Ch. 35^').

The first three of these works (a) (b) (c) are generally allowed

to represent a single work whose full title was, The Book of the

Kings of Israel and Judah, or Judah and Israel, and the title

of which in (c) is abbreviated—Israel representing the entire

people and not specifically the N. kingdom, since vmder (c)

the reigns of Jehoshaphat and Manasseh are treated. This work,

which is cited as an authority for reigns as early as that of Asa and

as late as that of Jehoiakim, was clearly a comprehensive one, but

not the canonical Books of Kings, because it is cited for matters

not in those books

—

i.e., genealogies (i Ch. 9'), the wars of

Jotham (2 Ch. 27') and the prayer of Manasseh (2 Ch. ^y^) and

the abominations of Jehoiakim (2 Ch. 36*). Neither was it the

sources mentioned in i and 2 K. for the political history of Israel

and Judah, since they were two distinct works. It may, however,

have been a work dependent upon those sources (Be. p. xl.; Graf,

GB. p. 192; Dr. EBi. I. col. 768, LOT.^^ p. 532), or since the real

historical material derived from this book apart from that in the

canonical books is extremely meagre it may have been dependent

upon those books, a Midrash or commentary on them (Kuenen,

Einl. p. 160). In their earliest form i and 2 K. may have contained

fuller information than in their present Massoretic form. A war-

rant for this inference lies in the occasional fuller text of ($, which

implies an earlier, fuller Heb. text (Bu. Gesch. Altheb. Lit. p. 229).
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Winckler gives the following genesis of Ch. :

—

Pre-exilic chronicles of Israel and Judah.

Exilic, lost book of Kings. Midrash. Legends of Prophets. Midrash.

23

Chronicles.

Musri, MeluMta, Main, MVAG. 1898, p. 42.

In reality no one can decide the exact basis of any unknown work.

Many and extensive volumes may lie before an author whose work is

restricted and meagre.

A
Whether the Midrash (e) was the same as this Book of Kings

is uncertain. The peculiar title would suggest a distinct work

(so Be., Zoe., Oe., Ki.); on the other hand it is not apparent

why if, as its title shows, it was a comprehensive work dealing

with the kings generally, it should not be the same work as the one

just mentioned (so Ew. Hist. i. p. 187; We. Prol. p. 227; Francis

Brown, DB. I. P..395; Dr. (the probabiHty) EBi. I. col. 768).

The word Midrash (iimD 2 Ch. 13=2 24" f from cnn to seek) in

Rabbinic literature denotes an exposition, an exegesis. This frequently

took the form of stories (such as those of Judith, Tobit, etc.), and the

probability is that the Midrash of Kings was a reconstructed history of

Israel embellished with marvellous tales of divine interposition and

prophetic activity, such as have been reproduced in Ch.

The prophetic writings (e) to (p) are not in all probability distinct

works, but are illustrations of the usual Jewish manner of citing

sections of comprehensive works. As in the NT. we read, "Have

ye not read in the Book of Moses in the place concerning the

Bush" (Mk. i22«), or more aptly, "Know ye not what the scripture

saith in Elijah" (Rom. ii^). The "histories" of Nathan, Gad, and

the others are then the sections of which Nathan, Gad, etc., were

the catchwords in the Book of Kings, i.e., the Midrash with the

possible exception of (n) where the reference is probably to the

Book of Isaiah (cc. 36-39), and also (e), (f), (g), (h), and (i), not

unlikely refer to sections of our canonical books (v. commentary).

This is proved first because the history of the prophet Jehu (m)
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and the vision of Isaiah (o) are expressly mentioned as in this Book

of Kings, and secondly because the Chronicler never cites the au-

thority of the Book of Kings and the history of a prophet for any

one reign except where they are coupled together. The main

sources used by the Chronicler are then, in all likelihood, only two,

the canonical books and this Midrashic History of Israel, and if this

latter was dependent upon the canonical books then in reality he

had no really historical material apart from those books in their

original form (v. s.). Whether the Midrashic history contained

^ all his extra-canonical genealogical material, or whether he gath-

ered some from elsewhere through written or oral sources, it is im-

possible to determine.

It is also possible that the Chronicler has cited sources simply to

produce the impression that he is writing with authority, and that their

titles are mere literary adornments suggested by those in the Book of

Kings. This is essentially the view of Torrey, who, speaking of the

comprehensive work so generally held to have been used by the Chron-

icler, says, "It is time that scholars were done with this phantom
' source,' of which the internal evidence is absolutely lacking, and the

external evidence is limited to the Chronicler's transparent parading

of 'authorities'; while the evidence against it is overwhelming"

(AJSL. XXV. p. 195). The uniformity of the Chronicler's non-canon-

ical material certainly supports this view, yet at the same time it is

also plausible that the Cnronicler may have had before him one or

more sources from which he derived subject-matter which he freely

composed in his own way. Certainly some of the new historical rem-

iniscences preserved in Chronicles were, in all probability, derived from

written sources.

Eliminating the canonical quotations, the remainder of Chroni-

cles is so marked and homogeneous in style that it has been

usually (and properly) treated as the work of a single author,

i.e., the Chronicler. (Thus We. Prol. p. 227; Dr. EBi. I. Art.

Chronicles; and especially Torrey, AJSL. xxv. Nos. 2, 3, 1909.)

In recent years, however, this remainder has been analysed

into sources. This presentation has such scholarly support that it

is worthy of statement, and throughout our commentary we give,

with criticism, its conclusions.

In an article published in 1899 (in ZAW.) Biichler, a German scholar,

argued that our present i and 2 Ch. are a revised edition of a work that
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originally made no distinction between the priests and the Levites.

This distinction he held was introduced later by the Chronicler, who

magnified the position of the Levites and brought in the Levitical musi-

cians. Under the influence apparently of Biichler's investigations,

Benzinger, in his commentary (appearing in 1901), presented also the

view that the Chronicler was much more an editor and mere compiler

than in any way an independent writer. This result was reached

through a study of the parallels with i and 2 S. and i and 2 K. Some

of these parallels agree essentially verbally with their source, others

show a considerable departure from the canonical text. These latter

are held to come not from the hand of the Chronicler but from a fore-

runner whose work he copied; and as the Chronicler was only in the

main a mere copyist in his treatment of the canonical writings, so like-

wise, it was inferred, must he have been in his treatment of his other

source or sources. Hence his work contains almost no original composi-

tion beyond inserted notices respecting Levites and musicians. (Movers

had presented in 1833 essentially this view, Untersucliunge)i, pp. 163^.)

Thus in i Ch. 10-29 only cc. 23-27 are from the Chronicler. Of the re-

mainder, cc. 10, II, 13, 14, 17-19 are from S. Chapter 12 reveals no

special interest in anything Levitical; and c. 15 records six Levitical

families instead of the usual three and modest numbers, hence, except

a paragraph concerning Levitical singers (vv. i«-24), both of these chap-

ters are not from the Chronicler; c. 12 coming from uncertain sources

and c. 15 from the work of a forerunner. Chapter 21 contains, with the

absence of a sufl&cient theological motive, too great departures from

2 S. to have been written by the Chronicler; hence it is from another

work, which appears continued in cc. 22, 28, 29. This work is ad-

mitted to be of the same vein and spirit of the Chronicler, showing an

interest in the religious cultus alleged to have been developed by David,

but is held to differ from the Chronicler's work: (i) in its more modest

presentation of contributions for the Temple, 29^-5 (to be compared with

22"-i6, a paragraph owing to the great numbers assigned to the Chron-

icler); (2) in the Deuteronomic colouring and in the lack of interest in

P, since no objection is raised to David's sacrifice at the threshing-floor

of Oman.
In 2 Ch. 1-9, which presents a history of Solomon's reign, following,

with the single exception of a paragraph on Solomon's chariots and

horses, the order of i K., the departures from the canonical text

(2 Ch. 1I8-2" (2'-")) are supposed to be too great to have come from

the Chronicler, since the Tyrian artist is Huram-Abi, instead of Hiram

(2 Ch. 2'2a3) (see commentary), i K. 7'^), with his mother a Danite instead

of a widow from Naphtali (2 Ch. 2'3("> i K. 7'*), and he is a worker not

simply in metals but weaving, etc., and the place Japho, unnamed in i K.,

is mentioned. Wanting also are the numbers of the workmen given in
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I K. s"'-
('3f) and the embassy from Iliram to Solomon (i K. 5')-

The Deuteronomic reason for building the Temple, i.e., a dwelling-place,

is changed also into a priestly one, i.e., a place of worship (2 Ch. 2^ <^ > i K.

5" <5)). In the description of the Temple and its furniture, owing again

to the variations from the account given in i K., the Chronicler is held

to have had another source before him, and in part is this held also of

the dedication.

The remainder of 2 Ch. (cc. 10-36) is assigned by Benzinger to different

sources, according to the character of the material. The Chronicler

throughout is a copyist. He only composes introductory and concluding

sentences and notices of the Levites. Kittel, in his commentary (1902),

accepts the theory of Benzinger and builds largely upon his conclusions.

He endeavours also to unify the various sources, and distinguishes (with

a variety of type and letters on the margin) the work of the Chronicler

and his predecessors. He warns one, however, against regarding the

conclusions thus expressed as final. He points out, by his mechanical

devices: (i) the material derived from the canonical books; (2)

material next in age of various sort and origin, yet mostly of historical

value {v. s. p. 15); (3) material from a Levitical writer, a forerunner of

the Chronicler, who wrote between 500 and 400 B.C.; (4) Midrash

material of two sorts (M and M^), taken in all likelihood from the cited

sources of the Chronicler; and finally (5) material of a period later than

the Chronicler, added by another Levite.

This theory of the composition of Chronicles, as we have said, rests

on the assumption that the Chronicler was essentially a mere copyist;

but even if at times he follows most closely his canonical sources there is

no reason why at other times he should not have been as free and

original as the Levite who is introduced as his forerunner. Exact con-

sistency is not necessary to the Oriental mind, and especially to a writer

like the Chronicler. A Deuteronomic colouring, along with a colouring

of the Priests' Code, implies no diversity of authorship, since every Jew

would be naturally versed in Deuteronomy as a people's book, one

probably read and studied far more by every pious Jew than the Priests'

Code, even by a Levite. Neither also, with a variety of traditions before

him, is there any reason why the same writer might not differently at

times enumerate Levitical families or statistics concerning the Temple.

The unity of style and composition, so individual and marked, already

mentioned, is against this patchwork theory of composition, although

its possibility in view of our limited knowledge cannot be denied.
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§ 7. PECULIARITIES OF DICTION.

In common with other late books of the OT., Ch. (including

Ezr.-Ne.) exhibits many peculiarities of phraseology and syntax.

Many old. words are made to do service in new ways either rare or

unknown in the older language, and new words, the product of the

late religious organisation and view-point, appear frequently.

Also the incoming Aramaic, already a well-known language, had

its influence on the Hebrew of the Chronicler, as is shown both by

the presence of Aramaic loan-words and by many common Ara-

maic constructions. The many peculiarities of syntax, which are

against the common usage of the earlier writers, indicate that the

compiler and author, who was bilingual, either used Hebrew with

some difficulty or that the language itself was decadent in his day.

In addition to its common late characteristics, this group of writ-

ings has marked peculiarities of style and vocabulary. Words and

phrases not found at all elsewhere are met frequently both in pas-

sages from older sources which have been worked over and, par-

ticularly, in additions bearing the certain marks of the compiler.

No OT. writer reveals himself more certainly. The reader feels

almost instinctively when he passes from an excerpt from an older

source to a paragraph by the compiler himself. Sentences are

often awkward and imnecessarily involved. The author's pet

phrases are introduced without stint and almost without fail on

every possible opportunity. No doubt many of the marks of

slovenly and careless composition which are so common are due to

copyists' errors (see § 8 Text), but so many of them are certainly

original that the compiler cannot be vindicated as a careful com-

poser. Probably not a few errors of his text which have been

ascribed to copyists were simply due to his own carelessness when

copying from his sources.

The following list contains the more marked peculiarities of the

Chronicler's writings, including new words and phrases, old ones

with a new or unusual sense, and syntactical usages peculiar to him,

and also all of these found frequently in other late books as well as

occasionally in earlier writings, but which are particular favourites

with the Chronicler, hence characteristic of his style. For con-
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venience those found only in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. are marked with an

asterisk (*). It should be borne in mind, however, that words or

expressions marked rare or peculiar may have been common usage

in the Chronicler's day, this statement being due merely to our

meagre supply of literature of that period.

1. Sax howheit, hid, 2 Ch. i^ 19' t,^,^'' Ezr. lo", also Dn. lo'- 2'
f. (In

older Heb. with an asseverative force, verily, of a truth Gn. 42^1

2 S. 14* I K. I" 2 K. 4" and with slight adversative force, nay,

but Gn. 1719 (P) t-)

2. nnJN letter, 2 Ch. 3o»- « Ne. 2'- '• ' t^- >' '», also Est. q^s- 29
f.

3. niriN possession, i Ch. 7^' 9' 2 Ch. 11" 31' Ne. 11' and often in Ez.

and P.

4. iDN promise or command, sq. inf., i Ch. 21" 27^' 2 Ch. 1'^ 14' 21'

2921. 27. 30 3i4. u 3521 Ne. 9'5, also 2 S. 24" 2 K. 8>9 Dn. Est. and

elsewhere.

5- tj^1!< * purple, 2 Ch. 2^ t (a late form of I?J"!^"), cf. Aram. «31J-in

Dn. 5'- 16- ".

6. mx"iK lauds, designating districts of Israel's territory i Ch. 13*

2 Ch. II" 155 cf. Gn. 26' \ including Israel's territory Ezr. 3'

(text dub.) 9'- ^- " Ne. 10"; in any sense pi. is almost wholly

late I Ch. i4'7 22^ 2930 2 Ch. 92' i2« 13' 15* 17"' 20" 32"- "• "

34" Ezr. 9' Ne. 9'" lo^', v. No. 91.

7. noB'N wrong-doing, guiltiness, i Ch. 21' 2 Ch. 24'* 28"'- "• "• "

3323 Ezr. 9'- '• "• '5 io'»- '9 1^ infreq. elsewhere.

8. ':'::'3 Niph. separate oneself (reflex, of Hiph.), i Ch. 12' Ezr. 621 9"

iqu. 16 Ne. 92 io29, also Nu. 1621 (P) f; he separated * i Ch.

23" Ezr. lo' t-

9. vu, v? hyssus, I Ch. 42' 1527 2 Ch. 2" 3" 5'2, also Est. i« 8'^ and Ez.

27'8 (where Cor. strikes out with (S) t-

10. nn spoil, hooty, 2 Ch. 14" 25'^ 28'^ Ezr. 9' Ne. 3'*, also Dn. ii2<- 3»

Est. 9i»- '5. 16 -j-.

11. (J) r2D * skilled, skilled {iti), i Ch. 1522 25'- « 27^2 2 Ch. 26^ 3412 f

(kindred meanings mostly late).

12. n^o castle, palace; of Temple, i Ch. 29'- " f; of fortress near

Temple, Ne. 2* 72 f; Shushan the palace, Ne. i' Est. i'- ' 2»- '• »

315 gn 98- !! 12 Dn. 82 t-

13. ni'p;? * fortresses, 2 Ch. 1712 27^ f-

14. ni3N p-'2 fathers' houses, families, clans, i Ch. 4" + 21 t. Ch.

Ezr. 2" ic"5 Ne. 76' lo^s, also often in P.

15. D'n'??i7 n-'? house of God. 1 Ch. 6" 911. n. 2« + ^^ t. in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne.,

also of sanctuary at Shiloh Ju. 18".

16. on.na, ni—, * chosen, i Ch. 7" 922 16" Ne. 518 f.
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17. inJ troop, of divisions of the army i Ch. 7* 2 Ch. 25»- '"• " 26", also

Jb. 2925 Mi. 4'^

18. nou * 6o(iy, corpse, i Ch. 1012
-f-

(late, cf. NH. and Aram.).

19. ^yj * treasury, i Ch. 28" also 282" (restored text) f (c/- NH.; a

loan-word from or through Persian).

20. i?^Jp common-land, suburbs, 1 Ch. 5'6 6" + 40 t. i Ch. 6, 132 2 Ch.

iiH 3ii9, also in Ez. and often in P.

21. HI''' Niph. hasten one's self, hurry, 2 Ch. 2620, also Est. 6'2 f, Qal

Est. 3'6 8" t (NH. j(i.).

22. D^JiD3-!l * drachmce, Ezr. 2" = Ne. 7" Ne. y^^- " f; O'PT-'*:,* ^

Ch. 29^ Ezr. 82' t-

23. mrr B'nT 5ee)fe Yahweh in prayer and worship, i Ch. 16" (=Ps.

105O 28' 2 Ch. i2i^ 14'^ i5'2 i6'2 22' 266; o>nSN(n) '1, 2 Ch.

193 265 30"; nin>S 't I Ch. 22'9 2 Ch. 151' 20^ Ezr. 621; o^nSsS n
2 Ch. 17* 3121 34' Ezr. 42.

24. B*">7P * commentary, exposition, 2 Ch. 1322 242' f.

25. vip n^-in /lo/y adornment, only 2 Ch. 2021 in prose, elsewhere in

poetry i Ch. 1629 = Ps. 96' Ps. 292 t-

26. 'n\ri * how, I Ch. i3'2, also Dn. loi' f (an Aram. form).

27. nin"i('?) SSn * praise Yahweh, of technical Levitical function, i Ch.

i6*- 36 235- 30 253 2 Ch. 513- 13 2o'9 2930 3021 Ezr. 3ii'- »• " Ne. 5'3,

cf. I Ch. 2913 2 Ch. 2021 t; ^i^ * abs. i Ch. 235 2 Ch. 7^ 8'<

23" 2930 312 Ne. 1224 t, V. No. 47.

28. pnn great number, i Ch. 29'6 2 Ch. 1123 3110, also Je. 4932 f;

multitude, 2 Ch. 1123 (corrupt 7^. i» loco) 13' i4'» 202- 12- «• 24

32', also Dn. iii"- "• "• '2- " and freq. in Ez., but only excep-

tionally in early prose.

29. ?! khtd, 2 Ch. 16", also Ps. 14413- '3 f (also in B. Aram. Dn. 3<'- '•

.0. .5 -j-).

30. mt * Hiph. rejects (= earlier Qal), i Ch. 28' 2 Ch. ii'< 29" f-

31. '\V} be enraged 2 Ch. 26'9- '^ t (weaker in earlier usage).

32. PJ^tn refined, i Ch. 28" 29^ also Is. 25' Ps. 12' f-

33. ny * come out, appear, of leprosy, 2 Ch. 26'' f-

34. nnanp * binders, joints, i Ch. 22' 2 Ch. 34" f-

35. J^^in * joy, I Ch. 1627 Ne. 8'", Ezr. 6'« (Aram.) f (an Aram. word).

36. v-m month numbered not named, i Ch. 12I6 272- 3. 4. 6. 7. s. ». 10. 11.

12. la. 14. 16 2 Ch. 23 + 12 t. 2 Ch., Ezr. 3' + 10 t. Ezr., Ne. 7"

82- ", also I K. 1232- 33 Je. i3 Ez. and oft. in P.

37. T\m seer, i Ch. 21' (= 2 S. 24") 2929 2 Ch. 929 1215 192 292* ^^^»- ",

also 2 K. i7'3 Is. 29"' 3o"> (28" cf. BDB.) Mi. 3' Am. 7'2, and

applied to singers * i Ch. 25* 2 Ch. 293" 35" f-

38. i5innn strengthen oneself, 2 Ch. i' 1213 1321 158 (=r take courage)

1
71 21^ 23' 25" 276 Ezr. 72' (= gain strength, also i S. 30' 2 S.
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3» I K. 2o'2 Dn. lo" (= gain strength) f; sq. '"Jsr withstand, 2

Ch. 13'- 8
I; ay 5?. hold strongly with, i Ch. ii'" 2 Ch. 16'

also Dn. lo^' f. (Use in earlier books, put forth strength, use

07ie's strength.)

39^ ^I'^ff? strength, of royal power, 2 Ch. 12^ 26", also Dn. ii* t-

40. nSh * 6e sick, 2 Ch. 1612 -j- (usually nSn).

41. D^\'7np * sickness, sufferings, 2 Ch. 24^ f.

42. npSriD * division, course, technical term of organisation of priests

and Levites, i Ch. 236 24' 261- '2- is 27'- i- 2- s- <• ••• ••• »• » t- '•

9. 10. II. 12. 13. 14. 15 281- •'• 21 2 Ch. >;" 8'^- '^ 2^' ?!'• *• "• " "

35<- 10 Ezr. 6'8 (Aram.) Ne. ii'^ f-

43. '!!ipi!i * ^ocxf works, pious acts, 2 Ch. 6" 32'= 35=^ Ne. 13" f-

44. nixxn irMw/>e<, as sacred instrument for use by priests only, i Ch.

13' 15"- " I^S- «2 2 Ch. 512- 13 1312- H 2028 2926- 27. 28 Ezr. 31"

Ne. 1235- " also 2 K. 12" Ps. 986 and Nu. ic'- « ' 1° 3i« (all

P) t; general use 2 K. ii" " = 2 Ch. 231'- i' Ho. 5' f; "'sxn

* Pi. and Hiph. sound a trumpet, i Ch. i52< 2 Ch. 512- " 7«

13H 2928 t.

45. hy^ na''!3n inSN/Tip according to the good hand of my God upon me,

Ne. 28 Ezr. 7' 8i« c/. Ne. 21^; + nin>, Ezr. 728; om. naion,

Ezr. 7«.

46. nij Hiph. praise, of ritual worship, i Ch. i6<- '• '• '< " " 23"'

25' 2915 2 Ch. 51' 7'- ^ 2022 312 Ezr. 311 Ne. ii" 122^- ", also

freq. in Ps. and rare in earlier writings v. No. 47; Hithp.

give thanks, in ritual worship, 2 Ch. 30=2 f ; confess Ezr. loi

Ne. i^ 92- 3, also in P, H, and Dn.

47- ^h^') nmn thank and praise, i Ch. i6< 23'" 25' 2 Ch. 51' 312

Ezr. 311 Ne. i22< cf. 1 Ch. 29I' 2 Ch. 7«, v. Nos. 46, 27.

48. Di''a Di> * day by day (= earlier dt' di^), i Ch. 1222 2 Ch. 8i' 24" 3021

Ezr. 3<- ^- 6' (Aram.) Ne. Sis -)-.

49. irmnn * be enrolled by genealogy, i Ch. 4" 51- '• " 76- '• «• " 91- 22

2 Ch. 12" 3ii'- 1'- 18- 19 Ezr. 2«2 == Ne. 7«< Ezr. 8i- » Ne. 7* f.

rn^ genealogy, Ne. 7* f.

50. nnSin generations, 1 Ch. 12' 5' 72- <• 9 828 9'- ^ 2631, also Ru. 4I'

and freq. in P.

51. jDj * Hiph. use the right hand, i Ch. 122 f.

52. B'lJ'; * aged, decrepit, 2 Ch. 361' f {cf- B'''!^;, tti., Jb. I2i» 151" 29*

32^ t)-

53. B'aa * footstool, 2 Ch. 9" t (</• NH., id., step, stair; Aram., a rude

seat).

54. ran .yg^ up, prepare, i Ch. 9^2 i2'9 142 151 28' 2 Ch. 12' 17' + 33 t.

Ch., and Ezr. 33; esp. with 3J7 set the heart, i Ch. 29I8 2 Ch.

12" 19' 2o3' 3019 Ezr. 71".
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55. 013 gather, Qal i Ch. 22^ Ne. i2« Ps. 33 ' Est. 4I6 Ec. 28- 2* 35 f.

56. yj3 Niph. 6e humbled, humble oneself, i Ch. 20^ 2 Ch. 7" 12'- '• '•

12 13I8 30" 3226 ^S^^-
19. 23. 23 3427. 27 3612 t, alsO Lv. 26" (H) I S.

713 etc.; Hiph. humble, subdue, i Ch. iy^° iS' (= 2 S. 8') 2 Ch.

2819, also Ju. 42' Dt. 93 Is. 255 Jb. 4012 Ps. 81" 10712 f-

57. -I1D3 * 6ow/, I Ch. 28''- !'• 17- 17. 17. 17 Ezr. ii"- " 8^7
f.

58. ':'3^^p * bemantled, 1 Ch. 152? f (f/. B. Aram, x'^an? Dn. 321).

59. S^pn? * crimson, carmine, 2 Ch. 26- " ^u^ possibly also Ct. 7^ for

^v-\?, t (a Persian loan-word).

60. 303 writing, i Ch. 28'^ 2 Ch. 2'"' 35^ Ezr. 262 = Ne. 7" Ezr. 4',

also Ez. 139 Dn. lo^' Est. 122 312. h 4? gi- 9. 9. 13 ^27 -j-.

61. naijrpn onS of roTf^ of shew-bread only, i Ch. 9^2 232^ Ne. lo^* f;

'en jnSu' I Ch. 28'6 2 Ch. 2918 f;
'"* i^^njJD 2 Ch. 1311

f,"

Tipn'D 2 Ch. 2^ t; 'c Lv. 246- ' (P) t- (Earlier form was

D'jsn onS.)

62. 3?S * Hiph. ye.?/, 2 Ch. 361s
f {of. NH. Hiph. id., (F and & Ethpa. id.).

63. JJ?*? Hiph. mock, deride, always in bad sense, 2 Ch. 30'" Ne. 2'' t,^^,

also Jb. 21' Ps. 22S Pr. iS' (for M. JjSjn^ cf. BDB.) f {cf.

NH. «i.).

64. n^pSn * scholar, i Ch. 258 f (late and NH.).

65. n;irS chamber, cell, of the rooms of the Temple, i Ch. 926. 33 2328

28'2 2 Ch. 3111 Ezr. 829 lo^ Ne. lo"- 39. 40 134. 5. s. 9
x^ also oft.

in Ez.; of room at high place i S. 922 and i'^ ^ (accepted as

original We., Dr., Klo., Bu.) f. The word is used in the sense

of store-room only in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. Cf. '"ipr:. No. 77.

66. T nVd consecrate, i Ch. 29^ 2 Ch. 13' 16" 29", also Ez. 4326 Ex.

28" 299- 29. 33. 35 3229 Lv. 833 i633 211 Nu. 33 (all P), and Ju.

175. 12 I K. 1333.

67. nisSp kingdom, sovereign power, i Ch. iii" + 27 t. Ch., Ezr. i'

45. 6. 6 71 81 Ne. 935 1222, also 26 t. Est., 16 t. Dn., Ex. 4", 5 t. Ps.,

3 t. Je., and elsewhere. (In earlier writings usually np^pp or

HTlSp.)

68. Sjp commit a trespass, 1 Ch. 2^ 5=^ iqu 2 Ch. 122 2616. is 2819- 22

296 30' 361* Ezr. io2. 10 Ne. i^ 1327, also freq. in Ez. and P;

Sgp trespass, i Ch. 9' lo's 2 Ch. 281' 2919 331" 36" Ezr. 92- 1

10', also Dn. 9' Jb. 2i3< and freq. in Ez. and P.

69. NX?: Niph. be present, i Ch. 291' 2 Ch. 5" 2929 3021 311 3432. 33 357.

!'• 18 Ezr. 825, also Est. i' 4" and Gn. 1916 (J) i S. 131s. i« 2i< f-

70. a^jn'i offer free-will-offerings,* i Ch. 29^. e. 9. 9. u. 17. 17 gzr. i«

288 36 I; ofi'gr oneself, volunteer, 2 Ch. 171^ Ne. 112, also Ju.

52. 9
f. {Cf. same in B. Aram. Ezr. 713. is. is. is

-f-.)

71. qj sheath, 1 Ch. 212', also Dn. 71* (Aram.) f (NH. id.; a Persian

loan-word).
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72. npn nan hath extended loving-kindness, Ezr. 7-^ 9'.

73. D-pp: riches, 2 Ch. i"- '2, also Jos. 22^ (P), Ec. 518 6= f (prob. an

Assy, or Aram, loan-word).

74- "¥4, n^:3 oversee, overseer, i Ch. 1521 23^ 2 Ch. 2'- " 341^- "

Ezr. 3' '
t; also in the titles of 55 Pss. and in the title Hb. 3".

75. 3pj Niph. be expressed by name, i Ch. 12^2 j64i 2 Ch. 28'^ 31" Ezr.

82", also Nu. I'' (P) t-

76. NU'j /a^e as wife (usually withS), i Ch. 23" 2 Ch. ii-'- ^s i.v.inioco\

1321 243 Ezr. 92- 12 10" Ne. 13^5, also Ru. i<. A late usage.

77. nsr; * chamber (a rare parallel of nrc'^ q. v. No. 65), Ne. 3'"

12" 13' t-

78. ^ i; inj * submit, yield to, 2 Ch. 30^ f",
nnn T', 7.73 /i., i Ch. 292^;

N-ixviS ai^ }p: ^wc //ieir pledge to send away, Ezr. 10"; S 3J7 ^i^j

5e< ^/t« /jcar/ to do a thing, i Ch. 22'^ 2 Ch. ii'^, also Dn. lo'*

Ec. I"- 17 721 89- 16
f.

. 79. D^rnj * Nethinim, i Ch. 92 Ezr. 2"- 68. 70 = Ng. 7". eo. 72 Ezr.

^7. 24 (Aram.) 8l'- 20- 20 Ng, ^26. 31 jo29 Il3- 21 -|-.

80. i£3p * enumeration, census, 2 Ch. 21^ f

.

81. n-iojJ 5er2;ice of God, i Ch. 6^^- '3 913. 19. 28 232^- 26. 28. 28. 32 243- 19

251- 1- « 268 2813- 13- 14- " 15. 20. 21. 21 297 2 Ch. 8" 12' 24'2 2935

312. 18. 21 352. 10. 15. 16 Ne. io33 X, also oft. in Ez. and P.

82. Sip T'a^n^ proclaim, 2 Ch. 30^ 3622 = Ezr. ji, Ezr. lo' Ne. 8",

also Ex. 366 (P) f.

83. 11J? * help, I Ch. i23< 39 .j- (text dub., cf. textual notes; if correct

Aram, loan-word).

84. -ij^J help of divine assistance, i Ch. 12I8 152s 2 Ch. i4"'- i" i83i 25'

26' 32^, also freq. in Ps., less freq. in earlier books; Niph. i Ch.

520 2 Ch. 26'5.

85. T''?3? next to (in a series), 2 Ch. i?'^- is- is 311s Ne. 32- 2 + 13 t.

Ne. 3, 1313, esp. late.

86. 1^-'??, ^T-'^y. according to the guidance of, i Ch. 252 2. 3. e. e 2 Ch.

23I8 2613 2927 Ezr. 31", also Je. 531 3313.

87. n';'??'? * exceedingly, i Ch. 142 22^ 23" 293- 25 2 Ch. i' 1612 j^n 26^^

268 t-

88. ipy rise (for earlier Dip), i Ch. 20-' 211 2 Ch. 2023 Ezr. 2" = Ne.

7" Ne. 8^, also Est. 4'^ and freq. in Dn.

89. iicvn appoint, institute, establish (in earlier books station), r Ch.

618 1516. 17 1617 (= Ps. 1051") 17" 222 2 Ch. 8i< 98 Ills 22 196. 8

2021 2413 {cf. 'Ezr. 2«8) 255- i< 306 312 338 352 Ezr. 38 Ne. 43 f 73

io33 1231 1311. 30^ also Dn. ii"- 13- "; make a stand (in a covenant),

2 Ch. 3432.

90. "^Dj; Sy npy stand oti standing-place, 2 Ch. 301^ 3431 3511 Ne. 13",

Dn. 818 lo'i t; with Dip' for ipi? Ne. 93 f; no verb Ne. 8' f-
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- 91. nixn^n >D^ * peoples of the lands, 2 Ch. 13' 32>'- " cn^WJ)

Ezr. 33 9'- 2. 11 Ne. 9'" lo^', v. No. 6.

92. ni nx>' possess power, be able, i Ch. 29" 2 Ch. 2'' 13'° 22', also Dn.

108. 16 116 -j-; om. ns 2 Ch. 14'" 20" f-

93. 2yD west, 1 Ch. 7^8 12" 26'6- is. 30 2 Ch. 3230 33", also Is. 43^ 45*

5919 Dn. 8^ Ps. 75' io3'2 1073 and Ju. 20" (corrected text, cf.

Moore, Ju.)
-f.

94. lODi -\py riches and honour, 1 Ch. 2912 ^s 2 Ch. i>- '^ 175 igi 32",

also I K. 313, Pr. 3I6 g's Ec. 6^ f.

95. |->\-ij; * ancient, i Ch. 4" f (an Aramaism, c/. Dn. 7'- "• ").

96. ^v ^in^ inp n^n the fear of Yahweh came upon, 2 Ch. 14" 17'°

197 20" (o^nSs ins) t (elsewhere 'Ui SflJ).

97. lao * set free from duty, i Ch. 9" 2 Ch. 23* f.

98. i3"is * some sort of open portico, i Ch. 26'6 '^ -j- (probably Persian

loan-word; cf. a^nns 2 K. 23").

99. njjrBD * /ii/i or buttock, i Ch. 19* (2 S. io« Dnipinr) f-

100. o:n'7X3 * cymbals, i Ch. 138 i5'6- is- 28 jgs. 42 251- e 2 Ch. 5'2- "

2925 Ezr. 31° Ne. 122' f-

101. T'DS he-goat, 2 Ch. 2921 Ezr. 6'' (Aram.) 8'^, also Dn. S*- ^- « 21
f.

102. Tins * weetf, 2 Ch. 2'^ f (Aram. word).

103. '^3|i receive, take, accept, i Ch. i2'9 21" 2 Ch. 29I6 22 Ezr. 8'", also

Pr. 1920 Jb. 2"'- 1" Est. 4< 923 27 -j- (a common Aram, word, c/.

Dn. 2« 6' 7>8 t).

104. ni3t< irxn /jgatfi of fathers' (houses), i Ch. 7" S^- i»- i3- 28 g,9. 33. 34

1^12 239- 24 246 31 2621- 26. 32 27I 2 Ch. l2 198 232 26'2 Ezr. I* 2"

312 42. 3 gi lo's Ne. 7"- 70 8'3 1
1 13 i2'2 22. 23^ also Ex. 62* Nu. 3i2«

3228 361- » Jos. 14' 19" 21' • (all P) t; the phrase with n^a

expressed i Ch. s'^-
24. 24 72. 7. 9. 4o gis 244, also Ex. 6" Nu. i<

72 1718 25'* Jos. 22'<; TNI (alone in same sense) i Ch. 5'- 12

73 828 -|- and (appar. combined with the idea oi first in a series)

278. 11. 19. 20_

105. a'l'^ abundantly, i Ch. 438 12" 223- 3- •<• ' 8. 14. 15 292. 21 2 Ch. i'^ =
927 (= I K. I027) 284I89I. 9 Il23 1414 1^9 j68 176 igl- 2 2025 24" 24

273 293B 3o5- '3- 24 316 325- 29 Ne. 92^, also Zc. i4'<.

106. Ul, NUT ten thousand, myriad, t Ch. 297- ^ Ezr. 2^' = Ne. 7^'

Ezr. 2" Ne. y<>- ", also Ps. 68'8 Dn. ii'2 Ho. 812 Jon. 4'i
f.

107. tt'i3i property, goods, i Ch. 2731 28' 2 Ch. 202* 2ii<- i7 ^js -^229 357

Ezr. !< 6 821 108, also Dn. ii's- 24. 28^ and Gn. 126 136 31I8 367

466 Nu. i632 353 (all P), and Gn. i4i'- 12- '6. le. 21 i^u -j-.

108. yv") Hiph. act wickedly, 2 Ch. 2o35 22' Ne. 933, also Jb. 3412 Ps.

106^ Dn. 95 ii32 12'° (i S. 14" corruption, cf. Sm. Sam.) f.

109. n^ij nnnr great joy, 1 Ch. 29' 2 Ch. 302* Ezr. 3'2 13 6=2 Ne. 8'2

12", a common expression of the Chronicler.
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no. IB* * prince, chief, ruler, of religious office, 15''- "• " 24"- ' 2

Ch. 35' cf. I Ch. 156- « '• 8. 9. 10 (Is. 4328 corrupt), and esp.

DijnDri ntt' * c/zJe/s of the priests, 2 Ch. 36" Ezr. 8»<- " 10' f-

111. -\yiv-q * singer, i Ch. 6" 9^3+ n t. Ch., Ezr. 2"- ". 7« = Ne,

744. 67. 72 Ezr. 77 io2< Ne. 71 + 12 t. Ne. f-

112. na^'n-Lr; * act of slaying, 2 Ch. 30" t-

113. ^^^ * Niph. be negligent, 2 Ch. 29" f.

114. rhv weapon, 2 Ch. 23"! 32* Ne. 4»- '% also Jb. 33" 36" Jo. 2« f;

sprout Ct. 4".

US' ''JU'Dp' hear me (beginning a speech), x Ch. 28' 2 Ch. 13* 15'

2020 28" 29S
t; cf. Gn. 238 (hear us), vv.»- >' i^. u (all P).

116. ongvi:* * gate-keepers, of Temple, etc., a sacred function, i Ch.

9" + 19 t. Ch., Ezr. 2"- '" = Ne. 7"- " Ezr. 7' io2< Ne. 7' + 7 t.

Ne. (also 2 S. iS^* but corrupt for njJrn and 2 K. 7"'- » but of

secular function).

Also the following list of syntactical peculiarities appear either

exclusively in Ch. (including Ezr.-Ne.) or are frequent else-

where only in late books.

117. Sentences are often abbreviated in a peculiar manner, producing

an awkward reading; a the subject omitted (where earlier

writers would not venture to do so), i Ch. 9"'' 2 Ch. 18' *""*

(i K. 22^ otherwise) 19^'' 35^'; b expressed without a verb,

I Ch. i5"» 2 Ch. ii"b (?) 15' idi"- i^^"- b 2115 26>8>' 282"' 29'

30'- '">. Cf. Ew. Syn. § 303 b.

118. The inf. cstr. is often used almost as a subst., i Ch. 7'- "< •• "

9« 2351 2 Ch. 3= 24" {cf. 'Ezr. 3") zi^^ Ezr. i" Ne. 12". Cf.

Ew. Lehrb. § 236 a.

119. The art. n for the relative (derived from its demonstrative use),

I Ch. 2628 298- " 2 Ch. 1* (?'3.n?) 2935 Ezr. 8=5 io'<- '^ This

use is very doubtful in early writings, viz. in Jos. 10'^ i S. 9"

(cf. Dr. Notes on Sam.). Cf. Ew. Syn. § 331 b, also foot-note

on p. 209, Koe. iii. § 52, Ges. § 138^'.

120. The relative omitted (in prose almost entirely confined to Ch.-

Ezr.-Ne.), i Ch. 922b 1223 1512b 291 (but v. in loco) "> 2 Ch. 13'

(cf. Je. 5') 141" (cf. Is. 40") IS" 16' 2022 24" 28' 29" 3o'8b-i9a

3ii3b Ezr. i5- 6 Ne. 810 13M. Cf. Ew. Syn. § ^33 b, Ges. §

121. np in two strange idioms is almost equivalent to the relative

what, I Ch. 15" (njiu'N^aDS) 2 Ch. 30' (^^pS) f. See textual

notes on these passages.

122. The relative ^ combined with the prep. 3, i Ch. 25' («• «« ^co:i

27".
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123. The combination of two plural forms (contrary to better usage),

I Ch. 75 ' "• "• etc., also No. 91 above. Cf. Tmwi, Gottesd.

Vortrdge, p. 23.

124. Words repeated, often strengthened by Sa, to express the idea of

all considered distributively, i.e. every, as "(yti'i i>i:', miayi nmj;,

-i>p -I'y, D1M DV, I Ch. 2613 28'<- " 2 Ch. 8" 11" 19* 28^5

31" 322s 34" 3515 Ezr. io'< Ne. 1324, also Est. i^- 22. 22 an- 12 3<-

12. 12. 12. 12. 14 a3 gS. 9. 11. 13. 17. 17 n21. 27. 28 Ps_ ^rlS g^S I45IS.

125. Subordinate temporal and causal clauses are placed at the

beginning of the sentence (where in the earlier language either

they were introduced later, or, if placed at the beginning for

sake of greater prominence, ^n>i was prefixed), i Ch. 21" 2 Ch.

rH hi 12^- '^ !<' 20"'- ^- " 22' 24'^- 22b. 25 26'*- '"> 292'- 29 -Jll. 6

33'2 34" Ezr. 9»- '• « io«, also Est. 91- 2 Dn. S^'^- '^ los^. ub. is. isb

ii2. t la'b. Cf. Dr. Notes on Sam., on i S. 17".

126. The inf. (with S prefixed) at the end of a sentence, i Ch. is'^-

19. 21 22* (VnjnS) 255 2 Ch. s" 22"' 25" (2 K. I4'» otherwise)

36" end Ezr. 3'2.

Also prepositions in usages either new or much more fre-

quent than in earlier books.

127. V "^y a strengthened form of "^'J (in earlier writings either alone

would serve); before a subst. i Ch. 4^' 12''- 23 2326 28^ 2 Ch.

1412 i6i2- " 1712 268- " 28' 29" 31'° 361s Ezr. 3" g*- « lo'^ f;

before an inf. i Ch. 5^ 13= 2820 2 Ch. 241" 268- '6 2928 311

322< (2 K. 20' h_ alone) Ezr. 10", also Jos. 13= Ju. 3' i K.

l829 f.

128. *? as the sign of the ace. (from Aram, influence) : a with certain

verbs (contrary to earlier usage), tti frequently, h'yn only in

Ch.-Ezr., Pin i Ch. 262' 2912, •:\-\2 i Ch. 292" Ne. ii^, l^n 2 Ch.

32", also 1 Ch. 16" 18= 25> 2922- 22 2 Ch. 5" 6" 177 24' 34H

Ezr. 8"'; b at the end of an enumeration, i Ch. 28"' 2 Ch.
24'2b 26'*'' 2823; c marking the definite object after an indefinite

I Ch. 2918 2 Ch. 2'2 23'; d after the suffix of a verb (as in

Syriac) i Ch. 526 23^ 2 Ch. 25'- "> 28", cf. Ne. 9^2; e defining

the suffix of a noun i Ch. 7* 2 Ch. 3i'6- is Ezr. 9' 10". Cf.

Ges. § iiyn.

129. S with the inf., expressing tendency, intention, obligation (less

freq. in earlier writings), i Ch. 63* 925 lo's 22^ 2 Ch. 2* S'^ 1122

192 265 3121 36'' Ne. 8i3b; esp. after i^s or nS it is not possible

{permitted) to, there is no need to, 'S ps i Ch. 232s 2 Ch. 5"

20»22«35'5Ezr. 9'5, 'S nS i Ch. 5' 152 2 Ch. i2i2Ezr. 68 (Aram.).

Cf. Dav. Syn. § 95 b, Ges. § 114/, Dr. TH. §§ 202-206.
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130. SaS as regards all, that is all (in adding a summary or a further

specification), i Ch. 13' 2 Ch. 5'^ 25* 28'^ 31I6 ^^s (50 also 2 K.

21') Ezr. I*, also freq. in P. Cf. Ew. Syn. § 310 a. Also S of

"introduction," i Ch. 52 71 28'^. 21 29s'' 2 Ch. 721 (S wanting in

I K. 9«) Ezr. 728.

131. 1D1U ov—laiS (S omitted in earlier language, cf. Ex. 5"), i Ch.

16" 2 Ch. 8'^ 3i'6 t-

132. pnS * without or 50 iAa< «o<, i Ch. 22^ 2 Ch. 14'^ 20^^ 21'* 36"

Ezr. 9'^ t-

133. !<'?'? * without, 2 Ch. 153- 3 3 ]-.

134- ^?')^'p * 2 Ch. 1 1 '2 168 Ne. 5'8 t-

135. hyj as concerning, 2 Ch. 32'9, also Ps. 119'^ (used differently in

Is. 59'» 63') t.

136. 3 of accompaniment (without a verb), i Ch. is'^
'o ". 22 i5«

25«'' 2 Ch. s'S" 76 13"' 351^ Ezr. 3'2b.

§ ». HEBREW TEXT AND THE VERSIONS.

The Hebrew Text.—The text of Chronicles is in fair con-

dition, though by no means up to the standard of many of the older

Old Testament books. The late date of composition, together

with the fact that these books probably were less read, hence less

copied, than most of the Jewish Scriptures, would lead us to expect

a better text. The many lists of proper names, where the context

could not assist the scribe to the true reading, are responsible for a

large number of the textual errors, but the narrative portions also

are not free from serious corruptions showing that the text must

have been handled freely for a considerable time. The late recep-

tion of Chronicles into the OT. Canon (cf. Wildeboer, Origin of

the Canon of the OT. p. 152) allows for a considerable period of

such freedom. The Hebrew MSS. contain few variants and these

involve largely only the Massoretic accentuation, and give little aid

for restoring the true text. Baer, in his edition of the text (Liber

Chronicorum), notes nineteen variations between the oriental

(Babylonian) and occidental (Palestinian) texts, only fourteen of

which concern the consonantal reading. Of these six are due to

the confusion of 1 and *i, three to unimportant omissions of letters,

and the remainder are equally insignificant. In seven instances

the Qr. of the oriental text calls for the occidental reading.
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In the case of those portions of Chronicles which are parallel to

the older canonical books the textual critic is particularly fortunate.

The text of the sources with their versions may be used in addition

to the versions of Chronicles as an aid for restoring the original text

of Chronicles, as vice versa Chronicles is often useful for the criti-

cism of the text of the older books, frequently preserving the orig-

inal reading {v. p. 19). These older books, however, must be

used with extreme caution for the purpose of emending the text of

Chronicles, since many changes are due to the intention of the

Chronicler. The text of the older books was already in a corrupt

state when the Chronicler used them as sources. Frequently he

made changes in the interest of better sense, doing the best he could

with a difficult or corrupt reading, and often he simply incorpo-

rated from his source an early corruption. The task of the textual

critic of Chronicles is not to restore the original source reading of

a given passage, but only to rewrite the text as nearly as possible as

it came from the hand of the Chronicler. The failure to observe

this principle has often caused confusion.

The Greek Versions.—The Greek version of the books of

Chronicles (commonly supposed to be the Septuagint rendering

of these books) is an extremely literal translation, belonging in this

regard in the same category with the Greek of Ezekiel, Canticles,

and Ecclesiastes. The Massoretic text is followed so closely that

there can be no doubt that its translator had our Hebrew recension

before him. We are not so well supplied with old Greek Mss. as in

the case of many Old Testament books, but we possess a complete

text of Chronicles in the uncials A (V century), B (IV century),

and N (VIII-IX centuries), and for i Ch. 9" to irpcoC to 19" X(IV

century) is also available. Numerous cursives (about thirty) dating

between the tenth and fifteenth centuries should be added to this

list, but how many of these have any independent value has not yet

been determined.

In addition to this ordinary Greek version, the first book of

Esdras, which begins with the translation of the last two chapters

of 2 Ch., is an important witness for obtaining the original text of

these chapters. This translation is much freer than the received

text and has a different Hebrew recension behind it. The book is
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preserved in the uncials A, B, and N (except most of last chapter,

cf. Holmes and Parsons), but not in S; also in nearly thirty

cursives.

Before any critical use can be made of these two versions—for

they are distinct versions—their respective ages must be deter-

mined. That our received text of Ch. is really the translation of

Theodotion has been maintained by such scholars as Grotius

(1644), Whiston (1722), Pohlmann (1859), and Sir Henry Howorth

(1893, 1 90 1 -2), but the evidence has been set forth most convinc-

ingly by C. C. Torrey (see AJSL. vol. XXHI. pp. 121 ff., and

especially ATC. pp. do ff.). He maintains that i Esd. represents

the only extant remains of the real Septuagint of Ch.-Ezr.-Ne.,

and this was later supplanted by the version of Theodotion, whose

origin was soon forgotten and which was therefore accepted as the

true Septuagint. The argument has generally been that since our

Greek version bears the marks of late origin compared with the

version preserved in i Esd., and since Theodotion's translation

of Daniel supplanted the older translation, it is plausible to sup-

pose that the same thing has occurred here and our received text

is really the rendering of Theodotion. Torrey, in addition to this,

has collected much direct evidence that the received text is

Theodotion's, and this he states along the following lines {A TC.

pp. 60 ff.). (i) Theodotion's habit of transliterating words of

difficult or uncertain meaning, and often without any apparent

reason, is one of his most striking characteristics {cf. Field, Hexa-

pla, I. pp. xxxix-xlii, also Swete, Introduction, p. 46) and this is

also the common practice of the translator of Ch.-Ezr.-Ne.

Seventy such words are listed and they appear regularly dis-

tributed throughout these books. Some of them are identical

with transliterations by Theodotion elsewhere. (2) Unusual

translations in the Theodotion rendering of Daniel are duplicated

in the Chronicler's books. (3) According to the custom of this

translator, gentilic names are transliterated exactly instead of

being given the Greek adjective ending, though these have often

been substituted later in the mss., especially in L. In view of

our meagre supply of extant passages from Theodotion's transla-

tion (Daniel being merely a revision of the old Greek), from which
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his characteristics must be determined, this evidence is surprisingly

strong.

Moreover, evidence is not entirely lacking that the Greek ver-

sion of Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. current before the time of Theodotion and

apparently accepted as the Septuagint was not our "canonical"

version, but a somewhat free translation of a different Hebrew

recension and of which i Esd. formed a part. If our Greek was

the accepted Septuagint in the time of Josephus, it is not surprising

that he should have culled the story of the three youths from

I Esd. (Ant. xi. 3, 2-8 = 1 Esd. 3-4), since this story is wanting else-

where, but it is strange, as has frequently been noticed, that he

should have quoted in other places from i Esd. in preference to

the authoritative Septuagint version. In Ant. .\i. i, i. KO/ao? 6

^aaiXev^ Xeyei 'ETret' fie 6 6e6<; 6 /jLejia-ro^ rrj^ OLKOv/xevrjf;

cnreheL^e ^aaiXea, . . . tov vaov avrov oiKoSo/xijaco ev

lepoaoXvfjiOi^ ev ry ^lovSaia %c6pa follows closely the text of

I Esd. 2^'- but cf. 2 Esd. i=, which we should expect Josephus

to prefer. So also Ant. xi. 2, 2 /3aaL\ev<; l^afi^varj^ 'VaOvfim

TO) ypdcfyovrc ra irpooiTLTTTOvra koX BeeX^e/xo) Koi ^e/xe\i(p

'ypa/x/juarel fcal T049 \oi7rol<; roi? avvraaaopievovi Kal

oIkovctlv ev ^afiapeia Kal <^ocviKrj rdSe \eyei is certainly

taken from i Esd. 2=' and departs widely from 2 Esd. 4'^

(notice the transliteration where i Esd., followed by Josephus,

translates). If Josephus knew 2 Esd. as the Septuagint

rendering of the canonical Hebrew text and i Esd. as the trans-

lation of a variant uncanonical fragment, his preference for

the latter is unaccountable. His action is perfectly clear, how-

ever, if we suppose him to have been acquainted with only one

Greek version, the Septuagint, of which i Esd. was a part. Again,

a quotation from the Greek version of 2 Ch. 2'^ made by the Greek

historian Eupolemus, writing about 150 B.C., contains the clause

evXoyrjTO'i 6 6eo<i 09 tov ovpavov Kal rrjv <yi)v eKTicrev, which,

as Torrey argued, is almost certainly taken from a version of

which I Esd. formed a part (cf. ATC. p. 77, esp. f. n. 22).

The accepted Greek text (Theodotion 's), therefore, is only of

value for recovering the authoritative Hebrew of the second cen-

tury A.D., and beyond the limited assistance from Josephus, is our
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chief early authority for criticising the text of i Ch. i to 2 Ch. 34.

Field {Hexapla, vol. I.) notes a few readings from the version of

Aquila {c. 125 a.d.) i Ch. 15" 25'^ 29=^*, and a larger number from

that of Symmachus (c. 200 a.d.) i Ch. ^^^ 9' ii^ 15" 21'° 25'» 26"

2 Ch. 12' 15' 19" 23'= 26' 30^ 31" 32* T^T,^ 34", but these are not ex-

tensive enough to be of much value. For the criticism of 2 Ch.

35-36 we may add the testimony of the true Septuagint as pre-

served in I Esd. I. This dates from before 150 B.C., as is evidenced

by the Eupolemus fragment (7;. s., cf. Schiir. GeschJ III. pp. 351 /.).

Both the old Septuagint (i Esd.) and Theodotion are available

in two forms, the Lucian recension, based upon the Syro-Palestin-

ian tradition, and in MSS. representing the Egyptian tradition.

The Lucianic text is found in the cursives 19, 93, and 108,* and

these are the basis of Lagarde's edition of these books in Librorum

Veieris Testamenti Canonicorum pars prior. The remaining MSS.

represent the Egyptian tradition and may be divided into two

groups; one led by B includes also K and 55, the second includes A
and the rest of the cursives. The remaining uncial N is un-

certain, but seems to follow the A group more frequently than the

B. The MSS. of the B group are probably Hexaplaric {cf. Tor.

ATC. pp. 91/.).

The Lucian recension is a thorough revision of the earlier Syro-

Palestinian tradition. The many arbitrary changes, together with

the natural textual corruption, make the task of detecting the

earlier basic text a difficult one, hence Lagarde's Lucian text must

be used with extreme caution. Doubtless some of its many con-

flated readings go back to the true Hebrew text, but this cannot be

assumed even when the reading would be a great improvement on

our Massoretic tradition. Much of the plus of L does not even

have a Hebrew original behind it. The Syro-Palestinian tradition

back of the Lucian recension probably did not differ very widely

from the Egyptian. The latter is better preserved by the A group

of MSS. than by B and its followers. A has frequently been rep-

resented as extensively corrected from the Massoretic text, but close

examination shows that no such comparison with the Hebrew could

*It appears from Swete, Introduction, pp. 154, 156, that 10 does not contain Ch. or i Esd.

and that Ch. is wanting in 93, but cf. Holmes and Parsons, vols. II. V., where they are given

in the lists of mss. containing these books and variants from them are frequently noted.
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have been made, since nearly every page contains palpable blunders

which, in that case, would not have been allowed to stand. A con-

forms more closely to the Hebrew because it has, on the whole,

the better text, not because it has been made to conform, hence it

should always be given the preference over B, other testimony being

equal. The B ms. for Ch. is in especially poor condition. The

proper names are often damaged beyond recognition, dittographies

are only too common, and omissions by homoeoteleuton are very

frequent. When compared with the A group and with the Syro-

Palestinian tradition B often furnishes valuable aid toward regain-

ing the original rendering, but it should not be quoted as Septua-

gint or even as the Greek text, an all too common practice. Gen-

erally speaking, when the A and B groups and the L recension

agree they furnish the original Greek rendering, but it sometimes

happens, especially in proper names, that none of these agree with

the Massoretic text when the latter was doubtless the translator's

original, all the Greek texts having become corrupted.

In the commentary the received Greek, i.e., the version of Theodotion,

has been quoted as (S and the Septuagint (in 2 Ch. 35-36) as (S of i Esd.

Generally speaking, when the reading of certain Greek MSS. has been

cited, these are regarded as representing the original Greek rendering,

hence a variant Hebrew text, but frequently a variant Greek reading

found in one or more MSS. has been presented merely because it is of

possible worth. When the original has been regained by a comparison

of corrupt readings, it is cited with an asterisk {(B*).

The Latin Versions.—The Old Latin version would be of

special value for the criticism of the text of Chronicles, since the

Septuagint, from which it was made, has disappeared for all except

the last two chapters (y. s.). Unfortunately the Old Latin fared

little better. No extant ms. contains any extensive portion of

these books, but a number of fragments can be culled from the

Latin fathers, who quoted extensively from them. Sabatier (Bibli-

orum sacrorum Latince versiones antiquce, vol. L 1741) collected

from these and ms. sources the ancient Latin version of the fol-

lowing passages: i Ch. i" 2"- 54. 55b jj9 j2'8- ^sa i^u-u 218. nb. 12.

U. 17 22'** 28' 2 Ch. 6'^''"^^'' II""- *'' '2b-16a jc2 J^'b-g. 12 j^3-7».

fb-12» jQ2b-ll 20'"'- ^"^^ 36-37 2l'^- "*• 24^°'' 2'^"'- *• '''-l^- 2". 27 26'"'""
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2q2 222<»- "a 2^11, These excerpts, however, must be compared

with more recent editions of the Latin fathers before they can be

trusted. In the case of i Esd. we are better off, the Old Latin being

preserved in three mss. (Paris MS. Bibl. Nat. lat. iii, the Madrid

MS. E. R. 8, and a Lucca ms., cf. Swete, Introduction, p. 95). This

version is of some value for recovering the Syro-Palestinian tra-

dition of the Septuagint.

The Latin version of Jerome, commonly called the Vulgate, was

a new translation made from the standard Hebrew text of the end

of the fourth century a.d., and independent of the Septuagint. Its

late origin detracts from its critical value for textual purposes. By

comparing it with the Theodotion Greek it frequently aids in the

removal of corruptions which made their way into the Hebrew text

at a comparatively late date. Its chief value, however, lies in the

realm of interpretation, where it supplies an early rendering of

the consonantal Hebrew text for the most part as it now stands,

which is often superior to the modern influenced by Massoretic

tradition.

The Syriac Versions.—The first Syriac translation of Chron-

icles is now a part of the Peshito, but originally Chronicles was not

received into the Syriac Canon. Indeed, when the book was sub-

sequently translated it did not meet with general acceptance. This

Syriac version seems to have been the work of Jews of Edessa.

While in most Old Testament books the Peshito follows the He-

brew text faithfully and even literally, with here and there extensive

influence from the Septuagint, Chronicles stands alone as the trans-

lation of a mere Jewish Targum and exhibits all the faults which

might be expected from such origin. One of its most striking

characteristics is found in the fact that the text has very frequently

been conformed to the text of Samuel and Kings. This is even

true of extended passages, as where i K. 1226-30 followed by i K.

14'-' are substituted for 2 Ch. ii5-i2'2. The substitute has the

authority of the best mss. and must be accepted as the original

Syriac text, i.e., the original translators had the text of S.-K. before

them. Numerous other instances might be cited where the text

agrees with S.-K. against Ch. in which we may possess the original

Syriac text, but where its testimony is absolutely worthless for the
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criticism of the Hebrew text. Since there can be no doubt that

either the translators, or perhaps some later copyist, frequently

conformed Chronicles to its sources, the Peshito (^) may never be

cited in support of readings of S.-K. as original in Chronicles.

This fact, together with the character of its origin, makes the

Peshito text of Chronicles practically worthless for critical pur-

poses. For discussion, see Frankel, JPT. 1879, pp. SoSff.

The Peshito text of Chronicles is available in a number of edi-

tions, but all go back to the Paris Polyglot of 1645. The London

Polyglot (Walton's), published shortly after, reproduces the Paris

text without change. The first edition was printed from a very

poor MS., "Syr. 6" of the Bibliotheque Nationale. Recently

W. E. Barnes has published the variant readings of the MSS. avail-

able to-day, and of the printed editions (An Apparatus Criticus to

Chronicles in the Peshitta Version, 1897). Walton's edition cor-

rected by this apparatus furnishes a good Peshito text.

The Syriac version of Paul of Telia was made in 616-7 ^-c,

from a Greek ms. ultimately derived from the Septuagint col-

umn of Origen's Hexapla. This was first made known to Europe

by Andreas Masius, who died in 1573, and he had a MS. which,

with other books, contained Chronicles, but this has disappeared.

The British Museum possesses a catena (Add. 12,168) contain-

ing fragments of Chronicles and the Books of Esdras. The

fragments of Chronicles are found on Foil. 57a-6oa (Wm.
Wright, Cat. of Syr. MSS. in Brit. Mus. Part II. p. 905), just

published by Gwynn {Remnants of the Later Syriac Versions

of the Bible, 1909, Part II. pp. 5-17). The portions of i Esd.

and Ne. were published by Torrey {AJSL. Oct. 1906, pp. 69-74),

but the MS. contains nothing of i Esd. i. The Syro-Hexaplar

text of I Esd., however, is found elsewhere and has been pub-

lished by Lagarde (Libri veteris testamenti apocryphi syriace),

hence we have its testimony for the recovery of the original

Septuagint text of 2 Ch. 35, 36 (i Esd. i).

The Arabic Version.—The Arabic version of Chronicles is

available in printed form in the Paris and London Polyglots {v. s.),

but is of little or no critical value. It is far removed from the orig-

inal Hebrew, and as a translation of the Peshito text {cf. Burkitt,
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DB. I. p. 137) simply duplicates the testimony of that uncertain

version {v. s.).

The Ethiopic Version.—The Books of Chronicles are not

extant in the Ethiopic version, which, however, does contain the

first Book of Esdras. This is of value for regaining the Eg\'ptian

recension of that portion of the Septuagint {v. s.).

The Targum.—The Aramaic paraphrase of Chronicles, like the

Targums of the other books of the Hagiographa, never had ofl5cial

significance and was a commentary rather than a translation. It

was made from our Massoretic text and possesses little critical

value. The text was first published by Matthias Friedrich Beck

from an Erfurt ms. in 1680 and 1683. Later (17 15) David Wilkins

published the Aramaic text from a ms. in the Cambridge Library

with a parallel Latin translation (Paraphrasis Chaldaica in Librum

priorem et posteriorem Chronicorum). It was also published by

Lagarde in his Hagiographa Chaldaice, Leipzig, 1873. For a full

discussion see Kohler and Rosenberg, Das Targum der Chronik,

in Jud. Zeitschrift, 1870, pp. 72/., 135/., 263/.

§ 9. the higher criticism and literature.

The Books of Chronicles, from their supplementary and, through

their genealogical material, their unedifying character, have never

been a favourite field of study and investigation, hence their litera-

ture has always been relatively meagre. The books also, in their

variations from the other canonical writings, presented to early

students peculiar diflficulties. Jewish scholars in the period of the

Talmud regarded them with suspicion, and later shrank from the

many problems which their genealogies presented {JE. IV. p. 60;

R. Simon, Hist. Crit. du V. Test. I. IV.). Jerome, on the other

hand, was extravagant in their valuation, declaring, "He who

thinks himself acquainted with the sacred writings and does not

know these books only deceives himself " (Epist. ad Paulinum de

Studio Scripturarum). And again, "All knowledge of the Scrip-

ture is contained in these books" {Prcef. in libr. Paralip., Epist.

ad Domnionem) . This valuation rested, however, without doubt

upon an allegorical interpretation and not upon any apprehension

of the real character of i and 2 Ch. No one seems to have fol-
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lowed Jerome in his estimate, and while the books were gen-

erally vindicated by the few Jewish and Christian scholars who

commented upon them through the general assertion that they rested

upon authentic sources and by explaining away all appearances of

error, yet at the same time their discrepancies were made the basis

of arguments against the authority of the sacred Scriptures (r/.

Calmet, Comm. in V. T. IV. p. 510). (Spinoza had ridiculed the

attempts of Jewish scholars to remove the discrepancies between

the narratives of Chronicles and those of the earlier books and ex-

pressed his wonder that they had been received into the sacred

Canon by those who rejected the Apocryphal books, Trac. Theol.

Politici, cc. ix. and x.)

G. F. Oeder in his Freie Untersuchungen iiber einige Biicher

des A. T. (1771) spoke of their many corruptions (Ke.). But for

real criticism and a worthy explanation we begin naturally with the

introduction of Eichhorn (i 780-1 782, 3rd ed. 1803). Eichhom

went beyond the simple assertion of the Chronicler's use of au-

thentic and reliable sources to a theory upon which the varia-

tions and agreements between Chronicles and the earlier books

might be explained. In regard to the genealogies he recognised

that the Chronicler drew from the earlier canonical books, but

along with them he held that he had access to registers carefully

kept by the Levites and preserved in the Temple, serving as

titles to inheritances. These registers, subject to copyists' mis-

takes, were not always repeated in their complete form and many

pedigrees were abridged, hence the genealogical variations in i Ch.

The basis of the Chronicler's description of David and Solomon

was an old life of those two monarchs, also the basis of the narra-

tives in I and 2 S. and i K., which in the course of transmission

through many hands had suffered many changes, and in which the

Chronicler also made changes, such as his introduction of Satan,

the kindling of sacrifices by fire, etc.; also from historic records

the Chronicler mentioned the lists of the priests and Levites, the

contributions for the Temple, and other things of a similar nature.

The various works cited by the Chronicler such as "the words of

Shemaiah the Prophet and Iddo the Seer" (2 Ch. 12"), "the Mid-

rash of the prophet Iddo" (2 Ch. 13") " the words of Jehu" (2 Ch.
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20'^), the writing of "Isaiah the son of Amoz" (2 Ch. 26"), and the

works mentioned in 2 Ch. 32^2 33'8f-, Eichhorn regarded as dis-

tinct writings of contemporaries of Israel's kings, now lost; while

the Midrash of the Book of Kings and the Book of the Kings of

Judah and Israel (2 Ch. 252^ 27' 28''^ 35" 36^) and the Book of the

Kings of Israel (2 Ch. 20^^) were secondary works; the last two

being one and the same work and identical with the Book of the

Chronicles of the Kings of Judah cited in i and 2 K. (Einl.^ ii. 595).

Eichhorn held strongly to the reliability of i and 2 Ch., owing to the

careful use of historical sources by the author.

This representative view of Eichhorn was sharply criticised by

De Wette (in his Beitrdge zur Einleitung, 1806). He, by com-

parison, showed that Eichhorn's supposition of the Chronicler's

use of the underlying sources of i and 2 S. and i and 2 K. was

untenable. No real evidence was present that both the authors of

the canonical books and the Chronicler had drawn their material

from the same source; but far more likely all common passages

were due to the use by the Chronicler of the canonical books. De
Wette then examined the variations between the writings and he

showed that through the Chronicler came marks of his late period,

slovenly or careless writing, confusions and alterations of mean-

ing, and that his additions were marked by a preference for the

concerns of the Levites, a love of marvels, apologies and pref-

erence for Judah and hatred of Israel, and embellishments of the

history of Judah. Thus the unreliability of the Chronicler was

abundantly shown.

Of the Chronicler's sources De Wette made httle. "Several

writers," he said, "might have taken part in producing our present

Chronicles. Who will contend about that ? But as the work lies

before us it is entirely of one character and one individuality and

thus may be assigned to one author " {Beitrdge, p. 61). The ques-

tion of the reliability of the Chronicler was largely bound up in that

of the Pentateuch, and of the general view of the Old Testament

Scriptures. Scholars or writers of a so-called rationalistic tend-

ency disparaged these books and accepted the conclusions of De

Wette (a good example is seen in F. W. Newman's History of the

Hebrew Monarchy, 1847), while on the other hand conservative or
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orthodox scholars held the general view of Eichhom in regard to

sources and defended the trustworthiness of i and 2 Ch. through-

out. Even upon those of a freer tendency, De Wette's work made

less of an impression than might have been expected. Bertholet,

who was willing to accept De Wette's low estimate of the historical

worth of Chronicles (Einl. III. p. 983), argued in behalf of the use

of common sources by the writers of Kings and Chronicles.

Ewald also, who had a clear conception of the general character of

the books, still in his history used them as a source of information

very nearly upon a par with the other Old Testament books. The

view in general was that the Chronicler, while often introducing the

notions of his own age, yet carefully followed his sources, which,

though more free and homiletic than the older canonical books in

their treatment of history, yet were scarcely inferior as records of

history—though when the two could not be reconciled the former

were to be received as of greater authority. (Cf. Bertheau's treat-

ment throughout his commentary, 1854, 1873; Dillmann, PRE.

II. p. 694, 1854, PRE.^ p. 224, 1878.)

De Wette's work was answered twelve years later in a small treatise

by J. G. Dahler {De Librorum Paralipomenon Auctoritate atqiie Fide

Historica Argentorali, 1819). Each alleged discrepancy, taken up in

order from the beginning of i Ch. and through the two books, was

examined by itself and explained away or harmonised; and the author

concluded concerning the Chronicler: "Absolvendum euin esse ab istis in-

justis criminationibiis, etfidem ejus historicam, puravt esse atque integram."

Dahler, as most of the apologists who followed him, overlooked the fact

that the judgment of a work must be determined by the impression made

by its phenomena grouped as a whole and that phenomena taken singly

can ordinarily be explained away. It had been the great merit of De
Wette's treatise that he "shaped the superabundant material to convey

the right impression."

Dahler's work was refuted by C. W. P. Gramberg in Die Chronik

nach ihrem geschichtlichem character and ihrer GlaubwUrdigheit gepriifi

(Halle, 1823). This work was of little weight, owing to its charge of

extreme falsification by the Chronicler.

In 1833, C. F. Keil published his apology for Chronicles

—

Apologetischer

Versuch ilber die Bilcher der Chronik und ilber die Integretdt des Buches

Ezra. This work, essentially in its main contentiori, reproduced later

in his OT. Intro, and Commentary on 1 and 2 Ch., held, as already noted

above (see p. 20), that the Chronicler did not draw his material from
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the earlier canonical books of the OT., unless in the list of the patriarchal

families (i Ch. 1-2=), and hence the parallelism between i and 2 Ch.

and I and 2 S. and i and 2 K. is due to common sources underlying each

(the view of Eichhorn). Cf. examples mentioned above, p. 20. The
varied charges brought by De Wette were refuted in detail and the

Chronicler was absolved from all error of statement, although later Keil

recognised in one instance that he was guilty of misapprehension

(Jraro. II. p. 82).

In 1834 appeared Kritische Unlersuclnmg iiber die biblische Chro7iik,

by F. C. Movers, a German pastor residing near Bonn. This work,

although defending in a large measure the historical reliability of i

and 2 Ch., since the author held to the Mosaic origin of the Levitical

institutions, was characterised by much critical acumen. In the matter

of sources the author advanced views practically identical with those

current at present. He held that the Chronicler used first of all the

canonical books, and secondly one other source, the Midrash or Com-
mentary upon the Book of Kings. This Book of Kings was neither

our Book of Kings, nor the "Chronicles" or Annals mentioned in

Kings, but a work which the authors of Samuel and Kings had used,

and whose author had made use of the Chronicles or Annals mentioned

in Kings. But the Midrash or Commentary on this Book of Kings was

a post-exilic work more didactic than purely historical, a connecting link

between the canonical Scriptures and the Apocrypha. Of this work

and of the canonical Scriptures the Chronicler was essentially a copyist.

Movers' view in this respect is that of Benzinger and Kittel, already

mentioned (see p. 25).

The problem of Chronicles was also discussed in detail by K. H. Grcif,

in his Die Geschichtlichen BUcIier d. AT. (1866). Graf examined the

narratives of Chronicles in the light of those of the canonical books, and

his conclusions were similar to De Wette's respecting the work as a tend-

ency writing largely unhistorical in character. He differed from Movers,

holding that the Chronicler was not a mere copyist and that to him as

an independent writer belonged the characteristics of his work and not

to a Midrashic source. On the other hand, he rejected the notion that

he had no other sources than the canonical books and allowed historical

reminiscences in his new material. The next most fruitful discussion

of our problem is Wellhausen's brilliant chapter on Chronicles in his

Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels (1878, 1883, Eng. trans. 1885). There

the position of De Wette is restated and the Chronicler's work is ex-

hibited essentially in the character which we have given, although we

are inclined to find more of historical reminiscence in certain instances

than Wellhausen allows, but his sketch of the Chronicler's work as a

whole is correct. For the recent views of Benzinger and Kittel respect-

ing the composition of Chronicles see pp. 25 /.
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COMMENTARY ON 1 CHRONICLES

I-IX. GENEALOGICAL TABLES WITH GEOGRAPH-
ICAL AND HISTORICAL NOTICES.

I. Primeval genealogies with a list of kings and phylarchs

of Edom.—This chapter serves to introduce the genealogies of

the tribes of Israel by showing Israel's place among the nations

and thus corresponds to the ethnic discussions with which mod-

ern writers frequently open their histories. Its matter is derived

entirely from Gn. 1-36. All the genealogies of those chapters are

included in this compilation except that of the descendants of

Cain (Gn. 4^^-^^). The author's method of abridgment, in giving

lists of names (vv. '< et al.) without stating their relation to one

another, shows that he assumed his readers to have been thor-

oughly familiar with the narratives of Genesis.

While the source is clear, the question has recently been raised whether

the chapter is substantially in the form in which it was left by the

Chronicler or whether an original nucleus by him received numerous

additions until the genealogical material of Gn. was exhausted. Ben-

zinger maintains that the original text comprised only vv. i-^" (t?)- 21-28.

"•>. The Vatican text of <8 lacks vv. "-23, which are in the Hexapla under

the asterisk (Field), and a sort of doublet exists in vv. '^-'^ and vv. 24. -a.

These facts have furnished the ground for assuming the secondary

character of vv. "-23. But the significant words vibs Hi-rjij. A/Xci;u Kal

'Affffoiip, found in this lacuna of ^^, are certainly a remnant of v. "

—so marked in Swete's edition—thus making it extremely probable

that the original (6 contained the whole passage. (This omission by

Origen is only one of many illustrations which might be cited of the

poor quality of the text which he had; see Tor. ATC. pp. 94/.) The
parallels, vv. "-i' and vv. ^*- ^, are not indicative of two sources, since

in one the compiler is tracing the collateral lines, while in the other it is

his purpose to give the lineal descent of Abraham. The transposition
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of vv. "" (= Gn. 25'2-i6) and vv. "-" (= Gn. 252-') has no significance,

since it is easily explained, the descendants of Ishmael, the first-born,

being placed first and those of Isaac, by the compiler's habit, come last.

Equally trivial is the repetition of the substance of v. ^S" in v. 34». The

descendants of Esau (vv. ^s s
) are as much in place here as the descend-

ants of Ishmael and of Abraham by Keturah. Hence there is little

cause to doubt that the first chapter of the Chronicler's history has

come down to us in essentially the same form in which it left his hand.

1-4. The ten antediluvian patriarchs and the three sons

of Noah.—This list of names is a condensation of Gn. 5 by the

omission of the chronological statements and those of descent from

father to son; and the list in Gn. is apparently modelled after the

Babylonian one of ten ancient kings which has been preserved by

Berossus (Dr. Gn. p. 80, KATJ pp. 531/., Gordon, Early Trad, of

Gn. pp. ASff.). The names appear in some instances to have been

derived from the Babylonian list and are also directly connected

in a large measure with the names found in the genealogies of

Gn. 4 (J).—1. Adam] i.e., man or mankind, an appropriate

name for the first man, the father of the human race; hence a

proper name (Gn. 4" 5'-^ RV. wrongly in Gn. y- ^S v. D1X,

3. B'DB.).—Seth] (Gn. 4" • 53 «
f) derived in Gn. 4^=, proba-

bly from mere assonance, from n''ty "to appoint," hence, "sub-

stitute"; the meaning or derivation is otherwise entirely

obscure.

—

Enosh] (Vili^) (Gn. 4-^ 5« «•
f) poetical word for

man and probably in folk-lore a name like Adam for the first man.

The third Babylonian name Amelon or Amilarus has also the same

meaning.—2. Kenan] (p"*^) (Gn. 5' ^-
f) to be connected with

Kain (jip) (Gn. 4' «•), with the meaning of "smith," and thus

corresponding with the fourth Babylonian name Ammenon, which

is equivalent to "artificer."

—

MahalaVel] (Gn. 5'^ «
, also a Judah-

ite, Ne. ii< f). The meaning is "praise of God." It is possibly

a Hebraised form of the fifth Babylonian name Megalarus, a cor-

ruption of Melalarus.

—

Jared] (Gn. 5'^ «
, also a Calebite 4'^

f)^

from the root meaning to go down, but the significance of the name

is not apparent.—3. Hanoch] EVs. Enoch (Gn. 5'8 «, also the first-

bom of Cain, Gn. 4" *•, also a son of Reuben, i Ch. 5^). He, from

his "translation," is the most notable of the ten patriarchs (Gn.
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5"). The name may mean "dedication," and might in the story

of Cain be connected with the building of the first city (Gn. 4"), or

if derived from parallel Babylonian king Enmeduranki. who

probably was the mythical high priest of a place linking heaven and

earth, the name might imply dedication to the priesthood. This,

considering Enoch's religious character, is more plausible. The

initiation of Enoch into heavenly mysteries, according to the later

Jewish story, probably arose from a connection between him and

the Babylonian parallel, since the latter was the possessor of such

knowledge.

—

Methushelah] (Gn. 5^' « |), "man of missile." The

corresponding name in Gn. 4' Ms Methushael = Babylonian mtUu-

sha-ili, "man of God." The corresponding name in the Babylo-

nian hst Amempsinus=a??/e/->Szw, "man of the god Sin"; hence

"missile," shelah, is probably another title of Sin, i.e., of the moon-

god.

—

Lamech] (Gn. 4^^^- 5"^ f)- The important position of the

Lamech in the line of Cain, where he is the father of the representa-

tives of tliree social classes—nomads, musicians, and smiths—and

in the line of Seth, where he is the father of Noah and grandfather

of the representatives of the three races of mankind, reveals the

probable identity of the two persons in origin, but whence the name

is derived is still obscure, probably from an ancient Babylonian

god.—4. Noah] (Gn. 5" « and frequent in story of the flood, Gn.

6-10, Is. 54' Ez. i4'«- -"). The Noah of Gn. 5" (J) is clearly the

husbandman who produced wine (Gn. 9^°^), and thus gave man

rest, refreshment, and comfort in his toil. Why the hero of the

flood also bore this name is not clear, since no certain connection is

discernible between the name Noah (Pli) and Ut-napishtim, the

name of the Babylonian hero of the deluge.

—

Shetn] (vv. "• '^* Gn.

^32 510 ^13 ^18. 23. 26 f. jqi. 21 f. 31 nio f. -{-) means renown, i.e., glory,

and apparently was a name of Israel (r/. Gn. 9^^ Blessed be Yah-

weh the God of Shem, i.e., of Israel).

—

Ham] (v. « Gn. 5'= 6'° 7"

yis jQi. 6. 20) superseding possibly the name Canaan in an earlier

list of Noah's three sons {cf. Gn. 9" J) is possibly derived from

Kernel the Egyptians' name of their country (DB., art. Ham;
EBi. II. col. 1204 absolutely denies this connection). Ham
stands for Egypt in Ps. 78" 105"- " 106". Thus Ham appro-

priately represented the peoples southward from Palestine.

—
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Japheth] (v. ^ Gn. 5" 6'" 7'' g"- " 27 10' 2 ^i -|-)_ According to Gn.

9" the word is from the root (PinS), meaning " to be open " (so

BDB., Margoliouth in DB. suggests a derivation from nD"* "to be

fair)," but the real origin is still obscure. It primarily comes

without doubt from some appellation of the peoples or country

lying to the north and west of Israel, because in those directions

the descendants of Japheth are found (vv. 5-'). Japheth may
have represented originally the Phoenicians, since the expression

dwelling in the tents of Shem (Gn. 9") points to a land ad-

jacent to Palestine (DB. Extra vol. p. 80).

2. p>|i.] so too Gn. 5'- '^a.^ but (S Kaivdp, Tl Cainan, in both places,

show a diEferent pronunciation of the diphthong which may have been in

use in the Chronicler's day, cf. Ki. SBOT. pp. 52/., Kom. pp. 2/.

5-7. The descendants of Japheth.—These verses are taken

directly without change from Gn. lo^-^ (P). Whatever variations

the two texts now exhibit are due to the copyists of one or the other

unless the text used by the Chronicler differed from the archetype

of 1^. This is also true of all other cases where the Chronicler

clearly reproduces the exact words of his parallels. For variations

see textual notes. These nations or peoples must all be sought to

the north and west of Palestine.—5. Corner] (v. « Gn. lo^ ' Ez.

38% name of a person Ho. i^ f) a people of Asia Minor identical

with the Gimirrai of Ass>Tian inscriptions. Their territory in

Armenian is called Gamir. It corresponds to Cappadocia. They

are the Kimmerians of the Greeks.—Ma^o^] (Gn. lo^ Ez. 38^ 39' f)

from collocation in Ezekiel and from assonance is closely related

to Gog, which apparently is the Gagaia of the Amama tablets, a

designation of northern barbarians. The traditional identification

with the Scythians is plausible (EBi. II. coll. ij4jf.).—Madai]i.e.,

the Medes mentioned frequently in the OT.

—

Javan] (v. ' Gn.

lo'- • Is. 66" Ez. 27"- « Dn. 8"' lo'" 1 1^ Zc. 9", pi. Jo. 4' (3') f) the

Greeks, or more properly the lonians.

—

Tubal and Meshech]

(mentioned always together Gn. 10^ Ez. 27" 32^8 38^ '• 39', except

Is. 66", where Tubal occurs alone and Ps. 120', where Meshech,

alone). They are the Tibali and Mushku of the Assyrian inscrip-
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tions and the Moschoi and Tiharenoi of Herodotus (iii. 94, vii.

78). In the Assyrian period their home was north-eart of Cihcia

and east of Cappadocia; later they retired further to the north to

the mountainous region south-east of the Black Sea (Dr. Gn.).—
Tiras'\ (Gn. lo^ f) formerly identified with the Thracians (so Jos.

Ant. i. 6. i) but now generally with the Tyrseni (Tvpcrrjvoi), a pi-

ratical people of the northern shores and islands of the ^gean Sea

(Hdt. i. 57, Thuc. iv. 109). Tiras has also been regarded as the

same as Tarshish v. ' (W. Max Miiller, Orient Lit. Zeitung, 15 Aug.

1900, col. 290).—6. AsJikenaz] (Gn. 10' Je. 51" -[). Their home,

according to Jeremiah, was in the region of Ararat, and they are

undoubtedly the Ashkiiza, Ishkuza of the Ass)Tians; an ally of the

Assyrians from the reign of Asarhaddon onward, and possibly

identical with the Scythians {KA T.^ p. loi) ; the Hebrew name has

arisen apparently through a confusion of letters (T23Dt< instead of

TlStl'^s).

—

Riphath*] not yet clearly identified or located; ac-

cording to Josephus (Ar^t. i. 6. i), the Paphlagonians.—ro^arwa/i]

(Gn. 10' Ez. 27'^ 38''
f). The references in Ez. indicate a northern

country furnishing horses and mules, usually identified with the

Armenians and by some connected with the city Tilgarimmu of the

Assyrian inscriptions (EBi. IV. col. 5129, Del. Par. p. 246).—7.

And the sons ofJavan] to be sought naturally among the countries

or peoples belonging to the Greeks.—Elishah] (Gn. 10^ Ez. 27 'f), a

land that according to Ezekiel furnished "blue and purple," hence,

since these dyes were procured from shell-fish, a Grecian maritime

country: lower Italy and Sicily have been suggested (Dill.), the

^olians (AtoXet?) (Del.), Elis (HX-i?) (Boch.), Carthage as

though called Elissa (SS.).

—

Tarshish] (Gn. 10^ and frequent else-

where), commonly identified with Tartessus in Spain, yet not con-

clusively so. Tarsus in Cilicia has also been named {EBi. IV. col.

4898).

—

Kittim] (Gn. 10^ Nu. 24^^ Is. 23' = Je. 2'" Ez. 27^ Dn.

ii'" f) represents Cyprus. The name is derived from the city

Kition on the south-east shore of the island.

—

Rodanim |] (Gn. io<

wrongly Dodanim) people of the Island of Rhodes.

6. nom] about thirty MSB. (Kennic, Gin.), (5, H, and Gn. 10' nom,
which is to be restored as the original (Kau., Ki.).—7. ^a''lC^nl] Gn.

io< r^cini. The final n probably arose through the influence of the
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preceding nD^'SN and is to be removed (Kau., Ki.)-—a^jnni] Gn. D-imi.

The former is the true reading, supported in Gn. by some Heb. MSS.

(Gin.) and <S and accepted by Ball {SBOT.), Dill., Holz., et al.

8-16. The Hamites.—This passage is also without change

from Gn. lo"-^- "i^"; vv. «-' (P), « '^-'^^
(J). The intervening

verses, Gn. lo^, the summary Gn. io'-'= descriptive of the kingdom

and cities of Nimrod, are omitted as irrelevant in a brief outline.

Geographically the Hamites were south and south-west of Palestine

and included also the so-called Canaanite peoples of Palestine.

—

8. Ciish] (Gn. io« and frequent elsewhere) (see vv. ' '•) the land

and people of upper Egypt, commonly called Ethiopia.

—

Mizraim]

Egypt. The Hebrew word is usually accepted as a dual referring

to upper and lower Egypt, though also regarded simply as a loca-

tive form {EBi. III. col. 3161).

—

Piit] (Gn. 10^ Je. 46' Ez. 271° 30^

38^ Na. 3' 1), usually reckoned as the Libyans (so rendered by (g

in Je. and Ez.) but more probably the Punt of the Egyptian in-

scriptions, the district of the African coast of the Red Sea, "from

the desert east of upper Egypt to the mod. Somali country"

(W. Max Mliller in DB.).—Canaan] reckoned as a son of Ham
because so long under Egyptian control and from the religious

antagonism of Israel toward the Canaanites.—9. The sons of

Cush], as the notes below show, were located on the Red Sea and

eastward in Arabia. This might imply a migration from Africa

across the straits into Arabia.

—

Seba] (Gn. 10' Ps. 72'° Is. 43' f),

formerly after Josephus identified with Meroe between the Nile

and the river Atbara, but more recently after indications by Strabo,

with a district on the west shore of the Red Sea.

—

Havilah] (Gn.

2" 10' " 2518 I s. 15" I Ch. I" f). These passages require several

Havilahs or they indicate the uncertain geographical knowledge of

the ancients regarding southern Arabia and Africa. As repre-

sented here it may be on the African coast, a little south of the

straits of Bab-el-Mandeb (Dr. Gn.), or Havilah is a large central

and north-eastern Arabian district of which sometimes one part is

referred to and sometimes another (EBi. II. col. 1974).

—

Sabtah]

(Gn. 10' f) probably to be connected with the old Arabian town

Sabata, an ancient trading emporium, the capital of Hadramaut.

—
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Rama] (Gn. 10' Ez. 2722 -j-) in Ez. associated with Sheba and

thus without doubt a district of Arabia (the 'Va^jxavnai of

Strabo).—Patera] unknown but to be sought in Arabia.

—

Sheha] (Gn. 10^ mentioned frequently) the weaUhy district or

people of south-western Arabia famous for traders.

—

Dedan] (Gn.

10^ also mentioned frequently). The references point to both

northern and southern Arabia, due most likely to the extension of

the trade of the people who were probably a tribe of central or

southern Arabia. The name occurs in Sabean and Minean in-

scriptions.—10. Cush\ The original writer of Gn. probably

thought Gush represented Ethiopia. Many modem writers, how-

ever, think of a Gush representing the KassJm of the Assyrian

inscriptions, the Koaaalot of the Greek writers, a predatory

and warlike tribe dwelling in the mountains of Zagros near Elam,

who were so influential that they provided Babylon with its third

dynasty of kings for some five and a half centuries, beginning about

the middle of the eighteenth century B.C.

—

Nimrod] (Gn. 10^

Mi. 5« f) not yet clearly identified. Two theories prevail con-

cerning him: (i) that he is a historical character, most likely Nazi-

maraddash, one of the later Kassite kings (c. 1350 B.C.) (Haupt,

Andover Rev. 1884, Jul. p. 94, Sayce, Pat. Pal. pp. 91, 269); (2)

that he is the same as the mythological Babylonian hero Gil-

gamesh (KAT.^ p. 581).—11. And Egypt begat\ The change of

form of expression is due to the use of the document J by the

compiler of Genesis.

—

Ludim] (Gn. lo'^ Je. 46^, sg. Ez. 30^). In

the last two of these passages this people is mentioned with Gush

and Put (see v. «). Otherwise than thus a people of Egyptian or

adjoining territory, they are unknown and have not been identified.

— Anamini] (Gn. 10" |) not yet identified.—Le/ta&i;??] (Gn.

10'^
I) equivalent to Lubim, the Libyans (Na. 3' 2 Ch. 12^ 16*

Dn. II" f), who dwelt on the western border of Egypt.

—

Naph-

tuhim] (Gn. 10" f) not yet definitely explained or identified

(for conjectures see EBi. II. col. 1697).—12. Pafhntsitn] (Gn.

10'^
f) the people of Pathros (Is. 11" Je. 44'- '^ Ez. 29'* 30'^

f),

upper Egypt. The word is an Egyptian compound meaning

south-land.

—

Cashluhim] unidentified.—The following clause,

from whence the Philistines went forth, is misplaced. It should
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follow Caphtorim, the people of Caphtor, since that country is re-

peatedly mentioned as the ancient home of the Philistines (Am.

9' Dt. 2^3 Je. 47^), see further textual note. Caphtor is usually

identified with Crete yet also and perhaps with more probability

with the southern coast of Asia Minor, called by the Egyptians

Kefto (see EBi. III. col. 3715). In either case its people are

children of Egypt through political relationship of the Philistines

with Egypt.—13. Sidon his first born]. Sidon was later eclipsed

by Tyre, but its original greater prominence is seen in the fact that

when Tyre had gained a reputation the Phoenicians were still

called Sidonians (Dt. 3' Jos. 13^ i K. ii^ i6'^).—Heth] (frequent

in Gn.) represents the Hittites, the Cheta of Egyptian monu-

ments and Haiti of the Assyrian, who from 1600 to 700 B.C. were

an independent power north and north-east of Palestine with-

centres at Kedesh on the Orontes and Carchemish on the Eu-

phrates. Offshoots of this northern nation seem to have settled

at Hebron and elsewhere in Palestine. Any ethnic connection

of the Hittites with the Canaanites is uncertain. Jastrow (EBi. II.

col. 2094) regards Heth in Gn. as a gloss.—14. This verse with

vv. 15 '
,
giving various Canaanitic peoples, is a supplementary

addition to J in Gn. (SBOT. Oxf. Hex., Gu., Dr., et al.). For

similar enumerations cf. Gn. 1519-21 Ex. t,^- ' 13^ 2323- 28 332 34"

Dt. 71 20" Jos. 31° 91 ii3 128 2411.

—

The Jebiisite] the tribe

anciently inhabiting Jerusalem (Jos. 158-63 2 S. 5*', et al., men-

tioned frequently).

—

The Amorite] (very frequent) with a double

usage: (i) the people ruled by Sihon east of the Jordan, Nu. 2113,

et ai.; (2) the pre-Israelitish people west of the Jordan, a usage

especially in E and D (Dr. Dt. p. 11), very frequent also in the

inscriptions—in Amarna letters, northern Palestine, in Assyrian

inscriptions the land of the Hebrew kingdoms and in general "the

West" (EBi. I. col. 641). (On an early Amoritic Semitic in-

vasion both of Babylonia and Palestine, see Pa. EHSP. pp. 25 jf.)

The Amorite is a racial name while Canaanite is a geographical

name, and thus the two become general designations of the pre-

Israelitish inhabitants of Palestine (Dr. Gn. p. 126).

—

The Gir-

gashite] (Gn. ioi« 1521 Dt. 71 Jos. 31" 241' Ne. 9^ f). Their lo-

cation is uncertain.—15. The Hivite] mentioned frequently and
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usually taken as a petty people of central Palestine connected

with Gibeon, Jos. 9' 11'', also with Shechem, Gn. 34', with Her-

mon, Jos. II', and Mt. Lebanon, Ju. y. Perhaps in these last

two passages Hittites should be read {EBi. II. col. 2101). The

following five names do not occur in other lists and are geograph-

ical, representing the inhabitants of five cities of northern Palestine.

—The Arkite] of Arka, mentioned frequently in Assy. ins. and a

city of importance in the Roman period, the birthplace of Alexan-

der Severus (a.d. 222-235), the mod. Tell Arka, about twelve miles

north of Tripolis (EBi. I. col. 310).

—

The Sinite] of a place not

positively located but appearing in the Assy. ins. Siannu grouped

with Arka {EBi. IV. col. 4644).—16. The Arvadite] of Arvad

(Ez. 278 "), mentioned in the Amarna letters and frequently in

Assy, ins., the mod. Ritad, twenty-five miles north of Arka (Baed.*

p. 354).

—

The Zemarites] (Gn. 10' » f) of a city or fortress Simirra,

mentioned frequently in Amarna letters as Siirniir and Assy, ins.,

known to the Greeks, the mod. Sumra (Baed.^ p. 351), six miles

south of Arvad.

—

The Hamathite] of the well-known and fre-

quently mentioned Hamath on the Orontes, fifty miles east-north-

east of Arvad, mod. Hama (Baed." pp. 368/.).

9. >sn3Di] Gn. 10' nnaoi.

—

ncjjti] Gn. nnjjm.—10. luj] (S -|-

Kvv-qybs — -\^;i is probably a gloss from Gn. 10'.—11-23. These vv.

are wanting in (6^ (v. s.).—11. o^'m';'] Qr. D1-11S, Kt. D''i.-iiS. Ki.

prefers the latter on the basis of d^i', but D'> . is transliterated in the

same manner elsewhere.—12. OTia'SD DS'D insi T.rs onncD PNi]. This

transposition seems required by Am. 9^ Dt. 2-' Je. 47^ and, in spite of

all the Vrss. giving the present order, is regarded as the original in

Gn. 10" by Dill, and Ball {SBOT.), not, however, by Holz. Ki.

assumes it to have been the original order in our text, but it is more

probable that the Chronicler had our present Gn. text before him.

17-23.—The Semites.—These verses, wanting in CS>® and

placed by Ki. as a subsequent addition (but v.s.), were taken orig-

inally without change from Gn. lo-'-^s, w. 22 f. (Ch. v.'") P, vv.

"" (Ch. vv. '8-23)
J. The Semites geographically were, in the

main, in a central zone between the Japhethites and the Hamites.

Political considerations and a knowledge of racial affinities as well

as the geographical situation may have influenced their grouping.
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—17. 'Elam] mentioned frequently in Assy. ins. Elama, Elamma,

Elamtu, and in the OT. (Gn. lo" 14'- 9 Is. ii'» 2V 22" Je. 25=5

4^34-39 (seven times) Ez. 32^4 Dn. 8=), a land and people east of Baby-

lonia, lying directly at the head of the Persian Gulf to the north

and east. Civilisation early flourished there, and about the

twenty-third century b. c. an Elamitic suzerainty was exercised

over Babylonia. Racially the Elamites were entirely distinct from

the Semites. Their inclusion among the Semites was due either

to their proximity to Assyria (Dr. Gn.) or because in very early

times the land was peopled in part at least by Semites (Del.

Par. p. 321).

—

Asshur'\ the kingdom and people of Assyria, fre-

quent in inscriptions and OT., situated in the upper portion gf

the Mesopotamian valley about the middle course of the Tigris.

The people were closely akin to the Phoenicians, Arameans, and

Hebrews. As conquerors from the fourteenth to the eighth cen-

turies B.C. they have well been called the Romans of the East.

—

Arpachshad] (vv. i«- " Gn. lo"- -* nio-u -|-) obscure, formerly

identified with 'Appa7ra')(lTL'i (Ptol. vi. i. 2), the hill country of

the upper Zab, in Assy. ins. Arrapha (Del. Par. pp. 124 /.),

Arbaha (Sch. COT. I. p. 97), but this does not explain the final

syllable; hence a compound of C]^^^= Arabic »iJ "boundary"

and Keshed = Chaldeans, hence boundary or land of the Chalde-

ans (Sch. COT. I. p. 98); or after the Assyrian Arba-kisddi,

" land of the four sides or directions " (Del. Par. p. 256); or of four

banks, i.e., of Tigris and Euphrates (Jen. ZA. xv, p. 256); or a

contraction of Ar = Ur, the ancient home of Abraham and pa

the Egyptian article and Keshed, i.e., Arpachshad, Ur of the

Chaldeans (Hom. AHT. p. 292); or a contraction through

copyist's error of "ISIt^ representing Arrapha, etc. (see above)

and Keshed, the passage having originally read Elam and Asshur

and Arpach and Keshed (Cheyne, EBi. I. col. 318). This last

would be the most plausible were it not for the appearance of

Arpachshad in Gn. 11 •»-'=.

—

Lnd] (Gn. 10" Is. 661' Ez. 27'" 30* f)

naturally Lydians of Asia Minor, Assy. Luddu, also obscure since

it is difficult to see why in this connection they should be men-

tioned between Arpachshad and Aram, and they were not at all a

Semitic people. Jensen would identify them with a land of
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Luddu mentioned in Assy. ins. and apparently on the upper

Tigris {Deutsche Lit. Ztg. 1899, No. 24, v. Gu. Gn.).—Aram}

frequent in OT. and ins.; not a land, rather the name of a

Semitic people dwelling north-east of Palestine widely spread.

Their inscriptions of the eighth century B.C. have been found at

Zenjirli in the extreme north of Syria, and inscriptions at Tema,

north of Medina, show them to have been in north-western Arabia

about 500 B.C. Other inscriptions show them to have been on the

lower Tigris and Euphrates. Indeed, in Babylonia and Assyria a

large portion of the population, if not the larger, was probably

Aramean at a very early date. But their especial land was

Mesopotamia, yet while the Assy. ins. never place them west of

the Euphrates, that was their home par excellence in the OT.

They are distinguished by special names as "Aram of the two

rivers" (Gn. 241 " Dt. 235") Ju. 3') (rivers uncertain, naturally

the Euphrates and Tigris, but according to some the Euphrates

and Chabor), "Aram of Damascus" (2 S. S^), "Aram of Zobah"

(2 S. 10^- 8). From their position or other causes their language

became widespread, both as a language of commerce and

diplomacy (Is. 36"), and after the exile it supplanted Hebrew as

the language of the Jews (Noeldeke, EBi. I. col. 276 ff.).—The

four following peoples or districts are in Gn. the sons of Aram,

which statement was probably originally here {v. i.).—'Uz\

(v. « Gn. 22^1 3628 Jb. I' Je. 25^" La. 42'
f). The connection

here and in Gn. 222', where Uz is a son of Nahor, suggests a

people or district to the north-east of Palestine, while its appearance

in the list of the Horites (Gn. 3628) and in connection with Edom
(La. 4=') suggests a tribe or locality south-east of Palestine. The

name has not yet been clearly identified in the Assy. ins. (but

see Del. Par. p. 259).

—

Hid] (Gn. 10" \) unidentified although

possibly to be seen in HalVa (Del. Par. p. 259), a district near Mt.

Masius.

—

Gether] (Gn. 10" f) unidentified.

—

Meshech] in Gn.

io23 Mash
f,

which is without doubt the true reading, representing

the district of Mt. Masius. (On Meshech see v. ^)—18. Shelah]

(v. 2* Gn. io2Mi'2. '3. 14. 15
-j-)_ Cf.v.K Since 6'/;e/a/z is the second

element of Methuselah (cf. v. =), it is probably the name of a god.

(Cj. Mez, Gesch. d. Stadt Harran, p. 23, v. Gu. on Gn. ii'^)

—
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Eber] an eponym simply derived from Hebrews ('•"'iSy) or from

the geographical term indicating the early home of the Hebrews

"beyond the river," i.e., the Euphrates (Jos. 24^ ' ) or Jordan,

cf. "beyond the Jordan" (pTH 12]^) Gn. so'"- " Jos. 17^ Dt.

I'- « et al. (some thirty times), BDB.—19. Peleg'] (v. " Gn. 10"

1116. 17. 18. 19 -j-) derivation and representation uncertain. Sayce

connects with the Babylonian palgii, "a canal," and makes the

land Babylonia divided by canals (Expos. T. viii. p. 258).

Hommel compares the land of el aflag in central Arabia (Gu. Gn.).

Usually the division of the land is interpreted as referring to the

dispersion of population, Gn. 9'' lo^^ jjg

—

Joktan\ This ap-

pears in the primitive tribe Kahtan of Arabian genealogists, but

this fact is usually assumed to be derived from the OT. and thus of

no historical value. The name then in its Biblical origin is still

entirely obscure, but the thirteen sons, vv. =">-", are clearly Arabian

tribes or localities, only a few of whom can now be definitely

identified.—20. Almodad] unidentified, a compound possibly of

f?K "God" and 11112 fr. m either active or passive God loves

or is loved (BDB.), or the word means the family Maudad in ins.,

especially the Gebanites in their relation to the kings of Ma'in

(Gl. Skiz. ii. p. 425). It is possibly to be connected with places in

Hadramaut (see Holz. Gn.).—Sheleph] appears in tribal and

local names Sale/, Salf, near Yemen (Gl. ib.).—Hazarmaveth]

mentioned in Sab. ins. and preserved in the mod. Hadramaut,

the name of a district in southern Arabia a little east of Aden.

—

Jerah] (Gn. lo^^ f) not clearly identified (but see Gl. ih.).—21.

Hadoram] (Gn. 10", in i Ch. i8"'2Ch. 10'* names of persons).

Possibly Daiiram in the neighbourhood of San a.— Uzal'\ (Gn. 10"

Ez. 27'^ f) generally identified with Sand, capital of Yemen.

Glaser disputes this and seeks it near Medina {EBi. IV. col.

5239, Gl. Skiz. ii. pp. 427 ff.).
—Diklah] (Gn. 10" f) uniden-

tified.—22. 'Ebal] ('Obal Gn. lo^*) usually connected with the

local name Abil in Yemen.

—

Abima'el] (Gn. 10^^ f) unidentified.

—Sheba]. See v. '. Perhaps here a colony of the main people

is meant.—23. Ophir] (Gn. 10"). Whether this Ophir is the

same as the land of gold and the terminus of the voyages of

Solomon's fleet is uncertain. BDB. regards it as an entirely
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distinct place. Others identify the two and place Ophir on the

eastern coast of Arabia stretching up the Persian Gulf {EBi. III.

col. 3513 ff.).
—Havilah]. See v. «. This must be a Havilah con-

nected with the district in Arabia.

—

Jobab] (Gn. lo^^, elsewhere

name of a person, cf. i") generally regarded as unidentified.

Glaser discusses the sons of Joktan with the following conclusion

:

"Almodad, Shalaf, Hadramaut, and Jarah represent the entire

southern coast of Arabia from Bab-el-Mandeb to beyond Mahra;

Hadoram, Uzal, and Diklah the Serat range from San'a to Medina;

Obal, Abimael, and Sheba the Tihama from 'Asir and from

Hidjaz (eventually from Yemen) and the Sabderland; Ophir,

Hawilah, and Jobab, eastern and central Arabia unto 'Asir-

Hidjaz" {Skiz. ii. pp. 435/-)-

17. D-\Ni] ®* (= C5) and Gn. lo^^ + mx "ij3i, which should be sup-

plied (and the following 1 dropped), since these words have probably

fallen from the text by a copyist's error (Ki., Bn.), although it is pos-

sible that the Chronicler assumed that the relation of Uz, etc., to Aram
would be understood, and hence the omission, cf. v. * (Be., Ke., Zoe.,

Oe.). 21 •'Niismxi for Y'^V'^ is doubtless a corruption of 'H^rj anxi before

which 1J2 must have fallen out.—lit'Ci] six Mss., g*, and Gn. C'pv A
district Mash appears well attested by the cuneiform inscriptions.

IB'D appears in v. ' Gn. lo^ Ps. 120*, and from greater familiarity

was probably inadvertently substituted by a copyist (Bn.), yet

perhaps already in the Chronicler's text of Gn., since (5 there

has Moffox.—18. nS'''] (§'^1' + tov ^ai.vav /cot "Katvav eyevvrjcev as

(B» of Gn. lo^^ This plus is certainly not original here. Note the

addition of Kaivav in (6^ of v. 24.—20. niDisn] (g* ApafiwO, ^

Affepixwd, "B Asarmoth. Ptolemy (vi. 7. 25) and Strabo (xvi. 4. 2)

speak of XaTpanwrXrai and XaTpafidrai, and Sabean inscriptions write

nnixn alongside of mmxn {ZDMG. xix. pp. 239^., xxxi. 74 ff.), hence Ki.

(SBOT.) points rnn— or nm— cf. nx^Sx and mnSs. Since mmsn is a

foreign word and as such might have been changed by the Hebrews in

order to provide it with a meaning, and since nia might well have

been transliterated /xud by Greeks, Ki. now (Kom.) retains pointing

of M.—22. ?3>;?.] Gn. lo^s Sa^;,

The descendants of Japheth are fourteen, of Ham (omitting

Nimrod), thirty, and of Shem, twenty-six, making seventy in all,

representing the seventy nations of the globe which played an
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important part in Jewish thought. CJ. also the occurrence of

seventy in Nu. ii'^ Lk. lo' » .

24-27. The descent of Abram from Shem.—Abridged from

Gn. 1110-26 ^p) ]-,y retention of the names of the patriarchs only, cf.

w. i-". This list in the priestly document was clearly designed to

bridge over a period of considerable length of which there was

nothing to record. The names appear to be derived from tribes

or places, or possibly in some instances from deities (see Shelah,

Reu, and Terah), and also some are found in the older list of J

(Gn. lo''^- " and see above, vv. '' '•).

—

Shem, Arpachshad, Shelah,

'Eber, Peleg] (see vv. * "• '»• ").

—

Reu] (Gn. ii'^- "• ", 21
|)

probably the name of a god (EBi. IV. col. 4087, cf. Mez above,

v. '8).

—

Senig] (Gn. ii^" 2'- 22 23 -j-) a district and city, Sarugi in

Assy, ins., near Haran, w-ell known to Arabic and Syriac writers of

the Middle Ages.

—

Nahor] (Gn. 1122, etc., fifteen times, Jos. 242),

The name of a deity (Jen. ZA. xi. p. 300, Skipwith, JQR. xi. p. 254)

and also without doubt a tribe whose city was Haran.

—

Terah]

(Gn. ii2^- 25. 26, 27. 28. 31. 32 Jqs. 242 f) identified with an ancient

deity {Tarhu, Turgu) whose worship was widespread in north-

em Mesopotamia and adjoining districts and whose name has

been preserved apparently in the element rapK of many Cilician

Greek names (Jen. ZA. vi. p. 70, HiUiter, p. 153).

—

27. Abram

that is Abraham]. In the narratives of Gn. the progenitor of

Israel is first known as Abram (i 126-175) until (175) his name

is changed to Abraham, and henceforward he is known by the

latter name. The name Abram is equivalent to Abiram, "the

(divine) father is lofty," and Abraham is only another way of

spelling the name, although it is possible that two persons, of the

two different names, may have been fused into one, "Abram a

local hero of the region of Hebron" and "Abraham the collective

name of a group of Aramean people, including not only the He-

braic clans but also the Ishmaelites and a number of other desert

tribes" (Pa. EHSP. p. 41). The historical character of Abraham

is maintained by Ewald {Hist. i. pp. 300 ff.), Kittel {Gesch.

i. § 16), Cornill {Hist. People of Is. p. 34), Hommel {AHT.

pp. 146/.), McCurdy {HPM. §§ 444-448), Ryle (mDB.), and

others, but the basis for this belief seems somewhat sentimental.
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Abraham's character is a creation of the prophetic period and he

seems to have been created to connect together the peoples kindred

to Israel in a genealogical system of relationship. It is possible

that he came from an ancient deity worshipped in southern Judah,

especially at Hebron. A suggestive name for this deity is seen in

Ram (on) lofty {cf. "Elyon" most high, Gn. 14"). A southern

Judean clan bore the name of Ram (2"). Sarah (princess), the

wife of Abraham, has been clearly identified as a goddess (Jen.

ZA. xi. p. 299).

24. Ki. after his view of (&^ inserts ^n before Da* {v. s.).—27.

Kin Dn3N] wanting in <&^ and so omitted by Bn., but original (&

probably supported 1^ {cf.
®aln),

28-33. Sons of Abraham, Ishmael, and Keturah.—28. The

sons of Abraham, Isaac and Ishmael]. This statement has no

exact parallel in form in Genesis. Isaac, although the younger,

is mentioned first, since Israel came from him. Vv. ^s-ai are con-

densed from Gn. 25'2i6a (p) and vv. ^^^ from Gn. 252-"
(J). The

change of order from that of Genesis introducing the sons of

Ishmael before those of Keturah is noticeable.

—

Isaac] probably

represents a tribe whose original name may have been Isaac-el

(^i^pn^'') corresponding to Ishmael, Israel, etc. This tribe

seems to have dwelt in southern Judah, since the home of the

patriarch is placed there. Why the tribe should form a link in the

genealogy and become prominent in the story is not clearly known.

The relationship between Israel and Edom clearly demanded for

both a common father, and he might well be seen in an ancient

tribe which had been absorbed into both. A deity has been found

also in Isaac through the expression "Fear [of] Isaac" (Gn.

31" ") (Luther, ZAW. xxi. p. 73).

—

Ishmael] (Gn. 16" 's- '^ et al.)

the personification and without doubt the ancient historical name

of a group of tribes regarded as near kinsmen of Israel dwelling in

the northern part of the Sinaitic Peninsula and, according to the

sons mentioned below, extending further into Arabia.

—

Nebaiolh]

(Gn. 2513 289 363 Is. 60'
t), and Kedar] (Gn. 2513 Is. 21 '« 42" 60'

Je. 2'° 492' Ez. 272' j-). Both of these tribes are mentioned in
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Assy. ins. among the conquests of Ashurbanipal (Del. Par. pp.

296 /., 299). The latter appears the more widely spread and

prominent; both dwelt at some distance east of Edom and

Moab and the latter at the time of Ashurbanipal extended up to

the Hauran. Whether the Nebaioth were the later Nabateans is

uncertain. (See EBi. III. col. 3254.).

—

Adhbe'el] (Gn. 2513 -j-) also

in Assy. ins. with home south-west of the Dead Sea toward the

Egyptian frontier (Del. Par. p. 301).

—

Mibsam] (Gn. 25", also in

the genealogy of Simeon i Ch. 4^5 •]-) not mentioned elsewhere.

—

30. Mishma'] (Gn. 25'^, likewise in the genealogy of Simeon

I Ch. 425- 26 -j-) possibly the name is preserved in Jebel Misma , one

hundred and sixty miles east of Teima, or in another Jebel

Misma' one hundred and twenty miles north-west of it (Dill.,

see Dr. Gn. p. 242).

—

Dumah] (Gn. 25'^ Is. 21", perhaps there

Edom, Jos. i5^Mn Judah, where we should probably read Rumah

I) the oasis Duma now usually called dl-Jof, on the southern

border of the Syrian desert, mentioned by Ptolemy and Arabic

geographers (Dr. ib.).—Massa'] (Gn. 25'^ f) in Assy. ins. and

located near the Nebaioth (Del. Par. pp. 302 /.).

—

Hadad] (Gn.

25'5) not identified.

—

Tema] (Gn. 25-5 Jb. 6'^ Is. 21'* Je. 25^3 1)

mod. Teima, south-east from the northern end of the Elamitic

Gulf.—31. Jetitr and Napliish] (Gn. 25'^ i Ch. 5'^ q. v. f).

—

Kedmah] (Gn. 25'^ •]) not identified.—32. Keturah] (Gn. 251- <

f). The name means "frankincense" and might appropriately

be chosen as the name of the mother of tribes trading in or

producing that commodity. The sons of Keturah were tribes

dwelling east and south-east of Israel which the Hebrew historian

recognised as kin to Israel but held them less closely related than

those called Ishmaelites (v. s.), and hence the Chronicler called

their mother a concubine, a term not used of her in Gn., or else

from the feeling that Sarah properly was Abraham's only wife.

—

Zimran] (Gn. 252 \) usually connected with the city Zabrani

(Ptol. vi. 7. 5) west of Mecca on the Red Sea. As a tribal

name it may have been derived from Zemer (tCT), mountain goat.

Very likely the same people appear in the "Zimri" (Je.

25").

—

Jokshan] (Gn. 252- 3 -j-) unknown.

—

Medan] (Gn. 25= f).

Comparisons of doubtful worth have been made with a Wady
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Medan near Dedan and with a Yemenite god Madan {EBi. III. col.

3002). This probably is not a real name but has arisen by a

copyist's error from the Sollowing word.

—

Midian] (Gn. 252 and

frequently) a well-known people early disappearing from history,

dwelling east of the Gulf of Akaba, whose nomad branches

made forays into Edom (Gn. 36="= Nu. 22^ ') and across Gilead

into Palestine (Ju. 6-8). The name Midian appears in M.oBiava

on or near the Gulf of Akaba (Ptol. vi. 7. 2), mod. Madyan
{EBi. III. col. ^o^i).—Jisbak'\ (Gn. 25° f) unidentified unless

with Yasbak, a district in northern Syria mentioned in Assy. ins.

{KB. I. p. 159).

—

SIniah] (Gn. 252 f) the tribe of Job's friend

Bildad (Jb. 2"). This has been identified with Suhu of the

Assy, ins., a district on the Euphrates near Haran, but this is

doubtful.

—

Sheba and Dedan]. Cf. v. ^ Different sources give

diflferent genealogical relationships. The Chronicler has here

omitted from his source the sons of Dedan, given in Gn. 253b.

—

33. 'Ephah] (Gn. 25^ Is. 6o^ cf. in Judah and Caleb i Ch. 2« '

)

probably the Hayapa, a north Arabian tribe mentioned in Assy.

ins. (Del. Par. p. 304). It dwelt in the district of Midian

(Noeldeke, EBi. III. col. 3081).

—

'Epher] (Gn. 25% name

in genealogy of Judah i Ch. 4'', Manasseh 5^^ f) possibly a dit-

tography of the previous 'Ephah. This tribe and the three fol-

lowing, Hanoch, Abida' , and Eldaah (Gn. 25^ f except Hanoch

cf. V. 2, a Reubenite 5'), have not yet been clearly identified.

{Cf. Gl. Skiz. p. 449.)

28-31. This condensation has retained of Gn. 2512. i3a only the first

two words nnSm nSx, the sufiix d-;- also being added, onnSin. Vv.

29b.3i follow the text of Gn. 25'3'>-i6ii to nSt<i almost exactly.—29. ':'NaiNi]

so too Gn. 2513, but (I Na/3€(oi)r;X in both places.—30. pcrc] Gn. 251-" 'Ci.

—Nti'D] Gn. 'Di.—Tin] some mss. T^n. Gn. 25'^ the same as Ch., but

there many mss. -y-^r^.—^^''^^] ® Qanfiav.—31. nnp] 519 jiu.—32-33.

mS^ omax i;'j'?''fl] have no direct verbal parallel in Gn. The remainder

of w. '2-35 follow the text of Gn. 252-', beginning with pnt pn, except that

JB'P'" 1J31 is substituted for iSi jsrpii and after pn are omitted rn p-i ijai

D^Ds':'! D''B'ieSi Divi'N. B adds these words, so also (Sa plus Tayov-nK

Kai No^5ai7;\ after Kot vioc AaiSav, following 05 of Gn. 25'. The
Chronicler probably omitted the clause since miyx is a son of atv

according to v. ".
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34-42. The sons of Isaac and Esau, including the sons of

Seir.—V. »* has no exact verbal parallel in Genesis; v." is con-

densed from Gn. 36^- '"; v. ^^ from Gn. 36"- '2^, where Timna' is

described as the concubine of Eliphaz and mother of Amalek; v. "

is taken verbatim from Gn. 36''^; w. ''" are taken verbatim,

with shght omissions, from Gn. 362''-28 (P).

—

34. 'Esau] (Gn.

2^25 1. et a!.^ frequent in Gn.) identified with Edom (Gn. 36'- s- 19);

ancestor of the Edomites, Gn. 36^ " [cf. v. ==); "probably orig-

inally a god whom the Edomites regarded as their ancestor"

(Noeldeke, EBi. II. col. 1182).

—

lsrael\ In Gn. the second son

of Isaac was primarily called Jacob (Gn. 25=^). Israel is the

name given later in connection with a special revelation (Gn.

32" 35"')- The Chronicler prefers Israel to Jacob in speaking

of the people (9') and so the OT. writers generally. Jacob is more

poetic. The truth lying back of the two names is probably that

an older tribe, Jacob or Jacob-el, was fused into Israel.—35.

Cf. Gn. 36<- '», where the mothers of the sons are given: Adah

of Eliphaz and Basemath of ReiCel and Oholibamah of Jeiish,

Ja'lam, and Korah.—Eliphaz'] (Gn. 36^ «-, one of Job's friends

Jb. 2" et al.) from Teman v. ==.

—

Re'u'el] (Gn. 36^ «
, Moses'

father-in-law Ex. 2'8 Nu. lo^', a Gadite Nu. 2'% a Benjaminite

I Ch. 98). For the first half of the name cf. v.".

—

Jeush] (Gn.

S6^^-, a personal name i Ch. 7'° 8" 23'° " 2 Ch. ii'^).

—

Jalam]

(Gn. 365- "• "
f).

—

Korah] both personal and clan or guild

name in Israel doubtless historically showing a connection with

Edom {cf. 2" 9").—36. {Cf. Gn. 36".)

—

Teman] is elsewhere

in OT. the name of a district in northern Edom (Am. i'^ Je. 497- 2»

Ez. 25'3 Hb. 32, the home of Job's friend Jb. 2" cf. i Ch. i").

—

Omar] (Gn. 36" '^ -j-).

—

Zephi] (Zapho Gn. 36"- '^
f).

—

Gatam]

(Gn. 36" '
f
).

—

Kenaz]. Cf. v. ", elsewhere connected with Caleb

(Jos. 15'' Ju. I" 3'' ") showing that the Calebites were closely

allied with the Edomites.

—

Timna ] in Gn. 36'^ the concubine of

Eliphaz and the mother of Amalek. In Gn. 36" i Ch. i" Timna

is the sister of Lotan, and in Gn. 36^'' i Ch. 1=' chief or clan of

Edom. These variations are not surprising considering the origin

of genealogies. Gunkel regards Gn. 36'2» as an insertion in P.

—

^Amelek] an ancient people south of Canaan, and marauders
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(Nu. 242° Ju. 3" et al.). Their place in Gn. 36" as a subordinate

clan of Esau points to their later position of inferiority or extinc-

tion {cf. I Ch. 4*').—37. These clans from Gn. 36" are otherwise

unknown. But as the names of other clans or individuals cf.

Nahath 6'""6) 2 Ch. 31", Zerah 2* 4" 6« 9« 2 Ch. 148 ''>, Shammah

I S. 16' 2 S. 23"- ", probably i Ch. 27 » (BDB.). All of these

sons of Eliphaz and Reu'el are given in Gn. 36'* «• as chiefs

of Edom; and also in Gn. 36'8 Jeush, Jalam, and Korah.—
38. Se'ir] in Gn. 362" called the Horite, showing that the writer

there had in mind the earlier inhabitants of the land of Edom.

Hence they properly are sons of the country Seir rather than of

the race Edom. Seir, the territorial name meaning "hairy," is

probably equivalent to "wooded," "covered with brushwood."

The name appears in the Sa aira of the Egyptian inscriptions

{EBi. II. coll. 1 182/.).

—

Lotan] (Gn. 36"- "
f) possibly to be con-

nected with Lot (Gn. II" 12^ et al.), derived from the ancient

name of the country east of the Jordan; in Egyptian inscriptions

Riiten, Liiten (Pa. EHSP. pp. 38, 59, 123).

—

SJiobal] (v. *" Gn.

2620. 23. 29^ in Caleb 2^"- ", in Judah 4'- =
f). On meaning of name

as young lion cf. Gray, HPN. p. 109.

—

Zibe on] (v. "> Gn. 36'-

u. 20. 24. 29 -j-), The name means hyena (Gray, HPN. p. 95).

—

'Anah] (v. <» Gn. 36=- "• " ^<>- ^'- " 29 1). The present text of Gn.

gives Anah (36^) a daughter of Zibeon and (36'^) a son of

Zibeon.

—

Dishon] (Gn. 36'!, son of Anah 36"- " i Ch. i^'- *^,

chief Gn. 363"
f). The name means pygarg, a kind of antelope

or gazelle {cf. Dt. 14^).

—

Ezer] (v. ^^ Gn. 7,6^'- "• 30
-j-)_

—

Dishan]

(v."^- Gn. 36-' 28. 30 -j-) clearly a mere variant of Dishon.—39.

Lolan]. Cf. v. ^K—Hori] (Gn. 36", a Simeonite Nu. 1^^ f ). As

a clan name this is striking. Perhaps originally in Gn. it was

the Gentilic adjective. (On meaning cf. Dr. Dt. 2^\).—Homatn]

(Hemam Gn. 36" f). This name possibly has connection with

Heman 2« since Zerah was Edomitic as well as Judaic, cf. v. ".

—Timna']. Cf. v. ^e.—40. Shobal]. Cf. v. '».

—

'Aljan] ('Alwan

Gn. 36" f) possibly to be compared with 'Eljon, the Most

High, the name of a deity.

—

Manahath] (Gn. 36" f ). Cf. i Ch.

2" 8« but probably with no connection with the foregoing.

—

'Ebal]

(Gn. 36" I). Cf. with possible identification in name (not
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locality) with 'Ebal of i'\Shephi] (Sliepho Gn. 36^'
f). Cf.

for meaning ""S^ bareness, bare height.—Onam] (Gn. ^6^*, a

chief of Judah i Ch. 2"- " -|-)_ Probably the name is identical

with Onan, Gn. 38^ i Ch. 2\—Zibe on\ Cf. v. '».

—

Aijah] (Gn.

36-^, father of Rizpah 2 S. 3' 21 " '»• '» -j-) meaning hawk, cf. Lv.

ii'< Dt. 14'K—'Anah]. Cf. v.'\ Gn. 36=^ adds: "This is Anah

who found the hot springs ( ?) in the wilderness, as he fed the

asses of Zibeon his father."—41. 'Anah]. Cf. v. =».

—

Dishon]. Cf. v. ='.

—

Hajnran] (Hemdan Gn. 36-'
f). The form

in Chronicles suggestive of "ilcn he-ass, Hamor the father of

Shechem, considering the other animal names in this section, is not

improbably the true one.

—

Eshban] (Gn. 36" f).

—

Jithran] (Gn.

36^% also man or clan of Asher i Ch. 7" f). Cf. Jether, a common
name.

—

Cheran] (Gn. 36" f).—42. Ezer]. Cf. v. '«.

—

Bilhan]

(Gn. 36", a Zebulunite i Ch. 7'"
f). Some connect with Bilhah

the concubine of Jacob (Stade, Gesch. i. p. 146, A. i).

—

Za'wan]

(Gn. 36" I).

—

Ja akan] ( Akan Gn. 36" f) perhaps arisen from

and Akan ((pj?"!) or possibly to be connected with "the sons of

Jaakan" Nu. 23''^- Dt. lo^.

—

Dishan]. Cf.v.'\—Uz]. Cf.

V. '^

—

Aran] (Gn. 36=8 -j-).

34. Sntj'ii YZ'y] (B^ 'IaKw/3 k. 'Htraw, ^ Kai Hcrav k. IaKu>/3. The intro-

ductory Kai of the latter points to ^ as original (S. This is adopted by Ki.

and Bn. since the son of the promise, though the younger, precedes in

V. 28.—36. iflx] about thirty mss. and Gn. 36" iDX. (§ here and in Gn.

'Zcjcpap = nss. This may represent an ancient scribal error ("> for 1),

wherefore the reading of Gn. is probably original.—t:p] 05, &, SI, Gn.

36" 'pi.— p'^cpi j7jc.-^i] Gn. 3612 tijiSn'? nSni iti'j? p id^'^nS cj'?^o nnvi pjrni

pSdjj PN. (B^ Kai TTJs Qafj,va 'A/uaXiJ/c and * Oafiva de rj iraWaKr]

EXii^af- ereKep avrrj (other MSS. avr^) top AfxaXriK are doubtless

harmonising glosses, probably originating in 05. The text of Ch. is not

likely a persistent variant as Bn. maintains. The Chronicler may have

misread Gn., taking J'jcpi with the preceding as a masc. name (cf. v. ^

= Gn. 36") and reading the following, there was a concubine to

Eliphaz the son of Esau, and she bare to Eliphaz Amalek.—37. mi]

Gn. 36" 'n.—38. isr^i] 05 and Gn. 36^1 1 instead of ^, so Ki. SBOT.,

Ball, SBOT., on Gn. 3621. Ki. Kom. retains 'n.—39. on^ni] Gn.

3622 Kt. Dami, Qr. DD''ni. (^ in both places Al/xiiv, hence Bn., Ki. BH.
DDinv—40. ]^y;] many mss., 05^, and Gn. 3623 pSy, adopted by Ki. and

Bn.

—

^DZ'] Gn. ids'. ^* 'Zw<f)ap, of which * Sci)/3 is probably a mu-
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tilation, = ictr = icir, v. s. v. '''.—41. jvj'^i'] (gAL .}. ^^i 'EXiPafjn

QvyaTTip Ara, c/. Gn. 3626.—pen] ©>» 'Efj.epd)v, a(L) AfM8a{fi). Many
MSS. and Gn. 36^6 fipn, favoured by Ki. holding the root icn better

suited for a proper name.—42. Ipy'] twenty-two MSS. and Gn. 36" ]py)

but read with (6<al\ IJ, &, jpy^i, c/. Nu. 33" '• Dt. io«.

A correspondence between the three lines of descent from Noah
through Shem, Ham, and Japheth, and the three Hnes from

Abraham through Isaac, Ishmael, and the sons of Keturah, has

been found. As the descendants of Noah appear in seventy

peoples, so likewise the descendants of Abraham may be reckoned

as seventy tribes, Ishmael furnishing twelve; Keturah, thirteen;

Isaac, two; Esau, sixteen (five sons and eleven grandsons); Seir,

twenty-seven (including Timna v. =9) (Be.). Another reckoning

omits Timna (v. ") but includes Ishmael (Oe.). Others reject the

idea of seventy tribes having been designed by the Chronicler

(Ke., Zoe.). This latter appears quite probable.

43-51a. The kings of Edom.—Taken from Gn. 36'!-"
(J

generally but Dr. P). Since no king is the son of his predecessor

and their residences change, it is probable that these kings were

rulers and comparable to the judges in Israel or represented dif-

ferent dynasties frequently changed as in northern Israel. The
phrase before there reigned a king of the children of Israel (v. ")

may either mean before a king reigned in Israel, i.e., before Saul,

or before a king of Israel reigned over Edom, i.e., before the con-

quest of Edom by David (2 S. 8'^). This latter interpretation is

to be preferred (Buhl, Edomiter, p. 47, Dill, Holz., Gu.).

—

43.

Bela the son of Be or]. The name is so similar to " Balaam the

son of Beor" (Nu. 22-24) that some have regarded the two per-

sons as identical {EBi. I. col. 524, Gray, Nu. p. 324). Bela also

son of Benjamin, 8', Reubenite 5'.

—

Dinhabah] (Gn. 36" f)

location unknown.

—

44. Jobab] (Gn. 36", cf. v. ") otherwise

unknown.

—

Zerah] Cf. v. ".

—

Bozrah] (Gn. 36" Is. 34' 63' Je.

49" " Am. i>2 -j-) mod. Busaireh, twenty miles south-east of

the Dead Sea and thirty-five miles north of Petra (Dr. Gn.).—
45. Husham] (Gn. ^6^* '•

f cf. Hashum Ezr. 219 Ne. 7").

—

Teman]. Cf. v.^".—46. Hadad] (Gn. 36" ', cf. also w."" '•,

an Edomite who troubled Solomon i K. ii'< »•
f) the name
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of an Aramean deity found in the names Ben-hadad, Hadad-

ezer.

—

Bedad] (Gn. 36" |) possibly to be connected with a

range of hills called el-Ghoweithe, on the eastern side of the

upper Amon (Dr. Gn., Gu. Gn.).—47. Sanilah] (Gn. 36'' ' -j-).

—Masrekah] (Gn. 36" f). The name may mean " place of choice

vines," cf. Nahal Sorek "wady of choice vines" (Ju. 16'').—48.

Shahd'] (Gn. 36" ' ) the same name as that of Saul, King of Israel,

and also of clans of Simeon (4") and of Levi (6' <")).

—

Rehoboth]

(Gn. 36", name of a well Gn. 26", and Assyrian city Gn.

10"
f).

—

The River] is certainly not the Euphrates and the place

Rahaba a little south of the mouth of the Habor (Dr. Gn.),

but the river of Egypt, i.e., the Wady el-Artsh (Gn. 15") (Winck.

Gesch. Isr. I. p. 192).—49. Baal-hanan] (Gn. 36'* ', an official

of David i Ch. 27" f). The name "Baal is gracious," a synonym

of Hannibal {cf. also Elhanan, Johanan), points to the worship

of Baal in Edom (Dr. Gn.). (Still "Baal" is more a generic title

than that of a specific deity.).

—

'Achbor] (Gn. 36=8 ' , also a cour-

tier of Josiah 2 K. 22'^ ' and perhaps Je. 26" 36'^
f, BDB.).

The name means "mouse."—50. Hadad] (Hadar Gn. 36", but

some forty mss. and Samaritan mss. read Hadad). Cf. v. ".

—

Pai] (Pa'u Gn. 36" f). Perhaps we should follow (i» of Gn.

and read Pe'or (liys), a mountain and city north-east of the

Dead Sea not definitely located (cf Nu. 23^8 Dt. 3"). The

mention of his wife and her maternal ancestry is striking; pos-

sibly through this connection he laid claim to the kingship.

The names occur only here and in Gn. 36", except Mehetabel,

"God confers benefits," which is the name of an ancestor of the

false prophet Shemaiah (Ne. 6'°).

—

Me-zahab] means "waters of

gold."—51*. And Hadad died] not in Gn., probably a copyist's

or the Chronicler's blunder, thinking that the list of kings con-

tinued.

51''-54. Tribal chiefs of Edom.—Taken from Gn. ;^6">-" with

briefer introductory formula and omission of the concluding sum-

mary. Why the Chronicler should have given these as chiliarchs,

tribal chiefs, when he omitted in the previous lists this title given

in Gn. 36'5-'9- "-30, is not clear unless he felt that they were the

followers of the kings. This list has been differentiated from the
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previous ones because the chiefs were heads of territorial

subdivisions and not purely tribal and possibly ruled after the

conquest by Israel (Dr.).—SI**. The chief of Titnna] and

similarly in the names following.

—

Timna\ Cf. v. ^s.— Aljah]

('Alwah Gn. 36*° f) perhaps identical with Alwan v. 40.

—

Jetheth] (Gn. 36^" j).—52. Oholibamah] (in Gn. 36»- « >* »8- " the

wife of Esau, t,6*^ as here f).

—

Elah] probably the seaport usually

called Elath.—Pinon] (Gn. 36^') probably Punon of Nu. TiV"^ ',

between Petra and Zo'ar (Onom. 299, 123).—53. Kenaz]. Cf.

v. ".

—

Teman]. Cf. v. '«.

—

Mibsar] and Magdi^el] (Gn. 36*^ -j-)

both in the Onom. (277, 137) located in the district of Gebal (south

of the Dead Sea), and the former, under the name of Mabsara, as a

considerable village belonging to Petra.— Iram] (Gn. 36*'). A
king of Edom 'Arammu is said to b«., mentioned in Assy. ins.

(Ball, Gn. p. 94).

43. Skii:''! . . . DoSDn] (gB qI ^aa-iXeis avTwv = Dnis^Dn adopted

by Bn., Ki. SBOT. The latter inserts a^2''^Dn with the succeeding

relative clause as a footnote. Ki. Kom. follows l|, which is better, since

(S^i' make the originality of the Vatican text doubtful.—Before ySa Gn.

3632 has D1N3 iSdm.—y^2] (6 BdXaK, QI ojjSj were influenced by the simi-

larity to the names in Nu. 22 (cf. Sayce, art. Edom in DB.).—46. T13]

<& here and in Gn. 36" Bapa5 = -\-\z.—niijJ] Qr., some MSS., U and Gn.

36^6 n-iij?. (& Vedda{L)iJ. here and in Gn. = a name like DC)r\y, hence Ki.

has a lacuna in the text.—47. Vv. <7b-"a jn (gB follow v. "a.—50. Sya

Jjn] many mss., <5, Gn. 365» + inDj; p.

—

•^-\^r\'] Gn. mn, but there some

MSS. of H^ and of the Samaritan Pentateuch Tin which, as the dynastic

name of Edom, Ball, SBOT. adopts. Ki. influenced by vios BapaS of

(j^B corrects to mn.

—

>3;d] many mss., H, Gn. v;d. (& in both places

$o7wp = •\yD and so Bn. More likely ij;!) - i;?D.—V. ""^ is wanting in

(&^, and so considered a later addition from Gn. by Bn., but the con-

fusion of the Vatican text at this point discredits its value.—51 . nci

Tin] wanting in Gn.—The text of Gn. 36<<'» wy idiSs pidb' nSxi

DHDCJ dhDiIdS DnnDi:'D7 allows the phylarchs to have been contempora-

neous with the kings previously recorded, while its substitute ^diSn vnii

Dnx suggests that they followed the kings (Be.). This is given directly

in H, Adad autem mortuo duces pro regibus in Edom esse coeperunt; so also

in SI. Probably, however, the Chronicler's change was simply that of

condensation without introducing an exact order of succession.—niS>']

Qr., many mss., B, QI, Gn. 36" niSy. <g PwXa = nSiy probably from
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II-IX. The descendants of Jacob.—The pedigrees of the sons

of Jacob are arranged according to the geographical position of

the territory occupied by the several tribes. With Judah (2 '-4")

as the proper starting-point, the Chronicler passes through Simeon

(4" -•3) on the south, sweeps around the Dead Sea through the east-

Jordanic tribes, Reuben (5''°), Gad (5"-"), and the eastern half-

tribe of Manasseh (5=3 ' ) from the south to the north, and, after

inserting Levi (5"-6^« (6'-*'))) ^^ith his cities in both eastern and

western Palestine (Jos. 21), at this convenient point, crosses into

the northern part of western Palestine to Issachar (7'-^), Zebulun

(78 -'I corrected text, see on c. 7), Dan (7'2 corrected text), Naphtali

(7'2), Manasseh (7''-'0, Ephraim (7'°-"), and Asher (7'°-'°), com-

pleting the circle with Benjamin (cc. 8, 935") and the list of the

inhabitants of Jerusalem (9'-'*) unless this list came from another

and later hand. Asher should appear earlier in the list, but see

comment on i Ch. 73o-3i_ (in 27 '^ « Asher is wanting.) More

space is given to the descendants of Judah than to those of any

other tribe, one hundred verses in all, while the tables of the

house of Levi occupy eighty-one, Benjamin fifty, and a scant

eighty-six suffice for the other ten tribes combined. Before

inquiring further into the question of authorship—or, more

properly, editorship—it may be observed that this is exactly what

should be expected from the Chronicler. Chronicles-Ezra-

Nehemiah is primarily a Levitical history of the Judean people.

In the body of the work events of the N. kingdom are ignored,

except as they touch Judean affairs. Hence it is not strange

that the Chronicler should have collected the most genealogical

notices for Judah and Levi. Benjamin also would receive special

attention, since according to the post-exilic conception that tribe

remained loyal to the house of David and was part of the S.

kingdom (v. EBi. art. Benjamin, § 7).

The analysis of these chapters depends upon the idea of the Chron-

icler's character and purpose. With the premise that he intended these

chapters only to serve as an introduction to his history of the Davidic

kings, the task of striking out those parts of the genealogies carried down

beyond the time of David becomes merely mechanical. But this premise

cannot be sustained only on the ground that these tables precede the
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Davidic history. Nor can an analysis be based on the presupposition

that the Chronicler would be careful to avoid conflicting details either

in his own composition or in the matter he incorporated, since all that

Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. reveals about his character as a writer stamps him as

anything but consistent. The first chapters do not appear to be only

an historical introduction cast in a genealogical mould, but also a

genealogical and geographical preface to the succeeding chapters. As

such they served a useful purpose, especially for a period of Hebrew

history without a chronological era. As a reader consulting a modern

history of Israel for information concerning one of the kings can turn

to the chronological appendi.x first to learn the dates of his reign which

suggest the general setting, so the reader of Chronicles could learn the

chronological position by consulting the table of the kings (3'° ^), or,

if it were a high priest, the table of the high priests (6' ^- (52^ *
) ).

Furthermore the Chronicler may have introduced some genealogies

without any particular reason aside from his own interest in them. C. i

clearly shows that he used practically all the genealogies he had for the

early history, hence it is reasonable to suppose that the following chapters

contain pretty much everything he was able to find. He seems to have

considered it more important that a genealogy should be preserved than

that it should be consistent with others already incorporated. An
account of the geography of many of the tribes was also of interest to

the reader of the Chronicler's history. This was probably suggested by

the account of the distribution of territory in Jos. 12-24, which precedes

the history of the Hebrews in Palestine recorded in Ju.-S.-K. These

geographical notices are omitted strangely enough from the records of

those tribes which occupied what was known as Galilee in the later

times, viz., Issachar, Zebulun, Dan, and Asher. A possible explanation

may be found in the fact that this territory is not involved in the

Chronicler's history. Instead of giving the dwelling-places of Judah

and Benjamin he inserts the inhabitants of Jerusalem (9' s), their com-

mon great city.

11. 1-2. The sons of Israel.—These are introduced as a basis

for the subsequent enumeration of the famiUes of Israel. They

are given as follows, Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, and

Zebulun, the six sons of Leah, Dan, son of Bilhah Rachel's maid,

Joseph and Benjamin, sons of Rachel, Naphtali, also a son of

Bilhah, and Gad and Asher, sons of Zilpah Leah's maid. The

position of Dan before the sons of Rachel, instead of after, is strik-

ing. Otherwise the order is the same as in Gn. 35"''-" and Ex. i'-'

(omitting Joseph), late priestly narratives (P), where Dan follows

Benjamin. The tribes, however, are not enumerated uniformly in
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the Old Testament, cf. Gn. 46«-» 49^" Nu. i^'* "« 13^'=^ 26^-**

Dt. ^,2,''
-^' et al. (For a full exhibition of the orders of arrangement,

of which there are some seventeen different ones in the Bible, and

for a discussion of the subject, see EBi. art. Tribes by G. B.

Gray, also art. in Exp. Mar. 1902.)

11. 3-IV. 23. The genealogies of Judah.—This passage con-

tains: (i) the descendants of Judah to Hezron's sons Jerahmeel,

Ram, and Caleb {2^-^); (2) the descendants of Ram down to

David and his nephews (21°-''')
; (3) descendants of Caleb, including

the family of a son born to Hezron in his old age (2i«-2<);
(4) the

descendants of Jerahmeel (2^-33); (^) a supplementary table of

Jerahmeelites (2^^-"); (6) supplementary tables of Calebites

(2"-"); (7) supplementary tables of the descendants of Ram (c. 3);

(8) a second genealogy of Judah (4'-")-

At first sight we seem to have here a confused mass of genealogical

matter accumulated through various insertions (the view of Bn., Ki.).

Both 2'8 ff- and 2^= a. contain tables of Calebites, but if either were a

later addition we should expect the interpolator to have placed his

supplement in direct connection with the other, but now they are

separated by vv. ^s-^i. Similarly we should expect c. 3, if secondary,

to be placed after 2•''-l^ On the other hand, as the work of the Chron-

icler, the order is natural. First he gives his primary genealogical

material in the order Ram, Caleb, and Jerahmeel, and then appends

supplementary matter {v. i.) concerning each in reverse order. This

reversal of order is the Chronicler's habit {cf. i« « " «• et al.). (2' gives

the sons of Hezron as Jerahmeel, Ram, and Chelubai ('^iSs). Since

Ram is considered first (2'° ^), we should expect his name to appear

after that of Chelubai, according to the Chronicler's habit of consider-

ing the last first {v. s.). The name Ram may have fallen from the

text of V. 5 by haplography, since the first word of v. '" is also Ram,

being reinserted later in its present place. In that case final ^ of

ol'73 represents the initial 1 of Di HNi. One is tempted to find support

for this suggestion in 05^-^ where Kal ^Apdfi actually follows 6 XaX^/3,

but since 6 'Fa/j. also precedes it, the former could be due simply to dit-

tography. However, it is not necessary to suppose that the Chronicler

would be consistent with his usual scheme.)

The first table of Caleb's descendants (2" ^ ) is regarded as secondary,

by Benzinger, who finds the original list of Calebites in vv. «-"«. This

is possible, especially if only one table of Calebites is ascribed to the

Chronicler, but against it may be urged that as Jerahmeel of the sons

of Hezron comes first in v. ', the Chronicler would be likely to place the
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list of his descendants last. Since the position of Ram's descendants

seems to be firmly fixed (2'° ^), the proper place for the table of the

Calebites is between these two, that is, just where it is found. Benzinger

has also unnecessarily considered the passage concerning the family of

Segub (221 -M) to be out of place, but this passage forms a necessary intro-

duction to V. 2^ (corrected text v. i.). Although the latter is a doublet

to V. '''>, since Ashur is probably the same name as Hur, and Ephrathah

is to be identified with Ephrath, the Chronicler who differentiated Hur

and Ashur elsewhere (4^^ ) may have done so here also. Then 2'^^--'^

was introduced by the Chronicler in this place because the birth of

Segub, Hezron's death, Caleb's marriage to his father's wife, and the

birth of Ashur are successive events in Caleb's life. This is further

attested by the chronological order shown in v. ", and Azubah diid, and

Caleb took, etc. On this principle vv. '^-n constitute a perfect unity.

234-41 is doubtless an appendix to the descendants of Jerahmeel, since

V. ''b^ these were the sons of Jerahmeel, is certainly a closing formula.

Hence we have an appendix for each of the three sons of Hezron,

Jerahmeel (2'^-"), Caleb (2"-65), and Ram (c. 3). The first of these was

probably put in the form of an appendix either because the compiler

recognised the variant tradition regarding the genealogy of Sheshan

(cp. V. ^ and v. ') or because he differentiated the two Sheshans, hence

vv. ^ ff had no direct connection with Jerahmeel. The second appendix

with its geographical names and the third with its list of kings constitute

proper material for postscripts. The reverse order of these additions

is so suggestive of the Chronicler that it is safe to ascribe them to his

original compilation in the absence of any strong evidence to the contrary.

The first verse of 4'-^' is regarded by Benzinger as a superscription in

which five descendants of Judah, Perez, Hezron, Caleb (so read for

Carmi, v. i.), Hur, and Shobal, are co-ordinated as sons, while according

to 2* 5- they are members of a descending line. He further supposes

that the Chronicler then took these up in reverse order. He strikes.out

as secondary the verses which interrupt this scheme, viz. vv. ^-'o- 's. 2i-!3_

It is doubtful, however, if v. ' ever was intended as a superscription to

vv. *". This verse is directly connected with v. 2, with which it shows

the Judean descent of the Zorathites, cf. 2". The Chronicler apparently

used the device of putting the first five descendants in juxtaposition as a

convenient abridgment (cf. i' ^- ^* ^), since their relationship was well

known or could be learned from c. 2. Where he passes beyond well-

known names (v. ') the relationship is indicated. The following

genealogies seem to be nothing more than short tables of Judean families

which the compiler considered worth preserving. There is no good

reason why they could not have come from the Chronicler, nor is there

much ground upon which to argue for their authenticity. On the age

of the material, see c. 4.
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The source from which the Chronicler derived those genealogies not

found in the OT. is uncertain. There is little likelihood that he had a

book of Judean genealogies. More probably he used all the material

which came to hand, connecting the names when possible with one of the

older branches of the family. Identity of names was sufficient for this

purpose (see below on 2^").

II. 3-8. Sons of Judah.—These verses, except v. », contain

gleanings from the historical books. The writer seems hard put

to find descendants for certain branches of Judah.—3. The sons

of Judah 'Er, Onan, etc.], derived from Gn. 38, cf. Gn. 46'"-.

—

And 'Er the first born of Judah, etc.]. This remark is taken ver-

batim from Gn. 38', hence Bn. without reason infers the passage

secondary to Ch. The omission to record the similar fate of

Onan, Gn. 38'", is noticeable. Here, however, as elsewhere the

Chronicler assumes that his readers are familiar with the narratives

of the Hexateuch. The story of the untimely death of Er and

Onan implies that two of the ancient clans of Judah early disap-

peared.—The Canaanite mothers Shu'a and Tamar indicate a

union of Israelite Judean stock with Canaanites. Reminiscences

of early tribal history were thus preserved in folk-tales. For

descendants of Shelah cf. 4^' 9^ Ne. ii^—4. And Tamar his

daughter-in-law bore to him Perez and Zerah] derived from Gn.

28i3-3o_ Perez and Zerah were the youngest clans of Judah.

Zerah, perhaps the autochthonous, was according to Stade of pure

Canaanitish stock originally and at first surpassed Perez, but later

declined (Ge5c/i. I. p. 158).—5. The sons of Perez: Hezron and

Hamul], also a direct quotation from Gn. 46'% cf Nu. 26='. On
Hezron see vv. » ^

. Beyond the family of the Hamulites, Nu. 26=',

no descendants of Hamul are given elsewhere in the Old Testa-

ment. (On the name see textual notes.)—6. The sons of Zerah:

Zimri and Ethan and Heman and Calcol and Darda *]. Zimri is

Zabdi of Jos. 7'- '» (for change of spelling see text. note). Ethan

the Ezrahite, Heman, Calcol, and Darda sons of Mahol, are men-

tioned in I K. 5" (43') as distinguished wise men whom Solomon

surpassed. Hence since Ezrahite CrniS) might be explained as

a descendant of Zerah (BDB.) and may be regarded as an attrib-

utive of Heman, Calcol, and Darda, the Chronicler evidently
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placed these wise men as descendants of Zerah (Meyer, Entst. Jud.

p. 161). This identification has generally been accepted (Be.,

Ke., Mov., but not by Zoe.). Ethan and Heman occur also in

I Ch. as the names of two Levitical singers of the time of David,

Ethan=Juduthun, 6"^^ <^^) 15'^ ", and an Ethan is also given among

the ancestors of Asaph, i Ch. 6" <-''^\ and Heman i Ch. 6'8 <"'

j54i .42 251- 4-6. From the point of view of the Chronicler, since

this Ethan and this Heman are Levites they cannot have been

identical with those of our passage. Pss. 88 and 89, however,

according to their titles are maschils of Heman the Ezrahite and

Ethan the Ezrahite. Since Ps. 88 is also Korahite it is probable

that Ezrahite Ethan and Heman in the titles of these Psalms repre-

sent both the Levitical singers and the wise men of i K. 5" (4").

In short, the one Ethan and the one Heman of Israel's early tradi-

tions, synonyms of wisdom, seem each in the genealogical system

or notes of the Chronicler to have been evolved into two persons.

Ewald (Hist. III. p. 278) thought that the two great singers of the

tribe of Judah were taken by the Levitical music schools into their

company and family and were afterward in the titles of Pss. 88, 89,

reckoned to the tribe of Levi. When these wise men lived,

whether they were cotemporaries of Solomon or traditional wise

men of a more ancient past, we have no means of knowing. Ac-

cording to Seder Olam Rabba (ed. Meyer, p. 52), they prophesied

in Egypt. (For a fanciful interpretation of their names connecting

them with Job and his three friends see Klo. on i K. 5".)—7. And
the sons of Cartni]. The plural {"^22) sons of is sometimes used

in genealogical lists when only one son or descendant follows, cf.

w. 8- 3»- 31- « Gn. 36" 46" Nu. 268.

—

'Achar the troubJer of Israel,

etc.] 'Achan Jos. 7'- '^- '" '" ^' 22" (see text. note). The brevity

of this notice of Achar and the omission of Zabdi the connecting

link between Achar and Carmi is another assumption of familiarity

with the narratives of the Hexateuch.—8. 'Azariah]. Nothing

further is known of this Azariah. Whether the Chronicler meant

an immediate or remote descendant of Ethan cannot be deter-

mined. The name is very common. No other Zerahites are given

elsewhere in the Old Testament except Sibbecai the Hushathite,

and Maharai the Netophathite, two of David's captains, 27"- ".
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3. VW](6 Sauaj = pt'.—5. Sicni] the root Sen with the meaning

spared BDB. is favoured by the name n^Snn^ on a seal (EBi., art.

Hamul). (6 EyuowTjX (" Iefiovri\ by dittography of the preceding I) =
hrom = Sxinni from iDn + ':>« brother-in-law of God. This seems a more

likely derivation, cf. 4^', but the meaning is dub., see Ki. SBOT., Kom.,

SS., We. DGJ., p. 22.—6 . net] Jos. 7' ''lar, (& Zaix^p{e)i in both passages.

The confusion of 3 and D is phonetic, of T and n graphic.—^mi] many

MSS., C5^ + MSS., &, ®, I K. 5" yrni, adopted by Ki.—7. According to

Jos. 7' Carwi was the son of Zabdi = Zimri {v. s.), hence T^a nnr ^J21

may have fallen from the text or the Chronicler assumed this relationship

was known.

—

-\r;] Jos. 7' pj?. In the former we have an assimilation

of the name of the man to that of the valley of Achor (Dill.) or the latter

arose from a scribal error, cf. ^^ in Jos. A.xap.

9-55. The Hezronites.—Whatever may have been the relative

position of this clan of Judah in the early history of the tribe, to the

Chronicler Hezron was the all-important clan. Of it he reckoned

by descent not only the royal family of David but also the great

clans of Jerahmeel and Caleb. The accounts given of them are

evidently from various sources. V. ' (excepting the word Ram,

see below) is derived from some old source other than the Old

Testament. Vv. '"-" appear to be taken directly from Ruth.

Vv. ^-" in contents are drawn from i and 2 S. Vv. ^^^*, regarded

by Ki. as an insertion (but see above), are derived partially from

the Hexateuch, although considerable matter is new. Vv. "-" are

entirely independent of anything elsewhere in the Old Testament.

Of these, w. ^s", according to Ki., who follows We., represent

early material, w. '<<' late, vv. ^^-^ early, v. " late, v. *'' early, v. **

late, w. " '• early, w. "-" late.

9. The sons of Hezron.—Hezron] vv. s- 's. 21. 24. 25 41^ appears

also as a son of Reuben Gn. 46" Ex. 6'^ Nu. 26^^' i Ch. 5', and

as the name of a place indicating the southern boundary of Judah

Jos. 15' (cf. also Kerioth-hezron Jos. 15"). ]T\'Sn is to be con-

nected with 1)in enclosure {HWB.'\ BDB.). A Hezronite then

is a villager or dweller in a permanent settlement, a kraal, in con-

trast to movable encampments. "i^'PI appears in the names of

several localities of southern Judah and Simeon besides the two

mentioned; Hazar-addar Nu. 34*, Hazar-gaddah Jos. 15", Hazar-

susah in Simeon Jos. 19S cf. 1 Ch. 4", Hazar-shual in southern
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Judah Jos. 1528 = 1 Ch. 4^^ Ne. 11", in Simeon Jos. 19'. Names

from this root are also common elsewhere (v. BDB.). Under

Hezron then we may have indicated only semi-nomads inhabiting

a fixed abode and the name may have come from no political clan

but only from a social class from which the Hezronites of Nu.

26"
•
" were evolved, and which occasioned this son of Perez and

likewise the son of Reuben.

—

Jerahmeel], vv. " ^- '' *'', represents a

clan dwelling in the days of David in southern Judah, i S. 27"'

30".

—

Ram] as a second son of Hezron is suspicious because (i)

the Old Testament elsewhere knows of no Judean clan Ram co-

ordinate with Caleb and Jerahmeel, (2) the descendants of

Ram, which follow w. '"-i^ are given not in families and cities

as in the case of those of Jerahmeel and Caleb, vv. "-33 .12-44.

"-", but simply in the pedigree of David, Ram is plainly intro-

duced as a son of Hezron by the Chronicler from Ru. 4". The

original statement from another source was evidently, and the

sons of Hezron Jerahmeel and Chelubai, and this was the intro-

duction to vv. "2^- <2-44. 46. 48^ whcre the descendants of Jerah-

meel and Caleb are given.

—

Chelubai], equivalent to Caleb w.
'8-24

q, D.

10-12. The ancestry of David.

—

Ram begat 'Amhiadab, etc.].

Omitting the words prince of Judah, derived from Nu. i \ this

pedigree of Jesse is taken verbatim from Ru. 4isb-22a. It is ap-

parently artificial, for i and 2 S. know only of Jesse the father of

David the Bethlehemite. Salma or Salmon was the reputed

founder of Bethlehem, cf. vv. 5'- ". Nashon the son of Aminadab,

according to P, was the prince of Judah during the Exodus, Nu. i^

2' et al. Out of these materials the author of Ruth, or some other

genealogist, with the added names of Boaz and Obed, possibly

ancestors of Jesse, constructed this genealogy, placing Ram as the

son of Hezron at its head. Two facts probably led to the selection

of Ram: (i) in genealogical lore, the ancient Ram was the son of

Jerahmeel i Ch. 2^', but David plainly was not a Jerahmeelite,

hence the father's name could not be used in his pedigree, and we

have not Hezron, Jerahmeel, Ram, but simply Hezron, Ram ; and

(2) the appropriate meaning of the word "lofty," cf. We. DGJ. pp.

17/., Bertholet, Cow. on Ru., p. 69.
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13-17. The family of Jesse.—13. And Jesse begat his first

horn Eli'ab, etc.]. According to i S. 161" ' 17'' Jesse had eight

sons, Eliab, Abinadab, and Shammah, and four others whose

names are not mentioned, and David the youngest. g» gives eight

here, adding Elihu from ay'*, which ^ there has probably by cor-

ruption (J2^''^S' becoming in''^S, (S E\iaj3). Was the number
eight or seven? According to Budde (SBOT.) the sections con-

taining I S. 16'° ' 17'' are among the latest additions to the book

from a Midrash after 400 b. c. Another Midrash, equally current

then, may have been followed by the Chronicler or invented by

him, giving the number seven and also the names of the three

sons, Nethan^el, Raddai, and Ozern, which are not given elsewhere.

The genuineness of the name N'ethan'el is doubtful, since (accord-

ing to Gray, HPN. p. 233) it is of post-Davidic formation.

Raddai and Ozem (see v. ") could well be genuine as far as their

forms go.—16. And their sisters Zeruiah and Abigail]. These are

recorded for the sake of their distinguished sons. According to

2 S. 17" || Abigail was the daughter of Nahash and hence she

has been regarded as a step- or half-sister of David (Be., Ke.,

Zoe., Oe.,et al.). Probably, however, the || of 2 S. 17^ is corrupt

and Jesse should be substituted for Nahash ((g, U, We. TS., KIo.,

Bu. SBOT.).—And the sons of Zeruiah Abishai* Jo'ab and

Asah'el]. These heroes are repeatedly named as sons of their

mother i S. 26*2 S. 2", etc. Thenameof their father is nowhere men-

tioned. Of the three brothers, Asahel according to the narrative

of 2 S. 2 "-32 was clearly the youngest, but which of the other two

was the older is uncertain. The order here suggests Abishai; that

of 2 S. 2i», Joah.—17. And Abigail bore Amasa ajid the father,

etc.] derived from 2 S. 17".

—

The Ishmaelite] the true reading

(v. i.).

9. •«2i'?d] (gA XaXe^S = a'l'j, » XajSeX.—10. ^:2] (S tov oIkov = ni3.

—

11 . NDSa* bis] (& and Ru. 4=' pcSa' but Ru. 42" r\pz<, cf. We. DGJ. p. 37.

—13. vJ^^^<] manyMSS. (Kennic.) ^B"^ which may be simply a correction

from the preceding t% v. '=. Since the author would be likely to use the

same spelling, i-^^x has been taken for an original "'tt'ii, SS., Ki. SBOT.
—2n:>3Ni]. (& Afi. is a phonetic error common in d.—16. icon] ii^o igi*

i9>'- " 2 S. lo'", but elsewhere in i and 2 S. icijn, and so Ki. in Ch.;
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(g 'A/3ei(ra, 'A^iffffa.—17. •'':'Nj,-n2"'n] 2 S. 172* •'Sntj'Ti. The latter is an

error of transcription or a Massoretic revision, Dr. TS., Bu. SBOT.,
and authorities generally.

18-24. The family of Caleb.—Caleb appears in the history

of David as a clan inhabiting southern Judah and apparently dis-

tinct from Judah (i S. 25' 30"). According to the narrative of the

Hexateuch, Caleb the cotemporary of Joshua, the reputed founder

of the clan, was a Kenizzite (Nu. 32'^ Jos. 14^ '^), and since Kenaz

appears among the grandsons and dukes of Edom (Gn. 36" '^- "

I Ch. i'«- ")^ the clan Caleb was originally of Edomitic origin,

kindred with the Amalekites. They claimed the conquest of

Hebron and Debir (Jos. 1513-17 Ju. i"-i3). Carmel was also

one of their towns. Through the influence of David during his

reign at Hebron they were probably incorporated into the tribe of

Judah. They are not mentioned subsequently in OT. history

until Caleb appears in our genealogical lists, vv. 's". 46-49 ^n-isa^

His prominence here shows at once that Calebites must have been

conspicuous in post-exilic Judah, forming possibly the bulk of

the tribe, since the Chronicler knows so few other families. In

these lists are assigned to Caleb or his descendants towns of

southern Judah,—Ziph, Mareshah, Hebron, Korah, etc., vv. ^"-45^

clearly the pre-exilic dwelling-places of the clan, and also towns

further north, Kirjath-jearim, Bethlehem, Eshtaol, Zorah, etc.,

vv. '"-". These latter towns, without doubt, were the post-exilic

homes of the Calebites. During the exile they were dispossessed

from their southern Judean homes apparently by the Edomites,

who after the fall of Jerusalem took possession of southern Judah,

compelling the earlier inhabitants to move northward. The

Edomites themselves were driven northward by the Nabateans

(see Mai. i'), cf. Ez. 35'«- '^ 36^ (We. DGJ. pp. 28 /., Meyer,

Entst. Jiid. p. 115, Torrey, JBL. XVH. i. 1898 pp. 16 Jf.). Singu-

larly enough in view of the prominence given to Caleb in i Ch.,

there is no direct mention of Calebites in Ezra and Nehemiah; only

an indirect reference in Ne. 3', where among the repairers of the

wall is Rephaiah the son of Hur, ruler of half the district of Jeru-

salem. Now Hur represents clearly, from the appearance of the

name among Caleb's descendants in vv. '' '° 4'- S a Calebite family.
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In the notices of the Calebites and Jerahmeelites (vv. ^ 'f
) in this

chapter have been seen reminiscences of an original migration of a

portion of Israel from the south into Canaan (S. A. Cook, Notes on OT.

p. 40, et al.). Such an immigration of Calebites, at least, most likely

took place (Moore, Ju. p. 31), but a simpler explanation of these

notices is that the descendants of these clans desired an honourable

place among the post-exilic Jews and the Chronicler, favouring this

desire, gave them a prominent place in his work. The theory that

the Jerahmeelites played any such conspicuous part in the history of

Israel as is alleged by the editor of EBi. is utterly without foundation.

18. And Caleb begat sons from 'Aziibah his wife daughter of

Jerioth*]. Under Azubah (n^lTJ?, forsaken) is probably a refer-

ence to the abandoned home of the Calebites in southern Judah

(v. s.), and the daughter of Jerioth (mj/^'l"', tents) probably

looks back to the early nomadic life of the Calebites (We. DGJ.

p. 26).

—

And these were her sons Jesher f, Shobab, and Ardon f].

These sons of Azubah represent pre-exilic Calebite families which

dwelt in southern Judah. Shobab is also the name of a son of

David 35 i4< 2 S. 5".—19. When 'Azubah died then Caleb took to

himself Ephrath]. Since Ephrath is equivalent to Ephratha v. ^^

4% a name of Bethlehem Mi. 52 Ru. 4", and possibly the name of a

district in northern Judah (cf Ps. 132^, Del.), this new marriage

clearly expresses the movement of the Calebites northward and

their settlement in northern Judah (v. 5., cf. v. ^o).

—

Hur] the

leading family or stock of post-exilic Calebites {cf. Ne. 3', v. s.).

Identifying him with Ashhur v. ^* 4^, he appears as the father, i.e.,

founder or coloniser, of Tekoa and his sons of Bethlehem, Beth-

gader, Kirjath-jearim vv. '"-". (Such a shortening as of Ashhur

into Hur is not uncommon, cf. Ahaz= Jehoahaz COT. I. p. 255.).—

20. And Hitr begat Uri, etc.]. This genealogy of Bezalel, the

reputed skilled workman of the Tabernacle, is taken verbatim

from P, Ex. 31^ 3530, cf. 2 Ch. i^. It illustrates how material has

been brought together in these lists. The identity of a name

seemed a sufficient cause to give a genealogical connection. Proba-

bly, however, the prominence of the family of Hur and its possession

of artisans led to the origination of this descent of Bezalel. Vv.

"-" are singular in this connection, interrupting the story of Caleb's

matrimonial alliances (but v.s.).—21. And afterwards]. The refer-
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ence is plainly to v. '.

—

Machirfather ofGilead] a son of Manasseh

mentioned as the father or conqueror of Gilead in Nu. 26" 32"

Jos. 17" Dt. 3". In Ju. 5 Machir stands for the tribe of Manasseh.

He was clearly the most important clan of the tribe.

—

Segub] not

mentioned elsewhere, possibly an error of transcription for Argob,

the district inhabited by Jair (Dt. y* Jos. 13"'), who in v. " appears

as his son.—22. Jair] given as a son of Manasseh (Nu. 32^' Dt.

3'< Jos. 13'^), also one of the minor Judges (Ju. 10').

—

And he had

twenty three cities in the hind of Gilead]. With Jair are repeatedly

connected the tent villages Havvoth Jair v. " Dt. 3'* Nu. 32^'

Jos. 13'"; thirty cities Ju. 10"
; si.xty cities, wrongly placed in

Bashan, Jos. 13'" i K. 4". The number given for these towns

evidently fluctuated. They represent the northern portion of

Gilead.—23. Geshur and Aratn] Geshur, an Aramean tribe

dwelling in the region of Argob and at the time of David an inde-

pendent kingdom 3^ 2 S. 3' 13"'- 15*; Aram, a generic geo-

graphical term for the country including northern Mesopotamia,

Syria, and as far south as the borders of Palestine (cf. i"). Here

the Arameans adjoining Geshur are evidently meant.

—

Kenath and

her daughters sixty cities] a district perhaps the modern Kanawat

east of Argob in Bashan {cf. Nu. 32*2). When these were lost to

Israel is unknown, probably before the reign of Omri, since from

then on the border fortress between Israel and Syria was Ramah
(St. Gesch. I. p. 150).

—

All these were the sons of Machir] the

summary of a section originally larger probably than vv. 21-23^

The introduction in the midst of a list of Hezronites from the three

sons, Jerahmeel, Ram, and Caleb, of those through another son

by a later marriage renders the contents of w. ='" surprising, and

especially are they strange in connecting in any way the Hezron

of Judah with members of the tribe of Manasseh. Whether the

historical fact of the incorporation of Judaites with Manassites

lies back of this or whether the whole notice arises from a misunder-

standing of genealogical material is uncertain. In the latter case

Hezron may represent a Reubenite clan of that name (cf. 5') which

coalesced with Gileadites (Meyer, Entst. Jud. p. 160, Steuemagel,

Einw. Isr. Stdmme, p. 19). In the former case it is possible that

in post-exilic times a colony of Jews had settled east of Jordan in
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Gilead, and that through this fact arose this genealogical connection

between Hezron of Judah and Machir (Bn.). In Jos. 19" men-

tion is made of Judah [on] the Jordan, which has been thought to

point to such a colony (yet the phrase may be a corruption).

Judas Maccabeus undertook a campaign in that district in order

to rescue Jews from the hand of the heathen. Ki., on the other

hand, holds vv. "<• to contain ancient material referring to a union

of families of Manasseh, refugees from northern Israel, with those

of Judah about 600 B. c. ; cf. the emphasis placed upon the cities

of Jair in Dt.-—24. And after Hezron died Caleb went in unto

Ephrath the wife of his father *] another genealogical notice of

the setdement of the district of Bethlehem by the Calebites, cf. vv.

19. 5o_ xhe taking of a father's wife was asserting claim to the

father's possessions {cf. 2 S. 16" i K. 2"-*5), and well expressed the

legitimacy of Caleb's residence in northern Judah.

—

And she bore

Ashhiir] clearly a repetition of v. '»". Ashhicr and Hur must be

identical.

—

The father of Teko'a]. Hur was probably the exilic

or post-exilic founder of Tekoa, or the family settled there.

Tekoa, mod. Teku'a, is about five miles south of Bethlehem. The

place is frequently mentioned (4^ 2 Ch. ii« 20^° 2 S. 14' Am. i' Je.

6-t).

18. Piyn'' nxi r]-Jn nairj? nt< -i-iVin pnxn p aSji] (S= reproduces M.
* has for tSih eXa^ev; ^ for 'nx; p ; ^HNi, HN. B combines (S^,

m, and ^ accepit uxorem nomine Azubah de qua geniiit Jerioth. This

Ki. (SBOT.) follows, ni;?ni pn Ti'?ri nu\s r\2^v; ns npS, but in Kom.,

BH. he follows # ns ma'x 'y p. We. (JDGJ. p. 33) reads na

myn' instead of " nxi. iK yields And Caleb son of Hezron begat of

Azubah his wife and of Jerioth (AV., RV., Kau., Be., Oe.). Caleb then

has children of two wives, but the context suggests those of only one wife,

Azubah, '^b. i9a_ j_ jj. Mich, met this difficulty by regarding Jerioth as

another name for Azubah, the waw in nsi being explicative. Ke. and

Zoe. followS regarding Jerioth the daughter of Caleb and mother of the

sons of V. '^b. On the whole, we prefer the reading of We., preferred by

Bn. It still leaves the harsh construction of njitj; nx after T-Sin denot-

ing the mother and not the child (hb'n is probably a gloss to render this

obvious). A parallel construction, however, may be found in Is. 66',

where nS' Hiph. has the force to cause to bear, or rivV may be taken as

equivalent to nxD, cf. p '6^1^ 8'.—24. n'3!< ^nxn nifsi nnicx 3S32] M
adhered to by Ke., AV., RV. is clearly corrupt. (& has ^\dev XaX^jS
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eli 'E<f>pd9a Kal ij ywr/ 'Ea-epuv 'A^id, so 01. The true text, rendered

above, undoubtedly was n^3N |nsn ncN nmsN aSa N3, We. DGJ., pp.

14/., Ki.—iinirN]= iin-j'N, We. DGJ. p. 15, SS., cf. Sj?2cn = Syaa^N

8" 9", iinB'iN 718. In vv. "• '" 4^ he is called nin, cf. Si'a - Syj-i-x 8'".

25-33. The families of the Jerahmeelites.—Jerahmeel in the

time of David was an independent clan like that of Caleb, in-

habiting the Negeb of Judah (i S. 27'° 30"). It is not mentioned

in subsequent history. Whether it played any part in the post-

exilic Jewish community, or whether this genealogy having been

preserved with that of Caleb was therefore recorded by the Chroni-

cler, we do not know {v. s. on vv. "-^*). All the names given are

comparatively early ones and favour the antiquity and historicity

of the hst.

—

25. Ram'\ v.", cf. vv. ' '" Jb. 32^ A possible con-

nection has been seen between this family and Abram. The name

by some is supposed to represent an ancient deity {v. s. i").

—

Bii-

nah and Oren |].

—

Ozem] v.'* f.

—

His brother *]. So we must

probably read in place of the proper name Ahijah.—26. 'Atarah].

This name of the mother of the most widely extended family of

the Jerahmeelites is to be compared for its original meaning and

derivation with Hezron, v. ', and probably arose from the Jerah-

meehtes inhabiting Ataroth (mitij?), protected places (We. DGJ.

p. 15). Ataroth alone appears as a local name, Nu. 32'- '< Jos. 16',

and also in combination Jos. 16* iS'^ Nu. 32^5 j ch_ 2^*. That

Atarah was a second wife probably shows that the earlier sons of

Jerahmeel represented nomad families, while her descendants

those of a more settled life.

—

Onam] v. =«, also the name of a family

of Edom I*" Gn. 36" f, perhaps connected with Onan the son of

Judah, V. 5.—27. Maaz and Jamin and Eker]. Maaz and Eker

are mentioned only here. Jamin is among the sons of Simeon,

Gn. 46'".—28. Shammai]. Cf. 2^^- "• *''• « 4".

—

Jada] v. «,

for compounds of root from which it comes (yi^), see i".

—

Nadab] v. '» a frequent name.

—

Abishur] v. " -j-.—29. Abihail *
]

name of the wife also of Rehoboam 2 Ch. ii'^ and a man's name,

a Levite Nu. 3", a Gadite i Ch. 5", and the father of Esther Est.

215 ^29 -j-_

—

Ahban and Molid f ].—30. Seled f ].

—

Appaitn] v. '>
f

.

—

31. Jishi] 2" 42"- "2 5"*
f, a name thus of frequent occurrence.

—

Sheshan] vv. "• '^- '^ -j-.

—

Ahlai] 11" \.—32. Jether] a frequent
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name.—33. Peleth] Nu. i6' a Reubenite. Possibly there is con-

nection with Beth-pelet a city of southern Judah, Jos. 15" Ne.

ii^«.—Zazajf.

—

These were the sons of Jerahme el] the conclusion

of this list of Jerahmeelites. None of these families or persons

are mentioned elsewhere in the Old Testament (except Sheshan

below), and hence nothing more can be said concerning them.

The fact that Onam is also the name of a family of Edom and Ja-

min of one of Simeon suggests a close relationship with those

tribes.

25. n-^nx] the name of a fifth son, Ahijah, AV., RV., Kau., U, ®;

the name of the mother of the preceding four sons, a D following oxn

having fallen out, the text having stood 'ND osx Ozem of Ahijah,

Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe. (B dde\(pbs aiirov = n-'PN has been followed,

so Ki. ^ ^o(jii-i. = vnN, We. DGJ., p. 15.—29. S^niaN] read with

many mss., (S", S^n^jN.—30. D"'dn] also v. ". Ki. emends to onax

after (&^ 'Ecppdifx, ^ >Oi«i\'=t, since a name O"!!*! is suspicious, We.

DGJ., but Ci>B may be a corruption of A^^at/* <g*.—oija ah] also v. '^

see Ges. § 152M.—31. ^yv^] (&^ 'la-e/jLi-^X, ^ ^>\^|, both of which

Ki. (SBOT.) thinks point to a divine appellative at the end, hence

following the indication of CS^ Itjffovei he reads i^ii'N - '<\V'[ - SjJStt'N

cf. We. r5., on i S. 14".

34-41. The pedigree of Elishama a descendant of the Je-

rahmeelite Sheshan.—34. And Sheshan had no sons but daugh-

ters]. To reconcile this statement with v. '"' it has been assumed

that Ahlai was a daughter of Sheshan, "sons" there indicating

only descendants (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.) This is possible, but for

vv. 2^-" the Chronicler probably had an entirely different source

from that of vv. 34-41. (Ki. regards them as a late section added

to the work of the Chronicler, giving another and fuller story of

the lines of descent from Sheshan and placed here as an appendix

to the families of the Jerahmeelites.)

—

Jarhi]. Of this Egyptian

nothing further is known, and also nothing further of the four-

teen descendants recorded in w. "-^'. Although many of the

names occur elsewhere, in no case can they be probably

identified with those persons. We do not know also when

Elishama' (v. •"), whose pedigree is so carefully recorded, flour-

ished. Since Sheshan is the tenth in descent from Judah, older
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commentators thought of him as residing in Egypt not far from

the period of the Exodus and placed the period of Ehshama four-

teen generations later or near the close of the period of the Judges

(Ke.). More likely Elishama represents some one near the time

of the Chronicler. If, however, Jarha lived as early even as 1000

B. c, and EHshama about 600 b. c, there is nothing in the charac-

ter of the names given against the genealogy being genuine. They

stand in sharp contrast with others which appear to be made up

from names current in the Chronicler's own time (Gray, HPN.

P- 235)-

42-55. Families of Caleb.—C/. vv. '''<. Vv. "-"^ ' <' s"*

belong together and come apparently from the same source as w.
26-33_ Vv. " *^- '0"^-" appear also of common origin, and belong

to the late material of i Ch. (We., Ki.).—42. The brother of

Jerahmeel] v. '.

—

Mesha *] an early family of Caleb (if text is not

altered) of which nothing further is known; in 2 K. 3^ the name of

a king of Moab. (^ has Maresha, see below.

—

Ziph] two places of

this name are given among the towns of Judah: one Jos. 15", still

unidentified, the other Jos. 15", cf. 1 S. 23 '< ^- 26^, the modern Tell

Ziph one and three-quarters hours south-east of Hebron (Baed."

p. 170). This latter is here referred to.

—

Maresha"^] the name

of a well-known town of the Shephelah, Jos. 15^^ 2 Ch. ii^ 149 '•

20" Mi. I '5
f, the modern Merash (Baed.'' p. 116). It is difficult,

however, to bring this place in connection with Hebron, although

Hebron may in some way have been colonised therefrom. Well-

hausen regards the name, from the preceding words "sons of,"

as purely gentilic, and not to be connected with the town. Proba-

bly both Mesha and Maresha are due to dittographies from v. "

and the verse originally read Sons of Caleb the brother of Jerahmeel,

. . . his first-born the father of Ziph and the father of Hebron.

The name of this first-bom may lie hidden in Mesha or Maresha.

—43. And the sons of Hebron]. The descendants now given are

mostly, if not all, geographical mimes.—Korah]. The connection

suggests a town of southern Judah, although mentioned elsewhere

in the OT. only as a family or descendant of Levi.

—

Tappuah]

equivalent to Beth-tappuah Jos. 15", the mod. Taffiih west of

Hebron {SWP. III. pp. 310, 379; Baed.^ p. 152).

—

Rekem\
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otherwise unmentioned, probably a town of southern Judah. A
town of this name is given as belonging to Benjamin Jos. i8",

also the name of a king of Midian Nu. -31* Jos. 13".

—

Shama]
perhaps the same as Eshtemoa' (Hithp. of same stem) Jos. 156°

21", cf. the mod. Seniua identified with Eshtemoa (Rob. Res. II.

p. 194). The location of Eshtemoa in the immediate neighbour-

hood of Hebron favours this identification.—44. Raham]. The
root (Dn"l) appears in Jerahmeel.

—

Jorkeajn] probably Jokdean

Jos. 155% mentioned before Juttah, mod. Yata, east of Hebron

(Baed." p. 169).

—

Shammai] (in v. '^ a JerahmeeHte tribe, in i"

Edomite), not identified as a geographical name, perhaps gentilic;

a name of common occurrence, cf. v. -\—45. Ma on] Jos. 15"

I S. 252, mod. Main south of Hebron (SIVP. III. pp. 404, 415;

Baed.2 p. 144).

—

Beth-zur] Jos. 15^8 2 Ch. 11' Ne. y^, mod.

Beit Sur, four miles north of Hebron {SWP. III. p. 311; Baed." p.

112).—46. And Ephah the concubine of Caleb,* etc.]. This verse

is entirely obscure. Neither 'Ephah, Haran, Moza, nor Gazaz

can be identified with any places, families, or persons mentioned

elsewhere. Ki. joins with v. " and marks as a later addition to i

Ch.—47. Jahdai]. The connection with the foregoing is not given

and the name has been taken as that of another wife or concubine

of Caleb; more probably Jahdai is a descendant of Caleb whose

name in the original connection has fallen from the text. Of the

following sons none are otherwise known unless Relet is identical

with Beth-pelet a town of southern Judah Jos. 15". The verse

according to We. and Ki. is to be connected with v. ".—48.

Maacah] entirely unknown, since this cannot be connected with

the Aramean Maacah or with various persons mentioned else-

where in the Old Testament of the same name (3^ 71^ g^^ ii"^ etc.).

—Sheber f] and Tirhanah f] are equally unknown.—49. And
Sha aph begat*], a continuation of v.".

—

Madmannah] from Jos.

15'' a well-known town of southern Judah, possibly Unim Deinneh,

twelve miles north-east of Beersheba {SWP. III. pp. 392, 399).

—

Sheva \] exct^i Qr. 2 S. 20", entirely unknown.

—

Machbena]

perhaps the same as Cabbon, a city of southern Judah Jos. is^"

(BDB.).

—

Gibe a] possibly the same as Gibeah Jos. 15", mod.

Jeba, eight miles west of Bethlehem {SWP. III. p. 25), although a
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locality further south would be more natural. The name "hill"

can readily be thought of as belonging elsewhere.

—

And Achsa

was the daughter of Caleb]. Thinking that the Chronicler dis-

tinguished more than one Caleb and that the son of Hezron differed

from the son of Jephunneh Mov. regarded this clause as an inter--

polation from Jos. 15'% cf. Ju. i'^ It is wanting in ^. Ke., recog-

nising two Calebs, ben Hezron and ben Jephunneh, held the latter,

the father of Achsa, to have been a descendant of the former, and

bath, daughter, here to signify in a wide sense female descendant.

The original framers of these genealogies probably sought no

explanation of a Caleb ben Hezron and a Caleb ben Jephunneh,

but identified the two and gave Achsah as a daughter in each

case.—50. These were the sons of Caleb]. This summary

looks backward, not forward, cf. v. " ^, and closes the list of pre-

exilic Calebites in their ancient homes in the vicinity of Hebron.

The sons ofHnr thefirst-born of Ephratha]. These words intro-

duce a new paragraph giving the Calebites of the post-exilic period

(see above vv. " ' ).

—

Shobal the father of Kirjath-jearim, 51,

Salma the father of Bethlehem, Hareph the father of Beth-gader].

These three, sons of Hur, are either the post-exilic founders of the

three towns mentioned, or an adoption of the reputed founders of

those places by the later Calebite settlers. According to Ru. 42° '•

Salma was the great-great-grandfather of David.

—

Beth-gader]

07.?! Jos. 12"), Gedor, see 4^—52. And the sons of Shobal . . .

were Re'ajah*, half of the Manahtites^]. This passage is utterly

obscure. The emendations are derived from v. ^* 4^—53. The

Ithrites and the Puthites and the Shumathites and the Mishra ites].

Nothing further is known of these families of Kirjath-jearim. Two
of David's heroes were Ithrites 2 S. 23'^ i Ch. ii*"; their connection,

however, may have been with Yattir i S. 30" (Klo., Sm.).

—

And
from these went forth the Zor athites and the Eshta^olites]. From

these families or the Mishraites alone came the inhabitants of

Zor'ah (mod. Surah, SWP. III. p. 158) Jos. 19^' Ju. 132- ", etc.,

and of Eshta'ol (mod. Eshna near Surah, SWP. II. p. 25) Jos.

15" 19^' Ju. 13", etc.

—

54f . The sons of Salma] the heading of the

following places and families. On Salma cf. vv. " ^i.

—

Netopha-

thites] Ne. 122s,
cf. 2 S. 23^8 2 K. 25", the inhabitants of Netophah,
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Ezr. 2" Ne. 7 2% probably a village near Bethlehem, identified with

the ruin Um Toba north of Bethlehem {SWP. III. p. 52), or y>os-

sihly Beii NeUif (Rob. Res. II. pp. 16/., but see Baed." p. 124).—

•

Ataroth-beth-jo'ab] an unknown place.

—

Half the Manahtites the

Zorites]. Cf. v. '^ One half of this otherwise unknown family

seems to have dwelt at Kirjath-jearim and the other at Zorah.

—

And families of the scribes inhabiting Jabez, Tirathites, Shima-

thites, Siccathites]. The mention of the scribes shows clearly that

we have a post-exilic notice, since it is doubtful whether families

of them existed earlier. The location of Jabez is vmknown, cf

49 «•, In the three families Jerome recognised three different

classes of religious functionaries, H canentes atque resonantes et in

tabernaculis commorantes. QI explains somewhat similarly, except

that the Sucathites are those "covered" with a spirit of prophecy.

Be. follows H, except that he regards the first class as gate-keepers

(Aram, ynn =Heb. nj;'^). We. {DGJ. pp. 30/.) finds underlying

the three names ny"iri a technical term for sacred music, T\)!^fJ

the Halacha or sacred tradition, and n^lw' which he connects,

following Be. and H, with n^lD booth (so also Ki.). Buhl

{HWB.^^) derives the last two names from unknown places. Ke.

interprets as descendants from the unknown Tira, Shemei and

Sucah. Bn. finds too obscure to explain.

—

These are the Kenites

who camefrom Hammath f the father of the house of Rechab] an

obscure statement. The Rechabites, Je. 35^ «•, probably became

an integral part of the post-exilic Jews, and families of scribes,

perhaps from their ancient loyalty to Yahwch (2 K. lo'^ '

), seem

to have been reckoned as belonging to them along with their other

connection with Salma. That the Rechabites were also Kenites

(Ju. i'^ 4" I S. i5«) is not improbable. An indication of their

position in post-exilic Judaism may be seen in the fact that one of

their number, Malchijah ben Rechab, was the overseer of one of

the Judean districts, Ne. 3'<.

42. ]n3n lax h-iTid ••jai ']V ••ax Nin 1133 ptfiD Sscnn'' 'ns 2^3 "ij3i].

This text is probably corrupt, (g has ^t^'^D instead of j?i:"S which Ki.

follows and strikes out '3N before jnan as a gloss (Kom., BH.). VW''^?

following Sxcmi may have arisen from the preceding j?c-^''Sn v. "

(a similar confusion from the present text appears in ^, where in place of
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irt^D, the text has ^dciSn), and ntrin may be a transmuted dittography

of ytt'^D with 'jJi added. Under this conjecture the original text as far

as can be restored was jn^n '«3n'i ')•': '•ax Nin na^ . . . SNnm> •'nx 2*^3 >:2.

A first-born who occupied perhaps first the district of Ziph, or small

town Ziph, and later Hebron, is a not unnatural supposition from

the story of Caleb's relation to Hebron given in Jos. 14^ " 15". It is

also possible that j;!riD has fallen out before hb'id through the simi-

larity of names.—44. DjJpn''] cf. Dyipi Jos. 15". The two names are

without doubt identical.—47. jtrij] ^^ TTjpffihfj., cf. = ^uyap, which, even

if corrupt, supports p in the •*• text, hence Ki. ^u'^^

—

^^- ''^'']- The

subject nsyn requires n-i';ij, Ges. § 14SM.—49. r\';t:f nSni] to be read

fUJiy iSm, since f|jJK' has already been mentioned in v. ", and v. *^ most

probably is its continuation. We. DG/. p. 19, Ki.—50. p] some MSS.,

05, B ''J3, required since several sons of Hur are enumerated.—51 . xdSi;']

(6^^ SaXw,ud)»'.—52. riNin] read niNi. This correction is made ac-

cording to 4^, since the former is meaningless, so Ki.—ninjcn] innjon

according to v. ".—55. laa^j] Qr. ''5t''i>.

III. 1-24. The descendants of David.

1-9. David's children.—The sources of this Hst are 2 S. 3^-^

^i4-i« j^i. With the exception of Amnon, Adonijah, Absalom,

Solomon, and the daughter Tamar, these children are known

only by name. Some names have suffered in our passage through

transcription. Instead of Daniel v. ' we should read after 2 S. 3'

Chileab (v. i.). Otherwise the names of the sons born in Hebron

present no variations. Of those bom in Jerusalem the Chronicler

gives Shim a {^^11'C!) v. ', for Shammua (]^'\0'^) 2 S. 5'% Elish-

amd (y!2^''^«) v. « for Elishud {'^'\^'^b'^) 14^ 2 S. 5'* which

should be read here (Bn., Ki.). The textual corruption in this

latter case is very evident, since Elishama' appears as the name of a

son in v. ' 2 S. 5'*. The two names Eliphelet {]£ht>*h'is) v. «, and

Nogah (nJlJ) V. ', which are wanting in 2 S., have clearly been

developed in transcription and should be struck from the text (Ki.).

Instead of Eljadd (pT'^X) (v. ' 2 S. 5'^), the original true name

probably was Ba'aljadd (j?T''?y^), given in 14', the change

having been made to avoid the use of Baal (Ki., Dr. TS.). Bath-

shua (yitynD) V. % instead of Bath-sheba {]^2U D^) 2 S., i K.,

is a phonetic variation arising from the similar sound of 2 hh

and 1 w. The length of David's reign in Hebron and of that in

Jerusalem are taken from 2 S. 5'.
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1 . p-\3n3 n'^Ni] 2 S. 32 jn^na dij3 nnS n'?vv — *iSij] on con-

struction, see Dav. Syn. § 81 R. 3.—Ti33n] 2 S. niDa ^^11.—''jc]

read with (^ •ju-'n, </. other ordinals with art. 2 S. 3^ has inja'DV-SNijn]

a corruption of axSo of 2 S. where 05 has AaXouia = nxS"', so also

^'^'- here, but ^ Aa/MviTjX. These variations point to a corruption of jnSo

into hxVt into '7N''ji, so Ki. In favour of this are the errors of trans-

mission in vv. «'• (z'. s.). The name of the second son of David still

remains doubtful, however, since the name ^nSd occurs nowhere except

in 2 S. 3' and asS looks like a dittography, see Stenning, DB., art.

Chileab.—'7''j''aN'^] 2 S. + Saj nir'wS, but (S there agrees with Ch.—2.

oiSaoN'^] twenty Mss. and 2 S. omit '^.—3. SaoN'^] 2 S. 3^ Sbi^n p, but (&

there read 'n*^. ^ has been corrected from il^ of 2 S.—ina'ws] 2 S. 3^ ntt's

^n. # corrected from 2 S.—4. iS iSu ni:'S'] 2 S. -\^^^h nSi hSn. &
conflates.—5. 'ijin'i'Ni] cf. 14* = 28. 5'*.—nSi:] point with many

MSS. nSij, Ges. § 6gt.—njjdi:'] 14^ 2 S. 5" 5?idb', cf. i S. 16'.—piy na'^]

one MS., H, 2 S. 11 and i K. i i'ac* na, (S Btjpffd^ee {v. s.).—6. >'nB'''SN']

two MSS., 145, 2 S. 5" ^ic*

—

{v. 5.).—6. 7. njji b^d^'^ni] wanting in 2 S.

(ii. J.).—8. 3?^*'7x] 147 3;iiS;;ai (i^. 5.).—n;';'n] must be read n>"aty after

striking out njji bSdiSni (t;. 5.).

10-14. The line of descent from Solomon to Josiah.

—These are the kings of Judah who reigned during this

period.

15-16. From Josiah to Jehoiachin.—15. The sons of Jo-

siah]. The four sons, are mentioned because with Josiah the

regular succession from father to son of the kings of Judah ceased.

Their names and order of enumeration present difficulties. Three

sons of Josiah are mentioned in 2 K. whose births were in the fol-

lowing order: Jehoiakim, 2 K. 23'^; Jehoahaz, 2 K. 23"; Zedekiah,

2 K. 24'^ According to Je. 22" Shallum was another name of

Jehoahaz. The Chronicler then has either given 'Johanan an

otherwise unknown eldest son of Josiah, and has misplaced in re-

spect to birth Shallum, who should be recorded as older than Zede-

kiah (Shallum and Zedekiah were sons of the same mother Hamu-
tal, 2 K. 23" 24'*), or Johanan stands for Jehoahaz (as a copyist

error, Ki.) and Shallum was regarded as still a different son.

—

16.

The sons of JeJioiakim]. On the plural sons cf. 2'.

—

Jeconiah]

Je. 24' 292, called also Coniah, Je. 222^- ^^ 37', the king Jehoiachin

2 K. 24'-".

—

Zedekiah his son] is otherwise unknown; probably

an error, having arisen because Zedekiah succeeded upon the
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throne his nephew Jehoiachin {cj. v. ", 2 K. 24"). The state-

ment may be from a glossator.

17-24. The house of David from the captivity in the line

of Jehoiachin.—17 f. And the sons of Jeconiah the captive

She^alti'el his son and Malchiram and Pedaiah and Shen'azzar,

Jekamiah, Hoshama and Nedabiah]. The adjective captive

(assir 1Di<) having lost the art. was taken in (B, H, SI, also AV.,

RVm., as a proper name. In ^ it makes a part of the following

name. Kimchi, followed by some of the older commentators, re-

garded the last six as sons of Shealtiel, since Zerubbabel v. '»

app>ears in Hg. i'- '2. u et al. Ezr. 3^ et al. as his son, i.e., grandson.

But the copula before Malchiram suggests the usual interpretation,

i. e., that all of them were sons of Jeconiah. ^ introduces his

son (1^3) after each name, giving a continuous line of descent

from Jeconiah, and in v. " Pedaiah is omitted and Zerubbabel

and Shimei are made the sons of the preceding Nedabiah.

This last is clearly wrong. Of these sons nothing further is

known unless Shenazzar is identical with Sheshbazzar "the

prince of Judah" (Ezr. i*- >'). This is probable {cf. Meyer,

Entst. Jud. pp. 75 ff., Rothstein, die Genealogie des K. Jojachin,

p. 29) {v. i.). Koster regards Shenazzar as a fiction of the Chron-

icler in order to make of the Persian officer an Israelite (Wieder-

stellung Israels, pp. 28 /. 40). Meyer regards the Davidic

descent as real. Rothstein identifies Shenazzar with Pedaiah

{op. cit. pp. 27 ff.).
—19. The sons of Pedaiah Zerubbabel

and Shimei]. In Ezr. 3= « 52 Ne. 12' Hg. i'- '2. h 32. 23^ cf. Mt. i'*

Lk. 3", Zerubbabel who was the prince of Judah under whom the

Jews returned from Babylon is called the son of Shealtiel. This

also is the reading of (S^^, Salathiel taking the place of Pedaiah.

(S^ also omits Shimei. The usual explanation, however, has been

that Pedaiah was Zerubbabel's real father, but succeeding Shealtiel,

of whom no sons are mentioned, as the head of the family of David

or Judah, Zerubbabel was called his son. Of Shimei nothing

further is known.

—

And the sons* of Zerubbabel: Meshidlam {cf.

5") and Hananiah and Shelomith their sister] otherwise un-

known; the unusual mention of the daughter Shelomith shows

either a marked personality or the founder of a family.—20. And
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Hashuhah f and Ohel f and Berechiah and Hasadiah f , Jushab-

hesed f Jive] are also otherwise entirely unknown. It is not

evident why these sons should have been enumerated as five;

possibly they were children of one mother or born in Pal-

estine after the return (Be.) (see text. n.). The names of

Zerubbabel's children have been thought to express the hopes

of Israel at that time, Meshidlam meaning "Recompensed,"

cf. Is. 42"; Hananiah, "Yahweh is gracious"; Shelomiih,

"Peace"; Hashuhah, "Consideration"; Ohel, "Tent," i. e.,

"Dwelling place of Yahweh"; Berechiah, "Yahweh blesses";

Hasadiah, "Yahweh is kind"; Jushab-hesed, " Kindness returns "

(Be.).—21. And the son of Hananiah Pelatiah and Jeshaiah], on

son for sons, cf. 2'',—the sons of Rephaiah, the sons of Arnan, the

sons of Obadiah, the sons of Shecaniah]. This list has been inter-

preted in two ways, (i) Hananiah was the father of six sons

before four of whom sons was written because they were

founders of distinguished families of the time of the writer (Be.).

(2) From sons of Rephaiah to the end of the chapter is a genealog-

ical fragment representing branches of the family of David, whose

connection with Zerubbabel was unascertainable (Ke., Mov. p.

30). Instead of "^^2 (S, H, ^ have 1J3 "his son" and the verse

reads And the son of Hananiah was Pelatiah and Jeshiah his son,

and Arnan his son, and Obadiah his son, and Shecaniah his son.

This is preferred by Bn., Ki., Kuenen, Einl. pp. 114 /. et al.

and brings the descendants of David, including those of vv. "-=>%

to eleven generations after Zerubbabel, and thus, it may well

be assumed, to the time of the Chronicler {v. Intro, pp. 5 /.).—
22-24. Of the persons here named nothing further is known. In

v." the sons of Shemaiah are enumerated as six. Since only

five are given, a name has either fallen from the text, or we

should omit and the sons of Shemaiah and read and Hattush (v. i.).

None of the names here given as descendants of Zerubbabel

appear in the genealogies of Christ recorded in Mt. i' "• Lk.

3" «f-. Some have thought to identify or connect Hattush with

the one recorded in Ezr. 8^ Ki. holds that if this is the case

he is the son of Shecaniah and, as mentioned, and the sons of

Shemaiah should be struck out. Then and the sons at the begin-
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ning of the verse is correct and the number six is accounted for.

The name Hattush, however, is not infrequent (Ne. 3'" 10' i2«).

17-24 . Rothstein in his somewhat fanciful monograph on these verses

{op. cit. s.) presents the following: In vv. " '• read n^Dsn and omit ija

at end of v. ". Shealtiel and Malchiram were born before Jehoiachin

was released by Evil-Merodach and were probably put to death by

Nebuchadrezzar, in view of the rebellious character of the Jews, that the

line of David might be childless. The name Shealtiel, " I have asked of

God," was given because the father had prayed for a son, and the name

Malchiram, ' My king is exalted," because it was of double meaning,

a possible expression of allegiance to the Babylonian king or of trust in

Yahweh the King. Pedaiah and the other sons were born after their

father's deliverance. This is revealed in the meaning of Pedaiah,

"Yahweh hath redeemed," and of the other compounds of Yahweh,

which are similar expressions of hope and trust. Shenazzar on the other

hand is not the name of another son, but the Babylonian name of

Pedaiah which reappears in the Sheshbazzar of Ezr. i ^ Sheshbazzar and

Pedaiah are the same person. The correctness of Pedaiah's fatherhood

of Zerubbabel (v. '») is maintained. Zerubbabel's name implies his birth

in Babylon, while his brother Shimei^Shemaiah " Yahweh hath heard "

was born in Palestine. At the beginning of v. ""> read d'?!:'D ua (v. also

s.) and revise the names reading n^3i;'n "Yahweh considers," instead of

na-ufn (v. s.), and Vn^pi'' ('^sin^ "Yahweh causes to live," instead of Shn

(v. s.) and m^v "Yahweh brings quietness," instead of "iDn ^w
{v. s.). V. " should read nijo^'i . . . nioii nipa>ii hvjSd nijjn 'jai, the

verse mentioning only the sons of Hananiah, ^J3 being repeated through

copyist error. Instead of jnN read n^nx. In v. " eliminate niyniy ^J3i

as copyist error and read tt'ianv hav is an equivalent for Snji^ and in

place of the unexampled nna read r\>-)vj and instead of nnyj read

rrnjjj. In v. ^^ read ^J31 instead of pi. The remaining names of the

section, in vv. ^af., are correctly transmitted and full of meaning. In

^rjji^Ss "Unto Yahweh are mine eyes" is a confession and prayer of

trust in Yahweh for the fulfilment of promised deliverance from present

humiliation.

17. ids] read iDsn, the preceding word ending in n has caused the

loss of the art.—18. ixnjdi] has been identified with ixasr^' of Ezr. i'

(v. s.). A comparison of the Greek mss. of i Esd. 2" and 2 Esd. i'

shows that SamjSacra-apos was the original form in (S of Ezr., hence

nxa'iy^r probably read ixajr originally.—yainn] is either abbreviated

from nni, or a textual error (BDB.).—19. ri^-^o] (gnA + iomss. VN>n'?NC

may be a correction from Hg. or Ezr. (v. s.), either by the original

translator or by a later scribe. Possibly something has fallen from the
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text after nns.-pi] read with some mss., (5, &, 'jai, so Kau., Ki., Bn.

—20. Since seven sons and one daughter are inconsistent with the clos-

ing word B>cn, Bn. regards this verse as a later interpolation. Ki.

suggests the insertion of '?c'p 'J3i at the beginning {BH., so also Roth-

stein, op. cit.).—21. pi] some MSS., (&, &, S, ^J3v—^jd] (S, H, (g*) four

times 1J3 + 1J3 at the end {v. s.).—22. ^^J^tt' ijai] may be an error for

't^ pi, so ®, II, S* (but ti. J.)-—23. pi] read with some mss., (5, 3,

^031.—24. -inr-jin] Qr. 1^M^^^, (g* 05oi/to (so ® in 5" 9'), B Oduia=
invnin.

IV. 1-23. Fragmentary genealogies of families of Judah.

The meaning, date, and connection of these genealogical notices are

very if not entirely obscure. They look almost like a gathering of genea-

logical pebbles rolled together from various quarters, consisting of

older and younger parts that are kept together only by the common con-

nection with the tribe of Judah (Zoe.). Several of the leading "fathers"

are Calebites, i.e., Shobal, Hur, Ashhur, Chelub, Kenaz, Othniel, and

Caleb. Hence the lists represent members of that clan, and Caleb

should be substituted for Carmi in v.' (We., Ki., Zoe.). Whether the

names and relationships reflect pre-ex. conditions or post-ex. is difficult

to determine. Ki. in SBOT. regarded the passage, with the excep-

tion of V. ' and a few phrases, as from the older sources of Ch. along

with 2=*-"- """ " ". We.'s view is similar, that in the main pre-ex.

conditions are reflected. Be. held, on the other hand, from the mention

of a number of the names in the history given in Ezr. and Ne., that we

have a classification of the tribe of Judah actually made in the time

between Zerubbabel and Ezra, so that these apparently broken and

incoherent genealogies were plain to the readers of the time of the

Chronicler. Meyer also finds in the passage a reflection of the same

conditions when the Calebites had settled westward in Judah {Entste-

hung, p. 164). Bn. finds also post-exilic conditions {Kom. p. 13). Ki.

in Kom. adopts this view.

1. Introduction.— The sons of Judah; Perez, Hezron, Caleb*,

Hur, Shobal]. ^ and all Vrss. have Carmi (''C"l3), but clearly

from 2<- *• '• '" we should read Caleb (We., Ki., Zoe., Bn.) (per-

haps originally ''3^3 easily transmuted into '•JOI^D, cf. 2' ''^1^3).

According to 25- » 's f. so these sons of Judah are not co-ordinate,

but after the analogy of i', a line of descent. The treatment, how-

ever, in the following w. suggests co-ordinate sons of whom the

youngest, Shobal, is considered first, v. ^ then the next older, Hur,

w. 3-"', and then the next, Caleb, vv. "". Next should follow sons
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of Hezron and of Perez. The sons of Shelah vv. ^'^ may then

be regarded as an appendix.

Bn. finds in v. '« either a fragment of the line of Hezron and in w.
17-20 the Hne of Perez; or following 2'^ (as the text stands!) where Ashhur

is a son of Hezron, the line of Hur having been restricted to vv. '-^ and

that of Hezron through Ashhur appearing in 2^^ + 45-'", he regards these

verses (22* + 45-"') as the original Hezron list of c. 4, which originally

stood after the Caleb list, vv. "-", and he holds also The sons of Perez

were Jehallelel and Ezrah to have fallen out before vv. "^-2", and thus he

would bring everything into order. Ki. adopts essentially this second

alternative. Both Bn. and Ki. regard the sons of Shelah, vv. 2' ", as a

later addition.

2-10. Sons of Shobal and Hur.—2. And Reaiah the son of

Shobal]. Cf. 2". Reaiah is a family name among those who
returned with Zerubbabel, Ezr. 2" Ne. y'".

—

Jahath] is a fre-

quent Levite name (6^- '^ (20. 43) 23'" ' 24^2 2 Ch. 34'2
f).

—

Ahumai f and Lahad f] entirely obscure. Instead of Ahumai
we should probably read after (^ Ahhnai (Gray, HPN. p. 279),

especially if a compound of nS, since all other proper names

which are compounds are spelled thus (see list under nS, BDB.).
—These are families of the Zor athites]. Cf 2", where Zorath-

ites are connected with families of Kiriath-jearim whose father

was Shobal. Zorah, mentioned in Ne. 11", was a residence of

post-exilic Jews, and hence of interest to the Chronicler. Ki.

(SBOT.) regards v.^^ as from a later hand than v. 2".—3. And
these are the sons of Hur * father of 'Etam]. ^ is meaningless.

This restoration is the most plausible {v. i.). 'Etam is obscure.

Since Hur appears in v. ^ as the founder of Bethlehem, we might

conclude (adopting the reading above) that v. ' refers to the post-

exilic localities of the Calebites and identify Etam with the one

near Bethlehem (2 Ch. ii^) mod. Ain Aitam (Bn.) (Etam, DB.).

But Jezreel and Gedor, the names of towns of southern Judah

(Jos. i5"-'«), suggest that our record is of pre-exilic conditions and

Etam may be the one in Simeon near Rimmon, cf. v. «. No de-

cision can be reached.

—

Ishma f ] and Idbash f ] are entirely

obscure, also their sister Hazzelelponi or the Zelelponite f or Zelel

shade {cf. Zillah Gn. 4'^) {y. i.).—4. Pemi'el and 'Ezer] persons,
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families, or localities otherwise unknown. The former cannot be

connected with Penuel east of the Jordan (Bn. mentions Penuel a

clan of Benjamin 8-*); 'Ezer may be identified with 'Ezrah v. ".

—

The location of Hiishah is unknown. Two heroes of David's

guard were Hushites, 2 S. 21 '« 23" i Ch. ii^s 20^ 27''.

—

Gedor].

Cf. V. 1' 12', mentioned with Halhul and Beth-zur, Jos. i$^\ and

generally identified with mod. Jedur (Rob., Res.^ ii. p. 13), six and

one-half miles north from Hebron. Beth-gader (2") is the same

place.

—

These are the sons oj Hur the first horn of Ephrathah the

father of Bethlehem]. Cf. 2" '•. The words after Hur are ace. to

Ki. (SBOT.) a gloss.—5. Ashhiir]. Cf. 2'*.—Father of Tekoa] a

gloss ace. to Ki. (SBOT.) cf. 2^*.—The reference under the wives

HeVah and Na'arah is obscure. No such places or districts have

been identified in Judah. (A town Na'arah was on the borders

of Ephraim, Jos. 16'.) Possibly Na'arah (n"IJ/3), "maiden," is

enigmatic, denoting earlier settlements or conditions, and Helah

(US'?"), "weak," later and less favourable ones. The names of

several children of both wives, however, may be connected with

southern Judah, the pre-exilic home of the Calebites.—6. Ahuzzajn

\]. Cf. Ahuzzath the friend of x\bimelech, Gn. 26^6.

—

Hepher] the

name of a town mentioned with Tappuah (Jos. 12") and Socoh

I K. 4'°, and hence evidently of southern Judah.

—

Temeni f] the

word ('»^D\1) means a Southerner, i. e., of southern Judah, cf.

Teman (patronymic '•i(:2\"l) the name of Edom, Gn. 36''', etc.—

And the Ahashtarites f] (•'"inuTiSn) entirely obscure. The word

has been given a Persian origin (BDB.). Be. thought there was no

occasion for this. A textual corruption, however, may underUe it

and the reference still be to early abodes or families of the Calebites.

Or it may have originally stood without the connective in apposi-

tion with the preceding names, being, at the time of the Chronicler,

a family name of those who traced their origin to the places of

southern Judah previously mentioned. Possibly also it simply

summarises the previous families as the Ashhiirites (EBi. II. col.

1921) {v. i.).—7. Zereth f and Zohar *]. The latter is the family

name of Ephron of Hebron, Gn. 23 » 25^, and of a son of Simeon,

Gn. 46*''.

—

Ethnan] ((JHS) probably identical with Ithnan

(pn'') a city of southern Judah Jos. 1523.—8. Ajtd Koz]. The
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abrupt introduction of Koz is striking. Perhaps he has fallen

from the list of the sons of Helah and should be supplied, so 2^.

He is thus restored at the end of v. ' by Ki. {y. i.). Possibly his

name was struck out from these lists intentionally, since Hakkoz

appears as a post-exilic priestly family (24'" Ezr. 2" Ne. 7") and

the writer desired that the Judean Calebite or non-Levitical origin

of this family might not appear. The identity of names, however,

may be purely accidental (r/. 24'").— Anuh f ]
probably to be con-

nected with "Anab (iij?), Jos. 15^°, a town near Debir, mod.

Anah {SWP. III. pp. 392/.). The names Koz (rip) thorn, and

Anub (312J?) grape, suggest an allegory, a thorn here bringing forth

a grape, cf. Mt. 7" (Zoe.).—Of Zobehah f and the families oj

Aharhel f son ofHarum | nothing further is known. Instead of

Zohebah probably Jabez should be read (v. i.).—9. And Jabez

was more honorable than his brethren]. The abrupt introduction

of Ja bez if not corrupted into Zobebah (v. s) is striking. He
probably belonged to the family of Koz and was the reputed

founder of Jabez (2"), and hence represents Calebite scribes of the

family of Hur who had enjoyed some special prosperity. The

cause of this prosperity is given in vv. "> '". His mother had given

him a name of ill omen, but he had prayed that its significance

might not be fulfilled and God granted his request.

—

Now his

mother called his name Ja bez (^2]^'') saying I have borne him with

pain (i^y)] a popular etymology and explanation of the name

Jabez. Cf. similar explanations of the names Moab and Ammon
(Gn. 19" ' ), and of the sons of Jacob (Gn. 2932- 33. 35 ^o^- «, etc.).

The transposition of the letters i^J? to |*ij; is noticeable. The

name is equivalent to 3^y, meaning He canseth fain.—10. And
Jabez called on the God of Israel saying, Oh that thou wouldest

surely bless me and enlarge my border and that thy hand would be

with me and thou wouldest keep back evil so that no sorrow shoiddest

befall me/]. A prayer that the evil signified by his name might

be averted.

—

And God granted that which he asked]. This ex-

plains V. 5a.

3. DD^j? ON n^Ni] some MSS. iJ3 instead of ux and others '3N-ija;

eg Kal oiroi viol AlTav; $ ' ^j ^ '*^]? ^<3iQJLS "\t?^ And these

are the sons of Aminadab; 15 Isla quoque stirps Elam. Something
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seems to have fallen from 11^. Kau. follows CS. Ki. "on nin 'J3 hSni

Di3''j> {And these are the sons of Hur the father of 'Etam) (also Bn.).

—

^jiSjSSxn] may be read the Zelelponite or taken as a personal name

Zelelpotti, meaning, Give shade thou that turnest to vte (BDB.). It

is better to see in "'JID a dittography from the following Smud. The

name then is SSxn or perhaps S*?:!. One is tempted to write SnSs

shade of God.—6. Dinx] some MSS., ul arns, H Oozam.—'-i.ia'nKn]

perhaps a corruption of '"nntt'Nn the Ashhurites (v. s.).—7. nnxi] read

with Qr. nnsi, (S Kal 'Sii.ap.—pnNi] (3 + \'-\p\ adopted by Klo. PRE.^

iv. 94, followed by Ki., Bn.—8. Ki. following Klo. inserts r3j?>

among the sons of Tip, also suggesting as possible that naasn = yaV'

—9. yajJ"'] in popular etymology derived from axj? {v. s.). It is not

necessary to suppose with Klo. that the name read 3S>'\ cf. y^.—10.

on] a particle of wishing, BDB. dk ib (3), Ges. § 151c, or of con-

dition with conclusion suppressed, Oe., Kau., Ges. § 167a.—n^na nicyi]

is difficult to translate. (B yvda-Lv = ny^ne. The readings ti'pp and

nana have been suggested. Ki. thinks an error lies in the verb and

reads 'D nnoi. Better retain M.—•'3s;; 'nSa*?] noun-suffix as object of

inf., Ges. § 115c; penult syllable closed, Ges. § 6ia.

11-15. The sons of Caleb.—11. And Calub] i.e., Caleb

(cf. 2' and above on v.').—Of Shuhah f nothing is known, (g

has in place of the brother of Shuhah, "the father of Achsah" Jos.

1
5

16, clearly a makeshift in an obscure passage. Buhl (HWB.^^)

suggests the reading Hushah, cf. v. *.—Mehir f] and Eshton f]

are also entirely obscure.—12. Beth-rapha] a place or family

otherwise unknown. A Benjaminite Rapha is mentioned 8=, and

Kapha collective sing., or plural Raphaim (mss. vary), 20^ refer to

the giant aboriginal race of Palestine. A vale (SOy) of Rephaim

near Jerusalem is also mentioned, Jos. 15^ iS'^ 2 S. 5"- ".

—

Paseah] a post-exilic family name of Nethinim, Ezr. 2*^ Ne. 7", cf.

Ne. 36.

—

Tehinnah \ father of the city Nahash]. This looks like

a reference to some post-exilic Jewish settlement, but is utterly

obscure.—Recah j]. (B^^ (probably original (g, see text, n.) have

Recab, and this probably furnishes the true reading and explana-

tion of the families given in vv. " '
. They were Recabites, cf. 2«.

—13. And the sons of Kenaz 'Othni'el and Seraiah]. Cf. Ju. i"

where Othniel is called the son of Kenaz, and is either the nephew

or brother of Caleb (Moore in loco favours the latter). Othniel

probably represents a clan. Seraiah (not an infrequent name
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from the time of David onward) as the brother of Othniel is

mentioned only here. It smacks so strongly of an individual and

the later period of Israel's history that it probably represents a

post-exilic connection, cf. v. 14 {cj. Gray, HPN. p. 236).

—

And

the sons of 'Othni^el Hathath f] entirely obscure.—14. And

Me'onothai f] (Tliiyoi) probably represents inhabitants of

Ma'on, cf. 2". One would expect a connection with Othniel to

have been indicated. Possibly Hathath represents a mutilation

by copyist of Me onothai or its original, or perhaps and Me ono-

thai has fallen from the text after Hathath {v. i.).— Ophrah]

entirely unknown. The word occurs as the name of the city of

Benjamin, Jos. iS^' i S. 13'^, and also as that of one of Manasseh

Ju. 6".

—

And Seraiah begat Joah the father of the Ge-harashim]

i.e., Valley of Craftsmen, for they were craftsmen\ Ge-harashim

is mentioned with Lod and Ono Ne. ii'^j and it may be identified

with the ruin Hirsha east of Lydda (DB.). Of this Joab nothing

further is known. Probably a Kenizzite Othnielite Seraiah was

the reputed father of a Joab who established a post-exilic colony

or settlement of craftsmen near Ono and Lod. Indeed in post-

exilic times if not earlier the Kenites, whom some have regarded as

the smiths or craftsmen of ancient Israel (Sayce, Art. Kenite, DB.),

may have been reckoned as Calebites.—15. And the sons of

Caleb the son of Jephunneh] Nu. 32'' Jos. i4«- '^ The link con-

necting Caleb with Kenaz is apparently omitted as well known.

The enumeration of descendants of Othniel before those of Caleb

son of Jephunneh is in accordance with the method in this chapter

of mentioning the younger members of a family first, cf. Shobal

V. ^ before Hur, and Hur before Caleb or Kenaz.

—

Caleb the son of

Jephimneh] a Kenizzite, Jos. i4«- '*, one of the twelve spies whom
Moses sent into Canaan, Nu. 13* 14% who was rewarded for this

service with the ancient city of Hebron, Jos. 14'^
—

'/;• f * and

Elah f and Na'am f] entirely obscure. One is tempted to join Ir

(I'^y) city, with Elah and find a reference to the city Elath (H^K =

n^''i<), Dill., On. 36^'. At all events Elah is an Edomitic name

which may be seen in El-paran (pS ^''X) the wilderness south of

Judah. Possibly post-exilic Calebites looked upon the ancient

Edomitic city of Elath as having belonged once to their clan.

—
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And the sons of Elah, Kenaz^]. This statement is surprising unless

Elah as suggested is the name of the district of Elath or El-paran,

which might have been the early home of the Kenizzites, or the

name of the tribe of which Kenaz was an offshoot. Ki. thinks a

name has fallen from the text and that another son was enumer-

ated with Kenaz. Both Bn. and Ki. regard v. '* as an insertion.

This is probable; some one missed an allusion to Caleb the hero of

Judah and inserted a bit of genealogical lore concerning him.

11. r^^w irk 2^h:>^] d kuI XaXi^ ttottjp Ao-xafs) is a correction from

2^'.—12. rnj] CgBA _|- d.8e\^ov ''Eff€X(biJ.(v) tov Xeve^{e)i, L a. Addop. t.

Keve^alov, adopted by Bn., Ki., since it supplies a connecting link

with V. ". Ki. recognises the difficulty raised by this unknown EcreXw/^

being represented as a son of Tehinnah and of Kenaz at the same time,

which he explains as a mixture of families. But Eo-eXcj^ is merely a

corruption of Eo-eSwi' {cf. (S^ AOdo/j.) = fina'X, hence (S read pna'N ^ns

vjpn which in turn originally was t:p 'N 'N, the brother of Eshton was

Kenaz, an early gloss to connect with v. ".—n:3-i] (^bl 'Prix<ip of which
A ¥ri6a is a corruption, hence d = JDn, cf. 2".—13. n.~n] (6^ + Kal

Mauvadei, H et Maonathi = ''rnjiypi, adopted by Bn. and Ki.

—

15a/3.

^ nSx n^y (gB "Hp 'A5a2, a *Hpa 'AXct, U Hir et Ela = nSxi I'j;, so

Ki. This we have adopted. We. {DGJ. p. 39) retaining || sees in

n^p an equivalent of D-cj?, a duke of Edom i^^.—15b. ij^i Tjpi nVs]

some MSS., d, B, ® np nS>x ij2\ Possibly a transposition should be

made and we should read tjp "ij3 nSx, these are the sons of Kenaz

referring to the contents of vv. "-14, The clause then would be

a gloss, since vv. '^-^o without doubt continue the list of Calebites.

Ki. Kom. supposes something to have fallen from the text before upi.

16-20. Sons of Perez?—16. JehalleVel] only here and as a

personal or family name of the sons of Merari (2 Ch. 19").

Since the connection of Jehallelel and Ezrah (v.") is not given,

Ki. following Bn. (v. s.) supplies: "And the sons of Perez,

Jehallelel and Ezrah." In view of the sonship of Ziph one is

tempted in the place of Jehallelel to read Jerahmeel, since in 2**

Ziph is the son of IMesha, son of Caleb, brother of Jerahmeel

(EBi. II. col. 2346).—Zi/)A]. Cf. 2*\—Zipha f] fem. of Ziph,

possibly a dittography.

—

Tiria f] and Asafel f ] entirely obscure.

The latter may be a form of Israel (see text. note).—17*. And
the sons^ of Ezrah] Ezrah possibly same as Ezer v. •.

—

Jether]
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common name, cf.
2^=.

—

Mered f].— Epher] name of son of

Midian i" Gn. 25% and of member of tribe of Manasseh 5^^

—

Jalon f].—17'' f. 1^, repeated in H, AV., RV., gives incomplete

meaning. Usually the clauses are rearranged as follows : {'^^)

And these are the sons of Bithiah f the daughter of Pharaoh,

whom Mered took, i.e., to wife, ('''') and she conceived [and bore]

Miriam and Shammai and Jishbah f the father of Eshtemoa ('*'')

and his Jewess wife bore Jered the father of Gedor and Heber

the father of Soco and Jekuthi'el f the father of Zanoah (Be.,

Ke., Zoe., Oe., Kau.). (^ adopted by Ki., requiring only a slight

change in the text, gives the following : And Jether begot Miriam

and Shammai and Jishbah the father of Eshtemoa and his Jewish

wife bore Jered thefather of Gedor and Heber the father of Soco and

Jekuthiel father of Zenoah; and these are the sons of Bithiah the

daughter of Phara oh whom Mered took . . . The names of the

sons of Mered by Bithiah must then have fallen from the text.

This rendering presents three lines of maternal descent among the

grandsons of Ezrah (v. ^''=), since a Calebite wife must be assumed

where none is particularly mentioned.

—

Miriam] elsewhere in the

OT. only of Moses' sister, is here evidently a man's name.

—

Sham-

mai]. Cf. 2^8.

—

Eshtemoa] 6« <"> Jqs. 155° 21'* i S. 30''' the

present village es Semu'a south of Hebron (SWP. III. p. 412).

—

Jered f ] except antediluvian patriarch, Gn. 5'^ ^ .

—

Heber] a name

also of the son of Asher 7=' '• Gn. 46'' Nu. 26^5, of a Benjaminite

8", and of the Kenite husband of Jael Ju. 4"- '• 2- 52". In this

last is an association with southern Judah. Cf. also Hebron

containing the same root.

—

Gedor]. Cf. v.*.—Soco]. Two places

bore this name, one near the valley of Elah Jos. 15" i S. 17' i K.

4'» 2 Ch. II' 28'8 modem Kh. Shuweikeh (SWP. III. p. 53; Rob.

BR.' II. pp. 20/.), and the other south-west of Hebron near Eshte-

moa
, Jos. 15*5, also identified, modern name same as the other

(SWP. III. pp. 404, 410; Rob. BR.' I. p. 494). This latter is

probably the one here mentioned.

—

Zanoah]. Two places also

bore this name, one near Beth-shemesh, Jos. 15'^ Ne. 3'^ 11'",

mod. Zanu'a (SWP. III. p. 128; Rob. BR.' II. p. 16), the other

south-west of Hebron, Jos. 15^% mod. Kh. Zanuta (SWP. III. pp.

404, 410/.; Rob. BR.' II. p. 204 note). Here again the latter is
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probably the one referred to in the text. This passage as a whole

points to some interesting traditions respecting the origin of the

families of southern Judah. In the "daughter of Pharaoh" we

may see some intermixture of an Egyptian element in the families.

—19. Another entirely obscure genealogical fragment.

—

Hodiah]

the name of several post-exilic Levites, Ne. 8' g' lo" *"" 14".

—

Naham f ].

—

Ke'ilah] place of Judah frequently mentioned, Jos.

15^% Ne. 3" ' (especially in connection with David i S. 23' ^),

identified in mod. Ktla east of Eleutheropolis and north-west of

Hebron.

—

Garmile f].—Before Eshtemoa the word father has

probably fallen out.

—

Maacathite f]. There may be some con-

nection between this person or family and Maacah, the concubine

of Caleb mentioned in 2^^—20. And the sons of Shimon f Amnon

and Rinnah f Ben-hanan and Tilon f and the sons of Jish i

Zoheth -j- and the son of Zoheth . . .]. This verse is entirely

obscure. The name of the son of Zoheth has fallen from the text

and the relationship between Rinnah and Benhanan (Rinnah son

of Hanan) is not clear. Probably a connective should be placed

between them.

—

Amnon] elsewhere name of David's eldest son

slain by Absalom, 3' 2 S. 3' 13^ »•.

—

Jish'i]. Cf. 2''.

16 . '?N"!'^Ni] ^ IffepariX = "jNyi'N. This Ki. adopts with the remark

that possibly even before the time of the Massorites the name Israel

was altered where employed for individuals in order to preserve it

in the original form for the chosen people only. (Si^ Atrep-q Kal

Iwax«M-—17. 131] Heb. MSB. (see Gin.), (&, 13 "'jai, so Kau., Ki.,

adopted.—17b. The transposition given above requires ^'^."n after inm.

see BDB. under n-in. (g Kal iyivvrjffev ^ledep, hence Ki. a''"\D nt< liVm "inM.

—19. anj] (B + Kal Aava (or AaXeiKa) irarrip KeetXd, Kal Sw/ueiwi/

(Zefieyuv) irarrjp 'loifi&v, Kal vloi 'Nari/j.. ^e((i}) jxeiwy probably represents

]VDB' or ]^'D^t\ thus establishing a connection with v. 20. Naij^t is

doubtless a corruption from Naxe/* = onj, hence the phrase, if orig-

inal, fell out by homceoteleuton. Ki. BH. restores as follows:

am '>jai ]C(i)> 13S (!r)pyn•^^'1 nS^yp •"as nf'^)iSi()). The double rela-

tionship of the father of Keilah, however, introduces a new difficulty.

—20. pSini] Qr. and (6^ jiS'-pi.

21-23. Sons of Shelah.—A brief notice of families of

reputed descent from Shelah, whose stock seems to have

almost entirely disappeared. Cf. for the only other descendants
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recorded 9* Ne. ii^

—

The sons of Shelah son of Judah were Er

father of Lecah f and Ladah f father of Maresha and families

of the linen workers of Beth-ashbea f and Jokim f and men of

Chozeba | and Jo'ash and Saraph f who ruled in Mo'ab and

returned to Bethlehem'^]. '£/• elsewhere is the brother of Shelah,

who died untimely {cf. 2^). Since Maresha is the well-known

town of the Shephelah and Lecah not unlikely is the same as

Lachish (Meyer, Entst. p. 164) and Chozeba is probably

identical with Chezib (Gn. 38) = Achzib Jos. 15^* Mi. i'< ap-

parently also in the Shephelah, Beth-ashbea' , otherwise unknown,

is to be sought in the same region. In the place of returned to

Bethlehem, AV., RV. have following iJI Jashnbilehem, a proper

name parallel with Saraph, but the rendering given (Ki.) having

the support of (^, 'H, is undoubtedly correct.

—

Now the records are

old'\ i.e., those of these families of Shelah.

—

These are the potters

and the inhabitants of Netaim f and Gederah]. Netaim is other-

wise unknown. Gederah is mentioned in Jos. i5'«. RVm. trans-

lates them rendering, those that dwelt among plantations and

hedges.—The clause. They dwelt there in the king's service] is an

evident look backward.—These obscure vv. 21-23 probably preserve

the family traditions and relationships of certain weavers and

potters of the post-exilic times. The reference to Moab and a

return points to some story similar to that of Ruth. A connection

between Joash and Saraph, especially from their ruling in Moab,

and the post-exilic clan Pahath-moab "Governor of Moab," Ezr.

26 8< 10'° Ne. 3" 7" lo's <'^', has been seen (cf. however, Pahath-

moab, DB.). Bn. holds v. " entirely unintelligible.

A very readable exposition of these obscure verses in the light of the

discovery of jar handles in S. Pal. inscribed with names similar or

identical to those here given is presented in the Pal. Exploration

Fund Quarterly Statemeut 1905, by R. A. Stewart Macalister, under

the title, The Craftsmen's Guild of the Tribe of Jtidah, pp. 243 ff., 328 ff.

21. In JJOB'N a corruption of Syatrx has been found, see EBi. Names

§ 42.—22. DnS o'f^i] Be., adopted by Ki., DnS n^a -laK'^i. (gs Kal

airiffrpeipev airroxj a^edrjpelv ddovKielv. U renders the entire verse after

the style of an old midrash: Et qui stare fecit Solem virique Mendacii,

et Securtis et Incendens qui principes fuerunt in Moab, et qui reversi

sunt in Lahem.
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24-43. Genealogy, geography, and history of Simeon.

The notices of Simeon naturally follow those of Judah owing to

the close connection between the tribes, cf. Ju. i'. The lot of

Simeon was south of Judah, and his cities, Jos. 19'-', were within

Judah's limits and in Jos. 1526-32. 42 included in the lists of that tribe.

The account falls into four parts: vv. ^^ " his sons and the geneal-

ogy of Shimei; vv. 28-33 their dwelling-places; w. '^-'s their princes;

vv. 39-" historical notices. Of these, vv. 2^- 28-33 are derived from

canonical sources {v. i.). The genealogy of Shimei, the list of

princes, and the historical incidents at the close are of unknown

origin. The last were introduced by the Chronicler simply to

show additional dwelling-places.

24-27. The sons of Simeon and the genealogy of Shimei.

—24. These names appear in Gn. 46'° Ex. 6'5 Nu. 26>2-n. For

variations see textual note. Nothing is known of the clans which

they represent.—25 f . A line of descent from Shahil, whose mother

was a Canaanitess, Gn. 46"' Ex. 6'*, i.e., the clan contained Canaan-

itish elements.

—

Mibsani] and Mishma] are names also of de-

scendants of Ishmael i'" Gn. 25", suggesting thus a commingling

of the Simeonites with Arabians.

—

Hamu'el *] interesting as one

of the few OT. names compounded with DH "father-in-law," i.e.,

kinsman. Hamuel = "a kinsman is God" or "kinsman of God."

M wrongly Hammuel = "heat, wrath, of" or "is God."

—

Zaccur] is a frequent post-exilic name.

—

27. Nothing further is

known of this Shimei who surpassed his brethren in the number

of his household or clan.

28-33. The dwelling places of Simeon.—This passage is a

transcription with slight changes (v. i.) of Jos. ig^-^.

—

28. Be'er-

sheba] the well-known outpost of southern Judah present ruin

Btr es Seha (SWP. III. p. 394).

—

Moladah] Ne. ii^^, perhaps the

Malath of Jos. (AnL XVIII. 6. 2) identified by Robinson (BR.^ 11.

p. 201) with Tell el Milk, east of Be'ersheba'. This is questioned

by Buhl (GAP. p. 183) and Conder (SWP. III. pp. 403, 415) —
Hazar-shii'al] 29 Bilhah] or Bilah (see text, note), 'Ezem] and

Tolad] have not been identified, likewise 30 Beihu'el] equivalent

to Beth'el i S. 30" unless Bcil Aula west of Hulul (SWP. III. p.

302).

—

?Tormah] according to JE in Nu. 213 received its name "de-
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struction" from defeat of the Canaanites before the entrance of

Israel into the land of Canaan. According to Ju. i'^ its original

name was Zephath and the change took place through its destruc-

tion by Judah and Simeon. Arguing from the name Zephath it has

been located at Sebaita (Buhl, GAP. p. 184). This is doubtful (see

Moore on Ju. i"). The city belonged to Judah, i S. 302°, and is

frequently mentioned Nu. 14" Dt. V* Jos. 12^^ 15=" 19^

—

Ziklag]

the city given to David for a residence by Achish King of Gath,

I S. 27% perhaps Asluj a heap of ruins south of Beersheba (Rob.

BR.^ II. p. 201), but more generally identified after Conder {SWP.

III. p. 288) with Zuhelike south-east of Gaza (so Buhl, GAP. p.

185). It was a post-exilic residence, Ne. ii^s.-—31. Beth-marka-

both] house of chariots, not identified.

—

Hazar-susim] enclosure of

horses, identified in the ruin Susim ten miles south of Gaza (DB.).

—Beth-biri] probably corruption of Beth-lebaoth Jos. 19^ A
possible reminiscence of the Lebaiyoth mentioned in the Tell el

Amarna tablets; not identified.

—

Shaaraim] Sharuhen Jos. 19^.

This latter preserves the true and ancient name of the place, since

it appears in the list of the towns conquered by Thotmes III.

(Miiller, Asien und Europa, pp. 158, 161). The town seems to

have early lost its importance or disappeared, and the name may
have been corrupted into Sha'araim. It has been identified in

the ruin Tell esh Sheriah, twelve miles north-west of Beersheba

(SWP. III. p. 262).

—

These were their cities until David reigned']

a parenthetical clause introduced by the Chronicler, either a refer-

ence to David's census (Ba.) or more probably implying that from

the time of David onward these cities no longer belonged to Simeon

(Be., Oe.). This was clearly the case with Ziklag, assigned by

Achish King of Gath to David and afterward transferred to Judah.

Some of them are given also in the list of the towns of Judah

in Jos. 1526-32^ ^y ^X^o i S. 30'". Moladah, Hazar-shual, Beersheba,

and Ziklag appear in Ne. n^e-ss as residences of post-exilic Juda-

ites.—32. And their villages] belongs with the cities enumerated in

w. 28-31^ and is not a designation of those following.

—

'Etam] is a

textual corruption or substitution for 'Ether, cj. Jos. 15^2 ig? j g.

30'" (where ^ Ethak), not yet clearly located, although placed at

the ruin 'Aitun near Eleutheropolis (SWP. III. p. 261).

—

'Ain-
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rimmon] Jos. 15" 19' Ne. 11" Zc. 14"', a proposed identification is

Kh. Umm er Rnmanim north-east of Beersheba {SWP. III. p.

261, Buhl, GAP. p. 183).

—

Token f ] not yet identified.

—

'Ashan]

644 (59) Jos. 15" 197 21"' (SBOT.) I S. 30'", a priestly city not yet

identified.

—

Four *]. 'Ain-rimmon was wrongly read as two places,

hence || through corruption \\d,?,five.
—33. Baal'\ a curtailment of

Baalath-he^er rahnath-negeh. "Mistress of the well, the high place

of the South" Jos. 19^, clearly some old place of worship whose

locality is unknown.

—

And they had a genealogical enrollment] i.e.,

the members of the tribe of Simeon inhabiting these places had

records showing their proper tribal descent and hence held a true

place in Israel. This observation is the Chronicler's substitute

or paraphrase of the phrase according to their families Jos.

19^

34-43. Princes and conquests of Simeon.—A paragraph

slightly annotated taken from some old source (Ki.). It contains

a list of names vv. ^*-^', an explanation of the persons mentioned

V. 38, their conquest or raid in the direction of PhiHstia vv. "-^^ and

in the direction of Edom vv. '2-".

—

34-37. The descent of three of

these Simeonites is given: Joshah one generation, Jehu three, and

Ziza five, but their connection with families of Simeon is not given,

unless, in the case of Ziza (v. "), instead of Shemaiah (n"'JJDtS') we

read Shimei ("'plSti') cf. vv. ^^ '•. Judging these names as a whole,

they are of a late formation (Gray, HPN. p. 236).—38. These

enumerated by name, etc.]. This explanatory statement probably

came from the Chronicler (Ki. SBOT.).—39. And they came to

the entrance of Gerar,* etc.]. M, has Gedor cf. v.*, but a slight

emendation gives Gerar ((^, Ki., Graf, Buhl, die Ed. p. 41), which,

considering the locality of Simeon, is probably the true reading.

The expedition then was toward Philistia.—40. For the inhabitants

there formerly were of the children * of Ham] a clause, perhaps

editorial (Ki. SBOT.), explaining the security felt by the inhabit-

ants or the liberty felt by the Simeonites in seizing their territory.

The Hamites represent either Egyptians, Ethiopians, or more

probably Canaanites. Cf. the similar quiet and peace of the

inhabitants of Laish Ju. 18".—41. And came these who were writ-

ten by name in the days of Hezekiah king of Judah]. Whether
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the record (Be.) or the raid (Ke., Zoe., RV.) of these Simeonites

was made in the days of Hezekiah is uncertain from the Hebrew

text; probably the latter and the written record may only refer

to their mention above vv. ^^-".—And they smote their tents and the

Meunim who were found there]. The Me'iinim are usually con-

nected with the Edomitic city Ma'an south of the Dead Sea,

twenty-five miles west of Petra (Be., Ke., Oe., Zoe., Bn.) (this is

doubtful. Buhl, die Ed. p. 41), or with the Arabian Mineans (Gl.

Skiz. p. 450, Yemen, Ency. Brit^, Winckler, KAT^ p. 143).

The d fMLvaiovi favours this, cf. also 2 Ch. 26'.

—

And they ex-

terminated them]. There is no reference here to a religious

motive in the use of the word Din to destroy (BDB. cf. 2 Ch. 2o=»

32" 2 K. 19" Is. 37'0-

—

Unto this day]. Cf. v. ", i.e., unto the

time of the composition of the Chronicler's source.—42. And of

them of the sons of Simeon five hundred men went to Mt. Seir].

The relation of these Simeonites to those previously mentioned is

entirely uncertain. The wordsfrom the sons of Simeon have been

held to draw a distinction between these five hundred and the

Simeonites previously mentioned (Graf, Der Stamm Simeon, p. 30),

and contrariwise to identify them (Be.).—43. TJie remnant of the

Amalekites] i.e., those who had survived the attacks of Saul and

David (i S. 14^' 15^ 2 S. 8'=) and other foes. These conquests of

Simeon whereby the tribe gained new possessions remind one of

the similar expedition of Dan (Ju. 17, 18), and we are inclined to

receive the record as genuinely historical ((/. Graf, Der Stamm

Simeon, p. 30 ff.). This historicity is doubted by Stade {Gesch.

I. p. 155) and Wellhausen {Prol. pp. 212 /.). The late origin

of the names in vv. ^^-^^ (v. s.) may be said also to point in the

same direction. The motive, however, for the fabrication of such

a story is not readily apparent. Some of the older writers saw in

this conquest of Mt. Seir the establishment of an Israclitish king-

dom there which served to explain the oracle concerning Dumah
Is. 21" ' (Mov. p. 136) and (by Hitzig) the kingdom of Massa

(?) Prov. 30' 31' {cf. Nowack, Prov. p. xix.). For a full discussion

of the movements of the tribe of Simeon and also further views

on this passage, which is accepted as recording history, cf. art.

by H. W. Hogg, EBi. IV. coll. 4527 /.
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24. This list of sons of Simeon appears also in Gn. 461° Ex. 6^^ Nu.
2612-13. The variations are as follows: Sxidj, Gn. and Ex. '?nid\

S" has in all cases initial \ otherwise the Vrss. support l| in the several

passages. Epigraphically '' is a more probable corruption from j than

the converse. Either form is etymologically obscure (Gray, HPN.
p. 307). Following yn-' Gn. and Ex. have nns, and ^ has here jm^.

2n' (SB ^lapelv is in the parallels fD'', preferred by Ki. and Bn. (but

(H^ 'lapelv is probably influenced by the preceding lafieiv, original (S

being that of ^'lapet^; § t*^* is doubtless corrected from the parallels

as in many other places, hence is worthless as evidence), mt, Gn. and

Nu. nns.—27. B'^'] CS^a rpels.—28-31. Jos. 192-6 nN2 onSma onS inM

n''3i jVpsi riDini Sinai nSinSxi oxpi n'^31 hyvi^ isni mVini paB'i ;73tt>

Dnnsm rrwy ^''^sr Dnj? pn-i'i rwzh ni3i hdid ixni nasiDn. The
changes are the omission of yaa* and the insertion of 3 before the names

except Sj?iB> nxni m'^ic, as the use of laa'ii required, and nn'ra for n*?!* Snip^

for Sin3> nSin for nSinS.s, qidid for hdiDj inio ni3 for nixa'? nu,

and onyi' for ]m-\-i>. The insertion of the clause Tin nSn iy onnj? nSx

has separated annxn from the previously enumerated cities so that it

is in apposition with the cities of v. ^^^ thus ^i\ the Vrss. and Kau.—32.

]isi ]^y is one place and we should read j?2">n instead of cnn after

Jos. 19', where pn has fallen from the text (Bennett, SBOT.). In

Jos. oaij; does not appear. Probably it is a corruption of nnjj, Jos. 19'

15" I S. 3o3o (where ^ has in>')-—35. n^r\>^] (^'^ + smss. ^^l otros read-

ing Nini.—37. n^iTU'] Ki. SBOT. corrects to lysB', to agree with v. ^s,

so also Stade, ZAW. V. p. 167. CS^ l,vfiewv = piyDtr, c/. v. 24.—40.

an'' nam I'lxn] ///g /aw^/ j^ wide of (on) both hands, cf. Ju. iS'" Is. 22''

(BDB. T 3(f).—t^] ^ + ^'^'' i^'i^v = •'J3. B + ^^iV/'e.—41,

Dij^iycn] Qr. D'lJU'an.

V. 1-26. The east-Jordanic Tribes.

The records of Reuben, Gad, and the eastern half-tribe of Manasseh

are arranged in general on the same plan as that of Simeon. There is (i) a

genealogical introduction giving the sons of the progenitor of the tribe

and any immediate descendants (omitted for Gad and eastern Manas-

seh), (2) an account of the territory occupied by each tribe, (3) a list

of princes or chiefs, and (4) historical incidents connected with new

dwelling-places. (2) and (3) are transposed for Reuben and Gad. It is

difficult to see how this order could have been the result of various

interpolations. We have rather a piece of work which has come down

to us in essentially the same form in which it left the Chronicler's hand.

1-10. Reuben.—The tribe of Reuben early became insignifi-

cant, losing its territory through the encroachments of Moab and

being probably absorbed in Gad. Like the account of Simeon,
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that of Reuben also falls into four paragraphs: vv. '-' a list of

Reuben's sons with remarks on the birthright; vv.*-^ the genealogy

of Beerah, a Reubenite prince carried away captive by Tiglath-

pileser; w. '-' the genealogy and dwelling-place of Beerah's

brethren; v.'" a notice of a war with the Hagrites. The Chron-

icler gives the sons of Reuben as they are found in Gn. 46 « Nu.

26* '•. The source of the genealogy of Beerah is unknown.

Vv. 8b. 9 may have been composed by the Chronicler from Jos.

i3'« and Nu. 32'' ^^. The incident in v. •" is introduced to show

how the Reubenites came to possess new dwelling-places east

of Gilead.

1-3. And the sons of Reuben the first born of Israel]. These

words are separated from their predicate by the following paren-

thetical statements v\^ '» ^ ^ and hence are repeated again in v. '.

—For he was the first born but since he defiled the couch of hisfather

the birthright was given to Joseph son of Israel]. Reuben's de-

filement of his father's couch and his subsequent loss of his

birthright are derived from Gn. 35" 49s and the passing of the

birthright to Joseph from Gn. 48*. The adoption by Jacob of

Ephraim and Manasseh was equivalent to giving Joseph a double

portion or the inheritance of a first-born Dt. 2i>5-i7.—But he is

not enrolled in the genealogy according to the birthright]. This

refers to Joseph—in the tribal registers Reuben held the first place.

Cf. Gn. 468 ff- Ex. 6i« «• Nu. 26^ «-.

—

For Judah was mighty

among his brethren and a prince was from him]. In reality,

however, the pre-eminence of the first-born seemed to belong to

Judah, of whom was the house of David.—4-6. The sons of

Jo'el]. The connection of Joel with Reuben strangely enough is

not given. Ki. after ^, A, substitutes Carmi (v. '), but the oc-

currence of Joel in v. « is against this. The sons of Joel are the

persons following. Their names are not inconsistent with the

implied date : Ba al as a proper name could only be early (see

Gray, HPN. p. 237). That a remnant of the tribe of Reuben

should have suffered the captivity of their Sheikh during the As-

syrian invasion (2 K. 15") is historically not improbable. No
record of this is mentioned elsewhere.—7-9. And his brethren] i.e.,

the brethren of Be'erali, and hence apparently his contemporaries
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of the Assyrian period (Be., Bn.) and not of the time of Saul (v. ")

(Ke., Zoe., Gray, HPN. pp. 237 /.). This latter assumption,

however, is justified from the territory assigned to the Reubenites.

They in all probability had been dispossessed entirely from the land

of Moab by the time of Tiglath-pileser (b. c. 745-728).

—

Bela]

represents a wide-spread clan whose descent, like that of Be^erah, is

also from Jo^el, but by a different and shorter line.

—

Shema ] is

not unlikely Shimei or Shemaiah (v. ^).

—

'Aroer] well-known

city on the north bank of the Amon Dt. 2'= 3'2 4^8 Jqs. 12= 13',

mentioned as southern boundary of Reuben Jos. 13'^.

—

N^ebo]

east of Jericho, Nu. 325- '^ 7,y' Is. 15'' Je. 48' ", the name also of a

mountain Dt. 32'' 34'.

—

Ba al-nieon'\ probably a gloss, since it is

a town lying between Nebo and 'Aro'er, mentioned in Nu. 32'- ='

Jos. 13" Je. 48" Ez. 25', or else we have an example of the Chron-

icler's lack of geographical knowledge. Both Nebo and Baal-

meon are mentioned on the Moabite Stone.

—

Entrance of the

wilderness^ i.e., the eastern boundary of their territory was the

wilderness which extends east of Moab and Gilead to the Eu-

phrates.

—

In Gile'ad]. Gilead while usually designating territory

north of Moab extending from Heshbon to the Yarmuk, is also

applied to the country as far south as the Amon (Dr. Dt. 3'-")-

—10. An independent notice of the activity of the Reubenites.

—

Hagrites]. In the Assyrian inscriptions the Hagrites [Hagaranu]

are mentioned along with the Nabateans [Nabatu] among the

conquests of Sennacherib and located in north-eastern Arabia

{COT. II. pp. 31 /.). In the same locality they are placed by

Strabo and Pliny. Later in the Syriac, the name was used as a

general designation of the Arabians, and at the time of the Chron-

icler either this had taken place or a portion of them had migrated

westward and were pressing on the eastern frontier of Palestine

(Gl. Skiz. II f. 407/.). Their proximity to Palestine is clearly indi-

cated in Ps. Sy («>. A connection between Hagar the mother of

Ishmael and the Hagrites is most probable, although it has been

questioned (Dill. Gn. 25'^). That fighting was carried on with

Arabian tribes in the days of Saul is most likely and a reminiscence

of this may be here found. The lack of orderly connection between

the sons of Reuben and the notices following, and the lack of such
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connection between the notices also, suggest to some that we have

here not an original composition of the Chronicler but a grouping

of fragmentary traditions respecting the tribe of Reuben.

1. '';?;iS''] pi. of extension Ges. § 124a, Koe. iii. § 26oh; so used

elsewhere Ps. 63' 132' Jb. 171' except Gn. 49" M, but ^ allows pi. and

parallelism suggests it; Ball, SBOT. so emends.—imDu] <& eiiXoylav

i.e. 10313, also v. ^ t] eiXoyia tov 'Iwar^cp, but the context indicates that

the birthright and not the blessing is concerned (Bn.).—B'n^nn'? nSi]

1 adversative Koe. iii. § 375f. On inf. cf. Ges. § 114. 2. R. 2, Dr. TH. 202

(2), Dav. Syn. § 95 (b).—2. T'Jj'?!] rare use of S to introduce a new

emphatic subject, cf. BDB. 5 e (e).—4. Snii '>j2] (B^ IwtjX vlbs airov

is evidently an effort to establish a connection with the preceding verse.

—n^ctJ'] (^ + Kal Bavaia. seems to have grown out of a dittography of

1:2.—5. hyi] (|B IwTjX, so also (gi' + BaXa (= BaaX).—6. lOvSj'?? pjSn]

an incorrect way of spelling "iOH^Q nSjn 2 K. 1523 16'°, npSs n'^jn 2 K.

17'', arising probably from a natural mispronunciation repeated in v. 25

and 2 Ch. 282".—9. m^nn xuS iy]. This inf. phrase is found elsewhere

with the proper name Hamath, cf. Am 6" Ju. 3^ Jos. 13^ etc., except Ez.

47", where Cornill reads Hamath.—nns injn] instead of the more usual

nis -\r}i Dr. TH. 190.—10. Dn>Sns3 13B'>1] (g KaroiKovvres iv a-Krjvais =
O'SnNj D'aiT' adopted by Bn. (who reads 'X ^2S'''), because it gives better

sense than ^.—V;-] ($ twy = ij?.

11-17. Gad.—The sons of Gad are introduced by the state-

ment that they lived "over against" the Reubenites (v."). This

departure from the usual introductory formula, the sons of, is likely

responsible for the omission of Gad's sons as given in Gn. 46''

Nu. 26"^ The enumeration of the chiefs of Gad with their

brethren (vv. '^-is)^ and the notice concerning their territory and

date (w. '^-")5 2.re followed by the account of a war which resulted

in the extension of their territory (vv. '*")_ This time the three

east-Jordanic tribes combined in a raid upon the neighbouring

Bedouins. Very likely this is an expansion, of a midrashic nature,

of the same incident recorded in v.'" (so Bn.), but the Chronicler

found them different enough to use both.—11. The omission of

the lists of sons of Gad, as given in Gn. 46'^ Nu. 26'6-", is notice-

able.

—

Bashan] here and in w. '2- le. 23 the dwelling-place of Gad
with Salecah, mod. Salkhad, as the north-east limit. This use of

Bashan for Gad's territory is peculiar (Bn. regards the word here as
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a gloss; Ba. in v. '« emends to Jabesh). Bashan elsewhere is the

name of the country north of the Yarmuk and according to Dt. 3'^

Nu. 32" Jos. 13" the territory of Gad was in Gilead south of

Bashan. Not unlikely the Chronicler, having located Reuben in

Gilead, was misled to place Gad in Bashan.—12. Jo^el thefirst and

Shapham | the second and Janai | and Shaphat]. Jo'el perhaps

the same as the Reubenite Joel of vv. ^- «, a family or clan whose

members might be reckoned as belonging to either or both of the

tribes.—13. Of their fathers^ houses]. The term father's house is

used (i) of an entire tribe, since this is named after a common

father Nu. 17'^ <2) Jqs. 221^; (2) generally, of the division next after

the tribe, the clan, Nu. 32*; (3) of the division after the clan, the

family Ex. 12= i Ch. 7>- '. Cf Dill. Ex. 6'K—Micha'el] ^S3"'D

"Who is Hke God." A name only occurring in the post-exilic

literature 6" c") 73 g'^ 122" 271^ 2 Ch. 21= Ezr. S'.

—

Meshullam]

D^t^D "Kept safe," i.e., by God, also another name especially fre-

quent in the post-exilic lists 3'' 8" 9'- '• i' '• 2 Ch. 3412 Ezr. 8'=

iQii. 29 ]S[e. y- ^- *° 618 8^ lo^- ('> 2' '20) jj7. It i2i3- 16. 25. 33

—

Shcba']

^2^ perhaps an abbreviation for Elisheha '^y2!*h\^ "God

swears" (?) EBi. II. col. 3291.

—

And Jorai-\ and Jacanif and

Zia f and 'Eber]. These names with those of v. '^ correspond well

to ancient clan names. Apparently eleven clans of Gad are enu-

merated, (g^ while mentioning only seven names in v. '^ has the

numeral eight instead of seven. This suggests that in v. " originally

stood eight names, giving the tribal number of twelve clans. The

seven or original eight are mentioned separately because their de-

scent is traced in w. '^ '• (v. i.) from Guni ("'JIJl), which may be a

corruption of Shuni ("'JltT) a son of Gad (Gn. 46'« Nu. 26'^-^'), or

the converse, since Guni is a clan name of Naphtali.—14-15.

These are the sons of Abihail] i.e., those persons or families men-

tioned in V. ''. Abihail elsewhere name of a Levite Nu. ^^\ and

the father of Esther (Est. 2'^ 92').

—

The son of Huri f the son of

Jaroah f the son of Gilead the son of Micha'el the son of Jeshishai •{•

the son of Jahdo f the son of Buz . . . the son of Abdi'el the son

of Guni]. There is a break in the pedigree at Buz according

to M (so Bn., Ki., Kau.), but Ahi (TIS') appears as a fragment

and it is better after (6®^ to make the line of descent con-
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tinuous. On Guni see v. ^K—16. In Gilead] since Gad's terri-

tory elsewhere is placed in Gilead (Nu. 32'- ^e. 29 Dt_ ^n Jqs. 22'

13").

—

In Bashan] v. s. v. ".

—

Pasture lands] only used here of

lands in a district and not with a city, unless we should so read the

following (cf. 6^" <"')

—

Sharon] (j1"ltl') not mentioned elsewhere

as a district east of the Jordan. Better after (B^ read Sirion

TT'^lty (Ki., Bn.), which would bring the territory of Gad as far

north as Hermon and explain their dwelling in Bashan; per-

haps p1tS> is a corruption of ^Itl^'^D (Dt. 3'", see Driver, Com.

4" Jos. ly- " 2'), Ihe table land, between the Amon and Heshbon

and here used for the southern territory of Gad (Be., Zoe.), we then

read in all the upland pastures.—With their exits] i.e., on the inter-

pretation just given of Sharon, where the pasture lands sink into

the Ghor of the Jordan. If Sirion is read, substitute ^y to for ^J?

with (after (^, Ki., Bn.), to their limits.—17. All of thetn] i.e., the

families of the Gadites mentioned in w. •''<.

—

In the days of

Jotham king of Jiidah and in the days of Jeroho am king of Israel].

These two kings, since Jotham may have acted as regent for his

father Uzziah, were near enough together to have been regarded

as contemporaries. The terminus ad quern of the history of these

trans-Jordanic tribes, according to the Chronicler, is their captivity

through Tiglath-pileser during the period immediately following

the reigns of these kings, and it is not impossible that his gene-

alogies may be based upon some records made of families or locali-

ties at that time.

18-22. Conflict of Reuben, Gad, and the Half-tribe of

Manasseh with adjoining Arabian tribes.—This account fol-

lows the genealogy and location of Gad, perhaps to keep a propor-

tion in closing the section on each tribe with a notice of a war, cf.

V. '» vv. 25-26^ or since w. " '• concerning the half-tribe of Manasseh

end with the fall of the tribe, the narrative of a success in which

they shared is placed more fitly earlier.

—

18. On the prowess of

the men of Gad and Manasseh cf. 128- ^i. On the number 44,760

cf. Jos. 4'2, where 40,000 from the eastern tribes cross the Jordan

with Joshua. In Nu. i^'- ". 35 Reuben has 46,500 men of war.

Gad 45,600, and all Manasseh 32,000. In Nu. 26^- '» ^* Reuben

has 43,730, Gad 40,500, and all Manasseh 52,700.—19. Hagrites]
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see v.'".

—

Jetur and Naphish and Nodah f] Arab tribes. The

names of the first two are among the sons of Ishmael Gn. 25'='

I Ch. I". Jetur gave the name to the district Iturea, whose inhabi-

tants were celebrated in the Roman times for their prowess in

arms (GAS. HGHL. p. 544). Nothing further is known of the

other two.—20. And they were helped against them'] i.e., by God

(for a similar use of the Niph. of "ITJ? cf. 2 Ch. 26'^ Ps. 28').

—

And all that were with them] i.e., the three tribes associated above

with the Hagrites. The pragmatism of the Chronicler comes out

strongly in this verse.

—

21. For a similar enumeration of booty,

cf. Nu. 3132-35.

—

22. Unto the captivity] i.e., the Assyrian captivity

under Tiglath-pileser cf. v. 2«. The period of this war is not men-

tioned. The account, according to Bn., is an amplification of

that of V. '», and from another hand than that of the Chronicler,

although entirely in his spirit {cf. v. ="). A historical basis for

the narrative lies in the struggles between the children of Israel

east of the Jordan and their Bedouin neighbours.

12. Dos'i] C5H H I—.—aod] (g 6 ypaiifiareijs.—13. onTinx rr'aS] Ges.

§ i24r cf. Ex. 6'^ Nu. i^- * et al.
—-i3j.n] nine mss. ^3J7l, (& k. n^r/d.—14.

nni] dub. one MS. (Kennic.) JJni which was probably read by <&, 13.

—

nn>] Baer nn:, (g^ 'lovpel, ^ leddai, hence Ki. nnv—'nx : n^] ^a trans-

poses and renders as one proper name Axt|Soi/f, while » also has one

proper name ZajSoi-xaM, which is certainly corrupt; ^ omits ""ns.—18.

K3S iHS"'] going out to the host, i.e., those able to go to war, cf. 7" la''- 3«

Nu. I'- 20. 22 g; al. On construction Ges. § ii6h.—19. 3iiji] Gn. 25'*

nn-ipi.—20. Dncyi:;] prep. Dj? with the suf. of the third pers. pi. -1- the

relative .-d (v before a guttural), -u- is used instead of t^.v in the later

books, Ec, La., Jon., Ct., Ch. (3 times, 25S see note, 27=0 and once

in Ezr. (820), and late Pss. cf. Ges. § 36.— -ii!DJ7ji] Aiid he suffered him-

self to be entreated by them, inf. abs. with change of subj. after a perf.

Ges. § 1 132. For a similar use of la;? in Niph. tolerativum, cf. Gn. 252'

2 S. 21" 2425 2 Ch. T,T^''^- " Ezr. 823 is. 1^22.—2I . o^iycn] one MS. (Kennic.)

na'Dn, so also (^^^.

23-24. The half of Manasseh east of the Jordan.—The

genealogy of Manasseh is inserted later when the tribe is con-

sidered as a whole (7'^ »•), hence we have only the dwelling-places

and the heads of fathers' houses of the eastern half-tribe of Manas-

seh in vv. 23-21.

—

23. From Bashan] i.e., from the territory occupied
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by the tribe of Gad, see vv. " '«.

—

Ba al-herfnon] not to be identi-

fied with Baal-gad Jos. 11" 12' 13= (which probably should be the

reading in Ju. y, so Budde), since that was located in the Lebanon

valley on the western slope of Harmon. Ba al-hermon of our verse

must be sought in connection with the eastern slope. It may well

then have been mod. Bdneds, which has usually been identified as

Baal-gad (see Moore on Ju. 3^).

—

Senir] a peak or part of the

range of Hermon, probably near Damascus between Baalbek and

Horns (see Dr. on Dt. 3' and Haupt Ct. 4^).

—

And ML Her-

nwn] a phrase explaining Senir as Mi. Hermon.—They were

very numerous]. The tribe of Manasseh as a whole, judging from

its history, seems to have been one of the most prolific during the

early period of Israel.

—

And these were the heads of their fathers'

fwuses] i.e., the heads of family groups (cf. Now. Arch. I. pp.

300 /.).—24. 'Epher *]. If || is correct then a name has fallen

from the text. 'Epher and Jish i look like old clan names; the

others, EWel, 'Azri'el, Jeremiah (Jirmejah), Hodaviah, and Jah-

di'el, look late (Gray, HPN. p. 238). Nothing further is known

of these families or their heads. The names show no connection

with the sons of Manasseh given in Nu. 26"^ »• Jos. 17^ ^- unless

'Epher (15JJ) and Hepher ("iSn in Nu. 28^2) are identical.

25-26. A summary of the fate of the two and a half tribes.

—25. And they transgressed] (^yci). The word "^J^D is a priestly

word found in P, Ez., and Ch. frequently and almost exclusively.

The subject here is the two and a half tribes. Cf. v. ^^

—

Ayid they

went a whoring after, etc.] ("'"inK I^T"'!). Cf. Ex. 34'5- le j^t, ^iie

Lv. 17' 2o5 Nu. 1539 Ju. 2" 8"- 33, The expression denotes

apostasy from Yahweh in the worship of other gods. This

figure with a similar force with the use of the noun is frequent in

the prophets (esp. Ho., Ez.). For a discussion of its full meaning

cf. Dr. Dt. 3ii«.

—

26. And the God of Israel stirred up the

spirit] (mi . . . "lyi). Spirit here denotes an unaccountable and

uncontrollable impulse. Cf. for parallel usage 2 Ch. 21'^ 36" Ezr.

I'- ^ Je. 511' Hg. i'^

—

Pul] is identical with Tilgath-pilneser {cf. v. *).

The error of the Chronicler in mentioning them as two distinct

persons has arisen from his source 2 K. i5'9- "^ where they are thus

mentioned. Pulu was the original name of the Assyrian king who
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assumed Tiglath-pileser on his usurpation of the throne. Hence

the confusion of the sacred writers. In Babylonia Tiglath-pileser

continued to be known by his original name Pulu [cf. COT. I. p.

219, DB. Tiglath-pileser).

—

Halah and Habor (and Hara and) the

river of Gozan]. These names are derived from 2 K. 17" 18"

with the exception of Hara (t<in), which is out of place (as well

as the conjunction and before and after it) if not meaningless

(v. i.). The Chronicler identifies the fate of the eastern tribes

through the ravages of Tiglath-pileser with that of Israel in gen-

eral after the fall of Samaria. Habor] is the mod. Khabur (ancient

Chaboras), the well-known tributary of the Euphrates rising in

Karajab Dagh (ancient Mons Masius), and emptying, after a

course of some two hundred miles, into the Euphrates south-east

of the mod. to\\Ti of ed Deir. Gozan] clearly a district through

which the Habor flowed, to be identified with the Gauzanitis of

Ptolemy, and the Gu-za-na (nu) of the Assyrian inscriptions

(COT. I. 267, KAT.^ 269). The meaning and location of Halah

are not so certain. (|> in Kings has "rivers of Gozan" implying

that Halah as well as Habor was a river, but such a one has

not been satisfactorily located. It is probably a province (Assy.

Halahhi) not so very far from Harran (KAT.^ p. 169).

—

Unto this

day]. These words probably have arisen by a misunderstanding

of the text of 2 K., which has and cities of the Medes (v. i.).

23. ''Xn ij3i] ^ K. ol Tjnia-eis.—|iDin ini] (^ + k. iv rq, Ai^dvg.

is doubtless a gloss.—24. is>'i] Gin. quotes two Targums to support

the omission of 1. which is wanting also in (I, "B, ^, and so Ki.—ninim]

on pronunciation cf. 3^^—26. nin ovn ny jtu "inji Nim noni nSnS]

are probably derived from •'-id •'ij?i ]nj -inj -nanai nSni of 2 K. 17'

18", and the deviations seem to have arisen either from careless transcrip-

tion or because the Chronicler quoted from memory (Be.). N"\n may

be a reminiscence of the reading mo ^in, which appears in (8 of 2 K.

176, 18", so Be., Ki., Bn. That ri?n ovn ijj has arisen from no npi

appears probable from the fact CS^- gives both in 2 K. 17^ (not 18"). Klo.

gives this as the original reading. Ke. thought of the Chronicler's

statement resting on another authority.

V. 27-VI. 66 (VI. 1-81). Genealogy and geography of

Levi.—This section contains: (i) the line of high priests from

Aaron to Jehozadak (i.e., to the exile), introduced by a genealogical
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table showing Aaron's relationship to Levi, 5"-"' (6'-'5); (2) lines

of descent of singers from Levi through his three sons, Gershon,

Kehath, and Merari, 6'-'5 (i6-30)j
(^) the genealogical tables of

the three singers, Heman, Asaph, and Ethan, 616-32 (si-i?)-
(4)

notices concerning the services of Levites and sons of Aaron, 6^'-^*

C48-0)- (^) a list of the high priests to Ahimaaz (i.e., to the time

of David), 6'^-^^ cso-ss)^
(5) the cities assigned to the sons of Aaron,

639-45 c54-60)j
(y) the tribal territory in which the cities of the

Levites lay, 6^^-'-'' (si-e^ij
(8) the cities of the Kehathites (exclusive

of sons of Aaron), 6*'-" c66-70)j
(^) the cities of the Gershonites,

656-61 (7i.76)j (10) the cities of the Merarites, 662-66 (77-81), These

records of the tribe of Levi present a number of difficulties and

their meagreness considering the importance of the tribe of Levi

is striking. They are repeated with more or less fulness, however,

when the writer treats of the classes of the priests and Levites

and singers (238 « 24' «• " b. 251 a).

V. 27-41 (VL 1-15). The sons of Levi and the line of

high priests from Aaron to the captivity.

This line of high priests is in part a doublet with 635-38 (50-53) and is

regarded by Bn., and Ki. SBOT., Kom., as a later addition, since a list

of priests naturally would follow the genealogical introduction in 6' o-

(n ff.), As the matter now stands, this introduction is given in 527-291

(6'-3»). The list also is carried down beyond David, while the other

material of c. 6 stops with David. Hence it is held to be more natural

that this list should be secondary to the other 63^-38 c5o-53) than vice versa,

since an interpolation which added nothing would not naturally be

made. On the other hand, there is some strong internal evidence

against the priority of the second list, 635-38 450-53), Although 527-29

(6'-3) and 6'-< ds-is) do duplicate each other in part, it is not unrea-

sonable to hold that the former passage was intended to introduce priests

and the latter Levites. Moreover, 63* <") describes the duties of all the

priests, the sons of Aaron, and 63^ b. m s.) jg concerned with the cities of

all the Aaronides. The list of high priests included between those two

verses seems out of place, and it is unlikely that the Chronicler intro-

duced it there. A scribe who expected a list of the sons of Aaron after

the verse describing their duties—just as a list of Levites precedes the

verse detailing their duties—may then have inserted this partial list of

the high priests from 53" ^ (6* *•), that being the only one available.

Without the second list of the high priests, the arrangement of the
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material is characteristic of the Chronicler's order, i.e., the genealogy of

the high priests and the genealogy of the Levites; the duties of the

Levites and the duties of the priests; the cities of the priests and the

cities of the Levites.

27 (1). Gershon, Kehath, and Merari]. These three sons of

Levi appear in Gn. 4611 Ex. 6'« Nu. 3" 26", and represent three

great famihes of Levites which clearly existed at the time of the

composition of P {cf. 6' "=> 23^).

—

Gershon] (j'il'li) as in P, else-

where in Ch. Gershom (Dlti^nj, nw-ni), cf. 6' « <«'' et a/.—28 (2).

And the sons ofKehath, Amram, Izhar, Hebron, and Uzziel]. Cf.

as a source for these names Ex. 6'^ Nu. 3'^ and for their repetition

53 (18) 2312. Hebron's appearance as a descendant of Levi and thus

a Levitical family name shows that a portion of the ecclesiastical

tribe of Levi came from priests who had ministered at the sanctu-

ary of Hebron. What underlies the other names is unknown.

Uzziel is the only one smacking of artificiality or a late formation

(Gray, HPN. p. 210).—29 (3). Sources for the children of

Amram and Aaron are Ex. 6-^- " (except Miriam) Nu. 26^9 '•.

Cf. for repetition 23 '^ (except Miriam) 24'- 2.

30-41 (4-15). The line of high priests.—Eleazar v. =» "' was,

according to P, Aaron's successor in the high priesthood Nu. 2028;

Phinehas Eleazar's son and successor, Jos. 24" Ju. 20^8. Abishua,

Bnkki, Uzzi, Zerahiah, Aleraioth, Amariah (vv. '"-"
'^-'O are en-

tirely unknown, not mentioned elsewhere except below 6"-" "o-ssj

Ezr. 71-5. Ahitub v. =< (s) jg given as the father of Zadok 2 S. 8"

I Ch. 18'^ If we look for historical accuracy, he is not to be

identified with Ahitub the father of Ahimelech, the father of Abia-

thar I S. 14' 222°, since the establishment of Zadok as priest in the

place of Abiathar is regarded as the fulfilment of the prophecy of

the disestablishment of the house of Eli (i K. 2"- =^). His ap-

pearance as the father of Zadok in 2 S. 8", our author's source, is

undoubtedly due to a textual corruption (see i Ch. i8'«). Zadok

v. " (')was priest under David with Abiathar 2 S. 8" 152* « and put

by Solomon in the place of Abiathar (see above). Ahimaaz v. ^^ (9)

was a son of Zadok, cf. 2 S. 15"- ^^ et al. 'Azariah v. ^s (9) is men-

tioned as a son of Zadok i K. 4^. The notice of v. '« »«> he it is

that executed, etc., out of place in v. « (">>, belongs to him, the first
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mentioned, Azariah (Be., Bn., Ki., Ba., Zoe., Oe.). Of Jehonan,

Azariah, Ajnariah, Ahitub, Zadok, Shallum, and Azariah, vv.

86-4 (9-14)^ -^ve have no further record than in the Chronicler's

genealogies, cf. 9" Ezr. 7'-* Ne. 11", except in the case of Ama-

riah, who may be identified with Amariah the high priest during

the reign of Jehoshaphat mentioned in 2 Ch. 19". Hilkiah

V. 3' ('3) is apparently the high priest of the reign of Josiah, 2 K.

2 2< et al. Seraiah the father of Jehozadak w.*" <'^> was high priest

at the fall of Jerusalem, B. c. 586, and was taken captive and put to

death at Riblah (2 K. 25'8-2'), while Jehozadak went into captivity

V." ^'5>, and appears as the father of Jeshua the high priest of the

return, Ezr. y 52 lo's Ne. 12^6 (Jazadak) Hg. i' Zc. 6". The pur-

pose of this genealogy is to connect Jehozadak with Aaron and

thus legitimise his priesthood. The line of descent including

Aaron from the Exodus to the captivity consists of twenty-three

members and is artificial in structure, since allowing forty years

or a generation for each member, we have 40 x 12 + 40 x 11,

or 920 years. This period fits into the priestly chronology of the

historical books, whereby 480 years elapsed from the Exodus to

the founding of Solomon's Temple (i K. 6'), and 480 years from

thence to the founding of the second Temple (see Chronology of

OT., DB.), and the captivity occurred in the eleventh generation

of this second period. According to this scheme also Azariah the

thirteenth member (v. 35 o)) ministers in Solomon's Temple.

As an apparent list of high priests from the entrance into

Canaan until the captivity, this genealogy presents some note-

worthy features. Members of the house Eli: Eli, Phineas, Ahitub,

Ahimelech, and Abiathar (i S. 14^ 22^"), naturally do not appear,

since this house was set aside for that of Zadok (i K. 2"- ^^), but

the omission of the high priests Jehoiada (2 K. ii' 2 Ch. 22", etc.)

and Urijah (2 K. 16" ^) and an Azariah in the reign of Uzziah

(2 Ch. 26^°) between Amariah of Jehosphat's reign and Hilkiah

of Josiah's, is striking {v. s.).

VI. 1-4 (16-19). The sons of Levi.—On w. • 3 de. is)
cf.

5"- 2» (6'- 2).

—

Libni and Shimei]. Cf. as a source for these names,

Ex. 6" Nu. 3 '5, and their repetition 23', and also 23' ' 262' where

instead of Libni we have La dan (pyT). Libni without doubt is to
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be connected with the priestly city Libnah (Jos. 21").

—

Mahli and

MusJii]. Cf. as source Ex. 6'' Nu. 32° and repetition 23" 24»«.

Mushi (''tt^ia) has been connected with Moses, as though the

family derived their name from that of Israel's law-giver (We.

GescJi. pp. 151 /.); also with Misri or Musri {EBi.).

5-6 (20-21). A fragment of the pedigree of Asaph. (Be.,

Bn., Ki., but not Zoe.) Cf. vv. '^-^s (as-"). This conclusion is

suggested by the pedigree of Heman, which follows, and seems

warranted when we compare the list of names (A) with those in

yy 24-28 (39-43) rQ\

A
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the first-born Joel and the second Ahijah (rT'DS '•Jw'm h'i^y^)

(Ki. BH., RV. after (&^, g>, v. '» (33) i S. 8^). Joel was the father

of Heman (v." <"'), hence this pedigree is that of Heman, and

corresponds to that given in vv. ^s''-" '"'^'5'. As in the case

above of Asaph, the substantial oneness of these Hnes of descent

is revealed at once by placing them side by side.

A
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This pedigree is clearly artificial. A portion of its construc-

tion comes from i S. i', where Elkanah is mentioned as s. Jeroham,

s. Elihu, s. Tohu, s. Zuph. Zuph is probably a district, and Tohu

(Toah, Nahath) a family (cf. Tahath i Ch. y^"; We. Prol. p. 220).

The story of Samuel shows distinctly that he was not a Levite, for

then he would have belonged to the Lord without the gift of his

mother (i S. i" '). He is made a Levite by the Chronicler ac-

cording to the notions of his own times respecting Samuel's service

at the sanctuary. The names of Samuel's sons are derived from

I S. 8^

14. 15 (29. 30). The pedigree of Asaiah the Merarite.—This

pedigree to correspond with those of vv. '-'^ c^-^^* should present a

line of descent of Ethan (vv. "-32 (44-47))^ but a close similarity of

names is here wanting. Still they have been held sufi&ciently

alike to warrant this inference (Be.). 'Asaiah may be the one

mentioned in 156 as chief of the sons of Merari. It is noticeable in

this pedigree that both Libni and Shimei here are Merarites, while

above v. ^ <") they are Gershonites.

1. orij] so also V. " 157, av>;nj vv. ^- ' ". se^ elsewhere pii'iJ. ^^ in

this c. T€{e)8(rtiv, in 15' T-qpa-dfx., (&^^ in all ^

—

(tiov, & ^euA.j~ , H Gerson

in V. 2. Since the source (Ex. 6'^) has Gershon and the Chronicler differ-

entiates Gershotn and Gershon in c. 23, it is likely that ]vy\} was original

here also.—7. aijicy] v. 23 Ex. 6'»- " et al. ins-', which seems original

here, anrny may have arisen in consequence of a dittography of the 3

from the following 1J3, a ins' resembling aij^Dj; very closely in ancient

writing.—7. 8. 1J3 "fDNi 1J3 ID'^NI MZ njpSx 1J3 iiDN ij2 n-(p]. Accord-

ing to Ex. 6" the sons of Korah were 1DN''3N1 njpSxi i^oy Either

the compiler had a variant tradition or the text is corrupt. The latter

seems probable. 1 before fiDON and 1 before ^'Dn are out of place in the

text as it stands. (&^ reads ''Apeo'ei vlbs a&roO, 'EX/cavd Kal 'A^tadap vibi

avTov, 'Aaepel v. a. Since the tendency would be strong to insert

vlbs avTov after 'BXKava {cf. <S^ of v. " k. viol 'EXKava Afiaffa vibi

aiiTov A/xioiO vibs aiiToO) this omission is striking. The same tendency

would be potent in the Heb. text. Consequently we conjecture that the

original read m T'Dn. vja tiDOKi rupSx T'Dn ua mp Korah his son, Assir,

Elkanah and Ebiasaph his sons, Assir his son (i.e., the son of Ebiasaph).

These slight changes restore the harmony with v. 22 and with Ex. 6",

account for the 1 before ID^aK and for that before i"'D« (vja having

been misread 1 ua), also explain the omission of ija after njpSN in the

Heb. underlying ($^. This and the ija after the first i^DN were added by
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some copyist who overlooked Ex. 6^.—10. niD''nN] v. 20 and 2 Ch. 29'*

nnc, adopted by Bn.—11. njp'^N m2 njp'^N] Kt. iJ?, so (S, (5, §>, is to be

preferred to Qr. 'J? (i;. 5.). The second njpVx, omitted in some ;jss.,

<S, §, should be dropped, so Bn., Ki. (v. s.).
—''Dis] v. 20 Kt. 1>x, Qr. lis.

I S. i' D1D1S = ipis (We. et al.) and 1iS"p. Probably the original

name was li^-—i^nj] v. '^ nm, i S. i' mh. Ki. (SBOT., Kom.) adopts

inn as the best authenticated. The other forms could have originated

in scribal errors.—12. 3X'''7n] v. '^
'^?<''S>1, i S. i' nvt''^.n. The versions

give no aid. The last two (meaning " My God is God " and " He is my
God") may have been interchanged. '?n^Vn appears ten times in the

OT., all in Ch., cf. as-'Sx (the brother of David) 2'3 i S. 16% and in>S!^

(Qr. Kin—) I Ch. 27I8.—1J2 Snidb' is added by Ki., on the basis of (JSS

as indispensable. It is not improbable that the compiler, after gathering

what information he could from i S. i', went on to enumerate the sons

of Samuel from i S. 8- without stopping to make a connection so well

known.

16. 17 (31. 32). David's appointment of the singers.—16

(31).

—

House of Yahweh] is used here generally both for the tent

where David placed the ark, and the later Temple (cf. 9").

—

After the resting of the ark'\ i.e., after the bringing up of the ark

from the house of Obed-Edom to Jerusalem (2 S. 6-- 1^).—17 (32).

The tabernacle of the tent of meeting] (lyiD SlX IStJ'D). A com-

bination of two terms employed in P for the tabernacle and applied

to the tent erected by David for the ark (cf. 161 «•). Technically

Mishkan (tabernacle, dwelling-place) denoted the wooden portion

of the tabernacle, while ^Ohel (tent) the curtains or hanging

(Ex. 26'- 6 ' 35" 36" ' 39" 40" Nu. 325 cf. also Ex. 39=2 ^q^. e. 29^

where the combination given above is used to indicate the wooden

structure).

—

According to their right] (DIDSt^'OS cf. 24' ^ 2 Ch. 30'«).

The reference apparently is to the order or position prescribed

by David for the singers, a subject taken up in detail in c. 25.

According to vv. ^^ "») 2^ w<) the guild of Heman occupied the

central position with that of Asaph on the right and Ethan on the

left. The Chronicler thus held that the musical services later

adopted in the Temple were established by David in connection

with the tent in which he had placed the ark.

16. TiDyn] appointed, a peculiar force cf. 15"'- 16'^ 22^ 2 Ch. 8"

98 ii's- 22 igs. 8 2i2i 24'3 255- » et al. (1. 89).—n; Sy] over the service, cf.

BDB. !>, 5. h.
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18-32 (33-4:7). The three singers Heman, Asaph, and

Ethan, and their lines of descent.—These three singers, who

are assigned to the time of David, represented in reahty three choirs

or guilds of the post-exihc period and were quite modem in their

development, for according to Ezr. 2<' Ne. y^^ the sons of Asaph

and singers were equivalent, and the singers were distinct from

the Levites. (This distinction is held by Sm. p. 26; OTJC? p,

204; Baudissin, Gesch.desA. T. Priesterthums, pp. 142 ff., also DB.

IV. p. 92; Nowack, Heb. Arch. ii. p. in; on the other hand, Tor-

rey claims that no such distinction can be found in Ezr. and Ne.,

Comp. and Hist. Value of Ezr. and Ne. pp. 22 /.) Gradually,

however, singers were evolved into Levites and the three guilds.

Remains of steps of this evolution and fluctuating traditions appear

in the Levitical genealogies. In Ex. 62' the three sons of Korah are

Assir, Elkanah, and Abiasaph (=Ebiasaph), i.e., father of Asaph,

and hence we should expect to find Asaph a descendant of Korah,

but according to \'v. 2^-28 (39-43) he is not. Also we find Assir and

Elkanah placed not co-ordinate but following each other (vv. '-»

(22.24) 22 (37)) (yet scc 111 loco). Different genealogists certainly

worked over these names. The sons of Korah appearing in the

titles of the Pss. (42. 44-49. 84. 85. 87. 88) probably mark a

step in this evolution earlier than the formation of the three

guilds. Korah in i Ch. 2" is associated with Tappuah as a

son of Hebron. This indicates either a place or Judean family

of that name from which came the Levitical Korahites (We. Is.

und Jild. Gesch. pp. 151 /.).

A noticeable difference of length appears in these genealogies

:

thus Heman has twenty links, Asaph fifteen, and Ethan only

twelve.

The relation of the genealogies in 6>-'5 <'« ^o) to those of the

singers in 6'8-32 (33-47)^ -phe latter genealogies are probably depend-

ent upon the former, which originally may have been of Levites not classi-

fied as singers. The inconsistencies which make this statement doubtful

are removed by textual criticism {v. i.). The wTiter simply appropriated

these genealogies in order to find Levitical pedigrees for the singers.

The genealogy of Heman, 6'*-23 (ss-ss)^ jg the same as the line of descent

through Kehath, 6'-" m-a^ Heman being made the son of Joel, the son

of Samuel. Thus he becomes contemporaneous with David, between
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whom and Samuel there is but one generation, viz., that of Saul. This

writer errs in making Mahath (= Ahimoth) the son of Amasai, cf. 6'° <")

where they are brothers, but see also 2 Ch. 29''. The genealogy of Ger-

shon, 6^ ' <'''' '
', is not sufficiently long (only eight generations) to bring

the last, Jeatherai, down to the generation of Saul, hence Malchijah,

Maaseiah,* Michael, Shimea, and Berechiah were added by the writer

of 621-28 (39-43)^ thus making it possible to regard Asaph as the contempo-

rary of David. Similarly, the genealogy of Merari, 6'^ '• <29 '
', consist-

ing of only eight generations, is too short to reach from Merari to the

singer Ethan, the contemporary of David, hence a number of generations

were added by the WTiter of Ethan's genealogy, 629-32 (44-17 >, Moreover,

he seems to have departed from the genealogy of Merari after Shimei,

and to have added eight generations, Bani, Amzi, Hilkiah, Amaziah,

Hashabiah, Malluch, Abdi, and Kishi, before Ethan.

The source of the genealogies of the singers. Of the additional

names inserted before Asaph, Berechiah occurs elsewhere in 32° 9"

1^17. 23 2 Ch. 2812 Ne. 3i- 30 61S Zc. i'- \ = Jeberechiah Is. 8=
f; Shimea

(Ny^CB*) in 6'5 <"" as a Levite (but spelling 'yDB' it is very frequent in the

writings of the Chronicler, especially as a Levitical name); Michael

eight times elsewhere in the \\Titings of the Chronicler and in Nu. 13"

(P) Dn. io'3- 21 i2>; Maaseiah* nineteen times elsewhere in Ch.-Ezr.-

Ne. and in Je. 21' 292'- 25 354 3y3; Malchijah twelve times elsewhere in

Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. and Je. 21' 38'- *. Hence these names are late (except

Shimea) and favourites with the Chronicler. Similarly the additional

names to the genealogy of Ethan occur in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. as follows:

Bani, 13 times (or 15, see BDB.); Amzi, 2; Hilkiah, 5 (besides fre-

quently as the high priest of Josiah's time); Amaziah, 2 (besides fre-

quently as the well-known King of Judah); Hashabiah, 14 (always a

Levitical name); Malluch, 6 (also always Levitical); Abdi, 3 (the last

three do not occur elswhere); Kishi, as Kushaiah only in 15", but as

Kish, 5 times. On this ground alone it is conclusive that these gen-

ealogies of the singers were composed by the Chronicler or in his

day. Furthermore, 6"-"» (31 -33a
)^ where the ear-marks of the Chron-

icler are evident (notice TiDyn, 1. 89; amiaj; Sj? dbc2'D3 ncyi and nncyn,

cf. DncjJ 2 Ch. 7', onoyn Ne. 12^*), is a part of this same piece.

Hence it is most probable that the Chronicler himself gave the

singers these pedigrees descending from the three sons of Levi. No
doubt the latter had already claimed Levitical descent. The Chron-

icler may have utilised some current genealogies of the singers to sup-

plement the Levitical tables of 6^ s- (^o ff). The identity of one

name would be sufficient to make the connection, which may ac-

count for the omission of the last four names of the table of Merari

(v. J.). The fact that Ethan is used here and in 15*' ^- while elsewhere

we find Jediithun (16" 25'- »• « 2 Ch. 5'2 29'* 35'*) is not significant.
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The Chronicler could have identified the two as well as a later interpo-

lator. The objection has been raised (by Bn.) that elsewhere in Ch.-

Ezr.-Ne.—except 15'' ^- which is doubtless dependent on this passage

—

Asaph seems to figure as the chief singer {cf. 16^-' Ne. 11") and he is

always mentioned first. But it is by no means certain that the writer

of these genealogies intended to exalt Heman's guild of singers above

the Asaphites. Although Heman is placed first, he is not called the

chief. Asaph's descent is traced from Gershon, the oldest of the sons of

Levi, which may imply that his guild was recognised as the oldest. His

position on the right hand, possibly an indication of the position this

guild occupied in the service at the Temple, was a post of honour,

cf. Gn. 4814 Ps. no'.

18. innpn] (g, H, §>, SI nnp.—19-21. On Sn^'^n, mn. tTS> nnn, see

above w. ''2. According to v. 20 'arj? was the father of nnn, v. '» makes

him out the brother of ni:D''nN = nns. Possibly v. ^o is dependent on

some text which had M2 after ncnx = nnn (cf. (S^ quoted above on

w. ' 8), or V. 20 is due to the carelessness of the compiler. C5^ of v. '"

may be corrected from this verse.—22. tiDON p -\''D.s] v. s. vv. '• '.

—

25. n^cya] read with some MSS., d", § n^a-yc, so Bn., Ki.—28. DB'ij]

V. s. v. '.—29. ii;"p] many mss., Kt. (Oriental text), (^^, "M •'^'ip, 15"

in^anp, cf. 2 Ch. 2912 naj? ]2 t'^p.—30. 31. ^xcn p n^p'^n p] ha^ fallen

from the text of (B^ by homceoteleuton. (B'^ vio$ XeXx'ou- vtou Ayuacrat

supports M (Ki. BH. is misleading).

33. 34 (48. 49). A description of the service of the Levites

and the priests.—This description is according to P and the as-

signment there by Moses.

—

Their brethren the Levites] i.e., all

Levites not singers and not priests. The term Levite is social as

well as tribal. The subordinate ministry of the Levites is here

meant (cf. Nu. 3' ^ ). The duties of the priests are summarised

as service at the altar of burnt offering (cf. Ex. 27' -s), at the altar of

incense (cf. Ex. 30'-^), and in whatever functions were connected

with the rooms of the sanctuary (cf. Nu. 4'«) (the term holy of

holies cannot be restricted here to the innermost sanctuary), also

to make an atonement for Israel]. The priests made an atonement

through sacrifices for individuals (Lv. 4^° 3' 8^^ iC et al) and for

the entire people on the day of atonement (Lv. i6'<), and also on

other occasions of stress and fast (2 Ch. 292^). The term to make

an atonement is used here to indicate the priestly ministry in general.

34. iddSi] inf. cstr. with waw, a continuation of a-TBpc, Ges. §

ii^p, Dr. TH. 206, Dav. Syn. § 92 R. 4.
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35-38 (50-53). The high priests from Aaron to Ahimaaz.

Cf. 530-34 (6^-8).—This genealogy if not the original with the Chron-

icler (v. s.) is repeated here to give data to the time of David.

39-66 (54-81). The dwelling-places of Levi.—This section,

with rearrangement and some slight abridgment, is taken from

Jos. 215-39. In that passage a general statement of the number and

locality of the cities of the priests and Levites (Jos. 21^-') precedes

the enumeration of the separate cities of both priests and Levites.

Here on the other hand the separate cities of the priests are first

enumerated (vv. 39-45 (54-60 Jqs. 2V°-^^) and then is given the

general summary (w. "-5° («'"' Jos. 215-9) and then follows the

enumeration of the separate cities of the Levites (w. "-es w-i^y

In this order v. 5° <"' forms no proper introduction to the following

verses. It can only introduce according to its place in Jos.

w. 69 ff. (64 ff.)_ Hence this, with the preceding verse, is held to

have come from a marginal annotation made by some reader

familiar with the narrative of Jos. and later to have been inserted in

the text (Be., Ki.), or the entire list of Levitical cities (vv. ^i-ss

(66-81)) Js a later supplement (Bn.), or a copyist through error re-

arranged the original material of the Chronicler. But it is more

likely that the Chronicler himself was guilty of this unskilful

arrangement. Wishing to separate the account of the priestly

cities from that of the Levites, he transposed the verses. That he

should have transcribed and left Jos. 21 ' (v. ^o (ss)) where it did not

harmonise with the text is not strange. He is guilty elsewhere of

similar infelicities (see Intro, p. 19).

39^5 (54r-60). The cities of the priests.—Taken from Jos.

21'°-".—39. And these (i.e., the following) are their dwelling places

according to their settlements within their boundary'] from the

Chronicler, since these words are not in his source. The proper

introduction (Jos. 21') is given in v. ^° <"' {v. s.).—To the sons of

Aaron, etc.]. With these words commences abruptly the quota-

tion from the book of Joshua.

—

Of the family of the Kehathiies].

Cf. 5" (6').

—

The first'^ lot]. The word first, supplied from Jos.

21'°, is necessary for clearness of meaning.

—

40 (55). Hebron]

Kirjath-arba Jos. 20', which, according to Jos. i4'5, was the

more ancient name, mod. El-KhalU, twenty-three miles south
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and a little west of Jerusalem; one of the oldest and most

notable cities of Palestine, built seven years before Zoan in

Egypt (Nu. 13"); the burial-place of Sarah, Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob (Gn. 23'' 253 3527 «• 50"); David's residence when

king over Judah (2 S. 5^); the place of the death of Abner (2

S. 3"), and headquarters of the rebellious Absalom (2 S. 15' ' ).

—And the suburbs]. Cf. 2 Ch. ii'*.—41 (56). This verse

harmonises with the previous verse the gift of Hebron to Caleb

recorded in Jos. i^^K Both verses (this and the preceding) in

the book of Joshua are editorial insertions (Bennett, Jos.

SBOT.). They interrupt the narrative.—42 (57). Cities]. The

plural is an error. Only Hebron was a city of refuge. Hence

after Jos. 2i>2 read city. The Chronicler has here abridged

(v. i.).—Libnah]. A city in the lowland of Judah of some histor-

ical importance {cf. 2 K. 8^' 19* 23='). Its location has not been

clearly identified.

—

Jattir] in the hill country of Judah (Jos. 15^^

2i'< I S. 30" f), mod. 'Attir thirteen miles south by west from

Hebron.

—

Eshtemoa]. Cf. 4' '.^-43 (58). Hilen] Holon Jos.

21"; in the hill country of Judah mentioned in Jos. 15^' between

Goshen and Gilo; not identified.

—

Debir] also called Kirjath-

sepher (Jos. 15'= Ju. i" '•), a place of importance in the Negeb

or southern Judah, identified with Dahariyeh, some ten or twelve

miles south-west of Hebron {cf. Moore, Ju. pp. 25/.).—44 (59).

Ashan] written 'Ain Jos. 2i'« {v. i.), mentioned among towns of

Judah Jos. 15", and of Simeon Jos. 19' t • clearly then in southern

Judah: not identified.

—

Beth-shemesh] on the borders of Judah

Jos. 151°, but assigned to Dan Jos. 19^', the mod. 'Ain Shenis in

the valley of Sorek south of the railway from Jaffa to Jerusalem

and not far from the half-way point (Baed.< pp. 14, 126). The

place was probably an ancient Canaanite sanctuary {cf. for his-

torical references i S. 6' «• i K. 4' 2 K. 14" 2 Ch. 252' 28'8).

—

45 (60). Geba] a town frequently mentioned (8« i S. 13' 2 S. 5"

I K. 15" 2 K. 23« 2 Ch. i6« Ne. 11 3' 12=' Is. 10" Zc. 14'°), mod.

Jebci south of the pass of Michmash. It is about four miles

north by east from Jerusalem.

—

'Alemeth] (Almon Jos. 21")

mentioned in the genealogies S^^ 9^^^ identified with mod. Almtt,

three and a half miles north-east of Jerusalem, beyond Anathoth,
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which is distinguished as the home of Jeremiah (Je. i' ii^' 23 29"

32' «•, also mentioned in 2 S. 23'^ i K. 22« Ezr. 2" Ne. 7" ii'^ Is.

lo'of), mod. 'Anala three miles north-east of Jerusalem.

—

Thirteen

cities^ Only eleven are mentioned in the present text of Ch.,

hence probably Jutta found in Jos. 2i'« and Gibeon in Jos. 2V
should be supplied in vv. ^^ ' {v. i.).

39l>-45 compared with Jos. 21'°-'' show the following variations, some

of which appear abridgments of the Chronicler and others seem to have

arisen in the transmission of his text, and should be restored from Joe.

We give as the former: v. 'st the omission of ^n>i before ''jaS, and ''jan

''h after innpn (nnflirc'? instead of 'DD in Jos. represents the true text,

since the formula //-o??? the fa7nilies of the tribes is not used, see SBOT.
on Jos. 2i<); V. " pan Nin pjpn lax y2-\n n-'ip pn cut down to pan hn

and yixj read for inj; v. " ininM3 omitted after njc; v. " jnrn omitted

after ]'\nn and nsin after oVpn. The latter omission appears also in

V. '2, cf. Jos. 21^^ In vv. *< ' the sums of the cities as given in Jos. 21'^- "

are omitted. Variations through careless transmission appear: v. ''»>

]ti'H-\ omitted after Siun; v. " •'ij? instead of "f;?. nicijo pni omitted

after pan and after in'', which phrase also with na^ and with pyaj have

fallen out of vv. **(; v. *^ Dn\-iinDi:'C3 instead of pitrnjDi. The yi'';

of V. " is the true reading instead of r'J of Jos. 21", cf. on Jos. in loco

C5, SBOT., Dill., and also Jos. 15" 19'. Probably also with variations

due to copyists should be classed: v. " jS^n instead of jSn, cf. Jos. 15'';

v. 55 nnSy instead of JioSy with Anathoth after instead of before.

46-50 (61-65). A summary of the Levitical cities.—Taken

directly from Jos. 21^-9 (v.s.).—46 (61). And the rest of the children

of Kehath had by lot out of thefamilies of the tribe of Ephraim and

out of the tribe of Dan and out of the half tribe of Manasseh ten cit-

ies*]. The present M is corrupt and meaningless and must be thus

restored according to Jos. 21^ Be. suggested that the confusion

may have arisen from the deliberate omission of the reference to

the tribe of Dan (cf. 7 "2). The sons of Kehath, or the first main

division of the Levites, omitting from their number the priests, had

in the territory of Ephraim and Dan, adjoining Judah, and in West

Manasseh ten cities enumerated in part in vv. ^1-55 (66-70)_—47 (62).

The sons of Gershom representing the second main division of the

Levites had thirteen cities, enumerated in vv. "" (7i-76>, in the

territory of Issachar, Asher, Naphtali, and the east-Jordanic tribe

of Manasseh.—48 (63). The sons of Merari, the third and final
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main division of the Levites, had as their possession twelve cities

enumerated in part in vv. ^^-ee ctt.sd.—49 (64). This verse gives a

summary of the preceding.

—

These^ cities]. The word these

supplied from Jos. has perhaps fallen from the text.—50 (65).

By lot] out of place by copyist's error, belongs to the previous

verse. This verse in Jos. begins a new paragraph and is here

entirely out of place introducing the matter of vv. ^'''-^^ (sib-eo

(V. s.).

46. rnscDC] Jos. 21'' nhDiJ'DD to be preferred (Bn.), but DninDtt'cS

with nacc as in vv. "^- is preferred by Ki., and also Bennett, as the true

readingin Jos. 21^^-, SBOT.—naa 'xnn p nacm onijs nas is to be sup-

pHed after nngs'DC from Jos. in place of "ixn nan pixnDD nacn as is

required by the ten cities.—47. amnj] Jos. 21^ TiiJ'iJ, v. s. v. '.—anino!:'cS]

according to their families, i.e., of Gershonites, Jos. 'ui rnsE'CC from

families of the tribe, etc. (but v. s.).—Instead of nrjD nacci Jos. has ixnoi

'C n3D and after ?w03, Siua.—48. Siua] is wanting in Jos. 2V (but cf.

C6).—49. V. s. In Jos. 21* the verse closes with T'3 nini nix na'N3

^-\M2 HE'D.—50. F. s.—icja 1J3 nacci] wanting in Jos. (but cf. (S

and Jos. 2i<).

51-66 (66-81). The cities of the Levites (in distinction from

the priests).—Taken directly from Jos. 2V ''^ with some abridg-

ment, and the text has evidently suffered through transcription.

—51 (66). And families of the sons of Kehath had cities of

their lot,^ etc.] thus correctly Be., Bn., Kau., Ki., after Jos. 21".

—52 (67). The city* of refuge] since only Shechem was a city

of refuge.

—

Shechem] a little over thirty miles north of Jerusalem,

figures frequently in the early history of Israel (cf. Gn. 126 ;^t,"i

35< Jos. 24'- 25 Ju. 9 I K. 12). It is the mod. Ndbulus, a city of

24,800 inhabitants (Baed.^ p. 217).

—

Gezer] an ancient Canaan-

itish city not occupied by the Israelites (Jos. 16'° Ju. i" contra

Jos. I033) until conquered by "Pharaoh king of Egypt" and pre-

sented to Solomon i K. q'^ : the mod. Tell Jezer, some twenty

miles west by north from Jerusalem, and the site of recent excava-

tions {cf. R. A. Stewart Macalister, Bible Side Lights from the

Mound of Gezer, Lon. 1906).—53 (68). Instead of Johneam

Jos. (21") has Kibzaim, which, according to Be., Bn., Ki.,

is to be preferred. No site corresponding to either name has
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been found.

—

Beth-horon]. There were an upper and a lower

Beth-horon (2 Ch. 8=) "near the head and the foot respectively

of the ascent from the Maritime Plain to the plateau of Ben-

jamin, and represented to-day by Beit 'Ur el fdka and Beit

'Ur el tahta." The towns are a little over two miles apart and

some ten or twelve miles north-west of Jerusalem. For refer-

ences to these towns and their ascent cf. Jos. 10'° '• i6'- ' 18'' '•

21" I S. i3'8 2 K. 8^ 2 Ch. 8^ 25'='. Between v." '^sj and v. '<

<«'>, intentionally (Be.) or carelessly (Bn.), has been omitted Jos.

2123 "And from the tribe of Dan Elteke and its suburbs and

Gibbethon and its suburbs."—54 (69). Aijalon] a city of Dan;

mod. village of Ydlo, a little to the north of the Jaffa road,

about thirteen miles from Jerusalem. Cf. for references 8'= 2 Ch.

9'» 28'8 Jos. 19^2 2124 Ju. 1=5 I S. 142'. The valley of Aijalon

was a famous battle-field (cf. GAS. HGHL. pp. 210-13).

—

Gath-rimmon'] (Jos. 19" 21" )-) not identified; probably a little

to the east of Joppa.—55 (70). Instead of 'Aner (IJJ?) read

after Jos. 2125 Tdanach (l^yn), the frequently mentioned city

of the plain of Esdraelon {cf. 7^9 Jos. 12=" 17" 1918 «• 2125 Ju.

I" 5'9 I K. 412), mod. Ta'anmik some four and a half miles

south-southwest from Lejjiin (Megiddo) (BDB.).—Read also

instead of Bile am (0^73) Ible'am {U^by)- Cf. Jos. 17" Ju.

a.I". Jos. 21" has by dittography Gath-rimmon, but ($ le/3ad

hence Dill., Bennett, SBOT., et al., as above. Ibleam was also

in the plain of Esdraelon and its name appears preserved in

the Wady Belameh in which the village Jenin lies (Baed.'' p.

223).—The words/or tJie rest of thefamilies^ of the sons of Kehath

are a fragment of Jos. 2126, which reads: "All the cities of the

families of the rest of the children of Kehath were ten with their

suburbs." The compiler or transcriber, having omitted Jos. 2125,

felt compelled to omit the numeral, but retained the adjoining

words, then meaningless.—56 (71). From the family of the half-

tribe, etc.] a use oi family before the name of tribe arising from

abbreviation of text in Jos. 212' where the word is plural and refers

to the Gershonites (v. /.).

—

Golan] a city of uncertain site which

gave its name to the district Gaulanitis mentioned by Josephus

(Ant. xvii. 8. i. xviii. 4. 6), and appears in the mod. Jaulan
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east of the Jordan and Sea of Galilee {EBi. II. col. 1748) (Dt. 4"

a city of refuge, Jos. 20^ 21"
f).

—

'Ashtaroih] mentioned with

Edrei as one of the royal cities of Og King of Bashan (Dt. i* Jos.

9'° 12* 13''). The name indicates that it was a seat of the worship

of Ashtoreth. Its location has not been clearly fixed. Some

identify it with el Mezeirib, some twenty-five miles east of the

southern end of the Sea of Galilee, others with el 'Ash'ari, some

three miles north of that place (DB. I. pp. 166 /.).—57 (72).

Read according Jos. 21=8 Kishion (jT'^?:)) (cf. Jos. 19'°) instead

of KedesJi C^lp) (Dill., Bn.). Conder prefers Kedesh, which he

thinks may be identified near Ta'anach (DB. III. p. 4). The

former place has not been identified.

—

Daberath] Jos. 19" 21=8 -j-^

the present Debiirige at the foot of Mt. Tabor (BDB.).—58 (73).

Ramolh] same as Remeth Jos. 19=" (Bn.), mod. Er Rameh in

southern part of plain of Esdraelon (Baed.« p. 222). Ki. prefers

Yarmuth of Jos. 21" (JBH.).—'Anetn] (Qjy) a scribal error, is

'Ain-gannim (QiiJ
("'J?)

Jos. 21" 1921, mod. Jenin near the

south-east end of the plain of Esdraelon; a village now of some

importance, with 1,500 inhabitants (Baed.« p. 223).—59 (74).

Mashal] (^DD) better after Jos. 2230 Mish'al (^Str^D), site un-

known.

—

'Abdon] (Jos. 2130 -j-) mod. 'Abdeh ten or more miles

north by east of Acco and some five east of Achzib.—60 (75).

Hukok] (plpn). Read after Jos. 21'' Helkath (np^Pl), cf. Jos.

19" f , the site is uncertain.

—

Rehob\ This town in Asher has not

been located. It is to be distinguished from the Rehob at the head

of the Jordan valley (Nu. 13^' i S. lo^- «), and also the one men-

tioned in Jos. 19^".—61 (76). Kedesh in Galilee] (Jos. 21 '2),

Kedesh-naphtali (Ju. 4«), elsewhere simply Kedesh (Jos. 12" 19"

Ju. 4' ^- 2 K. 15"), a city of refuge, the home of Barak, a place

of importance mentioned by Josephus, mod. village of Kedes, west

of Lake Huleh.

—

Hammon] Hammoth-dor (Jos. 21") Hammath

(Jos. 1935). Probably Hammolh is the true reading (cf. Xafiood

d^) and the town is the mod. Hammdm a short distance south of

Tiberias (DB. II. p. 290).

—

Kiriathaim] (QT.''"ip) a variation of

Kartan (]mp) Jos. 21 '2, not identified.—62 (77). Levites as in

Jos. 21'^ must be supplied after the rest (D''"in'ljn), otherwise the

expression is meaningless.—Two cities of Zebulun, Jokneam and
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Fartah, mentioned in Jos. 2V\ have fallen from the text {cf. (5^).

—Instead of Rimmono (131D"l) read Rimmon, since the last syllable

has arisen from a union with a following waw (1) (cf. Jos. 19'^), or

perhaps Rimmonah. Jos. 21" has Dimnah (^IJD^). Rimmon
has been identified with Rummaneh north of Nazareth (DB.).

—Instead of Tabor ("lIDH), which is nowhere mentioned as a

city of Zebulun, but on the border of Issachar Jos. 21*^, Jos.

21=5 has Nahalal {bhni), mentioned also in Jos. iq'^ Ju. i^",

not clearly identified (Moore, Ju. p. 49, but see DB. III. p. 472).

Ki. Ko7n. has a lacuna in place of any name.—63 (78). And

beyond the Jordan at Jericho, east of Jordan]. These words are

wanting in ^ in Jos., although the first three (in^'' pT'^ "liJ/DI)

appear in (^^^ Jos. 2136. On the expression the Jordan at

Jericho cf. Nu. 22' 26' Jos. 20^. The cities mentioned in

w. «3(78).66(8i) correspond exactly with those given in Jos. 2136-33.

— Bezer] a city of refuge (Dt. 4^^ Jos. 2o») mentioned on the

Moabite stone; not identified. The phrase in the wilderness,

wanting in 1^ in Jos. {cf. Jos. 20*) but appearing in (^^, and fol-

lowed by "plain" ("iw'*''D) in Dt. 4" Jos. 20', shows the location

of the city in the flat table-land east of the Jordan.

—

Jahzah] a city

also assigned to Moab (Is. 15^ Je. 483^) on the border of the territory

of the Amorites (Nu. 21" Dt. 2'=), location unknown.—64 (79).

Kedemoth] somewhere north of the upper Arnon, not identified

(BDB.).

—

Mepha'ath] mentioned as in Moab Je. 4821, not identi-

fied.—65 (80). Ratnoth in Gile ad] one of the cities of refuge (Dt.

4" Jos. 208), mentioned in wars between Syria and Israel i K.

22' «. At the battle of Ramoth-gilead Ahab was slain (i K.

22"-"). The location is uncertain: sites suggested Rcimun, es

Salt, and Jerash, the last directly east of Samaria and some

twenty-three miles beyond the Jordan, with probability in its

favour (Selah Merrill, E. of the Jordan, pp. 284^.).

—

Mahanaim]

a place of note east of Jordan (cf. Gn. 32^ 2 S. 2' * 17=^ " igzi

I K. 2' 4'^), identification not certain.—66 (81). Ileshbon]

the former capital of Sihon, King of the Amorites (Nu. 21"),

assigned to Moab (Je. 48"), mod. Hesbdn some fifteen miles

east of where the Jordan empties into the Dead Sea.

—

Jazer] an

important town; a district of Reuben was called "the land of
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Jazer" (Nu. 32', also mentioned Nu. 32'- == Jos. 1325 21" 2 S.

245 I Ch. 26^', and assigned to Moab Is. 168 '• Je. 4852-)_

Jerome placed it eight or ten miles west of Philadelphia and

fifteen miles from, i.e., north of, Heshbon {Onom. 86. 24. 131.

18). Merrill regards this as correct and identifies with Khurbet

Sar (DB. II. p. 553).

51. .-'insuTri] rendered in RV. as a partitive, is better read after

Jos. 2i2o and (^^, 33, 'c*?! (Be., Ke., Zoe., Bn., Ki.).

—

d'^oj] is a copyist's

error for a'^iu in their lot, but this error may have been taken over from

Jos. by the Chronicler, since C5^^ of Jos. have tQv lepiwv avruv, doubtless

a corruption of (^^ r. opiuv a. — aSoj.—52 . See te.xt. n. on v. *^.—
53. Here and in the following verses the numbers found in Jos. are

wanting.—55. d;;S3] (S"^ omits, ^l^Xaa/j., ^le^Xaa/x = ayS^i (v. s.).—
nn£3S'n'^] should be pointed as pi. after Jos.—56. The text of Jos. 21"

is 'ui n-jo 'i-no o-'iS.n nnQ'i'Da p;^nJ 1J3S1.—The words the city of refuge

of the manslayer appear in Jos. before Golan.—58. niCN"j] Jos. 21^9

nic-)'_, but Jos. 19-1 ppi..

VII. 1-5. The genealogy of Issachar.—Of this section, only

V. • is derived from canonical sources {v. i.). The remainder was

either composed by the Chronicler or is from an unknown source.

Instead of closing with an account of dwelling-places, there is a

record of the number of fighting men, as is also the case in the

records of Zebulun (v. i.) and Asher (r/. v. *°).—-1. A>id the sons

of Issachar Tola and Pu'ah and Jashiib and Shimron]. Cf. for

source Gn. 46'= Nu. 26^3 f-. In Ju. 10' we read of one of the minor

judges. Tola' the son of Pu'ah, the son of Dodo a man of Issachar

and he was dwelling in Shamir. This shows that traditions

varied in respect to the relationship of the clans of Tola' and

Puah; but the former if not the more ancient was clearly the more

pre-eminent. It is possible that the four sons of Issachar are simply

reflections of the statement given above in the form, Tola the son

of Pu^ah dwelling in Shamir; Jashub derived from dwelling

(Dtl'T') {cf- the variation Job DT* in Gn. 46'^) and Shimron from

Shamir ("i"'!2ti'); or, vice versa, that the late editor of the "Minor

Judges" came on this concise list of names in P and constructed

his statements therefrom {cf. H. W. Hogg in OLZ. vol. 3 (1900)

col. 367). Shimron has been regarded as standing for the city
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of Samaria (Noeldeke, EBi. III. col. 3275).—2. And the sons oj

Tola were 'Uzzi and Rephaiah and Jeri'el f and Jahmai f and

Jibsam | and Shemu^el heads of their fathers^ houses mighty men

of valor]. The first, third, and fourth of these names look like

those of ancient clans, while the second appears late, and thus

is suggested a combination of early and late traditions.

—

Accord-

ing to their genealogical divisions, etc.]. The writer has prob-

ably preserved here and in the following verses midrashic

interpretations of David's census (2 S. 24).—3. The sons of

Uzzi present a group of late names (Gray, HPN. p. 238).

—

Five]. The four grandsons were reckoned as sons.

—

All of them

were heads] or altogether there were five heads, five distinct

families or clans.—4. And with them]. The reference is to the

five clans or families of v. ^ which numbered 36,000 warriors.

—

5. And the reckoning * of all the families of Issachar, the

mighty men of valor, was altogether 87,000]. In v. ^ the sons of

Tola, six clans, are numbered at 22,600; in v. • the sons of

Uzzi, five clans, 36,000. These two together make 58,600, leaving

28,400 to be furnished by the remainder of the tribe, i.e., the

clans Puah, Jashub, and Shimron, and also Tola reckoning

him as a clan distinct from his sons (z'. Bn. in loco). In Nu. i"

the warriors of Issachar were 54,400, in Nu. 26-^ 64,300.

1. ^:2'?i] for the construction see Ges. § 143^- Ke., Zoe., Oe., Kau.,

Bn., prefer to emend to 'j^i. ^'^ Kai ovtoi vtoi = 'J3 n'^Ni, cf. 2^ 3'.

—

riNifl] Gn. 46", Nu. 262s ms. -3^c*;] Qr. (cf. C5, H) 2ity;. Gn. av

is a text, error, SBOT. (see above for an original att'v).—2. pSmS] an

addition defining nnnx ria, appears a corruption (Zoe.) and should be

struck out.—annSn'?] is better connected with the last half of the

verse (Be., Ke., Ki.).—5. on^nxi] Bn. after Klo. reads ac'n^ini, as in vv.

7b 9. 40b and removes the following ir'nv-'ni. Possibly an original c has

fallen out before on^nxi, the preceding word ending in D. Then i is a

corruption for f and we should read 'n jd and connect with the preceding

verse, translating /or they had more wives and sons than their brethren.

BifnTim should be transposed to a position after Dn>nN, and final Ss*?

should be struck out.—a^'Sin maj] v. Ges. § 124^.

VII. 6-11. The genealogy of Zebulun.—This genealogy

which ^ apparently ascribes to Benjamin is peculiar. The intro-

ductory words The sons of are wanting; nowhere else in |i are
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the sons of Benjamin limited to three; Jedia'el is elsewhere un-

known as a Benjaminite name, a most striking thing when the

sons of Benjamin are so often mentioned; and this section as a

Benjaminite genealogy forms a doublet to c. 8.

Not only are the names of the sons of Bela (v. ') entirely different

from those in any other list of his sons (cf. 8' Nu. 26" and (^ of Gn.

462'), but they are uncommon or unknown to the tribe of Benjamin.

While the other lists of Bela's sons differ from each other, showing

variant traditions, they are agreed in employing the same names.

On the other hand, Ezbon is only found elsewhere as a son of Gad

(Gn. 46'% cf. Nu. 261s); Uzzi is a common priestly and Levitical

name Ne. 12"- « i Ch. 5=1 '• (6^ '•) 6" »u E21-. y* Ne. 11", appears

among the descendants of Issachar (7 2- 3) and once as a Benja-

minite (98); 'Uzzi'el, though a very comm'jn name, is not Benjamin-

ite; Jerimoth (nifii"''!"') is a Benjaminite name in 8" (niO"!"*), but

there we should probably read Jeroham (cn"!"') with 8", cf. g^

(Jerimoth of i2« <=> is doubtless a Judean name, v. in loco); Iri does

not occur elsewhere. Thus we have apparently a variant tradi-

tion which has only one certain Benjaminite name and that a

common one elsewhere.

The case is similar with the sons of Becher (v. '). Of these,

Zemirah occurs only here (but cf. Zimri 8^5); Jo ash, Eliezer,

Elio enai (but cf. Elienai 82"), Omri, and Ahijah are more or less

common but unknown as Benjaminite names; the same is likely

true of Jeremoth (see above, Jerimoth). The last two names,

Anathoth and ^/e?we^^, on the other hand, arecommon Benjaminite

names. Anathoth occurs elsewhere as a personal name only in Ne.

10" (19', where the tribe is not given, but is frequent as a place-name

in Benjamin. Alemeth is also a place-name of Benjamin and is a

personal name in 8^6 and 9". Only these two, therefore, are cer-

tainly Benjaminite and they alone are geographical.

Of the third branch (v. '") not only Jedi a^el but his son Bilhan

and his grandsons Chenaanah, Zethan, Tarshish, and Ahishahar

are not knowTi as Benjaminites. Jeush (Kt. D'^y) is met with

in 8" (tt'lj?'')) ^^d ^ Benjaminite Ehud (Tini^), the son of Gera,

is familiar from Ju. y^- '« -t-. Benjamin, the son of Bilhan, is

unknown.
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This genealogy of Benjamin is not only unique in its content

but is in the wrong place in a geographical arrangement of the

tribes, and a doublet (v. s.). Now, the genealogy of Zebulun is

wanting in the Chronicler's account. Kittel (Kom.) indicates his

belief that the original text contained this tribe by supposing a

lacuna after Naphtali (7'^). But Zebulun belongs rather after

Issachar, whom he follows in thirteen out of seventeen OT. lists,

including 2' '• and 27'^ «
(cf. also 1222 '• 12" 2 Ch. 30'^), but not

546 ff. (61 ff.) where the order is not the Chronicler's but dependent

on Jos. 21. In five more—in three of which the principle of

arrangement seems to be geographical from south to north—the

order of these two is reversed. Thus we have the strange genealogy

of Benjamin just where the lost one of Zebulun should be.

Further there is a striking similarity between the list of Zebulun's

sons as given in Gn. 46^* and the names appearing in the first verse

of our list, as follows

:

Gn. 46'^ ^s^n^i ]iSsi -no ]^b2i ""Jdi

I Ch. 7» n^h^:; ^sy^i^T n^ai y^D jo-'ja.

If the former was the original reading in i Ch. 7^ plus the

Chronicler's addition of n'ubu, it is easy to see how the present

reading arose in copying. T ''J3 was read as |D''JD; ^b2 as J?^I3;

TlD ]
as n^DI (cf. l"li, v.^o, = "133 Nu. 2635). The last two of

course followed as a necessary result of the first from the influ-

ence of Gn. 462', and the well-known Zebulunite jl^S (cf. Ju.

12" '•) had to be cancelled, as the final n^b'C' required only

three names. ^NyT* is then a corruption of ^S^fl'' (for y as

a corruption of b, cf. v. '=, n^yo for nD^IOn), a corruption

which may have been in the Chronicler's text of Genesis.

This hypothesis explains: the absence of initial '^22', the other-

wise unknown ^SJ?"*!"* as a son of Benjamin; the final r\u*bu

when Gn. 46^1 (|^) knows ten sons of Benjamin (but corrected

text nine, see on 8'
-5), Nu. 26=^ '• five, and i Ch. 8' '• five; the

strangeness of the following names; and eliminates the doublet

while restoring the missing Zebulun in the proper place.

When once the error had been made, the tendency to make

the table plainly Benjaminite would naturally be strong. Bela and

Becker in vv. '• » followed of necessitv. % has carried the matter
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still farther by substituting V.ii^| (doubtless an error for V^^| =

^ID'X) for ^SyT* in vv. « "> ". Anathoth and Alemeth were

added to the list of v. «, none of the others being geographical, and

Ehud was inserted into v. '"from Ju. 3". It is tempting to suppose

that the anomalous Benjamin had the same origin. Then the

first scribe simply placed ''J''D''ri"'j3 "IlHS on the margin, and

these words made their way into the text in reverse order as

separate names. This tendency to add Benjaminite names is

illustrated further by the appendix Shuppim also and Huppim

(v. '2") from Gn. 4621, which is out of place even as the list stands

{cf. n^b^ V. 0-

In spite of the meagreness of Zebulunite material in the OT.,

there are some striking points of contact between this genealogy

and Zebulun besides the resemblances of the names of v. « to

Gn. 46'^ p2::S* (v. suggests ]^r::S (Ju. 12S-10), a "minor

judge" of Bethlehem of Zebulun (see Moore, Judges, p. 310).

It is significant that (g^^ (probably representing the original Greek

tradition) in Ju. read Ecre^cov = \']2^i<, making it still more

probable that we have the same name in both passages, the Chron-

icler having found it with the second and third consonants trans-

posed. This judge is introduced here just as Elon, the other

Zebulunite judge, is in Gn. 46'S and as Tola, the judge of Issachar

(Ju. 10'), in Gn. 46'3 and i Ch. y- K A point of contact with

Zebulun is found also in the striking name Tarshish, in v. '",

which is unknown as a Hebrew man's name. As is well known,

this name stands in the OT. for all great shipping interests. Now,

the special characterisation of Zebulun in Gn. 49'' is the fact

that he shall be "a haven for ships (JTiiS)." Such a connection

with Tarshish could be given to no other tribe, and least of all to

the inland tribe of Benjamin.* Furthermore, the name Che-

naanah, foxmd elsewhere only as the father of the prophet Zedekiah

(i K. 22''- " = 2 Ch. iS'o- 23), a favourite with Ahab (!), with the

meaning "toward Canaan," i.e., Phoenicia, is singularly appro-

priate in a tribe of which the same passage in Gn. says, "his

border shall be upon Sidon."

* That p2XN - ]SavX and that Tarshish is more appropriate as a Zebulunite name

were suggested by Professor C. C. Torrey after reading the preceding.
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Aside from this passage Zebulunite names are few in the OT.

Among the princes of the tribes during the Wilderness Period

was an EHab the son of Helon as prince of Zebulun (Nu. i' 2'

7"- " 10'*), and a Gadiel son of Zodi represented the tribe as one

of the spies (Nu. 13'°). At the division of the land Elizaphan the

son of Parnach was the prince who acted for this tribe (Nu. 34").

Among the judges we find the Zebulunites Ibzan and Elon (Ju.

12* '-) (v. s.). The Chronicler's list of the captains of the tribes

in the time of David contains the Zebulunite Ishmaiah son of

Obadiah (i Ch. 27'^).

The emended text of this genealogy is rendered as follows : 6. The

sons of Zehuhm'^ : Sered'^, and Elon^, and Jahle'el* (or Jedia'el),

three. 7. And the sons of Sered^: Ezbon, and 'Uzzi, and 'Uzzi^el,

and Jerimoth, and '/ri,f five; . . .8. And the sons of Elon'^:

Zetnirahf, and Jo'ash, and Eltezer, and Elio'enai, and 'Omri, and

Jeremoth, and Abijah. All these were the sons of Elon^. 9. . . .

10. And the sons of Jahle'el* (or Jedufel): Bilhan. And the

sons of Bilhan: Je'ush, and Chena'anah, and Zethan-\, and

Tarshish, and Ahishaharf. 11. All these were the sons of

JahWel * (or Jedta^el) . . .

The total enrolment of the warriors of Zebulun is here 22,034

(v. ') + 20,200 (v. 5) + 17,200 (v. ") = 59,434 against 50,000

(12" (33))^ 57,400 (Nu. I'l), 60,500 (Nu. 26").

While Zebulun's genealogy appears clearly, as stated above, in

behalf of the view generally held that the genealogy is that of Ben-

jamin, Jediael may be regarded as the equivalent of Ashbel men-
tioned in the list of Benjamin's sons in 8' Gn. 46^' Nu. 26^8

—

i. e.,

"Known of God" has been substituted through religious scruples

for "Man of Baal" (cf. for similar changes of names 3' 8'*'); then

may be emphasised the presence of the Benjaminite names Jerimoth

(vv. ' '•), Anaihoth and Alemeth (v. ^), Benjamin and Ehud (v. i"),

and Shuppim and Huppim (v. '2 v. i.).

6 . ^NynM 1331 ySa fn^ja] read instead (or S^jjit'i) Sx^nM pSxi tid pS^r ""ja

restored from Gn. 46'* {v. s.).—7. y^2] read liD {v. s.).—8. 133 bis]

read p':'N {v. s.).—nnSpi ninjyi] as a later gloss should be struck out

(v. s.).—10. Svyjrn^] read possibly Sx^n'', so also in v. ", and strike out

jnijJi ninNi {v. s.).
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12. The genealogy of Dan.—The first two names in this

verse, Shuppim and Huppim, are a late addition to the preceding

section derived from Gn. 46^' (restored text) Nu. 26'% and are a

part of the process by which that genealogy was made over from

being Zebulunite to Benjaminite {v. s. on w. «"). The endings

should be am as in Nu. and not im as though plural, since the

adjectives are Huphamite (''CS'in) and Shuphamite C'DSIty).

—

The sons of Dan, Hushim his son, one*] (v.i.) The name 'Ir

doubtless arose from a corrupt text through the influence of 'Iri,

V. '. Hushim appears as the one son of Dan in Gn. 46", and in Nu.

26" as Shuham. Hushim as a Benjaminite name in the corrupt

passage 8'", probably helped to corrupt this passage after the

preceding had been made a Benjaminite genealogy {v. s.). Aher

(inX), M, seems very probably a corruption of the numeral one

(ins), since to add the number was a favourite practice of the

Chronicler, cf. vv. '• « ' et a!., and lack of genealogical material

was a special reason for the addition here.

12, Dam Dis'iTi] are a later addition, cf. Gn. 4621 Nu. 26" {v. s.).—
nnN •«J3 atyn I'j; 'ja] read with Klo. PRE. -inx U2 ocn p >i2, The sons of

Dan Hushim his son one on the basis of Gn. 46=' and (& which read ij3.

This seems preferable to finding Ji hidden in inx (Be.)- Bacher thinks

i^y ^J3, " sons of the city," euphemistic for p "'J2, to which the Chron-

icler objected because of the idolatry practised by the Danites (Ju. 18'°

I K. 12"), and compares the Talmudic use of -\ij? for ''cn (Rome);

iriN >:3 has a similar import and is a gloss to -\''>' iJ2 {ZAW. xviii.

(1898), pp. 236-8).

13. The genealogy of Naphtali, cf. Gn. 46'^ ' Nu. 26^
« ' .—

This brief genealogy is taken word for word from Gn. 46" ' with

the single omission of these before sons of Bilhah which stood in

the original clause with reference to the sons of Dan as well as

those of Naphtali.

13. Sxixni] 23 MSS., Gn. 462^ Nu. 26^' without the second \—aiStt'i]

seven MSS., Gn. and Nu. 26" oSri.

VII. 14-29. Manasseh and Ephraim.—The Chronicler

groups the two sons of Joseph together, giving (i) the genealogy

of Manasseh (vv. "-"), (2) the genealogy of Ephraim (vv. 2«-2'), (3)
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dwelling-places of Ephraim (v. ^s),
(4) dwelling-places of Manas-

seh (v. "). The genealogy of Manasseh, while not without con-

nection with those given in Jos. 17= ^ Nu. 26^3 «
, is presented in

quite an independent form. Kittel (SBOT. Kom.) ascribes it to

an older source. To the same source he gives vv. '' ''^'°™ "'"' Eztr).n

of the genealogy of Ephraim. There is no reason to doubt that

vv. *'-" belong to the original compilation of the Chronicler,

since it can hardly be contended (with Bn.) that the Chronicler

does not describe the dwelling-places elsewhere {cf.
42s b. ^ s b

9^ etc.)

.

The contents of these verses are derived from Jos. i6< " 17" ^
,

which were rewritten by the Chronicler. It appears that instead

of trying to give all the dwelling-places of these two tribes, the

writer intends to describe their combined territory by giving the

cities on the southern and on the northern borders. Shechem, be-

longing to Ephraim, then, defines the boundary betv/een the two

tribes. Possibly Ayyah, whose site is unknown, was given for the

same purpose.

14-19. The genealogy of Manasseh.—14. The sons of Ma-
nasseh'^ which his Aramaic concubine bore: she bore Machir the

father of Gile'ad]. This statement is identical with Gn. 462'">

(^. Machir appears as the eldest son of Manasseh and as the father

of Gilead in Jos. 17'- = and Nu. 36'. In Gn. 50^^ the birth of

Machir and also of his sons is placed in Egypt. The descent here

given from an Aramaic concubine points to a different story and

arose probably from the close association and admixture of the

Manassites east of the Jordan with the Arameans. In Ju. 5'*

Machir represents a tribe in Israel, evidently Manasseh. He
is called the father of Gilead because the clan of Machir conquered

Gilead.—15. And Gilead took a wife whose name was Maacah
and the name of his sister was Hammolecheth f and the name of his

brother Zelophhad *]. Ma'acah represents the small Aramean

kingdom, district, or people situated east of the Sea of Galilee near

Mt. Hermon, hence either adjoining the territory of Manasseh

Dt. 3'< Jos. 12^ or included in it Jos. 13". Cf. 2 S. io« where

the King of Ma'acah is hired against David, and Gn. 222<

where Ma'acah the tribal father appears as a son of Nahor.

Ma'acah the wife of Gilead reflects the same historical circum-
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stances as the Aramean concubine, v. ". Hammolecheth (she who
reigns) (nS^OH) is to be compared with Milcah (queen) ("3^12)

the wife of Nahor (Gn. 11"), and reflects probably, with Ma'acah,

a close connection with the Arameans. While the name here may
be tribal (Gray, HPN. p. 116), it undoubtedly was originally a

divine title. In Nu. 26"-" (P) Zelophhad is given as the fourth

in descent from Manasseh through Machir, Gilead, and Hepher.

—16. 17. And Ma'acah the wife of Gilead^ bore a son and called

his name Peresh f and the name of his brother iras Sheresh f; and

his sons, Ulam and Rekem; and the sons of Ulam, Bedan\: these are

the sons of Gilead, etc.]. These sons or clans are otherwise en-

tirely unknown. For a reoccurrence of the name Ulam cf. 8",

of Rekem 2'^'- Jo^. 18" Nu. 31 « Jos. 13='. For further sons of

Gilead connected with the tribe of Judah see 2^1 «-.—18. Ishhod f].—Abiezer] in Jos. 17^ a son of Manasseh and in Ju. 6"- •' '^- ^* the

family of Gideon.

—

Mahlah] in Nu. 26'^ 27' 36" Jos. 17' one of the

daughters of Zelophhad.—19. Shemida"\ probably originally stood

also in v. '» as^a son of Hammolecheth: a son of Manasseh Jos. 17^,

a son of Gilead Nu. 26^^

—

Ahjan |].

—

Shechem] a son of Manasseh

Jos. 172, a son of Gilead Nu. 26".

—

Lekhi f ] (TIpV) possibly cor-

responds to Helek (p^Pl) Nu. 263" Jos. 17=, and Ant am f (DJ?''iK)

to Noah (nyj) daughter of Zelophhad Nu. and Jos.—The writer

here has not clearly distinguished between the clans of eastern and

western Manasseh. His scheme differs considerably from those

of Jos. and Nu. (see Manasseh in DB. HI.).

14. The name Ashriel (Sxn-i'N), while suggested by Jos. 172 Nu. 26",

where Asriel appears among the sons of Manasseh or Gilead, is proba-

bly a dittography arising from the following ni'?'> t.;'x and is to be struck

out of the text (Mov., Be., Zoe., Oe., Kau., Bn., Ki.).—15. The present

text nnD'?x ijcn oa-i hjjjd inns uv\ oiflir'Si D''i3nS nvn npS 11301 yields the

following: And Machir took a wife of Huppim and Shuppim (i.e.,

of these Benjaminite families, cf. v. i^) and the name of his sister was

Ma'acah and the name of the second Zelophhad. But according to w.
" " Ma'acah was the wife of Machir and Hammolecheth his sister.

Mov. changed I'nnx to nnx and read and the name of the first was

Ma'acah and the name of the second Zelophhad. But Zelophhad in Nu.
2633 271-7 362-'2 Jos. 17' is a man. The connection of Machir or his wife

with Huppim and Shuppim looks strange also. Hence these words
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are better regarded as a gloss from v. '^ or an original position on the

margin and the text further emended as follows: nciri ns"!* npS iv'^J

inijSs vnN airi r^'^r^n innx uzn n3j.'D with translation above (Bn., Ki.).

Gilead is read instead of Machir as the husband of Maacah because the

sons given in v. '' are called the sons of Gilead, hence in v. '^ Gilead is to

be read instead of Machir.

20-29. The genealogy of Ephraim.—(C/. Ephraim Gene-

alogy, Hogg, JQR. XIII. [Oct. 1900] p. 147.) Viewing this section

as a whole, it exhibits little dependence upon OT. sources and

shows considerable complication of material or is very corrupt.

—

20. 21*. This line of descent abruptly ending in v. ='» may origi-

nally have formed a part of one of Joshua and suffered the inter-

ruption of Y\'. 2ib-24. 'Ezer and Elead cannot have been its final

members in this connection, because the context regards them as

immediate sons and not later descendants of Ephraim. But what-

ever the design of this line of descent, it has been constructed out

of a list of sons of Ephraim similar to that in Nu. 26^5 t These

may originally have completed the statement, And the sons of

Ephraim. These sons were Shuthelah (n^nVw)) Becher (132),

here Bered (1"13), Tahan (jPin), here Tahath (nnrO, and also

'Eran (py) son of Shuthelah {cf. La'adan jiy'? v."). The

two names 'Ezer and Ele'ad, v. =' (the latter occasioning Ele'adah

v. 2°), seem on the other hand to have belonged to the narrative

2ib-j4^ which is entirely independent of the material of Nu. Zabad

(f3T) V.-' may be derived from and Bered (l"li1). (On whether

Becher or Bered belonged to the earliest list of Ephraim's sons,

V. Hogg art. s., also EBi. col. 1320).

—

2l''-24. A story explain-

ing the name of Beri'ah, the founder probably of Beth-horon

and possibly a reputed ancestor of Joshua.

—

And the men of Gath

who were natives in the land slew them] i.e., 'Ezer and Ele'ad,

because they came down to take away their cattle. This patri-

archal story is difficult of explanation. In the light of the story

of the sojourn in Egypt, this raid, if by immediate sons of Eph-

raim, must have been made from Egypt, in spite of the ex-

pression "go down" (f"!"'). This was the explanation of the

earlier commentators, who regarded Ephraim and his children as

historical persons. But the use of l"!"*, "go down," points almost
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conclusively to a foray from Mt. Ephraim into the plains of

Philistia, and this little narrative is probably a reminiscence of

some such event (Be., Ki.). Two Ephraimitic families, '.Ezer and

Ele'ad, probably were destroyed in such a raid, and the original

Ephraim, who mourned many days, was the tribe or the hill country.

Cf. Rachel weeping in Je. 31'*. Or the narrative may be entirely

imaginary, a purely etymological legend to explain the Ephraimitic

family name Ben ah (ny''"li as though derived from nj?'n3 "in

evil"). (On this narrative cf. Ew. Hist. I. p. 380; Sayce, Pat.

Pal. p. 202; We. Prol. p. 214; EBi. Beri'ah.)

—

Benah] a Le-

vitical name 23'°, also that of a son of Asher vv. 5° ' Gn. 46"

Nu. 26^\ and in the list of the descendants of Benjamin 8"- ".

See further on vv. ^o f.—24. And his daughter was She^erah \

and she built Beth-horon the lower and the upper, and Uzzen-

she'erah f ]. This verse in its present form is suspicious because

elsewhere in the OT. the founders of cities are men.

—

Beth-

horon]. Cf. 6" <-^^K
—Uzzen-she'erah] as a place is entirely un-

identified and otherwise unknown.—25. And Rephah f his son

and Resheph f ]. The present text of v. " suggests her son instead

of his son. Perhaps after Resheph, "his son" should also be

supplied (Ki.).

—

And Telah •\] (nbD) an abbreviation probably

of Shuthelah (n^riTiT) v. ^K—Tahan]. Cf Tahath v. ^«.—26.

La'dan] (jlj?^ probably from py with ^ prefixed see w. =»• '),

elsewhere a Levite name 23' '• 26^'.— Ammilmd] and Elishama']

are taken from Nu. i^", where the latter the son of the former

is the "head" of Ephraim, but only here is Nun (v.") the

father of Joshua brought into connection with them.—27. This

is the only record of Joshua's line of descent and its late and

artificial character reveals itself at once.

—

Non] (pi) elsewhere

in OT. Nun (|"I3).—28. A brief description of the possessions

of Ephraim through the mention of the southern boundary

Bethel, mod. Beitin, ten miles north of Jerusalem, the eastern

Na'aran (Jos. 16' Na'arah) placed by Jerome and Eusebius

within five miles of Jericho, not identified (Bn., but see EBi.),

the western Gezer, and evidently the northern Shechem unto the

unknown 'Ayyah or 'Azzah.—29. Four principal and well-known

towns of Manasseh are here enumerated, beginning with Beth-
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shean, mod. Beisdn, on the east in the Jordan valley, and passing

westward through the plain of Esdraelon, where Ta'anach mod.

Taannak, and Megiddo mod. el-Lejjiln (Baed.^ p. 224), are

located, to Dor mod. Tantura on the coast. CJ. Jos. 17" Ju. i".

—These two verses in contents are agreeable to Jos. 16^ «• 17" *

but not in form, and hence are either a composition of the Chron-

icler or from the source of the genealogies given above.

24. 25*. Hogg {op. cit.) restores as follows: n"'3 rt< nj3 '\Z'H Nin

leni D^m1y nxi iv'^i'n pni ji.-'nrn |nin, He it was thai built Beth-horon

the lower and the upper and 'Irheres {cf. Timnath-heres Ju. 2') and

Hepher (Jos. i2'0-—25. l-'it] ten mss. + 1J3.—28. n^2] many mss.

and editions (including the Bombcrg Bible) njj:.—29. 01 IJyn] ® +
KoL BaXaaS Kal al Kuifxai avTrjs, cf. Jos. 17" nTU^l Dy'?3''1.

30-40. The genealogy of Asher.

—

30. 31. And the sons of

Asher, Jimnah and Jishvah and Jislivi and Benah and Serah,

their sister, and the sons of Bert ah, Heber and Makhi^el]. This

statement is identical with Gn. 46". In Nu. 26" '• Jishvah

(nVw'"') is wanting; and hence Jishvah (nVw^) and Jishvi (""ID"')

represent the same clan, the dittography already appearing in

Gn. In Jimnah ("20^) one may see a form of Jamin ((''D'')

right hand, i.e., a southern clan. The appearance of Beriah as a

clan of Ephraim and a family of Benjamin (cf. v. ") has been

alleged to indicate that the tribe of Asher originally came from the

region of Mt. Ephraim and was an offshoot of the early Hebrews

who settled there (Steuernagel, Einwand. Is. Stdmme, p. 31).

Possibly then a connection might be found between Jimnah and

Benjamin. Heber and Malchi'el are of especial interest because

they seem identical with the Habiri and Malchiel mentioned in the

Amarna tablets (JBL. XI. [1892] p. 120, Hom. AHT. p. 233).

A cormection also may be seen between Heber and Heber the

Kenite (Ju. 4") {i>. Heber EBi.).—The father of Birzaith] a

supplementary clause not in Gn. Birzaith is probably the name
of a town, not identified (n''ni prob. =nTii<3 "olive-well").

—32-34. And Heber begat Japhlet f and Shojner (?) and Hotham

(?) and Shu a f their sister. And the sons of Japhlet f, Pasach f

and Bimhal f and 'Ashvath f. And the sons of Shemer his
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brother'^ Rohgah f and Hubbah f and Aram]. Shemer and

Shomer, v. ", are identical, with preference for the former (Bn.,

Ki.). A connection between Hubbah (H^in) and Hobab {22U)

Ju. 4" (cf. Heber v. ^') has been seen.—35. And the sons* of Helem

his brother Zophah f and Jimnd f and Shelesh )• and 'Amal f ].

Helem is undoubtedly the same as Hotham in v. ", but which is

correct cannot be determined. Ki. prefers the latter.—36. 37.

And the sons of Zophah Suah f and Harnepher f and Shu'al and

Beri-\ and Jimrah f, Bezer and Hod f and Shammah and Shilshah

\ and Jithran and Be'era].—38. And the sons of Jether, Jephunneh

and Pispa f and Ara f ]. Jether is clearly the same as Jithran

V. ".—39. Andtheso7isof'Ulla,Arah,Hanni'elandRizia]. 'Ulla

stands clearly by corruption for one of the previously mentioned

"sons," but which one it is impossible to determine. As is seen

from the daggers above, fully one-third of the names of the de-

scendants of Asher occur only here, and the remaining third,

omitting vv. ^^ '•, do not occur elsewhere in connection with Asher.

The names are not distinctly personal, and many of them un-

doubtedly represent places as. well as families (cf. Bezer v. " a

Reubenite town Dt. 4*\ Shu'al v. ^^, and Shilsha v. " = Shalisha,

the names of districts i S. 13' 9^). Jithran v. " is the name of

a Horite clan, Gn. 36^% and Arah v. " of a family of the return Ezr.

2*. These nam.es as a whole, then, are ancient, either preserved in

Asherite families of the time of the Chronicler or taken from some

ancient record about the Asherites (Gray, HPN. pp. 239 /.).

—

40. On derivation of these statistics cf. v. "-.—26,000]. According

to Nu. 1^1 Asher numbered 41,500 men and according to Nu. 26"

53,400. The census here, however, is evidently confined to the

clan of Heber.

34. In place of ^nx with following 1 read vns his brother, cf. v. «

(Bn., Ki.).—njniT\] Qr. njri-ii.—nan:] Qr. nani.—35. Instead of pi

read '^21, as the context demands.—37. pn''i] two mss. -irin, (&^ le^ep,

cf. V. '8.—40. D''"^n3] part, of -n3 only in the writings of the Chronicler,

cf. 922 16" Ne. 518 (1. 16).

VIII. The genealogy of Benjamin.—(C/. Hogg, JQR. XL
Oct. 1893, pp. 102 ff.) The conditions here reflected are clearly
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post-exilic, as appears for the following reasons : (a) The places

of residence, not mentioning Jerusalem, are towns recurring in

the post-exilic history—Gibea (v. «), cf. Ezr. 2"; Lod and Ono

(v. '2), cj. Ezr. 2"; Gibeon (v."), cf. Ne. 7". (&) Many of the

names belong also to that period, viz. : Meshullam, Hanan, 'Elam,

Hananiah,'Anthothiah (Anathoth), cf. Ne. lo'"- "• "• ^"^ " 26. {c)

The coincidence between the residence in or connection with Moab
(v. 8) and the name Pahath-moab representing an important family

among the post-exilic Jews (Ezr. 2^ 8'', etc.). (Be. conjectures

that the birth of this Pahath-moab, "prince of Moab," is referred

to in V. 8.) {d) The Benjaminites had a considerable part in the

post-exilic community along with the children of Judah and the

Levites.

1-5. The sons of Benjamin.—And Benjamin begat Beta' his

first bom, Aslibel the second and Aharah f the third and Nohah f

the fourth and Kapha the fifth. And the sons of Bela' were Addar

and Gera and Abihiid and Abishua' and Na'aman and Ahoah |

and Gera and Shephnphan | and Huram]. This list of sons and

grandsons of Benjamin is a development of the original list of On.

46=1 where the sons of Benjamin, in the restored text (Ball.

SHOT.), appear as three sets of triplets: Bela' , Becher, Ashbel; Gera,

Na aman, Ahiram; Shupham, Hiipham, and Ard. These appear

also in Nu. 26'^-^°, with the variation that Becher and Gera are

lacking, probably through an error of transcription (the former

perhaps having found a place among the sons of Ephraim Nu.

26"), and that Na'aman and Ard are subordinated as sons of

Bela'. (In Gn. 46^' (^ not only is Na'aman the son of Bela' but

also Gera, Ahiram, Shupham, and Hupham; and Ard becomes the

son of Gera.) Tradition then fluctuated between assigning nine

sons immediately to Benjamin or a portion of them mediately

through BelcL . Examining now the names in our text, if we omit

Abihud and Abishua' (to be considered below) we find that the

others are apparently simply those of the underlying list of Gn.

given, where not identical, in corrupted forms and with repetition.

Becher ("IJDD), which seems to be entirely lacking, lies hidden in

first-born ("133); Aharah (ninS) and Ahoah (nnS) are tran-

scribers' variations of Ahiram (D^ITIX); Nohah (nmi) and
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Kapha (t^S'l) are likewise probably variations of Na'aman

(|Dp)and Gera («n:i); Addar (mS) of Ard ("nkS) and Huram
(Dlin) of Hupham (DSin) (Hogg, op. cit.). Since Nohah and

Kapha are between Ahiram and Ard, Shupham and Hupham,

after the order in Nu., have been, with less probability, found in

them (Ke., Zoe., Bn.). In regard toylftf/z z((/ and Abishua, which

follow Gera in w. '• % these proper names seem to have arisen

from the qualifying phrases /<z//?er of Ehud (according to Ju. 3'=')

and father of Shua (Shiia' (yit^) appears as a Judahite or Ca-

naanite personal name in Gn. 38=, but most likely here is a cor-

ruption of Shual (^yili') a district of Benjamin, i S. 13")- Oi

these "sons" the hidden Becher appears in the family of Sheba',

who revolted against David (2 S. 20' ^
), and in Bechorath in the

line of the descent of Saul (i S. 9'). Saul probably was of the

clan of Becher (Marquart, Fundajnente, pp. 14/.)- In Nu. 26"

Becher is among the families of Ephraim. Sheba the Bichrite

was also from Mt. Ephraim 2 S. 20='. Such a close connection and

interchange between Benjamin and Ephraim is natural. Ashhel

is equivalent to Ishba'al (^ili'X = ^y3ti'''S), man of Baal, the

name of Saul's son {cf. v. 33). Gera appears in Ju. 31* as the

father, i.e., family, of Ehud. The other sons or clans of Benjamin

are not mentioned elsewhere except in the genealogical connections

just given.

6-28. The descendants of Ehud (?).—These verses, »-'', pre-

sent apparently, with their descent from Ehud the Benjaminite hero

and judge, a list of five heads of fathers, i.e., post-exilic families:

Elpa'al (vv. " '• '«), Bert ah (vv. '^^ '«), Shema' (Shime'i) (vv. '=• ='),

Shashak (w. "• ")j Jeroham (Jeremoth) (vv. ^*- "), with their

sons, i.e., households or sub-families (vv. "-zs)^ residing in Jerusalem

v. 2« (?) (v. i.). Vv. «-'% which give their descent or connection

with Ehud, are exceedingly obscure and corrupt, not only from

customary errors of transcriptions in lists of names, but also from

legendary or historical notices which, probably made originally as

marginal notes, became later a portion of the text.—6. And these

are the sons of Ehud]. The text fails to give these sons of Ehud

who are the heads offathers {i.e., of families) of Geba , unless at the

end of V. ' (Be., Ke., Zoe.) or hidden in the utterly obscure sentence
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And they carried them captive to Mahanath (nini^ ^N Dl^J^T)-

This latter is the view of Hogg {op. cit.), who finds therein the

proper names Iglaatn (after the (^^ rendering of DTjII lyXaa/n in

V. ') and 'Alemeth {cf. '• »). (That jID^j; jlO^V should have been

corrupted into nnJiD ^S arose from the reading of D'^iH as a verb

and thus seeking an expression to correspond to the verbal idea.)

—7. And Na'aman and Ahijah and Gera]. These three names

are clearly a dittography from vv. ^ '•, where they appear in the

same order. Ahijah (HTIS) is a variation of an original

Ahiram (D^TIS).

—

He carried them away captive: and he

begat 'Uzza and Ahihud]. One is tempted to see in these ob-

scure words a continuation of the dittography. Cf. the texts

nn-'nK nsT sty n« t^^im D^:n ts'in N-i:n n^nsi ppi
Hogg renders them: And Iglaam begat 'Uzza and Ahishahar].

Ahishahar ("intynS), a Benjamuaite name in 7'° and suggested

by Shaharaim in v. '% is substituted for Ahihud (inTlK). (The

text T^in nnntr in^ns nsi becomes n^^T'T nntr^ns nsi.)

With adherence to the Massoretic text, these verses have yielded

the statement that Ehud's sons mentioned at the end of v.

'

were carried to Mana hath, a place of uncertain situation (cf. 2^^),

by Naaman, Ahijah, and Gera, the last being the principal insti-

gator of their removal (Be., Ke., Zoe.). Others, rejecting this in-

terpretation, regard the verses as corrupt beyond restoration (Kau.,

Ki., Bn.).—8-11. And Shaharaim begat in the field of Moab

after he had sent them away Hushim and Ba'ara his wives, and

he begat from Hodesh his wife Jobab, etc. . . . these his sons are

the heads offathers ; andfrom Hushim he begat Abitub and Elpa'al.

snv:3 nsi D^trin nns in'^tr jd dsid mtra 1^b^^ D'-nntr^i

^VS^N* nSl 31tD^D« n« Tb)r\ Q^t:*nai m2«. These verses,

like the preceding, appear corrupt beyond only the most tenta-

tive restoration; Shaharaim is without connection with foregoing

text; begat v. ^ has no object; Hushim is elsewhere a man's

name (7'^). The grammatical constructions are also very harsh.

A suggested restoration of vv. '• ' is, And Shaharaim begat

in the field of Moab, after he had driven them {i.e., the Moab-
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ites) out, from Hodesh his wife Jobab, etc.] the words omitted

arising from a gloss written by some one who wished to show that

the sons of Hushim had rights of age earHer than the founding of

Lod and Ono v. " (Bn.)- The rendering of Hogg (see above for

the beginning of v. ») is: And he (Iglaam) begat in the field of

Moab Mesha their sister and Hushim {and his wife tvas Ba'ara).

And Ahishahar begat Jobab, etc. These were his sons heads of their

fathers' houses (nn« iH^t^ ]t: =Dmn« xt^^D; viu ]!2 =nnty^ns;

iriw'S* is a dittography from following 221''). Possibly, for an-

other rendering of v. ^, a fem. proper name is concealed in

'iUbV {cf. t^nn (D V. 9). Then nriK is a corruption for iriu'K, and

Vw'J (which (g read '1^L^•^?) is to be struck out, and we have and

Shaharaim begat in the field of Moab of Shilho (?) his wife,

Hushim and Bdara.—11. According to the text, the sons of Sha-

haraim by his wife Hushim are here enumerated. If, however,

we connect the D of D''Dni2T with the last word of v. i", reading

Cm]2K theirfathers, Hushim becomes the subject of begat (T'^in).

(The text originally may have been CtlTI 1^1"''l.) And hence

he is the father of Abitub and El-pa al and (omitting the misplaced

clause and the parenthetical clauses) of Beriah, Shemd v. ",

Shashak, and Jeremoth v. '^ These five names, repeated in

vv. !« >8- 21- 55. 27^ clcarly go together as sons of a common ancestor.

Ahio V. " (T»nX) is not a proper name, but after (g ITIt^ or ITIX

his brother or his brothers (Be., Oe.), or reading DnTIt^ their

brothers (Ki., Bn., Hogg).—12*. And the sons of Elpa'al were

'Eber, Misham and Shemed]. This clause appears to have

wrongly come into the text through some transcriber's blunder,

inasmuch as Elpa'aVs sons are given below in vv. " ', and the

names of three there are sufficiently similar to these to establish

their identity ((nOtT) latT' DytTD 12^ v. '^^ •'"iCt:"' D^D'Q n^n
" ').—12''. He built Ono and Lod and their dependencies {daugh-

ters)}. The reference is to Elpaal (Zoe., Oe., Hogg).— Ono] mod.

Kefr 'And, some seven miles east and a little south from Jaffa

and five miles north of Lod (in later literature Lydda), mod. Ludd,

which is eleven and three-quarters miles south-east from Jaffa on

the railway to Jerusalem {SWP. II. pp. 251. 267, Baed.^ P- n, c/-

Schur. Gesch.^ II. p. 183, n. 2,3)- These towns are mentioned in
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the OT. only in the writings of the Chronicler and then usually

together as towns inhabited by the children of Benjamin (Ne. ii'O,

and of which sons, with those of Hadid, returned from Babylon

with Zerubbabel (Ezr. 2^3 Ne. 7^5). The towns themselves, how-

ever, are ancient. Ono occurs in the list of Palestinian towns con-

quered by Thotmes III, and, according to Mariette, Brugsch,

and others, but not W. Max Miiller, Lod also (v. Lydda EBi.).

Their possession by the post-exilic Jews, which is clearly referred

to in this building, seems to have taken place not immediately on

the return of the Jews from Babylon, as might be inferred from the

references (given above) in Ezra and Nehemiah, but at the close

of the Persian and the beginning of the Grecian period, when the

Jews gradually spread out from the territory in the immediate

vicinity of Jerusalem. First in 145 b. c. did the district of Lydda

com.e into the possession of the Jews through a decree of Demetrius

II (i Mac. II", Meyer, Entst. J ltd. p. 107, Schiir. GeschJ I. p. 183).

Hence the inference that this statement is very late (Bn.). The

references to Moab, v. », and Aijalon, v. •', may refer to similar

colonisations or settlements of Jews.—13. And Ben ah and

Shema ] sons of Hiishim; a continuation of the enumeration

of V. " {v. s.). Beriah, cf. 7"- '». Shema {Shimi v. =') probably

the name of a place 2'= '-, a Reubenite 5^ a priest Ne. 8*
f.

—

These'\ i.e., Benah and Shema .
—Aijalon] Jos. 19^^ 2i2< Ju. I's

et al., the present village of Ydlo, a little to the north of the Jaffa

road, about thirteen miles from Jerusalem (SWP. III. p. 19, Baed.*

p. 93).

—

These put to flight the inhabitants of Gath]. This state-

ment is entirely obscure. Owing to the common name Beri'ah

here and in 7", this route of the men of Gath may be regarded as

connected with the event underlying the narrative of 7^' (Be., Oe.,

Bn.; this connection is not favoured by Ke., Zoe.). The story of 7'*

looks like the reminiscence of some pre-exilic happening, but since

here we are concerned with late post-exilic families, this sentence

probably arose from a marginal note.—14. And their brethren*

Shashak f and Jeremoth\ On the emendation and connection of

this verse with the foregoing see v. ".—15. 16. The six sons of

Beriah. Zebadiah a common name v. " (where perhaps a dittog-

raphy from this verse) 12' 26'^ 2 Ch. 17' 19" Ezr. 8' 10=". 'Arad f
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(name of city Nu. 21' T,y> Jos. 12"^). 'Eder, cf. 23" 24" (also

name of a city Jos. 15='). Michael, see 5" (Steuemagel, Ein-

ivanderimg Is. Stdmme, p. 30, reads ^S"'D^D and connects with

the clan of Asher of that name, cf. 7^'). Ishpah f. Joha also

II".—17. 18. The seven (?) sons oi Elpaal. Zebadiah, see v. '^

Meshullam, see 5'', probably Mish'am in v. '^ Hizki f. Heber

mentioned among the sons of Beri'ah of the tribe of Asher y,
probably the same as 'Eber v. '^ Ishmerai f probably Shetned

in V. "2. Izli'ah f. Jobab, cf. v. ', otherwise name of Arabic

people Gn. 10", King of Edom Gn. 36'' '•, Canaanitish King

of Madon Jos. 11'.

—

19-21. The nine sons of Shime'i (^J/Dtl^, in

V. 13 ytStr). Jakim also 24'=. Zichri common, w. " " 9'' 26"

27'^ 2 Ch. i7'6 23' 28' Ne. II' 12". Zabdi, three other persons

are mentioned of this name: (i) 27^, (2) Ne. 11", (3) Jos. 7'.

Eltenai f, but probably the same as the name EHo enai, occur-

ring as the name of five distinct persons in (i) 3" '•, (2) 4'%

(3) 78, (4) Ezr. 10=2 with Ne. 12", (5) Ezr. 10". Zillethai, cf. for

another occurrence of the name 12". ii/JW, name of eight ad'

ditional persons or families: (i) v. ", (2) 5^^, (3) 6'' "4)^ (4^ ^)

II"- ", (6) 12", (7) 159 with ", (8) 2 Ch. 31''. 'Adaiah, seven

other persons or families of this name are mentioned: (i) 6" <<",

(2) 9>2 Ne. ii'2, (3) 2 Ch. 23', (4) Ezr. 10", (5) Ezr. 10", (6)

Ne. lis (7) 2 K. 22'. Beraiah f. Shimrath f.—22-25. The

eleven sons of Shashak. Ishpan f.
'Eber, cf. v. i=, a common

name: (i) the son of Shelah i'* +, (2) a Gadite chief 5'^ (3) a

priest Ne. 12'". The tradition of the name is uncertain; Baer

adopts Ebed (T-J^), so CI- Eliel, see v. =". 'Abdon, also as name

of distinct persons or families: (i) v. =" q''^ (2) 2 Ch. 34'", (3) Ju.

i2'3- '^ Zichri, see v. ". Hanan, common name v. ^^ 9*' 11"

Ezr. 2" Ne. 7*' 8' lo"- 23. 27 i^is. Hananiah, also a very com-

mon name from the time of Jeremiah onward, see BDB. Elam,

a geographical name Gn. 10" ef al., that of a Korahite 26', and

of two prominent families in the lists of Ezra and Nehemiah

Ezr. 2' 8' 10= Ne. 7'^ iqi^ and Ezr. 2" Ne. 73" Je. 12". The

post-exilic occurrence of the name suggests a connection with

Elam, Persia. This Cheyne regards as highly improbable and

suggests its origin from an abbreviation 'Alemeth (HD?!?) or
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'Almon (pD^JJ), a Benjaminite name {cf. 7^ and v. s. v.^) {EBi.

II. col. 1254). 'Anthothijah f, to be associated with the Levit-

ical Benjaminite town Anathoth, Jos. 21" Is. 10'° Je. i' et al.\ a

personal name 7^ and Ne. 10-°. Iphdeiah f . Penu'el {PenVel Qr.)

cf. 4^—26. 27. The six sons of Jeroham (Jeremoih v. '^). This

name appears in the pedigree of the prophet Samuel i S. i' i Ch.

612. 19 (27. 34)- also as that of five other persons or families: (i)

98- '2^ (2) 12', (3) 27", (4) 2 Ch. 23', (5) Ne. 1 1 '2. Shamsherai f.

Shehariah f (cf. Sheharain v. *). Athaliah, the name of the Queen

of Judah 2 K. 11' «, and of a member of the family of Elam

Ezr. 8^ Ja areshiah f. Elijah, besides being the name of the

prophet, is only elsewhere given in the OT. as the name of a

priest, Ezr, lo'", and an Israelite a son of Elam Ezr. lo^^, who

had foreign wives. Zichri, cf. v. '.

—

28. These were heads of

fathers, i.e., of families, according to their genealogies they were

heads] a reiteration after the manner of P.

—

These dwell in

Jerusalem] i.e., all of these families whose heads are enumerated.

This dwelling is clearly meant to be of the time of the Chronicler.

—It is doubtful, however, whether this verse belonged originally

in this context. It agrees verbatim with g^^ with the omission of

the words of the Levites (W^^bb) and seems to have come into its

present place along with v. "=935^ from c. 9. The subscription

stating that these families dwelt in Jerusalem is contrary to the

tenor of this chapter, which has already placed Elpa al as the

builder of Ono and Lod, and Beri ah and Shema at Aijalon. The

form of statement In Giheon dwelt, etc., is parallel to nothing in

c. 8, while in c. 9 it has a parallel in v. ^ Hence the inference with

apparent correctness has been drawn that w. 2*-'» originally stood

in c. 9 and are here an insertion (Mov., Meyer, Entst. Jud. p. 161).

Others have felt that the double record was due to the Chronicler

and appropriate not only here in the list of the Benjaminites but

also in c. 9, as the proper introduction to the narrative of Saul, c. 10

(Be., Ke., Zoe., Ba.). Still again, the original place has been

thought to have been here and its repetition due to the fact that

9'-" is a supplement to the work of the Chronicler, and after its

insertion a transcriber who had texts before him both with and

without this supplement copied 8" " = 934 « twice (Bn.) (on
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this theory the omission of 8" ' is difficult) (Ki. regards 9" " as

already in Chronicles before the supplement c. 8).

29-38. The genealogy of the house of Saul, repeated in

Q36-41 (see V. ").

—

29. 31. In Gibe oti dwelt the father of Giheon

Je'uel,^ and the name of his wife was Maacah and his first horn son

'Ahdon then Zur and Kish and Baal and Ner'^ and Nadab and

Gedor and Ahio and Zecher and Mikloth'*]. Gibeon mod. village

of el Jib, five or six miles north of Jerusalem, the seat of a Heljrew

sanctuary i K. 3^- ^ g/ al., and mentioned many times in the OT.

and occurring in connection with the post-exilic history of the

Jews Ne. 3' 7". Its post-exilic importance, or its association as

the place of the sanctuary 2 Ch. i^, may have led to its substitu-

tion in the text in place of an original Gibeah, the home of the

family of Saul. Jcuel, derived from 9^5 (^xij;"., Qr. ^X'^y'').

Maacah, name of frequent occurrence cf. 2^^ 32. Abdon, cf. v. "^.

Zur ("11^), name of a prince of Midian Nu. 25'^ 318 Jos. 13";

here undoubtedly to be connected with Zeror ("ll'^'i') in Saul's

pedigree, i S. 9'. Kish, father of Saul i S. 9' et al. Ba al, perhaps

the original was Abiba'al ('?p^''3K) {cf. Marquart, Fnndamente,

p. 15). It has also been compounded with the following Nadab

(31J), but the intervening Ner, given in 92^, also here in (g^, is

against this; yet, at any rate, Baal is probably an abbreviation

(Noeldeke, EBi. Names § 57). Ner and also MiklotJff (v. '«), from

their mention in vv. '^ f^ should be inserted as in 9'^ ' (Be., Ke.,

Zoe., Oe., Bn., Ki.). N^er, elsewhere always of the father of

Abner the captain of Saul's host (cf i S. 14^° et al.). Gedor,

as a personal name only here; on place-name cf. 4*. Ahio, as

a personal name cf. 2 S. 6' '•, where We. reads his brother as the

reading in v. '^ Dr. prefers there the proper name Ahio

(TS. p. 204). (Bt^ has his brother here. Zecher f, in 9" Zecha-

riah.

—

32. Shimeah f] 92* Shimeam \.—Now these indeed

opposite their brothers dwelt with their brothers in Jernsalem'\.

This sentence is difficult to understand in its connection. The
usual interpretation has been that these refers to the family of

Mikloth or Shimeah, and that in opposite their brothers the refer-

ence is to Benjaminites dwelling in Gibeon or elsewhere outside of

Jerusalem, while with their brothers refers to fellow tribesmen in
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Jerusalem (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.). The emphasis certainly is on

the dwelling in Jerusalem. Ki. regards the words as a late gloss.

Ba. suggests "The heading of a list which has been lost." Bn.

brings to a close here a paragraph of Benjaminite families in

Gibeon of the period of the Chronicler. Vv. "-ss giving the line of

Saul, he regards as of doubtful origin, although probably from the

Chronicler and with its heading, which should correspond to i S.

9', missing. Hogg, after finding in vv. «-" the descendants of the

clan of Gera, sees in vv. ^o-'^ the descendants of Becker, "the only

other Benjaminite clan known to history." He reads "^^^2 ''J31

"And the sons of Bichri were Abdon, etc." V. " he connects with

V. " as a part of an element having arisen in its present form

from its original place in c. 9.—33. And Ner begat Ahner*]

(Be., Oe., Kau., Ki., Bn.). {M, Kish. also 9".) Abner is clearly

the true reading, since in g'^ {v. also v. '") N'er and Kish are

apparently brothers, and in i S. 9' Kish is the son of Ahiel, and in

I S. 14" both Ner and Kish are sons of Abiel, according to the

reading now generally adopted (see Sm. Com. in loco) (Ke. re-

tained Kish, regarding the Ner here mentioned as "the progenitor

of the line from which Saul was descended "). Zoe. gives the same

view, but thinks owing to the prominence of Abner originally there

was in the text, "And Ner begat Abner and Kish begat Saul."

—

Jonathan and Malchi-shua are given among Saul's sons in i S.

14*', where also Eshbaal {h]!2Vi< = ^j;atl>''S') is to be found in

Ishvi (•'Vw''' = Vli'X, T" = mn\ having been substituted for hy2)

(see Sm. Com. in loco). Elsewhere Eshbaal or Ishbaal appears

in I and 2 S. as Ishbosheth (nt:'ati'''« Bosheth "shame" tak-

ing the place of Baal). These changes were made to avoid the

abhorred name Baal and such recensions seem to have been made

at a later date than the composition of i Ch. {cf. Ashbel v. ').

Abinadab probably belongs also to the original text of i S. 14*',

since Jonathan, Malchi-shua, and Abinadab are mentioned as slain

with their father on Mt. Gilboa (i S. 31= i Ch. lo^).—34. Merib-

ba'al f ]
9^'"' (^j;^ 2''nD), in 9^°^ Meri-baal (^yn "'ID). The former

gives the meaning "Baal contends," and is preferred by Nestle

{Eigennamen, p. 121) and Noeldeke {EBi. Names, § 42), the latter

supported by (^ in 8" Mept^aaX, "Hero of Baal," by Bn., Ki.
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(SBOT.), Gray (HPN. p. 201), and Kerber {Hebrdischen Ei-

gennamen, pp. 45/.)- In 2 S. 4^ 9^ et ah, this son of Jonathan is

called Mephibosheth (nil'3''5D). Bosheth is a substitution for

Baal {v. s.), while Mephi OSD) is probably a corruption of

Meri ("""ID). This latter already appears in (^^, here and 9^°, in

Me/A(/)i/3aa\.

—

Micah'\ frequent personal name, cf. 5^.—35.

PitJwn^\—Melech-\] "king" probably with reference to deity,

and like Baal an abbreviation. (^^ has MeX;^^^? ^ MoX^itjX

{bi^'':2b^).—Tarea'] (yiSn) f Tahrea f g'^—Ahaz] besides the

King of Judah, as a personal name only here.—36. Jeho'addah]

(myin*') t- J^^'rah (my) 9^= -^.—'Alemeth]. Cf. jK—'Aztna-

vcth] (niDTj;, Ki. SBOT. mOTj;) "Death is strong," occurs

also as the name of one of David's heroes ii'^ 2 S. 23^', and of

one of his oflficers 27", and as either a family or place name in

12^, and that of a place, mod. Hizmeh, four miles north-east of

Jerusalem, hence of Benjamin, Ezr. 2" Ne. 12" with Beth Ne.

728.

—

Zimri] name of King of Israel i K. 16 ^ et al., of the prince of

Simeon Nu. 25'% cf. also 2^

—

Moza], the name elsewhere only

2".—37. Bin a f].

—

Raphah]. Cf. for occurrence of name else-

where 20^ 2 S. 2i'«. Raphiah 9", cf. for occurrence of name 3"

4" 72 Ne. 3'.—£/"a5a/t] name not infrequent, (i) 2^% (2) Je. 29=, (3)

Ezr. 10".

—

Azel or ^za/ f (unless Zee. 14^)].—38. Azrikam his

first boni^'\. (S, §, have 1^32 his first bom instead of iH Tl3i

Bocheru, which latter reading has clearly arisen from the falling of

one of the six sons from the text and thus supplies the deficiency.

The absence of the connective before 1'\22 shows also that the

word originally was first born. Some mss. of (^ {cf. Holmes) supply

a son Acra at the close (but not (^^^^). ^ divides the name 'Azri-

kam into ^?}.ik and >a-»-a.

—

Ishma'el] occurs frequently as a proper

name in the late Hebrew and Jewish period, (i) Je. 40' =•, (2) 2 Ch.

19", (3) 23', (4) Ezr. 10".

—

Sheariah f].

—
'Oftat/Ja//] frequent name.

—Hanan] see v. '^—The names in w. "-ss of the descendants of

Saul are clearly designed to be personal, and since no necessarily

late names appear among them and since they are free from

repetitions such as appear in the artificial genealogies of the

priests and Levites (cf. 5'" " (6* «•) 6' «• "^ «•>), there is no reason

to doubt their genuineness (Gray, HPN. p. 241). Twelve genera-
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tions from Saul are given, which would bring the record down to

near the period of the exile.

39. 40. Not given in c. 9.

—

'Eshek\ his brother'] i.e., the brother

of Azel (Be., Ke.), if the verse has its right context.

—

Ulam] only

here and y'^.

—

Jeiish] see 7'°.

—

Eliphelei] name of son of David 3'

14' and two persons mentioned in Ezr. 8'^ 10='.

—

Bow men]. Cf.

2 Ch. 14'.

—

One hundred andfifty]. This number fits in well with

those given of families in Ezr. 2' « .—These verses may be taken

as a fragment without close connection with the foregoing (Bn.)

or following directly on v. " (Meyer, Entst. Jiid. p. 161, Hogg).

Hogg reads Shua (yitr) or perhaps Shual (^yi'w') in place of

'Eshek (pyl^y) and finds thus a continuation of a line of descent

from Gera v. K Then, of course, his brother refers to the con-

nection with Ehud v. \

IX. 1-34. The inhabitants of Jerusalem.—This section

in vv. 2-'7. 22a has marked affinity with Ne. 11'". Both

passages enumerate the inhabitants of Jerusalem on the same

general plan, with striking coincidences in the names of the

residents.

(i) The children of Judah according to the clans of Perez, Shelah

{v. i.), and Zerah, with representatives of the same name for the first

two, since 'Uthai hriv;) (v.*) is equivalent to 'Athaiah (ninj?) (11^),

and 'Asaiah (nijj'j;) (v. 6) to Ma'asiah (nvryc) (ii^. (2) The chil-

dren of Benjamin, with Sallu son of Meshullam in each (v. ' ii')- (3)

The priests with Jedaiah, Jehoiarib, Jachin in each (v. 'i 11'°), '.izariak

(nnrj;) equivalent plainly to Seraiah (nn.:'), since their pedigrees are

the same, i.e., the son of Hilkiah, the son of Meshullam, the son of Zadok,

the son of Meraioth, the son of Ahittib, the ruler of the house of God (v."

11"), and 'Adaiah, the son of Jeroham with the same names Pa^/zA/zr and

Malchi'jah in his pedigree (v. '^ ii'^) and Ma'asai the son of'Adiel the

son of Jahzerah . . . the son of Meshillemith the son of Immer

(n-'oViyo }3 . . . min^ ]2 Sxny p icyn) (v. i^), equivalent to " Amashsai

the son of 'Azarel the son of Ahzai the son of Meshillemoth the son of

Immer " (nmSa'D 12 mhn p Ssniy p ^ditdj;) (ii"). (4) The Levites with

Shemaiah the son of Hashshub the son of 'Azrikam the son of Hashabiah

and Mattaniah the son of Mica the son of Zikri (or Zabdi) the son of

Asaph and 'Obadiah (Abda) the son of Shema'iah (Shammua) the son

of Galal the son of Juduthun in each (vv. i*-i6 n". u).
(2) The

gate-keepers with 'Akkub and Talmon in each (v. " 11").
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These similarities have found an explanation in the continuity

of the families of Jerusalem before and after the exile, our chapter

giving the former, and Ne. ii the latter (Ke., Zoe., Oe.). Such

actual continuity with its preservation in records can hardly be

seriously maintained, although it probably was the notion of who-

ever gave this chapter its place in i Ch. (Bn., Smd. List. p. 7,

Meyer, Entst. Jud. p. loi). This writer is usually regarded as the

Chronicler, but since the Chronicler has treated other matters in

cc. 1-8, and since he systematically considers the duties of the

Levites and gate-keepers (vv. "=") in 26'^ «-, it has been held

that this chapter is an interpolation (so Bn.). Its author seems to

have taken a register of post-exilic inhabitants and given it a place

here on the supposition that this register represented also pre-

exilic conditions (Smd. List. p. 7, Bn.). The chapter seems re-

lated to Ne. II, through their both having a common source (Be.,

Smd., Ba., Bn., Ki.), and the differences between them may be due

to changed conditions of population in Jerusalem—Ne. 11 repre-

senting those of the time of Nehemiah and our chapter those of

the time of the Chronicler (Ki.). Both chapters are regarded by

Meyer (Entst. Jud. pp. 189 /.) as free fancies of the Chronicler

without historical worth. This is possible.

In favor of the Chronicler's composition of this chapter may be

alleged the fact that the Chronicler in the preceding chapters with

few exceptions deals with the dwelling-places of the tribes. The

city of Jerusalem could not well have been overlooked, it is argued,

and yet could not be assigned to any one tribe, hence the list of

inhabitants from three tribes, Judah, Benjamin, and Levi.

(The words in v. ', Afid of the children of Ephraim and Manasseh,

are wanting in Ne. 11, and since none such are enumerated in the

following verses, are probably a gloss. Yet v. i.) (For further

points on introduction v. i. w. * ^
.)

1. And all Israel was registered]. This sentence appears like

a reference to the foregoing genealogies of i Ch. and has been so

taken (Ke., Zoe., Oe.), but the following statement, "behold they

are written, etc.,'' rather implies that v. ' is an independent intro-

duction to this section (Be.) from the hand of the interpolator

(Bn.). All Israel is not the ten tribes taken in contrast to Judah
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(Be.) but either all the tribes in general (Ke., Zoe., Bn.), or better,

Judah and the elements which adhered to the S. kingdom after

722 B. c. (Ki.).

—

The Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah]

thus (g, B, Meyer, Entst. Jud. p. 100; "The Book of the Kings of

Israel" HI, AV., RV., Zoe., Kau., Ki., and generally. Judah,

then, according to this latter rendering, is the subject of the follow-

ing verb and the next clause reads "and Judah was carried away

captive, etc." On this ''Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah"

cf. 2 Ch. 27' 35" 36', where it is mentioned in connection with

Jotham, Josiah, and Jehoiakim {v. Intro, pp. 21 ff.). Here the

reader is referred to this work for the registration of all Israel,

while the writer confines himself to that of the inhabitants of

Jerusalem.

—

They were carried away, etc.]. This can refer only

to all Israel as represented in Judah. The subject need not be

Judah of the text, but can readily be supplied. The sentence serves

as an introduction to the following enumeration, since the cap-

tivity had become the dividing point in historical reckoning.

—

2. A modification of Ne. 1 1^.

—

First]i.e., chief, after the suggestion

of Ne. 11^, "And these are the chief men of the province who

dwelt in Jerusalem " ('Ii1 ni'^lIO tl'^n PI^S'), and the list vv. * «• is

taken as that of chief men (Ba.); or the first after the return from

the captivity, i.e., the inhabitants of the land in the first century

after the restoration (cf. use of ]DK"1 in Ne. 5'^ 7') (Be.); but the

position of this chapter shows that the writer designed to give pre-

exilic inhabitants and it is better to take first with that force (Ke.,

Zoe., Oe., Meyer, Bn., Ki.).

—

In their possessions and their cities].

These words are almost meaningless here. They can only signify

that the inhabitants of the land generally were divided into the

four following classes. They are an abridgment of " In cities of Ju-

dah dwelt each one in his own possession in their cities" (Ne. 11^),

where the point is that those enumerated in the following verses

as inhabitants of Jerusalem formerly resided outside of the city

in which they had now chosen of their own free will to dwell

(Ne. 1 1
2).

—

Israel, the priests, the Levites, and the Nethinim].

These words also are taken from Ne. 11', from which "and the

sons of Solomon" has been omitted, possibly because at this time

this designation had ceased, "sons of Solomon" being compre-
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hended under the Nethinim. Israel, i.e., laymen not of Levitical

descent (cf. Ezr. 2'"' lo^ et al.). The Nethinim, Temple servants

reckoned as inferior to the Levites, although later probably amalga-

mated with them. They are only mentioned here and in Ezr.

2<B. 68. 70 y7 gi7. 20 ^g. 3"' 3> y^e. 60. 73 -^Qii (28) ns. 2i_ Thcy probably

were of Canaanitish origin—most likely to be connected with the

Gibeonites (Jos. 9") and the foreigners mentioned in Ez. 44'.

—3. And in Jerusalem dwelt certain of the children of Juduh and

certain of the children of Benjamin]. These words appear also

in Ne. ii^

—

And certain of the children of Ephraim and Manas-

seh\ These words apparently have been added to this post-exilic

register to make it fit pre-exilic conditions. According to the

Chronicler, members of Ephraim and Manasseh adhered to the

S. kingdom (2 Ch. 28^ 30"- '^ 34'). They are not, however, men-

tioned by him in connection with the restoration.

4-6. The sons of Judah.—4. Ne. ii^^ begins with "From the

sons of Judah," which may be supplied as the heading of this

verse (Ki.) or the equivalent of this heading may be seen in the

son of Judah, with which the verse ends and which is not found in

Nehemiah.— Uthai f] 'Athaiah Ne. ii< f {v. s.). The names,

whichever is original, are obscure and of uncertain meaning.

—

'Ammihud]. Cf. j^^—'Omri]. Cf. 7^

—

Imri] Ne. 3^ f
.

—

Bani].

Cf. 6'', a frequent name in Ezr.-Ne.—This line of descent is

entirely obscure and different from the one given in Ne. ii^

—

Perez]. The most conspicuous clan of Judah (cf. 2' ^).—5. The

Shilonites] (''J^'»U'n Ne. ii^ i;3i?'jn) correspond with the Shela-

nites Ci vtt^n) given in Nu. 26=° as the family or clan from Shelah

the son of Judah, cf. 4".

—

'Asaiah]. Cf. 4'^ Ma'asaiah Ne. ii*

{v. s.), whose line of descent through six ancestors from "the

Shilonite" is given.—6. Zerah]. Cf. 2" the third clan of Judah.
—Jeuel]. Cf. 9«. Not given in Ne., where the corresponding

verse (11^) reads "and all the sons of Perez," the last word an

error for Zerah (Meyer, Entst. Jud. p. 187, note).

—

Six hundred

and ninety] in Ne. ii« the number is "468 men of strength," i.e.,

capable of military service. The larger number may indicate the

increase of population of this clan at the time when this chapter

was written.
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7-9. The sons of Benjamin.—7. SalluthesonofMeshidlatn]

given also in Ne. 11'
f, but with a decidedly different pedigree.

It is not improbable that ^^son of Hodaviah son of Hassenuah"

(riK^DH p r^mn jS) is a corruption or derivation of "Judah

son of Hassenuah" (n«1JDn p nTin'') Ne. 11' (rT'lTin and

min'' are confused in Ezr. 2^" and y), and hence the pedigree

of this Salhi son of Meshidlam has here been entirely omitted.

—

8. Ibneiah f] has been seen in "Gabbai" or "Gabbai Sallai" of

Ne. 118.—The other heads here mentioned, Elah and Meshidlam,

are without correspondences in Ne.—9. The number in Ne. is

928.

10-13. The priests.—Here the correspondence with Ne. is

very exact {v. s.). The material, however, is given more com-

pactly, since only one enumeration is given v. '', cf. Ne. 11 '2- »' '<,

Six priestly families are mentioned, Jedaiah, Jehoiarib, and

JacJiin, V. '", without pedigrees, apparently because these three

names appear among the priestly families who received courses or

appointments for service in the Temple at the time of David

:

Jedaiah, the second course 24'; Jehoiarib, the first 24'; Jachin,

the twenty-first 24'^ Jeda iah also appears as a family name in the

list of the priests who returned with Zerubbabel Ezr. 2^^ Ne.

7", and as the name of two chiefs of the priests of the same period

Ne. 1 2^ f-. Jehoiarib or Joiarib (Ne. 1 1 '") is the name of a priestly

house of the days of Joiakim whose head was Mattenai Ne. 12",

and from which the Maccabees were descended (i Mac. 2').

Persons of this name also are mentioned among the priests who
went up with Zerubbabel Ne. i2«, and with Ezra Ezr. 8'^ 'Adaiah

and Maasiah (v. s.) v. ^"^ belong most likely to the same category

as the other three families, since, while not names of priestly houses

mentioned in 24^-18, the former is given as a descendant of Malchi-

jah, who held the fifth priestly course (24'), and the latter from

Immer, who held the sixteenth {2^^*). Azariah v. ", for which we

should read Seraiah, after Ne. 11", probably represents a similar

priestly family that appears among the list of the priestly families

of the time of Joiakim Ne. 12 12. A priest of the same name is

given in Ne. 12' among those who returned with Zerubbabel.

The genealogy of Seraiah, however, is that of the high priest
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Seraiah, the father of Jehozadak, who went into captivity, with the

variation of Meshullum for Shallum and the insertion of Meraioth.

Cf. 5" ' (6'2 ^). While it is possible that this is the true genealog}'

of this Seraiah and that he represents the high priest's family, the

view is plausible that this genealogy has arisen through the gloss

of some one who identified Seraiah with the high priest of that

name (Bn.). 'Azariah most hkely came into the text from. " Azariah

the father of Seraiah" (5^° (6'^)). The rider of the house of God

may refer either to Ahitub or 'Azariah (Seraiah). This latter may

have arisen from 2 Ch. 31'^ where Azariah of the reign of Hezekiah

is given that office, or it may describe an actual office of the time

of this record. This office may not mean that of the high priest,

since in 2 Ch. 31 ^ several such rulers are mentioned. The sum

of the numbers of these priestly families given in v, " is 1,760,

while in Ne. ii'''- "• " we have 822, 242, and 128, a total of 1,192.

V. >' not only contains this single summary but groups together

phrases found scattered in Ne. 11. And their brethren the heads

of their fathers^ houses has its correspondence in 1 1'^ f-
; mighty men

of valor, in 11'^; the work of the service of the house of God, in ii'^

In addition to the names given here, Ne. 11'^ mentions an overseer,

"Zabdiel the son of Haggedolim."

14-16. The Levites.

—

14. 5/;ewa'ia/j appears in Ne. ii'^with

the same pedigree except that instead of closing with/row the sons

of Merari (niQ ''22 p) the line closes with "son of Buni"

(•212 j2). This latter may have arisen from the former (Be.).

The name is frequent and given in connection with the Merarite

Juduthun in v. " and 2 Ch. 29*^ (Ne. ii'« has no parallel in our

passage.)—15. Bakbakkar f] is a strange name, perhaps the same

as Bakbukiah Ne. ii''.

—

Heresh f and Galal] are wanting in

Ne. II.

—

Mattaniah, etc.] in Ne. 11" {v. s.) is styled "the chief

to begin the thanksgiving in prayer," RV. The text probably is

corrupt (see Mattaniah, £5i.).—16. 'Obadiah] (v. s.).—And

Berechiah son of Asa the son of Elkanah who dwelt in the villages

of the Netophathites] entirely wanting in Ne. 11; appears like a

marginal gloss added by some one to complete the list of Levitical

singers rather than the inhabitants of Jerusalem. Elkanah

represents the family of Heman, the Kehathite, otherwise not
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represented here (r/. 6' «<"'). The villages of the Nelophatkites are

mentioned in Ne. 12=8 as the residences of "the singers." Netopha

has been identified with "Umm Toba," north of Bethlehem

(SWP. III. p. 52), or Beit N'etltf, about twelve miles west of Bethle-

hem (Rob. BR. II. pp. 16/., rejected by Bn., Baed.< p. 124). The

number of the Levites (in Ne. 11" 284) is entirely omitted. This

list of the Levites is principally that of the guilds of singers.

17-34. The gate-keepers and their duties.—In this section

only w. ''• "'^ are paralleled in Ne. 11 and the remainder is a

further description of the personnel and duties of the gate-keepers

of the Temple and possibly of some additional Levites. The

statements, however, are somewhat contradictory and confused.

Conditions of the writer's own time v. '8% of the Davidic period

V. ", and of the Mosaic period are not sharply distinguished. Like-

wise the status of the gate-keepers is not definitely outlined. They

are introduced as though distinct from the Levites (v. " compared

with V. "), and yet they are called Levites (w. i'- ^e). Their office

goes back to the Mosaic period (vv. '^ '), and yet David and

Samuel are said to have ordained them in their office (v. ").

They appear in the list of the inhabitants of Jerusalem and yet

they, or at least a portion of them, are given residence in villages

outside of the city (\'^^ ". 25)^ Jn the description of their duties

the writer passes at once, without any indication of the fact, in

V. 26b (Be., Ke., Oe., Zoe., Bn., Ki.), or in v. =9 (Ba., ARV.), to the

duties of the Levites in general. And finally in v. '^ the statement

is made that these are the singers and in v. ^* we have a subscription

apparently of an altogether different paragraph, i.e., a list of the

chief men of the Levites who dwelt at Jerusalem. A partial solu-

tion of these difficulties may be found in the following considera-

tions : (i) The gate-keepers, probably in the earliest post-exilic

period, were regarded as distinct from the Levites, and this distinc-

tion was made in the first list of the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

reflected in w. '<• " Ne. ii'^- 's^ but later they, or at least the chief

gate-keepers, were reckoned as Levites (vv. 19 ' 25 q 26). (2) The

tradition respecting their origin may have been this : first, that

along with the other officials of the Temple they were instituted

by David and Samuel (v. " cf. 16" 26' ^
), and then, secondly, that
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this institution applied only to the subordinate gate-keepers who
resided in the country (vv. "• "), while the chief gate-keepers who

resided in Jerusalem (v. ") traced their office to the Mosaic period

(w. " '•). (3) The abrupt transition of subject may be due to

corruptions of the text or the omission of verses originally written

(v. l).

17. Shallum, Akkub and Talmon] are among the six fami-

lies of gate-keepers who returned with Zerubbabel according to

Ezr. 2". Shallum does not appear in Ne. ii'', probably through

a copyist's oversight. He is mentioned with the others in Ne. i2'5

under the name MeshuUam (see also v. ^^).—Ahiman] (jOTIS)

wanting in Ne., and elsewhere only the name of a son of an Anakite

Nu. 13" Jos. 15'^ Ju. I'" f, is suspicious and may have arisen from

the following Iheir brethren (DHTIi^) (Ba.), written perhaps to

take the place of Ater, which may have been dropped from the

original text, since four names are needed (r/. Ezr. 2*- and io=%

where Ater (^tD^^) may have been corrupted into Uri (''^IS)).

Or this fourth name, A himan, may have been coined to meet the

requirement of v. ^\ the original document of the inhabitants of

Jerusalem having only three names.—18. And up to this time].

The reference is to the period of the writer, i.e., of the Chronicler

(Ki.), or of his interpolator (Bn.). At that time Shallum was

stationed in the king's gate on the east side of the Temple area.

The eastern gate of the court of Solomon's Temple may have been

called the king's gate and the ancient name may have been pre-

served in the second Temple; or this name, since the natural en-

trance for the King would have been directly from the palace on

the south, may have been derived from Ezekiel's temple, in which

the royal entrance is placed on the east (Ez. 46' ^).—Of the camp of

the sons of Levi] that is, the Temple with its chambers and courts,

an expression derived from Nu. 2'^, and paralleled in the "camp

of Yahweh" 2 Ch. 31=, and doubtless used to indicate that the

families of the gate-keepers (v. ") already at the time of Moses were

"in office" (r/. v. ^^^).—19. Shallum] clearly the same as the Shal-

lum of V. ", and identical with Meshelemiah 26', Shelemiah 26'^.

—

Keepers of the thresholds], i.e., gate-keepers. Cf. for the use of

this term 2 Ch. 34' 2 K. 12'° <=> 23^ 25" Je. 35^.

—

Of the tent] i.e.,
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either of the tabernacle or the Temple; the term could apply to

either (see v. ") and probably was used with that intent; or the

writer may have meant David's tent (2 S. 6") (Zoe., Oe.).

—

And
theirfathers were over the camp of Yahweh keepers of the entrance].

There is no record of this in P, but since the Korahites were

given descent from Kehath (Ex. 6'8- 2'), and since the Kehathites

held the first place among the servants of the holy place and were

responsible for the holiest vessels (Nu. 4^ "•), this tradition could

easily have arisen. The camp of Yahweh is the tabernacle, and

the entrance is the entrance into the court of the tabernacle (Ke.),

or the reference is to the camp of Israel and its entrance (Ba.).

The former, the more usual explanation, is to be preferred.—20.

And Phinehas the son of Ele azar was ruler over them in time past].

This tradition may have arisen from Nu. 25^ «•, where in v. « is

mentioned the "door of the tent of meeting" where all the congre-

gation of Israel were gathered, and in v. ', "Phinehas arose from

the midst of the congregation and took a spear in his hand," as

though he were an officer there on duty, in command of the keep-

ers of the gate.

—

May Yahweh be with hi?ri!] an instance of the

Jewish and Oriental custom of uttering a pious wish when men-

tioning the name of a distinguished righteous dead person.

—

21. Zechariah, etc.] a continuation of the glorification of Shalliim

V. ", since (identifying Shallum with Meshelemiah and Shelemiah)

(262- '") Zechariah was his son. Zechariah clearly was a man of

prominence in the priestly traditions, " a discreet counsellor "

(26'^). In connection with vv. " f- the tent of meeting must be

understood as the tabernacle at Gibeon (Bn., Ki.) or the tent

for the ark during the time of David, while as a continuation

of vv. '' ' clearly the Mosaic tent is meant (Bn.). Vv. 's"^-' are

parenthetical and probably a gloss, since by making the gate-

keepers' office an institution of the Mosaic period they appar-

ently contradict the statement of v. ^2^ where David and Samuel

are its founders (Bn., Ki.) (yet v. s.).—22. All of them who were

chosen for gate-keepers at the thresholds were 212]. This state-

ment is a continuation of v. "S". Cf. Ne. 11", where the number

is 172.

—

They were reckoned by genealogies in their villages].

The emphasis is on the final phrase in anticipation of v. ".

—
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David and Samu'el the seer established them in their office of

trust]. This statement respecting the work of David is agree-

able to the Chronicler's view of his having organised the personnel

of the sanctuary, priests 24', Levites 23" 24", singers 2S> «,

gate-keepers 16^* and implicitly in 26' ^^ Samii'el is called the

seer after i S. 9^ also so called in 26^8 29^9, likewise Hanani 2 Ch.

16 '• '". This is the only record of Samuel's participation in ar-

rangements for the sanctuary and it is a good example of Jewish

Midrash. Historically, his activity could only have been in con-

nection with the tabernacle placed by the Chronicler at Gibeon

(16" 2 Ch. i=), since he died before the death of Saul, and hence

before the reign of David.—23. They and their children were at

the gates of the house of Yahweh, the tent-house, for guards]. This

statement refers to the families of gate-keepers living in Jerusalem.

The two expressions, the house of Yahweh and the house of the

tent, seem used to cover both the case of the Temple and the period

of David before the Temple was built. The second expression

then either refers to the tent of the ark on ISIt. Zion (cf. 16") or

the tabernacle at Gibeon ; or the writer may not have distinguished

between them. This last is most likely. For guards, i.e., guardi-

ans of the gates, cf. Ne. JK—24. Cf. the arrangement of the gate-

keepers in 26''' «f .—25. And their brethren who were in their vil-

lages were obliged to cojyie every seven days, from time to time, to

be with these]. No mention elsewhere is made of the gate-keepers

dwelling in villages. The singers, however, did so (see v. '=).

These, i.e., the gate-keepers mentioned in v. "».—26. For the

four chief {heroes of) gate-keepers were in continual ofjice {trust)]

i.e., they did not rotate from time to time as the under gate-

keepers. The/oHr clearly represented the four fam.ilies of v. "^
—They are the Levites]. From this it would seem that the under

gate-keepers who resided in the villages were not yet reckoned as

Levites. The writer possibly has meant to distinguish two classes

of gate-keepers: first those of the four families of v. '', who traced

their office to the time of Moses, were acknowledged of Levitical

descent, resided in Jerusalem, and whose representatives held the

continual office of chief gate-keepers and whose duties are de-

scribed in vv. 26 b f.j secondly the under gate-keepers, who resided
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out of Jerusalem, traced their office to David and Samuel, and

performed their duties at stated intervals, and were not reckoned

as Levites {v. s.).—And they were over the chambers and the

treasuries of the house of God\ These words either introduce a

new paragraph speaking of the duties of the Levites in general

and not of the gate-keepers (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Kau., Bn., Ki.)

or the four chief gate-keepers are still the subject (H, EVs., Ba.).

In 26" s-, after the enumeration of the gate-keepers, a list of in-

dividual Levites who were over the treasuries is given. Chambers,

store-chambers in which tithes and sacred vessels were kept.

Cf. 2 Ch. 31' "• '- Ne. 13^-^ These were both a part of the

Temple itself (judging from the plan of Solomon's and Ezekiel's

Temples, see DB. and EBi.), and possibly separate buildings in

the courts (26'^) (Bn.). Very little, however, is known of Zerub-

babel's Temple.—27. They lodged round about the house of God,

for upon them rested the duty of watching, and they had charge

of opening {the temple) every morning]. The subject is either

the Levites who had charge of the stores of the Temple and

hence were required to guard them with care day and night, or,

as the last clause suggests, the principal gate-keepers. Open-

ing (nnSD) may also be rendered key, as elsewhere Ju. 3" Is.

22"
f, hence they were over the key, i.e., it was incumbent upon

them to open the storehouses every morning (Be.).—28. And
some of them had charge of the utensils of service]. Probably the

more costly traditional gold and silver utensils (28" ^- Dn. i^

52 «•) are here referred to, since they were to be accurately counted.

—29. The holy utensils] from the connection would appear to

have been those used in the offerings of the products of the soil.

—30. A statement suggested by the last word of v. "; perhaps

a gloss (Bn., Ki.). Its motive is to show the hmitation of the

work of the Levites in connection with the spices. On the work,

cf Ex. 3o"-38.—31. Shallum] is the family name and Mattithiah

the first born represents a different period of time from that in

which Zechariah was the first born {cf. vv. ''• " 26^). The name

Mattithiah is frequent i5'8- 21 16^ 253- 21 Ezr. 10" Ne. 8^f, but

none of its bearers can be identified with this person.

—

In the

office of trust over the pastry of flat cakes]. Cf. Lv. 2' «• 6' ' "< '>
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7" «, etc.—32. Kehathiies]. One of the three great divisions of

the Levites, cf. Nu. 3"- "• ".

—

Tlieir brethren] with reference to

the Levites mentioned in v.". For the way of arranging the

show-bread, see Lv. 24' ^ .—33. A subscription out of place, since

the singers are not mentioned in the immediately foregomg verses.

It either was written in reference to vv. '^-'% which relate princi-

pally of singers (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.), or it closed a Hst of sing-

ers who dwelt in the Temple chambers and were freed from other

service (''"iltDS n^w^^^), which has been omitted from the text

(Bn., Ki.).

—

For day and night they were in their work] the

reason why they were freed from other service. On peculiar

sentence v. i.—34. Another subscription, either going with v. '' re-

ferring to all the Levites mentioned in w. ^o-'^, or it is a repetition

of 8=8 and has come in here with w. ^^-^ and has been adjusted

to the context by the insertion of the Levites, see 8-^

4. A comparison with N«». ii^ suggests that several names have

dropped from this Hne, thus:

Ne. 11^ VIA "'J^o SnSShd p nitostt' ja nncK p nnsr )3 nvp p nipy.

I Ch. g* y\D >j3 ]D "ija p ncN p nnj? p nininj; p ^nv.

—nDN] wanting in (§, since the transHteration would be the same as

that for n;:jj, cf. (gk—5. ijS^s'n] Ne. ii' oSb'h, read with Nu. 262"

^?^W\}, so Be., Ke., Oe., Kau., Bn., Ki.

—

-m^jd n-<a'};] the first-born

appears wrong when none of Asaiah's brothers are given, d read noa,

which is certainly wrong as far as the suffix is concerned (after p
••jStt'n). Possibly the original was ina p niB^j? cf ina p nis-yn Ne. 11*.

—10. aiT'in^] Ne. ii'" incorrectly '1 p.—11. niitjn] Ne. 11" 7\>'\j:f.

—12. Dm' p] Ne. ii'2+ nnDi p <xnN ja n^'r-Ss p.—ja "rxny ]3 i;rj;Di

a'^ra ]2 mrn^] Ne. n'' vnx p hicwj p iDtt'oyi.—n^DStt'D] Ne. n^—

,

so d.—-13 presents in HI a long series of constructs (Dav. Syn. § 26).

Probably, however, before PDN-'i'n a '7 from the influence of the final

letter of S^n has fallen from the text (Ges. § 128c), or according to

Ne. iji^an iii'p has been omitted (cf 232^).—15. Since B-nn has no 1 pre-

fixed, Bj read V'^ri carpentarius. Instead of SSji cin Cheyne reads

nSnnn vn-\, "the leader in the song of praise," and places after Mat-

taniah . . . son of Asaph (EBi. ii. col. 2019).—nsT] some MSB., Ne.

ii" n3T.—16. r\^-;^a> p nnayi] Ne. jjidb' p c<-i3yi.

—

ndx] 32 mss. 1d«<)

read M.—18. mjnn] pi. Ges. § 1246 or e.—20b. my nin'>] (^ Kal

oJ/Tot /xer airov, # «yCioi» ^jlaoo, U coram Domino, AV., RV.
"And the Lord was with him."—22. nnn • ^^^ 2] ^n accusative of

the obj. Ges. § 125a f.n.—23. niiDt'cS] /or guards, cf. Ne. 7', BDB.
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mncc, I.—25. xuS] inf. with S of past time with implied injunc-

tion, Dr. TH. § 204, Ges. § 114^.—oicn nyai:''?] definite, regular,

and expected, since present to the mind, see Ges. §§ 134W, 126^.

—26. nnn] Dr. TH. § 201 (i).

—

dmSh on] an independent clause clos-

ing a section (Kau., Ki. Kom. Das sind die Leviten). (§ omits an

and 1 (before ti'') and connects with the following. Ke. (followed by

Zoe. and Ki. SBOT., and BH. doubtfully) also connects with the

following and suggests that the original text for vni dmSd ani was ici

vn QiiSn.—27. For oni Be. reads anci.—33. n3N^D3 an^Sy nS^'Si acv 'd]

literally, by day and by night there was upon them in the work, i.e., they

were busy day and night in their work. The clause is peculiar both

in having no subject expressed and in the peculiar force of 2 with

the noun. Cf. 1. 117 a, Ew. § 295 e, BDB. 3 V. note.

35-44. The genealogy of Saul.—A duplicate of S^'-^^ (see

pp. 164-7).



X-XXIX. THE HISTORY OF DAVID.

This history of David falls into two parts: (i) x-xx contain-

ing an account of his reign; (2) xxi-xxix preparations for the

building of the Temple and the orders and arrangements of the

servants of the Temple, (xxi serves as connecting link between

the two sections, since it could be appropriately classed with

either.)

X. The death of Saul.—The entire connection of David with

Saul is passed over and the Chronicler begins his history of David

with an account of the death of Saul taken from i S. 31'", with a

few slight variations due partly to intention, partly to accident, and

in some instances preserving a better text than the present ^ of

I S.

1. The narrative of the battle of Mt. Gilboa is introduced ab-

ruptly, the Chronicler taking for granted that the events which led

to it were well known to the reader. The introductory clause

Now the Philistines fought against Israel is a general statement

which was conveniently supplied by the source. In i S. it serves

to reintroduce the main theme after a digression concerning

David's attack upon the Amalekites.

—

Each man of Israel fled]

implying that the defeat turned into a panic in which each man

cared for his own life. This has been substituted by the Chron-

icler for the more general statement in i S. "and the men of

Israel fled," and was doubtless intentional to make the account of

the defeat more vivid.

—

And fell down slain in mount Gilboa].

According to i S. 28% the Philistines were encamped at Shunem

(the mod. Solam) and the Israelites were gathered together on Mt.

Gilboa (the mod. Jehel Fuktia). This ridge commands the en-

trance to the southern angle of the Plain of Esdraelon through

Dothan, and also the main highway from Esdraelon to the Jordan,

180
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viz., that through the Valley of Jezreel. It was, therefore, a point

of extreme importance to Israel and to the Philistines alike. To
the former it was the connecting link between the tribes north of

Esdraelon and those to the south, while to the latter it meant con-

trol of the important trade-route which drained the rich grain-fields

of the Hauran and passed on to the gardens of Damascus. The

Israelites failed to profit by the advantage they had gained in

possessing themselves, in advance, of the key to the situation.

—2. And the Philistines pursued Saul and his sons closely] is

paralleled by the action of the King of Syria who commanded his

charioteers at the battle of Ramoth-gilead to attack only the person

of the King of Israel (i K. 223').

—

Jonathan, Abinadah, Malchi-

shua]. Cf. 8=^=939.—3. The archers hit him]. The Heb. idiom

has it, "the archers /o/mJ him."—4. Draw thy sword and thrust

me through]. Cf. Ju. g^\—But his armorhearer would not] either

because of his reverence for his lord (Sm.), or, more likely, from

fear of blood-revenge {cf. 2 S. 2"), which would be all the more

certain to overtake one who slew the Lord's anointed {cf. i S. 26'').

—Then Saul took his own sword and fell upon it]. One of the

rare cases of suicide in the OT., cf. v. ^ 2 S. ly^^ i K. it^^ f, also

2 Mac. ID" 14^' -"6.—6. The abridgment, all his house, for "his

armorbearer and all his men" of i S., can scarcely be a reference

to Saul's servants (Ba.), yet it is certain that Saul's house did not

perish at that time {cf. 2 S. 2^ ' ). This is probably nothing more

than a careless statement by the Chronicler. Still, Bn. prefers

the text of Chronicles.—7. The valley from which the men of Israel

saw the defeat was that of Jezreel {cf. Ho. i^).

—

They forsook

their cities] one of which was doubtless Beth-shan, where the bodies

of Saul and his sons were exposed (i S. 3i"'- '2). The tenure of

the Philistines was of short duration, for in 2 S. 2^ we find Abner

making Ish-bosheth king over Jezreel. Yet this kingship may

have been one of vassalage to the Philistines.—9. And took his

head] implying that he had been beheaded, a fact directly stated in

the parallel.—10. And they put his weapons in the house of their

gods] just as the sword of Goliath had been deposited at the

sanctuary at Nob (i S. 21 ').—The variation of the text of v. ""> and

I S. 3ii"b suggests that in the original both readings were found:
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i.e., the passage read, His weapons they placed in the house of

Astarte, his skull they nailed in the house of Dagon and his body

they exposed on the wall of Beth-shan (Be., Zoe., Oe., Bn.) : other-

wise I S. preserves the original text (We., Dr., Ki., Sm.) and, as

is most likely, we have here a modification of the Chronicler.

—

In

the house of Dagon] to whom there were temples at Gaza (Ju.

16^1 ff
) and at Ashdod (i S. 5 i Mac. lo^^-ss 114). Dagon may be

derived from 31, fish, hence has been described by David Kimhi

as having the head and arms of a man and the body and tail of a

fish, or from j^l, corn, whence Philo Byblius makes him a god

of husbandry. The latter seems more appropriate for the in-

habitants of the Philistine plain, but the uncertain origin of these

people leaves the question open {cf. Del. Par. p. 139; Sayce, Rel.

Bab. pp. 188/.; Scholz, Gotzendienst, pp. 238^/.; Baud, in PRE.^

III. pp. 460^.; Jen. Kosmol. pp. 440^^.).—11. 12. All the in-

habitants* of Jabesh-gilead]. These paid a debt of gratitude to

Saul (cf. I S. iii-'i) by recovering his body and those of his sons

—

according to i S. in a raid by night—and giving them honourable

burial in a sacred place, under the oak in Jabesh. Burying the

dead was considered an act of piety (cf. Tob. i'* 2^).—The doubtful

phrase "and burnt them there" of i S., considered original by

Sm., was omitted by the Chronicler, since burning was looked upon

as something abominable (Am. 2').—The exact site of Jabesh-

gilead is uncertain. The name is still preserved in Wady Yabis.

Eusebius places it six Roman miles from Pella. Oliphant sought

it in the ruins Meriamln, and so more recently Merrill (but see

Buhl, GAP. p. 259). Robinson conjectured the ruins ed Deir

on the south side of the wady but somewhat off the road from

Beisan to Jerash (so GAS.).—13. 14. This reflection upon the

death of Saul with the observation that Yahweh turned the king-

dom unto David is direct from the Chronicler, and after his

manner cf. 2 Ch. 12^ 1318 21'° 24^^ 252" 27" 28^^ The cause of

Saul's death is found in his trespass of not keeping the word of

Yahweh, probably with reference to the disobedience recorded in

I S. 13'=' '• 15'-", and Saul's consultation with the witch of Endor

I S. 28' «. In V. "^ Saul is apparently misrepresented, since ac-

cording to I S. 28" Saul did ask of Yahweh but the Lord did not
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answer him. Doubtless the thought of the Chronicler was not

far from that of the mod. commentator who writes, "Saul had

neglected to seek the favour of Jehovah with proper zeal and then

inquire of Him" (Zoe.).

1. icn'^j] preferred as the original form by Bu., Sm. i S. 31'

Dicn'7j.—i'^K DJ11] I S. TjK IDJ11. On t^iN in distributive sense cj. Gn.

95 lo^ 4o5- 6 Ex. 12^ and often.

—

j?3Sj] i S. yaSjn also v. ».—2. . . . nnx

nnN] I S. 31^ PNi . . . nx. On the Chronicler's usage with nns

cj. Ju. 20" I S. 14".—jmr] I S. injin\ The spelling j.ijr is found

elsewhere, in i S. 13^- ' and some 27 other times.—3. Sixty Sj;] i S.

31' 'ia Sn. The substitution of Sj; for Vx may be due to the influence

of Aramaic, which does not use Sx. Bn. regards Sy as the original.

—

nB'pa Dmnn] i S. 'p3 dik'jx omen. The Chronicler has preserved the

better order and according to Bu. the better text. If a^rjx belonged

to the original text it should precede amnn (Dr.).—onvn jd Sn^] i S.

DniDHD ^^•D Shm. Probably the Chronicler's text is an abridgment.

The verb SnM presents a difiiculty. Dr. takes it from S^n "trembled."

Sm. thinks that 01 takes the word from SSn, we think more likely from

nSn, an apocopated Hoph. or for nSriM (Klo.), cf. i K. 22'^ = 2 Ch. iS^s

and 2 Ch. 352=. (6 renders here and 2 Ch. 18'' 35^' by the same word

iirdveaav, iwbvecra. Bu. gives the clause up as hopelessly corrupt.—

•

4. xrj-Sx] I S. 31'' x-^:"?.—Before iSSynni i S. has ''npn. The Chron-

icler's text is better (Bu., Sm.).—5. 3"\nn] i S. 31^ lain, which after

(& is to be preferred (Bn.).—iDj? is omitted after nDM. Bn. regards

both as additions to the original text. nD''i is wanting in C5^ by haplog-

raphy.—6. inn nm in^a Ssi] an abridgment of i S. 316 Sa dj vSo xl:':i

nm xmn ora rs-jx.—7. b'ix Sd] i S. 31' 'O'jx.—pnya tirx] preserving

more nearly the original text and an abridgment of i S. of which the

present text is \-\-\-'r\ •\2y2 lirxi pr:)-;r\ naya ityx, and in which naya each

time is probably a corruption of nya in the cities of (Klo., Bu., Sm.).

Dr. retains the present text of i S.—Sxiif'' '•B'jx, are the subject of iDj

in I S. (S has here lapa-^X, from which Kau. supplies SxTuJ'< >!rjx,

so also Ki. Some subject seems necessary. (6^ with nas before

laparjX = '1 Sj may retain the original reading of Ch. Then the

verb must be put in the sg. with 05.—D^^^y] i S. onyn nx.—ona] i S.

jna.—8. I S. 3 1 * has na'Sir nx before v:3.—9. nxi irxn nx ixifM maia'fln

vSo] I S. 31^ vSa nx itatrsii iirxi nx imsM.—inWM] Pi. requires as its

object the head and weapons of Saul (so Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Sm.).

Since, however, the inf. Ti^aS implies a personal subject it may be

well to understand messengers as the object of ihSb'^i and point as

a Qal (Kau., Ki., Bu.).—anuxp nx] i S. 'j? no, the former is to be

preferred (Bu., Sm.).—10. aninSx n^a] probably a direct departure
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from I S. 31'"' nnriB'y d>x mntt'j? sg. (Dr., Bu., Sm.).

—

^\r\h3h^ pni

JUT n^a wpr\] i S. ]^ no PDina lypn in^ij nxi. Instead of ij?pn, i/^ey

JroT/e jw as a tent pin, we probably should read i;?i7n in i S. they

exposed after Lagarde (Dr., Bu., Sm., Ki., Bn.).—11. tf3> So lyna'M

nySj] I S. 3111 i;'?j co' oiM vS^ i;cc>i. Ki. restores the latter in his

text of Ch. (SBOT., Kom.). (& read nySj ue^i Sa, which suggests

'j ca> lasri S3 as original here, so Kau., Bn.

—

TiTN Sa dn] i S. ib'n hn.

—12. After S'ln i S. 31^2 has n'?'''?n Sa laSii.—nau . . . nou nx inb'^i]

I S. HMJ . . . n^j PN inpM. The Chronicler has substituted the

Aram, and late Heb. word nou, found in the OT. only here, for

niu.—After vja the Chronicler has also omitted fir nia nmns.

—

dinom
HB'^ai] I S. ntra^ ixaM. The Chronicler perhaps has only added the

sf. because the vocalisation originally may have been the same {(&,

&).—Ch. omits OS' dhn isntw—cao rhn7\ rnn oninicxy dn napM] i S.

3ii3na»a'a Sirsn nnn nap^i on>nicsy nx inpii.—13. The verse presents

the heavy peculiar style of the Chronicler.—SINK'S] inf. used instead

of the finite verb (Ew. § 351 c, Ges. § 114/', Dav. Syn. § 96 R. 4), cf.

631.—tt>T,S] inf. in a supplemental sense equivalent in meaning to gain

instruction.

XI. 1-3. David made king over all Israel.—The Chronicler

omits, as foreign to the purpose of his narrative, David's reception

of the news of Saul's death, his reign over the tribe of Judah, and

his contest with the house of Saul (2 S. 1-4), and proceeds at once

to David's establishment as king over all Israel. The narrative

is a close copy of 2 S. 5'-'.—1. In 2 S. instead of all Israel "all the

tribes of Israel came," who represented the adherents of the house

of Saul in distinction from the tribe of Judah over which David

was reigning. The Chronicler, having in view the main fact rather

than the details of the history which he is passing over in silence,

uses Israel as including Judah with the rest {cf. vv. =>
' ).—3.

According to the word of Yahweh by the hand of Samuel]. These

words are the Chronicler's contribution to the narrative taken

from 2 S. It has been inferred that the Chronicler had among
his sources a "Testament of Samuel" (Bn.), but perhaps it is

suflScient to think of i S. 15^8 i6'- '.

1. Sx-iB-i Sa isapM] 2 S. 5' Snic' laac Sa ixa>i.

—

idhS] 2 S. idkS icnm

where -inN>i is wanting in H and naxS in <&.—njn] 2 S. ujn.—2.

The third DJ is wanting in 2 S. 5=.

—

nixidh nns iSn] 2 S. U'lSy iSd

N>siD nn^'-n nnx.—No;:m] 2 S. ocm is probably a scribal error, Ges.
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§ y^k.—r^^a nin^] 2 S. mn^, also (S^ in Ch. followed by Ki., SBOT.,

but the Greek tradition seems rather to support ll|, cf. ^'^^, H.—The
second ^dj; is wanting in 05 and 2 S., hence is omitted by Ki., SBOT.
—3. onh] 2S. 53 + I'-nn.

4-9. The capture of Jerusalem.—This is a somewhat free

and modified transcript of 2 S. 5^-'". The chronological notices of

2 S. 5* ' are omitted here to be inserted in a more appropriate

place (29").—4. Chronicles has all Israel engaged with David

in the assault upon Jerusalem, while 2 S. speaks of "the king and

his men," i.e., his body-guard or warriors. The Chronicler has

added the archaeological note explaining Jerusalem as though

anciently called Jebiis. This is after the usage of P, cf. Jos. 158

i8i6- 28 ju_ igio. ii_ Jebus as the ancient name of the city is proba-

bly a mere fancy derived from the fact that the Jebusites dwelt

there at the time of David. In the Amarna tablets the name

Urusalim repeatedly occurs, while there is no trace of a name cor-

responding to Jebus. Jerusalim is also given as the name in

Ju. I'- 21 Jos. i5»3 2 S. 5« (cf. Moore on Ju. ig'").

—

And there

were the Jebusites the inhabitants of the land]. In 2 S. we have

"against the Jebusites the inhabitants of the land," which phrase

sets forth directly the thought of an attack upon non-Israelites

as the purpose of David, while Chronicles has turned the words

into a description of the conditions of the time of David.—5.

Chronicles gives but the first part of the defiant speech of the Jebu-

sites to David, omitting the scornful boast of the impregnability of

Jerusalem, that the blind or the lame could defend it (2 S. 5«).

Probably the reference to them was no longer understood.—6.

This verse is far smoother and quite different from the obscure

parallel in 2 S. Although this prowess of Joab with its reward is

nowhere else mentioned, it probably was not an invention of the

Chronicler, and his later position as commander-in-chief may have

had some connection with the capture of Jerusalem in spite of the

fact that he led the men of David earlier (2 S. 2 '3).—8. Millo]

part of the fortifications of Jerusalem; location and meaning are

obscure (cf. 2 S. 5' i K. g'* 24 1127), xhe Chronicler placed it in

the city of David 2 Ch. 32^ (for discussion GAS. /. II. pp. 40^.).

—

And Joab restored the rest of the city]. This statement has no
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parallel in 2 S. The rest of the city means the city apart from the

citadel; David thus rebuilt the fortress and Joab the rest of the

city. This legend concerning Joab may have arisen from the

prominence of the family of Joab in post-exilic Israel, 4'^ Ezr. 2«

8' (We. TS.).

4. '?s-(tt'> Sdi hm-i] 2 S. 56 vtrjNi nScn. (g^ adopted by Ki., SBOT.,

favoured by Bn., follows 2 S. (6^ and ^ agree with ll|.

—

^2Z"' ^0^1^r\ aa'i]

2 S. aK'v ^Dia^in Sn.—5. du^ •<2v idnm] 2 S. -\cnm.—8. 3^303 tj?.! pM
a-iaon iyi ni'^ch jc] 2 S. 5' nnoi niSdh jd 20D i^n pii. (6^ omits

aoDH nyi niSdh p. (6'- follows !l^. ^oon is suspicious, especially

with the art., so perhaps the original was n-ian •^•;^ and to the palace

(Bn., Ki.).—nj3 (nja^i) is here used with the meaning to rebuild with

the added notion of enlarging, cf. 2 Ch. 8^ ns 26"-, merely rebuild-

ing, 2 Ch. 32* 333- 16 (BDB.).—-\'j?n -\nv nx n'^n'' 3nvi] wanting in

2 S. (S^ has Ka2 iiroX^nrjcrev Kal eXa^ev ttjv irdXiv with David as the

subject. (§!' follows 1^. § translates: "Joab gave his right hand to

the rest of the men who were in the city." This paraphrase is

based upon the rendering of riin> to keep alive (so Ba.). But the

meaning to restore is supported by ^^ TrepteTrof^o-aro, and the use of

n>n in Ne. 3'^—9. nini] 2 S. s"" +''nSN.

10-47. David's mighty men.—This section is taken from

2 S. 238-'' v^ith the exception of the introductory v. '", and w.
<ib-47 which give the names of sixteen additional mighty men not

recorded elsewhere. These additional names and the superscrip-

tion, V. "", have suggested that the entire list, w. =6-47^ came from

a source independent of 2 S. (Bn.) and perhaps the source of 2 S.

(Graf). Another explanation is that w. ^"'-^' are out of place,

belonging in c. 12 between v. ' and v. * (Bu. in Com.). The names

in vv. ''"'-" are in many instances if not all of persons from east of

the Jordan. The first twelve of these heroes given in w. 1° '^^ are

mentioned again as monthly commanders of the army of David

(272-15).

10. And these were the chief of the mighty men who belonged

to David who held strongly with him in respect to the kingdom,

together with all Israel to make him king'l. These words explain

the Chronicler's introduction of the list of the mighty men at this

point in his narrative. He regarded them as participants in the

coronation of David. In fact, many of these mighty men probably
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won their places in subsequent campaigns of David and were

unknown at this time (We. Prol. p. 173).

—

According to the word

of Yahweh unto Israel] is a good example of the Clironicler's re-

ligious comment and view-point of David's reign.

11-14. The three mightiest.—This section is incomplete.

Yv. 9b-iia of 2 S. 23 have been omitted by a copyist {v. i.), so that

the name of the third hero Shammah is lacking and his exploit is

assigned to Eleazar the second hero, whose own exploit has been

omitted.

—

11. Instead of Jashobeam we should read Ishbaal, and

instead of thirty, three, of whom Ishbaal was the foremost, coming

before Ele azar and Shammah. After 2 S. also eight hundred

should be read instead of three hundred.—12. Dodai *]. v. i.—
Ahohite]. Cf. v. ^^.—13. Pas-damrnim] wanting in 2 S. 29%

Ephes-dammim (i S. 17') {v. i).—14. They stood, etc.]. Read

after 2 S. 29", he stood, etc.

10. a-'pinnon] cf. 2 S. 3« Dn. 10" and for references 2 Ch. i».—11.

icDc] 2 S. 23* mcc, which Ki. prefers here. But the probability is

that Ch., the harder reading, has preserved the original, since the

sum is given in 2 S. 23" (cf. Bn.).—oyatl"] (6^ Ie<r€pada, ^ leo-ire/SaaX,

which are certainly not corruptions of ^ Icr^aa/i. = iU. 2 S. 2t"<

natrj, C6° lecr/Sio-^e ^ lecr^aaX. The Lucian text reveals the true

reading Sjjja" or h'jT^^a (Dr., Ki., et al.). The reading of 2 S. is a

corruption of nra-a'''N, cf. 8".—•jicDn-p] 2 S. ''JDDnn = ijoann (We.

TS., Dr., Bu.). In 272 we have '?n-i3! |3, which Bu. adds to the

text of 2 S. The reference in Hachmonite is unknown. A cor-

ruption of Dij-i-fa has been seen in it (EBi.).—a^u'iSirn ^ii-\] Qr. 'i

D^BfiScn, 2 S. itt'StiTi vi<-\. Thus the Heb. texts provide three render-

ings, chief of the thirty ((S^ in Ch. preferred by Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.),

chief of the captains, chief of the third part (of the army), so (&^ in

2 S. preferred by Ba. (S^ in both 2 S. and Ch. represents tnt

n^St?T\, chief of the three. This (preferred by We. TS., Dr., Bu.,

Kau., Now., Ki., Mar., Bn.) is probably original. The three were

Ishbaal, Eleazar v. '', and Shammah son of Agee 2 S. 23".—"niy

liT'jn hn] 2 S. 23' iJX)jn uny. The latter text is meaningless and the

former is generally accepted as the true reading in 2 S. (cf. Dr.,

Bu.), although unsupported by (5 (cf. We. 7^5.). Mar. reads in 2

S. nx>'a his axe, instead of in''jn his spear.—ti''?!:'] 2 S. njca*, which is

to be preferred, since Ishbaal had the first place and three hundred

are mentioned slain by Abishai, v. 20 (Ki., Bn.).—12. p -\tj?'^N] is

wanting in 27S probably through copyist's error (Dr., Ki.). Mar.

regards this omission as the better reading for 2 S. 23^.—nn] 2 S.
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nn, which is the true reading. Otherwise the text of 2 S. for this

verse is inferior to Ch. and is to be restored accordingly (Dr.,

Bu.).—13. D^m Dfl] usually taken as equivalent to didt ddn (i S.

171), is a misreading of Donna 2 S. 23'. Mar. with probability

sees in both 2 S. and Ch. a corruption of dinbt pijpa (c/. v. i*

149 2 S. 51 8- 22 23").—After ncnSoS a copyist has omitted that

portion of the text found in 2 S. 23 between db' liJDNj D\n!J''?D3

nnn^cS v. ^, and ninS Dina'So ibdxii v. ", through the eye wandering.

—For oniyB', barley, 2 S. 23" has D^iyi;?, lentils. It is impossible to

determine which is correct.—14. The verbs i3s^nM> niSiXM, and idm

are to be read in the sg. after 2 S. 23'^ and (6 (Ki., Bn.). A copy-

ist was either misled by the pi. in iDj v. '^ (also sg. in 2 S.) or in-

troduced these plurals by design to associate David with Eleazar

(Ke., Ba.).—ya'n] 2 S., (^ t'pt.

15-19. The exploit of three mighty men at Bethlehem (=

2 S. 23'3-").—The compiler of 2 S. probably thought that the

actors of this story were the three mighty men just mentioned, but

since they are three of the thirty chief and the thirty have not yet

been mentioned, they are probably entirely different and the story

is out of its original connection (We. TS., Dr., Bu., Bn.). V. ''''

appears to have been the true conclusion of w. "-'^, and w. "-"»

probably came after the list of the thirty (in 2 S. vv. '^-"'' after

v.") (so Bu., SBOT.). The variations between Ch. and 2 S. are

few and unimportant.

—

15. Unto the stronghold* of 'Adiillam]

see below.—The Philistines were in the Valley of Rephai?n, a

plain south of Jerusalem. According to Josephus (Anl. vii. 12. 4)

it was twenty stadia south of Jerusalem and reached to Bethlehem.

Cf 145 Jos. 158 i8'6 2 S. 5'8 22 2313 Is. 175^ Buhl, GAP. p. 91.—

18. And the three brake through the host] an exploit probably made
by night and possible through the loose discipline of the time,

cf. I S. 266 -'2.—The water was too precious to drink, hence David

poured it out, as a libation offering, unto Yahweh.—19. Shall I

drink the blood of these men] for the risk at which the water was

brought made it equivalent to their blood, cf. the command not to

eat the blood of animals but "to pour it out on the ground like

water," Dt. i2'«- "-^^ 1523.

15. 05 of 2 S. 23" omits cni and is followed by Bu., SBOT.,
who thinks the word has come from 2 S. 23' ».—ixn] the true read-
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ing. 2 S. n^sp.—myo] 2 S. the same. Read msD after v. " (We.

TS; Dr., Bu., Kau., Ki., Bn.). Adullam was a hill fortress, not a

cave, cf. Baed.", p. 1.24. Buhl, GAP. p. 97.—njnn] an equivalent

suggested by the following D'jn for the more unusual n''n of 2 S.,

if the latter is the true reading.—16. i^sji] 2 S. 23" asm.

—

17. inhm]

2 S. 23'* niN.-iii. On the apocopated form of Ch. see Ges. § TSbb.

—inn] 2 S. n!<2?3. -isa a we// of living water, but lu properly a

cistern. The change may have been intentional. To-day no well is

found at the gate of Bethlehem, Rob. BR.'^ I. pp. 470. 473; SWP.
iii. p. 28; so also v. is.—18. nii-Sit'n] 2 S. 23I6 nnajn ntrSis'.—tDri]

Pi. t, 2 S. 1D11 Hiph.—19. in'^Nc] 2 S. 231^ nin\ p in such an

expression is the better usage.—nnrx] necessary to complete the

sentence is lacking in 2 S. The original of 2 S., however, may

have been different (see Bu., Sm.).—nwDj3] in 2 S. preceded by

D^Snn which is restored here by Oe., Kau., who went at the risk of

their lives. The prep, in that case is 3 pretii as here in Dnm'flja'

in the following clause. Without this restoration the J is that of

accompaniment, Ges. § ii9«, cf. Gn. 9^ Lv. 17", the blood of these

men shall I drink with {i.e., and therewith) their lives (Ke., Ki.).

—

DiNon oniB'flj3 13] an explanation of the previous omtt'Dja from the

Chronicler.

20-25. Exploits of Abishai and Benaiah (=28. 2^^-^').—

The immediate connection of these verses with the preceding and

the reference in the present Hebrew text to the three suggest that the

two heroes Abishai and Benaiah were members of the triad who

broke through unto the well at Bethlehem and constituted a second

triad of heroes distinct from the first three and also distinct from

the thirty. This view apparently appears in B and AV. and RV.,

and was generally that of ancient interpreters. The prevailing

modern view, however, is that those who drew the water at Bethle-

hem are entirely unknown and that, further than in their exploit,

they do not constitute a triad of heroes distinct from the thirty,

and in short only one such triad is mentioned, viz. Ishhaal, Eleazar,

and Shammah. The text presents a certain amount of confusion

and uncertainty. Abishai and Benaiah, while not equal to the

three (vv. 2'- "), yet clearly form a class by themselves, but whether

distinct from the thirty (according to Dr., Mar.) or enrolled among

the thirty (according to Kau., Bu., Ki.) is not clear.—20. 21. And
Abishai,^ the brother of Jo'ab, was the thirty's* chief, and he

swung his spear over three hundred slain and he had renown like
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the three. Among the thirty'^' behold /?e* was in honor and he became

their captain, yet he did not attain unto the three]. For further

events in the life of Abishai cf. i8>2 i S. 26* «• 2 S. 16^ 18' 21" '•.

—

22. Benaiah the son of Jehoiadci from Kabze'el was a man of

valor^, mighty in deeds. He slew two young lions having gone

to their lair;* and he went down and slew a lion in a pit on a

snowy day]. The prowess of Benaiah in conflict with wild beasts

is here vividly set forth; in the following verse his prowess as a

warrior.

—

Kabze'el] was a town in south Judah, unidentified, cf.

Jos. 15" Ne. II".—23. Five cubits high] a touch of description

wanting in 2 S., as also like a weaver's beam, derived probably

from the story of Goliath, i S. 17' 2 S. 21". Another resemblance

to the Goliath story is the fact that the Egyptian was slain with

his own weapon, i S. 17^'.—24. And he had renown like* the three

mighty men]. Cf. v. ^o.

20. v^v3x] 2 S. 23" correctly iirox, so also CI, cf.
2"'.

—

r\\v^htvr^]

2 S. Kt. the same; Qr. •'•^'Sii'n : but some MSS. (see Gins.) and 2 S.

have D'l'i'Str'n, the true reading, adopted by Be., We. TS., and schol-

ars generally (not by Ke., Oe.).

—

nSi] Qr. and 2 S. iSi, so also (8,

H, §>. The xS is preferred by Mar., who reads '2 ou ab, he was

not reckoned among the three. Others generally read iS.—Instead of

rtvfh\y2 we read with Bu. and Sm. na'Siro. Dr. retains iJI in 2 S.

with a similar meaning. "Abishai and Benaiah had a name beside

'the Three' though not fully equal to theirs." Kau., Ki., and Bn.

read w^^^i.—21. ni^iSaTi p] 2 S. 23" the same; a comparison with

v.25a shows that we should read D''CiSt:'n p (We. TS., and scholars

generally). Dr., Mar., Sm., translate "more than the thirty, etc.,"

which puts Abishai and also Benaiah (see v. ^) in a distinct class

by themselves apart from the thirty. In favour of this is the fact

that the number thirty is complete without them (cf. 2 S. 23").

Others translate "from among the thirty," thus enrolling the two with

them (Kau., Ki.).—a-'jira] retained by Ki. with the rendering "stand er

zweifach in Ehren"; rejected by Kau., Bn., who (as above) substitute

ijn from v. "^, which is the reading of We., Dr., and Bu. in 2 S.,

where we have i^n, a certain corruption. Sm. prefers to read Nin.

—22. ]2] before h^n tf^K should be omitted as 05 in 2 S. 23=", since

Benaiah and not his grandfather is clearly described (We. TS-,

Dr., Kau., Ki., et al.).—aiSjjfl 2-\] usually rendered mighty in deeds

but by Bu., since his origin is here described, mighty in possessions,

the striking thing being that a man of wealth should be a hero.—

•
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3Nia '?N'>-i!< ijB' pn] ® in 2 S. and (g^ here have Sn'iin ^22 ^yz' rx,

adopted by We. TS., Kau., Dr., Ki., Bn., and the last four also

read ^nidd. Retaining the text the rendering has been given, He
smote the two altar pillars of Moab (Ba., WRS., Religion of Semites,

note L). The use of r^on is against this. We prefer with Bu. after

Klo. (owing to similarity of SxnN with n.x in the next sentence)

DNiinp-'7t<! nNT 1)2 >yd. This places in a natural order the exploits of

Benaiah. Otherwise two of warfare are separated by one of hunting.

The prep. Sx is used in a pregnant sense.—23. mn K"n] 2 S. 23"

HNnn iJ'\x preferred by Ba., while the reading of Ch. is preferred by

We. TS., Dr., Bu., Mar.—24b. See v. 2o._25. See v. ='.

26-47. The mighty men of valor. Vv. ^^ ^la = 28. 23=^ ^sa,

—The title given in v. '"a (wanting in 2 S.) to this section shows

that the Chronicler regarded this list as independent of those men-

tioned above. The addition of the sixteen names in vv. "t-^',

carrying the number far beyond thirty, has probably led to the

removal of any relation to the thirty by the omission of that refer-

ence in V. * and of the summary in v. *\ Compared with 2 S. the

list is better preserved in Chronicles. The great majority of these

men, apart from this list and the one in 2 S., are otherwise unknown

and hence require no comment. Nine of them, with Jashobeam,

Eleazar, and Benaiah (v. s.), however, appear in the Chronicler's

hst of the captains of David's host (27 ^-'s).

26-41.—26. 'Asah'el] (cf. 2'« 27") slain in the war with Ish-

bosheth.

—

Elhanan] the name also of the slayer of Goliath (2 S.

21" cf. 20^) ; the two have been regarded as identical.

—

27. Sham-

moth the Harorite] perhaps identical with Shamhuth mentioned

in 278;- V. also i.
—Helez]. Cf. 27'".

—

Pelonite] v. i.—28. 'lra\

Cf. 27'.

—

Teko'ite] from Teko'a, cf. 2^K—Abi'ezer]. Cf. 27 '2.

—

'Anathothite] from 'Anathoth, cf. 6" <">.—29. Sibbecai] 2 S. 23"

Mebunai {v. i.). Cf. 271'.

—

Hushathite] from Hushah, cf. 4'.—
Ilai] an uncertain name (v. i.).—Ahohite] reference unknown.

—

30. Maharai]. Cf. 27".

—

Netophathite] from Netophah, cf. 2'^

—Heled] 2 S. 23" Heleb (v. i.).—31. Benaiah]. Cf. 27'^—

Pir athonite] of Pir'athon, a town in Ephraim (cf. Ju. 12'^).—32.

Hurai] 2 S. 233° Hiddai {v. i.).—Brooks of Ga'ash]. Particular

wadys frequently designate localities; Ga'ash in the hill country of

Ephraim.

—

Abi'el] 2 S. 23" Abi-'albon, probably Abi-ba'al (v. •/.).
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—'Arbathile] from Beth-'arabah, a town of Judah or Benjamin

(cf. Jos. 156- 61).—33. 'Azfnavelh]. Cf. 12^

—

Baharumite] (im-

proper spelling V. i.) from Bahurim, a town of Benjamin {v. i.).—
Shaalbonite] from Sha'albim, a town of Dan (cf. Jos. iQ^O; ^^^^

Aijalon.—34. Hashem'\ 2 S. 23" Jashen (7^ •/.).

—

Gizonite] mi-

certain (i'. i.).

—

Hararite] vmcertain.—35. Sacar] 2 S. 23"

Sharar (v. i.).—Eliphal] 2 S. 23=^ Eliphelet (v. i.).—36. This verse

is entirely uncertain, probably corrupt {v. i.).—37. Carmelite]

from Carmel, a town near Hebron.

—

Na'arai] 2 S. 23 '^ Pa'arai

(v. i.).—38. V. i.—39. BerotJiite] from Beeroth, a town of Benja-

min.—40. 'ithrite]. Cf. 2".—41. Uriah the Hittite] the officer

whose wife David took.

—

Zahad^ wanting in 2 S. This completes

the list given in 2 S., where is added "thirty and seven in all"

(2 S. 23"). Zabad may have belonged with the list in 2 S. and for

some reason have fallen from the text, thus making a complete num-

ber of thirty-seven {cf. 2 S. 23"). Chronicles, lacking Elika (see

V. 2'), furnishes 3 + 2 -I- 30 = 35 names. Usually, however,

Zabad is grouped with the fifteen new names in vv. *--*''.

—26. a^'^^nn ni3j] tJie men of valor, wanting in 2 S. 23^^ On
the pi. see Ges. § 1245.—After 2nv 2 S. has u^^'?i^2.—Instead of

nn read •'in {cf. v. '=).—anS pi^c] 2 S. 'h n^j.—27. nics'] 2 S. 232^

mz-<y. <&^ here and 278 nines', preferred by Ki. {SBOT., but not

Kom.) and Bn.—innnn] 2 S. mnn, usually followed (Be., Ki.), since

a locality -nn ]*3? is mentioned in Ju. 7', near Mt. Gilboa. Bn.

regards this as entirely indecisive. Mar. and EBL (art. Harodite)

emend to mvi, connecting it with 'Arad, a town in the Negeb. In

278 this warrior is called an Izrahite (^mt^), but the true reading is

probably imr, Zerahite. This favours a Judean origin and so far

the emendation of Mar. and EBi.—After ncir 2 S. has another

hero mnn kp^Sn, Elika the Harodite, but since he is wanting in ^^l^

Mar. rejects him. However, this omission is probably due to homce-

oteleuton.—>ji'^£3n] 2 S. 23^6 ^ta'^Dn. This latter is perhaps to be pre-

ferred, since we know of a corresponding place d^s n''2, a town of

Judah, Jos. 15" Ne. ii^^ (gg., Ki.). Yet in 271" we have '•aiSijn

and Helez belongs to Ephraim. Bn. well says we know too little of

towns to determine the true reading. Mar. after (&^ KeXw^el in 2 S.

reads inSypn, the Keilathite.—29. imd] 2 S. 23" ^J3C. Ch., it is

generally acknowledged, has the true reading, since Sibbecai the

Hushathite is mentioned in 2 S. 2i'8.—iS^y] 2 S. 232* jidSx, but 05^

'EXXwi- 1- AXXay, hence the name may have begun with \\ but the
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second half is uncertain. We. TS. has pSy.—30. nSn] 2 S. 23'' aSn.

The former attested by 27'5 nSn, and as proper name by Zc. 6'", is

read (nSn) by Bu. {SBOT.j and Mar. in 2 S.—31. ijnyiDn] 2 S.

2330 >jn;?ni3. The former with the art. is correct.—32. mn] 2 S. •'"{n.

It is uncertain which is correct, but the former is preferred by We.
TS., Bu., yet the latter by Ki.—Sn>3n] 2 S. 23=" paS;? on. Ch. is

supported by (g^ of 2 S. We. TS., Bu., read Sj7a-i3N.—33. icnn^n]

read iDiinan. The reference is to Bahurim, cf. 2 S. 3'^ 16* 17'^ igw

1 K. 2\ 2 S. has 'cman.—34. ••ja] after (S^ in 2 S. 23'^ to be struck

out, a repetition of the last three letters of the preceding word (Dr.,

Ki., Bu., Mar., Bn.).—arn] 2 S. jrv The former is preferred in 2

S. by Mar.—ijvjn] wanting in l| of 2 S., but 05^ has 6 Tovvi, which

gives the true reading •'jun, the Gunite, of a family of Naphtali, Nu.
26" (Dr., Bu., Ki., Mar.).

—

am p jnjin'"] 2 S. nntt' ]njin\ 05"- in 2

S. has p and is followed by scholars generally. Whether we should

read t<w or nciy is uncertain. The latter is preferred by Ki. after

05^. We. TS. prefers the former (or kjn) and thinks that JonathaJi

was a brother of Shammah, 2 S. 23", since both were Hararites.—
35. noi;'] 2 S. 23'^ -,-,^._ j^i_ prefers the former. Bn. the latter, since

supported by (&^ in 2 S.—ijScn rnN imoDn isn (36) : iin J3 ScSn]

2 S. 2331 ij^jn Sfln^nx p DySs inoynn p ijDnN p taSfl^Sx. Kau. re-

tains the text of Ch. Bn. reads '<d?D'hn and ^jVjh after 2 S., but re-

gards the text of 2 S. as a whole as entirely corrupt. Ki. prefers the

text of 2 S., inserting from Ch. only nsn iix in the place of odon

p. Bu., SBOT., follows 2 S., except that he reads no instead of p
before inojjcn. We prefer: Eliphelet the son of . . . the Ma'acathite,

Ell am the son of Ahithophel the Gilonite.—37. otn p >^J;J] 2 S. 23"

oiNH n>'D. Of these two readings between which Dr., Ki., and Bn.

are undecided, that of Ch. is probably the later, p having been in-

serted before the place adjective (Bu.).—38. pjinx Vnv] 2 S. 233^ Snj>

jnj 13. d^ in Ch. has p, which is to be read in the place of ^ns

(Ki., Bn.), but it is impossible to determine which name is correct,

probably Snj' because Snii is too common to have likely suffered cor-

ruption.—in^c] 2 S. nasD. The reading of 2 S. is of the name of a place;

if followed (Ki., but all is uncertain, Bn.), then ]2 represents a proper

name, 'J3 Bani 2 S.—njn is hardly correct. Read either njn after

2 S. the Gadite (Ki.) or ^Nijn the Geraite, i.e., of the Benjaminite clan of

Gera (Mar.).

42-47. The sixteen persons including Zabad (v. «') added by the

Chronicler to the list given in 2 S. are all otherwise unknown and

we have no other source for determining the correctness of the

names given.—42. 'Adina the son of Shiza the Reubenite, chief
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of the Reuhenites and with him thirty^ These words would well

fit into a statement of a gathering of Reuhenites unto David

similar to that of the Benjaminites, the Gadites, and the Ma-

nassites mentioned in c. 12. Then the names following would

be a fragment of the list of the thirty who were with 'Adina

and the original place of these verses might well be c. 12 be-

tween V. ^ and V. « (Bu. v. s.). In favour of this is the fact

that the gentilic adjectives in w. "-" represent places east of the

Jordan. If this view is not taken, then instead of thirty with

him ('ty Vb]}), we should read over thirty {W^^^'h"^ b]}) (Be., Ki.,

Bn.). According to Ba. thirty with him is a marginal note de-

signed to follow V. "».—43. The Mithnite] is entirely obscure.

—

44. The 'Ashterathite] i.e., from Ashtaroth, a city of Bashan, Dt.

V Jos. 9'" et al.—The 'Aro'erite]. The reference probably is to

Aroer in Moab (cf. 5*). Another Aroer was in southern Judah,

I S. 30^8.—45. The Tizite]. The place referred to is entirely

unknown.—46. The Mahavite] v. i.—47. The Mezobaite] v. i.

46. OMncn] is an impossible form for a singular gentilic name,

Kau. and Ki. give it up as hopelessly corrupt. Be. suggested "lonDn tJie

Mahanite, i.e., from Mahanaim east of the Jordan. C5^ has Moweiv

possibly representing ''J'^i'pri the Meonite, i.e., probably one from Beth

Meon, a city of Reuben, Jos. 13" {(&^ Mid, ^ Mato^i, are corruptions

of ^).—47. n>3icn] is also a corruption. Kau. and Ki. attempt no ren-

dering. Possibly we should read r\-iir: from Zobah (cf. v. '*) (Be., Ba.).

XII. 1-23 (1-22). David's recruits when estranged from

Saul.—In I S. 22' f- we are told how David became captain of a

band made up of his kinsfolks, fellows in distress, debtors, and

discontented and desperate men generally. That is a narrative

of history, while in this present chapter we have a Jewish Midrash

or interpretation whereby David's recruits become the choicest

and most valiant representatives of the tribes of Israel, and come

to him in such numbers that instead of some four hundred or six

hundred men (i S. 22^ 272), he has under him a great host like

the host of God (v." (=2)). Our chapter then has no real his-

torical worth. The names it contains, however, probably are

not fictitious, but are those of leading men of the tribes some of

whom in actual life may have been associated with David.
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The chapter is assigned by Bn. to the Chronicler's sources; according

to Ki. vv. 1-22 may have been written by the Chronicler, but contain here

and there material of good historical worth; vv. '^^ he assigns to M.

The heavy style of vv. ' ' '*> suggests that they were written by the

Chronicler (c/. 11'° 23" 27'), and the exaggerated statement of v. " (22)

is certainly characteristic of him {cf. especially 22^ «• -* «). In the light

of the loyalty of Benjamin to Saul, even long after his death (2 S. 16^ *•

20), the statement that large numbers of Benjaminites deserted to

David (vv. '
^- ''' * "^ ''') and among them even a Gibeathite, one from

Saul's home town, is historically suspicious. Benjamin formed a part of

the kingdom of Ishbaal (2 S. 2'). Since certainly in post-exilic times

Benjamin held a high position in the Jewish community (Ne. 11' ^), it

was an act of pious imagination to relieve this tribe, and especially those

families which were represented in this late community, from the odium

which would attach to those who followed the house of one whom Yah-

weh slew (10'^). Only in a work like the Chronicler's where David is

exalted far above even the builder of the Temple {cf. cc. 22 ff!) and where

Saul is ignored, except to show his ignominious end, should this vindica-

tion of late Benjaminite families be expected. Hence this treatment of

the Benjaminites points to the authorship of the Chronicler. Some of

the names may be old, for he would probably include the reputed

ancestors of well-known Benjaminite families of his own day. Just how
much of this passage may be from an older source is, therefore, uncertain.

The name Bealiah (ni'?;;3), v. * 's)^ is certainly old {v. i.).

1-8 (1-7). The recruits from Benjamin at Ziklag.—1.

On David's sojourn at Ziklag cf. 1 S. 27'-'.

—

While he was under

restraint through Saul'\ i.e., while because of Saul he was not

free to come and go in Israel.

—

Helpers in war]. Cf. the use of

the verb (ITJ?) to help in w. '^ os) Mt. r.u.),—2. Using both the right

hand and the left in [slinging] stones and in [shooting] arrows with

the bow]. The Benjaminites are mentioned elsewhere as left-

handed and expert slingers (Ju. 3'^ 20"=).

—

Of the kinsfolks of Saul

of Benjamin]. This statement is probably wide of the historic

truth, since even on the death of Saul the tribe of Benjamin re-

mained faithful to his house, cf. 2 S. 2'5- "^ and much less can

we believe that such desertions to David took place during Saul's

hfetime. The prominence of the Benjaminites in post-exilic

Israel may have contributed to the origin of such stories.—3.

Ahiezer] elsewhere the name of the chief of the Danites. Nu.

1 12 225 yee. 71 10"
f.

—

Joash the son^ of Shemaiah *
f (or Jehosha-
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ma'^) the Gibe alhite]. The local reference is to Gibeah of Benja-

min or of Saul the mod. Tell-el-Ful, two and a half miles north of

Jerusalem.

—

AndJizi'el f {Jezu^el or Jezo'el, Kt.) and Pelet (2^' f)

sons of Azmaveth\ Azmaveth is the name also of one of

David's mighty men (11" cf. 8'^).

—

Beracah f and Jehu the

'Anaihothite]. Anathoth was a Benjaminite town, the mod.

'Andta, three miles north-east of Jerusalem (SWP. III. 7).—4.

Ishnidiah f the Gibe onite]. Owing to Saul's treatment of the

Gibeonites, a Gibeonite might well have passed over to David.

Cf. 2 S. 2I'-^

—

A mighty man among the thirty and over the thirty].

It is noticeable that the list of mighty men given in 11" * is not

called tlie thirty in Chronicles. Ishmaiah's name also is not in that

list, hence the conception of the thirty here appears to be different

from that of the author of 2 S. 23.—5 (4^). The Gederathite] i.e.,

from Gedera, a town of S. Judah Jos. 153% perhaps the ruin

Jedireh nine miles south of Ludd {SWP. III. 43), or since the

context seems to require a Benjaminite town, perhaps the village

Jedireh north of Jerusalem (SWP. III. 9), or possibly the town

was Gedor Jos. 15^8 south-west of Bethlehem mod. Jeditr (Bn.).

—6 (5). El'uzai -j- and Jerimoth {cf. 7') and Be'aliah]. This last

name {'r\''b]}2), Yahweh is Baal, represents an early period when

no objection was taken to the identification of Yahweh with Baal

{cf. for similar names 8' 8^3 939 ii'i 14').

—

Shemarjahu f and

Shephatjahu]. Written in the shorter form ("'•ISSty, "''"112^),

these names are quite common.

—

The Haruphite or Hariphite].

A Hareph appears among the sons of Caleb (2^').

—

Sons of

Hariph are mentioned among those who returned with Zerubbabel.

—7 (6). Ishshijahu |] a name not infrequent in shorter form

Ishshiah. Cf. 7' 24=1 et al.—Joezer f].

—

Jashobeam]. Cf. 11".

—The names Elkanah and 'Azarel are frequent.

—

Korahiies].

We are to think of persons from the town of Judah rather than

members of the Levitical clan, cf. 2".—8 (7). From Gedor*]

V. s. v." '^^'i
cf. 4*. Clearly from v. ^ <"=> on we have a list of

Judeans rather than Benjaminites, as though two lists had here

been combined (Be.). Perhaps the introductory words for the

Judeans have fallen from the text (Ba.). (Ke. held that all were

Benjaminites, some residing in Judean cities.)
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1. ijsd] because of. DBD. njo 6 a and c.—2. n!:'|i icpj]. This

phrase occurs also in 2 Ch. 17" and Ps. 78' (where >cn should be

struck from the text as an explanatory gloss). (B omits ''rpj con-

necting r'^p{2) with nij? v. ', and supplies a verb {ff(pevdovrJTai) be-

fore Dij3Na.—3. n;'Dcn ij3] (so Kau.) read perhaps with ^ niyott' p
(Ki., Ba.), or possibly the original read y^rrf p (cf. yos'in, 3I8).

Then a dittography of the following n caused the trouble.

—

Sniim

Qr. Sn'Pi] some MSS. read Snti and Snii perhaps a corruption of Sx^ini

"God sees" (EBL) (cf. v. ').—6. 'onnn Qr. ^snnn] with the first

form agree ^nn ij3, inn Ne. 7=^ lo^".—8. Tiijn] text of Baer. nnjn

text of Ginsburg and Ki. BH. Heb. MSS. vary, C5 —Sup.

9-16 (8-15). The recruits from Gad.—Chronologically (fol-

lowing the Hebrew text) this paragraph precedes vv. '-^ o, since

David dwelt in the fortress (v. ' <8)) before he went to Ziklag.

—

9 (8). Separated themselves] i.e., from the other Gadites who were

on Saul's side (Be., Ke., Zoe.). The verb expresses more than

the simple going over to David which is the rendering of Kau.

and Ki.

—

To the stronghold in the wilderness]. When David was

fleeing from Saul he sought refuge in the stronghold of Adullam

(ii's '• I S. 22* ' ) and in others (i S. 23") located in the wilderness

of Judah. It was during this period of his life that these Gadites

are represented as coming to him. The reference is not to any

particular stronghold.

—

Men of the hostfor battle]. This expression

indicates that these recruits were trained soldiers (cf. 7").

—

Arranging the spear and the shield] i.e., in order for battle, a

peculiar expression also found in Je. 46'. The more usual one is

given in v. ^^ (24 >. On their likeness to lions in the fierceness of

their appearance or onset, and to roes for swiftness, cf. 2 S. i" 2'8.

—11 (10). Mashmannah \].—14i (13). Machbannai -f].—15 (14).

Heads of the host] i.e., chief warriors (Ke., Zoe.), better, leaders

or commanders (Be., Kau., Ki., RV.). Ki. after H carries forward

this idea of leadership to the next clause : the least one over a

hundred, the greatest over a thousand. With this rendering one

would expect h]^ instead of 7. The true interpretation is that the

smallest, or weakest, could cope with a hundred, and the greatest,

or strongest, with a thousand (Be., Ke., Zoe., Kau., RV.). Cf.

Is. 30" Lv. 26 ^—16 (15). In the first month] i.e., the month
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Nisan (April), the period of the barley harvest, when the Jordan is

at its flood {cf. Jos. 3'^). In the summer the Jordan is easily ford-

able, but after the melting of the snows on the mountains in the

spring it is hazardous to cross.

—

And they put to flight all [the

inhabitants of] the valleys on the east and on the west]. The

writer evidently has in mind that the adherents of Saul opposed

the passage of these Gadites to join David.

9. On the plural force of njn cf. Gn. 10" ^- 12^ Kon. iii. § 256 e.

—isi?^]. The pathah under x is due to the close connection with

the following word. (&^^ omit the phrase and also have dirb ttjs

ip-fjuov, implying that the Gadites came from the wilderness evidently

to Ziklag {cf. V. ').—nmi njx]. Instead of nnni the Venetian pointed

text, 1526, curiously had JJD, perhaps through the influence of Je.

463 (Be.).—incS] on use of inf. see Ges. § 1140.—14. -wy '•nB'p] Ges.

§ 1340.

17-19 (16-18). Additional recruits from Benjamin and

Judah.—This paragraph reads like an insertion from another

narrative between the accounts of the recruits from Gad and

Manasseh. The omission of the mention of personal names is

striking, and especially the vivid and dramatic form of the nar-

rative.—17 (16). Benjamin and Judah]. The point of view is

post-exilic, cf. v.'.

—

Unto the stronghold]. Cf. v.' '»),—ig (17).

And David answered and said]. The Hebrew idiom employs two

verbs in introducing speakers in a colloquy where in English

usually only one is used.—// in peace you have come unto me to

help me then shall tnine heart be at one with you; but if to betray

me to my adversaries, although no wrong is in my hands, may the

God of our fathers see and judge]. On this beautiful commitment

by David of his cause to God, with his assertion of innocence, cf.

I S. 24" -15.

—

19 (18). Then the spirit took possession of ^Amasai]

lit. put him on, as a garment, clothed itself with him. Cf. 2

Ch. 24" Ju. 6^* (see Moore in loco).—Chief of the thirty (Kt.)].

In 1 1 20 we have found according to the true reading that Abishai

was chief of the thirty, hence Ki., after the interpretation of Be.

and others, reads here Abishai instead of 'Amasai. Others (Ke.,

Zoe., Oe., Ba.) prefer to identify Amasai with Amasa (SB'DJ?),

whom Absalom made his commander-in-chief and later David,
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and whom Joab treacherously slew (2 S. 17" 19'^ <"' 20'").

—

And
he said]. These words are wanting in ^, but are given in (g.

—

Thine \are we\ O David,

And with thee O so?i of Jesse,

Peace, peace to thee,

And peace to thy helpers *

Fot thy God hath helped thee.}

This response is a beautiful bit of Hebrew poetry. David's whole

career from the point of view of the OT. narrators had been

marked by evidences of divine assistance.

—

The band]. David's

company of four hundred or six hundred men (iS. 22227=). The
word band is usually used of marauders (cf. v. " 2 Ch. 22' i S.

308- 16. 23 1 K. iV*etal.).

18. in^S 3aS] equivalent to inx 33*7. Only here is nn< used as a

substantive.—^333 DDn n'^3] neg. circumstantial clause Ges. § 156c.

Use of nS with prep, is chiefly poetic and late, cf. v. 34.—19 . DianSrn]

Qr. D''!:''''?B'n. The former is generally preferred and is the reading

of (S, S>, B.—qsyi ^n ri';']. (B read Ticj-n in 1'^. g> also read •]h^ re-

peating it, and has otherwise amplified the verse and also the preced-

ing verse.—The pi. inij;'? should be read after (i>, H.

20-23 (19-22). The recruits from Manasseh.—20 (19).

And of Manasseh some deserted to David] lit. fell. For the use of

the verb "^Si with this force cf 2 Ch. 15' 2 K. 25" Je. 21' 37'* 39'

5 2 '6.

—

When he went with the Philistines against Saul]. Cf i S.

28' '• 291 «•. The clause is used to describe the very time when

David received his recruits from Manasseh. As soon as he re-

turned to Ziklag they came v. 2> (20) and assisted him in his raid

against the Amalekites v. " '^d.—And he did not help them*] a

continuation of the previous clause.

—

Because on advice the

tyrants of the Philistines had him sent away saying: At the price

of our heads he will desert to his master Saul]. The phrase at the

price of our heads is suggested by i S. 29^. The thought is that

David would reconcile himself to Saul through some act of treach-

ery involving the death of the Philistines.

—

21 (20). When he

returned (lit. went) to Ziklag there deserted unto him from Manas-

seh 'Adnah f, etc.]. This verse fixes more exactly than v. '" <">

the time of the accession of these recruits and defines their person-
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ality. Except 'Adnah (2 Ch. 17'^ f) and Zillethai (cf. 8"), their

names are not especially rare.

—

Chiefs of the thousands of Manas-

seh]. The writer is thinking of the military divisions of the tribe

of Manasseh according to P {cf. Nu. 3114. 48. 62. 64)._22 (21).

And they]. It is difficult to determine whether the pronoun refers

to the seven Manassites just mentioned (Ke., Zoe.) or all the

recruits w.^-^^ '^o (Be., Oe.).—The band is the Amalekites who

sacked Ziklag during David's absence (v. s. and i S. 30' «•).

—

23 (22). This verse explains the host, the last word of the preced-

ing verse.

—

Like the host of God] i.e., a very great host. The

epithet, "of God," is used to distinguish a thing that is very great

(Dav. Syn. § 34 R 6). {Cf 1 S. 14'' Ps. 36' 80" Jon. 3'.) On
the wide remove of the writer from historical fact see above.

20. D-)Tj;]. While David and his men might be taken as the sub-

ject, it is better to read with (i (?) the verb sing. Dn^g, with David

as the subject (Ki.).—21. in^Sj]. The choice of I'r'n here may have

been determined by n^SS i S. 29".—22. The word nnj (I. 17 ?) is

used of the Amalekites in i S. 308- i^. 23.—23. era Di> n>-S] (1. 48).

This phrase is given elsewhere without nyV. This verse is not un-

likely from the hand of the Chronicler instead of from his source.

24-41 (23-40). The number of the soldiers who made David

king at Hebron.—These verses are another account of the events

already related in ii'-^. Their object is to show the completeness

of the assembly of all Israel to make David king, and especially to

set forth the military pomp of the occasion.

—

24 (23). And these

are the numbers of the heads of the armed men of the host]. The

word heads occasions a difficulty. Ordinarily heads (D''u*X"l) are

interpreted leaders, commanders, or chiefs : and so here by (S, U,

Be., Ki. This meaning, however, does not agree with the context,

since the number of the heads in that sense is only given of the

house of Zadok (v. ^s (28)), of Issachar (v, 33 02)), and of Naphtali

(v. 36 (34)) . all of the other numbers are of the units of the tribes.

Hence it has been thought with probability that the heading

originally belonged to a list which, like w. " (26) 28 (27)^ con-

tained the names and numbers of chiefs and warriors (Be.).

Others interpret heads as polls, persons (Ba.), after Ju. 53° (a usage

not paralleled elsewhere with ^Sl but requiring rh'h'ij see
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Moore in loco), or as bands, divisions, after Ju. 7" ^o ^34. 37. ^4 j
t^

11" (Ke., Zoe., Oe.). The host is the army of Israel after the

usage of P.

—

To turn the kingdom of Saul to him according to the

word of Yahweh]. Cf 10" ii^- '".—25 (24). Bearing the shield

and spear] the large shield (nl'S) covering the whole man in

contrast with the small shield (j^D) carried as a protection against

arrows. The spear (nD"l) was a lance for thrusting.—The num-

ber of Judah is noticeably small compared with the numbers from

the northern tribes. Ke. explains that since David had already

reigned seven years at Hebron, Judah and Simeon needed to

send only relatively few men, m.erely to witness the ratification

of his kingship by others. The enigma really remains unsolved.

—28 (27). And Jehoiada the prince of the house of Aaron] iden-

tified with the father of Benaiah (ii"- 2^ 2 S. 8'^) (Raschi,

Kimchi, Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ba.); a simple uncritical reflection

of Jehoiada the priest that brought Joash to the throne (2 K.

II, 12) (We. Prol. p. 174). The former view probably was

the design of the writer, since according to i K. 2"^ ^
, Benaiah

slew Joab in the Tent of Yahweh, and hence from the point of view

of the Chronicler, having such access to the sanctuary, he naturally

would have been of Levitical descent and his father might well

have been a leader of the Levites—distinct from Abiathar the priest

—at the time of David's coronation. In the following verse

Benaiah's cotemporary Zadok is mentioned as a young man

("IJJJ), thus in the proper age relation to Benaiah's father.

—

29 (28). And Zadok]. ThisZadok, who with twenty two captains

of his fathefs house is represented as associated with Jehoiada, is

probably designed to be the priest who with Abiathar was at the

court of David (2 S. 8") and who later supplanted Abiathar

entirely (i K. 2"). The twenty-two captains are a reflection of the

twenty-two priestly classes of the post-exilic period 24^-'^ Ne. 12'-'-

"-"' (We., Bn.), yet the twenty-two classes are doubtful—30 (29).

For until now] i.e., up to the time of David's coronation, the event

which the writer is describing.

—

The great part of them kept

their allegiance to the house of Said] lit. kept the charge of the

house of Saul, a form of expression used frequently of the care

of the sanctuary (23'^ Nu. i" 3=* 32 ^i qI^ f^e writer com-
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pletely ignores the fact that according to 2 S. 2'" not only Ben-

jamin but all Israel except Judah adhered to the house of Saul

until the death of Ishbaal.—31 (30). Of or in theirfathers^ houses].

This is the usual rendering (cf. 5 '3). But Be. preferred according

to their fathers' houses, i.e., that was their order (for this use of h

cf. BDB. 5 i (a)).—32 (31). Andfrom the half-tribe of Manasseh]

i.e., from Manasseh west of the Jordan. The other half, east of

the Jordan, is mentioned in v. '^ (37)^

—

Who were designated by

name]. Cf i6«' 2 Ch. 28'5 3119 Nu. i'^ Ezr. S^". The wTiter as-

sumes that a roll of individuals was kept and thus these eighteen

thousand were summoned to come to jnake David king.—33 (32).

And from the children of Issachar those having an understanding

of the times knowing what Israel should do]. This applies to the

two hundred heads or leaders. The meaning probably is that they

were skilled in astrological lore and thus knew what Israel shoidd

do (SI and some of the Rabbins, Be., Oe., BDB. flj? 2 b cf. Est.

I '3), though others have found here only the thought of prudent

men who knew what the times demanded (Ke., Zoe., Ba.). This

characterisation of members of the tribe of Issachar has been

brought into connection with the inquiries made at Abel, a town

of Issachar, according to 2 S. 20'' (We. Prol. p. 174).

—

And all

their brethren at their command]. The number of these is strangely

omitted, and perhaps has fallen from the original text.—38 (37).

One hundred and twenty thousand]. The round number of forty

thousand for each tribe.—These contingents that came to make

David king present a total as follows

:

Judah 6,800 Issachar ... ?

Simeon .... 7,100 (200 chiefs "and all

Levi 8,300 their brethren")

(4,600 "from Levi," Zebulun . . . 50,000

3,700 with Jehoiada, Naphtali . . . 37,000

Zadok, and 22 captains) (with 1,000 chiefs)

Benjamin .... 3,000 Dan .... 28,600

Ephraim .... 20,800 Asher .... 40,000

Half Manasseh . . 18,000 Tribes E. Jordan 120,000

339,600
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The basis upon which these numbers were reckoned it is im-

possible to determine. The writer's object clearly is to magnify

the part taken by the tribes of the subsequent Northern kingdom

in David's coronation. He has imparted a pleasing colour to his

statistics by the variety of phrases with which he describes the

tribal hosts.—40. 41 (39. 40). Cf. for descriptions of similar joy

and feasting 292"-" 2 Ch. y^-'" i K. 8"-66 2 Ch. 30" » . While

sacrifices are not mentioned here, they would naturally accompany

a coronation festival with its oaths of treaty or allegiance (f/. Gn.

2148. 64).

—

Food offlour] i.e., bread stujffs made of wheat or barley,

usually in the form of thin flat roimd cakes.

—

Pressed cakes of

flgs]. Cf. I S. 2518 30^2, In makmg these the figs are sometimes

first beaten in a mortar and then pressed into a cake (DB.).—
Bunches of raisins]. Cf. i S. 2518 30" 2 S. 16'. These were

dried grapes, probably also pressed into cakes.

24. (6 has tA 6v6fj.aTa (nica^ instead of noDD). This probably

was written by a careless transcriber through the notion that the

verse was a subscription of the preceding verses.—On the omission of

-irN before in3, see Ges. § i55(i. Bn. after ($ inserts lifN.

—

K2iii I'iSnn]

V. ^ N3X 'SiSn, those equipped for tlie host, i.e., for war, cf. Nu. 31^

32" Jos. 4". This phrase is parallel with N3S inxi> v. 'S <f.
5'8.

—

34. Nax iNSv]. See v. ^.—ncnSn iSo Sdj ncnSn i^iy] setting in order

for war with every kind of weapon of war, cf. v. '.
—

"np'^i] Ges.

§ iiAp. (&, H, and some Heb. MSB. have nr^jS preferred by Kau., Bn.,

while the text is adhered to by Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ki. Here and in

v. 39 -nj7 is apparently used as a synonym of liy, which word actually

appears in v. ^^ in some mss. {q. v.). Perles suggests as original in

both passages the word nntJ' which in Babylonian as saddru has the

technical meaning " arranging (an army) in battle array." A copyist

then inserted y^v as a gloss to this foreign word in both places, whence

arose the form my by combination of the two (OLZ. 8, 1905, col.

181).—aSi aS t<h2]with one Jieart, lit. "with not a heart of two kinds,"

cf. Ps. 12', for construction Ges. § 123/. Dav. Syn. § 29 R. 8. On
N^a cf. V. 18.—35. n''jm] w. ^- " no-n. It is uncertain whether we
should draw a distinction between these (Now. Arch. I. p. 362), al-

though the former has been regarded as the heavier weapon used by

great warriors (2 S. 2'^ 23=1) {EBi. art. Spear).—37. n3X ^Nxr] cf.v.

*«.—39. my] some MSS. and (S iDiy preferred by Kau., Bn. {id. or

'>'vy), cf. V. ".
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XIII. 1-14. The removal of the ark from Kiriath-jearim.

—This narrative is taken from 2 S. 6'-", but is provided by the

Chronicler with an introduction w. '-* fitting it into his conception

of the organised hosts of Israel and of the activity of the Levites at

that time. In giving the removal of the ark immediately after

David's coronation and capture of Jerusalem (ii'-') the Chronicler

has departed from the order of 2 S., where accounts of David's

building himself a house, and of his family and of his victories

over the Philistines (2 S. 5'^-^^), precede the mention of his removal

of the ark. The Chronicler has clearly placed this last event first

in order to magnify David's concern for the worship of Yahweh.

David's religious acts are the main thing with the Chronicler.

Others are mere episodes in the King's career.

1. For such consultation with all officers of the realm cf. 28'

2 Ch. i^ This representation may be due to the Chronicler's

desire to minimise the suggestion of the arbitrary authority of the

King seen in the books of S. and K. (Ba.).—2. All the assembly 0/

Israel] i.e., the assembly of officers.

—

Let us send in every direction

(Oe., Ba.) or let us send quickly (Be., Ke., Zoe., Ki.)]. The former

rendering (RV.) is the better according to the meaning of the verb

(pS), cf. On. 28'^ Is. 543 Jb. 1'° (but v. i.).—Who are left in all

districts of Israel] i.e., those who did not come to make David king

in Hebron. The writer closely connects the removal of the ark

with the assembly of the hosts described in the previous chapter.

—

The priests and the Levites]. The narrative in 2 S. has no word

concerning the participation of the priests and the Levites. Their

introduction here is due to the point of view of the Chronicler. Ev-

erything must be done according to P.

—

In their cities that have

pasture lands]. An express provision of the Levitical and priestly

cities was that pasture lands, the immediately adjoining suburbs,

should go with them (Nu. 351 ^-j see also Jos. 14" 22^8 « i Ch.

639 £f. (54 a.) 2 Ch. II").—3. And let us bring up [lit. round] the ark

of our God]. The Chronicler varies in his use of terms designating

the ark. In passages independent of Biblical sources he calls it

the ark of God v. « 151- 2- is- 24 2 Ch. i^, the ark of the covenant of God

16% the ark of Yahweh 153- '2. 14 164 2 Ch. 8" and the ark of the

covenant of Yahweh 16" 22" 2%^- '«, and in the Biblical excerpts he
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has allowed to remain unchanged ark of God vv. « ' and the ark of

the covenant of Yahweh 2 Ch. 5=- ^ and has substituted for the

ark of Yahweh, the ark of God vv. '^^ >' {the ark) " 16', and for the

ark of Yahweh, the ark of the covenant of Yahweh i5"- ". 28. 29^

and the same also for the ark of God 17". Thus while a tendency

is shown toward preferring the term God to Yahweh, since in no

instances is the ark of Yahweh allowed to stand in a Biblical

extract, yet since this term is used by the Chronicler himself, we
have no real consistency of usage. The preference, however, of

the Dtic. term the ark of the covenant of Yahweh is noticeable.

—

For we have not sought it in the days of Saul] i.e., we have made no

inquiry concerning it (r/. i S. 7^ ' ).—5. From Shihor of Egypt].

In Is. 233 Je. 2'
8 Shihor clearly stands for the Nile. The name

properly seems to have been that of an arm or branch of the

delta or canal of the Nile (Shihor, DB., EBi.). In this passage

and the parallel one Jos. 13' the name is more applicable to the

Wady el Arish or the Brook of Egypt, which is elsewhere taken as

the south-western limit of the Promised Land (Nu. 34=' ' Jos. 15^ "

I K. 8" 2 Ch. 7' Is. 27'^) (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ba.). Ki. thinks of

the most eastern arm of the Nile delta; Bn., that Shihor is in our

text through careless transcription. Probably at the time of the

Chronicler one thought of the Nile as well as the Wady el 'Arish as

the ideal boundary of the ancient kingdom of Israel {cf. Spurrell

on Gn. 15'*).

—

Even unto the entrance of Hamath] the northern

boundary of Israel (Nu. 1321 348 Jos. 13^ Jg. 3=) identified with the

Beka , a broad valley between Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon watered

by the Orontes, in which was located the city of Hamath, mod.

Hamd.—Kiriath-je arim] a city of the Gibeonites west of Jerusalem

(identification uncertain) {cf. Buhl, GAP. pp. 166/.). The ark

was placed there after its return by the Philistines (i S. 7' ' ).

—

6. From this verse to the end of the chapter the narrative is taken

directly from 2 S. 62-n with few variations (yet a marked one in

v. 1^), and the text is on the whole here better preserved than in 2 S.

—Baalah] was another name for Kiriath-jearim (Jos. i5'-"- *"

18"). The name shows that the place was an ancient sanctuary

or seat of Baal-worship.

—

Yahweh enthroned above the cherubim

whose name is called over ii^] i.e., over the ark; signifying that
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the ark belonged especially to Yahweh (Oe., Bn., v. i.). This

description of God probably did not belong to the original text

of 2 S. 6^.—7. New cart] to avoid any possible defilement.

—Abinadab]. Cf. i S. 7'. In 2 S. 6' the house of Abinadab

is located on a hill and 'Uzza and Ahio are his sons. The

Chronicler has omitted these particulars and also the verb and

they bore it (in^^''1).—8. On the instruments of music v. i.,

and cf. i5'«- " ".—9. Chidon] the name probably of the owner

of the threshing-floor.—10. That Uzza met his death from some

cause now utterly unknown while the ark was being brought, may

be historical, and the reason assigned would be most natural (cf.

1513). On the other hand, the story may have originated in an

endeavour to explain the meaning of the local name Perez- uzza

V. ".—14. And the ark of God abode by the house of Obed-edom

in its own house] i.e., the ark was in its tent alongside or near the

house of Obed-edom. This statement is a modification of that of

2 S. 6" (v. i.) where the ark is represented as placed in the house

of Obed-edom. The Chronicler, however, evidently could not

conceive of the ark placed in an ordinary dwelling and modified

the text accordingly. On Obed-edom as a Levite cf. 15".

1. nc] followed by two genitives, cf. 2 Ch. ii* 12'^ Ges. § 128a.

(SB fiiTa tQiv irpi(T^vTipwv Kal before nr is not likely original.

—

luj "^dS] in short with every leader. For the force of S v. BDB. S 5 e

(d). (S^ Kal fiera iravrbs ijyovfjL^vov probably had no different underlying

Heb.—2. 31D 03'Sy dn]. ^'; has here the force of a dat. cf. Ne. 2^- ' Est.

ii9 3' et at.—i:"'nS}< nin> p] cf. Gn. 24".

—

r\rhvi nsiDj] for the con-

struction V. Ges. § I2o/^. (H connects nxi£3: with previous clause and

renders eiwdiidr]. This suggests that ^ is corrupt. SS. conjecture

nnpj or nsnm Niph. forms, favoured also by Kau., Bn., BDB.; nxij

Klc, who connects with previous clause and renders und wir von

Jahve unserm Gotte Gunst dazu erlangen. Ki. BH. after (8 reads

nnxij, and from Yahweh our God it is acceptable. Both H and &
favour connecting the verb with the previous clause.—irnx Sj?]. Sjj

interchanges with Sx in late Heb. v. BDB. Sn note 2 and Sj? 8.—nixiN]

this plural of yMt is almost wholly late (some twenty-two times in i

and 2 Ch.) used, as here, for districts of Israel, cf. also 2 Ch. 11" 15^

as well as countries adjoining Israel 14" 22=^ 29'", et al. (1. 6).—3.

injifm] (& miuni.. i may be a corruption of 1, or vice versa.—4.

p mtryS] on the use of inf. after idn cf. 27^' 2 Ch. 21' Ps. 106" Est.
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4', Ew. § 338 a.—6. '^Niiyi Sai in Syi] 2 S. 6= na'N Dj?n '73^ in
i'?''!

opM

inN. In 2 S. 6' the people who are with David are only thirty

thousand, while according to Ch. v. ' David has assembled all

Israel.—rmn'*? . . . nnSyj]. The text in 2 S. is corrupt. Ch. prob-

ably preserves the original with the insertion of Dnj7'> nnp Sn (Bn.).

Bu. in 2 S. (SBOT.) reads r^ftri'' nSya.—N^rij na-N DonDn jci' nin>

aa'] 2 S. vVy noiDa 2^1 niN3s mm de' oa' Nipj nB'N. Both texts

appear faulty. Dr., Bu., after 05, omit nB* 2 in 2 S. Kau. substitutes

in Ch. the text of 2 S. with this omission and that of 'ax. Bn.

with Oe., after (6, reads vSj? ids', and thinks the Chronicler changed

the order of 2 S. purposely to avoid placing the ark in close con-

nection with the God of Israel as Yahweh .Sabaoth, the God of

War, and instead merely refers to the ark as of Yahweh . . . whose

name is called over it; the last phrase indicating merely ownership

(for ref. see BDB. I. n-\p Niph. 2. d. (4).). Ki. BH. reads 1D2>

DU'.—7. n;'aj3 . . . inNa»i nty-in in 2 S. 6^- * are a dittography and to

be struck out. The Chronicler has, however, omitted the remainder

of V. < in 2 S.—8. Dn^trai ?j? Sja] 2 S. 6'' aitr'na ixj» Saa. Ch. has

the true reading.—nnsxnai oinSsnai] 2 S. a-'Ss'^sai D'yjyjnai. The latter

text is the original (Be., Zoe., Dr.). The motive of the change was

to introduce instruments better known or more in use. The anxxn

are often mentioned by the Chronicler (1$^- ^^ i6«- ^2 2 Ch. s'^'-

i^is. 14 1^14 2o2s et al.) (1. 44).—9. ]i^3] 2 S. 6« has JIOJ which as a

part, fixed is meaningless {v. Dr.).—n^ pn] wanting in ?| of 2 S. is

required by Heb. usage (Dr., Bu.).—2 S. has also rnxM instead of

TnxS.—lanr] read perhaps ^!2cr, see BDB.—10. Compared with 2 S.

6', whose text is quite corrupt, Ch. has here the original text.—11,

nn-ii] <& Kal -^dtjfjLriffev, which is also the rendering of ^ nn^'i in i S.

15", hence the emendations to idm or ixn proposed by Dr., Bu.,

SBOT., do not appear necessary (Sm. on i S. 15")-—V^ '3] 2 S. 6^

y^s Ti'x '^y.—12 . D'TiSsn ' ^"'i 2] 2 S. 69 nin\

—

idnS] 2 S. icxm.—How shall

I bring the ark unto me\ 2 S. " How shall the ark come unto me."

—

13. -con] 2 S. 6'" -fDnS nax.—14. Before nia' of 2 S. 6'i the Chronicler

has inserted ay and he has also inserted after 'Obed-edom inna {v. s.).

~-^h -la'x So pni bin i3j? n-ia nx]. <S omits nia and 2 S. reads ns

ipia S3 PNI aiN lay.

XIV. David in Jerusalem.—This chapter is taken from 2 S.

5"-". As already remarked, the Chronicler has varied the order

in 2 S., giving the first place to David's removal of the ark, c. 13,

and now the second to his buildings, his family, and his victories.

1. 2. David's assistance in building from Tyre.—The em-

bassy from the Phoenician King with gifts of cedars and skilled
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slaves was a recognition of David's great power, his friendship

being worth cultivating, and this prosperity indicated that God

had established David as king over Israel, /or his kingdom was

exalted on high.

1. DTn] Qr. has mm preferred by Ki. (see his note SBOT.), and

also occurring in 2 Ch. 2^- '" f- 8^- '* 9". In S. and K. we have DT'n.

This is what we should expect from a compound of pn, which is

generally seen in Hiram (v. BDB., Dnm after nx; also v. Ahumai 4^).

D-nnx is, of course, possible like ':'Nijfl.—Tip "icini] 2 S. 5" pt< ^if\ni

-\i|i.—n^a ^h nuaS] 2 S. nnS ni3 ij3m. The Chronicler is fond of

using the inf. of purpose and substitutes it for the waw consec.—2.

'<3] 2 S. 5'^ ""Oi. It is difficult to determine whether the omission of the

1 is a slip or intentional by the Chronicler to show why David knew

that Yahweh had established him as king.

—

ri<-z'i] must be taken as a

Niph. pf. 3. fern, and so Cg of 2 S., where ^ has 1.-13*^1:3 HZ'i. The
Chronicler has substituted the common word of late Heb. i.-iidSs, and

also inserted for emphasis nSyc*^, a phrase peculiar to Ch., to intensify

the verb, cf. 22^ 23I' 293- "-^ 2 Ch. :• 2o'S with n>' 1612 1712 26^ (1. 87).

3-7. David's sons born in Jerusalem. (Cf. 35-^ 2 S. 5''-'^)

—

The Chronicler has omitted from 2 S. the mention of the con-

cubines, either as derogatory to David (Bn., but cf. 3^) or because

according to 3' the sons here mentioned were only those of wives

(Be.). The names of the sons correspond to those given in 2 S.,

except as in 3' '> ''^ (q. v.) we have the two additional names

Elpelet and Nogah vv. ^b. ea^ and correctly Beeliadd (j/Ti^ya)

instead of Eliada' (j;T''?«), cf. 38.

3-7. Besides the omission of D'CjSs before O'l^'j, the Chronicler has

omitted the reference to Hebron, but has preserved the true reading

o'^S'nu instead of o'l'ir'nic. He has also given nn iSvi instead of

inV nSri, and also we have in v. < Dm^M, instead of D^nSvi, followed

by the additional words vr^ -yz'H. The retention of iij? (v. *) is

meaningless, since the record 2 S. 3^-^, to which it refers, is omitted.

For variation in the names see above.

8-12. David's victory at Baal-perazim. {Cf. 2 S. 5" ".)

—

The Chronicler follows here very closely the text of 2 S. The only

specially noteworthy variations are his removal at the end of v. '

of the reference to the stronghold, which perhaps he did not under-
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Stand and which in meaning is not perfectly plain (see Sm.); his

substitution of Elohim for Yahweh w. i"- ", and the new statement

in V. '2, q. V.—8. Over all Israel]. David as King of Judah had

not been a menace to Philistia and it is possible that he thus ruled

with some kind of consent from the Philistines, but they naturally

could not countenance the extension of his power over all Israel.

—9. In the valley of Repha im] very near Jerusalem, through which

passes the railway from Jaffa (Baed.< p. 15) (GAS. HGHL. p.

218).—10. Inquired of Yahweh'] by the sacred lot, the Urim and

Thummim or the Ephod (r/. Ju. i' i S. 23^- « 3-1230' ' .—11. Baal-

perazim] should probably be identified with Mt. Perazim of Is.

28^". The site is unknown. The meaning is " Lord of breakings."

If the name is not more ancient than David, to wit, that of some

sanctuary of a god, then Baal is equivalent to Yahweh, who, as the

remainder of the verse implies, had given them the victory that

day.—12. In 2 S. 5^' we read that the Philistines left the images of

their gods and that David and his men took them away. Here we

read that David commanded and the images were burned with fire.

The Chronicler could not think of any other disposal of idols by

David than their destruction according to the law, Dt. 7'- ".

8. •\^•\ nircj] 2 S. 5" in ns inro.

—

Sd] wanting in 2 S.—nn^jaS nxm]

2 S. misDH ha ^•^^^. Probably the stronghold of Adullam was meant

(Bn.).—9. lara^] 2 S. 5'^ vz'aj\ This latter is by Ki. preferred. Bn.

says it is impossible to determine which is original.—10. O'lnSNa] 2 S.

5" mno.—Dnnji] 2 S. annn.—1^] 2 S. ^n Sn.—oinnji] 2 S. j.^n tnj '3

a^nii'Sen pn, a good illustration of abridgment by the Chronicler.

—11. iSj?m] 2 Mss., ($ sg., 2 S. 520 in NO''!.—o\nSNn] 2 S. mn\—n^a]

2 S. ''JdS.—12. cn^n'i'x nx] 2 S. 5^' D^^3XJ? pn. Ch. supported by

(8 in 2 S. doubtless preserves the original reading (Dr., Bu., Bn., Sm.).

A transcriber of 2 S. refused to call idols gods.—cn3 iDitt'"'i in idnm]

2 S. vii'jNi in nsrM, V. s.

13-17. David's victory over the Philistines in the valley

(=28. 5"-25 with the addition of v. ").—V. '= has been abridged

with the loss of Rephdim^ the name of the valley. Elohim, as

above, has been substituted for Yahweh in vv. '<-'« and inserted in

V. '«, giving and God said. Emphasis has been placed on David's

inquiry of God by inserting the word again.—13. In the valley]
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i.e., of Rephaim {v. s.).—14. Philistines are to be attacked

on flank or rear.—15. When thou hearesi, etc.]. The omen for

attack was to be the sound of the wind in the trees: the wind was

regarded as a manifestation of Yahweh (cf. 2 S. 22" i K. 19" '•

Jb. 381). It is not necessary to think that the trees before this

event were regarded as sacred.—16. From Gibe'on even to Gezer].

The former {cf. 8") indicates the quarter of attack and the latter

(cf. 6" '")) the Canaanitish city the probable place of refuge

and escape of the Philistines. The distance is some sixteen

miles. This scene of the battle may account for the Chronicler's

omission of Rephaim in v. »'.—17. The Chronicler has given an

exaggerated significance to this victory quite in the line of his

desire to glorify David.

13. 2 S. s" has mSj?'? after DTtt'Sfl and rifai^ instead of iob'D'' (see

V. ') with D''NB-i after pep.—14. {V. s.) oniVi'D jon o^^^^N nVyn t<h] 2 S.

5" Dn>ini< ha nort nSyn nS. The text of 2 S. is preferable. A frontal

attack is forbidden and one commanded on the rear. Chronicles gives

the wrong connection to nnnnx, and yet adapted it probably by changing

its force from behind them to that of following in a straight direction

after them. Dn^Si'a is either an original addition of the Chronicler, or

possibly the original of 2 S. was DmSj; nS;jn nS and we have by over-

sight in Chronicles an interchange of prepositions (Be., Bn.).—In both

texts read 2D instead of 2Dn (Dr., Bu., Ki., BDB.).—15. nanSna Nsn in]

" paraphrase with much loss of originality and vigor " of 2 S. 5" tn

y\np.—16. 'fl njnn pn ism] 2 S. 5" 'a nn T'i.
—pj?3jd] 2 S. yaja. The

former is the true reading, cf. Is. 28^' " where Perazim and Gibeon are

mentioned together as scenes of celebrated victories. The Philistines

are in the D''Ndi pr^y south of Jerusalem. David advancing from the

south does not approach them in front, but makes a circuit and assails

their rear. From Gibeon, on the north-west of Jerusalem, would thus

just indicate the quarter from which his attack would be made " (Dr.).

XV.-XVI. The bringing of the ark to the city of David.—

This narrative differs, especially in its elaboration, from the paral-

lel in 2 S. 6'2-i9. In 2 S. the impulse for the second removal of the

ark is derived from the blessing which the ark had brought to the

house of Obed-edom and which had taken away the fear of the

King (v. "», cf. V. '), and the removal itself is described as per-

formed by the King and the people without the mention of a priest
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or a Levite. In Chronicles, on the other hand, this blessing of the

house of Obed-edom is mentioned only incidentally (13'^ = 2 S. 6")

and is not made the motive which led David to carry out his original

intention of bringing the ark to Jerusalem. The King, apparently

having realised that the failure of the first attempt was due to a

non-compliance with the Levitical law, now proceeds to bring up

the ark with due ecclesiastical state and ceremony.

If we exclude 15"-" " "'' and in 16' the words, and Obed-edom and

Jeiel . . . and Asaph {v. i.), the narrative runs smoothly and is probably

the composition of the Chronicler. The sixfold division of the Levites

(vv. »-'") is somewhat peculiar and has been given as the ground for

assigning 15'-" to an older source (so Bn., Ki.), but the text does not

imply that Elizaphan, Hebron, and Uzziel were co-ordinated with Kehath,

Merari, and Gershon as sons of Levi. Subordinate members of a family

might have become heads of classes beside those named after their

forefathers (c/. 2 Ch. 29" ^). According to Nu. 33»'- the family of

Elizaphan, the son of Uzziel, had charge of the ark and in the light of

Nu. 4" where the transportation of the sacred utensils is committed to

the sons of Kehath only, it is surprising that the descendants of any but

this family should be represented. The tradition that there were only

three sons of Levi was firmly established by the time of P (see on 5"

(6')). Hence we think it simpler to suppose that the Chronicler himself

introduced the representatives of the three great divisions of the Levites

beside those from the family of Kehath. These men with their brethren

do not represent necessarily all the Levites, but merely those assigned

to this task, which accounts for the small number.

The Psalm fragments (i6'8 ) may be later interpolations (Hitzig,

Reuss, Bn.) or more probably they were introduced by the Chronicler

(Ki. Kom. p. 70).

The evidence that i5i»-2i- " was added later, is as follows : (i) The

corrected text of v. " (v. i.) refers to twelve singers whose names are

found to that number, followed by the names of two gate-keepers, but

in vv. *"' the whole number are classified as singers, including the

well-known gate-keeper Obed-edom (c/. 15" 16" 26* * 8. is) and

one new name Azaziah (v. i.). (2) Although the Chronicler gives

lists of singers elsewhere, he never classifies them according to their

instruments (except 16' v. i.). (3) The phrase nicSy hy (v. '») is

found elsewhere only in the titles of Pss. (9' 46' 48" f, see BDB.), and

the same is true of r\>yDvr\ Sj? (v. ", cf. Ps. 6' 12' f)- "^^'^'^ precedes

the latter in both Pss. cited, and in Chronicles mjS follows the phrase.

If the Chronicler had been interested in these musical terms, we should

expect them elsewhere in a narrative so replete with references to the
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singers. (4) The notice concerning the elsewhere unknown gate-

keepers (v. 23) seems to take the place of the two in v. ". On the

other hand, v. 22 may have come from the Chronicler, since he knows

a Chenaniah, a Kehathite (26"), who would be a suitable prince of the

carrying. The Chronicler thought the singers needed instruction (25'),

and he might well have thought the bearers of the ark also required

directions after the ill-fated ending of the first attempt (13^°). Either

the reference to Chenaniah in v. " is also secondary or v. " is from

the Chronicler.

The development of 15I8-24 seems to have been somewhat as follows

:

The Chronicler wrote vv. '^-'*- -^- ^i". An interpolator interested in the

classification of singers according to musical instruments added vv.

"-2' taking all the names except Azaziah from the preceding lists. He
found the text of v. "^ in its present corrupt form {v. i.) and so concluded

that all the names were those of singers. There is no indication in the

present text of v. '* that Alikneiah concludes the list of the singers.

Then, supposing the names of the gate-keepers to have fallen out after

D''ij?ia'n (v. '*), he added two gate-keepers (v. 2'), probably appropriating

the names from 9'^ The final clause of v. 24 originated in a marginal

gloss contradicting the statement in v. ".

The interpolator of vv. ""• ^^ also inserted the words, and Obed-edom

and Jeiel, and Asaph into i65. Obed-edom and Jeiel were added

since otherwise only one harp-player would have been mentioned {cf.

152') and the insertion of and Asaph assigns to him the cymbals as in

15'». Since the phrase, Obed-edom also the son of Jeduthun, in 16''

is probably a gloss {v. i.), there is every reason to doubt that Obed-edom

was known to the Chronicler as anything but a gate-keeper, and since

his position as a singer (15^^ 16^) rests in all likelihood upon the inter-

polator's misunderstanding of 15'*, there is little probability that in

history the family of Obed-edom were ever anything except gate-keepers.

XV. 1-15. The general preparation for bringing up the

ark.—These verses have no direct parallel in 2 S. Six Levites

were assigned the task of carrying the ark, the Chronicler possibly

thinking of a representative of each of the three great classes of

the Levites as at one end and three representatives of the Kehath-

ites at the other. The two priests who were appointed doubtless

had the task of covering the ark (cf. Nu. 4'=). These were

commanded to sanctify themselves.—1. And he made for himself

houses]. The reference is either to the erection of other build-

ings besides the palace which David had built with the assist-

ance of Hiram (14') (Be.) or to the internal construction of the
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palace as a residence for wives and children (Ke., Zoe., Oe.).

—

And he prepared a place for the ark Godl. Some kind of a

permanent enclosure is clearly meant where a tent could be

erected for the ark. The old tabernacle, according to Chron-

icles, was at Gibeon (2 Ch. i^ cf. i Ch. 16" 21").—2. Then]

i.e.y after the ark had been three months in the house of Obed-

edom (13'*) (Be., Ke., Zoe.), or better after the preparation

mentioned in v. ' when, according to the writer, David is ready

to renew the attempt to bring up the ark.—The observation about

the Levites is made in view of the death of Uzza (13"'). It is im-

plied that the Law had not been observed in carrying the ark on

a cart (13')- For the law cf. Nu. 1'° 4'=' 7' 10".—3. This state-

ment or its equivalent is lacking in 2 S., although such an assembly

might be inferred from 2 S. 6'^ where all Israel is mentioned.—5.

Uri'el]. The name occurs in the Kehathite genealogy of Elkanah

6» '"'. He is mentioned first because the Kehathites had the

duty of carrying the furniture of the sanctuary, Nu. 4".—6.

'Asaiah]. A Merarite of this name with his genealogy is mentioned

in 6" "°>.—7. Jo'el]. One of this name is mentioned in 23* as a

son of the Gershonite Ladan and the head of a family.—8. Eliza-

phan]. Cf. 2 Ch. 29'' where EHzaphan also represents a division

of the Levites. In Nu. 3'° the prince of the Kehathites is Elizaphan

the son of Uzziel.

—

Shemaiah] a name of frequent occurrence

{cf 9'<).—9. Hebron] a son of Kehath in 5^^ (^6^) 6' c^) 23'^ Ex.

6'» Nu. 3".

—

Eli'el] in the genealogy of Heman 6'« <3<) and the

name of a Levitical overseer appointed by Hezekiah 2 Ch. 31'^,

elsewhere in Chronicles as the name of non-Levites cf. 5=^ S^"- *=

II" ' i2'2 <"'.—10. 'UzzPel] Hke Hebron a son of Kehath in pas-

sages given above v. '

—

'Amminadab] the name of a son of Kehath

in 6' <"J but there the name is a textual error for IzJiar.-—11 . Zadok

and Abiathar the priests]. This double priesthood is mentioned

in 2 S. 8" {cf. I Ch. i8'« for true text) i5-«- ^5 iqh 20" and came

to an end in the reign of Solomon when Abiathar was deposed

(i K. 2"- ").—12. Of the Levites] is here used in the general

sense, including the priests, cf. v. '<.

—

Sanctify yourselves] {cf.

2 Ch. 5'> 29'- " »< 30'- "• " 31" 35«) by the washing of the

body and the garments and the keeping aloof from every defile-
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ment, avoiding sexual intercourse {cf. Gn. 35= Ex. 19'" '*• "• * ).

—Unto the place which I have prepared for it\ Cf. vv. '• '.

On the construction see textual note.—13. The verb hear (i<t5>J)

may be supplied in the first clause (Oe., RV., cf. v. »; 3| has

prcesentes, on d v. i.).—Made a breach upon us]. Cf. 131'.

—

For

we did not seek it (or him) aright]. The text is ambiguous, the

pronominal object of the verb may either refer to the ark as in

13' (q. V.) (Ba.) or to God (Ke., Zoe., Oe., and most). The
former, however, is to be preferred : We did not search out and

bring up the ark in the right way.—14. David's request is com-

plied with.—15. Upon their shoulders]. Cf. Nu. 1'° 7', but see

text. n.

1. nfy] is here taken with the force of ~j3 by Be., Kau., Ki., while

Ke., Zoe., Oe. give the force to prepare (see ntr'j; BDB. II. 3).—2. pnb'S]

on use of inf. cf. Ges. § 114/.—7. O'i'ij] read |ii^"»J, see on 6*.

—

12.

^h ipu'DH Sn] equivalent to 'ui 'on o^po Sn Ex. 232". On the omission

of the relative see Ges. § i56n (d), Dav. §§ 144, 145 Rem. 5, Ew. §

333 b; for the same construction where preposition precedes verb 2 Ch.

I* and very similar i Ch. 29' 2 Ch. 16' 3o'8'-.—13. njij'N-ianS] apparently

a combination of naS and nj;;'Nn2, the union being formed as in the case

of nn with short words, nic Ex. 4', doSd Is. 3", hnShd Mai. i" (Be.).

nnS then has the force of li'x hy wherefore, because, Ew. §'353 a, Koe.

ii. §§2. 389h. Hence Kau. renders the clause : Weil ihr das erste Mai
fiicht zugegen wart. BDB. (under nn i. e) renders : Because ye were

not (employed) /or what was at first. Ki. retains the interrogative force

and renders: Wariim wart ihr doch hisher nicht da? (&^ reads &ti oiiK

iv T(p irpbrepov vfias elvai eroifiovs (^ omits eroLiutvs). Bn. then re-

gards 1^ as a corruption and reads '"^a d^jidj orx n^ >o.—15. DDn33]

is wanting in QJ^a and hence is regarded as a gloss derived from 1^02 in

Nu. 7' by Bn., Ki.—In P the carrying staves of the ark are D'-»2 Ex.

25" ^- Nu. 4* et at., tain the frame or flat surface on which the utensils

of the sanctuary were carried Nu. 4'°- ", also the grapes of Eschol Nu.

13", see Gray, Com. in locis.—an^S;"]. The suffix refers to the implied

pi. in DSHD.

16-24. The musical arrangements for bringing up the ark.

—On the composite character of this section, see above.—16. And

David conwianded] expresses the Heb. idiom more nearly than the

spake to of EVs. (v. i.).—The chiefs of the Levites]. The reference

may be to the six enumerated in w. '"' repeated in v. '•.

—

With
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psalteries and harps and cymbals]. These three instruments are

often mentioned together by the Chronicler v. " 138 16' 2 Ch. 5"

29" Ne. 12". The cyynhals expressed by meziltayhn are mentioned

only in Chronicles. In 2 S. 6' Ps. 150' the Heb. word for cymbals

is zelzelim (cf. 13'), although we cannot distinguish between the

instruments (Now. Arch. I. pp. 272 /".).—17. On the three singers,

Heman, Asaph, and Ethan, cf.
6'6-" <3'-<') 25' «•.—18. Their

brethren twelve] should be read instead of their brethren of the sec-

ond degree (v. i.). The singers here mentioned are given again in

w. " '• and in part in 16* {v. s.).—Zechariah] has been identified

with the Zechariah of 9=' 26^- '< {EBi. IV. col. 5390). The name is

an Asaphite, probably family, name in 2 Ch. 20'< Ne. 12"- •i.

—

The following Ben, wanting in v. 2° 16', should be read Bani

(v. i.). A Bani appears in the line of descent of the singer Ethan

(6" «">) and as an Asaphite (Ne. 11").

—

'Uzzi'el*] (so read also

in v." 16' instead of 'Azt'el, JeVel) the name also of a musician,

a son of Heman, in 25^, and of a son of Jeduthun in 2 Ch. 29"<.

—

Shemiramoth]. A Levite of this name appears also in 2 Ch. 17' f.—Jehi'el] the name of a son of Heman 2 Ch. 29'^ Qr., also else-

where frequent.

—

"Unni] wanting in 16', a Levite in Ne. 12' Qr. f.—Eli'ab] a frequent name, not elsewhere of a musician.

—

Beniah]

in an Asaphite pedigree 2 Ch. 20'*.

—

Maaseiah] wanting in I6^—

•

Mattithiah]. Cf. 9", a son of Jeduthun 253- 'i.

—

Eliphelehu f and

Mikneiah |] both wanting in i6^

—

'Obed-edom]. This historical

Philistine caretaker of the ark, a native of Gath, 2 S. 6'" ' , is trans-

formed by the Chronicler, or the school which he represents, into

a Levite of the division of the gate-keepers, v. ^* 16" 26* ", and as a

Korahite gate-keeper (26'- '), he is a Kehathite. On his appearance

as a singer see above and on 16".

—

Je'i'el] a name of frequent oc-

currence; in an Asaphite genealogy 2 Ch. 20'^ The name is

doubtless used for the same individual as Jehiah (v. ^*) but which

is correct cannot be determined.

—

The gate-keepers] i.e., Obed-edom

and Jeiel, cf. 9'^ ff-. With the Chronicler both singers and gate-

keepers are fully recognised as Levites.

—

19-21. The singers are

now divided into three divisions according to their musical parts.

—With cymbals]. Cf. v. '«. These instruments fell to the con-

ductors to mark the time (art. Music, DB.).—To sound aloud]
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perhaps equivalent to beating time (Ke., Zoe.).

—

With psalteries].

Cf. V. '«, stringed instruments perhaps not unlilce the Greek lyre.

—Set to 'Alaynoth ] lit. to (the voice of) young women, i.e., in soprano

{cf. Ps. 46' 48'^, BDB. riD^V). The phrase is obscure. Kau.

and Ki. refuse to translate.— Azaziah] wanting in v. " and 16',

hence may not be original.

—

With harps]. Cf. v. ", stringed

instruments whose difference from the psalteries is not entirely

clear, but they were probably more harp-like.

—

Set to the Sheminith

lit. upon the eighth, i.e., prob. to a deep octave or in the bass,

cf. Ps. 6' 12'.

—

To lead]. The musicians led the service of song.

—22. Chenaniah]. Cf. v.", the name also occurs of Levites in

26^9 and as Conaniah, which Ki. after (^ prefers here, 2 Ch. 31" '•

35 s.

—

Chief of the Levites in the carrying] i.e., he had charge of the

duty of carrying the sacred furniture and directed the carrying

(of the ark) because he was skilful. This is the usual interpreta-

tion, but the word massa, meaning hearing, carrying, uplifting, is

rendered uplifting of the voice, song, by ^, EVs., Oe. (U prophetia).

—23. Berechiah]. For the occurrence of the name in kindred lists

cf. v. " 624 <"' 9'«.

—

Elkanah]. Cf. as above 9'«. Elkanah,

derived from the father of Samuel, appears in the genealogy of

Heman, cf.
6'"-'^ '«-"'• "-2' "<'«'. The introduction of two gate-

keepers here in addition to those of vv. '« ^* is striking and suggests

that this section is composite.—24. Shebaniah] also the name of a

priest in Ne. lo^ <<' 12'^, and of Levites in Ne. 9* '• 10'° and per-

haps I Ch. 24" f.

—

Joshaphat] an abbreviated form of Jehosha-

phat. Neither name occurs elsewhere as that of either a priest

or a Levite.

—

Nethan^el] the name of priests in Ezr. 10" Ne. 12",

of Levites in 26^ 2 Ch. 35s Ne. 1236.

—

'Atnasai] not elsewhere a

priest's name, but in the genealogy of the Kehathite Heman, 6"'

(26). 20 (35)^ and of the Kehathite Mahath, 2 Ch. 29'^

—

Zechariah]

not elsewhere the name of a priest; of Levites see v. ".

—

Benaiah]

not elsewhere as a priest's name; as Levite see v. '^

—

Eli'ezer] a

priest's name in Ezr. lo'^

—

Sounded with trumpets] (hazozeroth

riTl^^'n) the long straight metal horns with flaring mouths,

mentioned almost entirely as a sacred instrument (v. -^ i^' 2 Ch.

15X 20" 29" " Ezr. 3'" Ne. i2'5- 41 espec. Nu. lo'-') in distinction

from the shophar, the curved horn of a cow or ram used in early
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Israel especially in signals of war (Ju. 3" 6" 7* i S. 13' 2 S. 2", etc.),

but also by the priests (Jos. 6* Lv. 25 5). The seven priestly

trumpeters before the ark were doubtless suggested by Jos. 6*.

—

'Ohed-edom and Je'Vel^ were gate-keepers for the ark] a curious

repetition from v. " (q. v.), probably a gloss.

16. -i2nm] a late use of "isx with the force command followed by inf.

+ S of pers. (1. 4), cf. 2 Ch. 14^ 29" 31' Est. i'"; so Kau., Ki.—Tcyn^]

inf. instead of the direct discourse in older writings, Ew. § 338 a, cf.

13' 27" 2 Ch. i'*.—annS] inf. expressing means, Ew. § 280 d, Ges. §

1 140.

—

^V^\ On use of 3 cf. Ew. § 282 d, Ges. § 119^, BDB. a

III. 4.—nnoiyS] S should be struck out: a dittography.—17. initPip]

dJB Keiffalov, QS^L Kiffalov, hence with reference also to ^C"p 6" we

should read in^B'ip (Ki.).—18. oijB'Dn oninx onnjji] d''Ji:'C occurs else-

where only in i S. 15' and Ezr. 1'°, where the text is corrupt in both

places (see BDB. njcc and authorities there cited), hence is suspicious.

After subtracting the two gate-keepers, the following list contains twelve

names. Accordingly we conjecture that the original read Bn-inN onci'i

•\vy D1JB', and with them their brethren twelve, the first two consonants

of D^jiJ'cn having come in by dittography caused ncj; to fall out.

—

Sxnyi p innsi] ]2 is wanting in 05, v. *", and id^, but it would naturally

be omitted before the copulative, since it is used nowhere as a proper

name. Probably 1 and ^ have been transposed and the copulative

before the resulting 'J3 has been connected with the preceding word,

accordingly read S{<n;?1 'J3i n'>i3T. The spellings of the first and of

the last of these names are supported by v. 20 S.Nvyi n^->3T and partially

by 16' '?N^j,"» n''ioi {q. v.).—aN''''N] without i suggests some disturbance

of the text (see Ki. 5S0r.). (6 has \ The preceding name is dubious,

cf. (6.—19. rJi'n)]. On constr.. Dr. TH. 188, Ges. § iT,id.—22.

•in\:ji] &^^^ have Kuvevia, Xwvevia, lexovia, hence Ki. reads

in^jjiD.—NK'Di'] wanting in (&, and so omitted by Ki., Bn.—Nara no-]

(6 fipxwi' tQv ifiSQv, xtr'cn iir followed by Ki., Bn., the former ren-

dering Nii'D with reference to carrying the ark, the latter being un-

certain, V. s.
—"W^] inf. abs. Oe. regards it as a noun or ptc.—24. onxsnc]

Hiph. ptc. from denom. nsxn Kt. nnsinp Ges. § 530 (for onpsnc

Stade, Gram. 280) or D^Tf"?'?'? Baer, also BDB. Qr. onxnn Ges. § 530,

Baer, Koe. i. § 305 e). Cf. 2 Ch. 5'= 7^ 13'* 29=', Piel 2 Ch. 5'^ f (1. 44)-

—nim] read after v. " Sn^;".

Following the clue of 16' Bn. and Ki. give the original of vv. »"• as

follows: The Levites appointed Asaph the son of Berechiah the chief

and Zechariah the second in rank, then Uzziel, and Shemiramoth, Jehiel,

Eliab, Beniah, Mattithiah, and Obed-edom and Jeiel, the gate-keepers.
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The names omitted are regarded as coming from a later annotator who
has also added vv. is-2<»; v. "^ is a still later gloss (but see above).

25-XVI. 3. The bringing up of the ark.—The Chronicler

took these verses from 2 S. 6'2''-", making such alterations as were

necessary according to his view of the affair, which is shown in the

preceding passage.—25. So David, ek.]. The connection is with

V. » after the details concerning the preparation have intervened.

2 S. makes no mention of the elders of Israel and the captains of

thousands.

—

The ark of the coveiiant of Yahiceh] in 2 S. "the ark

of God" or "the ark of Yahweh," cf xx. » '^ «. ^-ith 2 S. 6"- '»•

••• ". This change is a touch of the school of the Chronicler, cf.

13'.—26. Wheti God helped the Levites]. The Chronicler piously

introduces the divine agency as the cause of the auspicious begin-

ning of their imdertaking. 2 S. has "when they that bare the ark

had gone six paces."

—

That they sacrificed seven bullocks and seven

rams]. According to 2 S. David is the sacrificer and the sacrifice

is "an ox and a falling." Ke. and Zoe. harmonise the passages

by making them refer to two distinct occasions, 2 S. describing the

start and i Ch. the conclusion of the journey. But the sa,crifices

of the conclusion are mentioned in 16'. Ba. points out that the

small offering of 2 S. is represented as David's and the large one

of Chronicles as that of the King and his elders. For special

sacrifices consisting of the same numbers of the same animals cf.

Jb. 42' Nu. 23'- ", also 2 Ch. 29".—27. With a robe of byssiis].

Not only David but also the Levites and singers are represented

as wearing processional robes of white linen.

—

And upon David

was an ephod of linen] from 2 S. is perhaps a gloss. According

to 2 S. David wore only an ephod, which was a scant skirt or kilt,

and thus he was liable to shameful exposure {EBi. II. col. 1306)

2 S. 6" '». According to the Chronicler, Da\-id wears the priestly

robe. The Chronicler omits all reference to David's dancing

save incidentally in v. ". The scandal of the exposure of his per-

son is passed over in silence.—28. 2 S. mentions David along with

Israel and introduces only one musical instrument, the shophar

or horn (cf. v. '*) occurring in Chronicles only here. On the other

instruments, the addition to the text of 2 S., cf. w. >'-»• '*.—29.
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It is a mark of the unskilful art of the Chronicler that this single

verse of the episode of Michal's judgment on David should be

here introduced when the story as a whole with its reflection on

David is omitted.—1. Peace-offerings] were largely eaten by the

worshippers; hence indicative of feasting.—2. He blessed the

people]. The king as well as the priest exercised this function;

cf. Solomon's blessing (i K. 8^') omitted by the Chronicler

(2 Ch. 7' ").—3. A portion] uncertain whether of flesh or wine

(v. i).

25. D''3Snn] strike out n, a dittography, so Kau., Ki.—onN—13>'] 2 S.

6" + in Tij; which is superfluous here, cf. v. '.—27. S^ijd] either a

denom. verb from BAram. ^^213 Dn. 3" or from Vjo with t inserted,

BDB. Be. thought v''^ S-'j.'ca S^idd a corruption of ij? ^22 noiDD (as

in 2 S. 6") through illegibility, and this emendation is accepted by BDB.
(v. TO p. loi). More likely the change was intentional, as the omission

of ni.T' ^jsS would show. The statement also that "the Levites that

bare the ark " danced would then be inappropriate, while a description

of their sacred vestures is a natural touch of the Chronicler.—"i!J''"i].

Either the art. is to be omitted or read Krca instead of nc'DH, cf. v. ".

—ama'Dn^] is an explanatory gloss (Zoe., Bn.) by a reader who under-

stood NtrDn to refer to the lifting up of the voice in song, cf. v. "

(Kau.).—29. >n>i] 2 S. 6'^ nini. The latter is striking in pre-exilic

literature. Dr. TH. 133, Dav. § 58 c, and is probably a corruption.

—Ka]. On the perfect cf. Dr. TH. 165.—pntr-ci npic] instead of

lonjci TTDD in 2 S., a substitution made either to suggest a more

dignified movement or because more intelligible. i3"i3D is an air. \ey.

and HDD a 5ij \ey.—XVI. 1. cnSsni- 2] 2 S. 6'' r\^7\\ cf. 13'.

—

After iPN 2 S. has ini|iD3.
—

'ui ^\^hy i^npii] 2 S. nini •'jd'? niSiy Sj?M

didWi.—2. mni] 2 S. 6"8 + nix3X, cf. 13*.—3. The Chronicler con-

denses Sxna'i pen SdS oyn SoS of 2 S. 6^^ into Snic'i c>n SdS.—133]

(the ordinary word for loaf, Ju. 8* i S. 2'^ lo' Pr. 6^6 Je. 37") 2 S. nSn

elsewhere only in P of a sacrificial cake, implying that the people

received cakes connected with the peace-offerings.— 2 S. has in ^,

not (&, the numeral, nns, nns, with each gift.—The exact meaning

of iflS'N dir. X£7. is unknown; the renderings in the Vrss. vary (for full

discussion cf. Dr. TS., pp. 207/.).

XVI. 4-6. The Levites appointed for service before the ark.

—These verses are original with the Chronicler with the omission

of the words, and Obed-edom and Jeiel, and Asaph, from v. '

iy. s.). The appointees already mentioned (15" « ) were set aside
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merely for the purpose of bringing the ark in state to Jerusalem.

They consisted of three chief singers with twelve of their brethren

and seven priests. Here we have only one chief singer with seven

of his brethren and two priests. The reason for this reduction in

the numbers is to be sought in w. " ". The Chronicler thought

the tabernacle with the altar of bumt-offering was at Gibeon at this

time. The occasion of bringing up the ark to Jerusalem was so

important as to call for the participation of all the priests and

Levites. When this had been accomplished, they were divided

for service in both places. Asaph and seven of his brethren were

assigned to service before the ark in Jerusalem, while Heman
and Jeduthun and the rest of those mentioned by name (v. <')

were appointed to the worship in the tabernacle at Gibeon. Only

two priests were appointed for services as trumpeters before the

ark. Thus the reductions are not in the same proportion. We
should expect Asaph with but four of his brethren. The number

two for the priests may have been suggested by 15" or Nu. lo'- ',

while a large number of priests was indispensable at the altar of

burnt-offering. Since the service before the ark is represented

as of a musical character entirely, the larger number of singers

appointed to that service is accounted for, also the number seven

may have influenced the Chronicler (cf. 15^*)-

4. The administration of the Levites was one of prayer and

song as is implied by the following words, both to commemorate

and to thank and to praise Yahweh the God of Israel. These in-

dicate three forms of service, the first a liturgical prayer at the

presentation of that part of the meal-offering which was burnt,

i. e., the memorial (cf. Lv. 2^- »• " 5'^ 6' <'" Nu. 5" and

explanations of the titles of Pss. 38 and 70 espec. Briggs, Psalms,

i. Intro. § 39 (b)); the second refers to the use of Psalms that

prominently confess and give thanks to God; and the third to

praises like those of the Hallelujah songs (Zoe.). The Levites

were assigned the duty "to thank and to praise Yahweh" at the

daily burnt-offerings and at all burnt-offerings (235° ' ) of which

the meal-offering constituted a part (Nu. 28' ^ ), hence all three

of these liturgical forms are connected with the burnt-offering.

Since the Chronicler represents that no regular sacrifices were
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made in Jerusalem at this time {cf. 21=' «), it may be inferred that

these Levites were to conduct the musical liturgy before the ark

at the same time that the offerings were being made on the altar at

Gibeon with corresponding musical service. The two priests also

(v. «) sounded the two silver trumpets as if present at the burnt-

offerings (2 Ch. 29"-28 Nu. lo'- *• '").—6. Jahazi'el] does not ap-

pear in i^^*. For occurrences of the name cf. 12' «'>' 23" Ezr. 8^

4. jnx] d -I- nn3.—5. ':'$<'';:'.'] read ''N''1J?1 as also in 15"- " q. v.,

so Ki.

—

^a^r^] in 15^* nin> but cf. 15".

7. An interesting statement showing that Psalms of thanksgiving

{Hodii Psalms) were assigned to a particular class of singers

(Bn.).

8-36. A Psalm of thanksgiving.—This is a compilation from

verses found in the Psalter, vv. «-" = Ps. 105'-'=, w."" = Ps. 96,

w. "-36=Ps. io6'- " '^ The variations from the text of the Psalter

are slight. The original place of these verses was in the Psalter,

since w. '-" are clearly a fragment of Ps. 105. (This is now

universally admitted, although Hitz. and Ke. held the original

place to have been in Ch.) Hence, since v. '« corresponding to

Ps. io6<8, is the doxology marking the close of the fourth book

of the Psalter, it is a fair and usual inference that the Psalter had

already been arranged in five books at the time of the Chronicler.

Yet it may be further said that if the small fragment w. "-"

existed independently of Ps. 106 (so Cheyne), and if the whole

section, vv. '-'% is an insertion of a later date than the period of

the Chronicler (so Bn.), this inference cannot be made.

8-22 = Ps. 105' -'^ According to Briggs, the first five verses

are an introductory gloss, making the Ps. into a Hallel.—8. 9.

Two tetrameter s}Tithetic couplets

:

Give thanks unto Yahweh, call upon his name;

Proclaim among the peoples his doings.

Sing unto him, make music for him;

Muse upon all his wondrous deeds.

The Hebrew shows assonance between the first and third, and the

second and fourth lines, these ending in the sounds and au re-
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spectively. Each couplet consists of three clauses, the first two short

composing one line, and the third a tetrameter and so a line by it-

self. In the first couplet the first clause calls upon the worshipper

to pay divine honours, the second clause is a stronger repetition of

this call, and the third commands him to proclaim the deeds of

his God among the peoples; in the second couplet the movement

is similar.

—

Call upon his namel may also be rendered "proclaim

his name," which is preferred by Briggs, but the former is better

suited to the structure of the stanza. The second couplet shows

that this clause strengthens the preceding command instead of

anticipating the following.

—

Make music for him]. The verb

(IDT) may either mean to sing to (7) God, Ps. 27* loi' 104",

also here according to BDB., or it may be used of playing musical

instruments, Ps. 7,t,^ cf. 144' (parallel to riT'D'X), 71" 98^ 147'

149'. The parallelism of Ps. 144' suggests that the latter meaning

may have been intended here, so Briggs.—These two couplets

are based upon Is. 12* ' , which reads as follows

:

"Give thanks unto Yahweh, call upon his name;

Proclaim among the peoples his doings.

Commemorate for his name is exalted.

Make music (Tl!2T) unto Yahweh for he hath

done excellent things,

Let this be known in all the earth."

The first two lines were taken verbatim; the last three were re-

duced to the same form as the first two. The words "in all the

earth"—parallel to "among the peoples"—may have been origi-

nal in Ps., but not in Chronicles.—10. Glory in his holy name]

i.e., his name as sacred and separate from all defilement.

—

Of
them that seek Yahweh]. Briggs substitutes as original the per-

sonal pronoun, him, instead of the divine name for the sake of

the assonance.—11. Seek his face continually] that you may
gain knowledge of his greatness, even as when men sought the

face of an earthly king, i K. lo^^.—No assonance appears in this

verse, but in 12 there is an apparently intentional resemblance of

sound (niphle'othaic . . . mophethati) in the midst of the lines

instead of at the ends.

—

Commemorate] celebrate by recounting,
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His wondrous deeds which he has done] and his marvels] espec.

the miracles of the Exodus, cf. Ps. 105". This is done in Pss.

105 and 106, but most of these wonders of Hebrew history are

omitted here.

—

13. The original text of Ps. probably read, "Ye

seed of Abraham, his servant. Ye sons of Jacob, his chosen one "

(so Briggs), which in Chronicles has become. Ye seed of Israel,

his servant (pi. in (^ is not likely original). Ye sons of Jacob, his

chosen ones. The Chronicler copied the pronominal suffixes from

the present text of Ps., where the assonance has been destroyed

by a copyist's misunderstanding, by which the plural his chosen

ones, i.e., the sons of Jacob, has been substituted for the singular

his chosen one, i.e., Jacob rather than Esau (Briggs). Israel was

doubtless substituted for Abraham, since it makes a more obvious,

though less poetic, parallel, cf. v. '^—14. He, Yahweh, is our God;

In all the earth are his judgments] an assertion of the world-wide

rule of Yahweh.

—

15-22. The Psalmist then recalls the covenant

which Yahweh made with the three patriarchs in turn, with

Abraham] Gn. 15, 17, 22'=->8, his oath unto Isaac], Gn. 262-5, u^to

Jacob for a statute], Gn. 28'2-'5, and to Israel for an everlasting

covenant], Gn. 35'-'=; and how when they were but a few in num-

ber (so read instead of ye, v. i.), cf. Gn. 343°, he suffered no man to

wrong them], as in the relation of Abraham to the Canaanites, of

Isaac to the men of Gerar, of Jacob to Laban and to Esau, and

reproved kings for their sakes], Pharaoh Gn. 121^, and Abimelech

Gn. 20 3-'. The patriarchs are represented as anointed kings only

here and in the parallel Ps. In Gn. 20' (E), Abraham is termed

a prophet.

—

23-33 =Ps. ge"" ^i"-'- ""» "» ""> nb-i3b_ xhe strong

beginning of Ps. 96 is weakened by omitting vv. '» ^^ since they

are inappropriate here (Be.). In these verses an appeal is made to

all the earth (v. "), and Yahweh is proclaimed as the one efficient

God who alone has done wondrous deeds among all peoples (v. =*).

He is contrasted with the gods of other peoples which are things of

nought and have done nothing for their worshippers, cf. Is. 40' «
«

44» «• Je. 2" Ps. 115^-', while Yahweh made the heavens (v. '').

All peoples are admonished to bring offerings unto Yahweh and

to worship him (w. ^^- "). All nature shall rejoice, the heavens

and the earth, the sea with all its life and the field with all its life,
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and the trees of the forest, for Yahweh cometh to judge the earth.

The conclusion of Ps. 96, v. ^^'^, is omitted in Chronicles, since

the Ps. does not come to an end with v. ".—34-36 = Ps.io6' " *K

The first of these verses is a common liturgical phrase with which

Pss. 106, 107, 118, and 136 begin and makes also an appropriate

closing, Ps. 118", cf. also Je. ^y^ Ezr. 3" i Mac. 42^^36. And
gather us together and deliver us from the nations]. In Ps. "and

gather us from the nations" is a clear reference to the dispersion

and so inappropriate to the time of David. The writer sought

to remove this significance of the phrase by inserting the words,

and deliver us.—Verse 36, the doxology of the fourth book of Ps.,

is not unsuitable here,

12. inifi] Ps. 1055 VD.—13. Ssna'i yir] Ps. 105" onnax y-ir.—15,

noT] Ps. 105' 13T <S^, iMVTj/xopeOofjLev has grown out of 05*^ nvrmovevuv

= -\2). Ki. BH. prefers the reading of Ps. but the Chronicler may
have changed to pi. imv. intentionally to accord with vv. ' '• "• '2-

** '* +.—16. pnxi*?] Ps. 105' pna'^'S which spelling also occurs in Je,

33« Am. 79- '6.—19. Donrna] Ps. 10512 onvna, likewise i ms., (&, "&.

This is the better text.—20. noSscci] lis wanting in Ps. 105'^—21,

c'^nS] Ps. 105'* aiN.—22. •'No:3i] Ps. 105'* "'Xiaj'r'i.—23. dp Sn] Ps.

96' DrS.—24. ni3J pn] Ps. 96' without pn.—25. Nnui] 1 wanting in

Ps. 96*.—26. nmn] <& k. b debz ijtiQv = ijinWi.—27. iDpD3 nnm] Ps.

96' iiinpD3 PiNon. nnn is a late word frequent in Aram., elsewhere

in OT. only Ne. 8'°. The word place may have been substituted

for sanctuary because more general and better fitting the abode of

the ark before the Temple was built (Zoe.).—29. i'':d'?] instead of

vpnxnS, Ps. 968, because the Temple was not built.—iinp p-nno]. The
meaning is dub. RV. in holy array (margin in the beauty of holiness),

better in holy attire. Perles suggests a connection with the Babylonian

addru "to fear " and interprets veneration before the sattctuary, though

this rendering is excluded in 2 Ch. ao'^', which he regards as corrupt

{OLZ. 8, 1905, col. 127).—V. 29c corresponds to Ps. 969a.—30. This

verse is composed of Ps. 96"' ""'^ "">.—rjflSc] Ps. 96* vjoc.—31.

Composed of Ps. 96"» and ioa_—ncxM] Ps. 96'" ncN.—Ps. 96'"''

Dnrna D^dj; pTi wanting in Ch.—32. Composed of Ps. 96'"' and i2«.

—mtyn yhp] Ps. 96»» ••ity jhy\—33. ijsSd n>'\-i n;'] Ps. 96"2b ua ^^

'JbV -ij;< >sj;.—so] Ps. + n3 13.—35, nD«i] wanting in Ps. 106".

—

UVB'i ^hSn] Ps. irnSs ni,T.—ijS'-sni] wanting in Ps.—36. icnm] Ps.

106" -inNi.—mn^S SSni] Ps. ni-iSSn. Thus the poetic termination

of Ps. 106 is turned into an historical statement. On SSn cf. Ges.

§ 1 138-
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37-43. Levites appointed for service.—A continuation of

w. • ^

—

37. A resume of vv. * '•.—38. And Obed-edom and his*

brethren sixty-eight and Hosa to be gate-keepers^ We must either

read his with C^, H (Bn.) or transpose and Hosa to a position be-

fore and their brethren, etc. (Kau., Ki.). The phrase and 'Obed-

edom the son ofJeduthiin* is probably a marginal gloss which made

its way into the text in the wrong place. The glossator finding

Obed-edom represented as a singer in 15=" 16' gives him a place in

the family of Jeduthun, the singer (see below on v. <2). In 26' the

gate-keepers of the family of Obed-edom number sixty-two.

—

On Hosa cf. 26'".—39. Thus according to the Chronicler there

were two sanctuaries, the ark brought to Jerusalem constituting

one and the tabernacle with its other furniture at Gibeon consti-

tuting the other (21^' 2 Ch. i^-*). At this latter Zadok and his

brethren ministered.—On the high place which was at Gibe'on cj.

I K. 3< ' .—40. On the continual offerings cj. Ex. 29" Nu. 28'- '.

—

And to do all that is written, etc.] i.e., everything which was the

priests' duty to do in the sanctuary.—41. With them] i.e., with

Zadok and his brethren at Gibeon were placed the two guilds of

singers represented by Heman and Jeduthun, while the guild of

Asaph (v. ") ministered before the ark at Jerusalem.

—

And the

rest of the chosen] refers to all the singers chosen at this time.

—

Who were designated by name] i.e., those so designated in 15"

who did not serve in Jerusalem (v. ^).—42. And in possession of

them were trumpets and cymbals for musicians and other instru-

ments used in sacred song*] lit. and instruments of the song of God.

With song of God, cf. song of Yahweh, Ps. 137* 2 Ch. 29".

—

And
the sons of Jeduthun at the gate] is dubious. Chronicles does not

know of any sons of Jeduthun who were gate-keepers except

"Obed-edom the son of Jeduthun," v. '', a late gloss possibly

dependent upon the statement here. Some words may have

fallen from the text between Jeduthun and at the gate.—43. Taken

from 2 S. 6'"=- '»* and thus is a continuation of v. '.

37. vhn'^i idn^] S with direct object, Ges. § iryw.—ara ov -i3iS]

cf. Ex. 5" i6< et at.—38. pn"'!^] is merely a copyist's variation of

jinn>.—39. pnx pn] obj. of 3^;>^ of v. »^—42. onnp] BDB. oj; 3. b.

—pnnM jn^n] wanting in (B and to be omitted as a dittography
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from V. "' (Kau., Bn., Ki.)- Be. holding that 'sn n^a> >h2 were equiva-

lent to the nnjo3i D''S3j of v. ' rearranged w. " '• somewhat after the

order of v. ' reading: <D mn^S nmn'? niDB'3 lapj -wh onnjn -iNiri

D^y^ci'D DTiSiDi nnsxn iinnn pini dtiSkh iib' >'?33 non oSiyS.—43.

3Dm] 2 S. yi'^^.

XVII. The promise to David in view of his purpose to build

a temple for Yahweh.—Taken with slight variations from 2 S. 7.

According to Dt. 12'° '• unity of worship should become law

after the Israelites had passed over Jordan and when Yahweh

had given them "rest" from all their enemies round about, and

had chosen a place "to cause his name to dwell there" {i.e., when

the Temple should have been built). This "rest" came in

with David and Solomon, r/. 2 S. 7'- " i K. 5" <«' (We. Hist,

of Isr. pp. 19 /., n.). If the narrative in 2 S. 7 is as late as

the Exile (so Sm. Com.) the writer probably knew of this Deuter-

onomic provision and sought to show why this unity of worship

was not ushered in by David through the erection of the Temple

when "Yahweh had given him rest from all his enemies round

about" (v. '). To the Chronicler, David, the man of blood, in no

wise fulfilled this condition (r/. i Ch. 22' ' ), hence he omitted

from 2 S. 7' the words "Yahweh had given him rest, etc.," and

substituted / will subdue all thine enemies (v. '») for "I will cause

thee to rest from all thine enemies" (2 S. 7")-

1-15. Nathan's message to David.—1 . 2. When David dwelt in

his house] probably the one built with the aid of the King of Tyre,

14" = 2 S. 5".

—

Nathan, the prophet] (vv. '• ^- " and parallels in

2 S. 7, 2 S. 12' + 6 times in 2 S. 12, i K. i^ f 10 times in i K. i,

2 Ch. 29" Ps. 51= (title) BS. 47"; in the phrase "acts of Nathan the

prophet" I Ch. 29" 2 Ch. 9"; and frequent as a personal name

elsewhere) was the well-known court prophet during David's reign

and one of the supporters of Solomon at his accession, i K. i.—

•

Lo, I dwell in a house of cedar and the ark of the covenant of Yahweh

is under curtains]. The contrast between David's regal palace

and the humble resting-place of the ark was sufficient to indicate

his intention to his religious adviser, who immediately responded,

Do all that is in thy heart, for God is with thee.—3. Nathan's

first impression that God would favour David's undertaking was a
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mistaken one.

—

It came to pass the same night, that the word ofGod

came to Nathan] doubtless in a dream.—4. Thou shalt not build

me a (lit. the, v. i.) house to dwell in] is expressed in 2 S. in the form

of a question equivalent to a negative.—5. For I have not dwelt

in a house from the day I brought up Israel, i.e., from Egypt (so

2 S.), unto this day, but have walked in a tent and in a tabernacle^].

This statement M^as not literally true, since the sanctuary at Shiloh

seems to have been a fixed structure (see Dr. in DB. IV. p. 500 a,

also EBi. IV. col. 4925, § 2).

—

7-14. H. P. Smith finds traces of

rhythmical structure in this oracle, but not without extensive

emendation (see Com. in loco).—7f . / took thee from the pasture,

from following the sheep] as narrated in i S. 16" «•. From this

humble origin Yahweh had made David a prince over Israel and

promised to make his fame like that of the great men of the earth.

It is implied that David's honour is great enough M^ithout the

added credit of building the Temple.—9. And I will appoint a

place for my people Israel and will plant them] i.e., the establish-

ment of the people in the promised land in safety from their enemies

was not yet accomplished, hence the time for the building of the

Temple as set forth in Dt. 12'° '• had not yet come {v. s.).—10.

Will build thee a house] certainly means a dynasty and not a build-

ing.

—

11. Thou tnust go to be with thy fathers]. 2 S. "thou shalt

sleep with thy fathers" is the more usual phrase {cf. Gn. 47'° (J)

Dt. 31" I K. 21" II" 2 Ch. 262, etc.), while that of Chronicles has no

exact parallel, yet cf. 1 K. 2^ Gn. 15''. The motive for the change

in Chronicles is difficult to determine. Boettcher (Aehrenlese)

thought the expression to go was more indeterminate and that it

was introduced by one believing in the continuation of David's

life.—12. A direct reference to the Temple to be built by Solomon,

with which is coupled the fundamental Messianic promise.

In 2 S. the verse may be a gloss (so Sm.).—13. The foreboding

of iniquity with its punishment contained in 2 S. 7'* is omitted

evidently to avoid a sombre thought. "So sensitive is the Chron-

icler for the honour of David and his house that he cannot even

endure in the mouth of Yahweh a reference to its faults" (Ki.).

—As I took itfrom him that was before thee] i.e., from Saul, who is

mentioned by name in 2 S. {v. i.).—14. But I will settle him in
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my house and in my kingdotn forever] 2 S. "Thy house and thy

kingdom shall be made sure forever before thee." The change of

Chronicles (2 S. has the more original text) is due to the point of

view of the Chronicler, who regards the kingdom as a theocracy,

cf. "upon the throne of the kingdom of Yahweh" 28*, "thine is the

kingdom, O Yahweh" 29", "upon the throne of Yahweh" 29".

My house must be taken parallel to my kingdom, thus referring to

the people of Israel.

1 . Ch. has lifxo, n^i twice, njn and niyn> nnn nini nna pnN where

2 S. 7>- * have 13 > nSnn , ni nsii njjnin iinj aa'i dmSnh jnN. The
Chronicler by his last phrase has given a clearer description of the

position of the ark.

—

'3:n] Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. has elsewhere "'JN, except

Ne. i« (LOT".", pp. 155 /., foot-note).—2. Ch. has again I'n in

the place of "iScn, and has omitted iS before r^•c'•;.—3. o^'hSkh] 2 S.

7« ninv—jnj] 6 mss., & + N^ajn, which is not original, cf. 2 S.—4.

n3>' n>n Sn] 2 S. 7' in Sn "1-123; Sk.—n^iyS rr'^n iS ry^^r^ nns n*?] 2 S.

•>n2B'S P13 I*? njan nnxn. The latter is undoubtedly the more orig-

inal statement, non is either definite with the idea, the house which

shall be built, not by thee, but by thy son (Bn.), or Ges. § 1265,

only definite in the writer's mind and to be rendered indefinite in

our idiom.—5 . ba^w^ r>n iniSyn itrN ovn jd] 2 S. 7' ^J3 pn ^rhyr\ dvdS

onxDD Sni^".—jDiyDDi ^Tw. Sn Sdnd HinNi] 2 S. jae'D^i Vnxi iSnnD nvnxi.

This latter is probably the true text (Be., Kau., Ki., Bn.). Bu.

(SBOT.) after Klo. reads pB'D '?n ]yi^r:'D hna ha Snxo -iSnnn n^nNi.

" Thus only," says Bu., " does the necessary sense of shelter under

strange roofs find proper expression whereas M (in 2 S.) expresses a

wandering about in and with a shelter belonging to it corresponding

to the later fiction of "^'Jm: Sns in P." But one would expect this

later fiction to be shown by the text of Ch. rather than S. (Bn.).—6.

After Sj^^ 2 S. 7' has 'ja.
—

''aija'] the true text. 2 S. '•Dae, a clear

case of copyist's confusion of letters.

—

''Dj;] 2 S. + Ssna''' pn.—7. p
nnx] 2 S. 7« -inxD supported by Ps. 78".—Before Ss-iri 2 S. has

Sj?, an unnecessary repetition and perhaps not original.—8. pn;Ni] 2

S. 7» np-\— .—2 S. has Snj after cC. 05 in 2 S. agrees with Ch. in

its omission, hence Ch. has the true text (We. TS., Dr., Bu., Sm.).

—9. As in V. ' the preposition with 'C>' is repeated before ^ni^'i in

2 S. 7'".—inSaS] 2 S. ini:;S. Bn. thinks the text of Ch. is original,

but the use of nVa in Dn. 7^5 suggests that this verb was supplanting

the older and more usual n:y. (^ roO TaireivGxxai reproduces the text

of 2 S. Perhaps 1^ comes from a late transcriber.—10. d^d^dSi] 2 S.

7" avn pSi. In both texts after (6 in 2 S. 1 should be omitted (Dr.,

Bu., Bn., Ki. ?). To retain the 1 causes a reference in v. "> to the
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Egyptian oppression, but this is a thought alien to the context, in

which rather the blessings secured by the settled government of David
are contrasted with the attacks to which Israel was exposed during

the period of the judges.

—

i^mk So hn Tyjom] 2 S. io''n Sjd -\h inn>jni.

We. TS., Dr., Bu. prefer for the text of 2 S. as more agreeable to

the context V3''N Soa iS "'nn''jni. Bn. prefers in Ch. vd>ix as demanded
by the context.—mn> -jS nj3^ ni3i iS njNi] 2 S. nsf;" no ^d mni ^V nijni

nin>
i*^. Both of these texts are harsh. Ki. in Ch. removes 1 before

no. (6 read ^S^J^{1 ani 7 w?7/ itiagnify thee. This is followed by

Oe. and commends itself to Bn. In that case we should read nj3N,

cf. the first person in v. "; nin' has then arisen from nini the first

word of V. ". Bu. (SBOT.) gives as the true text in 2 S. ^S iijd ''jjni

nin> ^S Pt'j?^ no o. Sm. suggests that the material of v. '" is a gloss

(see his full comment).—11. n<m] wanting by error in 2 S. 7'^ (Dr.,

Bu.).

—

yD^2H uy noSS] 2 S. Tni3X pn njo'i'i followed by d in Ch.

—

^^J3D n^n> -itt-N] 2 S. IVDO NS^ iB'N, also (S in Ch. The change in Ch.

has been made to point more definitely to Solomon.—inuSn] 2 S.

inoScD, see 142.—12. 'h] 2 S. 7'^ inrS.

—

indo] 2 S. inoScD nd3. 05 in

2 S. supports the text of Ch.—13. On omission see above.

—

tdn]

supported by (6 in 2 S. 7'^ where ^ has "no-, and preferred as more

pointed by Dr., Bu., Sm.—i^jsS n^n i^'nc] 2 S. 'm^Dn itrx S1Nt^' dj?d

TiJflSc. The shorter '^xt of Ch. is original (Be., We. TS., Dr.,

Bu., Sm.).—14. oSiy v poj nin> 1x031 oSijjn ^J; iniDSnai >nia3 inimcym]

2 S. 7" oSip ^37 113: nini ^ND^ tijdS oSiy nj; ^p^SDD1 ^n•l3 |dnji.

16-27. David's prayer of thanksgiving.—Thus David ex-

pressed his gratitude for the divine promise delivered by Nathan.

—

16. Then David went in], the newly erected sanctuary (Be.) or

possibly his own house,

—

and sat before Yahweli]. This posture in

prayer is peculiar in the OT., but for instances among related

peoples, see Sm. on 2 S. 7'^ Standing (Gn. iS^^ i S. i"), kneeling

(i K. 8" Ps. 95« Dn. 6" ""*) and prostration (Nu. 16" i K. i8«)

were the usual postures.—The prayer begins with an expression

of wonder that Yahweh should have exalted one so humble and

from such an unimportant family,

—

Who am I, O Yahweh God,

and what is my house, that thou hast brought me thus far?—17.

This verse is obscure both here and in the parallel text of 2 S.

(v. i.).—18. What shall David continue to say unto thee?* for

thou knowest thy servant]. This rendering is of a text corrected

from 2 S. (v. i.). David's heart is too full for utterance, yet God
will understand his servant.—19. Again the text is doubtful.—20.
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All that men have heard reveals the uniqueness of Yahweh, beside

whom there is no other God.—21. According to Geiger {Urschrift

und Uebersetzungen, p. 288) this verse in its most original form

contained a contrast between Israel's God and the gods of other

nations. His reconstructed text (v. i.) is rendered as follows : And
who is like thy people Israel? {Is there) another nation in the

earth which a god went to redeem to himselffor a people and to give

to himself a name and to do for them great and terrible things in

driving out from before his people a station and its gods. But the

Chronicler, or rather his forerunner in 2 S., applied all this to

^srael by the change of another (*ini<) to one (inX) and other

ctianges until Chronicles read : And who is like thy people

Israel ? a unique nation which God went to redeem to himself as a

people, giving to thyself a name by great and terrible things in driv-

ing out nations from before thy people, which thou didst redeem

from Egypt. Chronicles passes from the third to the second

person, not an unusual construction.—22. It is Israel's glory

that the true God had chosen them in preference to any other

nation, that they should be his people and he should be their God.

—23. The King prays that the message borne by Nathan, the

prophet, may be established forever.—24. Saying, Yahweh of

hosts is the God of Israel * and the house of thy servant David is

established before thee]. The prayer seems to be that the people

may say that Yahweh is Israel's God, and that David's house

has the legitimate right to rulership by divine choosing. The

change from third to second person is awkward, but possible (v. s.

V. ''). Thus King David puts the rights of his house to rule

beside the right of Yahweh to be the God of Israel, and wishes

them as firmly established. He justifies the boldness of this

petition by recalling the divine revelation which he had received

through Nathan,—25 thou hast revealed to thy servant that thou

wilt build him a house.—27. The prayer closes with an assertion

of the confidence of the worshipper that Yahweh has blessed his

house and what he has blessed, shall be blessed forever. In this

the text differs from that of 2 S., where the last verse is a prayer

for this blessing. Bertheau regarded the text of 2 S. as the original

because the request for the fulfilment of a promise and also for
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new blessing has its proper place at the close of the prayer. This

very fact, however, Benzinger alleges as the reason why we should

look for the change of a perfect into an imperative, and not the

converse. The request for fulfilment he finds in v. ". The

leading thought, he says, of David's prayer is that Yahweh through

his revelation has already brought a blessing and made a beginning

with salvation (vv. 's-
26) j therefore David's house will endure, for

whatever Yahweh once blesses, remains blessed forever, and this

thought is disturbed by the introduction of the imperative.

16. ijn] 2 S. 7" 13JN, f/. V. '.—ainSK mn>] 2 S. nin> >jnN.—17. 2 S.

7" has my after lopn.

—

d-'hSn] 2 S. riini ^J^N.—Sp] 2 S. Sn.—-^inj 'jn-'N-n

nSj?Dn mNH]. (Some Heb. mss. have iina instead of -\'ir^3, which helps

not at all in solving the textual difficulty.) And (thou) hast regarded

me according to the estate of a man of high degree, AV., RV. 2 S.

oiND min DNii, And this too after the manner of men, RV., Atid is

this the law of man? AVm., RVm. Both of these texts are clearly

corrupt and are unintelligible. (B in Ch. has Kal iireTdh /xe ws Spaais

dv6pujirov Kal Oi/'ajo'ds /ue, the last clause of which, and thou hast exalted me

(•'j'^Vm), gives good sense, and from the first half Bn. would derive 'JNin

nsnas and render, Dii liessest mich schauen etwas wie eine Vision. Ki.

gives 2^ up as hopelessly corrupt. Oe. reads ^jS;'Dn aix minD ijn^N-ii,

Thou regardest me after the manner of a man {i.e., in thy condescension),

O thou who exaltest me. Ke. gave a similar meaning but retained nSi'on

(as corresponding to pinicS) as regards the elevation, i.e., the elevation of

my race (my seed) on high. We. TS., after hints of Be. and Ew. (see

Sm.), reads in 2 S. ginh n^n '•jxi.m A nd thou hast let me see the generations

of men, i.e., hast given me a glimpse into the future of my descend-

ants. Bu. adopts this and then from nS>"D in Ch. adds dSjjS. Kau.

favours the reading of We. TS.—18. n»< lu^S i^Sn iin nv 1'Di' •"'a

^^3>'] 2 S. 72" tiSk -13-iS nij? nn fi'DP nci. Ke. defends the text of Ch.

as the original because the more difficult. Zoe. allows it. Oe. reads

lasS after (S tov So^dcrat and thus obviates the harsh construction

of nnaj; pn. But Tiay ns is wanting in (S and came probably by

copyist oversight from the second half of the verse and iodS is likely

an error for i^nS, hence the text of 2 S. is to be preferred (Be.,

Kau., Bn., Ki.).—In 2 S. ^^3y is followed by nini ijix. Ch. omits

1J1N, and ni.Ti, in M, goes with v. '».—19. ni.-i^] see v. ".—l"i3>'] 2 S.

721 "i-»a-\, which Be. and Ba. regard as the original reading but <S in

2 S. agrees with Ch. and is followed by Bu., SBOT., Sm. rightly

(Bn.).—After ynnS 2 S. has inaj? but wants niSnjn hj pn. C&b jn ci,_

omits the clause. Bu. in 2 S. rearranges v. '"' (after Reifmann given
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in Dr.) (see Sm.), pnth n'^njn ^3 ns iiaj? ynin'? D'CJ.'. The Chron-

icler, however, had clearly the present order in 2 S. before him.—20.

Ch. has retained only r\^n> out of •'3 D'H*?!* m.T n'?^J ]3 Sy in 2 S. 7"

before i''n. The words n'7^J p Sy may be represented in the S3 pn

mSnjn of the previous verse (Be ).—21. Both the texts of Ch. and

2 S. 7" give evidences of corruption, but the former is the better. Ch.

has rightly '?XTiri instead of '?n-\S"'d, j'^n instead of uSn, and a'lJ instead

of ixix*^, while 2 S. has correctly 1^ Di^*'? instead of 1*? oic'^, and r'?nj

instead of nSnjn. Both texts require emendation of inx into "inN

after <S^ in 2 S. Ch. has omitted azb nia'j,''?i (to be read onS "r-i) after

azf and also at the end of the verse vn^x. The passage according

to Geiger {Urschrift, p. 228) followed by We. TS., Dr., Bu., Sm.

(and Ki. in Ch.), originally read as follows : inN >« Snib" ^CJ?3 Ti

niN-iiji niSnj on'? ri!ry'?i oa' iS Dia'Si dj?S 1*? nnsS dihSn ^'?^ icn vito

vdSni "iij id;? ijsa tfuS. Bn. emends ms''? reading oarii and thus re-

tains the second person and the clause respecting redemption from

Egypt, which clause Ki. regards as an insertion or marginal note.—22.

jnm] 2 S. 7" i"? Jji3ni.—23. mn^] 2 S. 7" o^^'?N mn\— jcn^] 2 S. apn.

—24. jcsn] wanting in 2 S. 7^^ and to be struck out as a dittography

from V. ".—Sxitr^ ^n'?N] wanting in 2 S., also to be struck out as a

mere repetition of the following '7N^;r1S DviSs.—2 S. has ^nis*^ Sj? and

has nirT> before Jioj.—25. "'hSn] 2 S. 7" '?nt>:''> mSn niN3X mnv—nuaS

n''3 iS] 2 S. nS nj3N ni3 icnS.—After iiay nfo 2 S. has 13S pn and

after yioh. nNrn nSflnn nx. The former is necessary to the text, but

the latter is probably a needless copyist addition (Bn.).—26. The

text of 2 S. 7" is fuller and as follows : Qin^NH Nin r\ni< nin> >jix nnyi

PKin navisn pn ^^ap Sk nanpi pdn vn> ^-laii.—27. TiaS pSnih] 2 S. 7"

I-\3i Ssin.

—

dSijj'? 11331 P3ia nini npx >3] 2 S. pi3t nini ^j-in hpn >3

o'^U''^ T^aj? P''a T(2' injnasi. On these changes see above.

XVIII. 1-13. A summary of the foreign wars of David.—

Taken with slight variations from 2 S. 8'-'*. David defeats the

Phihstines and acquires Gath with its dependencies and conquers

Moab, Zobah, Damascus, and Edom. As a con^eqaence of the de-

feat of the King of Zobah, the King of Hamath sends gifts, hence

David controls practically all of Syria south of Hamath except the

Phoenician cities and the remaining cities of Philistia.—1. Gath and

its daughters] instead of the vmintelligible "bridle of the mother

city" RV. of 2 S. 8'. Whether the reading of Chronicles is the orig-

inal is impossible to determine. We. TS. and Dr. think it derived

from 2 S.—2. The Chronicler omitted from 2 S. the passage, "and

he measured them with the line, making them to lie down on the
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ground; and he measured two lines to put to death, and one full

line to keep alive," possibly because this harsh treatment of the

Moabite captives cast reflections upon the character of David

after the previous kindness shown him by the Moabite King, i S.

22' '. Of that incident the writer of 2 S. 8^ seems to have had no

knowledge (Sm.), but the Chronicler certainly must have been

acquainted with it. This fact, then, rather than the excessive

cruelty of the measure, probably influenced him, cj. 20=.

—

And
brought tribute^ probably, as in the days of Mesha, this consisted

of wool, 2 K. 3^—3. IIadadezer'^\ Chronicles has here and else-

where Hadarezer, cf. vv. ' '"• '" iqi^- ", as also ($ in all the parallel

passages in 2 S. The original form of the name was of course

Hadadezer, as in 2 S. M, and i K. ii^^, The component Hadad
appears in the name Benhadad, carried by a number of kings of

Damascus of later times, i K. 15"- " = 2 Ch. 16= • i K. 20', etc.

Of these Ben-hadad II. is known in Assyr. ins. as Dadda-id-ri

(var. Hdri) = Aram. Hadad-idri = Heb. Hadadezer {KB. i,

p. 134, n. i). Hadad was the name of a Syrian deity. The name

signifies Hadad is help (Dr.) (see Sm.).

—

Zobah] an Aramean

state of consequence during the reigns of Saul (i S. 14") and

David, mentioned in Assyr. ins. as Suhutu or Snhiti (see Del.

Par. pp. 279_^., Schr. KAT."^ pp. i82_^.), and situated according to

Noeldeke between Damascus and Hamath (EBi. I. col. 280 § 6).

—Unto Hamath] is an addition to the text of 2 S. Whether from

a glossator or, as is more likely, from the Chronicler, the statement

is an inference from vv. » ^ . Hamath is identical with the mod.

Hamd on the Orontes about one himdred and fifteen miles north of

Damascus.

—

Ashe went to establish his hand by the river Euphrates].

The subject is either Hadadezer (Be., Zoe., Dr.) or more probably

David (Oe., Ba., Sm.).—4. A thousand chariots and seven thousand

horsemen] but according to 2 S. David took a thousand and seven

hundred horsemen and no mention is made of the chariots. Since

(5 of 2 S. agrees with Chronicles, the Chronicler did not likely alter

the text, but rather reproduced what he found.

—

David hamstrung

all the chariot horses] as a measure to insure peace, cf. Jos. 11 ••».

The Hebrews among their hills were slow in adopting cavalry and

chariots, but David now began their use, for he reservedfrom them
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[horses] for a hundred chariots.—5. Aram of Damascus]. Aram
is a singular collective for the Arameans. The Aramean kingdom

with Damascus as its chief city played an important role in the

history of Syria imtil it was finally overthrown by Tiglath-pileser

III in 732 B. c. Damascus itself is a city of extreme antiquity,

although early references to it are few and uncertain. It appears

as Timasku in the list of the Syrian conquests of Thotmes III, and

as TimaSgi, Dima^a, in the Amama letters.—The independence of

Damascus was also threatened by this attack upon Zobah, hence

the willingness to succour Hadadezer.—6. Then David put garri-

sons* in Aram of Damascus] as was his custom to do to subjected

peoples, cf. V. ''.—The writer piously ascribes the credit for David's

victories to Yahweh, cf. v. ".—7. Shields of gold] is a somewhat

doubtful rendering, more likely arms or armour (Ba. Exp. Times

X. pp. 43/.). Of gold would refer to the decoration.—8. Tibhaih]

(so read also in 2 S. S^ f) and Cun f] (2 S. Berothai) are other-

wise unknown. Furrer {ZPV. viii. p. 34) identifies the latter with

the mod. Kuna near Bereiian.—Wherewith Solomon made the

brazen sea and the pillars and the vessels of brass] is an addition

from the hand of the Chronicler, whence it made its way into (|

of 2 S.—9. To'u, king ofHamath] (2 S. To i) is otherwise unknown.

Hamath, regularly mentioned as the northern boundary of Israel,

on the western side of Hermon immediately north of Dan. This

kingdom had plainly been threatened by the Arameans whom David

defeated.—10. Hadoram, his son] (2 S. Joram). Nothing further

is known of him. The name appears as that of an Arabian tribe

in 1 2' {q. v.).—Upon the defeat of Hadadezer Tou hastened to

send his son to bless David, i. e., to congratulate him, possibly to

acknowledge his suzerainty, and to purchase his favour with gifts.

—11. These also did king David dedicate to Yahweh] together with

the spoils of war from the nations, Edom, Mo^ab, Ammon, the

Philistines, and 'Amalek. 2 S. adds "and from the spoil of Hadad-

ezer, son of Rehob, king of Zobah." We have no other mention

of a war of David with Amalek except that in i S. 30, where we

are told that David distributed the spoil among his friends in

Judah (vv. =!« ^).—12. And when he returned he smote Edom*

in the Valley of Salt eighteen thousand]. This is probably the
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original text here, an abridgment of 2 S. 8", "And David made a

name. And when he returned from his smiting of Aram, he

smote Edom,* etc. " M of Chronicles, Moreover Abshai the son oj

Zerniah^ is due to a curious misreading of a copyist {v. i.). The

Edomites may have taken advantage of the absence of David and

the army, when they were far north, to make a hostile raid, as the

Amalekites did when David left Ziklag to go north with the Philis-

tines (i S. 30). The Valley of Salt is only mentioned in connec-

tion with Edom, 2 Ch. 25" 2 K. 14' Ps. 6o^ On account of its

proximity to the salt mountain, Khashni Usdum, and to the Salt

Sea, it has been identified with the plain es-Sebkhah, at the southern

end of the Dead Sea.—13. And he put garrisons in Edom] as he

had done in Damascus, v. «. The pious formula which closes v. «

is repeated here verbatim.

1. npM] 2 S. 8' -H nn.—nipjai pj dn] 2 S. hdnd jpd pn, which is

quite unintelligible (see Sm.).—2. On omission see above.

—

3N1d vn^i]

2 S. 82 3N1D \nni.—3. iiyTin] many mss., 2 S. 8' iiynn. Ch. pre-

serves a corrupt spelling, which since it appears in (S of 2 S., 'ASpaa^ap,

may have been found in this form by the Chronicler.—Ch. has

omitted am p.—npDn] wanting in 2 S. Bn. thinks it is a corruption

of PcSn, at Helam, see 19".

—

^^"i^^] 2 S. 2-'Z'T\h. The former is read

after Dr. by Bu., who thinks it represented in iwiffTrjcrai of (& in

2 S.

—

pid] wanting in Kt. of 2 S., given in Qr. and some MSS.—4.

Diir-iD d'aSn Pr3t:'i 2Dn nl^a] 2 S. S* d^z'-\d pind yart n'^^. ^ in 2 S.

agrees with Ch. But ^ of 2 S. is likely nearer to the true reading,

which may have been originally seven hundred chariots, cf. 2 S. 10",

to which was added a thousand horsemen, and finally by other ad-

ditions and changes the text of Ch. appeared (see Bn.).—5. H2^<^']

2 S. 85 Nam.—In ^a'D^^ instead of prm we have an unusual spelling,

cf. V. * and Syriac _fiQJil2sfi«. For a full discussion see J. Halevy,

Revue Semitique, 1894, pp. 280-283.—i?>'-nnS] see v. '.—6. dosj gar-

risons given in 2 S. 8^ has fallen from the text as the object of

Dtt"i. It is found in the Vrss.

—

>p''1] 2 S. 'npi

—

imiS^] 2 S. nn pn. The

former gives the better idea, Yahweh gave victory to David.—7. Sj?

nay] correct over against na;) Sn of 2 S. (Be., Dr., Bu., Sm.).

—

dSs'II^ dx^3''1] wanting in &.—8. pnatOD] true reading confirmed by <S

in 2 S., where in 1^ nioan, cf. On. 22". Kau. reads naanv—paci] 2 S.

imam, (g in both 2 S. and Ch. has ^/c tCHv iKXcKTuv = pnnan cf.

16^' or inaDD (Bn.), mnan (Sm.). Nothing is known of a city of either

name.—'ui nrj? na] wanting in 2 S., an addition by the Chronicler,

v. s.—9. v;r'] 2 S. 8' V"", but the text of Ch. is confirmed by (8 in
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2 S. and is the more probable form (Dr., Bu.).—naix li^z] wanting in

2 S.—10. n'?;:"!] 2 S. S'" adds the King's name.—ainr^] 2 S. mv,

but since 05 in 2 S. has leSSovpav the text of Ch. is to be preferred

(Dr., Bu.).—.-la'Hji ']D3y 3nt "''73 ^^31] 2 S. •''?3i 2nr "''?ji r\oi i'?3 vn n''3i

Ptt'nj.—11. N'iT'j] 2 S. 8'> Z'-'-^pn and also after OMjn the additional

clause c'33 nrx.—anx-:] 2 S. S'^ anxs. The text of Ch. is to be

preferred (see Sm.).— 2 S. has after p'^Djrai the additional clause

r\2M iSd 3m p •\r;-\-\n S'^r::\—12. onN ns nan n^nx )3 v^ax^] 2 S. 8'«

D"\N nN imoHD ^2•c?2 oy in tr>"i. The first clause. And David made a

name, the Chronicler clearly omitted. Instead of i3'i'3 the original

after (S in 2 S. was mr^i (Bu., Ki.). This by a copyist has been

corrupted into p i^jn, and then some hand has added the missing

name of the mother r\>^•^:i. njn may have been the correct reading in

2 S. (We. TS., Bu.), where as the text now stands we must substi-

tute D^x for D-iN, or possibly the original text may have contained

two clauses and as a whole read : Q-\H nx imsna Wirai ozf in cp'i

DIN nx HDH (Bu., SBOT., somewhat after Be., who read And Joab

the son 0/ Zeruiah smote Edom when he returned from the conquest

of Aram). Ke. read as Bu. except T'l instead of ^2^. The words of

the title of Ps. 60, n'^c xm3 nnx n« y^ axv aa'ii, support the reading of

Be., yet the title most probably is subsequent to the text of Ch. with

^2fV2^ (Bn.).—13. After a^axj 2 S. 8'* has the additional clause ^22

Doxj ar anx, which (if not a dittography) the Chronicler naturally

omitted as superfluous.

—

vn^^] 2 S. ^|'^.

14-17. Administrative officers.—Taken from 2 S. S'^-".

—

14.

The King himself acted as chief justice, thus making himself acces-

sible to the people, r/. 2S. 15^''.—15. David's nephew /o'afi //le 50»

of Zeruiah (David's sister) was over the host]. Cf. 2".

—

Jehosha-

phat the son of Ahilud was the recorder]. This Jehoshaphat

always mentioned in this way (2 S. 8'« 20" i K. 4' f ) held office

also in the reign of Solomon (i K. 4'). The functions of the

recorder ("l''2Ti3, lit. the one who causes to remember) are nowhere

defined exactly. Most likely his duty consisted in reminding the

King of important business (see Bn. Arch. p. 310, Now. Arch. I.

p. 308).

—

16. Zadok, the son ofAhitub]. Cf. $'* (68).

—

Ahimelech*

the son of Abiafhar]. V. i., cf. 24'.

—

Shavsha was scribe]. The

spelling is doubtful {v. i.). The scribe ("ISID) was the King's

secretary, an office distinct from that of the recorder. Shavsha's

two sons acted as scribes in the reign of Solomon (i K. 4').

—

17.

Benaiah the son of Jehoiada ] see 11", was over the Cherethites and
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the Pelethites] the King's guard {cf. 2 S. 15" 20' + v. "Qr. i K.

I" «).

—

And David's sons were ahoiU the king] is the Chronicler's

paraphrase for 2 S. "And David's sons were priests " because he

could not understand how any could be priests except, according

to P, the sons of Aaron (see Intro, p. 13).

14. 2 S. 8" has nn after in^.—16. ^n''2N p iSc^si air''nN p pnxi]

(&, H, 2 S. 8" iSainN the true reading for Ch., but since Abiathar

is mentioned as priest before, during, and after David's reign, most

modern scholars prefer to read in 2 S. after ^ Abiathar the son of

Ahimelech (Dr.). The change, however, should go further and we

should read in 2 S., but not in Ch., 2rj>nN p ^SD1^^^ p n.iuKi pnsi

(see Bu. Com.).—xs'ir] supported against n>-\;' of 2 S. by N^a" 2 S.

20" and iiif-if I K. 4'.—17. "'m^n S;'] 2 S. 8" •-mani by error.

—

iScn "yS D^ja'xin] 2 S. o-'jna.

XIX-XX. 3. David's war with the Ammonites and their

Aramean allies.—Taken from 2 S. 10'-'' 11' 12" s" ='. The

Chronicler has omitted the narrative of David's kindness to the

house of Saul, 2 S. 9, because he passes over entirely David's

relation to Saul; and he has also omitted the episode of David's

crimes in connection with Bathsheba, 2 S. 11. 12, because it

reflects upon the character of the King. In this story of the Am-
monite war the direct variations from that of 2 S. are of minor

importance, chiefly those of a magnifying character to give David

greater glory, or to simplify the narrative (see especially below

yy_ «. 7. 16. 19^

XIX. 1-15. The King of Ammon insults David.—1. A^a-

hash the king of the children of 'Ammon] (v. ^ 2 S. lo' i S. ii'- '• '

and perhaps also 2 S. 17") was already on the throne during the

time of Saul (i S. 11' "•), but this does not imply a very long

reign, since we have no exact chronology for the events of either

Saul's or David's reign.—2. When the King of Ammon died, David

resolved to show kindness to his son Hanun because of some

kindness which the father had shown him. What this kindness

was, the history does not tell us. Bertheau suggests it may have

been during the time when David was persecuted by Saul. Hiram's

love for David led to a similar mission upon the accession of Solo-

mon (i K. 5" <>).—3. The princes of Ammon, suspecting another
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aggressive move on the part of the Hebrew King, warned their

lord in the scornful question, Thinkest thou that David desires to

honor thy father because he hath sent comforters unto thee?—4.

With a reckless determination to provoke war, Hanun insulted

the ambassadors of David.—The beard was held in high esteem

among the Hebrews. To remove the beards and shorten the

robes of the ambassadors to near the waist, was an insult indeed.

—

6. David saved the feelings of his messengers and upheld his own

dignity by directing that they should remain at Jericho imtil their

beards should be grown.

—

Jericho] (IPI"!'') is the well-known town

in the lower Jordan valley, the mod. Eriha, about fourteen miles

(as the crow flies) from Jerusalem.

1. !;'nj] wanting in 2 S. 10', which has Tun before ua. Bu. after

We. TS. omits jun.—2. ^d] 2 S. lo^ la-ND.

—

d^dn'^c] wanting in a

S., which has the additional phrase may T13 and '?« instead of hy

before vax. 2 S. lacks Sn before in'*, though given in some MSB., and

also mmh pjn Sn.—3. 2 S. 10' adds dh^jin after pjn, and instead of

l^hn maj? ixa y-iNn SjiSi ^anSi npnS -\^2';2, 2 S. has iiyn pn ipn -iiaya

yhn maj? nx nn n'^:;' naonSi nSjiSi.—naann] precedes the subject to

throw stress upon the idea conveyed by the verbal form, Dr. TH.
§ 135 (4).—4. Dn'^j''!] 2 S. 10* Djpi ixn ns vhr\—nya'Dcn]. The Chron-

icler has given a less offensive word than an^mria' of 2 S. (Bn.).—5.

laSn] and Di^jxH h';] are wanting in 2 S. lo^

6-15. The first campaign.—6. 7. The Chronicler has quite

rewritten 2 S. 10^'', which reads "The children of Ammon sent

and hired (of) Aram Beth-rehob and Aram Zoba twenty thou-

sand footmen and (of) the King of Maacah a thousand men

and (of) Ishtob twelve thousand men." We. TS. and Bu. omit

"a thousand men," since the Chronicler has a total of 32,000.

The sources or the motives of the changes introduced in the text

by the Chronicler are mostly obscure. That he should convert

footmen into chariots is obvious enough to make the victory of

David so much greater; and possibly a similar motive, and his

love of detail setting forth magnificence, may have led him to

insert as the compensation the enormous sum of a thousand tal-

ents of silver. According to 2 Ch. 25^ Amaziah hires 100,000 men

for a hundred talents. " Ishtob " may have been omitted as obscure
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or because originally joined with Maacah or through oversight.

Aram-naharaim may have been substituted for Beth-rehob be-

cause the Chronicler identified the latter with Rehob of Jos.

ig'^\ which as a possession of Asher could not belong to the Ara-

means. Since Arameans from beyond the River took part in the

second campaign (v. '«), Aram-naharaim was an easy substitute.

The assembling of the host at Medeba is a touch of detail descrip-

tion, but scarcely corresponds to the actual fact, since Medeba is a

city of northern Moab. In some way it may have been confused

with Rabbah of Ammon.

—

Aram-naharaim} "Aram of the two

rivers," i.e., probably the Tigris and the Euphrates, cf. V.
—Aram-ma acah] (Dt. 3* Jos. 13") was a small Aramean kingdom

not far from Damascus in Gaulanitis.

—

Zobah]. Cf. 18'.

—

Medeba] (Nu. 213" Is. 15' Jos. 13'- '«
f; also Moabite Stone

n^intD, line 8) was about six miles south from Heshbon.—9. The
children of Ammon awaited Joab's attack at the gate of the city,

doubtless Rabbath Ammon, while the Aramean forces were at

some distance in the field.—10. 11. Joab prepares to attack the

Aramean allies himself with the flower of the army, because they

were probably the stronger, while his brother Abishai with the rest

of the people draw up before the Ammonites.—On Jo^ab and

Abishai"^ see 2'«.—12. If the forces of Joab should show themselves

unable to cope with their Aramean antagonists, Abishai should

send him re-enforcements, and in case Abishai should be put to

the worse, Joab promised to help him.—14. 15. Joab's help, how-

ever, was not needed, for the Ammonites lost heart when they saw

their Aramean mercenaries in full flight, and retreated within the

walls of their city.

—

And Jo'ab came to Jerusalem']. For the time

the campaign was closed.

6-7. WN^nn] 2 S. io« iii-xaj.—n^T o>] 2 S. nna. The remainder of

these verses is quite different in 2 S. {v. s.).—8. anajn n3s Sd] 2 S. 10'

D'-\3jn K3xn Sd. Dr. accepts 2 S., the construction being that of ap-

position. Bu. follows Ch. putting N3X in construct, but both of these

readings convey the wrong idea that the host consisted of mighty men.

The original undoubtedly was an^jni n^x.t ho (Th., Graetz, Oe., Bn.),

since the mighty men were David's body-guard.—9. Tyn nns] 2 S. 10'

n;"irn nnij. Ch. has the original reading (Be., Bn.). The city is

Rabbah, the royal city of Ammon.—'ui a''D'?Dni] 2 S. repeats the
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names of the four allies. Ch. has given a natural paraphrase.—10.

iinNi o'ljc] 2 S. lo' iinxm dijsd.—iina] 2 S. mn3. Bu. follows Ch.

—11. la'ax] 2 S. 10'" 'tfos, which is the better spelling, so also

V. '^ cf. ii2».—10V1] 2 S. Tiyi.—12. npwnS] 2 S. 10" nyw^S.—

•

T'nya'ini] 2 S. iS j^aMnS inrSm. It is impossible to determine which

text is original (Bn.), though probably that of 2 S.—13. n;] pis,

arh, was probably the original text of 2 S. 10" (see Sm.).—14. ijijS

ncnSnS din] 2 S. 10'^ aixa nnnSnS. The wording of Ch. is the more

graphic.—15. nnn bj] and vnN] are wanting in 2 S. 10". (8 reads

and they also fled from the presence of Joab and front the presence of

his brother. Hence it is inferred that axr ^jbd stood in the original

text after din (Ki.).—2 S. has after n-\>j?n (2 S. i^^) the additional

clause ]^^oy "ija Syo 3fsr 2Z'^^. The unrelieved statement of Ch. and

Joab came to Jerusalem is certainly very abrupt, and more likely an

abridgment of an original than that the text of 2 S. should be an

expansion of an original represented in the text of Ch., as Bn.

suggests.

16-19. The second campaign.—In this the Arameans come

with re-enforcements from the far north in order to regain their

lost prestige.—16. The Arameans had apparently returned to the

north, where they rallied and sent messengers and brought out the

Arameans that were beyond the River, i.e., the Euphrates. Accord-

ing to 2 S. it was Hadadezer who sent for the northern Arameans.

Either his authority extended to the region of Mesopotamia or

he only applied to the Arameans of that country for assistance.

—

Shophach] (v. »«, Shobach 2 S. lo"- " f) the commander of

Hadadezer's army, was placed in command of the new troops.

—

17. David in turn gathered all the fighting men of Israel together,

crossed the Jordan, and came upon them; or better perhaps after

2 S. (v. i.) and came to Helam, an unknown place.

—

And set the

battle in array against them]. These words are superfluous and

have arisen from a repetition of the text {v. i.).—Apparently

David commands in person on this expedition.—18. The Arameans

were again defeated.

—

Seven thousand chariots] 2 S. 10'' "seven

hundred chariots," an intentional change by the Chronicler to

magnify David's victory. But the change of "forty thousand

horsemen" (2 S.) io forty thousand footmen can only be explained

on the ground that the Chronicler preserves the original text.

Otherwise no footmen would be mentioned in 2 S.—19. This
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victory was complete and the Arameans were reduced to the

position of a subject people.

16. iDJj] 2 S. io'5 '\n.—The Chronicler has abridged and simplified

the narrative of 2 S. by omitting the clauses " and they were assembled

together," "and they came to Helam." The latter may be a wrong

insertion in 2 S. (Bn.). He also has retained one plural subject through-

out referring to the Arameans, thus they sent messengers and they brought

out, etc., where 2 S. has "Hadadezer sent messengers and brought out,"

etc.—lovi*] 2 S. n3v^, so also v. '«.—17. Dn^« n^m] to be read with

2 S. HDN'Sn NaM, Qr. nnSn and he came to Helam (Be., Bn., Ki.).

This proper name occurs twice in 2 S. 10, in v. '^, the gathering-place

of the Arameans, and secondly in v. " parallel to its substitution

here. It is possible that in the first instance Helam, read by Cornill in

E?-. 47" after Sibraim and situated between the border of Damascus

and the border of Hamath, is meant. If this is accepted, Helam was

the northern rallying-point for the Arameans called from beyond the

River (2 S. lo'^) and the reading of M, upon them is correct and 2 S.

10'' should be corrected from Ch. and not vice versa.—anS.x Tiyi

are to be struck out as a dittography from the following and the pre-

ceding words.—ncnSn D-\x PNipS -imt t»j.'m] 2 S. loi' in r'ii-\ph din iDiyi.

<gB follows 2 S. and * Ch., while in 2 S. (^^^ follows Ch. and ^ 2 S.

Either there was a variant tradition which made David initiate the

action or more likely this change was due to the Chronicler and

some MSS. of (& came under its influence.—18. d^d':'n] 2 S. 10" nixc.

—

'hi'\ cin] 2 S. O'lC'iD. The text of Ch. is to be preferred as original.

Dr. and Bu. read it'-'N.—nion N3xn nr idv.:' nxi] abridged from 2 S.

DB' nci non injx -ci" •\2Xi? pni.—19. 2 S. 10" has iD':'cn So with nay

'n in apposition as the subject of inim.—n^N nSi imayM iin o;'] 2 S.

isn^i Dn2>"'i Snt^'i nx. The Chronicler is more concerned with David

than Israel and has paraphrased accordingly.

XX. 1-3. The conquest of Ammon.—1. And it came to pass,

at the time of the return of tJie year, at the time when kings go out]

is doubtless what the Chronicler copied from 2 S. 11', but there

the original was "at the time when the messengers went forth,"

i.e., a year after David first sent messengers to Hanun, 19^ = 2 S.

10' (see Sm.).

—

And Jo'ab led forth the strength of the host and

destroyed tlie land of the children of 'Amnion, and he came and

besieged Rabbah] a paraphrase of 2 S. "And David sent Joab,

and his servants with him, and all Israel; and they destroyed the

children of Ammon, and besieged Rabbah." The Chronicler
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sharpens the narrative by making it more individualistic.—It

seems a curious oversight on the part of the Chronicler to have

retained from 2 S. Now David was abiding hi Jerusalem, the words

introducing the story of Bathsheba and out of place in the Chron-

icler's narrative, since in the following verses David is clearly in

the field with the army.

—

And Jo'ab smote Rabbah and destroyed it].

Cf. 2 S. 12^6 where the text is faulty (see Sm.). According to what

seems to have been the original text of 2 S., Joab captured a

fortification which protected the city's water. With victory thus

assured, he sent for David that the latter might have the glory of

taking the city. By the Chronicler's abridgment, the King appears

abruptly on the scene in time to take part in the sacking of the

city.

—

Rabbah] (2 S. 11' Am. i'< Je. 49' and frequent) the mod.

'Amman, thirteen and one-half miles north-east from Heshbon,

twenty-eight and one-half miles east from the Jordan, was the

capital of the Ammonites (cf. Baed.'' pp. 142 ff.; Buhl, GAP.

p. 260; and on the history of the place Schiir. Jewish People, II. i,

pp. 119^.).—2 . A nd David took the crown ofMilcom* ] the national

god of Ammon (i K. ii'- " 2 K. 23'') and probably distinct from

Molech (see Moore, EBi. III. col. 3085). The name has not been

found outside the OT. If this emendation is correct, this state-

ment implies that an image of the deity was found at Rabbah.

A parallel to the idol's crown has been found in that of the Delian

Apollo.

—

And he found the weight^ a talent of gold and in it was a

precious stone]. The weight is probably an exaggeration, since it

came upon David's head, i.e., it was worn by him.—3. This verse

has been interpreted to mean that David tortured the captives, and

also that he put them at forced labour. The latter seems the more

likely, hence we render, And he set * them at saws and at picks

and at axes.

1. nNS'] wanting in 2 S. 11'. On other variations from the text of

2 S. see above.—2=2 S. 12'".

—

imi] supplied by the Chronicler.

—

DJ*??] their king, so also 2 S. (6^* MoXxo(X)ai /3a(rtX^&JS aiirdv, and

in 2 S. MeXxoX tov ^acnX^wt avTuv (other MSB., MeXxo/u,

—

u/j.). Jf

Tulit autem David coronam Melchom de capile ejus. Jewish com-

mentators interpret as a proper name, ab'^a {cf. i K. ii'- " 2 K.

23")) adopted by We., Dr., Sm., Kau., Oe., Bn., and others.

—

hnsdm
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Sptt'D] better ^pvtn nxcm (Bn.). 2 S. n'rp-i'c.—n^] wanting in 1^ of

2 S., but given in &, S, H, and necessary (Dr., Bu., Bn.).—3. t-"i] 2

S. 12" aa-ii. The text of Ch., a dir. Xe^., was preferred as original by

Be., Ke., Zoe., but that of 2 S. correctly by Ki., Bn.—nnjca] 2 S.

hnnn nnrjc, axes of iron. This latter is the true text. 2 S. has the

additional unintelligible clause pSna amt< nnyni.

4-8. Philistine champions slain.—Corresponds with 2 S.

2ii8-22_ The Chronicler passes over the story of Tamar and

Absalom, Absalom's rebellion, and the atoning vengeance on the

house of Saul, recorded in 2 S., as foreign to the purpose of his

history. This brought him to the account of the slaying of the

four sons of a Philistine giant, 2 S. 21'^-". The account of the

destruction of the first the Chronicler omits probably because he

thought it unworthy of David that he should waxfaint and require

to be rescued by one of his men, 2 S. 2i'5-". He gives then simply

the story of the death of three sons of the giant, but departs from

the narrative of 2 S. by changing the statement "Elhanan slew

Goliath the Gittite" into "Elhanan slew the brother of Goliath

the Gittite," v. K This change by the Chronicler was undoubtedly

made to reconcile this story with that of i S. 17, where Goliath the

Gittite falls by the hand of David. The discrepancy in S. is due

to the different sources of the stories.—4. Sibbecai the Hiishathite

(2 S. 21 '8 I Ch. II" and the corrected text of the parallel 2 S. 23"

I Ch. 27" f), i.e., Sibbecai from the town of Hushah (r/. 4^). He

was of the Judean family of Zerah.

—

Sippai |] (Saph 2 S. 2i'8 f)

otherwise unknown.—5. The place of this war, Goh in 2 S., was

probably omitted because obscure, just as Gezer was substituted

in the preceding verse {v. i.).—Elhanan, the son of Ja'ir] (2 S.

21"; and another of David's chiefs 2 S. 2324 = 1 Ch. ii^^ f).

—

Lahmi f] is a fiction from the lehem of Bethlehem in the text of 2

S. 21" {v. i)—Goliath the Gittite] (i S. 17^- " 21'° 22'" 2 S. 21''
f).

—The staff of whose spear was like a weaver's beam]. It is a mark

of the Chronicler's carelessness that he should have retained this

clause descriptive of Goliath when, according to his text, Goliath

merely identifies Lahmi.—6. 7. The unnamed giant was slain by

Jonathan the son of Shime'a. This nephew of David is ap-

parently called Jonadab in 2 S. 13=>3 S.
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4. inyni] a corruption of 2 S. 2i»« 1137 'nm which (& has (Be., Zoe.,

Oe., Ki., Bn.).—^IJD] 2 S. 3jj in Gob. The Chronicler probably sub-

stituted Gezer for the obscure Goh, which is likely the original form.

It is considered the original here by Zoe. and Ki., while Be. preferred

Gezer in both places. But Gezer was a Canaanite city. Klo. reads

Gath.—Nsnn n^^^D ifiD n.s] (many mss. and editions a'XDin) 2 S. hk

HDin n':'''^ nrx r|D.

—

vjdm] wanting in 2 S., and probably an addition

of the Chronicler (Be., Zoe., and Bn. think the word may have fallen

from the text of 2 S.).—5. 2 S. 21" has 3ij2 after ncnSc.

—

-\>T p IJhSn

riSj inx innS ns (Qr. >"'yO] 2 S. n^'^j pn >?:nSn n^a npi p pn^N (omit-

ting cjiN after n>'% which is a dittography from the following clause).

The Chronicler has changed the original text given in 2 S. to avoid a

discrepancy with i S. 17, where David slays Goliath {v. s.). i^;?'' is

clearly to be preferred to •-i;'' (Bu.). Ba. favours the assumption

that Goliath is a title and not a proper name and thus harmonises

the two statements concerning the death of Goliath.—6. nic] 2 S. 21''

jna a corruption (Dr., Bu.).—yansi ona'y B'ii'1 t^'C vr>'3XNi] 2 S. nyaxNi

>i3Do ya-ix) onr;; if a*! cb' v^ji ni>"3XNi v-" probably an amplification

of the original.—I'^u] 2 S. I'^v—7. Nycif] so Qr. in 2 S. 212', but Kt.

ijjca' and i S. 16' nr:;;'.—8. n'ru Vn] 2 S. 2i« nS' rhit njJ3-it< pn. The
Chronicler has omitted the numeral because he has omitted the story

of the death of the first of the four brothers. nSu should be pointed

n'pij, Ges. § 69/, cf. 3'. SN = nSN these, v. BDB.

XXI-XXIX. The preparations for the building of the

Temple and the personnel of the servants of the Temple.

—In these chapters David is said to have made such prepara-

tions for the building of the Temple as to make him deserve the

entire credit for its erection. It is to him that the Temple site is

revealed in consequence of the sinful numbering of the people and

the propitiatory sacrifice (2i'-22'). The material necessary for

the building and its furnishings, greatly in excess of what could

possibly have been used, is represented as collected by him, gold,

silver, bronze, iron, timber, hewn stones (22'^-^- '<), and even precious

stones, with variegated stuff and fine linen (see on 29'), in astonish-

ing abundance. Workmen in wood and in stone, in gold, in

silver, in bronze, and in iron are also supplied without number (see

on 22" '•). Even the plans are prepared in advance and delivered

to Solomon by David with proper public ceremony (28" ").

The princes are commanded to give the young King all possible

assistance in carrying out the great undertaking (22'' «•), Solomon
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himself being admonished to conduct himself piously to secure

prosperity for the work (28' '). Thus every problem is anticipated

and solved by David. Solomon becomes merely the representa-

tive who carries out the predetermined plans, and is thus robbed

of the credit for that performance which the earlier historical

writings put down as his greatest glory. The organisation of the

Temple servants, which grew up during the long period between the

completion of the Temple and the post-exilic period of the writer, is

also credited to David in defiance of historical facts.

Modern critics have usually considered the greater part of cc. 21-29

to be from the Chronicler (so Ki., SBOT.). But recently, Biichler

has come to the conclusion that cc. 22. 28/. are a part of an extensive

extra-canonical source which he thinks the Chronicler used here and

elsewhere {Zur Geschichte der Tempelmusik und der Ternpelpsalmen,

ZAW. 1899, pp. 130/.). Benzinger carries Biichler's position still

further, maintaining that c. 21 (ultimately taken from 2 S. 24), except-

ing w. 6. 28 ff.^ is from the same source, but he ascribes 22'*'' 28'3»

14-18. 20 f. 2910-30 to the Chronicler {Kom. pp. 61, 62, 64). Kittel now

adopts Benzinger's position {Kom.). Biichler's whole theory is based

upon radical textual emendation which discredits his results (/. c. pp.

97 ff-)- The Chronicler's omission, in the preceding chapters, of

(verything which is in any way compromising to the character of

David, properly prepares for this presentation of the crowning acts of

his life. The passage must be late post-exilic, and since we find

many indications of the Chronicler's hand {v. /.), we can see no good

reason why practically the whole section should not have been written

by him.

XXI. 1-XXII. 1. David's census and the plague.—This

passage is dependent upon 2 S. 24, but deviates from it in a

number of important particulars, (i) Satan (v. ') instead of Yah-

weh (2 S. 24') is the instigator of the census. (2) The officers of the

army, there associated with Joab (2 S. 24^), are omitted, and also

the description of the country traversed and the time occupied

in taking the census (2 S. 245-8). (3) The results of the census

differ (cp. v. ^ with 2 S. 243). (4) According to Chronicles no

count of Levi and Benjamin was made (v. «), while according to

2 S. all the tribes seem to have been counted. (5) David sees the

destroying angel "between earth and heaven" (v. '«), while in 2 S.
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he is simply described as "by the threshing-floor" (2 S. 24'«). (6)

The elders appear with David, and both are clothed with sack-

cloth and fall prostrate (v. i^). This description is wanting in

Samuel. (7) Chronicles also adds the representation that Oman
on seeing the angel went into hiding with his four sons (v. "). (8)

The price paid for the threshing-floor varies (cp. v. =5 with 2 S.

242^). (g) The fire from heaven is not mentioned in 2 S. (10)

Vv. 26-22' are wanting in 2 S. Although these variations are

extensive and Chronicles has reproduced 2 S. 24 in a freer manner

than in the earlier parallels, there is little ground for the view that

the Chronicler must have used an intermediate source. Of the

main variations, (i), (5), (6), (7), and (9) might be expected from

any late writer including the Chronicler; (2) is an abridgment

most natural from him; (3) rather reveals the Chronicler after the

gloss has been omitted (see v. ^)
; (4) is in accord with his religious

attitude. Even if an earlier hand were certain, (8) must be an

exaggeration due to the Chronicler, while (10) is recognised as

coming from his hand (except 22', which is certainly an integral

part of the preceding paragraph, v. i.).

Benzinger, followed by Kittel, holds that since these variations cannot

be explained on any one principle, neither by the theology of the Chron-

icler, overlooking exceptions, nor as an abridgment, the Chronicler did

not take the chapter directly from 2 S. However, too much stress should

not be laid on the variations in this case, since the Chronicler would

doubtless have omitted this account as doing David discredit had he

not found a new use for it, i.e., to show how the site for the Temple was

selected, a thing not hinted in 2 S. The changes seem natural enough

from the Chronicler. He abridges what is to David's discredit (2 S.

10'-'°) and expands that which does him credit (2 S. 24'^).

1-8. The census.—1. Now Satan rose up against Israel and

moved David to number Israel]. According to 2 S. 24' Yahweh
moved David to number the people. Some commentators have

held that Satan has fallen from the text of 2 S. (Ew., Zoe., Oe.,

et al.), but this finds no support in textual criticism. The intro-

duction of Satan, who appears in Jb. i^ 2' as an angel bringing

complaints about men before God (r/. also Zc. 3' ^), is due to the

Chronicler, who desired to remove the offence caused by the state-
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ment that Yahweh was the direct instigator of an act portrayed

as sinful. David sinned by ordering a census to be taken without

having been commanded to do so by God (r/. Ex. 3o"-»« and the

lustratio populi Romani, introduced by Servius Tullius, which

took place on Mars-field after each census, see Varro, de Re Rustica,

ii, I.; Livius, i. 44, cf. iii. 22; Dionysius, iv. 22). According to

Thenius, Zoe., Ba., et al., the arrogance of David revealed in the

census was the principal cause of Yahweh's anger. But such

conduct, though possibly the basis of the popular view taken of a

census, is not hinted in David's prayers (w. «• "); the census is

regarded by the writer as a sin per se. A connection between an

epidemic and the crowding of people in narrow quarters for

enumeration has been found by some.—For the use of Israel

instead of "Israel and Judah" (2 S. 24') see below, w.^.—2. And
David said to Jo'ah, and to the princes of the people, go member

Israel]. The census was a military measure, hence was entrusted

to Joab and only those "that drew sword" (v.^) were numbered.

On Jo'ab, cf. 2'«.

—

From Be'ersheba even to Dan] i. e., the extreme

southern and northern limits (see Buhl, GAP. pp. 69 /.). Beer-

sheba, the modern Btr-es-Seba , on north bank of Wady es-Seba

(cf. 4"), lay twenty-eight miles (as the crow flies) south-west from

Hebron, and was an ancient sanctuary (cf. Am. 5*). For

biblical derivations of the name, cf. Gn. 2131 (E), 26'3 (J) (see

Buhl, GAP. p. 183, with references there). Dan, the modem
Tell-el-Kddt, had the original name of Laish (ti'*'^) Ju. iS^',

Leshem (Dti^^) in Jos. 19^'. It lay in the extreme north of Pales-

tine, and according to Onom. (2nd ed. Lag. 249. 32, 275. t^t,)

was four Roman miles west from Panias (see Buhl, GAP. pp.

238/., with references there; also GAS. HGHL. pp. 473. 480,

who identifies Dan with the modern Banias). For the Chronicler's

habit of defining limits from south to north, cf. 2 Ch. 19^ 30^ Ne.

11'", also I Ch. 135.—3. And Jo'ab said, Let Yahweh increase his

people as much as one hundred times, is not my lord the king, are

not all of them servants of my lord?*] (v. i.). Popular superstition

connected a plague, and consequently a large decrease of the

population, with the taking of a census. Joab diplomatically

called this fact to his lord's attention by wishing for him Yahweh's
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blessing in a great increase of people. He also assured the King

of the loyalty of his subjects.

—

Why will he be a cause of guilt unto

Israel?] i.e., the community guilt which results from the sins of

one or a part of its members, cf. Lv. 4' Ezr. io'° '^—5. And all

Israel were a thousand thousand and a hundred thousand that drew

sword]. This number falls short of those given in 2 S. 24' (800,000

+ 500,000 = 1,300,000) by 200,000. This decrease was probably

intentional on the part of the Chronicler, since he had excepted

Levi and Benjamin (v. «) from the census, an explanation which is

favoured by the round number of the decrease, 100,000 for each

tribe, or 200,000 in all. V. ^i- is a gloss {v. i.). The numbers in

both lists (2 S. and here) are at variance with those in Nu- i. 2. and

26. 6. This verse, wanting in 2 S., is from the Chronicler. Its

historicity was maintained by Be., Ke., Zoe. The Chronicler

excepted Levi because the law required that this tribe should not

be numbered among the children of Israel (Nu. i*«, cf. 2^3), i.e.,

for military service. They might be numbered by themselves,

however, for religious purposes (Nu. 3'5 26"). Some commenta-

tors have held that Benjamin was not numbered because the census

was interrupted (27") by a countermand from David (Be., Ke.,

Zoe., Oe.). We., followed by Bn., makes the ground of the

omission of Benjamin the fact that the holy city lay within its

borders. But Jerusalem was sanctified by the Temple and this was

before even the site of the Temple had been consecrated through

the sacrifices of David. The Chronicler would scarcely overlook

this fact when in v. 2° he explains why David sacrificed in Jerusa-

lem. It is more probable that he was influenced by the fact that

the tabernacle of Yahweh, which the Chronicler considered the

centre of worship in David's time, was set up at Gibeon within the

borders of Benjamin (Jos. iS^s).—7. Therefore he (God) smote

Israel] anticipates the account of the plague. According to 2 S.

24'° it is David's heart which smites him for his sin, and leads to

his repentant cry to Yahweh, while here God first shows his dis-

pleasure. It is not necessary to suppose that the Chronicler

wished to represent that David's confession was wrung from him

by the appearance of the pestilence (Ba.). He simply emphasised

the divine leading in establishing the site for the Temple.
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1. iDj;n] rise up, a late usage for earlier mii, cf. 2 Ch. 20^' Dn. 8"

10" II" (BDB. id; Qal. 6 c; 1. 88). Zoe. following (6 so-ttj, rendered

stood, but (^^ and other variations of (6 have dv^cTTt], 10. consurrexit,

& jo^ ,—S Shinc" S;; njhd 11 oipx is an attempt to harmonise w/ith 2 S.

24'.—noil] the same form in 2 S. 24', but there + a against, while

here + inf., cf. 2 Ch. 32" (=2 K. 1822= Is. ^6^^) where only in

Ch. the inf. follows. Also so used in 2 Ch. 18^, which is certainly from

the Chronicler, cf. 2 Ch. 32'^ 18^' (without doubt from the Chronicler) J.

—2. iM-i] 2 S. 242 n'?Dn. Same change in vv. * "• 21=2 S. 245- 20. 20.

The Chronicler seems to prefer T'n, cf. 17' =28. 7', 17'= 2 S. 7^, 172 =
2 S. 73, ii<=2 S. 5^—D;jn na' Vni 2Nii Sn] 2 S. 24^ li^N S^nn ib* 2nv Sk

IPX. Be. read doubtfully ipn la's Sinn >^a' Sni 3nv Sn. Ki. follows

Q^ /cai TTpds Toi>s 3pxo''''«s t^s Suvd/iews.—noD 12*7 for the unusual tovi'

and npD fin sense of muster) in 2 S. 24^. taw appears also in 2 Ch.

16' (intensive stem) J.—p lyi y^E* injd]. This order elsewhere only

in 2 Ch. 30*. 2 S. 242 has ^Jac 1N3 lyi pD, so also Ju. 20' i S. 32"

2 S. 3'<' 17" 242- 15 I K. 56 Am. 8".—nynxi] cohortative, c/. Ges.

§ 48c for form, § io8d for use.—3. 1D>'] 2 S. 24' ayn. The sufl&x makes

Yahweh the real ruler. This is the Chronicler's stand-point, cf. especially

29".—an^] 2 S. 24' Dn3i onj. The repetition is customary in S. (cf. 2 S.

12*). The Chronicler's use corresponds to that in Dt. i".
—

'':i« nSh

nnayS ^nsV oSa iSnn] is at variance with 2 S. 24' niNi ^Sn^ ^jns ^rpi,

which is a more attractive reading. Be. thought the text in Ch. was the

result of reconstructing a corrupt text by conjecture. Oe. preferred the

reading in 2 S., because the increase of one hundred times is not yet a

fact. Although Bn. thinks (6, Kal oi 6<f)6a\ixoi Kvplov /xov /SX^Troyrey, may
have been corrected from 2 S., he regards it as probable that the text of 2 S.

was also original in Ch. The continuation of (& navTes rf Kvplcf fiov

iracdes makes it altogether probable that (B is corrected from 2 S., hence

has no independent value. Origen's text (Field) contained only this

last clause. I'^cn >jin nSh may better be taken as a nominal sentence,

with 'Jis as the subject and iSnn as the predicate, which should be

translated "Is not my lord the king" (cf. udSo mn> Is. 3^^^, run'- dm

o^nSsn I K. 18"; and on the rather unusual use of nS with a nominal

clause Ges. § iS2d). A 1 may have fallen out before 0^3, but is not

indispensable. nSh must be understood before the second clause as in

Ju. 928 I S. g^°- 21 and probably also in Gn. 206. This gives a smooth

reading and explains the double question which follows: why does my
lord require this thing, for is he not the king (over these or a hundred

times as many), and why will he be a cause <f guilt unto Israel, for are

they not his servants.—nntys] cf. Ezr. lo'"- ", also 2 Ch. 24" 28'" "•

js. 13 ^2" Ezr. 9«- '• "• '5; elsewhere Ps. 69s Lv. 4' 5" 26 22" Am. 8";

Torrey says of it "used chiefly by the Chronicler " (CHV. p. 19, on

Ezr. 9=) (1. 7).—4. Abridged from 2 S. 24*- '. las'ii of 2 S. 24' is replaced
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by the more common iSnnii. Both are used parallel in Jb. i' 2', v. s.

V. *.—5. T'l-i] 2 S. 24' I'^DD V. s. V. 2 (text. n.).—a^ii^x iSn ha-vv ho ••nil

ann fiSsr B'^n iSn hndi] 'tnii:" So is certainly used for the whole kingdom

in V. *. It will also be noticed that in v. ' the Chronicler used S^nE" in the

general sense to include the mini nxi Ssna'^ ns of 2 S. 24'. The writer's

intention seems to have been to ignore the separation implied in the term

"Israel and Judah." David's kingdom was one kingdom, hence Sxitr'' S3

seems to be used in the same sense here. V. ^^^ then is a gloss and

the internal evidence given for this is supported by its absence from 05.

(The phrase could have been lost from the text of (S (or its underlying

Heb.) by homoeoteleuton, but the other evidence is strong against its origi-

nality.) The Chronicler certainly would not reduce the number of 2 S.

24' from 500,000 to 470,000 (Bn.). The glossator was influenced by 2 S.

24'.—6. T;r\i |].—7. 'n S>'] cf. same construction in Gn. 21'^ and more

usually without h-j 2 S. 11" Gn. 38'".—8. a^nSKn] 2 S. 24"' nin\ A
frequent though not consistent change of the Chronicler, cf. v. "= 2 S.

24", also I Ch. ii'» I4"'- "• "• » 172- 3= respectively 2 S. 23" s'^-
20. 2s. 2«

7'- *. See also for further instances Dr. LOT.^^, p. 21 n.

9-13. Gad's commission.—9. And Yahweh spake unto Gad

David's seer]. Gad is mentioned twice elsewhere in Ch., 292'

2 Ch. 29"; cf. also 256 where Heman is said to be the King's seer.

Gad figures as a prophetic counsellor of David whilst a fugitive

from Saul, i S. 22=
f.—12. For triads of divine judgments cf.

Lv. 26" '• I K. 8" 2 Ch. 2o» Je. 14'^ «• 2i'-» 24'" 278- >3 29" '•

222<-36 24" 382 42'^- " 44"3 Ez. 5'2 6" '; also 7'^ 121% for the angel

of Yahweh as an expression for pestilence, 2 K. 1955. The

Chronicler brings out the contrast between "the sword of man"

and "the sword of Yahweh" which serves to make David's

answer (v. ") clearer than in 2 S. 241*.

10. naj] 2 S. 24" S-Jij. 05 Spw in both places. We., Bu., et ah,

adopt the reading of Ch. in both places.—11. Sap] not in 2 S.; an

Aram, loan-word, late (BDB.), cf. 1219 2 Ch. 2916 " Ezr. S'" (1. 103).—

12. Dija' ^•hz''\ 2 S. 24'3 D^jtr yiz'' but (S rpla. err]. The reading of

Ch. is original (Be., Zoe., ei al.).—noDj] an error for dddj; 2 S. 24"

Tlp3, 05 <f>eijyeiv ae, 1 te fugere (Be., Oe., Ki., Bn.).

—

2ni pjitdS noiiN Jim]

2 S. 24" nrn d«i lom Nini. Zoe. prefers the reading of Ch., and Oe. the

text of 2 S. We. (on 2 S. 24'^), followed by Ki. and accepted

in BDB, holds that pjcdS arose from a misreading of nrn dni, which

was original in Ch. This is an attractive possibility owing to the

general resemblance of the letters, but the Chronicler introduces the first

two alternatives with 'c-on, hence we should naturally expect the text as
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given. Moreover, the second clause in 2 S., iQ-n Nin, shows that some-

thing more than the flight (iDj) of David was necessary to make this

punishment equivalent to the others. T'^mn 3ini adds nothing not

already expressed in -f-ix. It is far simpler to suppose a l to have fallen

out after "?, as the sense demands, so (&^, (3, hence the clause read origi-

nally njt:'D I'j -\^2^Mi 2-\ni and the sword of thine enemies overtaking thee.

Cp. for an exact parallel Je. 42'^ The same use of the participle occurs

in the last clause of the third alternative (n^nirr).—13. hSsn] 2 S. 24'*

nSflj, but there (^ ifjLire(Tov/xai.

14-17. God's judgment and David's repentance.—14. And
there fell ('pS^l) from Israel} because they became the victims of

the sword of Yahweh; 2 S. 24'^ "And there died (nO"'!) from the

people" in consequence of the pestilence. The Chronicler em-

phasises the divine side {v. s. v. ^).

—

15. And he (God) repented

him of the evil]. For repentance of God cf. Gn. 6= Ex. 32'* i S.

15" Je. 18'" 42'" Jon. 31°.

—

And the angel of Yahweh was standing

by the threshing-floor of Oman the Jebusite]. The threshing-floor

of Oman lay on the top of Mt. Zion, where later the Temple

was built (cf. 22'). 2 S. does not connect the incident with the site

of the Temple. On Jebusite, cf. 1* ii^ Oman is the only Jebusite

mentioned by name.—Verse 16, not found in the parallel text of

2 S., is an embellishment by the Chronicler based upon the phrase

"when he saw the angel that smote the people" (2 S. 24'') (Be.).

In the older narratives the angels of Yahweh have a human form

(cf. Gn. 18 Ju. 6" ^- ly «), but here the angel hovers between

earth and heaven.

15. inSd ov-i^Nn n-'iyii] 2 S. 24" "lahnn ni nSa'ii. The difficulty

with the text of Ch. lies in the indefinite Tn'^d, since the angel has

already been mentioned (v. '2) and has accomplished his work outside of

Jerusalem (v. '^). Moreover, God gives this command only to counter-

mand it at once. Be., followed later by Oe. and Bn., pointed out that the

reading in Ch. arose in the following manner : 'n n^ (2 S. 24'^), in a text

which did not separate words, was mistakenly read nin> and this the

Chronicler changed to a\nSNn, according to his custom (v. s. v. *). How-
ever, the text of Ch. should not be changed, for it is the original of the

Chronicler.—ninrnj] other Mss. and editions '2, 05 cjs, ^ ,j but (S '2.—

•

mni nxT nincnai] a clause not found in 2 S. but necessary here to explain

why God sent an angel against Jerusalem and immediately repented

(Be., Bn.).—an] enough, cf. 1 K. 19* Gn. 45".— IJ-JN'] 2 S. 24i« Kt.
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'^^'!'"<v'>
Qr- '^^n?'.'7- 2 S. 24>' Kt. n<j-)s or ^'ns^ Qr. as above.

Elsewhere in 2 S. 24 always as Qr. <S 'Op I'd in all cases both 2 S.

and Ch. ^ always ^\,—16. a'Cw-n joi inxn yz\ so also <S, S;

other Heb. mss. V"»><'1 I'^i o^'can i>3, so U, #.—17. nsjc'? nS idj?3i]

Be. and more recently Ki. regard these words, which are not found in

2 S., as a gloss, but such an accumulation of clauses is characteristic of

the Chronicler.

18-27. The purchase of Oman's floor and the expiatory

sacrifice.—18. And the angel of Yahzveh commanded Gad]. The

appearance of the angel of Yahweh consecrated this spot, cf. Gn.

28" Ju. 62° '• 13'^ '' '•. hi 2 S. Yahweh gives the command, but in the

narratives in Judges the angel commanded sacrifices to be made.

These may have influenced the representation of the Chronicler.

—20. And Oryian turned about and saw the angel; and his four

sons with him hid thetnselves] since to see the angel of Yahweh was

the same as seeing Yahweh himself, which portended death (cf.

Ju. 6" 13" Tob. i2>« '• also Gn. 323° Ex. 20" ^^^° Is. 65).

—

Now
Oman was threshing wheat] is wanting in 2 S. 24, but might easily

be inferred from v. "o (r/. the similar addition in (^ of 2 S. 24'5

Kal rjfjLepai Bepia-fiov irvpcov) and appears to have been intro-

duced by the Chronicler in view of the following statement of

V. ^^ and Oman went out from the threshing-floor. V. "» ends

abruptly with Oman and his sons in hiding, but in a similar

fashion in v. " David and the elders are left fallen upon their

faces because of the presence of the angel.

—

21. And as David

came unto Oman] is wanting in 2 S. but is made necessary by the

insertion of v. 2».

—

22. The Chronicler fittingly makes the King

speak first.

—

Place] more than the actual area of the threshing-

floor (Ba.), which would have been sufficient for an altar (2 S.

24" 2 ) but not for the site of the Temple. This change goes

with the increase in the purchase price (v. ^s).—23. And wheat

for the meal offering] is not found in 2 S. In later times the

meal-offering {cf. Lv. 2'-'8) was united with the burnt-offering

{cf. Nu. 15' " ). The sacrifice recorded in Ju. 13" may have

influenced the Chronicler.—25. And David gave Oman for the

place six hundred shekels of gold by weight]. According to 2 S.

242* David paid ffty shekels of silver for the threshing-floor and
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the oxen. It is not likely that we have here two variant tradi-

tions, nor that one is a corruption of the other. If fifty shekels of

silver is too small a price, by comparison with Gn. 23 1^, six hundred

shekels of gold is certainly too high. We have here a characteristic

exaggeration of the Chronicler (Th.) not only for the sake of exalt-

ing David (We.) but also to emphasise the value of the Temple

site {v. s. V. "), which should not be paid for in silver but in gold.

(Note the later descriptions of Solomon's Temple, in which nearly

everything is described as covered with gold.) While no im-

portance can be attached to the ancient harmonising effort whereby

each of the twelve tribes was made to pay fifty shekels, and thereby

the six hundred in Chronicles was accounted for (Raschi), this sug-

gests what may have been the Chronicler's reasoning in reaching

six hundred shekels as the price of the Temple site. The Chron-

icler makes David pay fifty shekels of gold for each tribe since the

Temple should be the place of worship for all.—26. And he called

upon Yakweh and he answered him with fire from heaven upon

the altar of burnt-offering]. God showed his acceptance of David's

sacrifices with fire from heaven as at the consecration of Aaron

(Lv. g^\ cf. also i K. i8=< ^s 2 Ch. 7' 2 Mac. 2'» «•). This altar is

thus put on a par with the former one (Ki.).

19. ima] better ^3-^3 2 S. 24'3, Be., Oe., Gin.

—

T\\r\s otro lan ik'n]

2 S. 24'' nini nix na'N3. This change was necessitated by the altera-

tion in V. '8. Gad spoke " in the name of Yahweh " but not at his

direct command {v. s. v. 's).—20. Be. corrected this verse from 2 S.

242". Ke. correctly asserted that v. 20 is not parallel to 2 S. 242", but

the latter is reproduced in v. 21. The result of Be.'s correction is a

doublet in vv. 20 and 21.—ixSon is rendered by (S^ rhv ^acriXia (=
iSDn), and a-'Nannn being incomprehensible after iScn is transliter-

ated /leOaxo-Pf^", but translated by ^ (which has rov ^aa-iXea like ^)

Kpv^ofMevoi. (^^ also has rbv /SatriX^a, but Tropevo/x^vovs for a''X3nnD.

H, S, follow M. Ki. regards ^'7D^ as the original reading, and the

mistake by which it was read ^^<SD^ led to the insertion of D''N3nnc,

which he supposes to have been originally o^D^nnn (SBOT.), thus

finding three steps (Kom.) in the development of the verse, (i) As

Oman turned about, he saw the king going about, etc. (2) As Oman
turned about he saw the angel going about, etc. (3) As Oman
turned about and he saw the angel, his four sons hid themselves with

him, etc. Furthermore, he regards the verse as a gloss in its original
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form, since it conflicts with v. ^i. The theory falls from its own
weight. No reason is apparent why a glossator should insert this

verse in Ki.'s original form, since it adds nothing and explains nothing.

^ has the supposed original form '\^r:n, and also the reading D''N3nnD,

which is regarded as the result of misreading in'tdh for "iScn. (See Tor.

Ezra Studies, p. 112.) The Chronicler desired to add more witnesses

to the presence of the angel at this spot, since this fact consecrated

the Temple site, and for this purpose the narrative is recorded. The
introduction of the four sons of Oman is thus accounted for. Other-

wise the angel plays a much more important part in this narrative

than in the account in 2 S. (c/. w. ^^- '^- 's- "= respectively 2 S. 24"- "•

18. 25),—22. iS injn k^12 IDdj] cf. Gn. 23^.—23. QiJ-ncn] threshing

sledges. For a description of them, see Bn. Arch. pp. 209/., Now.
Arch. i. pp. 232/., DB. I. p. 50.—24. PiSym] Bn. and Ki. correct to

niSj?n'? on basis of ®, but ^'^^•;n may be an inf. abs. in ni as other n'S

verbs, cf. 2 Ch. 7^ nnini.—27. pj f] is a Persian loan-word (see

BDB.).

28-XXII. 1. The site for the Temple determmed.—^/
that time, when David saw that Yahweh had answered him in

the threshing-floor of Oman the Jebiisite when he sacrificed there

. . . then David said, This is the house of Yahweh God and this

is the altar of burnt-offering for Israel.] V. ^^ has usually been

understood at that time when David saw, etc., then he was wont to

sacrifice there (Luther, Be., Ke., Oe.). Ba. rightly points out that

V. '8 is a protasis to which 22' forms the apodosis, w. "• '» being

parenthetical. The translation he was wont to sacrifice there is

doubtful, since the fear of the angel of Yahweh (v. ^o) did not

prevent David from going to Gibeon to sacrifice after this event.

Before the Temple was built Solomon sacrificed at Gibeon (2 Ch.

i«).—It follows that V. 28 and 22', as protasis and apodosis, cannot

come from different sources (as Bn. and Ki. maintain). The unity

of this section is also shown by the fact that this is the house of

Yahweh God (cf. Gn. 28") and this is the altar of burnt-offering

for Israel (22 ') are brought out in contrast to the tabernacle of

Yahweh which Moses made in the wilderness and the altar of burnt-

offering respectively, which were at that time in the high place at

Gibeon (v. "). The purpose of these verses is to show how, as a

consequence of the census and plague, the threshing-place of

Oman became the consecrated site for the Templq.
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29. p>'3ja] other MSS. '2 irvv, so ®.—30. py^j J] elsewhere in Niph.

Dn. 8" Est. 76; in Pi. Jb. 3^+7 times, i S. ib'" '^ is. 2i< Ps. iS*

= 28. 22^—XXII. 1. D^nSxH nin'] c/. 29'. The Chronicler seems

to be fond of this designation for the Deity, i Ch. ly^^- i' has nin>

DTiSN for nvT" 1J-1N in 2 S. y'-^- i';
cf. also 'kh '• 22'% 'n 'i 2820 2 Ch.

J 9 6"- "• " 26' 8 (all probably from the Chronicler); also 32'^ (which

Bn. and Ki. ascribe to a Midrashic source). Possibly c^^'^^!^ was

inserted by a late editor (see BDB. n^ni II. i. h), but then it is strange

that this editor should have chosen almost exclusively those passages

which seem on other grounds to belong to the Chronicler. Of course

the possibility remains that the Chronicler himself inserted DNnSxn in

an older source, though this is not likely.

XXII. 2-19. David's preparation for the Temple.—This

chapter is a free composition by the Chronicler, full of general

and exaggerated statements, with a number of short quotations

from earlier canonical books woven together. No careful, definite

statement suggests a trustworthy historian or even the use of an

earlier source. That David contemplated building a temple is

likely (2 S. 7), and he may have made some preparation for it,

but the Chronicler's description must have been drawn by infer-

ence from the older canonical books, assisted by a vivid imagi-

nation.

2-5. General preparation.—Not a studied account of material

prepared for the Temple, but rather a careless list of such things

as happened to occur to the writer. Cedar (T1i<) is the only

timber mentioned, though fir (t^^llD) (i K. 5" ('») a^'- '0 a.nd

olive-wood (jOty '•^y) (i K. 6"- 31. 32. 33) ^yere also used.—2. David

is here represented as anticipating the action of Solomon in set-

ting non-Israelites at forced labour, for he commanded to gather

together the sojourners that were in the land of Israel; and he set

masons, etc. The historical fact seems to have been that Solomon

made a levy upon pure Israelites to carry out his building opera-

tions {cf. I K. 5" '• (13 '> ii^s i2<). A later writer taking exception

to the reduction of Israelites to practical slavery made the le\y

consist of non-Israelites (i K. 9^1 «•). The Chronicler following

this later view represents the levy as consisting of sojourners, but

makes David responsible for calling them together just as he

anticipates every other need in connection with the building of the
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Temple. With characteristic inconsistency the Chronicler later

represents Solomon as making the levy (2 Ch. 2' <2). le f. ci? f.)).

The sojourners (gerim) were foreigners who for one reason or

another left their native clans and attached themselves to the

Hebrews. Like the jar among the Arabs, the ger was personally

free, but without political rights. By the performance of certain

duties he rendered a return for his protection. His lot was often

hard, as is evidenced by the repeated exhortations to deal justly

with him Dt. i'« 24" 27", to show him kindness Dt. lo'^ 26i*, to

refrain from oppressing him Ex. 22^1 23' (both JE) Lv. 19^3 (H)

Dt. 24" Je. 7« Zc. 7'". He was entitled to the Sabbath rest Ex.

20'° 23 '2 (both JE) Dt. 5'^. In P the ger represents the prose-

lyte of the post-exilic community, cf. Ex. 12^3 Lv. 24^^ jvj'u. 9"

1^16. 16. 29_—3^ jfQjj, lyi abundance] exclusive of the 100,000 talents

given by the princes (29').

—

Binders] obscure. Here they are

represented as made of iron, but in the only other place where the

word is found (2 Ch. 34") they are of wood. Possibly they were

merely iron or wooden pins used to make the joints fast (BDB.

"clamps or the like").—The bronze was for use in making the two

pillars which stood in front of the Temple, the sea with its support-

ing oxen, and various sacred utensils.—4. Cedar-trees]oi Lebanon,

the much-prized building-material of the Assyrian and Babylonian

kings as well as among the Syrians, were then abundant on the

Lebanon range east of the Phoenician coast and probably also on

Hermon and the Antilebanons, also on the Amanus Mountains

further to the north, and elsewhere.

—

Sidonians and Tyrians] the

inhabitants of the two well-known Phoenician cities, on which cf.

1 13.—5. For David said to himself] is better than and David said,

etc., since v. *^ states the reason for David's preparation as narrated

in w. ^-i.

—

Solomon my son is young and tender, etc.] {cf. 29')

agrees with the Chronicler's representation that the father and

not the son was the moving spirit of the great undertaking.

2. dij:"?]. The use in the Qal is late (BDB.), cf. Est. 41s Ps. t.t,''

Ec. 2'- ^ 3'. The only place where this root is found in any form else-

where in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. is Ne. 12", which is agreed to be from th^

Chronicler. There also it appears as the inf. cstr. with "> (1. 55).

—

onjn] (& irdvTas tovs irpoarjXvTovs, so B; § ]?a-»-« ^giNn\. Sm.
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takes offence at the word in this connection and corrects to onrjn or

omjn, "masons" or " stone-cutters," comparing 2 K. 12" 22" {JBL.

vol. XXIV, 1895, p. 29), but the Chronicler's motive for introducing

Dnjn is evident, cf. 2 Ch. 2'^—icyii] 1. 89.—DinSxri no] 1. 15.—3.

aiS] also in 22*- '= * 29^, etc., 1. 105.—nnancS] appears also in 2 Ch.

34" t. where the construction is the same, a verse agreed to be the

work of the Chronicler, 1. 34.—pan] 1. 54.—4. . . . ^n'^'] cf. Tor.

CHV. p. 20; 1. 132.

—

z-hl 1. 105.—5. iDNii] EVs. said. Ki. renders

dachte, cf. Gn. 20" 26^ Nu. 24" i S. 20=6 2 S. 5« 1222 2 K. 5" (BDB.
ncN Qal 2). EVs. render these passages thought. iaS Sn {cf. Gn.

8^') may be ^.vnderstood as well as uSa, hence, For David said to

himself.—Snjn''] on S see 1. 129.—nSynS] 1. 87.—nisis'] 1. 6.

—

hj^dn]

cohortative used to express self-encouragement, see Ges. § 1086 (a).

On Chronicler's use of word cf. v. ^, also for pM (1. 54).—aiS] 1.

105.—This verse is cited by Driver (LOT.^^, p. 539) as one of the

Chronicler's strangely worded sentences.

6-13. David's charge to Solomon.—7. As for me, it was

my purpose to build a house unto the nafne of Yahweh my God]

is dejjendent upon i K. 8", which is followed almost verbatim

except in the change of person. The Chronicler represents

David as telling Solomon his son what the latter says of David

in his prayer of dedication (i K. 8'^ «•).—8. The word of Yah-

weh came to David through the prophet Nathan, commanding

him not to build a Temple (2 S. 7 = i Ch. 17), but no rea-

son is given. Elsewhere David's wars are given as the reason

why he could not build the house of Yahweh (i K. 5" <"), but

only because they did not leave him time for other undertakings

(Ki.). The Chronicler was the first to state that David could

not build the Temple because he had shed much blood {cf. 28'),

which may be nothing more than a religious interpretation of

I K. 5" <"_—9. jiiid I lijiii giijg iiijfi restfrom all his enemies round

about]. Cf. I K. s"--
"5 (4^*^ $*).—For his name shall be Solomon]

(1^11' peace, nDbu peaceful), but he is also called Jedidiah

(nnn*' beloved of Yah, 2 S. 12^^ «•).—10. With only slight varia-

tions, this verse is a repetition of 2 S. 7'3- '^'' = i Ch. 17 '2- 13% but

the order of the last three clauses is reversed. With the first

clause cf. also i K. 5"'=/^ ^^^^\—13. Be strong (cf. 1 K. 2') and of

good courage ; fear not neither be dismayed]. Cf. 282" 2 Ch. 32'

Jos. 10", also Jos. I' (where Tl^ri takes the place of S'^^"^)•
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7. 1J3] Qr. 'ja; other MSS. 1J3 Kt. and Qr., also 'ja Kt. and Qr.

05 riKvov, Iff Fill mi. AV., Ke., Zoe., Oe. follow Qr., but the emphatic

>JN (c/. 282) favours the Kt. (RV., Be., Ki.).—'23S o;] cf. 28' i K.
817. IS, 18 (=2 Ch. 6'- 8- 8) I K. icP- (=2 Ch. 9') 2 Ch. i" 24* 29">.—

8. 3nS] 1. 105.—D"'D"i] cf. 28' I K. 231 ps_ 7g3; also Ges. § i24«.

—9. nnSw'] (S 'SaKufj.wv, rarely SaXo;u.wv, (S^- and NT. mostly SoXo/x&j;'.

—ap-i^ t].—10. \-njon] 1. 54.

—

Sn-iu-i S;] not found in 2 S. 7" = i

Ch. 1712.

—

ipidSc] 1. 67.—11. ^DJ; nini in^]. Same expression is used

by the Chronicler in v. i^,
cf. also v. '^ and 282", both agreed to be from

the Chronicler.—12. nj^ai Vj'^] c/. 2 Ch. 2'' (which Bn. and Ki.

ascribe to the same source as this passage), hyi^ is used alone by

the Chronicler in 26'^ 2 Ch. 30^2, also Ezr. S's Ne. 88, see Tor. CHV.
p. 24.

14^16. Transfer of material.—14. Now behold by my hard

labor I have prepared for the house of Yahweh a hundred thousand

talents of gold and a thousand thousand talents of silver]. The

amounts are impossible, and out of all proportion to the actual cost

of the Temple. The intrinsic value of this gold and silver is very

nearly equal to five billion dollars in our money and its purchasing

value was still more. Even if the light talent was intended (Ke.,

Zoe., et al.), reducing the value one-half, the amount remains

incredible. According to i K. io'<, Solomon's yearly income

amounted to only 666 talents of gold, cf. also i K. 9'<- ^^ iqi".—
15. 16. Moreover, there are with thee in abundance workmen,

hewers and workers of stone and timber; and all who are skilful

in every work of gold, of silver, and of bronze, and of iron, without

number]. These two verses were certainly intended to be read

together and their separation causes trouble {v. i.). Without

number refers to the skilful workers of gold, etc. The metals

were weighed, not numbered. This construction preserves the

balance for the whole section (w. '^-'«). In v. < the Chronicler

records the material, which David prepared, in two groups: (i)

the metals, (2) the timber and stone. In w. '^ «• he tells of two

groups of workmen whom David gathered together: (i) those who
did the rougher work in stone and timber, (2) the skilful artisans

who worked in metals. The order of these two groups is reversed

the second time in accord with the Chronicler's habit. (Notice

also timber and stone v. '^, and stone and timber v. ".) The ma-
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terials were without weight . . . in abundance (v. '^), and the

workmen were in abundance . . . without number (vv. '^
' ).

14. '•'jyj] C5 Kark ttiv irrwxelo-v fiov, H in paupertate mea, AV. in

my trouble, AVm. in my poverty, so BDB., RV. in my affliction. Bn.

renders my hard-pressed situation {bedrdngten lage), explaining that

David was poor compared with the rich Solomon. But the whole

account is an effort to exalt David even above Solomon, who has httle

to do except carry out the plans of his father. HWB.^^ gives Miihe

for this passage, which is followed by Ki. In Ps. 107" poverty is re-

garded as an affliction ('Ji'), but, possibly in Gn. 31^ and certainly in

Dt. 26', ''j;' means oppressive toil. Be., followed by Ke., rendered

durch meine muhevolle Arbeit. The parallel "'Hd Sdd in 29^ favours

by my hard (or painful) labor. In any case the 3 is instrumental (so

in the translations of Be., Ke., Ki.), cf. Ps. iS'" Is. lo^* Mi. 4" Ho. i2'>

and see Ges. § iigo.—15. a^n] skilful, used of artisans of tabernacle

and Temple, cf. Ex. 28' 316 3510 36'- 2- «• s 2 Ch. 2^- »2- "• '3.-16.

ICDD pN StijSi nS'njSi f\o-:h aniS] RV. of the gold, the silver, and the

brass, and the iron, there is no number, so Ke., Zoe., et al. Ki. Kom,.

translates Gold, Silber, Erz und Risen ist unermesslich viel vorhanden.

These renderings are dependent upon the Massoretic punctuation, which

creates two difficulties, (i) We should expect the Chronicler to use

hp'ifO px as in vv. '• i^, instead of iddd px, when speaking of metals

which were reckoned by weight and not by number. (2) No good rea-

son can be assigned for the repetition of this list which has been given

with more detail in v. '*. It does not appear from the text that the

metals are the main thing and must be grouped together again to add

force to the exhortation, as Ke. suggested. Without emending the

consonant text, both difficulties are removed by connecting iddVi anrS

SnaSi PB'njSi with the preceding verse, iddd px referring to the aon '731

'3 of V. '5. So (5 seems to have understood '"' Kal irds ffo<p6$ iv irain-l

^pyv> '° ^^ XP*"'''V) ^^ ^Py^P^Vt ^'' X'^^'^V '^'^^ ^^ <^'-^'^PV, °^'^ ecmv

dpiO/ibi. (It is not necessary to suppose that (B did not read the arti-

cle; see Ges. § 126m.) & brings out this meaning clearly by repeat-

ing --^ ^^ " workers " before each metal and by translating iddd px,

]^ ''^'^ ^oai^ ^) |3j , they (masc.) were not to be 7iumbered.

17-19. David's charge to the princes.—18. For he hath de-

livered the inhabitants of the land into my hand]. Not the Israehtes

but the original Canaanltish peoples are intended, cf. iV Jos. 2"

18' Nu. 3222- ".—19. The ark of the covenant of Yahweh] was at

this time on Mount Zion in a tent which David had prepared for

it, cf 15'- «8 «• I K. 8' = 2 Ch. 52.

—

And the holy vessels of God].
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The Chronicler drew upon what was done in the reign of Solomon

(i K. 8< = 2 Ch. 5^) for what he represents as commands of

David.

XXIII-XXIX. The last acts of David.—This passage is best

understood as a unit from the hand of the Chronicler, whose title

is contained in 23'- *, When David was old andfull of days, then (i)

he made Solomon his son king over Israel, and (2) gathered together

all the princes of Israel, (3) with the priests, (4) and the Levites.

These last acts of David, which concern his son, the princes, the

priests, and the Levites, the Chronicler recounts in reverse order,

as is his habit elsewhere.

According to 2 Ch. 29^, Hezekiah brings in "the priests and the

Levites," then in vv. ^ ^- he addresses the Levites and assigns them their

task and in vv. 21 s- he commands the priests to do their work. In 2 Ch.

29^' cp. "And the Levites stood with the instruments of David, and the

priests with the trumpets," with "and the trumpets together with the

instruments of David," v. ^'. For further instances cf. 22'" 22'^- " 25^

262".

Beginning with the Levites (c. 23), the Chronicler narrates

how David divided them into courses in preparation for the new

service in the Temple. The increase in their duties which would

result from the building of the Temple, and the lighter nature of

them (v. 2«), led David to reduce the age at which they should begin

service to twenty years {v. i.). Then David, with the assistance of

Zadok and Ahimelech, divided the priests into cotirses (24'-").

(242"-3i is a later insertion, see in loco.) The accoimt of the

organisation of the singers (c. 25) and that of the gate-keepers

(c. 26) follow. The third act of David's old age, to gather to-

gether the princes of Israel (23=), is doubtless introduced to give

an opportunity to describe the military forces and the civil serv-

ice as well organised (c. 27), so that Solomon could devote all

his activity to carrying out the plans of his father concerning

the Temple. This chapter (27) differs from the preceding, since

the organisation or reorganisation of the religious functionaries

is represented as taking place at this time, while the military

and civil officers are simply exhibited as already organised. This

was to be expected, since the former were being prepared for new
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duties which should come with the completion of the Temple,

while the latter had their duties throughout the reign of David.

The last act of David, "He made Solomon king" (23"'), is nar-

rated in cc. 28 /.

XXIII. The Levites.—With this chapter the Chronicler begins

to record the last acts of David. After the superscription (vv. '• ^),

he briefly states what provisions David made for the Levitical

oversight of the building of the Temple (w. ^-^), followed by a list

of the heads of Levitical houses who were divided into courses

(vv. «-23), the introduction of a new legal age for service (vv. 24"),

and the duties of the Levites (w. 26-32)_

Ki. assigns 23^-'^ and Bn. 23^''-'^ to a hand later than the Chronicler.

The list of Levites, however, should properly be placed first ,fsince the

priests were a subdivision of the tribe of Levi, 23" naturally preceding

c. 24. Benzinger adduces the following reasons against the Chronicler's

authorship of 2t,^*-^^: (i) the description of the Levitical service is

general and out of place here; (2) w. ^*-" contain a correction of v. ';

(3) the Chronicler in his preference for the singers would not have

placed this service last. But the general description (i) is rather a

mark of the Chronicler; no actual contradiction (2) exists between vv.

s<-2' and V. ', since the former deals with the legal age of the Levites after

the Temple should be completed and the latter with the more ancient

legal age (see below on 23"^, also 23^- ^); and (3) the sequence of duties

accounts sufficiently for the order {cf. c. 25). An account of this Levitical

service is not out of place here, since it follows the appointment of the

younger Levites to public duties and leads up to the description of the

priestly organisation.

1.2. The superscription to cc. 23-29.—1. When David was

old and full of days] a statement defining the time of the acts

which follow.

—

Then he made Solomon his son king] not a nomi-

nation to the kingship, the actual anointing and elevation to the

throne taking place later (ag''') (Ke., Oe.), but a sub-title which

introduces c. 28 (Bn.). Verse 2 gives the remaining sub-titles,

which the Chronicler has taken up in reverse order (v. s.).

1. ]|it] not the adj. but 3pers. sg. pf. of the verb.—a'lDi >*?!;•] so

also in 2 Ch. 24"; usually as an adj., cf. On. 35^9 jb. 421'.

3-5. The oversight of the service of the Temple.—3. Now,

the Levites were numberedfrom thirty years old and upward]. Since
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w. ' '• are a title {v. s.), this statement begins a new section, so the

copulative is better rendered now. The Levites were numbered ac-

cording to the old custom (Nu. 43- 23. 30. 35. 39. 43)_ xhe Law also

knows of a numbering from twenty-five years old and upward (Nu.

823-26-) (f^_ V. 24).

—

And their number in men by their polls, was

thirty-eight thousand]. This number is found only here. Accord-

ing to Nu. 339 the males from one month old and upward num-

bered 22,000 in Moses' time, or 23,000 according to Nu. 26^^

Those between the ages of thirty and fifty were 2,750 + 2,630 -f-

3,200 = 8,580 (Nu. 45«- " *') (cf. V. 2^).—4. 5. Of these twenty-four

thousand were to oversee the work {i.e., of building, v. i.) of the

house of Yahweh]. The Temple was built, according to the

Chronicler, under the direct oversight of the Levites. These

24,000 were to have general oversight of the work. Associated

with them in some way in this oversight were 6,000 officers and

judges, 4,000 gate-keepers, and 4,000 singers. Just why these

should have a part in building the house is obscure, unless the

Chronicler thought of them as having the oversight of the build-

ing of their respective quarters. The fact is supported by 2 Ch.

34»2 ', where the singers, scribes, officers, and gate-keepers had

a part in the oversight of the builders. It is hardly satisfac-

tory to regard these words as glosses in 2 Ch. 34'^ ' (Bn., Ki.),

since one of these passages supports the other. Thirty-eight

thousand overseers would be unnecessary, but such an exaggera-

tion is natural from the Chronicler (cf. 22'* ^- 292 "•). These over-

seers were chosen from the existing body of official Levites, namely

those over thirty (v. ^), and not from those whose service was to

begin at the age of twenty at the completion of the Temple (cf.

vv. 24 ff).

—

Which I made]. The use of the first person indicates

that vv. " f- contain the words of David. The Chronicler refers

to the musical instruments of David elsewhere, 2 Ch. 292* Ne.

i23«, cf. Am. 6k

3. nsD'i]. TKis Niph. is used positively only here.—Dn?J"7jS] pi.

with sf., from r^:i'?J; here and in v. ^* head, poll, in which sense only P
and late, cf. Ex. 16" 3826 Nu. i^- 's. 20. 22 347.—a>-i3jS] is a nearer defini-

tion of anSjSj':', excluding women.—a"'tt'St:'] Ke. corrects to ona';? to

agree with v. -*, but see n. there.—4. nsj*^] act as overseer, is used in
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2 Ch. 2' '^ Ezr. 38 9 2 Ch. 34"- " of overseeing the workmen in building

or repairing the Temple. The Levites acted as overseers during the

repairing of the Temple under Josiah (2 Ch. 34'2- i'), and also at the

rebuilding when Zerubbabel was governor (Ezr. 38- 9, where the same
phrase ^\^n•< no honSd '^p nxjS is used), hence it is likely that the

function of these Levites had to do with the oversight of the building of

the house. The Levites did not oversee the work of ministry, but per-

formed it (w. ". 28 ff.).—5. v-i-'B';; iu'n] ^ oh iirolrjcrev and K qucB

fecerat are an effort to make a smoother reading.

6-23. Heads of Levitical houses.—Twenty-two heads of

fathers' houses are usually found here, and various attempts have

been made to increase this number to twenty-four, since there were

twenty-four courses of priests (24^-^^), of singers {25^-'^), and of

gate-keepers (2621'"), but all have been more or less arbitrary.

The statement of Josephus (Ant. vii. 14. 7) that David divided

the Levites into twenty-four classes may have been derived from

24''. Bertheau restored the number twenty-four by inserting

Jaaziah with his three sons Shoham, Zaccur, and Ibri (24") into

v. ", omitting Mahli of v. =" as a repetition. Berlin, more recently,

departs from Bertheau only in making this Jaaziah either the son

of Mahli of v. " or of Jerahmeel the son of Kish (JQR. XII. pp.

295 /.). These emendations are based upon the supposition that

our text has only twenty-two heads of fathers' houses, while accord-

ing to the true interpretation of v. " (g. ^,) twenty-three should

be counted. Very likely one name has been lost from the text

through corruption, but just where and how remains dubious.

—

6. On names Gershon, Kehath, Merari, cf. 5" (6').—7. La dan

and Shime'i] La dan also in 26^', elsewhere Libni and Shimei, cf.

62 (17) Ex. 6" Nu. 3'8. Zockler escapes the difficulty by considering

La'dan a descendant of Lihni. More recently this view has been

put forward with confidence by Berlin (/. c. p. 292 B). The varia-

tion may be the result of different traditions. La'dan also occurs

as the name of an Ephraimite 7^6 -j-.

—

8-11. Ladan had three sons

(v. «) and Shimei four (v. '"), two of which united to make one

fathers' house, since they had few sons (v. "). A second Shimei

with three sons is found between these two (v. '»). Although

v. "> connects this Shimei with the family of Ladan, his relation-

ship is not indicated. J. H. Michaelis, following Kimchi, con-
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sidered this Shimei a son of La dan (Hie Schimhi, inquit, non est

Gersonis filius v. ' sed unus ex Lahdanitis v. ^). Berlin (l. c.)

holds that he is a brother of La'dan, both being the sons of Libni

(v. i. text. n.). Still another solution has been suggested by Ben-

zinger, who considers v. '" a gloss which has crept into the wrong

place and properly belonged with v. '", adducing as proof that

V. ^^ belongs with v. ^ But v. ^^ as a gloss to v. '"• is more inex-

plicable than where it now stands, and v. '^ is unnecessary after v. «.

V. ^b itself is best explained as a gloss inserted to escape the difl&-

culty caused by the two-fold appearance of Shimei. After striking

out V. '•', the first Shimei (v. ^^) is to be identified with the second

son of Gershon (v.'), and Shimei (''yiSty) of v.'" is probably a

textual error for Shelomoth (mD^U^). In 24" a Jahath is chief

of the sons of Shelomoth, but there the latter is represented as a

son of Izhar. Then v. " is a glossator's attempt to restore the nine

fathers' houses which had been increased to ten by this error

(Bn. regards this verse as a correction). The family of Gershon

formed nine fathers' houses in the original text, viz.

:

Gershon

Ladan Shimei
I I

"II

I
.

.

I
,

V. * Jehiel Zetham Joel v.' Shelomoth Haziel Haran

I
\ i

I

V. >" Jahath Ziza Jeush Beriah

—8. Jehi'el the chief] i.e., chief of those over the treasuries of the

house of God 2621 '• 29*.

—

Zetham'] and Jo'el] appear as sons of

Jehiel in 26=2 q. v. Jo'el is possibly the same as Joel in 15'- ".—9.

Shelomoth] v. i.
—Hazi'el f ].

—

Haran] appears elsewhere only as

the name of Abram's brother, the father of Lot Gn. 1 127-31 -j-^ cf. also

the place-name pn n^2 Nu. 32^6 = U^n '2 Jos. 132'.—10. Jahath]

possibly the same as in 6^- 28 (20- «'.

—

Ziza*] is probably the correct

reading, cf. v. " and text. n. Ziza is also the name of a Simeonite

4", and a son of Rehoboam 2 Ch. 1120 -j-.

—

Jeush]. Cf. v. ", also

the name of a son of Rehoboam 2 Ch. 11".

—

Ben ah]. Cf. v. ",

a common name.—12. The sons of Kehath are given elsewhere in
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the same order, cf. 5^8 (6^) 6' "8) 26" Ex. 6^^ Nu. 3".—13. To

sanctify him as a most holy one] (v. i.).—To hirn incense]. Cf.

Ex. 30' * .—14. The sons of Moses were reckoned among the tribe

of Levi] and did not share the advantage of the sons of Aaron.

For an ancient tradition of them cf. Ju. iS^".—15. The sons of

Moses]. Cf. Ex. iS^ '• and for the birth of Gershom Ex. 22=.

—

Eliezer]. Cf. also v. ", a common Levitical name.—16. SJiuba'el*]

(v. i.) became ruler over the treasuries (262^) and is mentioned also

in 242''- 2".—17. Rehabiah]. Cf. 24=' 26"
f.—Like that of Gershon,

the family of Kehath is divided into nine heads of fathers' houses.

—18. Shelomith]. See text. n. on v. ».—19. Jeriah]. Cf. 24"

26="
f.

—

Amariah]. Cf. 24", also 5^3 (6').

—

JahazVel]. Cf. 24'=.

Also the name of a Benjaminite 12^ '^^^ of a priest of David 16%

of a Levite 2 Ch. 20'^, of an ancestor of one of the families of the

restoration Ezr. 85.

—

Jekame'am]. Cf. 24"^
f.—20. Micah]. Cf.

24" "; a name not uncommon, cf. 5K—Isshiah] Cf. 2425- '^, and

as the name of another Levite 24='; elsewhere the name of one

of David's helpers 12', a man of Issachar j^, one of those with

foreign wives Ezr. lo^' f.—21-23. Possibly six heads of fathers'

houses were derived from Merari in the original text, but all

restorations must rest on conjecture alone (v. s.).—21. 22. With

the possible exception of 24^6 f-
(q. v.) tradition agrees that

Merari had two sons Mahli and Mnshi, cf.
6^*'3' Ex. 6'' Nu.

333.

—

Ele'azar and Kish]. Cf. 24^8 f-. Benzinger regards v. "

as a gloss by the same hand as v. ". This is not probable,

but Eleazar may be counted as a fathers' house without con-

sidering V. " a gloss. According to the later law, where there

were no sons, daughters inherited, and with the express pur-

pose of preventing a man's name from being lost to his family

(Nu. 27^), but such daughters must marry only into the family of

the tribe of their father (Nu. 36«). In v. " it is stated that these

conditions were fulfilled in the case of Eleazar and doubtless the

verse was added to show why Eleazar was also counted among

the fathers' houses though he was known to have had no sons.

—

23. Mahli] the grandson of Merari is mentioned only in 243"

and 632 (4?)^ but as the name of a son of Merari v. 2' 24"- ^ 6^- '<

(19. 29) Ezr. 8i» Ex. 6" Nu. 3^"
f.

—

'Eder] is also mentioned in
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2430 -j-; cj. also place-name Eder in extreme south of Judah

Jos. 15" |.

—

Jeremoih] in 243° written Jerimolh {v. i.), cf. 7'.

This list of the sons of Mushi is only found here and 24'°.

6. op'rn'.i] Baer, Gin.; some MSS. DpSn>.i, Probably should be Pi.

D|?.'7n'., BDB., Bn., cf. 24'.—7. Berlin {v. s.) supposes the original to

have read: 'yDe>> pyS [^jaS 'ja '»j;oe'> ^ja*?] •'jtrj'?.—9. mnSB"] Qr.

nipSa', Q§»B 'AKudeifi, a corruption of * SaXw;net^= nip—, cf. v. '* 24''*-

22 26^5 f- 28. Qr. is followed by Zoe., Oe., Ki., Bn., but there is no

necessity for reducing all these names to the same form.—SNirn] v. i.

V. ".—10. Njn] in V. » 7^'-''(, (& Zifo, H Ziza and one MS. cited by

Kennic. Nrn, which is probably original, so BDB.—11. DHN nnpoS]

for one class of officers, see BDB. rnps 2 c, or possibly for one appoint-

ment, which suits 24'- ".—13. D1tt'^p cip iB'npnS] "B ut ministraret in

sancto sanctorum, so #, Zoe., Oe., but the holy of holies elsewhere I^'^P

'pn. Without the art. the phrase is used of holy things connected with

worship, cf. Ex. 30'" Lv. 2', accordingly EVs. read that he should sanctify

the most holy things. Then the suffix must be a subjective genitive.

The most natural rendering "to sanctify him, a most holy one" was

accepted by Be., Ke. Ki. mentions it as a possibility, but leaves the

question doubtful, since the expression is not used of persons else-

where.

—

\DV2\ cf. 162 Dt. 108 21= 2 S. 618 Ps. 1298 also Nu. 6" a-.

—14. Sy iN-ip^] cf. Ezr. 28'= Ne. 7".—16. ija] pi. when only one son

follows, cf. 2''.

—

Snoc'] 26" "^x^E*, 24'"' '^NfiU', (& here Sou/Sa-^X, which

should be read with Oe., Bn., Ki., cf. Sab. proper noun '?soifi.—18.

n^sS-i'] 2422 mn'^a', v. s. v. ^ text. n.—19. Ssnni] (&^ 'Oft^X, a.

laftT/X, B Jahaziel. Ki. supposes 1 to be the result of a dittogra-

phy from the preceding ijtt' and then resolves this Sxijn into Svyiij? on

the basis of <&^. This change introduces a second Snv;? into this

list and also in 24*" o-, which though not impossible is not likely.

Such forms as S^nn (v. ') and "^NiTni! exist side by side, cf. Sn'U'j;

(4»5) and Snib'J?^! (ii" 2721). The evidence of <& is vitiated by the fact

that in i6« and 2 Ch. 20" Sxiin^ is rendered 'Of(e)iT?X. Ki. ques-

tions the latter but passes over the former without comment.—23.

niD"}.i] 24'" ninn'', (6^ j^ both places ' ApeifjitiO, ^ lapinud and lepi/jLud,

H Jerimoth.

24-27. Legal age for Temple service.—24. From twenty years

old and upward^ Various attempts have been made to reconcile

this statement with that in v. =, according to which the Levites

were numbered from thirty years old and upv/ard. The older

commentators explained the apparent discrepancy on the ground
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that David first numbered the Levites from thirty years old accord-

ing to the Law (Nu. 4') and then later from twenty years old

since there was no further need of transporting the sanctuary

(so J. H. Mich., also Kimhi). That the Chronicler had two

variant traditions contained in different sources has also been

suggested (Be.). After describing all attempts to get rid of the

discrepancy as makeshifts, Ke. arbitrarily emends v. ', reading

twenty for thirty. Recent commentators ascribe w. ^4 b. to a

later hand. In later times, apparently, the Levites were eligible

to service from twenty years old and upward. The scarcity of

numbers was the probable cause for the change {cf. Ezr. 2^" 8'* «•).

The Chronicler, however, makes this practice the rule for the

whole post-exilic period (Ezr. y) and also carries it back as far

as the reign of Hezekiah (2 Ch. 31"). He would hardly leave the

matter there. The proper time for the institution of the new

custom was at the building of the Temple. As the Chronicler

ascribed the organisation of the Temple service to David {cf. 2 Ch.

8'< »), so he made him responsible also for this change. In v.'

he necessarily gave the enumeration from thirty years old and

upward, since this enumeration was made that David could

provide for overseeing the building of the Temple and only

experienced Levites would be chosen for this task (see vv. ^-^).

When David divided the Levites into courses (v. ^) to do the work

for the service of the house of Yahweh (v. ^*), after it should be

completed, the younger men from twenty years old and upward

were included among those eligible for service.—27. For by the

last words of David, the number of sons of Levi was from twenty

years old and upward\ No new census is supposed, as EVs.

imply. David decreed that the younger men should also serve

but did not provide for a recount.

24, Dnnips] cf. Nu. i" «• Ex. 30".—nictt" iflDDa] cf. Nu. 1"

3".—anSjSj':'] v. s. v. ' text. n.—nb'j?] other mss. ^vy, cf. Ne. 11"

and Ezr. 3^ rwy with Ne. 13"' ^rj; both pi. Only another way of writing

the same form.—27. o'jnnNn nin n^-ia] Be. following Kimhi ren-

dered "In the later histories of David" and so also Oe., Ba.; but

Be. was influenced by the theory that the Chronicler used two sources.

Better render hy the last words (or commands) of David, as B juxta prce-
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cepta, so J. H. Mich., Ke., Zoe., Bn., Ki., cf. 2 S. 23'.—ncn] Ke. took

as neuter sg. (Ew. § 318 b), since non is nowhere found with the signifi-

cation sunt, and rendered "'This,' i.e., this was done, viz., the number-

ing of the Levites," but cf. on n'?N Nu. 3", and Ges. § 141^. h. Here
nnn agrees with and strengthens '•h ^J3 as the most important part of

the compound subject mS ija iddd, Ges. § 146a.

28-32. Duties of the Levites.—29. For the showbread] lit.

bread of rows, cf. g^-,—and for the fine flour for the meal-offering]

cf. Lv. 21- * ^,
—whether for the unleavened wafer] cf. Lv. 2*,—

or of that which is baked in a pan] cf. Lv. 2^ 6'« <">,

—

or that

which is mixed] cf. Lv. 6'^ <=•>,

—

and for the meastires of capacity

and the measures of length] cf. Ex. 29^" 30-^ The Levites may
have been the keepers of standard measures, cf. Lv. 19'^.—30.

On the morning and evening burnt-offerings cf. Ex. 29^8- 39 Nu.
28' -8.—31. And (to stand, etc.) at every offering of a burnt-offer-

ing]. EVs. and to offer all, etc., is a mistranslation {v. i.).

Besides the Sabbaths {cf. Nu. 28 ^ '•) and new moons {cf. Nu.

28"-'^), there were three annual historical feasts (Ex. 23'^-"),

Passover and Mazzoth (Nu. 281^-"), Pentecost (Nu. 28=«-"), and

Tabernacles (Nu. 2()^^-^^).—32. According to the Law, the Levites

should keep the charge of the tent of meeting (Nu. i8'- •) and the

charge of the sons of Aaron their brethren (Nu. 3' 182- ') but they

were expressly forbidden to approach the vessels of the holy place

(Nu. 1 8 3, cf. however i Ch. 9^9) and the priests were given the

charge of the holy place (Nu. 18*). Biichler (/. c.) has used this

as evidence of a priestly source which has become confused by

the Chronicler's introduction of the Levites, but a variant tradi-

tion ascribes this duty to Levites (Nu. 328- 32), Xhe Chronicler

could have secured all his facts from Nu. 3 without consulting

Nu. 18.

28. "^oS nnna] cstr. before S, cf. Ges. § 130a.—<S evidently read

'?yi {i-rrl) before n-,:';'D and B '?3 h'jy (et in iiniversis). (& also omits the

copulative at the beginning of v. 29. As the text stands the repetition of

cnini) D^"lSN^ ni3 mcDay adds nothing. Hence ^^b should be emended

to agree with OS and connected with the following verse, 'n on'?S (omit

1 with CI) defining nt^c more closely, cf. Ges. § 13 li. Accordingly

read 'n Z'^^ dvi'^nh po may ni;'>'D Syi and in the work of the service of

the house of God for (in respect to) the showbread.—31. m"?;? niS>."i SoVi]
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EVs. render incorrectly and to offer all burnt-offerings. This verse is

a part of v. ^^ and can only be translated and at every offering of burnt-

offerings (Kau.). The priest had the exclusive duty of offering the burnt-

offering but the Levite had to stand . . . to thank and to praise (v. '")

while the offering was being made. Some commentators have held that

the verse refers to the duty of the Levites to procure and prepare the

animals for sacrifice (Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ba.), an attempt to account for

the apparent anomaly of Levites offering the burnt-offering. By the

same misunderstanding of the text, Buchler (/. c. p. 131 f. n.) has been

led to the conclusion that v. " belonged to a source which concerned

itself only with the priests.—32. (& omits unpn mcra nxi, which may be

an intentional correction from Nu. iS^, where this duty is given to the

sons of Aaron, or more probably the omission is due to homoeoteleuton.

XXIV. 1-19. The courses of the priests.—The account of

the duties of the Levites in serving the priests (23=8-32) is followed

immediately by the description of David's organisation of the

priests (24'-''). These v^^ere divided into twenty-four courses

which cast lots for places. The order, Levites (c. 23), priests

(c. 24), was likely determined by the fact that the priests were a

subdivision of the tribe of Levi; 23 '^ could not follow 24' -'s.

Schiirer {Gesch.^ II. p. 237) has questioned the genuineness of 24'-",

suspicioning that this list was not framed until the Hasmonean period,

since the class of Jehoiarib, from which the Hasmoneans sprang (i Mac.

2'), is placed first contrary to Ne. ^2'-'- '2-21, but this evidence is not con-

clusive and can only be used to question the relative position of the

class of Jehoiarib. That may have been altered through later influence.

1-19. The twenty-four courses of priests.—1. The sons of

Aaron are given in the same order in 52^ (6') Ex. 6".—2. An
abridgment of Nu. y. Nadab and Abihu offered strange fire

before Yahweh and were devoured by fire (Lv. 10'-' Nu. 3^).

—3. Zadok and Ahimelech, the leading representatives of the

two families of Aaron, were associated with David in dividing the

priests into their courses. Earlier writers would probably have

assigned this task to David alone, but not so the Chronicler (cf.

2 S. 8'« with I Ch. 18"; also 25'). Ahimelech is associated with

Zadok in v. " and in iB'^ (where Ahimelech should be read

Ahimelech with Vrss.). According to v. « and i8'« (=28. 8")

Ahimelech was the son of Abiaihar, but in i S. 222° an Ahimelech
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is the father of Abiafhar. That grandfather and grandson should

bear the same name is in accord with common Semitic practice (cf.

^36 f. (6' '•) and Phoenician Eshmunezar Inscription Hnes 13 /.),

but the only known son of Abiathar was named Jonathan (2 S.

i5'« I K. I") and elsewhere Zadok and Abiathar (instead of

Ahimelech) are associated as the priests, both in the time of David

(2 S. i5'5 1715 I Ch. 1511) and in the time of Solomon (i K. 4^, cf.

also I K. i^ with i"), hence the probability that the two names

were transposed through corruption in 2 S. 8'^ before the Chron-

icler wrote (see EBi. art. Abiathar).—4. Chief men]. Possibly

the heads of individual households which constituted the sub-

divisions of a fathers' house (cf. Jos. 716-18) (Ke., Zoe., Oe.),

though more probably the heads of fathers' houses are intended

(Be.). The last clause of v. "' should be taken with what follows

—and they, i.e., David, Zadok, and Ahimelech, assigned them, of

the sons of Eleazar sixteen heads offathers^ houses and of the sons

of Ithamar eight fathers^ houses. Some Levites who were not of

the family of Zadok ministered in the second Temple although

they were not eligible to the high priesthood. At least, a

certain Daniel of the sons of Ithamar returned with Ezra (Ezr.

8^). The Chronicler assumed this later superiority of the

Zadokites also for the time of David and assigned sixteen classes

to the sons of Eleazar

—

i.e., to the Zadokites—and eight to

the sons of Ithamar. These numbers sixteen and eight are

clearly artificial, since they are related to each other as the

rights of a first-bom to a single younger brother {cf. Dt. 21'').

Upon the deaths of Nadab and Abihu without sons, the right of

the first-bom fell to Eleazar. The high priesthood also fell to the

Zadokites as the right of the first-bom.—5. So they divided them

by lot one like the other (lit. these with those)\ Apart from having

a double share of classes and the high priesthood, the descendants

of Eleazar-Zadok had no advantage over their fellow-priests, for

in both families were found princes of the sanctuary and princes of

God. These two terms are probably synjnymous, being differ-

ent designations also for the "chiefs of the priests" of 2 Ch. 7,6^*

(Ba., Bn.).—6. Shema'iah the son of Nathan'el, the scribe] is

only known from this passage.

—

One fathers^ house being taken
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for Eleazar and one* taken for Ithamar] (v. i.).—7-18. The same

courses were maintained in the time of Josephus (Ant. vii. 14. 7,

Vita i). Individual courses are mentioned elsewhere, Jehoiarib

(Joarib), i Mac. 2' Bab. Taanith 29 a; Joiarib and Jedaiah,

Baba kamma ix. 12; Abijah, Lu. i^; Bilgah, Sukka v. 8 (see Schtir.

Gesch.^ II. pp. 22,2 ff.). Jehoiarib, Jeda'iah, Harim, Malchijah,

Mijamin, Abijah, Shecaniah, Bilgah, Ma'aziah occur in either

one or both lists of priests in Ne. lo' «• " «•) and 12' ^. Seorim,

Huppah, Jeshebe'ab, Happizzez, and Ganiul do not occur elsewhere.

On Jehoiarib, Jedaiah, Jachin, cf. 9'". The descendants of

Jeda'iah, of Harim, and of Immer returned from the exile under

Zerubbabel (Ezr. 2^^ '• " = Ne. 7" «• *), but Pashur (Ezr. 2^^ =

Ne. 7") is wanting here. The children of Hakkoz were debarred

from the priesthood after the return since they could not find

their record in the genealogies (Ezr. 2" = Ne. 7"). Jeshu'a may

be the head of the "house of Jeshua" of Ezr. 2'^ = Ne. 7''. No
connection between Eliashib and the post-exilic high priest of

that name (Ne. 3') is probable, since the name was a common

one. Jakim and Pethahiah occur only here as the names of

priests. Jehezkel is also the name of the well-known priest and

prophet, son of Buzi, Ez. i' 242*
f.

1. (6° omits the second priN ij3, so also Origen's text (Field), but M
is probably original.

—

nih^^n] 05 'A;8ioi>5 here and in v. ^ 52^ (6^) Ex.

6" Lv. 10' Nu. 3'.—3. 05 adds kot' otKovs Trarpiuv avrCov.—5. "'jaai]

read with other Mss. 'J^ni, so H, ®, #, Ki.—6. mx in.xi . . . thn inN].

Some late mss. read ms inNi instead of tnx inxi; (g eh eh . . . eh eh;

# )jf-»»l t"^o r^ ] '^^i ". Most commentators correct

the second tnx to inN (Grotius, Ges., Zoe., Kau., Ba., Bn.). Be. retained

M, finding a relation in the proportion eight to sixteen and ihn to

rns tnNi, i.e., two lots were drawn for Eleazar to each one for Ith-

amar. Ke. pointed out that the text would then imply that the two

lots were drawn for Ithamar, not for Eleazar (cf. also Oe.). Ki. has

sought to overcome this objection by transposing Eleazar and Ithamar,

but Eleazar is elsewhere mentioned first (vv. ^^ ' * * ^). A comparison

of 252-^ with 25'-3i shows that there the houses were taken alternately

until the two smaller families were exhausted; then the remaining

names of the large family of Heman were divided into two groups.

These were taken alternately (cf.
25S-3') until all had been assigned.

According to this analogy, the older and simpler emendation—the
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second tns to "inx—gives the true original. The lot alternated between

the descendants of Eleazar and the descendants of Ithamar until the

number of the latter was exhausted, when the remaining eight houses

of Eleazar were assigned places by lot. Then Nos. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,

14, 16, in vv. '''" were members of the family of Ithamar, the rest

belonging to the family of Eleazar.—13. 3N3ri] (!»'* omits but ^^

Io-j3oa\, H* Ishaal. Ki. conjectures that the original form was Syac^,

which was omitted in the copy of Greek and intentionally altered

in M because of the offence caused by the form Sj;3. Gray {HPN.
p. 24) follows Ki.—19. amps] Ki. points ampa because of the preced-

ing nSx.

20-31. A supplementary list of Levites.—This second

list of the sons of Levi has many names in common with 23'-"

but also adds several new ones. The family of Gershon is

omitted and a new subdivision is added to the family of Merari.

Six new heads or chiefs, Jehdeiah, Isshiah, Jahath, Shamir,

Zechariah, and Jerahme^el, supplant six of the older heads of fathers'

houses and are represented as the chiefs of their descendants, but

are not necessarily their sons. Bertheau held that these verses

were written in order to add the chiefs of the classes enumerated in

237-23 but in some cases the writer did not have the information

which he needed and so simply repeated what he had already

given in 23^ ff-; and the family of Gershon was omitted, since the

writer had nothing to add, hence to include this family would

make an unnecessary repetition. The fact that only six such

chiefs are given out of a possible twenty-three or twenty-four is

against this view. The account of the Levites, given in c. 23, is

connected so closely with the priests (24' -'s) that the natural place

for a supplementary list of Levites would be after the latter rather

than between the two. The Chronicler would be as likely to

place such an additional catalogue here as a later glossator. The
fact that some of the names here are repeated from 23'^ ^- does not

in itself militate against the proposition that the Chronicler was

the author of both passages. Nevertheless, there are good reasons

for suspecting the Chronicler's authorship of this second list of

Levites, and for ascribing it to a later hand (so Ki. SBOT., Bn.).

Shuba'el (Shebu'el) is called the chief of the sons of Gershom in

23'6 but here his place is taken by Jehdeiah. In 23'^, Rehabiah
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is called the chief of the sons of Eliezer but here (v. ^i) he is sup-

planted by Isshaiah. The same is true of Shelomith (Shelomoth)

(cf. V. " with 23'8); Micah and Isshiah {cf. w. "• =6 with 2320); and

Kish (cf. V." with 23"). All of these names could have been in-

cluded in 23'^ «•, since they do not add to or subtract from the

number of fathers' houses. As they stand we have two chiefs for

the same house in six cases. Either new families had gained the

chief positions formerly held by the chiefs of c. 23 or the Chronicler

gave preference to his friends which a later writer contradicted,

"The rest" at the head of this list suggests a supplementary

catalogue not only to c. 23 but also to cc. 25. 26, since the sing-

ers, gate-keepers, and other officers were also Levites. The quota-

tion of a part only of 23", "and he had no sons," in v. ^s, un-

wittingly gives the opposite meaning to this passage. According

to 2322 Eleazar must be counted as a father's house {cf. 232' ••),

but here he is excluded. "These were the sons of the Levites

after their fathers' houses" (v. 3°'') is a strange subscription to

what purports to be only a partial list of the Levites {cf. "the rest"

V. 20)^ but is easily understood as a quotation of the first part of

23'^ {v. i. v.'"). "These likewise" (" Di) (v.") occurs only

here, though the phrase would be in place in 25 « or 26 '3. Properly,

this lot should be cast for all the Levites, not for the part of them

in this list to whom " these " must refer. The lots might have been

cast in the presence of Zadok and Ahimelech (v. ") very fittingly,

but we should expect "chiefs of the Levites" in the light of 15"- '^

or only David after 23". However, v. ^'"^ is simply repeated from

V. «.—20. And of the rest of the sons of Levi] not those who re-

mained after the priests had been subtracted (Be.) nor those who

assisted the priests in the service of the house (Ke., Zoe., Oe.), but

a glossator's title to a list containing additional names. That this

list contains many names set forth in 23'2-23 cannot be urged against

this conclusion (as Be.), since those names are given in order to

place the new ones in relationship to them.

—

Shuba'el]. Cf. 23'«.

—Jehdeiah] is also the name of an officer of David 27''' f
.—21.

Rehabiah]. Cf. 23'^

—

Isshiah] occurs again in v. ", cf. 232°.

—

22. Shelomoth]. Cf Shelomith 2z''.—Jahath]. Cf. 4'.—23. Cf
23".—24. Micah]. Cf. 23=".

—

Shamir] here only as a personal
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name, but as a place-name Ju. lo'- = Jos. 15^8
f.

—

Isshiah]. Cf.

23'".

—

Zechariah] a very common name, especially in the writ-

ings of the Chronicler.—26. 27. The sons of Merari: Mahli and

Mushi and^ the sons of ' Uzziah. The sons of Merari : of ' Uzziah*

Bani* (?) ajid Shoham and Zaccur and 'Ibri]. The writer inserted

among the sons of Merari as he found them in 23 =' " the family

of 'Uzziah, who had three or four sons. This 'Uzziah was not a

son of Merari but the head of a family claiming descent from him,

otherwise he would have been added directly to Mahli and Mushi

without the intervening the sons of. The addition of his son after

'Uzziah in v. !>« (H Benno, EVs. Beno) contradicts this fact directly

by making 'Uzziah a son of Merari, wherefore it is necessary to

consider the sons of before, or his son after, 'Uzziah a gloss. Kittel

does the former {i.e., he resolves "'J^ into D;n) but it is neither

likely that Merari had another son besides Mahli and Mushi {cf.

6< (•" 232' Ex. 6»' Nu. T)'^"- =3) nor that the original writer would

have had the boldness to add another son to the two so well known.

The second alternative, i.e., to regard his son after 'Uzziah as a

gloss, is more likely and has the support of (^. Beno (EVs.) in

v. " must either be struck out with the following copulative or it

is a corruption for Bani, a common late name, which text is sup-

ported by (i» {viol avTOv = Vi^ = "i ""i^) {v. i.).—The origin of

this family of Uzziah cannot be determined. Shoham occurs

nowhere else as a proper name and 'Ibri only as the gentilic of

Hebrew. Zaccur occurs only once outside of Ch.-Ezr.-Ne., Nu.

13* (P).—28. And he had no sons'\ is repeated from 23" evidently

as an abridgment of that verse {y. s.).—Kish]. Cf. 23^'.

—

Jerahme'el] also the name of the well-known family in southern

Judah, cf. 2 5, and of the son of King Jehoiakim Je. 36".—30.

After copying 23" ( = v. '<"') the writer continued with the first

clause of 23^^ (= v. 'o'').—31. No difficulty need be found in the

fact that twenty-four heads of families are not given in this list.

The glossator based this statement upon what was done in the

case of the priests (w. '
a

) and did not trouble himself to make his

catalogue correspond to the right number.

20. Sxait:'] cf. 23'8 text. n.—21. Bn. omits in>3m 'jaV with (&

but compare the style in vv. ^o- 22.—23 . M and Vrss. are defective. Add
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after 'Jii) S'Nin pian, Ki., Bn. Earlier commentators added only

tnan Luther, Be.—24. -\nv] so Kt., but Qr. fcr, <S Sajuijp, H Samir,

and so ®.—26. 27. The present Hebrew text of these verses cannot

possibly be the original, since v. 2"> is self-contradictory {v. s.) and

the copulative 1, lacking before 'ja, must be inserted (Bn.) and M2

crept in possibly from v. 2'. invj?>, found only here, is probably an

error for inMy, so Ki., cf. also BJDB., Gray, HPN. p. 291. ij3 of

V. " may have read ^J3 originally {v. s.). Accordingly the original text

read 'j?i 'ti oniyi ija innj?'? mn ij3 iinn]; >j3i 'STdi •<'?nD mn ^J3. (On

attempts to find here the original of 23" ^, cf. 23^-".)

XXV. The courses of the singers.—The singers formed a

distinct and important class in the Temple worship when the Chron-

icler wrote. Their special duties and privileges were the result of

historical development just as in the case of the Levites proper and

the Aaronites, but the Chronicler believed that the system of his

own time originated with David. Probably three distinct classes,

the sons of Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun (= Ethan) respectively,

were already prominent in the time of the Chronicler. Accord-

ing to this chapter they were divided into twenty-four courses

corresponding to those of the priests (24' «•) and probably also

of the Levites originally (23^ ^ ). Doubtless the Chronicler

thought that corresponding courses of each of these orders served

at the same time, the Levites to prepare the sacrifices, the priests

to make the offering, while the singers stood by and sang praises

to Yahweh (233" ' ). The Chronicler's order, Levites (c. 23),

priests (c. 24), and singers (c. 25), was not unlikely influenced by

this sequence of duties. We cannot be certain from this chapter

that there were twenty-four courses of singers even in the Chron-

icler's time, since the number may simply represent an ideal of

the writer. The peculiarity of the last nine names {v. i.) rather

supports the latter possibility.

This chapter is certainly a unity and from the Chronicler. Recently

proposed analyses have created more difficulties than they have ex-

plained. Asaph is the only one of the three families of singers mentioned

in vv. ' ^^ but it does not follow, as Kittel thinks, that this chapter in

its original form only dealt with Asaphites. The presence of ^Oii^ in

v. ' really proves that all three families were enumerated in the following

verses, since the name—unless it is a gloss resulting from a dittography
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(so Bn. and Ki. on another page)—must have been inserted to call atten-

tion to the advantage the Asaphites received in having the first lot fall

to them {cf. what Josephus says of the first of the twenty-four courses

of priests, Vita, I. : ttoXXt; 5^ k&v roiTi^ diacpopd). The artificial

character of the last nine names of v. • {v. i.) indicates nothing

concerning their source. They are as difficult to understand from a

glossator as from the Chronicler, and the number twenty-four points to

the latter. It cannot be shown that the Chronicler was not interested

in this number without doing violence to the text.

1-8. The singers according to their families.—1. David and

the chiefs of the serving hosf^] i.e., the chiefs of the Levites (cf. i5'«)

who were in active service—those between the ages of thirty and

fifty years (v. i.).
—Asaph, Heman, and Jednthun (= Ethan) were

descended from Gershom (read Gershon), Kehath, and Merari

respectively according to 6'8-22 (33-47)^ thus representing the three

chief families of the Levites {cf. 15''- '^ 16" «• 2 Ch. 512 29" '•

3515).

—

Who should prophesy]. The Chronicler gives to the

service of song the same dignity as to the service of exhortation,

i.e., he ranks the singers with the prophets of Israel, thus placing

them above the ordinary serving Levites. Elsewhere he calls

them seers, a term to him synonymous with prophets (cf. v. ^ and

references there cited) and in 2 Ch. 2o'« ^- he makes a singer actu-

ally figure in a prophetic capacity. A close connection, however,

always existed between the musical function and the prophetic

office (cf. I S. lo^ '• '0 ff
).

—

With lyres, with lutes and with cymbals]

(see Bn. Arch. pp. 272 jf., also art. Music in DB. and EBi., cf. i5'0-

—And the number of them]. The number is not the one recorded

in V. ' but refers to the numbers in the succeeding verses, i.e., four

sons of Asaph (although the number is not expressly stated in v. 2),

six sons of Jeduthun (v. ^), and fourteen sons of Heman (v. ^).

The total number of these together with their brethren is given in

V. '. (An exact parallel is found in Ezr. 22'' = Ne. y* where also

some families are mentioned in the succeeding verses although

their number is omitted, the total sum being given at the end,

Ezr. 2" = Ne. 7««.) Hence vv. 2-' cannot be considered an inser-

tion on the ground that v. ' ' demands that a number should follow

which is not found until v. ' (Bn., Ki.).—2. This list of the sons

of Asaph is otherwise unknown, Zaccur, also v.'", being the only
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one mentioned elsewhere as a son of Asaph (Ne. 12" cf. also Zichri

1 Ch. 91S = Ne. II" where nDT should be read for n;2T). On
the name cf. 4" and 24".

—

Joseph] also v. ', besides the frequently

mentioned son of Jacob, is the name of a man of Issachar Nu.

13', of one who took strange wives Ezr. 10", of a priest Ne. 12'*.

—Nethaniah] also v. '2, is found only once elsewhere as a Levite

name 2 Ch. 17^ J.

—

Asar'elah]. Cf. Jesar'elah v. '^
-f-.
—The sons

of Asaph were under the guidance of their father and he in turn

prophesied at the direction of the King.—3. Only five sons of

Jeduthun are given although he is said to have had six. Shimei

(''J^Dti') of V. " must be the missing name, since it is not found

in vv. ^'^ as are all the others enumerated in w. ^ ^\ hence it

should be inserted after Jeshaiah (thus (^).—Of these six sons

of Jeduthun only Mattithiah is mentioned in another place, cf.

i5'8- 21 16^, but there he is not called a son of Jeduthun. On the

name cf. g^K—Gedaliah] also v. ', not elsewhere the name of a Levite,

but the name of a priest Ezr. 10'
s, and otherwise not infrequent.

—

Izri*] so read with v. " instead of Zeri f (v. i.).—Jeshaiah] also

V. '«, besides the well-known prophet Isa'iah, is a Levitical name

26" Ezr. 8'% a grandson of Zerubbabel 321, a chief of the sons of

Elam Ezr. 8', a Benjaminite Ne. 11'.

—

Shimei^] also v. ",

eleven times elsewhere in the writings of the Chronicler as a Le-

vitical name, and otherwise frequent.

—

Hashabiah] also v. ", is

a name found only in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. (15 times in all), mostly of

Levites.—4. A Mattaniah appears as an Asaphite in 9" = Ne.

II'' Ne. 11" i2«- « 2 Ch. 20'< 29". With the possible exception of

2 Ch. 2o'* a son of Asaph is not intended, since the name is used

of a later individual. The name appears fifteen times in Ch.-

Ezr.-Ne., and elsewhere only 2 K. 24".

—

Bukkiah] 3\?>o \.'^^ ^.

—'UzzVel] in v. '» 'Azar'el. The former is a frequent Levitical

name and the latter appears as the name of priests in Ne. 11'' 12'^

{v. i.).—Shuba'el*]. So read with (g and v. ^o instead of Shebu'el

(Ki.). Also the name of a son of Gershom 23" 2420- s" 262^
f.

—Jerimoth] v. ^^ Jeremoth, is found fourteen times in Ch.-Ezr.-

Ne., but not elsewhere.

—

Hananiah] also v. ", is a frequent name,

but not elsewhere Levitical.

—

Hanani] also v. ", was the name

of a chief musician in the time of Nehemiah Ne. 12" and is
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not infrequent.

—

EWathah] also v. " f
.

—

Giddalii] also v. " f
.

—

Roniamti-ezer] also v. ' |.

—

Joshbekashah] also v. '^*

f.

—

Mallothi]

also V. =«
f.

—

Hothir] also v. ^^ -j-.

—

Mahazi'oth] also v. ^o -j-.—It has

long been recognised that the last eight or nine words, although

intended here for proper names, are almost impossible as the

names of real individuals. With only slight changes in the vocal-

isation and in the separation of the consonants, they form a prayer,

which may be translated as follows:

Be gracious unto me, Oh Yah, be gracious unto me,

Thou art my God whom I magnify and exalt.

Oh my help (or Thou art my help) when in trouble, I say.

He giveth (or Give) an abundance of visions.

(F. i.) Why what was possibly an ancient prayer should thus

be resolved into proper names cannot be determined. The diffi-

culty is not removed by assigning it to a later hand. See Ew.

Lehrb. d. hebr. Spr. p. 680; We. Prol. p. 219; WRS. OTJC*
p. 143; Koberle, Tempelsdnger, pp. 116/.—5. Heman, the king's

seer]. Gad is called "David's seer" (21'), Asaph simply "the

seer" (2 Ch. 29'°) and Jeduthun "the king's seer" (2 Ch. 35''), or

if (^ there is correct Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun were the King's

seers (ol 7rpo(f)rJTaL rod /Sao-iXetw?); see further on v. '.

—

In the

words of God] may mean either in divine affairs (cf. 26^^)^ or by

the commands of Yahweh (cf. 2 Ch. 29'=).

—

To lift up his * horn

God gave, etc.]. To lift up the horn would stand alone here in

the sense of blow the horn (Be., Ba., BDB.). Better ignore the

Massoretic pointing (Athnach under |"lp) and connect with the

following (v. i.). Elsewhere the phrase means to heighten the

power of any one {cf. 1 S. 2'" Ps. Sg'^ 92" 148'^ La. 2"). God
exalted the power of Heman by giving him many children (Ke.,

Zoe., Oe., Bn., Ki.).—6. All these] may refer to all the sons of

Asaph, Jeduthun, and Heman (Ke., Zoe., Oe.), but better only to

the fourteen sons of Heman (Be.). Not only the singular their

father but also the similar statements after the sons of Asaph

(v. ») and of Jeduthun (v. =) support this conclusion.—In his

characteristic fashion the Chronicler reverses the order of the
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instruments in repeating them from v. '.—7. The total number

finds its natural place here after the enumeration of the heads of

houses {cf. V. '). With each of the above twenty-four were asso-

ciated eleven of their brethren, i.e., members of the singers' guild,

so that the total number was two hundred and eighty-eight

(24 X 12). These were the accomphshed musicians, skilful ones

{W^y^yd), who were distinguished from the mass of the singers,

the scholars (D'^T'D/n), as is shown by v. ^. Presumably the lat-

ter are included among the 4,000 singers who were assigned some

work in overseeing the building of the Temple {cf. 23* ' ).

1. xnsn ntJ'1]. The usual rendering the captains of the hosts (EVs.,

Ki., et al.) may be understood as referring either to the commanders of the

army or as synonymous with princes of Israel considered as the host of

Yahweh {cf. Ex. 12"- "). Keil preferred the latter and identified these

princes with those mentioned in 23^ 24^ (so also Zoe., Oe., Bn.). But

there is no reason why David should be assisted either by the com-

manders of the army or by the princes of Israel. When David divided

the priests he was assisted by the two leading priests, Zadok and Ahime-

lech (24'), so by analogy he should be assisted by the princes of the

Levites here. Previously David commanded the princes of the Levites

(dmSh ^Tii") to appoint singers from their brethren (15"). Although

N3S n2' is not used of the Levites elsewhere, as Keil pointed out,

the phrase may refer to them in this case, since NiX is used of the

Levites in Nu. 4'- " 'o. 35. 39. 43 324. 25. in all of these passages nox

is used in connection with the age at which the Levites were qual-

ified for service in the tent of meeting. In Nu. 4^^- "• " the phrase

reads 13710 Snxa mayS azuh usually rendered " service for the work

in the tent of meeting," and in Nu. 8" ma^jn N3SD " from the service

of the work." In the latter case, the sense is certainly " active serv-

ice." Now it is to be noted that in our passage this same mayS

follows N3xn. If majjS were intended to describe the service rendered

by the singers, it should have appeared in connection with its qualifying

clause 'd2 d^n^jh. Immediately following N2xn nii', ma^-S is most

naturally taken as a genitive modifying N2xn in the same sense as in

Nu. 8", and is better rendered the chiefs of the serving host.—ID** ^J^*?

pnnM jcm] on co-ordinate genitives depending upon the same no-

men regents, cf. Ges. § 128a.—D''NO^ri] Qr. a''!<p:n. 05 diro<pdeyyofi4vovs.

N33n in vv. ^ '• favours Qr., and so Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., et al.—''B'jn diddd

'd] 'tt-js in apposition with ancDC, cf. Ges. § 13 iw.—2, hSnik'n] so

Baer, Gin., Ki.; also written hSnib^n, cf. v. >* nSNiu').—3. nx] v. "

'IS"'; (6 here Soupet = mx = nxi = nxi, hence read ''ix^, so Ki.
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Kom., BH.—4. Snvj;] v. '^ Sn-itp, (& here 'A^apa-nX. Either spelling

may be original, but since Sxny as a common Levitical name might

easily take the place of the less usual Sni:;?, the latter may be

preferred with 05, although the writer may have used both forms, see

on 2 Ch. 26'.—'?NnK'] v. 'o '7x31-.:*^ Q5 I,ov^ar)\, cf. 23",—mci-f] (6

'lepefjLud, V. 22 niD-)."i, (S 'Epeifiiid.—nnNi':;^] v. 27 hp'Sn.—Kau. (Z/4FF.

1886, p. 260) departed from Ew. and others in the renditions of the

last nine names (v. s.) by reading second person instead of first, re-

pointing the text as follows : ar' yy, rjJDD'ii nSiJ npi< >hi< >}:n n> ^j:n

'^\^^ hiSd ne'|5. Furthermore, he held that if the Massoretic point-

ing be accepted for 'nSu, etc., it was necessary to suppose that the por-

tion of the verse from inSnj on was taken from a context different

from that of the first five words. Oe. rightly pointed out that this

change from first to second person in three verbs is very doubtful. He
rendered the last two lines, Ich preise und erhebe Hilfe, im- Ungluck

sitzend rede ich ilheraus viele Gesichte or im Ungliick sitzend verwelke ich

er gab reichlich Gesichte. The text of Kau., followed recently by Bn.

and Ki., and the rendering of Oe. are alike difl&cult, since "w; gives poor

sense as the object of the two preceding verbs. From Ps. 34* we should

expect "God " as the object. Such is the case, if the relative is under-

stood before t^^-m. (The omission of the relative is not unknown in

poetry and is common in the Chronicler's writings, see 1. 120.) Hence

it is neither necessary to change the pointings of the verbs nor to suppose

different contexts. Accordingly the first part of the verse is better

rendered Be gracious unto me, Oh Jah, be gracious unto me. Thou

art my God, whom I magnify and exalt. In what follows, instead of

r\rp 3^" nry read nrpac' ntv. The verb of the last line may also be

rendered as an imperative, like ^an at the beginning of the verse. In

that case read "^n^n instead of Tinin. The full text is as follows

:

With na-p + a -f u? comp. dicid 4- n + 2 + «» in 27". iniSc] may be

also connected with the fourth line 'm niSn thus balancing the second,

and taken as a Pi. inf. abs. from nSn (= f**^!:), Ges. § 75n, and the

couplet rendered Thou art my help when in trouble. Fulfilling

abundantly visions.—5. Instead of '^ P|T[ read uip with Ki.—6. nni]

for n'33.—8. ncyS] is apparently the cstr. before a sentence (Be., Ke.,

ei al., cf. BDB. npj; d).—TicSn f] an Aramaic word.

9-31. The singers according to their courses.—The order of

succession was determined as follows : the sons of Asaph received
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courses numbered i, 3, 5, 7; the sons of Jeduthun 2, 4, 8, 10, 12,

14; the sons of Heman 6, 9, 11, 13, 15-24. From this Bertheau

judged that two lists of seven were first arranged, the one includ-

ing the sons of Asaph (v. ') and the second, third, and fourth

of the sons of Heman (v. *), and the other the six sons of Jedu-

thun (v. =) and the first of the sons of Heman (v. «); then from

each list lots were drawn alternately. The last ten sons of He-

man finally drew for the remaining positions 15-24. Since three

separate vuns could not have been used, Keil proposed that

all must have been placed in one urn. But this does not ex-

plain why the sons of Asaph received courses with odd numbers

and of Jeduthun with even. If two such lists were formed (Be.),

they could have been composed of twelve names each as well

as seven, since it is no more difiicult to see why all the last

places should have fallen to the Hemanites, than to believe that

the lot would fall to the four sons of Asaph before taking one of

the three sons of Heman included in the first series. No doubt

we have here not a record of an actual lot but a simple rearrange-

ment of the names in vv. ^-* by the Chronicler himself. His

scheme is apparent. He began with a son of Asaph and then

alternated with the sons of Jeduthun, taking the sons of both

families in the order given in w. « '-, with the single exception that

Zacctir and Joseph (v. 2) were transposed. For the sixth place, he

skipped the family of Jeduthun and took the first son of Heman

instead. After exhausting the list of Asaph's sons, he took up

those of Heman in their stead, in the same order as v. ", alternating

these with the remaining sons of Jeduthun. With the fourteenth

course he had also exhausted the list of Jeduthun's sons, to which he

naturally added the next succeeding name from his list of Heman's

sons. The last nine names of Heman's sons remained and these

he divided into two groups, putting the first five in one list, and

the last four in another. Within these lists the names are again

taken in the same order as in v. *. The whole arrangement is

manifestly artificial. No break in the scheme justifies the con-

clusion that a part of this list was added later, as Kittel sup-

poses. The division into twenty-four courses of twelve each

would certainly be natural from the Chronicler.
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9. 06 adds vlQv aiirov Kai dSe\(pQv avrov before idnS. The number

288 (v. ') and the analogy of the following verses demand that rnxi VJ3

-\-^y Qijir should be added after ']Dvh (Oe., Bn., Ki.)- There seems to

be some confusion also in the last part of the verse.

—

IDkS]. According

to Bn., this is a dittography from ']Dvh. Ki. strikes it out as a gloss.

<& certainly read it.—On nx^ (v. n), nSx-i;:;-! (v. '<), Snitj; (v. »8), Sn^w

(v. 20), niDii (v. 22), nn-'SN (v."), cf. vv. 2-4 textual notes.

XXVI. The gate-keepers and other Levitical officers.—
Chapter 26 concludes the account of David's organisation of the

Levites. The genealogical connections of the gate-keepers are de-

scribed in vv. '-", and their appointments in vv. '^-i^. In the former

division are twenty-four heads of houses distributed among three

families. The appointments (w. '^-h) ^ere distributed to the fami-

lies according to the points of the compass, so it became necessary

to divide one of these families in order to make four divisions

—

Zechariah, the first-born of Meshelemiah (Shelemiah), receiving a

special commission (v. "). The administrators of the treasuries

(v\'. 20-28) follow the gate-keepers naturally. Similarly the keepers

of the treasuries follow the account of the gate-keepers in 9"^ '•,

where the former are also classed as gate-keepers (9-^). The

chapter closes with an account of the Levitical officers for the

outward business of Israel (vv. 29-32).

1-11. The genealogies of the gate-keepers.—1. Of the

Korahites]. Korah was the name of an Edomite (Gn. ^6^- "• "),

of a son, i.e., a descendant, of Hebron (2"), and of the head of a

Levite family (Ex. 6^^- ^* Nu. 161 °). The genealogy of Heman,

the singer, is traced through Korah to Kehath (6'8ff- (33 fl.))j the

"sons of Korah" are mentioned in the titles of a number of psalms

(42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 84, 85, 87, 88); and "the sons of the

Korahites" appear as singers in 2 Ch. 20". Here Meshelemiah, a

member of the fourth generation after Korah (cf. 9"), is the head of

a family of gate-keepers. Benzinger (Kom. p. 74) argues from these

data that the tribe of Korah rose from a non-Levitical, even non-

Israelitish origin, to become gate-keepers and later singers, but

identity of name is hardly sufficient support for this connection of

families which may have acquired the same name quite inde-

pendently. The Chronicler certainly knew the Korahites as sing-
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ers (2 Ch. 20") as well as gate-keepers. According to 6" »• <" "•'

the singers of the family of Heman claimed Levitical descent

through Korah and Kehath , but other branches of this line of de-

scent must have been employed in other service, and so a family of

gate-keepers may have traced their descent from Levi through

Kore, Abiasaph, Korah. The general effort of the late classes of

Temple servants to show Levitical descent {cf. Ezr. 2") doubtless

resulted ofttimes in conflicting claims, and at any rate the oldest

patriarchs of the tribe would likely be appropriated by widely differ-

ent families. Hence these genealogical connections are of little or no

value for determining the true standing and relationship of the late

famihes.

—

Meshelemiak]. Cf. g^'.

—

Kore]. Cf. 9".

—

Ebiasaph*]

{v. i.).—2. 3. Zechariah] of the sons of Meshelemiah, is men-

tioned again in v. '%and occurs also in g^\cf. also 24".

—

Jedta'el] is

also the name of a Zebulunite y*- ">• " {q. v.), and of one of David's

heroes ii*', cf. 12=1 "o) -^—Zebadiah] a frequent name but only in

the writings of the Chronicler.

—

Jathni'el |].

—

'Elam] besides the

name of the country east of Assy., a frequent post-exilic name,

but only in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne., cf. 8^K—Jehohanan] a frequent name,

especially with the Chronicler.

—

Eliehoenai] also the name of a re-

turning exile Ezr. 8< f
.—4. 5. The Chronicler identified 'Obed-edum

with the Gittite by the same name (13" '=2 S. 6'° «•), as is indi-

cated by the clause for God blessed him (Bn.). Obed-edom is

known elsewhere as a gate-keeper (15'*- ^^ 1638), and by a later

glossator is classed as a singer (15" 16^ q. v.). In the present

context Obed-edom may be taken as belonging, through Korah, to

the family of Kehath, since the Merarites are not taken up imtil

v. '", and V. " limits the gate-keepers to these two famihes (Be.,

Ke., Zoe., Oe.). Since he is also called a son of Jeduthun (16")

Kittel places him in the family of Merari, but that phrase is prob-

ably a gloss {v. in loco).—None of these eight sons of Obed-edom

are otherwise known to us. The names Shemaiah, Jehozabad,

Jo'ah, and Nethan'el occur very frequently in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. as

the names of priests and Levites and are more or less common else-

where. 'Ammi'el is also an east-Jordanic name 2 S. 9'- ' 17", a

Danite Nu. 13'= (P), and the name of David's father-in-law i Ch.

3' f . Sacar only occurs elsewhere as the father of one of David's
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heroes ii'>, while Issachar is only found as the name of the son of

Jacob and the tribe bearing his name. The name Peullethai is

otherwise unknown.—7. The sons of Shemaiah: 'Othni f, and

Repha^el f, and 'Obed, and^ Elzahad, and^ his brethren mighty

men of valor (lit. sons of strength) Elihu, and Semachiah f]. These

six men are otherwise unknown. The name 'Obed is found only

in Ru. 41'- 21- 22 and in Ch., and Elzabad is the name of a Gadite in

1212 -j-_ Elihii is not an uncommon name. With Semachiah may

be compared the Levitical name Ismachiah 2 Ch. 311'
f.—Verse

9 belongs logically after v. ', but it is doubtless in its original place.

The Chronicler evidently overlooked this statement and so added

it later.—10. Hosah] appears also in w. " " and in 16=8, where he

is also associated with 'Obed-edom as a gate-keeper f
.

—

Shimri] is

the name of another Levite 2 Ch. 29", also of a Simeonite 4", and

of the father of a hero of David 11"
f.

—

For there was not a first-

born]. ^ adds the statement that the first-bom had died, which is

doubtless an inference from the present reading. Possibly the

article has fallen out before first-born ("^^^(n) nTi), which

would permit the rendering for he was not the first-born.—11.

Hilkiah] is a very common name.

—

Tebaliah f].

—

Zechariah].

On name cf. v. =.—Not one of these appears as a son of Hosah

elsewhere.—The total number of gate-keepers was ninety-three

(62 + 18 -H 13), cf. 9" i6'«. Since the Chronicler knows of four

thousand gate-keepers in David's time (23^), he probably intended

these ninety-three as the chief men.

1. f|DN] in 9" 1p;'3|<,
(gB here A/3tci "Za^dp. r|DN was a Gershonite

(62< ' ) but r|D'3N was descended from Kehath through Korah {cf. 9"
67 f. (22 (.) Ex. 618- '8.

21)^ hence read either 1p;2N or «1pN''3N (Be., Ke.,

Zoe., Oe., Gin., Ba., Bn.), the latter being preferable.—in^DStyD] so

vv. 2. 9; V. " in^n'rii'; 92' h^d'^E'c; 9''- >' oiSif.—6. oiScncn] elsewhere

only in Dn. ii'- ', where the sg. is used. Here abstr. for concr. do-

minions = rulers; possibly we should read D'Stt'cn.—7. n3i>")] 51 adds

onN. & reads '^^-^l^o nSo.—vhn i^t'^n]. After other MSS. cited by

Kennicott, also %, prefix 1 to both words (Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ki., Bn.).

12-19. The appointments of the gate-keepers.—The Chron-

icler described the Temple as if it were already in existence. The
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royal palace was attached to the south of the Temple area, hence

no watchers were necessary there. The Chronicler clearly had the

post-exilic Temple of Zerubbabel m mind, thus he was describing

conditions of his own time or idealising them.—12. Even of the

chief men] i.e., the ninety-three chiefs who are enumerated above.

—13. The small like the great] not as well the small as the great

(EVs.), since the literal meaning of the phrase is the like of the

small is the like of the great. The house of Hosah with only

thirteen chief men (v. ") fared the same as the house of Obed-

edom with sixty-two (v. «).—14. Shelemiah] the same as Meshel-

emiah v. '.

—

Zechariah] is mentioned above in v. ^

—

Counselor

with prudence] is probably no more than an effort to explain

why the subordinate Zechariah should have been ranked equally

with the three chief houses of gate-keepers (vv. •-").—15. The

guarding of the southern gate and the store-house {cf. Ne. 12")

fell to Obed-edom and his sons cf. vv. <-*. The Chronicler prob-

ably thought of this store-house as identical with the treasury

building, hence his addition "with Obed-edom" in 2 Ch. 25=',

cp. with 2 K. 14".—16. The western side fell to the lot of Hosah,

cf. vv. '" '. Strike out to Shuppim (v. i.).—At the gate of the

chamber^ (v. /.).

—

At the ascending highway], a street which led

up to the western side of the Temple from the Tyropeon Valley,

the principal approach from the lower city and from the Western

Hill.—17. 18. The number of gate-keepers serving at one time

was as follows : six on the east, four on the north, eight on the

south

—

i.e., four for the gate and apparently two at each of two

doors of the store-house—and six on the west

—

i.e., four at the

highway and two at Parbar—a total of twenty-four. No relation

between this number twenty-four and the twenty-four courses of

priests (24^ « ) and of singers (25' «•) is apparent, nor does there

seem to be any connection with the twenty-four heads of families

named in w. *-". The Chronicler's preference for the number

twelve, also twenty-four as a multiple of twelve, is a sufficient

explanation.

—

Parbar] a Persian word meaning possessing light,

was apparently a colonnade or some kind of structure on the

western side of the Temple area identical with the Parvarim (Rv.

the precincts) in 2 K. 23" (see Dr. art. Parbar, DB.).
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13. nya-i •\yzh']for every fate, an idiom common in Ch. and late Heb.

(1. 124).—14. inicStt'] cf. V. ' text. n.—innzin] should read inn^rS-

with Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Gin., et al., but the versions probably read our

text. <& Kal Zaxapia, viol Swdf- T(p MeXx^? certainly had our text.

H ZacharicB is likely a correction also. ® T'Sd vyi> suggests that

(K MeXx'i? originated in an Aramaic gloss to yyv.—16. D'oifS"

should be struck out. Hosah alone is in place {cf. v. '") and o^fltt''?

clearly arose by dittography from the preceding qidDn, Be., Ke.,

Zoe., et al.—noSi:'] only here as a proper noun, and once as a common
noun Is. 6^^=felling (of trees). The usual meaning casting forth Ki.

questions, since this was the main gate toward the city. H renders

quce ducit, i.e., -v (cf. Ju. 5' Ct. i') + ^^b. "the gate which goeth into

the ascending highway." Q^bal have 'ira(rTo<poplov, so also Origen's

text. TO TraffTo<popiov is used to translate njB''? in 9^6 23'^ 28'' 2 Ch.

31" Je. 35^ Ez. 40"- " ", hence (& must have read njB'S or DDvh. Ac-

cording to 2 K. 23" there was a chamber on this side of the Temple in

the onns = ^3^iD (cf. v. '*). By itself (S has no more weight than ^,

since either may represent a transposition of two letters of the original,

but the absence of the name elsewhere, the difficult meaning if taken as a

proper name, and the fact that a chamber (hdb'S) is spoken of as in the

anna (2 K. 23") favour the reading of (B, "ijirS or nja'S. On cstr.

followed by a see Ges. § 130a.—19. ''mpn] C5^ read Kaad = nnp, but

^ is probably original, cf. v. '.

20-28. Administrators of the treasuries of the sanctuary.

—Two classes of treasuries are differentiated, those of the house of

God, and those of the dedicated things (v. ^o). The former were

under the hands of Gershonites (w. ''• ") and the latter under

Kehathites(w."-28).—20. And the Levites, their brethren, etc.'] (y.i.)

is a superscription to the following section.

—

Over the treasuries

of the house of God] i.e., for the fine flour, wine, oil, etc., cf. 9",

—

and over the treasuries of the dedicated things] cf. v. "K The same

two divisions seem to be made in g^^ '• (Bn.).—21. 22. The

sons of La adan, the descendants of the Gershonites through

Laadan]. The second clause is in apposition with the first.

On Laadan cf. 23 ^

—

The heads of the fathers^ (houses) of La adan

the Gershonite, Jehi'el and his brethren^ Zetham and Jo'el were

over, etc.] Cf. 23 ^ The sons of JehVeli is a gloss {v. i.). Jehi'eli'\

is an incorrect reading. Jehi'el* is the same iadividual men-

tioned in 238 298. The name is common in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne., but

not found elsewhere.

—

His brethren^] read as plural (v. i.), is
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added to show the inferior position of Zetham and Joel, cj. 23 ^

29 «.—23. Kehath rather than the four famihes which sprang

from him, should be expected here, since only Amramites are

mentioned as over the treasuries. Possibly the others are added

because special offices of the Izharites and Hebronites follow

(w. "^^
), but there is no further mention of the Uzzielites.—24.

And\ omitted in translation. Render with v. ", of the Amramites

. . . was Shuha'el^ {cf. 23") . . . ruler over the treasuries.—25.

And his {ShubaeVs) brethren of Eli'ezer]. His brethren is used

because all are descended from two brothers, Gershom and

Eliezer, sons of Moses, cf. 231' ^- (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.). Benzinger

prefers the reading of (^ his brother.—Eli'ezer] and Rehabiah].

Cf. 23"- ".

—

Jesha'iah] and the three following individuals are

only known from this passage. On name cf. 25'.

—

Joram] is a

common name.

—

Zichri] is also the name of an Asaphite 9'^ {cf.

Ne. II"). The name occurs twelve times in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. of

eleven individuals, elsewhere only Ex. 6^' (P).

—

Shelomoth]. Also

V. " and in v. -^ Shelomith. The spelling of the name fluctuates

between these two elsewhere and is doubtful. Two other Levites,

an Izharite 23 '^ 24^2, 22 and a Gershonite 23', bore this name, also

a son of Rehoboam 2 Ch. 11="' and the head of a post-exilic family

Ezr. 810.—26. Which David, the king . . . had dedicated]. Cf.

18" = 2 S. 8'>, 2 Ch. 5'.—27. To repair the house]. Apparently the

Chronicler thought David also provided for future needs.—28.

Saul the son of Kish ]. Cf. 8" = 9'^

—

A bner the son of Ner]. Saul's

cousin, cf. I S. 14=°- ", etc.

—

Jo'ab the son of Zeruiah]. Cf. 2'«.

The Chronicler presumes that every one who led forth the army

of the Israelites into battle consecrated of the booty to Yahweh.

20. n^HN]. Read un^na with (5 dSt\<pol avrCiv, so J. D. Mich., and

most commentators after him.—21 . 22 . The text is certainly corrupt

if these verses come from the Chronicler, since Zetham and Joel are here

sons of Jehieli, but in 23 ^ they are his brothers. (S^ adds to the con-

fusion and gives no aid. C5'-, which usually has the fullest reading,

here follows ^ in v. 21, but omits ''^N^n> >J3 from v. " and inserts the

copulative before anr. (B^ may have been corrected from 238, but also

internal grounds point to •'Ssini ^J3 as a gloss. The gentilic form is out

of place in v. =•, also in v. ^\ where it is simply repeated, and vna pointed

as singular, as in M, is useless, but as plural contradicts iSN^m ij3.
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The final > of i':'N''ni (v. ") is a remnant of the lost i before onr.—25

i'''7?<'!] 05 Kal TV dSe\(p(p avroO = vpinSi adopted by Bn.—nioSe'] Qr.

rT'oStt', V. " H'^dSis', d SaXwyuw^ in both (c/. 23' text. n.).—26. ntyS]

Ke. corrects to na'i with T3, so also Oe., Ki., but cf. 2821 text. n.—na-i

niNDHi d^dSkh]. Co-ordinate genitives depending on the same nomen

regens are unusual, Ges. § 128a.—27. pinS] is used elsewhere to

re/)afr an old building 2 K. 12^- '• '' 22' 2 Ch. 245- '2^ etc., f/. BDB.
prn Pi. 1 . c. Here it must have the same or a more general sense,

V. s.—28. e'npnn] on art. for the rel. pron. see Ges. § 138J, also

1. 119.—i?''1i'?Dn] Bn. corrects to T^ij^jpr\.—n^oSe'] cf. v. " text. n.

29-32. Officers for the outward business.—29. Chenaniah]

appears elsewhere as the name of a master of the carrying (15"- "

q. v.).—For the outward business over Israel^ Cf. "Levites who

had the oversight of the outward business of the house of God"
(Ne. ii'«).

—

Officers'] i.e., some minor officials, possibly scribes

{cf. d fypafjLfiareveLv). As early as Deuteronomy (17' « 19"

21') priests and Levites are assigned duties as judges. In later

times the priests and Levites seem to have exercised a certain

amount of authority in outward things throughout the land {cf.

I Mac. 2", Jos. Ant. iv. 8. 14), which was probably the case in the

time of the Chronicler, who ascribed to David the inauguration

of the customs of his own time.

—

30-32. One thousand and seven

hundred Hebronites were appointed to have oversight over the

business (n^X/D) of Yahweh andfor the service (mij?) of the King

in western Palestine (v. ^o). Their work seems to have been the

same as that which their brethren performed in eastern Palestine,

i.e., for every affair (131) of God, and [every] affair (121) of the

King (v. "). Just how this service was related to that of the sons of

Chenaniah, the officers and judges (v. 29), is not clear, nor can their

duties be determined with certainty. If we suppose them to have

been collectors of taxes, both for the Temple and for the King,

the account follows naturally the appointment of the treasurers

(w. 20-28). That there should be only one thousand seven hundred

overseers for western Palestine with ten and one-half tribes, when

there were two thousand seven hundred for the two and one-half

tribes of Eastern Palestine, seems strange. Possibly these numbers

contain a hint of the importance of the district of Gilead in the
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Chronicler's own time. Judas Maccabeus found many Jews in

Gilead (i Mac. 5*^).—Jazer] {cf. 6" (">) also seems to have been

an important trans-Jordanic Jewish centre (i Mac. 5' '•).

—

Hashabiah] is not found elsewhere as a Hebronite. On name

cf. 25'.

—

Jerijah]. Cf. 23" 24".

30. njnjJD pi'S i3>a] means literally /row beyond Jordan westward.

Western Palestine is meant, cf. Jos. 5* 22'.

XXVII. The organisation of the army and the officers of

David.—The preceding chapter closes with an account of the

Levites who were assigned semi-secular duties. The organisation

of the army (vv. '-"*), the list of tribal princes (vv. 's-2<), the royal

treasurers and overseers (vv. 25
-31)^ and the King's counsellors

(vv. "-34) naturally follow.

Although the Chronicler has given the list of David's mighty men in

cc. 11/., such a doublet does not necessarily point to different authors

(cf. Bn. Kom. p. 79, Ki. Kom. p. 99). While the Temple is the centre

of interest in cc. 21 ff., it is also apparent that the writer wishes to

magnify David in every possible way. Solomon built the Temple but

David here receives the greater credit, since he collected the material,

money, and skilled workmen (c. 22). He, too, prepared for the service

in the Temple by organising Levites, priests, singers, and gate-keepers (cc.

23 jf.). According to 2 S. 23* ^- (i Ch. ri'" ^ ) David had many mighty

men, but they were not organised. The Chronicler would scarcely

attribute the preparation of the plans of the Temple (c. 28) and the

organisation of the personnel of the cult (cc. 23 /.) to David because

" Solomon. . . is young and tender " (22^ 29'), and then overlook the

military and official bodies. David was pre-eminently a military leader

and Solomon a man of peace. Hence the Chronicler represents that

David had a large body-guard organised into twelve courses of 24,000

each. This account forms an essential part also of the history of David's

preparation for the Temple. A well-organised army and trained offi-

cials would aid materially in the successful completion of this great

undertaking. The Chronicler does not ignore this fact, for according

to his account, David appeals to these classes for aid (22" 28''' •> 29° "
),

and depends upon them to furnish the necessary political support

(28' "•). Rather than being a later bungling piece of work inserted in

an unsuitable place (Bn.), c. 27 seems to fit into the scheme of the

Chronicler perfectly. The number 24,000 also suggests the Chronicler

(cf. 24' " 25' " ), and a body-guard of 288,000 men is about the kind

of an exaggeration (cf. 2 S. 15") to expect from the writer of 22".
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1-15. The organisation of the army.—Solomon organised a

force of officers, one for each month, to provide victuals for the

King and his household (i K. 4' '). For this account the Chron-

icler substituted a large body-guard who served the King "in every

matter by courses," but ascribed their organisation to David.

The names of the twelve officers are taken from 11'° «-.—1. After

this superscription a fuller account might be expected, but the

catalogue which follows (vv. '-'*) contains only the twelve classes,

the number belonging to each, and the name of the command-

ing officer, hence Bertheau thought only a partial account was

here given.—2. Ishba al* (v. i.) the son of Zabdi^el] does not

contradict "the son of a Hachmonite" (n")) since the latter

is the name of a family (Oe.). He belonged 3, to the family of

Perez (cf. 2* ') from whom David also was descended (2^- ' '•).

—4. Eleazar the son of Dodai'^] is restored from ii'^ (v. i.).—
And his course (and) Mikloth the ruler, is obscure. A Mikloth

occurs in S^^ gs? ..^ but there is no ground for connecting him with

the one mentioned here f.—5. Benaiah, the son of Jehoiada].

Cf. II22-2* 18" 27«, also v. 3^.

—

The priest] is considered a proba-

ble gloss by Oe., since Benaiah was a military leader, and Bn.

strikes it out because Jehoiada' is nowhere else caUed a priest, nor

even a Levite. But a Jehoiada occurs as a military leader for

Aaron (12^^ '"') and Levites figure in a miHtary capacity (12"

"«>).—6. Cf. ii«-26 = 2 S. 232"-".

—

'Ammizabad-\].—7. Cf. ii" =

2 S. 23".

—

'Asah'el] was slain by Abner in the early part of David's

reign (2 S. 2'8-23)^ to which the clause and Zebadiah his son after

him clearly refers. The name Zebadiah occurs only in the writings

of the Chronicler (nine times in all).—8. Shamhiith the Zerahite*].

Cf. II".

—

9-15. The order of the names from v. ^ onward varies

slightly from that in 11" ff-. Helez and 'Ira' (11" '•) are trans-

posed, as are also Abi'ezer and Sihbecai (11" '), 'Ilai (ii=") is

omitted, so also Ithai (11^') between Heled and Benaiah (11" ' ),

the last two also being transposed.

—

Sibbecai, the Hushathite]. Cf.

20*. Abi'ezer] was a citizen of 'Anathoth, a Benjamite town {cf.

646 (60))_—Maharai] of the family of Zerah {cf. 2^). Cf. 11'°.

—

'Othni'el] by his relation to Caleb (Jos. 15" Ju. i''-'' 3') was

incorporated into the tribe of Judah.
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1. nwnm D>fl'7NnnB'] cf. 262' text. n.—nxxim nxin] used of enter-

ing and leaving service, 2 Ch. 23<- » 2 K. ii'- ' ».—nnNn] each, cf.

Ju. 8'8 Nu. i7'8.—2. D^aa'^] so also ii", but 2 S. 238 nair'J aao. (g

here 2o/3d\ (= h'iiv<), n" 'leo-e^aSo, (= lecre^aaX = S^asj"'), 2 S.

23' 'le^Scrde, hence We., e/ a/., are doubtless right in reading rcair"

as original in 2 S. and '?j?3a'i for both passages in Ch.—4. ^•\^•y] u"
y\ti ]2 -\tj;Sn (but read there with ($ AuSal, nn), so also 2 S. 23',

hence supply p ir;jSK, Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ki., Bn.—mSpDi inpSHDi]

Be., on the basis of the addition to v. ^, struck out the copulative,

1, before nhpn (also Ke., Zoe.). Oe. suggested that this clause,

which is wanting in C5, arose through dittography. Kittel corrects v. «

to inp'rnD hl3^ according to C5, xal inl, and reads the same here.—8.

mt^n ninpc'] (S^ SaXodjfl 6 'E<rpde, * Sayuaw^ o lefpaeX, l lef/sa. ii^'

nnnn niDC*, 05^ ^a/xawO 6 'A51, 2 S. 23" mnn nDB?. Oe. corrects to

"imi^n, so also Ki. The form n-\v is found only here, cf. 'mi vv. " ".

—10. 'jiScn] (^ 6 iK *aXXoi>s. 2 S. 23=« 'oSon.—12. •«rD''j3S] Qr. ]2^

'rp\—15. n.Sn] (6 XoXSeia, n'o iSn ® X^aoS, 2 S. 23" a';;n.

16-24. The tribal princes.—The two verses concerning the

census (w. " ") indicate the probable purpose of this section,

viz., to show that David followed the legal method in making an

enumeration of the people (c. 21). When, according to P, Yahweh

commanded Moses to take the sum of the people in the Wilder-

ness of Sinai (Nu. i' '), Aaron and a prince from each of the

twelve tribes (Nu. i '«) were associated with him in the work and

only the males from twenty years old and upward were counted

(Nu. I'' ^•). David likewise here had twelve princes of tribes

besides Zadok, the representative of the house of Aaron (v. "),

and only those from twenty years old and upward (v.") were

numbered. No previous order is followed in this catalogue

of the tribes {cf. 2» '• Gn. 35" «• 46^ «. 4^3 «.), Qad and Asher

are wanting. The six sons of Leah come first, in the order of

their birth (cf. Gn. 29" -^^ 3o"-2» and 35"), then follow six tribes

(or divisions of tribes) of whom Rachel was the legal mother,

Bilhah's son Naphtali (cf Gn. 30' 35"), the grandsons and son of

Rachel (cf. Gn. 3o"-2< 4620 35'^-'*) and Bilhah's remaining son

Dan {cf. Gn. 30^). Gad and Asher have neither fallen from the

text (Zoe.) nor is it likely that they have been omitted accidentally

(Ba.). The number twelve was full without them, and coming last

in several lists {2^ Gn. 35") they were the ones to be omitted. It
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is significant that we have six princes from Leah and six from

Rachel, if Zadok. the priest, who represented the whole people

rather than a part of a tribe {cf. 29"), is excluded. Of the twenty-

five individuals whose names appear in this list of the princes only

five are otherwise known. Zadok, David and his brother Eli'ab*

and Abner the cousin of Saul, cf. 26", are well known. Hashahiah

is possibly identical with the person mentioned in 263''. Most of

the other twenty names are common.—16. El^ezer the son of

Zichri]. Cf. 23" and 26".

—

Shephatiah]. Cf. 125.

—

Ma'acah]

as masc. personal name 11" Gn. 22" (J) i K. 2" -j-.—17. Hasha-

biah]. Cf. 25'.

—

Kemji^el] is the name of a son of Nahor Gn. 22"

and of an Ephraimite Nu. ^4^* |.

—

For Aaron, Zadok] is expected

rather at the beginning of the list (cf. Nu. i'), but is also in place

after Levi.—18. 'Omri] is also a Zebulunite name 7^ (q. v.), and a

Judean 9^

—

Micha'el]. Cf. 5''.—19. Ishna'iah]. Cf 12*
f.

—

Jerimoth]. Cf. 25^—'£zn'e/*]. Cf s^" Je. 36" f—20. 'Aza-

ziah] as a Levite name 15" 2 Ch. 31"!.

—

Hoshea'], Jo'el], and

Pedaiah] are frequent.

—

21. Gilead]. Cf. 5'. The term might

designate all eastern Palestine. (See GAS. HGHL. pp. 548/.)

—Iddo]. Cf Ezr. 10" (Kt.) ^.—Zechariah]. Cf 24'K—Jaasi'eI].

Cf. iV t-—22. 'Azar'el]. Cf. 2$*.—Jeroham] is frequent.—23.

Because Yahweh had said, etc.]. David refrained from counting

all, since such an act would imply a doubt of God's promise in

Gn. 22>'.—24. But finished not]. Cf. 2V '

.

—Neither was the number

put in the book* of the acts of days of king David] because natu-

rally to the Chronicler no record would be made in the royal

annals of such an impious and disastrous census.

18. ih'-Sn] Qr. nih-iSn. Read with C6 'EXid)3 = 2xiS«, which is

the name of David's eldest brother elsewhere, 2" 2 Ch. 11" i S. 16'

iyi3. 28. 28^ cf.
2"-i', so Zoe., Gin., Ki.—19. ^H'Tl] as in 5" Je. 3626, but

the Hebrew pronunciation should be S^nrj,', so (& in every instance,

adopted by Ki.—22. am"'] (gB^ Jupafi, ^ lepoa/x.—24. -ibD03 -idddh]

(6 iv /3i/3\/v, cf. a>c>n -n^T iad in 2 K. 1220 138- 12 1415. is. 23^ etc. The
second ison probably arose through the influence of the first, hence

read looa with Ki.

25-31. The officers over the King's possessions.—Twelve

officers are here enumerated, another instance of the Chronicler's
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preference for this number.—25. And over the king's treasures]

i.e., those in Jerusalem in contrast to those in the field, etc.—
'Azniaveth] also the name of one of David's heroes (11" 2 S. 23"), of

the father of two of David's mighty men (12'), and a Benjaminite

name (8" = 9") f.—26. 'Ezri ^].—Chehib]. Cf. 4>» f-—27. Shimei

the Ramathite]. Whether he was from the Ramah in Benjamin

(Jos. 18") (Be., Ke., Zoe.) or Ramah (Ramoth) of the Negeb (Jos.

19' I S. 30") cannot be determined. On name cf. 25^

—

For the

stores of the mine]. Cf. 2 Ch. 11".

—

Zabdi (cf. Jos. 7'- " '^ g"

Ne. II" (?) f) the Shiphtnife] may have been an inhabitant of

Shepham (Nu. 34'° '•) (Be., SS. who vocaHse ''PSuJ') or of Siph-

moth in the Negeb of Judah (i S. 30") (Ke., Ri. HWB., Ba.,

Bn.), with site unknown.—28. TJie syconiore-trees] were pro-

verbial for their abundance in the Shephelah, cf. i K. 10" = 2 Ch.

116 = q27^ The Shephelah properly means lowland. George Adam
Smith {HGHL. pp. 201 ff.) would limit the technical designation

to the low hills west and south-west from the hill-country of Judah,

but Buhl {GAP. p. 104, n. 164) has shown that several passages

(Dt. I' Jos. 9' 2 Ch. 26'°) favour the broader significance given in

the usual rendering of (| plain {to TreSiov or 17 TreSLVi]). (See also

EBi. IV. col. 4455 and Dr. in DB. III. pp. 893 /.)

—

Ba'al-hanan

the Gederite] from Gederah or Gedor, cf. 12^ Ba'al-hanan was

also the name of a king of Edom i^'- =" Gn. t,6^^- 's •]-.

—

Stores

of oil]. Cf. 2 Ch. II".

—

Jo ash] also a Zebulunite 7* {q. v.) f.

—29. Sharo}i] the name of the coast-plain from Joppa north-

ward to Carmel, noted for its fertility.

—

Shitrai f].

—

Shaphat]

also name of a grandson of Zerubbabel 3", a Gaddite chief 5 '2,

a prince of Simeon Nu. 13% and the father of Elisha i K. i9'«- "

2 K. 3" 63'
f.

—

'Adlai f ].—30. Obil] a form of the Arabic word

dbil ( C^jJ) able to matiage camels.—The Ishma elite]. That an

Ishmaelite and also a Hagrite (v. " Heb.) appear in this list does

not indicate an earlier source for the names as Benzinger sup-

poses. The name Obil, which occurs only here, with its ap-

propriate meaning points rather to an artificial origin.

—

Jehdeiah].

Cf. 24"'
f.

—

Meronothite]. Meronoth {(^ MepaOdov) seems to

have been near Gibeon and Mizpah, cf. Ne. 3'.—31. Jaziz f, the

Hagrite]. Cf 5'° '» Ps. 83' ").
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27. Dipn^ar] = D"'B'^3 + .n + 3 + -b?. On -z' for ik'n see Ges. § 36.

—29. >-\av] Qr. ^a-\^, (g = 'Atraprois, al Sarpat, so also 19, & ^Jl
^-

and so ©. Kt. preferable, BDB.—31. irionn] 1. 107.

32-34. The King's counsellors.—This catalogue has Jo'ab, the

captain of the host, and Abiathar, in common with previous similar

lists, also Jehoiada the son ofBenaiah instead of Benaiah the son of

Jehoiada (v. i.), cf. i8i6-i' = 2 S. S'^-'^ and 2 S. 20"-26.

—

32. David's

lover]. EVs. render Jincle, which is a common meaning of the

Hebrew word (^^^), but no uncle of David by the name of

Jonathan is known elsewhere, while Jonathan, a son of Shitnea

{Shimei), David's brother, is mentioned in 20' = 2 S. 21^', hence

Be., Zoe., Oe., Ba., Bn. take the word (IH) in the general sense

of kinsman, here nephew. Zoe. cites Je. 32'" as parallel, but there

son (p) has certainly fallen from the text {cf. w. '• ', other Heb.

Mss., and d). The uncles of David are nowhere given; Jonathan

is one of the most common Hebrew names; ($, H, certainly took

the common meaning uncle. A nephew would not likely be

chosen as a counsellor, nor is there any reason why either tradition

or the Chronicler arbitrarily should make this nephew David's

leading counsellor. On the other hand, the only Jonathan who

was an adviser of David was the son of Saul {cf. i S. 19. 20). The

Chronicler certainly selected Ahithophel and Hushai from parts

of 2 S. {v. i.), which he did not quote, so he may also have wished

to refer briefly here to the romantic story of David and Jonathan.

The word in is used most often as loved one {lover), Ct. i'^ +
30 times in Ct., also in Is. 5', where it is equivalent iofriend (BDB).

Lover is not too strong a word to describe the friend of i S.

i8'- ' 20" '• 2 S. I". A man of skill, a fair rendering of the next

clause (j''iD t^^N) {cf. 2 Ch. 26' 34"), is certainly an apt descrip-

tion of Jonathan, the son of Saul {cf. 2 S. i"- "). And he was

scribe (^in 1S1D1) could not describe him, but the form suggests

that these words are a gloss, which is made more probable by their

absence from ^ and from Origen's Septuagint text (Field). A
glossator found a scribe mentioned in i8'« 2 S. 8" and 2 S. 20", and

missing the office here, added this phrase to the first officer, ignor-

ing the fact that he was already described as a counsellor (rVT*).

Although Jonathan had long been dead (i S. 31=), Ahithophel had
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also been dead for some time (2 S. 17"), and the list does not purport

to give the officers living in David's old age. The proper place for

Jonathan is at the head of this catalogue, smce he was David's

first counsellor.

—

Jehi'el, the son of a Hachmonite]. A son of a

Hachmonite is mentioned once elsewhere (ii")- The word mean-

ing "wise" is particularly appropriate here, of the tutor of the

King's sons.—33. Ahitliophel] a most trusted counsellor of David,

whose word was as "the oracle of God" (2 S. 16"), joined himself

to Absalom during the revolt of the latter (2 S. 15")) then killed

himself when his counsel was not followed (2 S. 17").

—

Hushai,

the Archite] befriended David during the same rebellion, cf. 2 S.

1^32-37 i6'5->5 ij^-'K The "border of the Archites" was not far

from Beth-el Jos. 16=.

—

The king's friend], Cf. 2 S. 15" 16"

also I K. 45. "The friend" and "the well beloved friend" were

titles of honour in Egypt (see Erman, Ancient Egypt, p. 72). (Cf
also I Mac. 2" 3'^ 61° tmv (fiiXoov; 10" 11" 2 Mac. 8' tmv

TrpcoTcov (f)i\(ov.)—34. Jehoiada, the son of Benaiah] is elsewhere

"Benaiah, the son of Jehoiada" (see references above v. ^).

Bertheau would simply transpose, but against this change are Ke.,

Zoe., Oe., et al. A priest is expected before Abiathar (cf 18'^ =

2 S. 20") and since Jehoiada is designated "the priest" in v. '

(v. 5.) the text is probably correct as it stands. (On the same name

for grandfather and grandson, cf. 24'.)

—

Abiathar]. Cf. 24'.

—

Jo'ab] David's sister's son, 2'^

XXVIII-XXIX. David's last assembly and his death.—

David is represented as calling a general assembly to ratify the

choice of Solomon as his successor, but according to the historical

record in i K. i, Solomon owed his succession to the machinations

of his mother, Bath-sheba, and the prophet Nathan. According to

the Chronicler, Solomon was the appointee of God himself (28^ cf

22' '). The principal purpose of the assembly was to acquaint

the public with the project of building a temple and so secure the

popular support (28' -s), hence Solomon was publicly advised of his

responsibility (28«-i°); the plans were transferred to him (28"-");

he was given encouraging assurances of support (28'"'-"); and the

princes were called upon to aid the project by personal contribu-

tions (29' •«). As Solomon signalised the completion of the Temple
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by a prayer of dedication (i K. 8" -53), blessings (i K. 8"-"), dedi-

catory sacrifices (i K. 8^^-^*), and a sacred feast (i K. 8"), so

David, according to this account, marked the completion of his

preparations for the building of the Temple by a prayer (29"'->'),

blessings (29"), sacrifices (2921), and a sacred feast (29""). The
history of David closes with the anointing of Solomon as King

(29"''), the accoimt of his death and a summary of his reign

(2926-30),

XXVIII. 1-10. Solomon presented to the assembly as the

divinely chosen successor to the throne.—1. Now David as-

sembled all the princes of Israel] a general term including all the

princes designated in the following list, i.e., the princes of the tribes]

mentioned by name in 27"-", the princes of those who served the

king by courses] mentioned by name in 272-15, the princes (or

captains) of thousands and the princes (or captains) of hundreds]

repeated from 27', the princes over all the property and the cattle of

the king] those mentioned by name in 27"-".

—

And his sons with

the eunuchs]. J. H. Michaelis {recte Syr. regis et filiorum eius,

c. 2724- 21, Male Vulg. filiosque suos) and modems (Be., Ke., Zoe.,

Oe., Ki., EVs.) connect and his sons with the preceding—the pos-

sessions of the King belonging also to his sons—but the mention of

the King's sons is to be expected here and they are certainly in

place in such an assembly, cf. 1 K. i'- ''• ^^ (v. i.).—2. My
brethren]. The Kmg was regarded as the brother of his subjects, cf.

Dt. i7»5- 20 also I S. 30" 2 S. 19" "2).

—

As for me, etc.]. Cf. 22'.

—

A house of rest for the ark] i.e., a permanent abode. It had been

carried about from place to place previous to this time.

—

The foot-

stool of our God] refers to the "mercy-seat" (niSD) (cf. v. i') upon

the ark (cf. Ex. 25") (Be., Ke., Oe., Bn.).—/ had prepared] does not

refer to the preparations of 22^ ' » ^, since those were made to aid

Solomon (22^). The Chronicler here represents that David made

ready to build before God had commanded him not to do so (c. 17

= 2 S. 7).—3. Cf. 228.—4. 5. As Yahweh chose Judah from all the

tribes (cf. 52), the house of Jesse from Judah (cf. 1 S. 16'), and

David from among all his brethren (cf. i S. 16^-13) to be the reigning

prince (cf. ii^ 177 = 2 S. 7^ i K. 8'6), so he selected Solomon from

among the many sons of David to sit upon the throne of the kingdom
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of Yahweh (cf. 2923 17H). Solomon is thus clothed with divine

authority.—6. 7. V. « is repeated from 22'" (q. v.). With v. '» cf.

17", and with v."- cf. i K. 3'< 8" 9^—8-10. David closes this

portion of his address with a personal admonition first to the

congregation of Israel (v. ») and then to his son Solomon (vv. '• '»).

With V. 8 cf. Dt. 42' '• 26 3019 «• Lv. 25".

—

With a perfect heart].

Cf. 29'- '9 I K. 8".

—

Yahweh hath chosen thee, etc.] v. s. vv. * «•

The address is interrupted by the transfer of the plans of the

"^emple to Solomon. David resumes his admonition to Solomon

in V. 20^ beginning as he leaves ofif here.

1. Snp'1] elsewhere in Hiph. in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne., i Ch. 13^ 15s (both

from the Chronicler) 2 Ch. 52 (= i K. 8') ii» (= i K. la^'). 153 is

ascribed to an extra-canonical source by Biichler, Bn., Ki., but v. in

loco.—mp'^ncn] 1. 42. A very common word of the Chronicler.

—

DiPTirn] for royal officers is late (BDB. T\-\v i b), cf. 27' 2 Ch. 17"

22* Est. i'" Pr. 29'2.

—

Z'^:>•\'\ used elsewhere in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. as a general

term for movable possessions, 27" 2 Ch. 31' 32^9 Ezr. 8^' 10' all of which

are probably from the Chronicler, 1. 107.—a^Di-iDn dj; VjaVi] wanting

in (&^^, (&^ KoX Twv vluv aiirov ahv roh evvo^xots, U filiosque suos

cum eunuchis. Bertheau stated the following reasons for taking rjnSi

with the preceding iSdV : (i) S is the sign of the gen. before nSn

and would hardly be the sign of the ace. before the next word;

(2) if the sons of David had been intended, they would not be given

in this position. The first is no valid objection in the Chronicler's

writings. As regards the order, if we turn to c. 27, we shall ob-

serve that up to this point the Chronicler has included in this

verse all the officers to the end of v. " {v. s.). Jonathan, the next

in order (2722), had long been dead {v. s. 2722), and following him

is the tutor of the King's sons (2722). It is a well-known fact that

eunuchs frequently had charge of the education of young princes

(see DB. I. pp. 793 /., art. Eunuch), hence the King's sons with the

eunuchs are not out of order here, as Be. contended, but exactly where

they should be expected. By construing vja^i with the following, with

H, we also have a satisfactory explanation of Djr, which is otherwise

peculiar in this list of accusatives.—2. •<:^]!0Z'] 1. 115.—mn J] occurs

only in poetry and late writings (BDB.).—imrDn] 1. 54.—4. T'Scn'^] (g

rod yeviffdai. fie ^aaikia, H ul me eligeret regent, hence Oe. thinks

(&, U, read •'jj^'ScnS.—5. nisSc] 1. 67.—7. >niji3n] 1. 54.

—

ihidSd] 1. 67,

—nin Dv^] especially Dt., Je., and subsequent writings (BDB. DV

7 h). Used elsewhere in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. only in 2 Ch. 6'' (=1 K. ?fl*),

cf. also nrn omo only in Dt. 62< Je. 4422; also Ezr. 9'- " Ne. 9'°, which

are from the Chronicler (see Torrey, CHV. pp. i4#.).—8. Israel is the
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nini Snp also in Ne. 13', cf. Dt. 232- '• 3. 4. «. 9 La. !•» Mi. 2^ Nu. i6»

20*.—anSnjn J].—9. mrna ixi So]. Cf. 291^ aoS niaa'nD si'h (from

the Chronicler) J; elsewhere in OT. Gn. 6* (J) laS matt'nD nx'' S3.

•\i^ is not found alone in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne., and n1ai^'^D only occurs in

these passages with this meaning, see BDB. nacnn i a.—UE'mn] 1. 23.

—in'jTi] in the Hiph. late (= earlier Qal), only three times in OT.
(Is. 195 is from another root, see BDB.), 2 Ch. ii^* 29I'. Ki. (Kom.

p. 126) says the former could come from the Chronicler. Bn. a'^cribes

both to Midrashic sources, 1. 30.—ij?S J] Driver gives among the

words or constructions of the Chronicler which are used elsewhere

only in poetry {LOT.^^, p. 539).—10. hb-;;! prn]. The same phrase

occurs as the final admonition in a speech in Ezr. 10*, which is cer-

tainly from the Chronicler (see Tor. CHV. p. 21).

11-19. The transfer of the plans.—11. The pattern (rT'iDn),

literally "construction," was probably a description in words of

the dimensions, material, etc., similar to what is found in Ex. 25'° «-,

and not a drawing. David delivered to Solomon the pattern of

the porch, cf. 2 Ch. 3* i K. 6^; and of the houses thereof (y. i.), i.e.,

the rooms of the Temple building, the hekdl or holy place, the

dehtr or holy of holies, and the side-chambers (i K. 6= '•); and of

the treastmes, probably the side-chambers; and of the upper

chambers, cf. 2 Ch. 3 5; and of the inner chambers, the porch and

holy place according to Be., Ke., Zoe.; and of the house of the

mercy-seat, i.e., the holy of holies.—12. David, as here repre-

sented, also worked out all the details for the courts and for the

surrounding buildings, and delivered to his son the pattern of

everything which he had in his mind (lit. spirit). This use of

spirit (J\T\) as the seat or organ of mental acts is late, cf. Ez. ii«

20" (BDB., T\T\. Q).—For the treasuries of the house of God and

for the treasuries of the dedicated things] (cf. 26") describes more

closely one use to which all the chambers round about were put.

—Verse 13. is ambiguous. And for the courses, etc., may be

taken as a continuation of for the courts and for all the cham-

bers (v. '2), i.e., that David delivered also a description of the

courses of the priests, etc., to Solomon; or the verse may con-

tinue the description of the uses of all the chambers round about

(v. '2)_ Benzinger points out that the word pattern (JT'iDri)

could hardly be used for a description ot the courses, and
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(^ {koI tcov KaraXvfxaTwv) certainly connected this verse with

V. '^b. Bertheau (followed by Ke., Zoe., Oe.) held that all of

this verse is a further description of the uses of the chambers,

while V. '< is a continuation of the things described by pattern,

hence he understood he gave him the pattern before v. '<.—14.

The Chronicler was probably influenced by the account of the

tabernacle in Ex. 25, where Yahweh gives Moses the pattern of

"the tabernacle" and the pattern of "all its vessels" (Ex. 25').

—For all vessels of every kind of service]. The pleonastic style is

characteristic of the Chronicler.—15. And a weight for the golden

candlesticks and their lamps] i.e., David appointed (jr,"''l) (v. ") a

certain weight for the candlesticks {cf. 2 Ch. 4^).

—

Candlesticks

of silver] not mentioned elsewhere; thought of as used in the

priests' chambers (Ke., Oe.); in reality a mere fancy of the

Chronicler. The same applies to the tables of silver mentioned

in the following verse.—16. Elsewhere only one table of show-

bread is mentioned {cf. Ex. 25" «• 37X' 40=2 i K. 7^^ 2 Ch. 13"

29' 8), except 2 Ch. 4'', q. v.—17. As in the foregoing verses, he

gave the pattern must be understood.

—

Tht flesh-hooks {i.e., forks

for lifting meat) are mentioned elsewhere only in Ex. 27' 38' Nu.

4'< 2 Ch. 4'«; cf. also i S. 2'^ '^
—

^The basins were used for sprinkling

the blood of the victim against the altar, cf. 2 Ch. 29", and the cups

were those with which the drink-offering was poured out, Ex. 25»»

2718 Nu. 4' f.—The bowls were possibly a covered dish (Be.,

Ke., et al.); mentioned elsewhere only in Ezr. i'"- •" 8".

—

18.

Altar of incense]. Cf Ex. 3o>-"' 2 Ch. 26'^

—

And the pattern

of the chariot, the cherubim]. The cherubim are thought of as

constituting God's chariot as in Ps. 18" "">. The Chronicler

probably had the vision of Ez. i' »• >' «• {cf BS. 49') in mind.

—

19. All this in writing is from the hand of Yahweh upon me,

causing me to understand, even all the works of the pattern]. As

Moses received the pattern of the tabernacle and its vessels by

divine inspiration (Ex. 25'- "' 27^), so the Chronicler, while giving

David the credit for preparing the plans for the Temple, declares

that Yahweh was the source of David's knowledge. "The hand

of Yahweh upon . .
. " is a frequent expression for divine inspira-

tion {cf. 2 K. 315 Ez. I' 3'^ etc.).
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11. n^jan] a pattern according to which anything is constructed,

P and late (BDB.), cf. w. '2- '«• '^—iTa hni] (6 Kal tQv oikwv avrod.

This, omitting hn, which is unreadable unless nuan is supplied, is

the correct rendering, generally adopted, with the suffix referring to

the Temple. Bn. corrects vna to non.

—

vduj] also in restored text

of V. '" t 3. loan-word from or through Persian (BDB.) 1. 19.

—

nn] only here by the Chronicler in the sense of seat or organ of

mental acts. This use is occasional and late (BDB.).—12. oinSxn pia]

1. 15.—13b-14. ^^^ here and in the following verse abridged.—15.

anr Dn>mji antn nnjoS Spiroi]. Be. construed '?|1B'd as ace. of the obj.

dependent upon jnii of v. " (also Zoe., Oe.) and an? as in free subordina-

tion to Dn>mji (Zoe.). The text is obscure.—miayo] other MSS. miaya.

—18. rfjanSi] h the sign of the ace. Be., Ke., et al.—d-idodi D-'S'ifl'?] Be.

corrected to D''3DDni D''!fion with 05, 19, but see Ke.—19. "hy r\yn> tid ansa

Siacn] nin'' must be the subject of Siatrn, as it is implied in the phrase

nini TiD (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.). "hy has been construed in three different

ways. Bertheau connected it with anDa as in Ps. 40' "hy aina "pre-

scribed to me," hence he rendered the passage das alles hat durch eine

mir zur Norm gegebene Schrift von Jahve's Hand Jahve gelehrt, and un-

derstood the law of Moses to be meant, since Ex. 25^. was the basis for

this passage. Keil connected ^Sj? with the preceding nin> i>d " writing

from the hand of Jahve came upon me," i.e., a writing which was divinely

inspired, but not necessarily received immediately from Yahweh as in

the case of Moses (so also Zoe.). Oettli construed the words as Ke., but

since a writing composed by David could not be said to teach him, he

corrected S^aa'D to l'7''arn'7. Benzinger takes ''Sy with Siaari, which is

not an impossible construction in Ch.—ana] 1. 60.—Siatt'n]. The Hiph.

is so used by the Chronicler in 2 Ch. 30" and Ne. 92", cf. also Ne. &» "

(see Tor. CHV. p. 24).—V. "» is quoted by Dr. among "the heavy

combined sentences, such as would be avoided in the earlier language

by the use of two clauses connected by ib'n" (LOT".", p. 539).

20. 21. Encouraging assurances to Solomon.—20. Be strong,

etc.], r/. V. '" 22'"', for Yahweh Tvill not fail thee nor forsake thee] a

Deuteronomic phrase, cf. Dt. 3i«- ' Jos, i^

—

All the work for the

service of the house of Yahweh] i.e., all the work of building the

house.

—

Now behold the pattern of the porch (of the Temple) and of

the houses thereof, and of the treasuries thereof, and of the upper

rooms thereof, and of the inner chambers thereof, and of the house of

the mercy-seat, even the pattern of the house of Yahweh^] restored

from d, is doubtless original and dropped out by homoeoteleuton,

see Tor. ATC. p. 67, Ezra Studies, p. 73.—21. And behold the
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courses, etc.] described in cc. 23-26. The presence of the priests

and Levites, who are not mentioned in 28', is not implied.

—

Every willing man that hath skill]. This combination (2*'11

riD^ni), not found elsewhere, may have been suggested by
" whosoever is of a willing heart " (13^ 2'^12 ^D) (Ex. 35^)

plus "every wise-hearted man " {2b D3n b^) (Ex. 35'°). The
idea that skilful men should offer their services for the building

of the sanctuary was certainly suggested to the Chronicler by Ex.

35'° "•

20. At the end of the verse restore from (S oSwn nijin nx n:ni

nin< nia pijjni mflon noi oicjah vnni vn^Syi V2Ui^ vn2i (v. s.).—
21 , 'nj ^^^]. Be. struck out *? but similar uses of S elsewhere by the

Chronicler are against this. Ke. thought it was used to emphasise the

following phrase. Dr. calls it the *? of " introduction," LOT.^', p. 539,

No. 45 (1. 130). As in 52 26''* 29^ S is apparently used to introduce a

nominative similarly to a late use of na (see Ges. § 117 i) and probably

should be explained in the same way.

XXIX. 1-9. David's appeal for free-will offerings and the

response.—Here again the account of the Chronicler is modelled

after the history of the tabernacle (v. s. 282'). As Moses appealed

to the people for free-will offerings (Ex. 35''-', cf. 25'-8) and the

latter responded to that appeal (Ex. 35^""), so David is rep-

resented as appealing to the princes of Israel, and receiving

their gifts.—1. Solomon whom alone God hath choseti], cf.

28*, is yet young and tender] and therefore cannot carry out

his father's plans without assistance, cf. 22«.

—

The palace]

(n1*'2n) a word used ordinarily for a Persian palace or for-

tress, cf Ne. I' Est. 1 2- 6 23- 5. 8 2 16^ etc., Dn. 8', also of

the fortified courts of the Temple, Ne. 2^, but here, in v." and

possibly in Ne. 7 2, of the Temple itself, a term descriptive of its

grandeur. So used also in the Talmud (see Tor. CHV. p. 36;

I. 12).—2. With all my might]. Cf. "by my painful toil" 22'*

{q. v.).—David had prepared gold, silver, and bronze] the materials

which the people gave for the tabernacle (Ex. 35^ cf. 25=), also

stones of onyx] (DnU) a precious stone, possibly onyx or beryl,

but identifications are dub. and Vrss. vary; found in Havilah,

according to Gn. 2". The phrase stones of onyx is also used
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combined with and stones for setting in Ex. 25' 35'- ", where

these stones are described as " for the ephod and for the breast-

plate," whence the Chronicler probably derived the phrase.

—

Variegated stuff and fine linen^] to be used for the priestly

vestments {v. i.).—3. / give unto the house of my God\ not

necessarily his whole private fortune, according to the text, but

cf. V. *. The object of the verb follows in v. \—Above all that

I have prepared] i.e., above all prepared in his ofl&cial capacity,

cf. 22".—4. David's gift would amount to over one hundred

millions of dollars of our money if weighed by the heavy

standard, or one-half that amount by the light standard. This

amount is a pure fiction, as the similar exaggeration in 22'^

Solomon was the first to secure the gold of Ophir (2 Ch. 8"

9'" = I K. 928 10"), but such an anachronism is not strange from

the Chronicler.—The King set aside his private gift to overlay

the walls of the houses'] i.e., the various rooms of the Temple

proper, cf. 28", also 2 Ch. 3^-', and also 5 to supply gold for the

things of gold and silver for the things of silver even for every

work by the hands of artificers, thus furnishing the precious

metals for the most sacred things.

—

To consecrate himself] lit.

" to fill his hand," is a phrase used regularly of induction into

a priestly office, cf. Ex. 28" 32" 2 Ch. 13' 293', but here figura-

tively, "who will offer willingly like one consecrating himself to

the priesthood?"—6. The princes over the king's work] are

those recorded in 27"-".—7. Gold, five thousand talents] or about

one hundred and fifty millions of dollars, or one-half this amount

by light standard {cf. v. ^ and 22'*).

—

Ten thousand darics] slightly

less than fifty-six thousand dollars. The use of daric, a Persian

coin, is clearly an anachronism. Why this small amount in darics

should have been added to the large amount in talents does not

appear. The older explanation was that the sum in darics rep-

resents the amount contributed in coin (Ke., Zoe., Oe.).—8.

JehVel]. Cf. 2621 ' .—9. These gave with a perfect heart] i.e.,

without grudging, cf. 28'.

1. 'n 12 nn3 inx]. On the omission of the relative by the Chronicler

see 1. 120. Possibly inx is a copyist error for iS'X.—mon] is used of

the Temple only here, v. '^, and Ne. 72, and of "the fortified court or
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enclosure of the temple " Ne. a*, all passages from the Chronicler (v. s.).

—2. r'^jy] other mss. Srai.—inij^'on] 1. 54.

—

-]id] in 2 K. q'" Je. 4'<>

means stibium in the form of a black, mineral powder used for

darkening the edges of the eyelids; in Is. 54" possibly a dark cement,

setting off precious stones, but We. and TKC. correct to "idj. Here •\\b

is usually taken as a stone of dark colour. Ki. corrects to loj here also,

but this is doubtful.

—

^^v ij3Ni m,i'> ]3n Sji nnp-ii] B'^r meaning marble,

oc'Ldrs only here and as trr only Est. i^ Ct. 5'^ Elsewhere t'^ is a

common word for "fine linen." nspi is usually understood as a

variegated stone here. Be., Ke., et al., but the word is used no-

where else for a stone, and elsewhere means exclusively " variegated

woven stuff." In Ex. 263« 27" 2)S^ 3^" sS'^- " 39^9 the weaver of

" blue and purple and scarlet " is called a " variegator " (Dijn).

Now, it is exactly this " blue and purple and scarlet " and also

fine linen (ar) which we should expect here from Ex. 25^ 35' after

which the Chronicler's account is modelled {v. s.). nnpn includes the

coloured material as the product of the " variegator " (ppj^). These

materials were necessary for the Temple as well as for the taber-

nacle, since they were used for making priestly vestments (Ex. 28'-

89. 39 T^gz. 27. 28. 28). Heuce it is probable that mp^ ps S31 is a mar-

ginal gloss intended originally to explain the difficult -\\D, but which

crept into the text after nDp-ii instead of before it. This gloss caused

the addition of the following >J3N1, which (& probably did not read

{cf. (&^^ Kal irdpiov with (&^ koI \idovs iraplovs). Accordingly the

original read a''>ri ncpli.—3nS] 1. 105.—3. A strangely worded sentence,

see Dr. LOT^\ p. 539.—•i'^JD] a very late word (BDB.), cf. Ec.

2' t-—nS;jD'7] 1, 87.—inwon] 1. 54.—4. pptn] used in the Pu. of pre-

cious metals also in 28'^ (from the Chronicler), and in Ps. 12' '«>; and

of settled wines in Is. 25% 1. 32.—nio J].—5. n^sSc] in sense of

workmajiship only 22'^ 2821 (both from the Chronicler) in Ch.-Ezr.-

Ne.; and elsewhere i K. 7", and a phrase of P Ex. 31'' 35^"- ^'- ''• ".

—Dv>yin] cf. i4> (= 2 S. 5") 22" 2 Ch. 24'!s 34" (= 2 K. 22«) Ezr.

3', also I Ch. 4'* and Ne. ii'^—aijnn] Hith. in the sense of offering

a free-will-offering (for the first Temple), also vv. ^- ^- ^- "• •'• "; (for

the second Temple) Ezr. i* 2*' 3^ (BDB.). These verses are certainly

from the Chronicler (1. 70).—6. nnNH na'S] usually 'nh ^t-.sn, cf. 27'

2 Ch. i^ but 'an nsy in Ezr. S^s. On h cf. 28=' text, n.—7. o^n'^xn p^^]

1. 15.—a>jon-iN] (1. 22) so also in Ezr. 8-' f; 05 xP^<^o^^> ^ solidos;

probably = 5a/)etKos, cf. \'C':i-\-^ "Ezr. 2'' Ne. 7"- '"• "
f, which repre-

sents tpaxf-'f), so Tor. CHV. pp. 17 /., on Ezr. 8^'. For other views

see DB. III. p. 421 b, and jddii in BDB. with authorities there cited.

— 13-\] cf. 'Ezr. 2" = Ne. 7«« (ni2-\) Ne. 7'i- '» (nm) and Ezr. 2»»

(niN3i) ; and elsewhere Ho. 8" Jon. 4>i Ps. 68'8 Dn. ii'^ f (1-

106).—8. Nxcjn] = Nscj la's, cf. v. ".—9. D2ijnn] 1. 70.—nSnj nncu']
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" a standing expression in the Chronicler's account of such occasions,"

Tor. CHV. p. 24, on Ne. 8'^.

The source of 221-" 28>-'2- "t- '» 29<-9. Are these thirty-five and

one-half verses from an earlier source (so Biichler, Bn., Ki.), or a free

composition by the Chronicler? The following words or phrases

found elsewhere in Ch.-Ezr.-Ne. only in verses which may safely be

ascribed to the Chronicler occur here as follows (see textual notes for ref-

erences) : dudS 22^, nnanisS 22', iriDi (as a general term for movable pos-

sessions) 28', nin ovns 28', nncnn ix^ So 28^ vdtjj 28", mon 29', ppTD

29*, hdn'jd (meaning workmanship) 29*, a^J (as Hiph. meaning offer-

ing a free-will offering) 295- e. 9. 9^ D>J3mN 29^ iai 29', a total of

twelve expressions recurring fifteen times in twelve out of the thirty-

five and one-half verses. Some of these words are rare, occurring in

only two or three places, but others, like noi, are rather common
in this group of writings. In addition, nearly every late or unusual

expression found here is met with elsewhere in passages which are

certainly from the Chronicler's hand, and those occurring often

here he uses frequently elsewhere. These are as follows : D^nSNn nin^

22', nD3;ii (meaning appoint) 22*, Din'jNn no 22' 281^ 29', ai"? 22'- *• » '

29', ran 222- ''• ^- '" 28^- ' 29''- 3, SnjnS ("? with inf. to express necessity)

22^ n'7jjD'7 22^ 29^, PixiN 22*, niaSo 221" 285- ', ^Dy r\'\r\-^ >ni 22", VaB^

22'2, Snpn 28', nipSncn 28', DTnc'Dn (meaning royal officers) 28',

Israel the nini hnp 28^, uB'nnn 28', nryi ptn 281", rr-jan 28", ana 28",

S'as'H 28", Tifx omitted 29', Qiiinn 29^, >ia'S (S introducing a nomi-

native) 29^, nSnj nncB' 29', a total of twenty-four expressions recur-

ring forty times in twenty-six out of thirty-five and one-half verses,

certainly establishing a strong probability that this is a composition

by the Chronicler if there is any force at all in the philological argument.

Furthermore, many expressions show the Chronicler's point of view

distinctly, and it can be shown that the writer was dependent upon

material collected or composed by the Chronicler, indicating that our

passage is at least no older than the latter.—According to 22'^ and 28'

a man prospers as he keeps the commandments of Yahweh. The

same thought is expressed by the Chronicler in 2 Ch. 24"" 26' 31".

—

28' includes almost all the ofiicers mentioned in c. 27, suggesting that

the latter, which is from the Chronicler, was before the writer.—With

nin^ niaSn xDa Sy 28^ cf. oSiy ij? iniaSnai •niaa in>mD;?ni 17'* (which

the Chronicler has rewritten from aSiy iy ina^DDi ^n>a jcnji 2 S. 7»«,

thus representing Israelitish royalty as belonging to Yahweh). He
shows the same point of view in David's prayer naSccn nini -^h 29",

cf. also mni Noa Sp 29".—ai'^npn nnx^Si o^nS^n no nnxx'? 2812, shows

acquaintance with 26^", which is from the Chronicler.—ijanjn Ss-n^

29' also suggests a knowledge of 26^' ' from the same hand.

The Chronicler's style is apparent throughout the passage. The
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redundant expression ^pz'V px 2-1S ptt-nj 22' is duplicated by nrmS
n>n anS 13 Spjrn ^n SriaSi v. ".—On the style of 29«-8 see Tor. CHV.
p. 26.—With onoD d^dSx njina'i m ntrnji . . . o^ohn na'Dn onoo an:

29', cf. the construction onaa d^dSn t]hi< r|D3i r]Sx hn'd 0^33 anr 22",

see also Tor. CHV. p. 22, on Ne. i'".—With Nxojni 298, cf. iNXD:n

V. ' The article instead of the relative ib-n is a mark of the Chronicler,

see 1. 119.—The numbers in 29^ and 29' are artificial, the amount being

increased with the inferior value of the metal {cf. Ezr. 6"). Throughout,

cc. 22. 28 /. bear the marks of a free composition. The statements

are general and exaggerated. David prepares things " in abundance,"

"without vi'eight," and " without number." The various materials are

enumerated (222-<) as they seem to have occurred to the writer. There is

none of the careful detail which characterises i K. 6. There the writer

intends to describe the Temple, here to exalt David and the Temple.

The Deuteronomic colouring (22' 2. 28' «•) does not point to an older

source (contra Bn.), since this readily follows from the Chronicler's use of

Deuteronomic phrases (cf. 28^0, 2 Ch. ;i:^« compared with 2 K. 218).

Nothing indicates that this passage has been worked over by the Chron-

icler. He either wrote it or incorporated the source without material

change. In the latter case it is a free composition of a predecessor who
must have moved in the same circle of ideas.

Considered as a unity from the hand of the Chronicler, the sequence

of subjects is not unnatural. After the determination of the site of the

Temple (2i'-22') follows: the collection of workmen and material

(22^-5); Solomon himself is prepared for the undertaking by a parental

charge (22^-"); the material is transferred and the workmen are placed

at Solomon's command (22"-'^); the princes are admonished to support

Solomon by aiding in building the Temple. (The courses of priests and

Levites are prepared cc. 23-26.) In cc. 28/., Solomon is presented to

the general assembly as divinely chosen to build the Temple and to sit

upon his father's throne (28'-"); the patterns of the buildings (28"-")

and of the sacred vessels (28"-'8) are presented to him, followed by the

declaration that they came by divine inspiration (28"); Solomon is ad-

monished and encouraged (282" '); the appeal to the princes is made
and they give generously (29'-'); the assembly ends with a prayer

(29'"-"), blessings (2920), sacrifices (29"), a sacred feast (29^2^), and the

anointing of Solomon king (29"^). The somewhat parallel passages,

22» " and 282 «-, serve distinct purposes in the Chronicler's scheme.

The former leads up to the transfer of the material, and the latter to

the transfer of the pattern. Thus taken as a whole these chapters seem

to come from one hand, and that, with little doubt, the Chronicler's.

10-19. David's closing prayer.—10. The God of Israel, our

father]. Cf. the fuller expression, "the God of Abraham, of
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Isaac, and of Israel, our fathers" (v.").—13. We thank . . . and

praise] i.e., we are continually thanking and praising.—14. David

humbly confesses that by their free-will offerings (w. '-s) he and

his people are only returning to God what he had first given.

Verse 15 continues the same thought. Yahweh is the real pos-

sessor of the land and Israel's rights are only those of the stranger

("!3) (cf. 22^) and sojourner (^w^in), i.e., they are entirely de-

pendent upon Yahweh's good will, cf. Ps. 39'' "») 119", also Gn.

2y. Their days on the earth are as a shadow] in their transitori-

ness, cf. Jb. 8»,

—

and there is no hope] EVs. abiding after (g

{vTTOixovri). The word is used elsewhere only in Ezr. 10' Je.

148 17" 50'. The thought is, there is no hope or salvation {cf.

the parallel clause in Je. 14*) in man apart from Yahweh, an

answer to the question "who am I and who are my people?"

(v. ^).—18. O Yahweh, the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of

Israel, ourfathers (cf. v. '») keep thisforever as (for) the imagination

of the thoughts of the heart] i.e., keep thy people in this same gener-

ous spirit which has shown itself in their free-will offerings,

—

and

establish their hearts unto thee], cf 1 S. 7'.—19. A perfect heart].

Cf. V. K—The palace]. Cf. v. K

11. Be. inserted qS after 13 and so also Kau., Bn. Ki. inserts it

before the second 1^. An emendation of the text does not seem neces-

sary, since '3 may have merely an intensive force (see BDB. 13 i e),

in which case render yea, everything in the heavens and in the earth.—
14. n3 ixyj] occurs also in 2 Ch. 2^ 13'" 22' and without nj with the

same meaning 2 Ch. 14'" 20"; elsewhere only in Dn. lo'- " 11'.—16.

|lonn] with the meaning abundance is late, cf. Ec. 5^ where it is parallel

to f\pp_ (1. 28).—xin] must be taken as neuter, it is from thy hand, but

Qr. Nin as masc. referring back to ]iDnn is better.—17. Bn. describes

>JN as an explanatory gloss on the basis of (S, but it is not certain that

($ did not read ijn.—insdjh] n = -wn seel. 119.

20-25. The close of the assembly and Solomon's accession

to the throne.—20. At David's command to bless Yahweh, all the

assembly blessed Yahweh, the God of their fathers, and bowed

down and prostrated themselves before Yahweh and before the

king]. Both verbs are used of divine worship and of homage

to a royal person, f/. Ex. 4" i K. i".—21. As was customary on
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such occasions, sacrifices in abundance], represent the peace-

offerings of which the people partook (Oe.).

—

22. The Chron-

icler omitted the account of Adonijah's attempt to seize the

throne (i K. i) and the consequent exaltation of Zadok to be

chief Driest alone (i K. 2"). Instead, Solomon is represented

as regularly appointed and anointed, apparently without opposi-

tion, and Zadok was anointed to be priest at the same time, while

David was still living. According to i K. 1=', it was Zadok who

anointed Solomon.

—

23. In i K. 2^°^- the statement "Solomon

sat upon the throne of David" follows the account of David's

death.

—

On the throne of Yahjveh]. Cf. 28^.—24. ^4/^-0 all the

sons of king David] refers to Adonijah's submission to Solomon

(i K. I"), after his attempt to become David's successor (i K.

I' ff).—25. Royal majesty which had not been on any king before

him] can only refer to David and Saul, since the Chronicler ignores

Ish-bosheth. Barnes renders "royal majesty which was not on

any king more than on him," as the Hebrew word for before is

used in Jb. 34' % thus bringing Solomon's reign into comparison

with those of all the kings of Israel, cf. 2 Ch. i'^ i K. y\

22. nijtt'] is wanting in 05^, ^ and is doubtless a gloss intended to har-

monise this verse with 23', where David is said to have made Solo-

mon king over Israel (Bn., Ki.).

—

^nz'r:<^]^ Kal expi-o'i" aiirbv, so also

31, SI.—24. nnn ti unj] cf. 2 Ch. 30^ 'S i^ un.

26-30. Closing notices of David's reign.—27. This chron-

ological summary is repeated from i K. 2". More exactly, David

reigned seven years and six months at Hebron (cf. 2 S. 5').—29.

Now the acts of David the king, first and last] is the Chronicler's

usual closing formula, cf. 2 Ch. 9" I2'5 16", etc.—Doubtless the

Chronicler was influenced by the books of Kings in appending to

the account of each reign a reference to sources for further informa-

tion, but I K. has no such closing citation for the reign of David.

The Chronicler was not satisfied to omit it for David and cites the

acts of Samuel the seer, and the acts of Nathan the prophet, and the

acts of Gad the seer. There can be little doubt that these are

nothing more than references to the narratives in which Samuel,

Nathan, and Gad are mentioned in our books of Samuel. The
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order is the same as that in which they appear in the earlier

historical books. If the Chronicler knew anything about these

men with which we are not familiar from the books of Samuel,

he kept that information to himself. Where he does mention

Nathan (c. 17) and Gad (c. 21), he simply uses material found in

2 S. (cc. 7. 24). He probably quoted the acts of these three men,

instead of simply referring to the one book which contained all of

them, since such an enumeration of works would emphasise the

importance of David's reign.

—

Samuel, the seer (nX^lH) and

Nathan, the prophet (N^iJn) and Gad, the seer (ninn)]. These

three seem to have had distinct functions as suggested by

the different titles, or at least there were three distinct prophetic

offices in the early times. In the earlier books the first two titles

cling to Samuel (i S. 9' "• '« '») and Nathan (i K. i'- '» "• "• 32- 3<.

38. 44. 45) but the text varies in regard to Gad (in i S. 22^ he is called

the prophet and in 2 S. 24" the prophet, David's seer). Ro'eh, the

title of Samuel, seems to have signified in the ancient times a "di-

vining priest," like the Babylonian bdrH "seer," taking its origin

from the custom of "inspecting" the liver of the sacrificial animal

for omens; hozeh, the title of Gad, which may also be translated

seer or gazer (GAS. The Book of the Twelve Prophets, I. p. 17),

probably originated in the custom of reading the signs of the

heavens, etc.; tiabi', the title of Nathan, doubtless signified one who

laid claim to direct revelation through an ecstatic condition brought

on by music and singing like the howling dervishes (Jastrow, JBL.

XXVIII, 1909, pp. ^2jff.). But that these distinctions were ever

clearly maintained in Israel is open to question. Certain it is

that the term nabV under the influence of Elijah and his successors

threw off the earlier and cruder significance and came to be the

special title of the true prophets of Yahweh of the later day. At

the same time it is likely that the terms hozeh and ro'eh were later

used as mere synonyms of nahV without any evil meaning being

attached to them as has been alleged (Jastrow, op. cit.). This

was certainly the case in the time of the Chronicler, whose retention

of the distinguishing titles of the earlier books does not imply a

careful differentiation of their meaning on his part.—30. With all

his reign and his might] i.e., with the whole account of his reign,
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including all the times that passed over him {cf. Ps. ^V^ '">), the

vicissitudes of his life, and over Israel, the events of the nation,

and over all the kingdoms of the lands, those countries with which

David came into contact, as Philistia, Edom, Moab, Ammon,
etc. V^ith the phrase kingdoms of the lands, cf. 2 Ch. 128 17'"

20".

26-27. 05 omits iSn itrs dttii tSNitri So S>'.— i K. 2", the parallel

to V. 2', has oiJS' after iriStri o^tt'Sc, and so (S, H, g-, uJ.—30. <& adds

the first verse of 2 Ch. i.
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COMMENTARY ON 2 CHRONICLES.

I-IX. THE HISTORY OF SOLOMON.

In relating the history of Solomon {c. 977-937 B.C.), the Chron-

icler has omitted as foreign to his purpose, or conveying a too un-

favourable impression of Solomon, the following particulars given

in I K. i-ii: the circumstances attending Solomon's accession to

the throne (i K. 1-2); his marriage with Pharaoh's daughter and

the sacrifices at the high places (i K. 3'-'); the story of his judg-

ment between the harlots (i K. 3"'-''0; the list of his officers and

the provision for his court, and the account of his wisdom (i K.

4-5" (4)) ; the mention of his palace and the adjoining buildings

(i K. 7'-'^); and likewise his worship of foreign deities, and the

trouble of his latter days (i K. 11). And also in the account of

the Temple the Chronicler has omitted the promise inserted in the

midst of its description (i K. 6"-i3); the statement of the length

of the period of its construction (i K. 6"-'^), and portions of the

description of its ornamental work (i K. 6^^-^^) and of its lavers

(i K. 727-39). And he has otherwise abridged, also, the account of

the building and its furniture; its general dimensions (i K. 6'-"'

compared with 3'-'); -the most holy place (i K. 6'^" compared

with 38-9) ; the two cherubim (i K. 6"-" compared with 3"'-'0 ; the

two pillars (i K. 7'5-22 compared with 3'*-'')- Characteristic inser-

tions also have been made in the narrative: the explanation of the

high place at Gibeon (i'-^; the choir of Levites with the priests

(5"""); a. quotation from a Levitical psalm (6^' f); fire and cloud

from Yahweh (7''); the appointment of priests and Levites

(8'<-'«), and minor annotations and changes. Much of the narra-

tive also, while clearly dependent upon Kings, has been practically

rewritten, especially the negotiations with Hiram (i K. 5'=*-" ^'-'^^

compared with 2^-^* o-is)).

3^3
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foundation, but otherwise the act of Solomon would have been a

violation of the law of P (Lv. ly* '•)• Whatever "tent of meet-

ing" ancient Israel may have had, it had been replaced by the

temple at Shiloh (i S. 3= Je. y'^- '< 269).—4. Cf. i Ch. 15, 16.—

5. The brazen altar . . . was there] a further vindication

of the legitimacy of Solomon's sacrifice at Gibeon. On the

brazen altar and Bezalel cj. Ex. 31'-' 38'-'.

—

Ani Solomon and

the assembly sought him] i.e., Yahweh (Be., Ke., Zee., Oe., Kau.,

Bn., Ki.). //, with reference to the altar, is the rendering of (g,

AV., RV. The former is preferable.

1. prnnM] characteristic expression of the Chronicler {v. s.).—
iniDSc] kingdom late word cf. i Ch. ii'" 1. 67.—icj; . . . mn^i] cf. i

Ch. II'.—n'?}'^^] cf. I Ch. 142, 1.87.—2. icn] late force of give com-

mand, cf. I Ch. i4'2, 1. 4.—3iDfla''?i] possibly a corruption for 0"'D3a'n

before which '•'w'^'\ has fallen out, cf. H et ducibus et judicibus, and

Qioaa'n >-\v in the lists of i Ch. 28' 29^ These words are confused

elsewhere, cf. (8^ rwv Kpiruv where i Ch. 28' has caarn, also ''B3B' for

itoor in 2 S. 7' cp. I Ch. 17^

—

hi<-\af> SoS^] eithei a repetition of Sxntt'"' VdS'

(Be., Ke., Zoe.) or better modifies N^!£': Sj"*, every worthy of all Israel

(Oe., Kau., Ki.).—nnx >tt'Ni] cf. 52^ (1. 104), either in apposition with

V^ S:)S (Be., Ke., Zoe.) or better in apposition with N^ii-j (Bn.).

—

4. V3N] decided adversative in late Heb., cf. 19' ^t,^'' Ezr. 10" Dn.

lo'- 21, 1. I.—J-'ona] equivalent to 'n -\rN2, Ges. § 138/, cf. i Ch. 15'^.

— 1*7 nt3j >3 T'li] (cf. 2 S. 61') are wanting in 05^ but the words probably

fell out by homceoteleuton.—5. ur] so (B, H, generally adopted; Bom-
berg ed. OB'.—insr-nM] (g, B, AV., RV., render the suflSx with reference

to the altar.

7-13. Taken from i K. 35-'3i3b 41. The passage in Chronicles is

just two-thirds as long as that in Kings, and has been condensed

with much skill, gaining in force. The somewhat verbose mention

of the favour shown to David (i K. 3«) has been appropriately

shortened. The allusion to the son on the throne appears in the

form of the Messianic promise, a clear suggestion of 2 S. 7, which

(according to SBOT.) is later than this narrative in Kings. The

idea of Solomon's weakness is omitted and the phrase " go out and

in" (i K. 3') is happily used to express the object of the request for

knowledge and wisdom that he might go in and out royally before

his people. The dream also of Kings (vv. *• ^^) has disappeared.
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The revelation is thus a more direct one, given in that night (v. ')

instea'^ of merely " by night " (i K. 3^). Elohim (v. ') has been sub-

stituted for Yahweh (i K. 3^*, cf. i Ch. 13''). V. '* in Kings with its

Deuteronomic promise of "length of days" on the condition of obe-

dience has been entirely omitted, possibly because it was recognised

that Solomon did not attain extreme old age.—9. Let thy promise

(word), etc.], the promise that Solomon, his son, should succeed

to the throne, build the house of Yahweh, and that his throne should

be established forever (i Ch. 22''). This promise had already

been partially established, for thou hast made me king, hence with

firm faith Solomon prays for its complete fulfilment. 10. Wis-

dom (nDlDn) and knowledge (pTD)] since these are necessary to one

who would judge righteously, cf. i K. 3'.

—

That I may go out and

come in before this people]. The Chronicler represents Solomon as a

man of peace, hence these words probably do not refer to Solomon

as the head of the host {cf. i Ch. ii^ i S. iS'^- le) (Bn.) but rather

include any transaction of business (Ba.).

—

11. Because this was

in thy heart]. Cf. i Ch. 22' 28^—12. Such as none of the kings

have had that have been before thee]. Cf. i Ch. 292*.

10. yiD] late Heb., also in vv. "• '^ Dn. i^- " Ec. lo^" f.—11. d^ddj]

common in Aram. Cf. Ec. 5" where with ni^j? and Ec. 6=^ where with

isfj; and 1133 as here; elsewhere Jos. 22^ f.—12. finj] sg. with com-

pound subj., cf. Est 3".—13. nc3'^] read after 05, 15 nnanD, or omit

P3;3J3 . . . ncsS as a misplaced gloss (Ba.).

14-17. Solomon's wealth.—Taken from i K. lo^s-^s and re-

peated in part in 925-28, xhe Chronicler has omitted the story of the

harlots (i K. 316-28) and the account of Solomon's civil government

and the prosperity and greatness of his kingdom given in i K. 4-5'*

(c. 4). These in i K. illustrate the fulfilment of the divine promise

which came in answer to Solomon's prayer at Gibeon. The

Chronicler passed over the story of the harlots probably because it

contained so little of the religious element, and he probably chose

as an illustration of material glory these few verses instead of

the longer passage for the sake of abridgment, and because he

was not interested in any form of government that was not ec-

clesiastical.
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This passage appears twice, more or less fully, in both 2 Ch. and i K.,

before and after the account of the building of the Temple in each, as

follows:

2 Ch. i»-" taken from i K. 10=6-29.

2 Ch. 925-28 taken from i K. 56 io2«'> 5' lo"- ".

It will be seen that the first account in Ch. is taken from the second

in K., and the second in Ch. from the first in K. (being supplemented

by parts from the second in K.). Jn K. the two accounts are variant,

differing in the number of chariots, the first ascribing 40,000 "stalls

of horses for the chariots " to Solomon and the second giving him

only 1,400 chariots at the end of his reign. The Chronicler regarded

these as two separate summaries of the chariots of Solomon, one at

the beginning and the other at the close of his reign, and reversed the

order, since it was more appropriate that Solomon should begin his

reign with 1,400 chariots and later have 40,000 (so read in 2 Ch. 9^

V. in loco) than that the reverse should be true. The introductory word

in the second account in K., ^dsm he gathered together, i.e., organised,

supported the Chronicler in placing that account first.

14. Chariots and horsemen]. These were not used by Israel in

their early warfare, since they at first occupied the mountainous

parts of Palestine, but when under David they became an ag-

gressive state and extended their borders, chariots and horsemen

were gradually introduced (cf. for chariots i Ch. i8< = 2 S. 8^), and

under Solomon, as here expressed, the purchase of chariots and

horses became a regular trade.

—

A thousand and four hundred].

In I K. 5« (426) 40,000 stalls of horses for chariots are mentioned,

in 925 4,000 (q. v.).—Chariot cities]. Cf. 8« i K. 9'^—15. Silver

and gold]. Their abundance came through Solomon's commerce.

Cedars], the most durable, and so valuable, timber, which came

from the forests of Lebanon, and thus was an import.

—

Sycamores],

not the tree known by that name in England and America, but a

tree of the genus of the fig (cf. i Ch. 2725) whose wood, since it grew

close at hand, was very plentiful for Jerusalem.—16. Horses].

The horse mentioned in the OT. was the war-horse.

—

Egypt].

Horses were introduced into Egypt by the Hyksos (during the

period of the thirteenth to the seventeenth dynasties, 1 788-1 580

B.C., Breasted, History of the Ancient Egyptians, p. 425), and in

later dynasties the " stables of Pharaoh contained thousands of the

best horses to be had in Asia" (lb. p. 195), hence the importation
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of horses and chariots, which were widely used in Egypt, into Pal-

estine would have been most natural (v. "). The securing of horses

from Egypt is also strongly favoured by Dt. 17'^ Is. 31'. But it is

possible that instead of Egypt (D''"1"^I2 Mizraim) we should read

Muzri (''"l^D) and think of a land in Asia Minor (y. i.).—17. Six

hundred of silver] i.e., shekels, in value about $380.

—

And so for all

the kings of the Hittites and of Syria they used to bring them out by

their means, or they (chariots and horses) used to be exported (v. i.)

by their means]. Horses and chariots were brought also out of

Egypt by the king's traders for the Hittite and Syrian kings at the

same price as for Solomon.

—

The Hittites], a people mentioned

frequently among the inhabitants of Canaan (Gn. 15=° Ex. 38- '^ 13'

et al.) , but their proper home was in the north—even in the high

lands of Asia Minor, Cilicia, and Cappadocia. They dwelt in

power between the Euphrates and the Orontes, centred at Kadesh

and Carchemish, but were finally subdued in the eighth century by

the Assyrians.

—

Syria] (Aram), Mesopotamia, but often applied

to the kingdom of Damascus and the adjoining petty kingdoms,

Maacah, Geshur, Rehob, and Zobah (EBi.). A trade with the kings

of these people and districts would be less natural from Egypt than

from the nearer Muzri of Asia Minor.

14. DH^jm] I K. 10-5 onri; Ch. has the true reading supported by all

the Vrss. in K.—15. 2n:n nsi] wanting in 1§ of i K. lo^', but ^ (both

here and K.) rb xpv(Tloi' /cat rb dpyvpiov. Probably originally from Ch.

—16. Nipc] I K. 10-8 nipo. Instead oi M drove of horses (still preferred

by Kau.), Be. already discerned here JD and the name of a place (so

($^^ in K., H here), which is the view of most modern scholars, either

Kueor Koa, a district of Cilicia (Winckler, Alt. Utiier. 168 ff. Altoriental.

Forschiingen, i. 28, Bn., Ki., Bur., Sk.), or, better, a place in the direc-

tion of Egypt (Stade and Schwally, SBOT.). In the former case D>-^XD is

Muzri, a N. Syrian land S. of the Taurus, which often figures in Assyrian

inscriptions. With this agrees Ez. 27'^, since Togarmah, the source of

horses, war-horses, and mules, lies in that direction. But Dt. 17"

Is. 31' decidedly favour the reference to a place near Egypt. Cf. also

Jerome's Onomasticon, 273. 86, in. 8 Coa quce est jiixta Mgyptum.

Hence we render and Solomon's import of horses zvas from Egypt (or

from Muzri) and from Koa: the traders of the king used to bring them

from Koa at a price (so Ki. BH., Bn.). Kau. retains M but omits n1|1D>

and renders "And the royal merchants were accustomed to bring a
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drove for payment." This is preferred by Whitehouse, EBi. I. col.

726. The question of the true reading must remain sub lite.—17.

1N1S1M ^h•;>^] 1 K. lo*' Nxni nSj?ni.

—

din ^sSdi] i K. 'n 'dScSi.—in-'Xv]

(gBAQj Qf J j^ ,j<,;,^ which is preferred by Ki.

I. 18-VII. The Building and Dedication of the Temple.

I. 18-11. 1. Solomon's purpose and the levy of workmen.
—18 (1). This verse is entirely from the Chronicler.

—

A house for

the name of Yahweh]. Cf i K. 5" <»' i Ch. 22'- '»• i' 28= 291s.

—

And
a house for his kingdom] i.e., the royal palace and group of build-

ings described in i K. y'-^^ but only mentioned incidentally by the

Chronicler in 2" "2' y" 8'.—1 (2). Derived from i K. 5" '• c^f.);

here out of place; repeated in vv. '^f- <'''•', which see. The

reason for this repetition is not clear. The doublet occurs also

in d of I K., where cp. 2"d.h -with 5'= '• ["ei'" f
'. Sometimes the

Chronicler may have written from memory and later repeated

in full, having noticed that his first mention was incomplete (Be.).

I. 18. -1CN11] with force of command or purpose followed by inf. (1. 4).

—II. 1. HD'^tr -\so^^] I K. 5" ncSa'S inii.

—

^iSn] sjng. after tefis, a usage

of Ez. and P, Ges. § 1346.

—

U'^n] sing, after n*^^, another usage of P.

Ges. § 134^. Wanting in i K., where Nirj appears before Sao.

2-9 (3-10). Solomon's message to Hiram.—This is based

upon I K. 5'5-2° <•-«> but quite rewritten by the Chronicler, or taken

from another source (Bn., Ki.). The following particulars given in

I K. are wanting in Ch. : (i) The embassy from Hiram to Solomon

(i K. 5'^"'). (2) David's hindrance in building the Temple (i K.

5"<3)). (3) The rest given to Solomon (i K. 5'8C4)). (4) The

promise of Yahweh to David (i K. 5'"^')- The last three, however,

are embodied in i Ch. 22 ^-i". And the following are added in Ch.:

(i) The deahngs of Hiram with David (v. ^ts)). (2) A description

of the Temple as a place of offerings and as being very great (w.^'-

'*''>).
(3) Words of self-depreciation (v.^'^'). (4) A petition for a

skilled worker in metals and cloth who also is an engraver (v. ^'^>).

(5) An enumeration of the kinds of wood desired (v.''^'-^^^). (6)

The contribution to Hiram's servants (v. »<"").—2 (3). Huram],

I K. 5'=<" Hiram, see i Ch. 14'.

—

As thou didst do, etc.]. The sen-

tence is incomplete. Supply, "So do with me." On the trans-

action cf. 2 S. 5" I Ch. 14K According to i Ch. 22^ David had
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already procured an abundance of timber for the Temple.—3 (4).

The Chronicler thinks of the Temple chiefly as the place of the

ministration of the priests and the Levites, cf. i Ch. 23=8 «, and

avoids the thought of the building being the dwelling-place of God.

He enumerates the incense of sweet spices burned every morning

and evening (Ex. 30'^ ), the perpetual shew-bread (Ex. 25'"), the

daily morning and evening sacrifices (Nu. 28'-8), and the extra

offerings of the Sabbaths (Nu. 28^ '), of the beginning of months

(Nu. 28" -'s), and of the set feasts (Nu. 2?>^^-2g^^).—Forever this

(i.e., such service) is (binding) w/'ow Israel]. C/". Nu. ip'" i Ch. 23".

—4 (5). Cf. I Ch. 29' Ex. 18".—5 (6). The heaven of heavens], the

highest sphere of the heavens, cf. 6'^ i K. 8".

—

Bjit to offer incense

before thee]. The purpose is not to erect a dwelling-place for Yahweh,

which would be presumptuous, but merely a place of sacrifice, i.e.,

worship.—6 (7). Kings knows of no such request for a workman, but

states that Solomon sent and brought such a skilled metal-worker

from Tyre (i K. 7 '3). The skill in weaving and engraving is an

addition of the Chronicler. His need of such a workman is shown

in I Ch. 29^2 (see corrected text).

—

With the wise men, etc.]. Cf.

I Ch. 22'=.—7(8). Cypress and algum trees]. Only cedar trees are

mentioned in i K. 520(6) but cypress also in i K. 524(10). Since the

algum trees are clearly the same as the almug trees of i K. 10";,

i.e., sandalwood or ebony (Bn.), the Chronicler is here apparently

involved in an inaccuracy in deriving them a product of Ophir,

from Lebanon (Be., Ke., Zoe., Ba., Bn., Ki.).

—

And my servants,

etc.], taken from i K. 520(6).—9 (10), In the message of

I K. no compensation is specified (i K. 5"'*'), but later it is re-

corded that Solomon, presumably for the timber received, gave

Hiram yearly for his house 20,000 cors of wheat and 20 cors of

oil (i K. 52^f. (iof.))_ Here the gift is for the support of the labourers,

whether yearly or simply a gross amount is not stated, and 20,000

cors of barley and 20,000 baths of wine are added, and the amount

of oil is increased from twenty cors to 20,000 baths; or, since 10

baths = one cor, a hundredfold (d in i K. has the same amount);

a cor represents about eight bushels.

10-15 (11-16). The answer of Hiram.—This is based upon

1 K. 52' -23 (7-9), and as in the case of Solomon's message is either
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rewritten or taken by the Chronicler from another source (Bn.,Ki.).

The main variation is the reference to the skilled workman sent

agreeable to Solomon's request (vv.'^ f
•
"^

' )).—10 (11). Chronicles

emphasises the fact of a written reply from Hiram, which is not

directly stated in Kings.—11 (12). This verse comes in so awk-

wardly with the allusion to Solomon in the third person instead of

the second as in the previous verse, that possibly it should be trans-

posed with v. '" "1) (Kau., Bn., Ki.) giving the reflection of Hiram

on receiving the request from Solomon and thus introductory to the

written reply and parallel with i K. $" ">. The avowal of Yahweh

as the maker of heaven and earth by Hiram is a noticeable touch

by the Chronicler, who has no difficulty in seeing in the heathen

king a reverer of Yahweh.—12 (13). Huram-abi], the name
of the skilled workman in i K. y'^- ^"^ '^ called Hiram. The latter

half of the name (abi) should be rendered as a title of respect my
father (Be., Zoe., Oe., Ba.), or better, my trusted counsellor, cf. Gn.

45'; Sevrepov iraTpo'i (^ add. to Est. 3'^ (v.« of add.); tm Trarpi i

Mac. 1 1 '2 (Tor. AJSL. Jan. '09, p. 172, n. 17).—13 (14). In

I K. 7'* the mother of this workman is a widow of the tribe of

Naphtali. The reading of the Chronicler may have come from

the influence of Ex. 31% where Oholiab, one of the artificers of

the tabernacle, is of the tribe of Dan. Cf. further on this verse

V.6 (7),—14 (15). Cf. V.3 d"'. The expression my lord puts Hiram

relatively on the footing of a vassal. There is nothing like this

in Kings.—15 (16), Yapho, mod. Yaffa, the port of Jerusalem,

is not mentioned in Kings.

16-17 (17-18). Solomon's workmen.—These are represented

as taken after a census from the aliens in Israel. This is the Chron-

icler's adaptation or abridgment of i K. 5"-32 ds-u)^ where two

levies of workmen are mentioned, evidently a combination of two

sources (Kau.? Ki., Bur., SBOT.). The first levy (vv. "f- "^f-)),

30,000 out of all Israel, sent 10,000 a month in turn to Leba-

non, is entirely passed over by the Chronicler. The second levy,

the burden bearers and hewers and overseers (w. "'• c^'-'), the

Chronicler gives, but prefaces the list with the statement of a census

taken by Solomon of all the aliens in Israel, whose number exactly

equals that of the workmen, i.e., 153,600 (v. '« <'>), and whom
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Solomon divides and sets to work according to the arrangement

given in Kings (v. " "*'). The Chronicler's motive of reconstruc-

tion is ''learly to free native Israelites from the stigma of hard,

serf-like labour. This burden is imposed upon foreigners.—16 (17).

With which David his father numbered them]. Cf. i Ch. 22=.

—

17 (18). Three thousand and six hundred overseers]. This proba-

bly was the original reading in Kings and not the present text,

three thousand and three hundred.

2, Ti^Nj] introduces a comparative sentence of two clauses of which

the second member is wanting.—3. ^jn] (S + 1J3.

—

dtd] spices, used in

incense; only used in pi. abs., cf. 13", elsewhere only in P.—nanyn]

tech. term used only of the shew-bread, cf. Lv. 24^ ' i Ch. 9=2 2322 28'^

2 Ch. 13I' 29'8 Ne. lo''^. PI. Lv. 24^ t- See also 13". Here along with

mSy governed by -capnS through zeugma.

—

T'Dh] adv. in gen. relation

Koe. iii. § 3i8d. The idea of perpetuity and the word T'DH are derived

from Lv. 248.—5. no "li-yt idi] cf. 1 Ch. 29'''.—6. D;n](S + Kal eldora, cf.

V. 12.

—

|1J1n] late form of jejin deep red purple.—S''D-\d] crimson only

here and v. " 31' prob. a Pers. loan-word (BDB.) for the more usual

ijjf nySin (Bn.).

—

ri^^r^] deep blue purple.—'1J1 d>'] modifies niffi'y'? and

nPflS.—7. D''DuSn] so also 9'<i'-, the latter || to i K. io"f- d^j^Sn f,

form dub.—8. l-i^nSi] 1 explicative. Behold thy servants shall be with

my servants even to prepare, etc. (Ke., RV.), but Oe., Kau., Ki., begin a

new sentence (or continuation of rh'i^) (Be.) And timber in abundance

must be prepared for me. Ges. § 114/.—N'Sen] inf. abs. as an adv. with

adj. force Ges. § 113/fe.—9. ^r^n:] Ges. § io6m.—niDs] i K. 52* nS3n=nS3ND

the true reading, so Vrss.—11. njji t^n] Heb. tense has force of

subj. Dr. TH. 38 (j8).—12. ^rn^^'] Ges. § 106^, Dr. TH. 10.—

13N DTin'^] S with the force of namely BDB. '? 5 e (d). The artisan's

name Huram is given in i K. 7'3 as Hiram.—13. p mj3 p r\z'ii p] i

K. 7" ^Sbsj nacD Kin njcSs nz'n p, v. s.—a^'xyai] (g + kuI v<palveiv=
i^vh\ may go back only to a dittography, but notice the following infini-

tives.—15. iJTi] i"! J (XTT. Aram. cf. Ecclus. 8' + often.—nnOin] rafts,

dTT. etym. doubtful, i K. 52^ nnai also aw.—17. Sao] i K. 52*

S^a nz'i.

III. 1-2. The place and date of the building of the Tem-
ple.—1. Entirely independent of Kings.

—

In the mountain of

Moriah]. The Temple mount in Jerusalem is identified with the

mountain in the land of Moriah where Abraham offered Isaac

(Gn. 2 2 2). The name occurs only here and there and in the latter

passage it may represent a textual corruption, earlier, however,
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than the time of Chronicles.

—

Where Yahweh appeared unto David

his father in the place which David had prepared in the threshing-

floor of Oman the Jebusite*]. Cf i Ch. 2i'^^-. After the reve-

lation of Yahweh at the threshing-floor, David began at once to

prepare to build there the Temple (i Ch. 22'-*).—2. The date

of this verse is taken from i K. 6' with the omission of "the four

hundred and eightieth year of the Exodus," and likewise the name

of the second month, "Ziv," given in Kings. Solomon came to

the throne about 977.

—

In the second month]. Any reference to

the day of the month is wrongly in the text (v. i.). The second

month was approximately from the middle of April to the middle

of May.

3-7. The general dimensions of the porch and the holy place.

—Abridged from i K. 6'^- =• '5-'«- "• 30 omitting entirely the matter of

vv. ''-Mn Kings, i.e., the mention of the windows, the side chambers

of the Temple, its method of construction, and the side door and

the stairs.—3. And these are the foundations which Solomon laid

in building the house of God] i.e., this is the ground plan of the

house. The reference is to the dimensions immediately given.

—

The length after the former measure]. Before the exile the Hebrews

used a cubit longer by a handbreadth than the one in use after the

exile (Bn. Arch. pp. 179/.) and the dimensions of the Temple, says

the Chronicler, were according to this earlier measure. The two

cubits of Egyptian origin were in the ratio of 7 to 6; the earlier one

was 527 mm. (20.74 inches), the latter 450 mm. (17.72 inches) (Now.

Arch. p. 201). The height of the Temple, thirty cubits, given in

Kings, is omitted, being out of place in the ground plan, cf. v.«.

—4. And the porch which was in front of the house: its length was

twenty cubits before {i.e., according to) the breadth of the house and

the height twenty cubits^^]. (Oe., Ki.) Since the Temple was only

thirty cubits in height, the reading of 1^, one hundred and twenty

cubits for the height of the porch, is universally regarded as a tex-

tual corruption. The numeral hundredwas probably inserted in the

text by some one who was thinking of Herod's Temple, the porch,

of which was 100 cubits in height. For height, thirty cubits have

been preferred to twenty (Be.). For another rendering see below.

The overlaying of the porch with gold is not mentioned in Kings,
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although perhaps implied i K. 6^"-^^. Such overlaying with gold

as is mentioned here and in vv. ^s- probably never took place, since

such gold-plating is not mentioned in connection with the plunder-

ing of the Temple by foes (i K. i42« 2 K. 14'^) nor when stript by

King Ahaz in financial straits. The metal covering by Hezekiah

mentioned in 2 K. 18'" was probably not gold (Bn., EBi. iv. col.

4932).—5. And the greater room (Heb. house)~\ i.e., the holy

place.

—

With cypress 'wood\ In Kings only cedar is mentioned

except for the floor (i K. 6'* 's).

—

Palms and garlands], bas-

relief work (r/. i K. 6'8- ^^- 32. 35) —g^ j^^^d he garnished (Heb.

overlaid) the house], the whole Temple (Be. and so evidently

most comm.); the holy place (Kau.), which is more agreeable to

the context.

—

With costly stones]. The idea evidently is of

precious stones set in the walls, although it has been suggested

that they were costly flagstones for the floor (Kau.).

—

Parwaim],

apparently the name of a gold-producing place conjectured in

Arabia (BDB.), yet really dubious. Sprenger (Die alte Geogr.

Arabiens, pp. 54/.) identifies with farwa in SW. Arabia, citing

the Arabian historian Hamdani (c. 940 a.d.), while Glaser (Skiz.

pp. 347 ff.) finds Parwaim in el-farwain mentioned by the same

historian as a gold-mine in NE. Arabia (see Guthe, PRE.' 14,

p. 705).—This verse has no parallel in i K.—7. A continuation of

the description of the holy place.

—

And he carved cherubim on the

wall], an inference from i K. 6", which appears to conflict with

I K. 618. Cherubim were on the walls of the Temple described by

Ezekiel (41'*).

1. (8 has nini as subject of ns^j, and (S, g*, B, the order j^dh irx aipna.

This gives the true text (Kau., Bn., Ki.). To adhere to H^ gives a

very harsh reading, viz. Then Solomon began to build the house of

Yahweh on Mount Moriah where he [Yahweh] appeared unto David

his father which [house] he [Solomon] prepared in the place of David

\i.e., that D. had appointed] in the threshing-floor of Oman the Jebusite.

See RV.—2. ^:^'2] wanting in three mss., (&, B, and to be omitted as a

dittography (Be., Ke., Oe., Zoe., Kau., Bn., Ki.). "In the second [day]"

RV., would naturally be expressed by i:nnS D^iZ'2. Ges. § 134/'.—3. hSni]

looks toward several following subjects, Koe. iii. § 349n.—iDin] inf.

used as a subst. Koe. iii. § 233a. This Hoph. inf. also used by the

Chronicler of the founding of the Temple in Ezr. 3" f.—4, 1^ is mean-
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ingless. The following readings have been proposed: "c^x dSinhi

a>-\i:*y ncN n^jni pi^n am >jfl ^y o^ns-y nicx 13-in p^^n •'jq Sy (Oe., Ki.)

after (S (which has n^^n after '•Jfl 'jj;' and C6^ twenty cubits for the height)

and I K. 63* am ijd Sy idik nns ona'j; n^jn '73>n >ji3 "^y o*?!}*.-!!. The

clause an'i'yi hnd n:ijni is entirely lacking in K. hns (i;. 5.) is plainly a

corruption, since a porch of the height of 120 feet would be a Sijd tower.

Since the height of the Temple was thirty cubits, some prefer to read

0>B'S;r mcx najni (Be.). Also '•'' is read -\z'y n^an '7rn ^jd Sy nrx D'?i!<ni

onu'y nicN non am ijo Sy iiNm nm ncsa (Be., Kau.), and the porch

which was in front of the main room of the building was ten cubits broad

and the length according to [Heb. before] the breadth of the building

twenty cubits. Since a statement of the height is out of place in a de-

scription which purports to give the ground-plan (cf. vv. 2. s where the

Chronicler omits the height given in i K.), and the breadth is expected,

this reading is preferable. More likely, however, the Chronicler placed

these dimensions in the order in which they appear in his source (i K.

6^), hence we prefer niCN non am ijd Sy -|Tsn rr'an ijs Sy nrs 0*7^^

iry nrcx 3mni o>^z"; and the porch which was before the house: the length

according to the breadth of the house was twenty cubits and the breadth

ten cubits. This requires the least number of changes and the last three

words could easily be corrupted into Dnryi hnd najni.—5. nsn] late

word used especially in Piel.—aits] many mss., (& iino.

—

v^y Syi] cf.

BDB. ^^y Hiph. 4, used of ornamentation howsoever made cf. v. '•.

—

oncn] in i K. 6"- 32. 35 ^36 nnnn.—m-i'i::'] i K. 71', in description of

tabernacle (Ex. 28'<- 22 3915), chains, in i K. 6" a^xx niDfl garlands

of flowers, open flowers, RV. See "laij BDB.

8-9. The most holy place.—Greatly condensed from i K.

5i6-2o_—8. Cf. I K. 62". The third equal dimension of the most

holy place has been omitted by the Chronicler.

—

Of six hundred

talents], a particular not given in Kings. According to the

lightest calculation for a talent (^i.e., the latest Jewish weight

system 45 lbs.) the weight would be 27,000 lbs. {DB. iv. 906 a).

The more usual light weight given for a talent is 108.29 ^^s.

(BDB.); that would give 64,974 lbs. Both amounts seem

incredible. The amount is doubtless a free invention of the

Chronicler. Possibly he thought of fifty talents for each tribe,

V. I Ch. 21".—9, The nails] were intended to fasten the sheets

of gold on the wainscoting (Ke., Zoe., Bn.).

—

And the weight of

the nails was one shekel for fifty shekels of gold*]. Thus read after

a slight correction of the Heb. text underlying (B (v. i.).—Upper
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chamMys], not mentioned elsewhere in the description of the

Temple in 2 Ch., but in i Ch. 28" (q. v.).

8. a'<znp7\ B'lp rT'a pn]. In i K. the term is ^13^, ihe hindmost cham-

ber, I K. 65- 16. et,i/.^ also in 2 Ch. 3'6 42" from i K. 7" and 2 Ch. 5'- •

from I K. 8= s. Qia-ipn anp also appears in i K 6^^ 8^ (as glosses SBOT.)
750 (a late Dtic. passage).—9. 2nr o^ircn DiSpB'S nncDDS Sprci] and

tlie weight of the nails fifty shekels of gold, i.e., a little less than two

pounds (avoirdupois) of nails served to hold over thirty-two tons {v. s.)

of gold in place. This is clearly impossible, and it is doubtful whether

even the Chronicler would make such a careless statement. 05 adds oKkt]

Tov €v6s after 'd:;'?, thus making each nail weigh nearly two pounds; so

also 15. This equally difficult reading (two-pound nails!) no doubt goes

back to a Heb. original, ins Sps'D, which is probably a corruption of

inN Spif (note Spz'n a corruption for Sp-iT in 2 S. 21'^, v. BDB.). Hence

we render, and the weight of the nails was one shekel for fifty shekels of

gold {i.e., for one mina), which gives a proper proportion and one which

any writer might propose.

10-14. The cherubim.—Abridged from i K. 6" =«.—10. And
he made in the most holy room two cheruhim, woodwork,^ and he*

covered them with gold], a combination of i K. 6"" and =". In

I K. 6" the wood is olive.

—

11. And the wings of the cherubim in

their length were twenty cubits]. Each wing extended five cubits,

and since they stood across the holy place with wing tips against

the wall and with tips touching one another, their combined length

was twenty cubits, the breadth of the room. The remainder of

the verse carries out this description.

—

12. This verse describing

the position of the other cherub shows that the position of the two

cherubim side by side was identical. The Chronicler has omitted

from I K. 6^6 the height of the cherubim, ten cubits, and their iden-

tity of form (i K. 6^^).—13. And their faces toward the house] i.e.,

toward the holy place. They had clearly only single faces and

not the composite ones of Ezekiel's cherubim.

—

14. The veil be-

tween the holy place and the most holy is not mentioned in i K.,

nor is such a veil described in Ezekiel's Temple. However,

Zerubbabel's Temple probably had it, though this is not certain.

The Chronicler derived the description either from the Temple

of his day or from the veil of the tabernacle Ex. 26" (see DB. iv.

p. 847). On the colours cf. 2'.
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10. D''pxj?X] air. images BDB. with hb'JJD ijnage work, H opere

statuario sculpture work (Ke.), some special form of sculpture (Be.,

Kau.). Since i K. 6^3 has IDS' "isy (preferred here by Oe.), it is better to

follow (S ?| luXwi' and read aixjJD (Bn.) of wood.—isxm] read after i K. 62»

and (& the sing.—11. After ^^^<^ 05"- has anj, which Bn. would supply

according to the parallel in v. 12. The njJJC and yJD should change

places, the masc. form, as in v. ^'^, appearing by the attraction of the

nearer noun :iy-\:i7\.—12. This verse is wanting in (&i^ and may be a

dittography of the preceding, but more likely the verse was lost from the

Vatican text by homoeoteleuton, a common error in this MS.—13.

Since a'no is used transitively (i Ch. 2818 2 Ch. 5* i K. 8') either ^Qi2 is

to be struck out (Be.) or Dic'ns is to be read (Bn.); Ki. BH. retains the

text. V. '5^ reads like a gloss. Compared with i K., especially if we

omit V. 12 and v. "a^ ^e have a beautifully compact and intelligible

description, showing skilful abridgment.

15-17. The two pillars before the Temple.—Abridged from

I K. 7>5-22, cf. Je. 52^1. The Chronicler has omitted in his descrip-

tion their metal, brass; their circumference, twelve cubits (i K.

7 '6); the checkerwork of the capitals (i K. 7''), and the lilywork

surmounting the capitals (i K. 7'3- ").

—

15. Two pillars]. Cf. v. ".

—Thirty-five cubits in height]. In i K. 7'^ 2 K. 25" Je. 52" the

height of the pillars is given as eighteen cubits; thirty-five are only

mentioned here and in 05 of Je. 5221. This latter dimension has

been explained as representing the double length of the two pillars,

assuming that each was about seventeen and a half cubits long

(Mov. p. 253), or as a reckoning including the five cubits of the

capital and other additions in their construction (Ew. Hist. III. p.

237), or as a misreading of the numerical sign H"' (eighteen) for n'?

(thirty-five) (Ke., Zoe., Oe.) (to be rejected because we have no evi-

dence of the use of such signs in ancient Hebrew and thus OT. writ-

ing), or, which is the most probable, as a corruption arising from the

text of Kings (n"ltl'j7 Hi^Stl' HtiTIi) becoming illegible in some way

and thus read
l"!^ Si'On'l ty^w' (Be.) or something similar (Bn.).

Possibly the Chronicler read a text of i K. 7'^ in which 2D'', com-

passed about, had become illegible (or corrupted to ClD'', added), in

which case he would have interpreted the twelve cubits of circum-

ference as an addition to the height; hence his 35=18-1-12-1-5

(capital). From the description given in i K. 7'^-=' (with v. '*
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corrected from Je. 522') and omitted by the Chronicler (aUhough

a partial description appears in 4'^'"), they were hollow bronze

pillars four finger-breadths in thickness, eighteen cubits (about 30

ft.) in height, and twelve cubits (about 20 ft.) in circumference.

Each was surmounted (i) by a molten chapiter or capital five

cubits in height, which (2) was covered with a bronze network,

and (3) over the network hung two chains in four loops (Je. 52")

of 100 pomegranates each (v. '«). Each capital either curved

outward at the top in a lily shape or was surmounted by a lily-

shaped ornament (Bn., Sk.; Bur. rejects the lily shape alto-

gether).—16. And he made chains like a necklace^]. The read-

ing in the oracle (llf, RV., etc.) in this description of the pillars is

clearly wrong. The slightest change in Hebrew letters of similar form

(T'DID instead of ^''^13) gives the reading above (Bn.; Ti^lD in-

stead of "i"'3"I3 on a ring, on the edge Be., Ki.). Around the ball-

shaped or rounded cup-shaped capitals of the pillars were strung

chains upon which the metallic pomegranates were hung, according

to I K. 72° apparently two rows of 100 pomegranates each.—17. Cf.

I K. 721. These two pillars were either a part of the porch support-

ing a lintel (a view based largely on Ez. 40^^ Now. Arch. II. p. ;^^),

or, better, free on either side before the porch (as is suggested by

v. " and this verse). These pillars were in Solomon's Temple be-

cause they were a usual feature of Semitic temples, symbols of the

deity, a survival in this form of the ancient stone pillars the Maz-

zeboth (cf. 14=) (Bn. EBi. IV. col. 493; WRS. Rel. Sem. p. 208).

(The bowls, fitting receptacles for sacrificial fat, on the tops

also suggested to WRS. that they might have served as altars

or candlesticks, op. cit. pp. 488/.).

—

Jachin means "he will es-

tablish," "the Stablisher," an appropriate name for Yahweh.

The meaning of Boaz is not so clear. It is usually rendered

" In him is strength," which would be a suitable appellation of

Yahweh.

15. Pijxni] and the plated capital air, see BDB. Its use is guar-

anteed by the Aram. Nnox. I K. y'^ has mn^.—16. -c^ia] in the

oracle, possibly a gloss from i K. 621 (Ba.), but more likely a corruption

of T'3"i (with prep.) necklace Gn. 41" Ez. 16". &, A, construed the chains

as fifty cubits in length, extending thus from the most holy place through
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the holy place (forty cubits) and the porch (ten cubits).—17. ?J?3] per-

haps originally ij;-'?5?3 " Baal of strength, " and then since Baal had

become opprobrious as a name of Yahweh, the author of i K. made
this contraction (Klo.).

IV-V. 1. The Furniture of the Temple.

1. The altar.—This altar of bronze is not given among the fur-

niture of the Temple described in i K., although mentioned in

I K. 8" 2 K. i6'^''-; and an altar which Solomon built is also men-

tioned I K. 9".

According to We. {Prol. p. 44, n. i) and Bn. {Kom. on i and 2 K. p.

47, EBi. IV. col. 4937) a description of the altar stood in the original

text of I K. and thus supplied the Chronicler with his information, but

later was struck out of i K. by an editor (R'') on the theory that the

brazen altar of the Tabernacle had been preserved and was set up in

the court of the Temple. But in that case some trace of the missing

passage would be e.xpected in the (&^ text of i K., but there is none

(Bur. p. 102). The failure of the altar to appear among the furniture

has been also explained on the ground that the two pillars as receptacles

for the sacrificial fat served for altars (y. s. 3" WRS.). But this is very

improbable. More likely Solomon used the bare rock for his sacrifice

—

the great rock es Sakhra now under the dome of the Mosque of Omar,

which is believed to have stood in front of the Temple and has every

indication of having been an altar (DB. IV. p. 696) (Sk. i K. 8"). The
reference then to the brazen altar in i K. 8^* may be a late addition, and

the earliest reliable mention would be in the story of Ahaz, 2 K. 16"

(GAS. /. pp. 64 /.). The question remains, however, how came the

brazen altar of Ahaz if not built by Solomon.

In form, accepting the measurements of the Chronicler, the altar

was probably like that of Ezekiel's Temple (43"-")? ^-^-j a series of

terraces culminating in a broad plateau or table. The base then

would have been twenty by twenty cubits. If the dimensions given

by Hecatseus (in Jos. Apion, I. 22) are correct, the Chronicler

doubtless took his figures from the altar of Zerubbabel's Temple,

i.e., the Temple of his day. The latter was made of unhewn

stone.

2-6. The brazen sea and the lavers.—The description of the

sea is taken directly from i K. j^^-^^ This was a huge cylindrical or

hemispherical tank resting on the backs of twelve oxen facing out-

ward, three each toward the four cardinal points of the compass.
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The tank stood in the southeast angle of the court.—2. Molten sea ].

The casting of such an immense article of metalwork in one piece

has been questioned; and it has even been suggested that the tank

was wooden and, since the ancients preferred hammered work,

plated with bronze (Bn. EBi. IV. col. 4340). The name sea, ac-

cording to Josephus, was given from its size (Ant. viii. 3, 5),

but it may also be connected with the symbolical character of

the basin.

—

Ten cubits from brim to brim] i.e., in diameter. The

numbers of this verse are only approximate, since 10 cubits (17.22

ft.) in diameter would give a circumference of 31.4159 cubits

instead of 30 cubits (51.66 ft.).—3. And under its brim were

gourd-like knops encompassing it round about (ten in a cubit?)

encircling the sea round about. In two rows were the gourd-like

knops, cast when it was cast^]. Whether this encircling garland-

like ornamentation was of the fruit or the flowers of the gourd

is uncertain.—5. This verse in (&^^ of i K., lacking, however,

the statement of the capacity of the tank, precedes v. *. This

is the natural order.

—

Three thousand baths], 1 K. 7" "two thou-

sand baths." Both estimates appear too large, since at the

smaller figure, reckoning a bath at 65 pints (DB. IV. p. 912) or

at 64.04 pints (EBi. IV. col. 5997), the capacity would have been

16,250 or 16,010 gallons, but the dimensions 10 cubits in diam-

eter, 30 in circumference, and 5 in depth in a cylinder give only

10,798 gallons (figuring with the long cubit, 20.67 in., we obtain

about 15,000 cubits), and if a hemisphere 6,376 gallons (EBi. IV.

col. 4340). The true capacity was probably somewhere between

these figures.—6. The full description of the bases of the ten lavers

and also their size, given in i K. 727-39^ is omitted by the Chronicler.

—To wash in them]. This is the Chronicler's interpretation of the

use both of the sea and the lavers. But they were ill adapted for

the purpose of cleansing, especially the sea, unless it was a recep-

tacle from which water was drawn, although it received this mean-

ing in the furniture of the tabernacle (Ex. 3o''-2i). Both the sea

and the lavers probably had a symbolical meaning (an interpreta-

tion now generally adopted). The sea represented the waters or the

flood upon which Yahweh as the God of rain was enthroned (Ps.

29'°), or the primeval flood or deep over which his creative power
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was manifested (c/. Gn. i^ «• '• Ps. 242 93'). The lavers with their

wheels and decorations of cherubim (i K. 7295) not inappropri-

ately might then symbolise the clouds (c/. the cherubim of Ezekiel

and cherub of the storm upon which Yahweh rode (Ps. 18" ""'))•

The bulls probably also were symbols of deity; cf. the calf of the

wilderness (Ex. 32' «f) and those set up at Bethel and Dan (i K.

1228 f).

2. ^h} 2 K. 723 ij;.—3. mm] wanting in i K. 72^.—nnpa] oxen; i K.

D''j;i"'i:i, knops {gourds), the true reading although (& and Tl have that of %.

The change to oxen was made by some ignorant copyist who thought the

oxen were here mentioned.—iS] i K. insw'S, needed for clearness of

meaning.—3''3D2] wanting in K. and ®.—ncxa irj'], ten in a cubit (Be.,

RVm.), is grammatically inadmissible. The phrase means for ten

cubits (13, §, ul), which is meaningless, since the gourds ran around the

tank for thirty cubits, hence probably a gloss in i K. by some one who

mistook the diameter for the circumference (St. SBOT., so essentially

Bur.).

—

2^2U u^Ti PN a^fl^pc] is wanting in Oi^ of i K., and may be re-

garded there as a gloss (Bn.).

—

u^w] i K. ^Jir.

—

-\p2T<\ i K. D^ypfli^-

—

To fit the oxen misread for knops {gourds) in this verse with the following

verse (S^ has 5i)o yiv-q ex'^^evaav roiis fxScrxovs iv r^ x'^*'^'^"'" cl{>t&v M)

g iTToirjcrav aiiroiis 5dj5eKa fxoaxovs. (&^ agrees with l|.—5. aiHJ pi?nD

So'' D'sSx pz'^^z'] I K. 725 ^"^y na D'dSn. h^T in Ch., superfluous after

pvnn, is due to a glossator familiar with i K. (Be., Oe., Ki.), or simple

pleonasm (Ke., Zoe.). Bn. would strike out either pnnn or S'ov (^ has

Kal i^eT^Xecrev, i.e., Sdm.

7 f. The candlesticks, tables, and basins.—The candlesticks

(lampstands) are not mentioned in i K. among the regular furni-

ture of the Temple, but only incidentally in the summary of golden

articles (i K. 7"), a passage recognised as of late origin (St. SBOT.,

Bur.). They do not appear also among the spoil of 2 K. 25'^-",

and thus their appearance in the parallel Je. 52 '"is a gloss. Hence,

ten candlesticks, though regarded as historic by Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.,

Ba., et al., are probably an imaginary product. Some light, doubt-

less, was in the Temple (cf. i S. 3^), very hkely one lampstand, pos-

sibly not unlike that of the second Temple and the tabernacle

(cf. the vision of Zechariah c. 4, Ex. 2^^^^), but if elaborate its

omission from the earliest list of Temple furniture is singular.

On the other hand it is urged: "There must have been some ground

for the tradition of ten lampstands. Probably these did exist—but
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L azen, not golden ones, in Solomon's Temple, or they were added soon

after, for there must have been some way of lighting the interior of the

house. They would be kept burning day and night, as house lamps in

the East are at the present day. They might have been put on pedestals

—the Eastern fashion—-but most likely they were set on the ten tables

about which we read in 2 Ch. 48 " (W. T. Davies, DB. IV. p. 701).

7. Cf. V. 5° I K. 7^5.

—

According to the prescription concerning

them] i.e., the prescription in reference to their structure (cf. Ex.

2^31-37 2717 ff).

—

In the temple] (^DTI), the holy place; according to

I K. 7'"' they were before the most holy place. Their exact position

in the room, if there, cannot be determined; probably they extended

down its sides.—8. Ten tables]. Since elsewhere only one table is

mentioned for the shew-bread in the Temple (13" 2918 i K. 6=^"

7<*), likewise also in Ezekiel's Temple (41^2 f- altar= table), and since

the position of these tables was the same as that of the ten candle-

sticks (v. '), these ten tables have been held to have been for the

support of the ten candlesticks (Be., Zoe., Bn., EBi.). In the mind

of the writer, however, they were doubtless for the shew-bread and

in reality an exaggeration like the ten lampstands {cf. v. '^ i Ch.

281^). (Ke. held for the shew-bread; Oe. uncertain, perhaps

for both; Ba. not for the shew-bread.).

—

A hundred basins of gold],

not mentioned in i K. except generally (i K. 7*''); their use is un-

certain, probably for receiving and sprinkling the sacrificial

blood (Be., Ba.) or for pouring libations {cf. Am. 6«) (Ke., Zoe., Oe.).

9. The courts of the Temple.—These are described according

to the arrangement at the time of the Chronicler, when, under the

influence of Ezekiel, there was an inner court restricted for the use

of the priests and an outer one for the people. The inner court men-

tioned in I K. 63« 7 '2 is the court of the Temple, while the great

outer court (i K. 7 '2) was the court extending around all of Solo-

mon's buildings {cf. GAS. /. ii. p. 256). The term here used for

the great outer court (n"lTy) occurs only in i and 2 Ch. and Ez.

The doors are not mentioned in i K.

10-18. The position of the brazen sea and the works of

Hiram.—Taken directly from i K. 'j^^b-*\ which explains the awk-

ward introduction here of the statement respecting the place of

the sea.

—

11. The pots], for boiling flesh, an ancient way of
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preparing sacrificial food {cf. i S. 2'*').

—

Shovels] utensils for

cleaning the altar (Ex. 27').

—

Basins], used for catching the

blood and throwing it against the altar (cf. v. »).—12. The two

pillars], Cf. 3'^"".

—

The two bowls of the capitals which were

on the pillars*]. The tops of the pillars were either open and

cup-like, or ball-like and closed. The absence of the mention

here of any additional lilywork favours its rejection {cf. view of

Bur. 3'5).—13. And the four hundred pomegranates, etc.]. Cf.

noteson3'=f.—14. Cf v.'.—15. Cfv.K—lQ. Cf.y.'K—The flesh

hooks] (RV.) i.e., sacrificial forks {v.i.).—17. In the plain of the

Jordan], lit. in the oval (valley) of the Jordan.

—

Snccoth and

Zeredah]. The latter of these names is the Chronicler's equiva-

lent of "Zarethan" of the text of i K. (7"), also mentioned as

near the city Adam (Jos. 3"). This is probably the mod. ed

Damieh on the west bank of the Jordan, twenty-four miles from

its mouth. Snccoth on the east bank is usually identified with Tell

Deir 'Alia, about one mile north of the Jabbok (GAS. HGHL.
p. 585).—Instead of in the clay grotind, etc., the passage probably

in I K. originally read, at the ford of Adamah, etc. {v. i.).

10. 7 Mss., (&, I K. 733 after inon have nian, which may be supplied

here (Bn.). Retaining the present text of Ch. nijoTi is an example of an

adj. used nominally (Dav. Syn. § 32, R. 5).—ri3Jj] i K. 3JJ.—11.

Oiin ' and 2]_ Since this same man is mentioned in v. '^ and 2'^, Ki. reads

12N amn {SBOT.), yet probably the Chronicler followed the text of

I K.—nn^Dn] i K. 7*° nn^jn. Text of Ch. is the original (so

Th., St., Klo., Kamp., Bn., Ki., Bur., on i K. 7").—d^hSnt n^^^]

I K. nirri nu.—12. nnnoni mSjm] i K. 7" mnDH n'^Ji without doubt the

true reading (adopted by Be., Kau., Bn., Ki. Kom., BH.). (6^ Kal

iir'aiiTQv 7wXd^ ry x<^^°-P^^- ^^ follows ^.—13, 'U1 PiDsS] in i K.

7", but to be omitted there as a dittography from previous verse (SBOT.

of K., Ki. BH. of K.); the Chronicler reproduced the error of K.

—

>2B hy] in i K. should be ''Jir *?>% (g^, or ai-ncjjn t:'N-i hy, as in v. "

(Bn., Ki., Bur.), but the Chronicler probably found the error already

in I K.—14. na'j; i and 2] i K. 7" iir? and ma-y the true reading, and the

ten bases and the ten lovers upon the bases (Be., Ke., Zee., Oe., Kau.,

Ba., Bn., Ki.).—15. ^^N] art. to be supplied as in i K. -j**.—vnnn]

I K. Din nnn.—16. nuVrnn] sacrificial forks, cf. Ex. 27' 38' Nu. 41*

I Ch. 281' t, I K. 7« nip-\iD "bowls." The reading of K. is preferred by

Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ki., while Bn. rightly considers that of Ch. (retained by

Kau.) the more original, since basins have already been mentioned in
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I K. 7".—aniSr hj pni] i K. itrs hnun d^Sdh Sa hni, Qr. nSxn instead

of Snxn, which latter gives the true reading (see Bur.). Be., Ke., Oe.,

prefer n^xn QiSjn ^j nxi as the true reading in Ch. Kau., Bn., Ki., ad-

here to the present te.xt as the Chronicler's reconstruction of the corrupt

text of I K. This latter is quite likely.

—

hd'tb' -\'?'c'7 vax Dim] Huram,
the trusted counsellor of King Solomon; v. s. on 2'^, and on construction

cf. Koe. iii. pp. 256/.—pnn] a word appearing in NH.; i K. tjnan.—17.

oya] r K. 7" najJO^. (& in each ^«' rw 7rdx«, H in terra argillosa, hence

RV. in the clay ground. Be. thought of the hardened earth prepared to

receive the molten metal, the clay moulds, a rendering followed by Oe.,

Kau., Ki., but Moore on Ju. 7", followed by BDB., Bn., emends to

nniN mjyDJ at the crossing of Adamah, regarding Adamah as identical

with D^^< Jos. 3'^ which is there said to be near jmx.—-nmnx] i K. ims.^
18. b^m] (the original according to Bn.) i K. 7" nn.

—

z-h] 1 K. 31D.

—

iNC] repeated in i K.—^3] wanting in i K. Its introduction gives a

slightly different force to the sentence. In K. the meaning is that the

vessels were too numerous to be weighed, in Ch. that the number was

very great because no regard was had to the amount (weight) of brass

used. The present text of i K. is harsh and probably not the original.

19-22. The golden furniture of the Temple.—Taken from

I K. 7<8-5o.

This passage in i K. has been regarded as a late addition to the origi-

nal account of the Temple furniture, for the following reasons: (i) the

improbability of such lavish expenditure on articles like hinges, etc.;

(2) the mention of a golden altar of which there is no historical evidence

in pre-exilic times; (3) a discrepancy between the reference to the cedar

altar for the shew-bread in i K. 62" and the reference in i K. 7^* to the

table of gold; and also all the articles mentioned should naturally have

been given along with the cherubim and table (altar) of cedar, in c. 6;

(4) the mere enumeration of the articles, when the brazen furniture

is so elaborately described, points in the same direction (Bn., Sk.).

The Chronicler has tables (v. ") instead of sing, to conform with

I Ch. 28'« and probably with v.», and the doors of the two rooms

are of gold (v.") instead of the hinges (i K. 75°) (but v. i.). For

brevity, also, the Chronicler has omitted the position of the golden

candlesticks (v. =" compared with i K. 7^').—19. The golden altar].

This appears later in the altar of incense of the tabernacle (Ex.

3o'»), but it is lacking in the Temple of Ezekiel, and probably

had no place in Solomon's Temple {DB. II. p. 467).

—

The tables],
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in I K. 7<8 "the table." The Chronicler has pluralised to conform

with V. 8 q. V.—20. And the candlesticks^ the lampstands {cf. v. ').

—According to the prescription]. Cf.y.''. The reference here is not

to their form, but their use. 21. And the flowers] the flower-like

ornaments of the stands on which the lamps rested (cf. Ex. 25"ff-).

22. The snuffers, etc.] the utensils for the care of the lamps and

of the golden altar of incense.

—

And the hinges of the te?nple of the

inner doors of the most holy place and of the doors of the te^nple, that

is the temple room (the holy place), were of gold^]. This is the true

reading {v. i.). The corrupt text makes the entire doors plated

with gold. According to i K. 6=" f- the doors were of olive wood,

overlaid with gold.

19. The original of i K. 7^^ may have been and Solomon placed (njM)

all tJie vessels which he had made (nir;;) in the house of Yahweh (Bn.).

SBOT. has still a different text; but our present text of 1 K. was before

the Chronicler.

—

omSxh] i K. nin>.—DniS;;i punSii'n pni] i K. li^N p'^rn pni

v"?]?.—At the end of the verse i K. has ant.—20. After nnjnn pni i K. 7"

h&sfive on the right hand andfive on the left and lacks t3os'D3 mjjaS Dn">mji.

—Dn^aS] in order that they should burn.—21. 3nr m'^DD Nin] probably a

gloss, since wanting in i K. 7" and also (S. niSos aTr.—22. i K. 76" has

niDoni, " the cups," before nnnrcni.—nrcjan vniP'?T n-'an nnsi] i K.

"iDiJDn rT'an mn'^-iS ninoni. Hence read 'Ui ^rh-h'^ mji 'SnS nian nnsi as

the most probable original of Ch. (Be., Zoe., Oe., Ki., Bn.). Ke. de-

fend.'; nn£3 and as regards the opening (door) of the house its door leaves,

etc., followed essentially by Kau., RV. Accepting this, the Chronicler

thought of the entire doors as plated with gold.

V. 1. The completion of the furnishing of the Temple.—

A

copy of I K. 7^'.—1. The things that David his father had dedicated].

Although this statement is in i K. 7*', the books of i and 2 S. and

I and 2 K. contain no record of such dedication by David before-

hand of utensils directly made with the Temple in view. It has,

therefore, been thought that the word vessels (utensils) might, after

its common meaning, include weapons and thus the spoil of war

which David did dedicate to Yahweh {cf. i Ch. 18" 2 S. 8'ff)

(Sk.).

V. 1. nry] eleven mss., i K. 7" + i':'cn.—n-iaS] i K. n''3.—nxi] read

after i K., (&^^, &, U, ns. The waw has been drawn from V3N.—So]

wanting in eighteen MSS., (g^A^ g-, i K. (Ki. BH.\.
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V. 2-VII. 10. The Dedication of the Temple.

V. 2-14. The bringing of the ark.—A copy of i K. 8<-" with

the addition of a notice of the priests and the Levites and their

musical service (vv. iib-iaa^^ j^ j x._ t^js section represents an old

narrative revised especially by a priestly editor.—2. Then] i.e.,

after the completion of the Temple and all its furniture.

—

Even all

the heads of the tribes, the princes of the fathers' houses] a true

description of //ie eWer^.

—

Zion]. Cf. 1 Ch. 15'.—3. At the Feast]

the Feast of Tabernacles, the harvest festival at the close of the

ingathering of fruit crops.

—

In the seventh month]. Nothing in

the narrative of the Chronicler is at variance with this. In i K.

it must be reconciled with the statement that the Temple was

finished in the eighth month (i K. 6^^). The building may have

been finished earUer than the utensils; hence the dedication may
have been in the next year (Sk.).—4. And the Levites took up

the ark]. According to 2 K. 8', the Chronicler's source, the

priests took up the ark. This reflects the older usage {cf. Jos.

^s.e 66.12 833 (JE.). The Chronicler changed priests into Levites

to bring the action into conformity with the regulation of P
which assigned the duty of bearing the ark to the Levites (Nu.

331 4'5); yet in v. ^ he allowed the double expression, the priests

the Levites, to stand, possibly because certain utensils might well

have been borne by the priests, and in v.' the word priests

was properly retained (from 2 K. 8«), since when the Temple

was reached only the priests could lawfully place the ark in

the holy of holies {cf. Nu. 4* ^).—5. The tent of meeting and

all the holy utensils that were in the tent], the Mosaic taber-

nacle and all its furniture, which, according to the Chronicler,

was. at Gibeon (2 Ch. 13 f); or the tent David erected for the ark

(2 S. 6'' I Ch. 15') (Be.). The former was without question

in the mind of the priestly editor of i K. who inserted this ref-

erence, and also this was the view of the Chronicler. The term

tent of meeting is only used of the tabernacle.—6. Sacrificing

before the ark]. Cf. the numerous sacrifices by stages when

David brought up the ark (2 S. 6 '3).—7. Cf. \.\—8. The exact

position of the ark under the cherubim is carefully defined.

—

9. And the staves were long so that the ends of the staves were seen
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from the holy place^ before the oracle]. One standing in the holy

place could see in the darkness of the most holy place the pro-

jecting ends of the staves by which the ark was carried.

—

But they

were not seen without]. But one outside of the holy place could not

see them. So generally; i/. t. Thisisbetterthan the interpretation:

"But did not extend beyond the door" (Sk.).

—

And thete they are^

unto this day]. The retention of this clause from i K. 8Ms an ex-

ample of the Chronicler's unconcern at times to harmonise his text

with actual conditions, since the ark and its staves had been long

since destroyed.—10. Now there was nothing in the ark except

the two tables]. The form of expression implies that other things

besides the two tables might have been expected in the ark. A late

Jewish tradition placed within the ark a golden pot of manna and

Aaron's rod (Heb. 9*). A modern view is that the ark contained

one or two sacred stones (St. Gesch. I. pp. 457 /.; Now. Arch. II.

pp. 5/.; TKC. EBl I. col. 307), "a fetish" in which Yahweh dwelt

(Sm. Hist. p. 71). But if Moses gave laws to Israel and brought

the people into covenant relation to Yahweh, then two stone tablets

containing the ten words are reasonably the historic contents of the

ark (DB. I. p. 151).

—

Horeb] the mount of Yahweh's revelation

in the wilderness, in E followed by D, while Sinai in J followed by

P.—11. And it came to pass when the priests had come out of the holy

place]. This statement from i K. (S'"") and continued in the words

of v.'^'', that then the house was filled with a cloud, even the house of

Yahweh (i K. 8"">), is interrupted by the Chronicler with the inter-

vening vv. '"'->'\ The Chronicler expands the allusion to the

priests (i) by mentioning how all the priests took part in the ser-

vice and not simply those to whom in course the service might

have fallen (v. '">); (2) by describing the musical service at the con-

clusion of which the house was filled with the cloud of Yahweh

(w. '2-i3a).—Now all the priests who were at hand had sanctified

themselves without keeping (their) courses]. Ordinarily the priests

served in turn in twenty-four divisions (i Ch. 2419), but on this oc-

casion all officiated without reference to their turn. This was the

custom at the three great annual festivals (Schiir. Gesch. pp. 279

/".).—12. And the Levites, who were singers all of them]. In a similar

manner with the priests, all the Levitical singers, who ordinarily
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served in turn in twenty-four courses (i Ch. 25'-"), took part in the

dedication.

—

Asaph, Heman, and Juduthiin] the leaders or the

representatives of the three Levitical choirs (r/. i Ch. 6i««- <"« >

15" 251-').

—

With cymbals, psalteries, and harps]. Cf. 1 Ch. 15".

—

A hundred and twenty priests sounding with the trumpets]. The
blowing of the trumpets was a duty of the priests. The hazozerah

was the priestly instrument par excellence (DB. iv. p. 816). The

one hundred and twenty represent five taken from each of the

twenty-four divisions.—13 f. And it came to pass when, as one

person, even the trumpeters and the singers were causing one sound to

he heard to praise and to give thanks unto Yahweh, and when they

raised a sound with trumpets and with cymbals and with the instru-

ments of song and when they praised Yahweh, saying, For he is

good; for his loving kindness endureth forever : then the house was

full of the cloud, the house of Yahweh]. The Chronicler introduces

the appearance of the cloud coincident with a great burst of

music and praise, while the simpler narrative of i K. presents

more clearly the thought that, when the ark had been placed in

the holy of holies, the cloud filled the holy place, as visible token

that Yahweh had taken up his abode in the new Temple.

2. '^^?i?:] I K. 8' ^^?,-.—After Sx and before D''SB'n> i K. has

nnStt' iSdh wanting in 05 of i K. and hence a gloss.—3. i K. 8^ has ncSi:'

(a gloss) after "iSdh; and o^J-hnh mn before jna omitted by the Chron-

icler because in his day the old Canaanite names of the months had long

since been dropped and numbers were used in their place. That is the

seventh tnonth is an addition to the original text of K. (SBOT., Bur.).

Kau. holds the text of K. the true one for Ch. Certainly the retention of

ihat is the seventh month is awkward without the retention of Ethanim,

but such awkwardness of the Chronicler is not unknown elsewhere

(cf. I Ch. i4< "in Jerusalem ").—4. qmSh] i K. 8' d^jhsh.—5. ]y'M<ri]

I K. 8« -f- nin\—iSyn] i K. iSy^i.—dmSh] i K. D>iSm also (g, B, ». The

omission of the i is perhaps due to a copyist (Ke., Zoe., Bn.., Ki.).

Since iSyn is in Ch., it is probable that v. ^^, recognised as a gloss in i

K. 8* (St. SBOT., from R.^, Bur., since wanting in (S^L), was introduced

into I K. from Ch. (Bn., Ki.). Yet QiiSn o^jnon appears also in 2318

30^'; and it is doubtful whether the Chronicler and his readers

through their familiarity with Deuteronomy laid any stress upon pre-

cision of statement in the use of the phrase the priests the Levites ; the

two classes were perfectly distinct in their own mind, as much so as if

the conjunction and had been used between them.—6. vS>'] i K. 8* -|-
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IPN.—7. D''jn3n] cf. V. <. Here the Chronicler retains live priests.

—8. 'an v.-im] i K. 8' 'dh 'd.—iddm] r K. isD'^i. Be., Ke., preferred

the latter as the original after i Ch. 28"* Ex. 252" 378, but Bn. regards the

former as the original in i K. on the basis of (& irepieKaXvirrov. This

is uncertain, since irepLKoKv-KTu is not used elsewhere to render either

verb (Trom. Concord.).—9. jnNn jn] copyist error; yet possibly an

intentional, though clumsy, change of the Chronicler, who did not wish to

think of the ark as visible from the holy place, cf. 3'^. It is generally

read after i K. 8^ <&^ and some Heb. mss. z>-[y>n p (Be., Ke., Zoe., Ki.,

Bn.). Other emendations: oipn Klo., Dipnn Kamp. ^^ combines

both readings.

—

•T'i] copyist error for vnM, the text of 1 K. and (8

(Be., Ki.).—10. mnSn] i K. S^ Dijaxn nin'?.—|nj] i K. njn + ott-.

—

After 3in both here and in i K., Bn. and Ki., following t& in K., supply

nnan ninS; but while without them the construction is awkward, it

does not seem necessary to supply them (Bur.). SBOT. on K. regards

'Ui ma Ti'N, owing to the lack of connection, as a gloss.—onsno] i K.

DnxD V'lf'n.—11. •a] here introduces an explanatory clause descriptive

of the priests.—nintt'S i^x] Ges. § 1146; Dav. Syn. §§ 94, 95 {b).—
12. DH^nsSi . . . dSdS] S of specification, even.—-.injai] governed by

preposition with previous word, cf. Ges. § iighh; Dav. Syn. § loi.

—

onny] to be taken as the predicate.—13 . ^hm] properly a resumption of

^nii in V. ".—DnxxnoS] S, and with following word, of specification

to wit or even.—V^Ctt'nS] Ges. § 1141.—SSnS] h of purpose.

—

D-'-ynj and

S'jna] appear correlative with pn'i'rih.—k'^d P'jni] then the house was

filled, cf. Dr. TH. § 128, i K. 8'» with same construction, n'^d pynt

nin'' ni3 ns. Ki. after ^^ reads nini 1133 ]y; nSd n^'^n. Be., Kau., re-

gard niH'' n^2 as a gloss, explanatory of n''3n and introduced from K.

Bn., on the other hand, regards the text of Ch. as a correction from K.

of one who held x'^o to be intransitive.—14. a\n^.sn] i K. 81' rnn\

VI. 1-42. Solomon's address to the people and dedica-

tory prayer.—Taken (save vv. i'. ^'
' ) with almost no variation

from I K. 8'2-5°\ In the addition in v. " is given an interpretation of

the statement that Solomon stood before the altar (v. '2) (before which

properly it was lawful only for the priests to stand). The interpre-

tation shows that he did not really stand before the altar, but upon

some sort of a brazen improvised pulpit not mentioned elsewhere.

In w. " ' a new and by far more beautiful conclusion is given to the

prayer, taking the place of i K. 8" (v. " and portions of vv. *<•• "

are also omitted).

1-3. Introduction.—1. Yahweh hath promised to dwell in thick

darkness (cloud)] either a reference to the cloud which had filled
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the Temple indicating that Yahweh had taken up his abode in the

newly built Temple (Be.); or to be understood through the missing

line (y. i.) The sun hath Yahweh set in the heavens. The passage

then means that Yahweh, instead of confining himself to the realms

of light, or in contrast to the realms of light, which are subordinate

to him, dwells in the thick darkness or cloud, and hence says

Solomon, I have built him a Temple whose dark inner shrine may

fitly serve as his dweUing-place.—2. Biit]. This antithesis arises

from the Chronicler's change of the text (v. i.). The change is un-

fortunate. It emphasises Solomon's building of the Temple in-

stead of the fact that the Temple had been built agreeably to the

nature of God, which seems to be the meaning of i K. 8'^, which

reads / have surely built thee a lofty mansion.—And'\ wanting in

I K. {v. i.).—3. And the king turned his face about]. The writer

thought of the previous words uttered by Solomon, with his face

toward the Temple and his back to the assembled people, whom
he now blessed and addressed. In i K. these words mark the be-

ginning of the Deuteronomic section, embracing the speech and

prayer of Solomon.

1. These vv. " appear in (S of i K. after 8"-" with the following

additional words D''D^o |''on Z'12Z', which furnish the additional line

{v. s.) which is incorporated into the text of i K. as original by We., Ki.,

Bn., Bur., Sk., et al, but M. is adhered to as the original by St. SBOT.
except nssn instead of idn. M was the text of the Chronicler.—2.

UNl] I K. 8" T\i2. JlDDl] I K. P3D.

4-11. Solomon's address to the people.—A statement of the

reasons which led to the building of the Temple, based largely

upon 2 S. 7*^-.—4. And hath with his hands fulfilled it\ Yahweh

had promised the building of the Temple and had through Solo-

mon fulfilled this promise.

—

Saying\ The promise is now intro-

duced.—5. Cf. for the first part 2 S. 7^ i Ch. 17^. The turn, how-

ever, is different here. There the thought is that Yahweh had

only dwelt in tents and did not, therefore, care for a "house of

cedar "; here, that hitherto no place had been chosen nor yet

person to carry out his design.

—

That my name might he there].

Where Yahweh dwelt there was his name, a term expressive of the

divine nature and almost if not quite equivalent to person, if Dt.
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125- n 1423 162. «. II 262.—6. Under David both the place and the

dynasty were chosen.—7. David cherished the design of building

the Temple, but it was overruled (2 S. y'^- i Ch. 17'^).—9. Cf. 2

S. 7'' I Ch. 1712.

—

11. Wherein is the covenant] i.e., the tables of

the covenant (cf. s'").

4. in^3i] I K. 815 noi.—5. ^vy] i K. iS'^ + Sxiit" nx.—anjJD vind]

I K. anxDD, cf. 5'".

—

'ji viinj nSi] wanting in i K.—6. dip . . . inaNi]

wanting in i K. and 05^ of Ch., but given in (S^ of K., which is fol-

lowed by Kau., Ki., Bn., but not by St. SB0T.—9. o] i K. S'^ ox >o.

—11. inxn pn] I K. S^' inN*? oipo.

—

Sn-ib" >j3 d;;] i K. iN''Sina ij>p3n d;;

ansa v^^<c dhn.

12-42. Solomon's prayer of dedication.

12-13. The position of Solomon.—12. Before the altar] the

great altar which was in the court (cf. 4').

—

And he stretched forth

his hands] the universal attitude of prayer (Ex. 9"- ").

—

13,

This verse is from the Chronicler. The narrative of i K. does not

mention any structure upon which Solomon knelt, nor yet his

kneeling posture. The notion of the structure may have arisen

from the desire to remove Solomon from before the altar as a place

sacred for the priests (We. Prol. p. 186, Bn.). This view is re-

jected by Oe.

14-17. Prayer for keeping the promise to David.—Ac-

knowledged as relatively fulfilled in Solomon and the Temple

(v. '*), but a larger fulfilment is desired (v.").

—

14. The incom-

parableness of Yahweh as a covenant God is described, cf. Dt. 3'*

7'.

—

That walk before thee with all their heart]. With such the cov-

enant is kept.—15. As it is this day]. Solomon, David's promised

son, was reigning and the Temple, the promised house, had been

built (2 S. 7'»'- I Ch. 17" f).—16. There shall not be cut off, etc.].

Cf. 7'* I K. 2* Je. 7,y\ The conditional character of this promise

is worthy of notice.

18-21. Prayer for answers at this house.—Expressing in

general terms the burden of all the following seven specific petitions

which are that Yahweh will hear (i) the oath of ordeal (w. ^^ '), (2)

prayer under defeat (vv. =4 f

), (3) prayer for rain (w.^e f),
(4) prayer

under various calamities (w. 28
-31)^ (^) the prayer of the stranger

(w. "
' ), (6) the prayer of the army (w. '^ '•), (7) prayer in cap-
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tivity (vv. 36-39).—18. With men] an addition of the Chronicler;

a possible softening of the cruder conception of mere dwelling

on earth with the thought of spiritual communion.^20. Yahweh
is conceived as being away from the Temple to which he is

asked to look day and night, and yet his name dwells in the Tem-
ple. He is both present and absent.—21. When thou hearest, for-

give]. Every answer to prayer includes the forgiveness of sin (Sk.).

22 f. The oath of ordeal.—When one is charged with crime

and made to affirm his innocence by taking an oath of curse, or

having one invoked upon him by the priest, Yahweh is asked to

decide, by fulfilling the curse if he is guilty, or leaving him im-

harmed if innocent (cf. Ex. 22'-'2 Nu. 5"-*^).

24 f . Prayer in defeat.—If the people are defeated in war Yah-

weh is asked in view of their supplication to forgive them and estab-

lish them in their land. The phrase and bring them again into the

land has been thought inconsistent with prayer in this house, and

hence the text by slight emendation has been made to read and

cause them to remain in the land (Klo., Bn.). But this is not nec-

essary. Such a slight inconsistency does not affect the clear mean-

ing of the petition.

—

And if thy people Israel be smitten down

before the enemy, because they have sinned against thee]. That de-

feat in battle was evidence of Yahweh's displeasure caused by

previous sin against him is frequently taught in the OT. {cf. Jos.

71 ff- I Ch. 2i'2). Beginning with the belief that God caused the

righteous to prosper and brought misfortune upon the wicked

{cf. Ex. 232" 5- Lv. 26, Dt. 28), the ancient Hebrew also inverted

the doctrine, believing that prosperity proved previous righteous-

ness and adversity antecedent sin. Thus a natural catastrophe not

only resulted in the destruction of a man's property, but ruined his

reputation as well.

26 f. Prayer in drought.—Cf. Dt. 1 1 la-'? 28^^. Drought was in-

terpreted as a divine punishment for sin, v. s. vv. 2" ', cf. i K. 17/.

—

Which thou hast given to thy people for an inheritance]. Cf. v.

«

which thou gavest to them and to their fathers, and v. " which

thou gavest unto our fathers. The land was considered a sacred

gift to Abraham, and a holy inheritance of his seed after him,

cf. Gn. 12'' et al.
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28-31. Prayer in various calamities.—This covers every case

of misfortune ((/. v. ").—28. Caterpillar] "consumer" (EVs.),

properly a kind of locust (cf. Jo. i^).

—

In the land of their gates] i.e.,

cities. The gates were considered sacred, which perhaps accounts

for the use of "gates" for "cities" (cf. Dt. i2>2 et al., v. EBi. II. col.

1645).

—

29. Who shall know every man his own plague and his own

sorrow] i.e., let Yahweh hearken unto every suppliant who has rec-

ognised that his misfortunes are a just divine punishment.

—

30.

According to all his ways] does not mean that God should recom-

pense him according to his acts, for he has just suffered punish-

ment on their account; rather, may Yahweh render according as

he perceives the sincerity of the sinner's repentance.

—

For thou,

even thou only, knowest the hearts of the children ofnien]. Yahweh's

recompense is just even if it may not appear so, for he only is able

to perceive man's true condition.

32 f . Prayer of the foreigner.—No condition is placed upon

the foreigner. Thus the teaching here is broader than that of

the promise of Is. 56^ '•, which requires of the foreigner the keep-

ing of the Sabbath day as a condition of being heard by Yah-

weh.

—

33. For thy name is called upon this house]. The name

of Yahweh was pronounced upon the house, i.e., the house was

called by his name and he became its owner. This involved

responsibility for its welfare on the part of Yahweh (cf. EBi. III.

col. 3266).

34 f. Prayer in war.—This petition is parallel to vv. ^* ', but

there the prayer is for aid against an enemy which has been vic-

torious because of Israel's sin, while here the writer is thinking of

a petition for aid when Yahweh shall send Israel forth in a right-

eous war. With the following petition it is usually regarded

as an exilic addition in i K. (i.e., D^) (so Kau., St. SBOT.,

Sk.).

36-39. Prayer in captivity.—C/. Dt. 30' ' Lv. 263»-'2 This

petition in i K. 8 is considerably longer (vv. 5° « ^-"). The Chron-

icler substituted a more beautiful ending to the prayer in vv.""'-.

40-42. The conclusion of the prayer.—Written by the Chron-

icler. This dififers widely from the conclusion given in i K. 8"-",

where the plea for a hearing of prayer, after Dt. g-^-^^, is based
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upon Yahweh's possession of Israel tlirough their redemption from

Egypt. Here, on the other hand, with customary post-exilic forms

of invocation, the plea rings with greater exultation in the thought

of the Temple being the resting-place of Yahweh, the abode of

his ark and of his priests, and in remembrance of the good deeds

of David or (better) the divine covenant with him.—40. Let thine

eyes be opened]. Cf. v. ^° 7'* i K. 8"- ^^ Ne. i« Dn. g^\—And thine

ears attentive]. Cf. 7'* Ne. i«" Ps. 1302.

—

The prayer of this

place] i.e., the prayer directed toward this place, cf. v." (Be.),

rather than in this place (Ke., RV.).—41. Parallel with Ps. 1328,

from which it was probably taken.

—

Arise Yahweh] the first

words of the ancient song of the ark, Nu. lo^^

—

For thy resting,

etc.]. Yahweh and his ark had hitherto had no permanent

dwelling-place in Israel.

—

Be clothed with salvation]. Attributes

are represented in the OT. as clothing put on {cf. Jb. 29X Ps.

931 104' Is. 11^). Salvation is equivalent to righteousness.

—

And

let thy pious ones (those devoted to the service of Yahweh) re-

joice in prosperity.—42. Turn not away the face of thine anointed]

i.e., hear his prayer. The anointed, then, is Solomon. The

words are from Ps. 132'".

—

Loving kindnesses of David] either

shown to David, especially the promises made to him (cf. Is.

553) (so RV., Be., Kau., Zoe., Oe., Ki.), or, less good, after 32^2,

the good deeds of David (RVm., Ke.).

12. ^D;M] I K. 8" -1- hdSb'.—rflD] i K. -|- D^'Dirn, with which this

final clause of v. '^ is repeated at the end of v. '^—13. Snib'^ . . . hb*]; ij

wanting in i K.

—

ivd] elsewhere a pot or basin, hence the platform may
have been round-like in structure (BDB.), but it is better to read ]v: from

JID (formation like niD'7 from idS, etc.) (cf. Am. 5^6 ?) platform, cf. (& ^6.<yis

(Klo., Oe.).
—

'1JI fion] repeated from end of v. '2.—14. inx3i o^cira] i K.

82« nnnn Tf\iin '7>'i '7;;nD d^dc'^.—16. imina] (an interpretation of) i K. 8^6

^jeS.—17 . mn"'] wanting in i K., but given in some MSB. and in 05, &, TJ, of

I K., hence, as usage in this chapter shows, is to be received into the text of

I K. (Ki. BH., St. SB0T.).—]W] 4 mss., i K. S^' 4- nj.—iMiS] i

K. ia« in.—18 . oinh pn] wanting in i K. 8", though given in <& of K.,

and thus accepted by Klo., Bn., Bur., but not by St. SBOT.—l%. At

the end of the verse after yish i K. 8=^ -|- orn given also in (&.—20.

nSiSi ODv] I K. 829 on nS^S, <&, &, in i K. agree with Ch.—Dtf iDC Qyv^]

I K. 8=9 DB' •'D!:' rr^ni.—21. ijunn] i K. S^o njnn.

—

cdbm ja nnaa' Dipoc]

a direct change by the Chronicler from u-^nun Sn -\p^-£f DipD Sn of i K.
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83°, making an easier construction (Sn denoting in or at is not common).
—22. on] I K. 8^' li'X rx, a change by the Chronicler for an easier con

struction.—nSx N3i] (g here and in K. has n?Ni n3i and he comes and

swears, which is preferred by Kau., Ki., Bn., and Bur. on K., but

SBOT. and Ki. on K. have nSxa n31 after Ne. lo'".—23. o^Dirn ]D] i K.

832 oinari simply ace. of place. The Chronicler has similarly inserted

p before O'-crn in vv. "^ 3».—j^an'? aa-n*^] read after i K. 8=2 and (&

j.'tt'l piB'inS demanded by the parallelism of the following clause (Ki.,

Bn.).—24. iJji DNi] I K. 8" i^J^^.
—

'3] i K. -\-^h.—laa'i] i K. + I'Sn

although wanting in (6, which is followed by SBOT., but since the

phrase to turn unto Yaliweh is very frequent Bur. prefers to retain it.

The pronoun is certainly understood.

—

Tioh] i K. "iiSn.—25. p] cf.

V. 22.—ion?] wanting in i K. S^K—26. Supply, after i K. 8^, ^ before

DHNtanD.—ajyp] to be vocalised Sivr after C6 in i K. 8^5 ® (Oe., Kau.,

Bn., Ki., also AV., RV.). Ba. prefers (with RVm. and &) M because

thou answerest them.—27. Note DiaS'n without the p, cf. vv. ^- ^- '".

Ki. inserts, after (^, 19.—28 . n^r\i ^a 3>n] an order of words—subject, con-

junction, and verb—not infrequent in P (Lv. i^ 2^ 42 51-
«, et al., also

Is. 2818 Mi. 5^ Ps. 62'!) (see Bur. i K. 8")-—The I's before rp-i' and

SiDn are wanting in i K. 8".

—

io^n] <B, i K. n^N.

—

]"\i<:i] read inNa after

^ of K. (Kau., Bn., Ki.). Oe. reads, after ^, myaoi ix->N3. <& has

KarivavTi. tQiv irbXtuv. Ba. suggests yioa by making a breach in his

gates. This verse breaks off abruptly without final verb—aposiopesis

(Ges. §167).—29.nN3Di ij?jj] i K. 8"i33'7yjo.—30. Dinirn p] cf. v. 23.

—

After nnSoi i K. 8'' has n-'B'yi.—32S] many mss., i K. + '?3.—31. nsSS

T'3-n3] wanting in i K. 8^''.—32. nDjn Sn dji] CS^l nDjn Sd without Sn, a

reading followed by Klo. in i K. 8".—After •[ov i K. 8^2 has pynsr^ ^3

"1:2a' PN, which seems to have been omitted through an oversight by the

Chronicler or by a copyist by homoeoteleuton.—33 . nnxi] 1 wanting in

I K. 8*3, but there in (g.—a^crn p] cf. v. 23; similarly i K. 8" has poD

instead of p3DD.—34. ra^x] r K. 8<< la^N.—iiSx] i K. mn^ Sn. The
former, required by the person of the verbs, may be the original (St.

SBOT., Bur.).—HNin -\>>-n] i K. i^j-n. The Chronicler has added the

pronoun for the sake of clearness.—35. niD^'n p] c/. v. 23.—36. After

y-iN I K. 8" has jmnh, but (S of i K. also omits it, and the lack of the

article with nrnpT and 7\2^-^p shows that the word is an insertion (St.

SB0T.).—Z1. D^air] i K. 8^^ an^jr. The reading of Ch. is probably

correct (Bur.), but St. SBOT. retains ^.—uyani inyn] i K. in^ni

ijjJB'n. 1 should go with both verbs (SBOT., &) or be rejected before

both (Bur. after (6, 19, S of i K. and <g of Ch.).—38 . nor]. Connection
' requires after ($ oniaa' (Ki., Bn.). i K. 8" has D^13>^<.—anN 131:' ncN]

wanting in (S^*, but not in ($^.—After iVSanni i K. has "i^hit.—niym] 1 is

wanting in i K.—n^'aSi] i K. ^\^'2n^ which Bn. reads.—39. psnn o^oa'n p]
cf. V. 33.—Dn\-ijn.-i] I K. 8^9 onjnn.
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VII. 1-22. The closing events following the prayer of dedica-

tion.—In I K. 8"-9« the first of these events is Solomon's blessing

of the people (vv. "-si)^ which is entirely omitted by the Chronicler,

perhaps because he had already removed Solomon in a sense from

his position before the altar, placing him upon a brazen pulpit (6"),

and perhaps because he regarded such a blessing as the especial

function of a priest, or perhaps simply because he thought tradi-

tion had supplied a better conclusion in the story of fire descending

from heaven which he narrates. This story certainly enhanced the

importance of the occasion and testified that the divine approbation

was given as clearly at the completion of the Temple as at the time

of the original selection of its site (i Ch. 21^6). The statement that

with the descent of the fire the glory of Yahweh filled the house

and that the priests could not enter (v. ^), is most natural in this

connection. Yet since the cloud had also manifested itself before

Solomon's prayer, according to the narrative given in i K. S'" ' and

reproduced in 5"", it has been assumed that here another written

source was used by the Chronicler (Bn., Ki.), yet the Chronicler

could have invented this narrative even as he added the miraculous

fire in i Ch. 2V^.

1. Now when Solojnon had made an end of praying]. These words

are from i K. 8^^

—

The fire, etc.]. Cf. i Ch. 21^6 i K. iB'^^-ss and

especially for this and the following verse Lv. 9" '
. That offerings

were at hand on the altar for sacrifice after the prayer of dedication

is most natural; hence the omission of any reference to their prepa-

ration is not striking {cf. also 5^).—2. Cf. 5'^ Ex. 40"'—3. The

pavement] clearly a marked feature of the court of the Temple

{cf. Ez. 40" '•). These verses show how the narrative of P con-

cerning the appearances of Yahweh in connection with the taber-

nacle, influenced at the time of the Chronicler the story of Solo-

mon's Temple.

4-7. The sacrifices of the King and people.—Taken from i K.

8"-", with the addition of the musical service of the priests and the

Levites mentioned in v. «.—5. Twenty-two thousand oxen and a

hundred and twenty thousand sheep]. The correctness of these

figures cannot be tested because the number of persons present at

the dedication is difficult to estimate. The number 120,000
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(10,000 for each tribe) appears to be artificial. In Roman times

256,500 paschal lambs are said to have been slaughtered in a few

hours (Jos. BJ. vi. 9, 3).—6. According to their offices'] i.e., in their

appointed positions {auf ihren Posten, Kau.). The Levites also

stood in similar stations with the musical instruments designed

for sacred service which David had made (cf. i Ch. 23^ Am. 6*) to

give thanks unto Yahweh (for his loving kindness endureihforever)

ivhen David praised through their ministry (lit. their hands). The

emphasis is on the fact of the Levites using instruments " which

David had introduced when he praised God by the playing of the

Levites "(Ke.).

—

And the priests sounded, etc. \ Cf. 5'^—7. More-

over, Solomon hallowed the middle of the court that was before the

house of Yahweh]. This statement, taken substantially from i K.

8", purports to l)e the description of a temporary altar, but prob-

ably preserves the memory of the real and only altar of Solomon's

day, viz., the top of the rock in front of the house, cf. note on 4".

—Because the brazen altar which Solomon had made was not able to

receive, etc. ]. The glossator who introduced the brazen altar into

I K. 8^^ probably thought of a smaller structure than that which the

Chronicler describes (41), hence this remark is less appropriate

here than in i K.

8-10. The feast.—Taken from i K. 8" f-, with the following

notable modifications. In the original text of Kings the feast, pre-

sumably that of the Tabernacles, lasted seven days, and on the

eighth day the people were dismissed to their homes. This duration

of the feast is in accordance with the Deuteronomic law (Dt. 16").

In Chronicles we have not one festival, but two; first that of the

Dedication of the Altar, seven days, and secondly that of the Feast of

Tabernacles, seven days. This first appears in i K. 8" in the and

seven days evenfourteen days, but those words are wanting in (&^^,

and the way in which the next verse commences with reference to

the eighth day shows that they formed no part of the original text,

but have crept in, probably through the influence of Chronicles

or the tradition which Chronicles represents (Ki., Bn., ^\\x.,SBOT.,

et al.). The Chronicler seems to have taken exception to the use of

the Feast of Tabernacles, which served for a special purpose, for

the dedication of the Temple, and makes the King therefore cele-
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brate a double feast: the dedication of the Temple from the eighth

to the fourteenth day of the seventh month, and the Feast of Taber-

nacles from the fifteenth to the twenty-second day, the people being

dismissed on the twenty-third (v. '") (SBOT. on K.). He also in-

troduces on the eighth day of the second festival a holy assembly

(v. 9) after the law of P, which added this to the Feast of Taber-

nacles (Lv. 23'*), and thus his day of dismissal is the ninth day, the

twenty-third day of the seventh month (v. '»). (The Feast of Tab-

ernacles commenced on the fifteenth day of the month and its last

day was the twenty-first day; the following day of holy convocation

was the twenty-second, and the day after that the twenty-third.)

—8. So Solomon held thefeast at that time seven days'] i.e., the Feast

of Tabernacles from the fifteenth to the twenty-first of the seventh

month {v. s.).—From the entrance of Hamath unto the brook of

Egypt] the extreme northern and southern boundaries respec-

tively, of. I Ch. 13^ The brook of Egypt is usually identified with

mod. Wddy el Artsh, south-west of Palestine in the wilderness of

Paran (cf. EBi. II. col. 1249; DB. I. p. 667).—9. On the eighth

day] the twenty-second of the seventh month.

—

The dedication of

the altar seven days'] from the eighth to the fourteenth (y. s.).

—10. Unto their tents] not unusual for homes, cf. Ps. 91 1° Ju. 19'

et at.

11-22. The vision in answer to Solomon's prayer.—Based

upon I K. 9'-s, yet containing the independent vv. >2b^-i6

This new matter, from the common expression my ears shall be at-

tentive (nuirp 'JIN), seems akin to the new ending to the dedicatory

prayer, and hence the entire paragraph, since the text of i K. also in

other points is not always closely followed, is held by Bn. and Ki. to

have come from another source than i K., but there is really no reason

why the Chronicler need not have written it.

12. For a house of sacrifice]. This phrase, while in full accord

with the Deuteronomic idea of the choice of the sanctuary as a

dwelling-place of the divine name (given in i K. 9' and v. '«), yet ex-

presses more distinctly the priestly idea of the Temple as the place

of sacrifice.—13. This and the two following verses in their con-

dition and promise are parallel with the form of Solomon's prayer

in the previous chapter {cf.
6'^^-'^^- "-39).—14. My people upon
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whom my name is called]. This idiom means that they belong to

Yahweh, hence Yahweh owes them protection, cf. 6".—15. Cf.

6*°.—20. And I will make it a proverb and a by-word among all

peoples] the Deuteronomic pimishment for disobedience, cf. Dt.

28", also Je. 24^

1. hdSc mSaoi] I K. 8" 'ui ^hm.—ti^ !f«m] Dr. TH. § 128, p. 89 f.n.;

Ges. § 1 1 16.—3. Pnini] Ges. § 1132; Ew. § 351 c Such a form of the

inf. abs. is not entirely unknown elsewhere, cf. Ges. §§ JSn.ff., 113a;.

—4, U]!n Soi] I K. 8" 1DJJ hi<-\'if^ Soi.—5. I'^nn] wanting in i K. 8«',

though there in ($.— i K. after nar has mniS nar nt^s DinStt'n and ipa in-

stead of npan in Ch. Kau. prefers ">p3 as the necessary correlative form

with jxx.

—

u^7\hi<] I K. rn,n\—D>-n] i K. Sx-iiy' •»J3.—6. onnca'D Sy] <S ^iri

Tds <pv\aKd.s. B ZK .smw officiis, Be. z;or i/irew Geschdften, Oe. wter i/zrew

Obliegenheiten, Ki. Je/ f/zrew Dienstverrichtungen.—t'IT nii-y icn] CS^a

ToO Aai/etS.—aTia iin SSn2](S ^j* D/uj'ois Aai/et5 5id x€i/)6s avrwj', TJ hymnos

David canentes per nianns suas, approved by Be., Zoe., and Oe., who
translates niit dem Hallel Davids von ihnen vorgetragen, and Kau.

indem sie so den Lobpreis Davids vortrugen, and Ki. mii dem von ihnen

angestimmten Lobgesang, yet the view of Ke., given above, is to be pre-

ferred.—anxsno] cf. i Ch. 152^.—7. Instead of nc'^c' ts-ipM i K. 8" has

iSnn B'lp Ninn or 2.—mSyn.] i K. has sing, followed by nnjnn nNi.

—

QiaSnn pni nmnn hni nSyn dn SianV Su^ k"? hdSb' nB*;? -wh] i K. has "la'N

DiD'jB'n oSn PNi nnjnn nxi nSiyn pn S^dhd Jtap mnt ^jdS. The Chronicler

introduces the altar as .Solomon's, in view of its size, i K. mentions no

such great altar {cf. 4').—8. In i K. 8« '».^T^r\ pjj3 precede Jnn and r^'S^V

D''D^ followed by the gloss {v. s.) Dv nii'y nyaix D''D> pya'i'i close the verse,

but between onsa and D''D'> pyja* i K. has the words ijtiSn r\^7^^ >jdS.—9.

This verse, save in the words ''j''nirn uv2, is entirely independent of i

K. 88«.—10. In I K. 865 the dismissal is on the 8th day (of the feast) in-

stead of the 23rd of the month of the seventh month. And instead of sim-

ply ddiShn'? oyn pn n*?-^, i K. has dh-'ShnS isSii ^SD^ pn 13-1311 uyn p.s nS'^.

—

naion Sy] some mss., i K. 'n Sa *?;.

—

imiS] i K. + nay.

—

hoSb'Si] an

addition of the Chronicler.—11. P^a px nnSa> Sdm] i K. 9' pi'^m >nii

nuaS pdSc—PwyS nnSa* a*? Sj; xan h:i pxi] i K. fon niVN nnSif pii'n Sa pni

niiyy*?. The remainder of the verse is wanting in i K.—12. n'7iSa] want-

ing in I K. 92 or represented in T\^yv, which is followed by vSn ^}<^J liTNa

Jipaja, entirely omitted in Ch. After icnm i K. 9' has nini and also v':'N

instead of iS. The new matter in Ch. follows IpSsp, commencing,

however, with a parallel to / have sanctified this house in the statement

/ have chosen this place for myself, etc.—16. The text of i K. gl^^^^ is

now resumed and introduced with imna r^ny of v. '2'', and 1 is placed

before ''Ptt'ipn and nnja irx is omitted after ntn, and Pvn*? is read in-

stead of ma's.—17. After T-as i K. 9^ has itfiai aaS opa.

—

pib'^Si] 1 is
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wanting in i K., and should be struck out (Be., Oe., Kau., Ki.), yet may
be retained and inf. construed as a continuation of iSn, cf. DwSi i S.

8'2 JiB-i 2 Ch. 3oS Dr. TH. § 206, Ges. § 114/'.—'pm] i K. 'pn, but

<&, U, &, have ipni.—18. inioSn] cj. i'; i K. 9^ iruSoD followed by

xh'iS SKna-i "7^.—T-nS •'n-\3] i K. nn Sy ''m3^. With ''ms one would ex-

pect nna (yet c/. 5'°), but probably Tnj in Ch. has come into the text

by copyist glancing forward to m^i nS (Be.).—Sxna'ia Scid] i K. nD3 Sjjd

Snicv Be. thought the change in Ch. due directly to the remembrance

of Mi. 5'. <S in I K. has this reading of Ch.—19. The introductory

1 is lacking in i K. 9', and before iuvjti i K. has aiii* inf. absol., and after

onx has nnxD 03''jai and nnirn n't! instead of Dnarj?i, and the next two

words are transposed.—20. \nmN Sya 0''na'nji] i K. 9' Skt>j'i pn •>mDni

HD-iNH "ijo Sj7D. In I K. nrn after n^jn is wanting, and instead of -yhv^

cast out, it has nSs'N send out, and Snt^ti hmi instead of uanNt.—21.

]Yhy n\n nrx] i K. g^ irSy nin\ The text of Ch. is an endeavour to con-

strue the predicate of ntn r''an as a relative and thus make sense with

the adj. iv^y. The true reading in i K. was '•'j; ruins instead of

iv'?y (after w^i-** desolate of &, Ki., Bur., SBOT., et al.) and this house

shall he ruins: every one who passes by, etc.—SsS] on the subj. intro-

duced by S cf. Ges. § 143^. i K. has So.—After uz'^ i K. has pntfi.

—

nna idni] i K. has nn Vy ncNi.—22 . nninas 'hSn] i K. 9^ oninVN.—DN''Sin]

I K. anjx PN N^sin.—After Non i K. has ^'i'rw

VIII. 1-18. Various Doings of Solomon.—Taken with

some changes from i K. g'^-^^.

1-2. The exchange of cities with Hiram.—I K. q'" >^ This

transaction has been given an entirely different appearance by the

Chronicler. According to the narrative of Kings, Solomon gave the

King of Tyre twenty cities (toviTis or villages) in payment for timber

and gold, and Hiram was displeased with them, although he seems

to have annexed them under the name Cabitl to his kingdom. But

according to the narrative of Chronicles, Solomon received the

cities from Hiram and rebuilt or embellished or fortified and colo-

nised them with Israelites. The two statements have been har-

monised (i) by the assumption that Solomon first ceded the twenty

cities to Hiram, who, because they were in bad condition or of httle

worth (cf. I K. 9'2), restored them to him, whereupon Solomon built

them up (Jos. AnL viii. 5, 3, Seb. Schmidt, Starke, Dahler, Ke.);

(2) by the assumption that Solomon gave Hiram twenty Israelitish

cities for which the latter gave him twenty Phoenician cities, and

that Kings refers to the former gift and Chronicles to the latter
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(Kimchi and other Jewish commentators). In reality, however, the

Chronicler has remodelled the statement of Kings (Be., Oe.), the

thought being probably offensive to him that Solomon should part

with any of his territory to Hiram, or incredible that the rich and

glorious Solomon should have been so pressed for money that he

would sell a portion of his territory, hence the passage was changed

to convey the opposite meaning. That the passage in Chronicles

is directly dependent upon that of Kings and not a free composi-

tion is seen in the parallelism between the introductory verses.—1.

Twenty years]. Seven years were spent in building the Temple (i

K. 6=8) and thirteen in building the palace (i K. 7').—2. Buili]

with the force of rebuild or enlarge (BDB. "32 1 i.) or fortify

(Bn., Ki.); so also buill in the following verses.

3-6. The store and military cities which Solomon built.—
Taken with considerable variation from i K. 9' ' ' ^ The Chronicler

has entirely omitted the contents of i K. q"^ ' which speak of Solomon's

levy caused by a number of building operations, and of his acquisi-

tion of Gezer through Pharaoh his father-in-law; and omitting the

reference to Gezer in v. '^, he has rearranged the contents of the

verse and given also a new introduction to the paragraph in the

statement of a campaign not mentioned elsewhere against Ha-

math-zobah, probably with reference to Tadmor, which the Chron-

icler has constructed out of Tamar (v. i.).—3. Hamath-zobah]. Cf.

I Ch. 18'. This campaign, since it is not mentioned in i K., is

generally entirely ignored in histories of Israel or Solomon. Neither

Bn. nor Ki. discusses its historicity. Certainly it is very doubtful;

yet Winckler thinks it not at all incredible (Gesch. Is. II. p. 266,

KAT.' p. 239).—4. Tadmor] in the text of i K. 9'* is Tamar (iDn),

but the Qr. or margin has Tadmor (llSin). This is followed by all

versions (B Palmyram) and was formerly accepted as the true read-

ing of I K. Tadmor was the later Palmyra situated north-east of

Damascus; but the other to\vns mentioned in i K. 9" '• are all in S.

Palestine, and in Ez. 47 '^ 48" a Tamar ("iCfl) is placed in the ex-

treme south; hence the text of i K. seems to be the true reading and

the reference is to Tamar in S. Judah (Bn., Ki., Bur., et al.), but the

Chronicler has glorified this obscure southern city into the Tadmor

of the north, and, as mentioned above, composed v.^ as an introduc-
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tion.

—

And all the store cities which he built in Ha math]. This

statement has no parallel in i K., but is simply the Chronicler's

completion of the reference to Tadmor as one of a line of fortified

posts on the northern frontier of Solomon's kingdom.—5. In i K.

9" only the lower Beth-horon is mentioned. Upper Beth-horon and

fortified cities with walls, doors, and bars are an addition of the

Chronicler. On the location of the Beth-horons cf. i Ch. 6" <««'.

—

6. Ba'alath] Jos. 19^* i K. 9'^ -j-, not clearly identified.

7-10. Solomon's bond-servants.—Taken from i K. 920".

—

8.

Whom the children 0/ Israel consumed not]. The reading of i K.

921 "whom the children of Israel were not able utterly to destroy"

was an unpleasant admission to the Chronicler, hence this change.

—Of them did Solomon raise a levy]. According to the clear im-

plication of I K. 527-30 (13-16)^ at least the levy of 30,000 men for work

in the Lebanons was composed of Israelites, and probably also the

levy of 150,000 men. The revolt under Rehoboam (i K. 12) was

based upon this oppressive measure. This passage (from a late

addition to i K.) is merely an attempt to rescue the reputation of

Solomon. (Cf. Sm. Hist. pp. 157/-).

—

10. Even two hundred and

fifty] is at variance with the number in i K. 9=3 "five hundred and

fifty" {v. i.).

11. The house of Pharaoh's daughter.—Rewritten from i K.

9". According to I K. 3 'Solomon brought Pharaoh's daughter on her

marriage into the city of David until the completion of his palace,

when he made also a house for her (i K. 7'), and according to i K.

9** she moved from the city of David into this house. The Chron-

icler passes over entirely the first statement and interprets the re-

moval as caused by Solomon from a religious motive. The city of

David the Chronicler interprets as the holy precincts where the ark

had been brought and where, after the notion of Ezekiel (44')> the

presence of Solomon's foreign wife might be regarded as a sacrilege.

In I K. 92^ it is also stated that Solomon then built INIillo. This is

entirely omitted in Chronicles (an evidence according to Bn. of the

use here of another written source than K., but such omission is en-

tirely agreeable to the Chronicler's handling of the text).

12 f . Solomon's ministrations at the altar of the Temple.—
Rewritten from i K. 9". According to this verse in Kings, Solomon
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ofifered burnt-offerings and peace-offerings three times in a year,

clearly on the three annual feasts commanded by the legislation of

JE (Ex. 23>^-'«) and of D (Dt. i6'-"). This ministration the Chron-

icler retains, mentioning also the feasts by name (v."''), but in addi-

tion to these annual services the weekly Sabbatical and monthly

ones are added (v.'^^) and thus the ministrations of the King are

made to conform more with the fully developed ritual of P (Lv.

23'-"). All trace, also, of any service at the altar of incense (men-

tioned in I K. 9"), which would be an unlawful act {cf. 26'^), has

been removed by the clear definition of the altar as the one which

he [Solomon ]/wrf built before the porch, i.e., the great brazen altar of

burnt-offering (4').—12. Then'l after the dedication of the Tem-

ple when this service of Solomon commenced.—13. The command-

ment of Hoses'] a comprehensive expression for the legislation

given in the Pentateuch. Sabbaths, months, and seasons or set

feasts cover the fixed times when extra ceremonies in the ritual

of offerings were required. These were the weekly Sabbaths and

the beginnings of each month, including the Feast of Trumpets,

and the three great festivals with their associated days of wave-

sheaf (with the Passover) and atonement (in the same month

with the Feast of Tabernacles) {cj. Lv. 23'-" Nu. 28 '-29"). On
these days it is implied that the King himself took part in some

direct way in the sacrificial services.

14-16. Solomon's appointments for service in the Temple

and its completion.—A continuation of the elaboration of i K. 9",

parallel only in v. i"'' with i K. 9'*''.—14. For David's order

for the divisions of the priests and the Levites and the gate-keepers

cf. I Ch. 23-26.—15. The king] David.

—

The treasures'] i.e., the

furniture of the Temple and the stuff contributed for its services

and support, the provision for its ministers {cf. i Ch. it^"-^*).—
16. The final summary: And all the work of Solomon was accom-

plished from the day of thefoundation of the house of Yahweh unto

the completion of the house of Yahweh through Solomon^ (Bn., Ki.).

17 f. Solomon's trade at Ophir.—Taken with some changes

from I K. 926". According to i K., Solomon builds ships at Ezion-

geber and Hiram, King of Tyre, provides him with sailors that go

with the servants of Solomon to Ophir. According to Chronicles,
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Solomon went to Ezion-geber, where Hiram sent him both ships and

sailors. This discrepancy has been reconciled on the supposition

that the sending of ships was only the sending of material for their

construction (Ke., Zoe.); or an identity of meaning has been found

by following (B, ^, in striking out to him ("ib), i.e., Hiram sent like-

wise to Ophir ships from a harbour on the Red Sea or Persian Gulf

where the Phoenicians might have had a trading-post (Oe.). But

the discrepancy is real and probably arose through the Chronicler's

careless reading of the text of i K., unless one may assume such a

lack of geographical knowledge that he really thought ships, as well

as sailors, could be sent from Tyre to Ezion-geber. According to

Chronicles 450 talents of gold were brought back, while according

to Kings only 420.

—

Ezion-geber and Elolh]. These two places were

near together at the northern extremity of the Gulf of 'Akabah.

The exact site of the former is unknown; on the supposition that the

gulf extended formerly further inland, Robinson identified it with

Ain-el-Ghudyan, fifteen miles north of the present head of the gulf.

Elath or Eloth is the mod. 'Akabah at the head of the gulf.

—

Ophir]. The exact locality is unknown. It has been placed on

the eastern coast of Africa, in India, and in south-eastern Arabia.

The latter is the most likely (cf. 1 Ch. i").

1. ontr;?] Kau., Ki. SBOT., Kom., both here and in i K. 9'" prefix

the article, 'i'n, after Klo.^After nnSs' i K. has avian 'ja' pn.—mo pni]

I K. iSon n'2 hni.—6 . After nSyj nxi this verse corresponds with i K.

9", with variation only of S3 inserted before the second ny and before

pB'n.—7. The Chronicler has departed from i K. 92° only in transposing

noNH and \nnn and in the use of the copulative ( i), which i K. has only

with •'Dn''.'!, and in the omission of ^ja before Snii:'\—8. p] wanting in

& and I K. 92', appears contrary to all the people (v. '), hence is to be

struck out (Be., Ki.; retained with partitive force by Ke., Zoe., Oe.).

—

'?N-ii:'i 'J3 01^3 nS] is a neat abbreviation of the text of i K. 'ja iSd' nS

DDnnn'? hn-^-y\—After dcS i K. has ^3y which was struck out evidently be-

cause regarded as superfluous.—9. nsyx] wanting in i K. 9", some MSS.,

and (6, U, ^, is defended by Be. as an Aramaism, but is rightly struck out

by Zoe., Oe., Kau., Ki.—iPOvsSaS onjyS] i K. 13;'. The Chronicler's

additions are for clearness.—^DnSn] in i K. followed by in3>'V—vii'iStJ' na-i]

to be read after i K. and (& viriV^i v-\^y^.—10. I'^nS] i K. 9^3 hdnSdh Sy.

The reason of this change is not clear unless for brevity.—avivsni D^'tt'cn]

I K. niND CDm D^a'Dn. The smaller number of Ch. is due probably to a
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copyist's oversight. Bn., Ki., find, however, in this evidence for another

copy than i K. before the Chronicler.—i K. has n^xSna O'Z'jjn at close

of verse after ay^.—11 . ncn] pi., perhaps after the analogy of the plurals

of place or spatial extension.—13. ora dv 1213i]. The same phrase

wanting the 2 with "i3"i occurs in Lv. 23^^. To omit 3 gives an easier

reading, but all MSS. have it (Be.); 2 essenticB (Ke., Zoe.); (& apparently

-»3no (Oe.).—ni'7:?n'?] instead of inf. abs., Ew. § 280 d (Ke., Zoe., Oe.).

Cf. I Ch. 9« i3< 15= Ges. § ii4Jfe (?) (1. 129).—'ui jna] cf. Dt. i6'«.—

14, ^By^^] cf. 1 Ch. 616 <3i)
(1. 89).—taaa'Ds] cf. i Ch. 1513.—.mpSno] cf. i

Ch. 23" (1. 42).—annnttT] cf. i Ch. 9".

—

-\-;v-\ lya-S] at every gate (1.

124).—15. niXD] retained by Ke., Zoe., cf. Ew. § 282 a; read with

ID (niXDO) Be., Kau., Ki. Kom.; pi. (n^sn) <&, B, Oe., Ki., SBOT.—IQ.
Dvn iy] unto the {this) day, i.e., the day on which after the consecration

of the completed Temple the regular public worship was commenced in

it (Be., Ke., Zoe.). Now all the work of Solomon was prepared until this

day, the foundation of the house until its completion : the house of Yahweh

was finished (Ke.). n^xSo is taken as explained by iDio. Dr. TH.
§ 190 Obs. suggests that orn is a case of apposition. But this rendering of

Ke. and that of AV. are harsh; better after (B, B, ^, read Dvvfrom the day

of the foundation (Oe., Ki.). ^ read also nini no rtT:^Z' ni'^3 r;. This

(given above) is preferred by Bn., Ki. Kom. (5'' has this and also

inSs ny. Bn. regards the conclusion as from the uncanonical source.

Much, however, is in favour of nin> nu aSt^ coming from i K. 923, and

in no way being a corruption.—17. niSix "^ni -\2i ]vs-;'^ n'o'^-y -jSn in] i

K. 9"s niSiN nx •)Z'i< laj ]vt;2 m:^-^ I'^cn n^'j? •jni.—dvi] i K. niD q\—18.

1':'] wanting in i K. 9".—anayi nrjix i>i3j; nn] i K. •'Z'ii( v-i3j; pn ijNa

nvin.—a''] I K. Din.—The Chronicler has transposed nsS^ >-\r; aj?, and

1X311 of I K. 92'-28.—aia-Dni] r K. 9^8 ant:7i.— i K. has 3nr before j?3-\N.

IX. 1-12. The visit of the Queen of Sheba.—Taken with

almost no variations from i K. 10 '-'^.—1. Sheba] the land of the

Sabeans, often mentioned in the OT., cf. 1 Ch. i^ ^^. Since Sheba

was famous for its trade (Ez. 27"- 23) and costly wares (Ez. 3813), its

Queen could well have heard of Solomon and his lu.xurious court.

In Is. 6o« its inhabitants are represented as about to bring gold and

frankincense as tribute to Israel and to pay homage to Yahweh.

—

Hard questions] (riHTl). This word is used in the sense of dark,

obscure sayings, or riddles to be guessed (as in the Samson stories,

Ju. 14), or simply perplexing questions, the probable meaning here

(BDB.). The Queen of Sheba with costly gifts came to test the

report of Solomon's wisdom and glory, of which she had heard in

distant Arabia.—2. After she had tested the King's wisdom and, 3,
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had observed the house that he had built—i.e., either the Temple

or, what is more Hkely, the palace (cf. v. ''), or all his buildings con-

sidered as one structure—and, 4, the luxurious appointments of his

servants, there was no more spirit (breath) in her, she being quite

overcome by astonishment. Cf. Jos. 2" 5', where the phrase is

used for the loss of breath through fear.

—

And his ascent by which

he went tip unto the house of Yahweh] AV., RV., but read rather

with RVm. of i K. 10* and his burnt-offering which he offered in

the house of Yahweh (v. i.).—6. The Chronicler emphasises that

Solomon's wisdom rather than his wealth causes the great aston-

ishment of the foreign queen by adding to the account in i K. the

words the greatness of thy wisdom.—8. The words his (Yahweh's)

throne (i K. lo^ on the throne of Israel) to be king for Yahweh thy

God (an addition of the Chronicler) show in a striking way the

theocratic stand-point of the Chronicler, cf. i Ch. 28= 29".—9. A
hundred and twenty talents of gold] a sum equivalent to more than

three and one-half millions of dollars.—10. Algum-trees]. Cf.

2 7(8),—12. Besides that which she had brought unto the king].

This text of Chronicles implies that Solomon gave the Queen

of Sheba all her desire besides the equivalent of that which she

had brought to him (Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ba.). This notion may have

arisen from the thought that Solomon should in no way be indebted

to the Queen. Vi renders et multo pluraquam attulerat ad eum. Ber-

theau would read besides that which the king (of his free will) gave

to her ("[^iSn nb H'^in). The text of i K. 10", besides that which

he gave her according to the hand of King Solomon, means that

Solomon gave to the Queen of Sheba gifts commensurate with his

own wealth and power (SBOT.).

1. nyc'.:'] i K. 10' nyDsy.—After nnSr i K. has ^'\^'' dc'?, a phrase of

much difficulty.—."iDSiy ns niDjS] i K. inojS. The Chronicler's text is more

definite, cf. v. '.—oVa'no] i K. 10= noSa'n^ Nam.—3nS] i K. nxD ai.

—

my] I K. vSn.—2. nnStyD i2t dSj?j nSi] i K io' iSdh ]n ahyy nan nm nS.

—3. PDDn hn] I K. 10* TDDn Sa nx.—4. aniirnSci^] wanting in i K. IO^

though given in &.

—

i.tiS;;!] i K. i.nSyi. The former with the meaning

and his ascent witli which he tised to ascend to the house of Yahweh is pre-

ferred by Ke., and the rendering of AV., RV., both here and in i K., but

since n^Sj? means upper chamber, and since (S, H, & have rniS;; his offer-

ings, this is preferable (Be., Oe., Kau., Bn., Ki.) {cf. RVm. in K.).
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The last clause in 05 here and in i K. is Kal i^ eai^r^s iy^vero. (S^

here has this and also Kal oiiK ^v iv awr^ ert irvevfia.—5. After pdn i K.

io6 has n>n.—6. onnj-i'?] i K. lo' D^^3-l•7.—innsn noin] wanting in i

K., an addition of the Chronicler for clearness, taking the place of

3101 riDDn, which in i K. follows nflD\ written nsDin. Instead of Sy i K.

has Sn.—7. t^irjvx] ($, U, & of i K. lo"* have l^s-j, preferred there by

Klo., Kamp., Bn., Ki. SBOT., Bur., and here by Kau., Ki., Bn. (6^ has

this, but (&^ follows m.—8. ixdj] i K. io^ '^Nitr'i ndd.—yr^H niniS i'^dS]

wanting in i K.—-fnSvs] i K. nin\—nic>'nS] wanting in i K.; a more

directly Messianic thought, keeping in view the future of Israel.—1Jnii]

I K. "iDiim.—aniS;;] wanting in i K.; must refer to Israel.—9. 3-iS] i

K. lo^" nain.

—

r^'^r^'] i K. n3.—After Nin i K. has aiS niy.—10. OJi

wan nirx nnSa' najn o-cn nap] i K. lo" nvi itrs oi-'n ijn dji. The Chron-

icler puts the activity here of Solomon or his servants on a par with that

of Hiram or his servants.—a''mj'7N] r K. CJcSx, so also v. ", cf. 2*. Here

I K. adds 1ND 7\2'\ry.—11. dtuSkh] see v. i».—niSoD] i K. lo'^ vdd,

oir., a word whose precise meaning is dubious (BDB.), interpreted as

raised walk, floor, or pavemetit of some sort with which niSon would

agree (Raschi, Be., Zoe.), or more generally as a support, a railing or

buttress, 05 inrocrTr]pLyiJ.aTa, H fulcra (Bur.), then mSoD is an error

(BDB.) or a misinterpretation. Yet both may represent supports, eleva-

tions in the shape of some sort of a platform or estrade designed for the

dishes or utensils of the Temple and palace (Paul Haupt in SBOT. on

K.). (Kau. [Kamp.] and Ki. both represent the word with a lacuna in

their translations of K. and Ch.).—min^ vin3 d^jdS chd in-\j nSi] i K.

ntn avn ij? nx-^j nSi d'JbSn •xj? p nj nV. The phrase iu the land of Jtidah,

instead of in the land of Israel, shows that the Chronicler writes as

one of his own age (Ba.).—12. isnni i^cn S« riK^nn] i K. lo's

|Dni nnSty iSdh 113 nS jnj; isn in Ch. is simply a synonym for hjd in K.

13-28. Thewealthof Solomon.—Taken from I K.io'^ -28a. The

variations are very slight.—13. Six hundred and sixty six talents

of gold] i.e., about twenty millions of dollars, constituted the regular

annual income.—15. Each of the two hundred bucklers contained

nearly 22 pounds (avoirdupois) of gold, worth nearly 6,000 dollars,

and, 16, each of the three hundred shields contained half this

amount. The reading, three maneh, in i K. 10" is incorrect {v. i.).

—17. Ivory] was secured by Solomon's navy, cf. v. ^i.

—

21. Ac-

cording to Chronicles the fleet of Solomon went to Tarshish.

That this view was incorrect is seen from the products of the East

brought back by the vessels and by the reference in i K. 22^ ' to

Jehoshaphat's ships of Tarshish which were stationed at Ezion-
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geber on the Gulf of Elah to go to Ophir. The Chronicler mis-

understood in both of these instances the phrase ships of Tarshish,

which described a class of vessels such as were used by the Phoeni-

cians in their voyages to Tartessus in Spain, and not their destina-

tion as he supposed. The accuracy of his statement, however, has

been absurdly defended on the supposition that the vessels made a

circuit of Africa to Spain (see Eng. Trans, of Zoe. Com. in Lange

Series, pp. 28 /.).—25-28. Cf. i>^-".

13. DTS'i] 1 is wanting in i K. lo'^—nDo] i K. 133.—14. laS

onnn vi>jxc]. Since these words appear in i K. lo'*, they represent

the original text of Ch. {cf. (& tuv dv8pQv also). In their source, i K.,

they are usually regarded as a corruption, and the emendations suggested

are numerous. Since (B has x^pts tQv (pbpwv tQv viroreTOLyixivuv, and

\ffiy=(()opov in (5^ 2 K. 23", Boe. read 'ui ^!:':;'d ijS, Thenius the same

with on-nn "the subject people " for annn, and SBOT. (on K.) with

Dnjnn for onnn. Ki. Kom. reads there and here Di-i;'n i^'nd laS after

&, which has "cities" for ann. Kau. following Kamp. . . . n3 Ti'NDna'?

Abgeschen von dent was einkam von . . . Bn. suggests (D^i>?)n no'i'ND

'd Sdi Dnnoni ungerechnet die Abgaben der (Stadte ?) und der Handler

tind der Konige, etc.—2^';] Arabia i K. aiyn. The former is read in

I K. by Bn., Ki., SBOT. (notes), et al.—d^nod Di-inoni] i K. QiSoin inoDi.

—
'iji anT Dnx>3D] an addition of the Chronicler.—15. t3in-^2] wanting

in I K. ioi«.—16. niND cSif] i K. io>^ aiJD r.i^fhof. The text of Ch. is

correct, as the foregoing niKD Ofif shows. Gold was reckoned in

shekels (Bn.).—17. lino] substituted as more familiar for idid in i K.

io"8.—18. Dnnxa nddS ana ^^331] i K. 10" innND hddS Vuy fNii. The
original text of K. as seen in CS was probably mnxD nddS a^h^y '»tt'N-\i

(SBOT.) and the throne had at its back the heads of bulls (calves).

So essentially Ki., Bn., et al., after Geiger, Urschrift, p. 343. The
change in K. to round top was made because calves were offensive as

symbols of Yahweh. In Ch. "lambs" it'22) was substituted, which

later was read footstool (tpao) (BDB.) and rinxD was read onns'D

(Hoph. part.). ^^^ omits the clause, though retained in (SH f«2

VTvoirbdiov vx^drjKev iv xP^'^'V '''<? Opbvif.—19. noScD] i K. lo^" HIdSdo.

—20. ^02] I K. io2' + nS.—21. D-iin ••nay oj? i:'ia'-\n niDSn ^SD'7 nrjs ••d]

I K. io22 min "ijN Djj DO ^SDS B'^a'in >in 13.—nvjs njNun] i K. "'Jn Nnn.

—niNirj] I K. THVi.—22. nc3m] i K. lo^^ nnDnSi.—23. •'3'^c] wanting in

l| of 1 K. io2i, but given in 0S>, and hence to be read (Bn., Bur., but not

Ki. and SBOT.).—25. On vv. 25-28
cf. lU-i?. Before >nn i K. lo^" has

DiciDi 33-\ nnSc fiDNii, which the Chronicler omits here, but uses else-

where, cf. I".—ni33iDi . . . vtm] I K. 33-1 niNC y3-\Ni iSn iS in^i. The
text of Ch., and Solomon had four thousand stalls of horses, is that of
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(6 in K., and according to Bur. was probably the original there, but

ni33nDi was ud^c*?, yet (6 of K. may be suspected of having come under

the influence of Ch. Moreover, close verbal agreement shows that the

Chronicler here followed i K. 5«, 13D1dS d^did miN ti'rx d>V3-in nnStt'S >n>i,

as his source (v. notes on i"-"). This reading, except in the final pron.

suf. (i30-idS), has the support of (&^^ (certainly original 05), the under-

lying Heb. of which was doubtless the original of Ch., and should be

rendered, and Solomon had 40,000 stalls of horses for the chariots.—
onijii] I K. io26 anjM. The former has the support of all Vrss.—26.

wanting in Heb. of i K., but present there in 05. The verse is taken

either from a different text of r K. 10, or from i K. 5'^ (4''*) with the

subject omitted (i K. n-rn nnSiri for tiii) and doSdd tJie kings sub-

stituted for hidSedh the kingdoms.—28. nnStt''? onxDD qidid cx'-xmi] i K.

io28 anxcD nnStrS itt'N d^didh nxidi. The final phrase, mx-iNn Saai, is

the Chronicler's happy generalisation of the somewhat obscure passage

in K. (see i'^^).

29-31. The final summary of the reign of Solomon.—Taken

with variations from i K. 11*'-". The variations are as follows:

The acts are called the first and the last, which qualifying phrase is

added frequently by the Chronicler to the summaries taken from

Kings {cf. i2'5 16" 20=^ 252s 26'= 282* 35"). Their written source is

not "the book of the acts of Solomon," the one given in i K. ii'",

but the acts of Nathan the prophet, the prophecy of Ahijah the

Shilonite, and the visions of Iddo the seer concerning Jeroboam the

son of Nebat. These sources were not independent works, but were

either sections of the canonical books or of the Book of Kings

mentioned elsewhere (seelntro. p. 22). Nathan the prophet appears

at the beginning of Solomon's reign (i K. i), Ahijah near its close

(i K. ii"ff), hence in the acts or history of Nathan and in the

prophecy of Ahijah we probably have references to i K. Whether

this is so in the vision of Iddo the seer is more doubtful. This may

refer to the Chronicler's other source {cf. 12'= 13'^); yet the un-

known prophet of i K. 13 is called by Josephus Jadon, a name

equivalent to Iddo {Ant. viii. 8, 5), and he may thus have been

known at the time of the Chronicler.—31. Slept with his fathers]

part of the regular formula with which the compiler of i and 2 K.

closes his account of the reign of each king, denoting either nothing

more than that one had died as his fathers had, or more likely im-

plying association with his fathers in the realm of the dead and
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thus some condition of future life.

—

And was buried in the city of

David]. Cf. i Ch. 15". This phrase is also a part of the formula

just mentioned.

29. "iV] Kt. ny.', Qr. np.v—30. nnSif i^d^i] for the longer text of

1 K. II" nn'ra' ^'?a la'N DiDini.—31. imjiM] Pi. instead of Niph. nj^M in

I K. II".



X-XXXVI. THE HISTORY OF JUDAH FROM REHO-

BOAM UNTIL THE EXILE.

In contrast with the author of i and 2 Kings, the Chronicler

ignores the N. kingdom and confines his narrative to the fortunes

of Judah. His most noteworthy additions to the earlier history

are the introduction of prophets and Levites. The former utter

discourses of warning and admonition, and the latter are promi-

nent in events concerning the Temple.

X-XII. The Reign of Rehoboam (c. 937-920 b.c).—The

Chronicler has incorporated into his narrative the entire account of

this reign given in i K. i2'-'='- "-2< 1421-29, with the exception of

1421 -2<, omitted owing to its unfavourable view of the religious con-

dition of Judah under Rehoboam. Chapter 10 is almost a verbatim

duplicate of i K. 12' 19. The Chronicler's additions to his material

from I K. in c. 11 are accounts (a) of Rehoboam's fortifications

(ii'-'2), (b) of the immigration from the N. tribes (ii'^-i'), and (c)

of the royal family (ii''-"); (b) appears to be based upon i K. 12",

but (a) and (c) are independent of i K. and may represent other

sources. In c. 12 the Chronicler gives much fuller detail re-

specting the invasion of Shishak—first, in reference to its cause, the

religious defection of Rehoboam and his people (12'
' ); and sec-

ondly, in giving an account of the invading host (12^); and thirdly,

in introducing a prophetic admonition whereby through the humilia-

tion of Rehoboam and the people the wrath of Yahweh is averted

(i25-s- 12). The picture thus given of the reign of Rehoboam is

strikingly different from that of i K. There the people are repre-

sented as exceedingly apostate (i K. 1422-21) and nothing good is

said of Rehoboam. The Chronicler, on the other hand, magnifies

Rehoboam as a builder of cities and as a ruler of ardent worshippers

of Yahweh, only forsaking the law of Yahweh when he was strong,

362
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a supposition necessary to explain the invasion of Shishak, from

whom the land was correspondingly delivered upon the humiliation

of the King and his princes.

X. Rehoboam's rejection by Israel at Shechem.—An almost

verbatim duplicate of i K. 12'-''.—1. Shechem] mod. Nahlus,

lying under the north-east base of Mt. Gerizim (Baed.^ pp. 215 ff.),

mentioned frequently in the early narratives of Israel (Gn. 12=

2i2)^^ 35* ZV^^- ^i (il-)- The assembly of tribes here shows that in spite

of the intervening reign of Solomon the N. tribes held still to their

ancient right of choosing their sovereign, exercised in the case of

Saul and David (i S. 11' 2 S. 5' i Ch. 11').—2. This verse, already

dislocated in Kings, properly precedes v. ' {v. i.). The Chronicler

mentions Jeroboam without introduction, assuming his readers

acquainted with the particulars of i K. 1 1^^ ^
, which he has omitted

{v. V. '«). The report which Jeroboam heard was of the death of

Solomon.—3. And they sent and called him'] (wanting in (^ of i K.

12') a necessary connecting gloss for the present arrangement of

the verses in i K. 12' -3.—4. The service and the yoke were the re-

quired revenue (i K. 5^ (4")) and the forced labour (i K. 5"«-

<'3^'), neither of which is mentioned in Chronicles.—10. My little

finger, etc.]. This proverb-like expression and that of the following

verse mean: I have the will and the power to oppress you more

severely than my father did.—11. Whips]. The whip was in Egypt

an emblem of royalty {EBi. IV. col. 5300).

—

Scorpions] probably

the name given to a whip whose lash was furnished with sharp

pieces of metal.—13. And the king answered them roughly]. Such

folly shows how thoroughly Rehoboam was permeated with the

feelings of an Oriental despot, and how little he understood the

weakness of the hold of the house of David upon the N. tribes.

—

15. His word which he spake by Ahijah]. Cf. 1 K. 1 1" «
^ a narra-

tive not given in Chronicles, and yet thus assumed to be known.

—

16. We have no share in David, and no part in Jesse's son: each to

thy tents, O Israel, now see to thy house, David]. This same cry,

with the exception of the last line, was raised by Sheba in his short-

lived rebellion against David (2 S. 20').

—

To their tents] not to

their homes, but to their places of encampment at Shechem.

—

17. A verse anticipating subsequent action and thus clearly out
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of place (wanting in 05 of i K. 12), either a gloss in Kings or to

be placed after v. ".—18 f . Adoniram*]. Cf. i K. 4' 528 co. This

officer of Solomon's reign probably had quelled dissatisfaction

before, but this time he failed.

—

Unto this day] in the narrative

of the Chronicler an anachronism (cf. 5'). The Chronicler at

this point, because he is narrating only the history of the S. king-

dom, omits verse 20 of i K. 12, which contains the statement

that Jeroboam was made king by the N. tribes.

1. HDair] I K. 12' DDtt'.—1X3] I K. na.—2. In (&^^ of K. this verse is

found in I K. 1 1 between v. "» and v. "'', with the addition in (8^, "he

returned (?) and went to his city Sareira which is in Mt. Ephraim."

Hence as it now stands it should precede v. ' (Bur.), and is so printed in

St. SBOT. After Kin i K. 12= has 1J^1y.—onxDD . . . 3r;i] i K.

anxDJ . . . 2V>\ The former is the true reading (Ki. BH.).—3.

SN^jy^ Vd] I K. 12^ SNTi-i Snp So.—4. Before nny i K. i2< has npN.

—

5. Before iiv i K. 12^ has loS, which after (5 should be inserted (Ki.

BH.). Instead of niy. ^i? the Vrss. in both K. and Ch. read ny..—6.

run djjS] i K. i2« nin a-jn ns.—7. Before ninn <S and i K. 12' have am,
which should be inserted (Ki. BH.).—aioS] i K. nay.

—

ayph] retention

of n of article (cf. Ges. § 35«)) other examples 25"' 29I'.—anixni] i K.

on-'jyi omajji.—8. i K. 128 has wrongly n:fN before onDjjn (cf. St.

SBOT., Bur.).—10. inxi] i K. i2i» vSn.—oy':'] i K. + nrn.—idnhj]

I K. ^a^^.—'«jt3|it] ''?0i7, Ki. BH., Ges. § 93?. (cf. Bur. i K. 121°).

—

nay] i K. 12" Dt. 32" f-—H. o^nyn] in BDB. corrigenda, p. 1126

(77o>').—On the art. in a^tsia'a and a^aippa cf. Dav. Syn. § 21 {d).—
'aNi2] I K. i2'i + oanK -\D'N.—12. NaM] i K. 12" erroneously la^i.

—

13. 'n DJi'M] I K. 12" D;;n PN iScn ijjM.—ntt'p] harsh response, cf. Gn.
42'- 3" (pi.) I S. 20'".—Oi'am iSsn] wanting in i K.—After ''jprn i K.

has inx>'> la'N.—14. i^a^n >2n] thus Ki. BH. after the Bomberg Bible,

a reading confirmed by (&^'^^, H. Ginsburg and Baer and Delitzsch have

TaaN after many MSS. The sense, the parallel, and v. i" require the

former.—iiSy] i K. 12" oaSy Sy.—After '•jn i K. has ddhk no^'N.—15.

naoj 1] I K. i2is nap f. In late Rabbinic Hebrew nap = cause

(Bur.).—a^nSsn] i K. nin\—mn'' in 1 K. is wanting after D>i">n, but

appears after lai.—16. In i K. 12'^ the verse commences with Sa nim

instead of Sai, and has anSs instead of snS. After iScns i K. has lai.

—!:'\x] wanting in i K., perhaps a dittography from the preceding '•a".

—

732] wanting in i K.—17. Snis'^ ^jai] casus pendens before waw consec.

{cf. I K. Q^of) (Dr. TH. 127 (a), Dav. Syn. § 49 {b), Ges. §§ iiih,

i43(i).—18. D-nn] i K. i2'8 dtin, but (S^l ^^ have ot'Jin, given also in

I K. 4« 5^8, hence without doubt correct (Ki. HB.).—'v> >J3] i K. Sa
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'a»i_—The Chronicler omits i K. is-", since he does not write of the

fortunes of the N. kingdom.

XI. 1-4. Rehoboam dissuaded from attacking Israel.—
With very slight variations from i K. 12=^'-''% wliich belongs to the

latest strata of the book.—1. A hundred and eighty thousand] a

small number compared with those elsewhere in 2 Ch. reckoned to

the S. kingdom: under Abijah 400,000 (13'), under Asa 580,000

(i4"s))j under Jehoshaphat 1,160,000 (17'^ «f).—2. Shemaiah]

mentioned also in 12°-', giving a reproof and a promise of deliver-

ance in connection with the invasion of Shishak; and his words

in i2'5 as a source of the history of Rehoboam.

1. nu pn] I K. 1221 D^2 S3 PN.—pcjii] I K. pcja oau' pni.—
Ssnci] I K. hn-\Z'> D^2.—noScnn] i K. njiScn.—DjramS] followed in

I K. by ncSi' p.—The Chronicler has thus, without impairing the narra-

tive, shortened this verse by the omission of five words.—2. mn^] i K.

12" DinSiVn, but some mss. and the Vrss. have mni in i K., preferred by

Ki. BH., St. SB0T.—3. '2 SsnB'> So] i K. 12^' min^ p>3 Sd. The
Chronicler frequently uses the term Israel in reference to the S. kingdom,

cf. i2>« IS'' 2i2^ 2813 ".—pn^jai] I K. + D-;n •^^\'^.—4. ao^nx] i K.

1224 4. Sfj-itt'N ija.—aj;3-\^ Sk pdSc] i K. nini 1213 psSS.

5-23. Rehoboam's prosperity.—This section, independent of

I K., falls into three well-defined paragraphs all of which are either

from the pen of the Chronicler (H-J.) or from three sources

(Bn., Ki.).

Vv.6-12 may be regarded as either from the Chronicler (Kau., H-J.)

or from an uncanonical source (Bn.), the Chronicler's pre-midrashic fore-

runner annotated inv. •" by the insertion of in Judah and Benjamin

(Ki.). These words, since all the cities enumerated are in Judah {cf. in

Judah in v. s), if the material is older than the Chronicler, are a gloss.

Benjamin did not historically belong to the S. kingdom, but through the

incorporation of its territory into the S. kingdom after the fall of Samaria

the tribe was later reckoned as having originally sided with Judah, and

this view appears in i K. 11'' (not '2) la^i- 23. Linguistically these verses

belong to the Chronicler and he may well be regarded as their author.

This likewise is true of the remainder of the chapter, although vv. "-23

are assigned by Ki. to another source representing material of historical

worth. For marks of the Chronicler cf. iiyi iv '^si (1. 124) n^^^S (1.

134) v. '2; tt>ijD (1. 20), njT Hiph. (1. 30) V. »;^3i? Hiph. (1. 89) w.
16. 22; zh jnj (1. 78) V. '6; N^J? (1. 76) vv. 21. 23; coustructlon of sen-

tence 01- 117, 129) V. 22; anS (1. 105) v.".
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5-12. Rehoboam's fortification of cities.—These cities were

on the roads to Egypt, or on the western hills of the Judaean

Shephelah, and hence were fortified as a protection against Egypt,

and in view of the invasion of Shishak the record of their fortifica-

tion may well have historical foundation. Compared with the

frontier cities fortified by Solomon (i K. Qi^b.iv.is)^ they illustrate

the shrunken condition of Rehoboam's kingdom (GAS. /. II. p.

89). Winckler {KAT.^ p. 241) holds that their building, i.e.,

rebuilding, was occasioned through their destruction in insur-

rections at the time of Rehoboam's accession. 6. Beth-leheni].

Cf. I Ch. 2^K—Etam]. Cf. i Ch. 4K—Teko'a]. Cf. i Ch. 4^—
7. Beth-zur]. Cf. i Ch. 2'K—Soco]. Cf. 28'^ Jos. is'^ i S. 171,

A town in the Shephelah, mod. es-Suweke, south-southeast from

Beth-shemesh (Rob. BR.^ I. p. 494, n. 7; Buhl, GAP. p. 194;

BDB.), to be distinguished from the Soco of i Ch. 4'8.— Adullam]

the fortress mentioned in the history of David (i S. 22'), clearly

in the Shephelah (Ne. ii^" Mi. i'^), conjectured the hill 'Aid-

el-ma off the Wady es Siir (GAS. HGHL. p. 229), otherwise

not identified.—8. Galh]. Cf. i Ch. 18'. Gath can scarcely

have belonged to Judah at the time of Rehoboam, since at the

time of Solomon it had its own king (i K. 2"), and it probably

remained Philistine until its destruction, c. 750 (Am. 6^), occasioned

not unlikely by Uzziah (26«), but whoever wrote 9=^ had placed

Philistia under Solomon.

—

Mareshah]. Cf. 1 Ch. 2".

—

Ziph].

Cf. I Ch. 2". 9. Adoraim-\] mod. DUra west of Hebron.—
Lachish] a notable frontier town frequently mentioned {cf. Jos.

10 Mi. 1" 2 K. 18"), mod. Tell-el-Hesy, recently excavated,

thirty-three miles south-west from Jerusalem, and east from Gaza

(Baed.'' p. 118).

—

'Azekah] Jos. lo'" '• 15" i S. 17' Je. 34' Ne.

11'"
f, not identified.—10. Zoreah] Jos. 15^3 1941 Ju. 132- " 16"

igj. 8. u Ne. ii"-j-, mod. Sara, fifteen miles west of Jerusalem

(BBB. ).—Aijalon]. Cf i Ch. 6^^ ^^'\—Hebron]. Cf. i Ch. 3'

640 (65) li (57) iii_—jji Judah and in Benjamin]. All of the above-

mentioned cities are in Judah, except Zorah and Aijalon, which

were in the territory of Dan (Jos. 194''); hence it has been

assumed that these later came into the possession of Benjamin

(Ke., Zoe., Oe.), but the words are a comprehensive term for
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the S. kingdom. They are held by some to be a gloss (v. s.).—
11 f . This picture of fortresses victualled and garrisoned through-

out the land seems to imply that they were intended to keep Judah

in subjection {v. s. Winckler) and to justify the rendering of the

last clause and so Judah and Benjamin became his (Ba.), but we

prefer the view that they were fortified as a protection against

Egypt.

6. p^] in the meaning of rebuilt, fortified {cf. i Ch. 11*).—10.

nnisa nj;] cities of ramparts, walls, in v. " 12^ 21', sg. 14^, without t'j;

II" and Is. 293 Na. 2' (2) ? -j-.—n. nnSNi] a construct governing the

three following nouns. For example of two nouns cf. i Ch. 13'.—12.

11J71 -i>j? S331] idiomatic with the Chronicler. Cf. i Ch. 2612 Ges. § 123c

(1. 124).—iND nannS] Ges. § 113^.

13-17. The immigration to Judah.—13. And the priests and

Levites that were in all Israel coming out of all their territory took

their stand with him]. Faithful servants of Yahweh, from the

Chronicler's point of view, would necessarily side with Rehoboam.

—14. Their open lands] the land round the Levitical cities in

which the community had common rights and which according to

P was never to be sold (Lv. 2534 Nu. 35^-S cf. i Ch. 6*" (">).

—

And
their possessions] i.e., their other landed property in cities, includ-

ing houses, which also were an inalienable possession of the Le-

vites, although not of other Israelites (Lv. 2^''^-^^). The priests and

Levites thus appear making full sacrifice in leaving their former

homes.

—

For Jeroboam, etc.]. This fact is stated negatively in i K.

12", a passage which may have suggested this entire paragraph.

The emphasis appears to be on unto Yahweh, which is entirely

wrong from the historical point of view, since Jeroboam did not

repudiate the worship of Yahweh.

—

His sons] i.e., his successors

(Be., Zoe., Oe.).—15. The Chronicler regarded the schism of Jer-

oboam in the worship of Yahweh as an entirely idolatrous move-

ment. A polemic against the Samaritans and the newly founded

temple at Gerizim has been seen in this passage (Tor. AJSL.

XXV. 1909, p. 201).—The high places] (mD3). The word primarily

meant " heights," any conspicuous elevation of the country or land-

scape (cf. Dt. 32'3 Is. 58'< Am. 41' Mi. i'), then (both sing, and pi.)

a place of worship, of Yahweh as well as other gods (i S. 9'^"
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jo6. 13 I K. 3< 22^* 2 K. 15''); after the Deuteronomic reform high

places came to mean not only an unlawful place of worship,

but one entirely dedicated to the service of other gods. The

Chronicler probably thus used the word here and elsewhere (cf.

142(3). 4(5) 1^17 1^6 20" 2i'i 28^-" 311 32'2 33^- ""34').—And for

the he-goats] (''^''yD) a term applied to the demons (Arabic

jinn) popularly believed to inhabit desert and waste places, not as

pure spirits, but in corporeal form, ordinarily represented as hairy

(hence goat-like) (WRS. Religion of the Semites,"^ p. 120) (cf. Is.

132' 34'« Lv. 17'). The epithet applied by the Chronicler in re-

proach to Jeroboam's innovations has the stigma of our term devils.

A connection with an Egyptian god Pan and a borrowing from

Egypt (Ke., Zoe., H-J.) are not probable.

—

And the calves] the two

golden calves set up by Jeroboam at Bethel and Dan as symbols of

Yahweh (i K. 1228- 32). This symbolism probably was derived

from the Canaanites, among whom the bull was the symbol of Baal

(Bn. EBi. I. col. 632).—16. All who were loyal to Yahweh in the

N. kingdom are represented as having followed the example of the

priests and Levites in going to Jerusalem, not simply to sacrifice,

but, as the strengthening of the kingdom shows, to remain perma-

nently.—17. Three years]. The reason of this limitation is due to

the invasion of Shishak in the fifth year of King Rehoboam (cf.

12^ I K. 14"). This invasion, from the Chronicler's point of view,

must have been caused by some religious delinquency of Reho-

boam and his people (cf i2»), and this delinquency, introducing at

once a weakening of the kingdom, naturally falls in the fourth year

of Rehoboam immediately preceding the invasion, and thus only

three years are left for obedience and increase in strength.

—

In the

way ofDavid and ofSolomon]. The Chronicler ignores completely

the apostasies of Solomon. In i K. 1
1^ -« Solomon is placed in con-

trast to David.

14. on^'jin] in Hiph. only in Ch. with meaning to reject, 1 Ch. 28' 2 Ch.

29" (1. 30). in^jiNH with meaning to give a stench (Is. 19*) is probably

from another root, though of same raciicals (BDB.).—17. uS.i] CS sg.

18-23. The royal family.

This section is entirely independent of i K. and its source and histor-

ical value are necessarily entirely conjectural. Bn. assigns it aus der
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andern Vorlage von Chronisten, and Ki. to the ancient material " for the

most part of good historical value." It is extremely probable that

Rehoboam was of luxurious habits and that he followed his father in the

possession of a considerable harem. The memory of this, with the names

of some of his wives and children, may have long continued and been

recorded, or the names may have been invented by the Chronicler.

18 f. And Rehoboam took to himself a wife, Mahalath the

daughter of Jerimoth the son of David, and* of Abihail the daughter

of Eliab the son of Jesse] (v. i.).—Jerimoth] not mentioned among

the sons of David's wives {cf 2 S. 3'-^ 5'^-'^ i Ch. 31-s i4^"')> hence

either the son of a concubine or possibly Jerimoth (DID''"!'') is a

corruption of Ithre am (DJJ'iri''), who was one of the sons of David

(i Ch. 3').

—

Abihail] not mentioned elsewhere; for other occur-

rences of the name cf. i Ch. 2='.

—

Eliab] David's eldest brother

(i S. 16' ly'O-—19. These three sons are not mentioned again.

—

Jeush]. Cf. I Ch. 7'".

—

Shemariah]. Cf. i Ch. 12^.

—

Zaham-f].—
20. Maacah the daughter of Absalom] probably granddaughter,

since Tamar is mentioned as his only daughter (2 S. 14"). Cf.

132, where, according to the true text, Ma'acah is called the

daughter of Uriel.—Of the three sons, except in the case of Abijah

(cf. 12'") and the daughter, nothing further is known. The name

'Altai appears among the descendants of the Judahite Sheshan

(i Ch. 2=5) and a Gadite (i Ch. 12").

—

Ziza] the name also

of a Simeonite (i Ch. 4"t), probably a childish reduplicated

abbreviation or a term of endearment (Noeldeke, EBi. III. col.

3294).

—

Shelomith] apparently also a son, since the name oc-

curs of men, Levites (i Ch. 23 'Q'-" 26"Qr-28)j head of a post-

exilic family (Ezr. 8'"); of women, the mother of a blasphemer

(Lv. 24"), a daughter of Zerubbabel (i Ch. 3").—21. Sixty con-

cubines] thirty, according to <5^ and Josephus, Ant. viii. 10, i.

This is preferred as original by Bn.—23. And he dealt wisely] in

the policy which he pursued of scattering his sons and giving them

an abundant maintenance and also a considerable number of

wives. This would be conducive to their contentment and a

preventive of rebellion against their brother (but the text may

not be sound, v. i.).

18. \2] read na with Qr., (&, H.—S>n>3N] read '?^n>3Ni after (S* (so

Be., Ke., el at. generally), since only one wife of Rehoboam is meant, as is
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shown by the sing. ntfN and t'pi of v. ".—21. nz'i] late usage, c/. 132'

24' Ezr. 92- " 10" Ne. 13M Ru. i* (BDB.)-—22. lo^SnnS ^3] either an

example of a peculiar sentence without verb (1. 117), or more probably

the verb given in (S dievoeiro {T~'n) has been omitted from the text, and

should be restored (Kau., Bn., Ki. HB., et al. generally).—23, p>i]

wanting in (B».

—

I'idm] from I'ls with the doubtful meaning of to distrib-

ute (BDB.), (&-^^, Kal rji'^V^V, as though f\D had here the meaning to

spread abroad, increase {cf. i Ch. 4^8). (&^ conflates two renderings and

introduces a subject Kal -qv^-ndt] A^ia /cat 5Uko^€. H renders '1J1 ]2^^

quia sapientior fuit et potentior super omnes Jilios ejus connecting with

the preceding verse.—nj; SdS] (g ny SdSi, so Ki. SBOT., Kom., BH.
—Qitt'i pDn 'tnb'm] F. Perles, Analekten Textkritik des ATs. p. 47,

w^i onS N-iVV This emendation is accepted by Ki. BH.—The text of these

verses (25- 23 ' is certainly doubtful. Winckler reconstructs them {KAT.^

pp. 241 /.), v. 22 VJ3 Sdd iD'-ScnS nD>"D p nox l^'^t-^S •^r:•;<\ And he ap-

pointed Abia the son of Ma'acah chief in order to make him king from

among all his sons. As si'NT head of the family (BDB. Z'H-\ 3. f),

Abijah is appointed during the life of his father his successor on the

throne. (It is not necessary to look to the Assyrian C'i<-\ reStu as Winck-

ler does to draw this conclusion.) The words vnN3 lu:S are a gloss.

The meaning of v. ^, according to Winckler, has been distorted through

the insertion from v. " of VJ3 "^Dn. It properly belongs with w. '-'2.

Winckler renders Und er baute und zerstorte in alien Gebieten Judas

und Benjamins (alle) die festen Stddte und er tat hinein Vorrdte in

Menge. The last clause of v. 23, ^••Z'i pen Sn-^''1, speaks of the King's

own wives and goes with v. ^i. On the whole, however, it is better to

accept the emendation of Perles.

XII. 1-12. The invasion of Shishak.—An enlargement of the

narrative of i K. 14^5-" The additions are vv.'-^'^-s- •' (y. s.).

(These additions are marked by Ki. as from a Midrash, yet it is

allowed that they may have been written by the Chronicler.).

—

1. When the kingdom of Rehohoam was established and he was

strong] i.e., during the first three years of Rehoboam's reign (cf.

II''), he forsook the law of Yahweh]. This, from the Chronicler's

point of view, was a necessary antecedent to the invasion of Shishak.

—And all Israel]. Cf. ii^—2. Shishak] Shoshenk, the first

Pharaoh of the twenty-second dynasty. The results of this invasion

are inscribed on the temple at Karnak, where a list of some one

himdred and eighty towns captured by Shishak is given. These

belong to northern Israel as well as Judah, showing that he

exacted tribute there even if he only used violence in the king-
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1

dom of Rehoboam (Max Muller, EBi. IV. col. 4486). The

occasion of this invasion was probably the weakened condition

of Israel through the disruption of the kingdom; and Jero-

boam, since he had sought refuge in Egypt (i K. 11"), may

have directly solicited such an interference against Judah.

—

For

they had transgressed against Yahweh'\ an addition to i K. 14='%

and a characteristic touch of the Chronicler, who thus accounts

for the invasion. Cf. 1 Ch. lo'^.—3. With twelve hundred chariots

and sixty thousand horsemen ; and the people were without number].

These statements are of the magnifying character of the Jewish

Midrash. Kings gives no such detail. For similar exaggerations

cf. 13' 14' 17" ^.—Lubim] the Libyans of northern Africa,

west of Egypt. They repeatedly invaded Egypt and mingled

with the people and supplied the Pharaohs with a militia. Shishak

was of this race. They are also mentioned in i6» Na. 3' Dn. 11"

and (''3"'?) Gn. 10" i Ch. i".

—

Sukki\i))i-\] not yet satis-

factorily explained. ^, B, have Troglodytes, cave-dwellers, hence

probably the cave-dwellers of the mountains on the west coast of the

Red Sea (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ba. ?); from derivation irom booth,

"dwellers in booths" (Ki.). Spiegelberg {Mgyptolog. Rand-

glossen z. AT.) identifies them with the Tktin, who were used as

police troops in the nineteenth dynasty.

—

And Cushites] the

Ethiopians, the inhabitants of Cush, a general name for the dis-

trict lying south of Egypt proper, cf. Am. 9'. The Libyans and

Cushites are mentioned among the allies of Egypt in Na. 3'.—4.

The fortified cities]. Cf. ii^^-.—5. Shemaiah the prophet]. Cf.

11= ff-. This episode is not mentioned in Kings.

—

You haveforsaken

me and I indeed have forsaken you in the liand of Shishak]. Cf. 15^

—6. Humbled themselves] i.e., they fasted and put on sackcloth;

cf. I K. 21""

—

Princes of Israel] in v. ^ princes of Judah.—
Righteous is Yahweh]. Cf. Ex. 9" Dn. 9".—7. In a short time].

Thus t2j;D3 is to be rendered (RVm., Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ba., Ki.),

and not some or small deliverance (RV., Kau.).

—

And my wrath

shall not be poured out upon Jerusalem] i.e., the city shall not be de-

stroyed, cf. 34".—8. But they will be his servants] in contrast to

the destruction which they will escape. This service will be of

short duration (v.').

—

That they inay know, etc.] i.e., that they may
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distinguish between the two services and recognise that the service

of Yahweh is not so oppressive as that of foreign kings (Be., Ke.,

Zoe., Oe., Ba.). The lands here refers to foreign countries.

—

9-11. The narrative from i K. 14" s- commenced in v. ^ is now

resumed.—9. Shields of gold\. Cf. 9'^ '.—10. Guard^ literally

runners ; a term applied to a body-guard {cf. i S. 22" i K. i') and

hence to the royal guard connected with the palace and the

Temple.

—

11. The purpose of the shields made by Solomon is here

explained.—12. This verse is from the Chronicler, an echo of v. ^

The good things which were found in Judah are piety and fidelity

to Yahweh, on account of which Judah was not destroyed {cf. 19').

1. 2r>'] simple perf. after a clause or e.xpression of time, cf. vv. ^- "

158a 201 2119 24<- 23 Ne. i^ Zc. 7' Ez. i' 20' 26' 29" 3020 et al. Koe. iii.

§ 370b.—2. nSv] cf. V. '.

—

pz'^v] so also Qr. in i K. 14'-^, but Kt. pmz',

also (& XovffaKeifj.. This latter is without doubt correct after the

Egyptian SoSeiiq.—5. inarj?] prophetic pf., Dr. TH. 13.—7. . . . nwiai

n\n] '<n'i might be expected in one clause or the other, cf. v."; see

Dr. TH. p. 157 f.n., Ges. § 111b.—hoi'^dS] ace. with S Ges. § iiyn.

—9. '^]!^'^] a modification of nSy in v. 2 i K. 14^5 agreeable to the con-

text.—"iJJD pn] I K. 1426 'd 'o PN.—10, 11. The rendering of io'> and

11'' in (S is singular and without ready explanation, Kal KariaTriaev iir^

aiirbv ^ovffaKelfM dpxovTas, etc., (ii'') el(TeiropevovTO ol <pv\d(7(TffVTes Kal

oi irapaTp^x""'''^^ '^"^ °' iTriaTp4<povTes e/s dirdfrrjo'ii' tCiv Traparpex^vTcov.

(^^ follows H^ in 10'' and has both (6 and the addition '1JI dinb'JI in n''.

—11. DiNtt-ji D''X-in 1X3] I K. 1428 a''Xin DiNiy'.—12. Cf. for constr. v. '.

—n^ncn':] inf. continuing finite verb, Ges. § 114P, Ew. § 351 c at end.

13-16. The chronology and sources of the reign of Reho-

boam.-—13. And Kitig Rehoboam strengthened himself in Jerusalem

and reigned]. These words from the Chronicler indicate Reho-

boam's recovery of authority after the invasion of Shishak.—14.

Because he did not set his heart to seek Yahweh]. This phrase from

the Chronicler occurs, in the positive form, of Jehoshaphat 19' and

of Hezekiah 30", and of Ezra with the law as the object Ezr. 7'°.

—15. A modification of i K. 14" after the usual manner of

Chronicles, cf. 9^^ i Ch. 29".

—

The words of Shemaiah the prophet

and Iddo the seer]. Cf. 9"; not independent works by these two

men (Ke.) but the reference is to the sections of the main source of

the Chronicler (see Intro. § 6).

—

In reckoning genealogies] an
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obscure phrase either defining in some way the character or contents

of the source just mentioned (Ke., Zoe.) as containing a genealogi-

cal register (Oe.), or the title of the work of Iddo (Ba.), or a copy-

ist's blunder, really belonging with the meaning in order to be

enrolled in the genealogies at the close of ii'« (Be. after Hitz.), or

a meaningless phrase arising from some textual corruption (Bn.),

or in the wrong place from a copyist's error, and to be struck out

(Ki. Kom.).—And the wars of Rehoboam and Jeroboam were con-

stant] (lit. all the days) condensed from i K. 143°.—16. Taken

with abridgment (v. i.) from i K. 143'.

—

Abijah] the true

name of the son of Rehoboam, called in Kings Abijam, possibly to

avoid confusion with Abijah the son of Jeroboam mentioned in i

K. 14' (Bur.), or to avoid connecting name of Yahweh (rT* jah)

with so godless a king (Bn. ?), or a euphonic change of the ending

ah (Ki.): the real reason remains obscure.

13. 13] introduces the quotation from i K. 14"'', but is superfluous

and not according to usage elsewhere.—14. y^n irj;"!!] from i K. 14"

opening words, but with nnini as subj. (6 of K. has Rehoboam as subj.

—15. ariinnS] either inf. of purpose defining the words of Iddo, or with

S of inscription giving their title (Ba.), or text error or corruption. (6^,

Kul irpd^eii aiiTov, rc'^Di, perhaps favors this last. (6^ has in addition

ToO yeveaXoy^crai, "B et deligenter exposita, with reference to the acts of Re-

hoboam.—Dj;m'i Dyjm ninnSci] r K. 143" dj?3-(' r^i D;72n-i jo npin ncnSni.

—nionSn, n^ia] each followed by two genitives, cf. 11' i Ch. 13' Ges.

§ i2?>a.—DiDvi S3] pred. of copula understood, Koe. iii. § 426k.— 16. In

I K. 1431 after -i3p''i ^ has vn2t< Dj? and after Tin it has n^jcyn nnjjj icn dci;

but the latter is wanting in (S^^, which furnishes the probably true text

of Kings.

XIII. 1-23. The reign of Abijah {c. 920-917 b.c.).—This King

reigned, according to i K. 15", only three years, and in the brief

narrative of i K. (i 51-8) Abijah (Abijam) is known only as a ruler

" walking in all the sins of his father " and spared only for David's

sake. The Chronicler gives no inkling of this evil character, but

on the basis of the statement that there was war between Abijah

and Jeroboam (i K. 15') depicts him as a great victor over the N.

kingdom "because his people relied upon Yahweh" (v. '"), and

his short reign is made one of great glory.
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Ki. after Bn. assigns vv. '-="> to M, v. "' to ancient material of historical

value, and only vv. ". 23b to the Chronicler. The whole chapter, however,

may well be regarded as coming from theChronicler with use of canonical

material in vv. '-2- 23a_ The Chronicler's style appears throughout, cf.

inf. with S v. '; pinnn (1. 38) v. '; S with inf. after icn (1. 4) v. «; msTsn icy

(1. 97) V. 9; the detailed ritual v. " {cf. 2^ 8" i Ch. 233'); nnsxnj D^-ixxno

(1. 44) V. '4 {cf. I Ch. 1524); HD nsy (1. 92) v. 2°; 32*7 iii •\-;: v. ' {cf i Ch.

22^ 29') (Graf, GB. p. 137).

1-2. Introduction.—From i K. 15' f ">.—1, /^ Uig eighteenth

year ofKing Jeroboam] the only example where the Chronicler has

given a synchronism from Kings.—2. Ma acah'^]. Cf. 11" i K. 15^.

Micaiah of the Heb. Text, elsewhere a man's name, is clearly an

error.

—

The daughter of Uriel]. In ii^" i K. 152 Maacah is the

daughter of Absalom (Abishalom i K. 152), hence either Uriel was

the husband of Tamar, the daughter of Absalom, and thus Maacah

was his granddaughter (Ke., Be., Zoe., Oe., Ba.), or a confusion has

arisen between Maacah the mother of Asa (i K. is'"- ^^), who really

was the daughter of Uriel, and Maacah the daughter of Absalom,

the mother of Abijah (Bn. after Thenius, also Ki., who thinks of

two Maacahs, but holds that the wife of Rehoboam was the

daughter of Uriel, and that this statement of the text is "a good

ancient piece of information ") In all probability there was only

one Maacah {cf. 11 so-s^and 15'^).

—

Uriel]. Be. thought possibly the

same as the Levite mentioned in i Ch. 15* ", but all is obscure in

regard to him; neither can it be determined whether Gibeah near

Hebron (Jos. 15", cf. i Ch. 2*^) or the one of Benjamin is meant.

—

And war was between Abijah and Jeroboam]. This clause taken

from I K. 15^"= introduces the fine specimen of Midrash which

follows.

3. The assembled armies.—The great numbers 400,000 and

800,000 are characteristic of the Midrash, cf. v."^ 14' 17'^-'^ The

number, however, of Jeroboam's warriors is the same as that cred-

ited to Israel in the census taken by Joab, while that of Abijah's

army is 100,000 less than that credited to Judah (2 S. 24'). (In i

Ch. 21' Israel has 1,100,000, and Judah 470,000.) How utterly

unhistorical these numbers are, appears at once when one reflects

upon the small size of the territory of northern Israel and Judah.

The entire population of the country at its maximum can hardly
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ever have been more than four times its present strength of 650,000

souls {EBi. III. col. 3550).

4-12. The address of Abijah.—The appearance of Abijah, who
according to i K. 15^ "walked in all the sins of his father" and was

spared only for David's sake (i K. 15^), as a preacher and ardent

upholder of the Levitical worship of Yahweh is an interesting

touch of the Chronicler, who in this speech especially magnifies

the importance of the Aaronic priesthood and the ceremonial service

according to the priestly law as the source of divine favour and

victory.—4. Zemaraim] appears in Jos. iS^" among the cities of

Benjamin, mentioned between Beth-arabah and Bethel. This

would not exclude its connection with a hill of the same name in

Ephraim, i.e., on its southern boundary. The place is generally

identified with es-Siimra to the north of Jericho {SWP. III.

pp. 174, 212/., Buhl, GAP. p. 180 et al., see DB.). But (according

to Be.) the narrative is not favourable to a location so far east.

This exhortation from the mountain-top resembles, so far, Jotham's

from Mt. Gerizim (Ju. 9^^ ).—5. Covenant of salt] i.e., an indissol-

uble covenant. Cf. Nu. iS''. The figure is derived from the sacred-

ness of the bond created between parties who have partaken food

together, who say of one another, "There is salt between us" (cf.

Dill, on Lv. 2", Gray on Nu. iS'^, WRS. Rel. Semites^ p. 270,

Bn. Arch. p. gi).—6. The servant of Solomon]. Jeroboam is so re-

ferred to in I K. ii'i.—7. Worthless men]. Cf. Ju. g* ii'.

—

Base

fellows] (^y'''?^ '^12), ERV. sons of Belial, a frequent expression

(Dt. 131^ (13' Ju. 19" 2o'3 1 S. 212 10" I K. SI'"- 13) but only here in

Chronicles.

—

Yoicng] ("1J?J) scarcely applicable to Rehoboam at

the age of forty-one (12 '3), though this is defended from the use of

the term in i Ch. 22^ 29' i K. 3' as equivalent to "an inex-

perienced young man " (Ke., Ba.). Others read in 12", twenty-one

instead oiforty-one (Zoe., Oe.).

—

Tender-hearted] either timid (cf.

Dt. 208) or weak in understanding. The whole picture of the revolt

in this verse is very different from that taken from Kings given in

lo" «•, where Rehoboam appears hard and defiant and brings about

the rupture by his domineering manner. Here the fault is laid en-

tirely on the representatives of Israel, who are characterised as

worthless and base fellows. This view is due to the intensity with
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which the Chronicler or his source (Bn.) regards the northern king-

dom as apostate, and the southern with its King as the true people

of Yahweh. In this the Chronicler may have reflected the feeling

of his Jewish contemporaries toward the Samaritans.—8. In the

hand of the sons of David] therefore the only legitimate kingdom.

—

Since ye are a great multitude, etc.]. Abijah thus states the ground

of their confidence, which is baseless because they have not a

proper priesthood (v. ').—9. The priests of Yahweh the sons of

Aaron]. According to P, the priesthood was restricted to the sons of

Aaron (Ex. 28*" ^- 29^* 4o'2ff- etc.).

—

And the Levites]. These sub-

ordinate officers are naturally mentioned in connection with the

priests, because their position was equally fixed in the sacred law

(Nu. 3* «• 8^ 3- i8« etc.).

—

After the manner of the peoples of other

lands] who have no chosen or restricted holy priesthood like that of

the tribe of Levi and the house of Aaron. A better contrast, how-

ever, is given in the Greek rendering (preferred by Bn.)/row the

people of the land, i.e., from any one, as the remainder of the verse

shows. This also is more agreeable to the statements in i K. 12"

13''.

—

To consecrate himself] (lit. to fill his hand), a frequent expres-

sion (Ex. 28'" 29'- 29- 33. 35 Lv. 8" 1632 Ju. 175- 12 I K. 13" et al.).—
With a young bullock and seven ratns] agreeable to the law of Ex.

29' except that there only two rams are prescribed. While the

personnel of this northern priesthood is illegitimate (cf. also i K.

13"), its ritual is described in the main as according to the law.—

•

No gods]. Cf. Je. 2" 5'. The reference here is to the golden calves

(cf. Ho. 8«).—10. In contrast to the no gods Yahweh is empha-

sised as the God of Abijah's host, and the sons of Aaron as his min-

istering priests, with the Levites.

—

In their work]. The term

(ri3i<^13) is used frequently of Levitical and priestly duties.—11.

The daily services appointed for the worship in the tabernacle are

here enumerated: the morning and evening sacrifices (Ex. 29 sss),

the morning and evening incense of sweet spices (Ex. 30"'), the

perpetual offering of show-bread (Ex. 253°), and the lighting each

evening of the lamps of the golden "candlestick" which burned

until the morning (Ex. 25"«- 30"- 40^^ '• Lv. 24').*—12, The

* Contrary to the notion of these passages that the lamps were lighted to bum over night,

it has been held that some at least of them were kept burning also during the day, Josephus
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contest is pictured as a holy war.

—

The trumpets of alarm]. These

are made prominent because by their use, according to Nu. 10',

the people are remembered before Yahweh and delivered from

their enemies. Cf. also Nu. 31'.

13-20, The success of Abijah's army.—13, Jeroboam not only

has an army double the size of Abijah's (v.'), but by his strategy

places Judah in additional peril, and thus the divine deliverance

is enhanced. On the form of strategy cf. Jos. 8^ Ju. 20=' «-.—14.

On the blowing of the trumpets cf. v. 12.—15. Gave a shout] i.e.,

uttered a religious war-cry; cf. Jos. 6'°'« where the same Heb.

word is used.

—

God smote]. Some supernatural help is in the mind

of the writer; r/. 14'°"".—17. 500,000]. Cf.v.K—18, They relied,

etc.]. Cf. 14'° <"'.—19. Bethel] mod. Beitin, about ten miles north

of Jerusalem; the seat of worship for one of the golden calves (i K.

12"). If this narrative were historical a mention or hint of this

capture and some fate of the golden calf would probably appear

elsewhere in OT. history and prophecy, but Bethel always seems to

have been a sanctuary of the N. kingdom, and to have retained the

calf (2 K. lo^s Am. 7'= Ho. 10^ Beth-aven= Bethel).

—

Jeshana^]

Cheyne also finds in i S. 7'^ where Heb. text has Shen (Crit. Bib.).

Josephus mentions a village of the same name in Samaria near the

border of Judah (Ant. xiv. 15, 12), probably the mod. Ain Sinja,

3 J miles north of Bethel {SWP. H. pp. 291, 302).— Ephron-\'\

Qr. 'Ephrain, probably the same as Ephraim (Jn. 11") and

Ophrah (i S. 13'^, Jos. 18") and Ephraim mentioned by Josephus

(BJ. IV. 9, 9) with Bethel, identified with mod. et-Taiyibeh, four

miles north-east of Bethel {DB. I. p. 728).

—

And Yahweh smote

him and he died]. The same language describes the fate of Nabal

(i S. 2538) and implies some sudden and untimely end. This is

scarcely consistent, in view of the contrasted gathering of strength

of Abijah v. ^\ with the chronology of Kings, which makes Jero-

boam the survivor of Abijah at least ayear. (C/. i K. 142" 15' '• ^).

Beyond the statement of the war between Abijah and Reho-

said three of the seven {Anl. iii. 8, 3). Cf. also c. Apion. (i. 22), where in a passage from

Hecataeus it is said that the Temple light is never extinguished either by day or by night.

The Mishna says that one of the seven burned by day (Tamid III. 9, VI. i). Philo, however,

speaks of their burning only at night and implies that they were extinguished by day (De Vk-
timis Ofjermlibus, 7, inil.). Cj. DB. IV. p. 664; Schurcr, Cesch:^ II. p. 286 [HJP. II. i. p. 281].
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boam (v. ^b)^ and possibly the location of the battle (Bn.), there ap-

pears nothing historical in this narrative. The real result of the

war is difficult to determine. The unfavourable judgment of

Abijah in i K., and the hard pressure there recorded of Baasha

upon Asa, as though Asa had inherited an evil situation from his

father, certainly cast doubt upon any victory {cf. s. v. i'), yet Graf

accepted a success of Abijah as historical (GB. p. 137), so likewise

Pa. {EHSP. pp. 194/.) and McC. {HPM. I. p. 255).

21-23. Conclusion of Abijah's reign.—21. This statement of

Abijah's might and the number of his wives and children is ac-

cepted as from an ancient tradition by Bn. and marked of historical

value by Ki. and thus quoted by Pa. {EHSP. p. 195). But this is

improbable. It is better to regard it as a fitting climax to his great

victory, penned by the Chronicler. Equally with Abijah's ap-

pearance as a preacher and the narrative of his success, it is at vari-

ance with the account in Kings where, after the short reign of three

years, having apparently no son, he is succeeded in all likelihood

by his brother, since the statement that Maacah was the mother of

both Abijah and Asa, and that the latter removed her from court

(i K. 152- !"• '3), overrides the assertion that the successor of Abijah

was his son (i K. 15^) (We. Prol. p. 210).

—

22. Commentary'] fit.

Midrash, see Intro., p. 23.

—

The prophet Iddo]. Cf. 12'^.

—

23

(XIV. 1). Taken in its first half from i K. 158.

—

His brother should

probably {v. s.) be substituted for his son.—In his days the land had

rest ten years]. These words are by the Chronicler. This rest is

clearly considered the result of Asa's removal of the high places,

pillars, poles, and "sun-images" mentioned in 142- < ''^K Asa's

piety required such a reward. The basis of the calculation of ten

years is not clear. Perhaps the period was reckoned in the

mind of the writer as beginning with the great victory of Abijah

over Jeroboam (Be., Ke., Zoe.). In reality the statement is con-

tradicted by the statement of i K. 15^2 that there was war between

Asa and Baasha king of Israel all their days since Baasha began

to reign in the third year of Asa (i K. 1528- 33).

1. Dpan^] I K. is> sq. taaj ]2.—iSdm] Dr. TH. § 127 (/3), Ges. § 11 16,

I K. iSd.—hi^n] I K. 0''aN, cf.
12I6.—2. in^jic] elsewhere a man's

name, prob. text. err. i K. 152 njyc, also ii-" q. v., so here C6^.

—
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nyaj jD SsniN na] i K. and ^^ mStrias na.—3. idnm] c/. i K. 20".

—

nnnSo niaj Sina] a case of apposition, Dr. TH.^ § 190.—5. nynS ddS]

Koe. iii. § 397d, on inf. Ges. § ii/[h and k.—nSn nna] a second ace.

after JDJ, so Koe. iii. § 3271, perh. better ace. of manner, Ges. § iiSwj

and q; the phrase occurs elsewhere only in P, Nu. 18'^ {cf. also Lv.

2>').—7. pSy] instead of more usual vSn' with \2p, BDB.—Sy^'Sa] cf.

Mioore on Ju. 19^^= for renderings in Vrss. and etymologies. The deriva-

tion from •'Sa and Sy, "without profit," BDB., he regards as dubious. Cf.

Smith on i S. i'« for references to later discussions.—'ui D;;ami] a cir-

cimistantial clause expressing time.—ptnnn] also in v. « and v. =', favour-

ite word of the Chronicler, cf. i' (1. 38).—8. oncx] with force of purpose,

followed by inf. a usage of the Chronicler. Cf. i Ch. 21" (1. 4)
.—'ui dpni]

causal circumstantial clause since, etc.—pen] with the meaning of crowd,

multitude 141" 202- '2 is. 34 ^2', frequent in Ez. and Dn. (see BDB.),

only used exceptionally in early prose (1. 28).—9. DiiSni]. Since in

w. 9-'2 Abijah chides Jeroboam with having driven out the sons of

Aaion, the priests, and the Levites (v. '»), and with having appointed

priests from the people whoever were ready with offerings (v. ^^), but no

mention is made of an appointment of persons to take the place of the

expelled Levites, and since the activities of the priests with Judah are

mentioned in detail (v. "), and since priests only are mentioned in con-

nection -wWci the army and sounding the trumpets (vv. 12. h)^ it has been

held (by Biichler, ZAW. 1899, p. 99) that the Levites did not originally

stand in v. ' and that the present i and 2 Ch. are a revision, in the interest

of the Levites, of an earUer form of the book. But there is really nothing

in this supposition. The Chronicler wrote sometimes influenced by the

phraseology of Dt. and sometimes by that of P. Precision in the use of

language was not one of his traits (v. Intro, p. 19).—mxnsn ^nya]

an ex-pression of the Chronicler (1. 91); <& iK rod XaoO ttjs yfjs (and

wrongly) Trdaijs. (B^ follows ^.—n^ nVdS]. The origin of this phrase,

equivalent to consecrate, is uncertain. Since it has a parallel in the

Assyrian umalli kdti " he filled the hand of one," i.e. " he gave, appointed,

enfeoffed, or presented " (Now. Arch. II. p. 121, after Halevy), it is

probably the adaptation to the induction into the priests' office of a

term used in general with such force. Thus Wellhausen's derivation,

then, is practically right when he derives it from the custom in early

times of filling the hand with money or the equivalent (Prol. p. 152).

Dillman (on Lv. 7") and Baudissin {DB. IV. p. 71) derive "consecra-

tion " from the notion of filling the priest's hand with his portion of the

sacrifice; and Sellin (Beitrdge, II. pp. 118/.) from the custom of filling

the hand of the priest with arrows, used in primitive times in giving

oracular responses; and von Hoonacker {Le Sacerdota Levitique, pp.

134/.) from filling the priest's hand with something to place upon the

altar.—n^ni . . . Nan Sa] an example of a subject separated from its
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verb by 1, Koe. iii. § 41211, Dr. TH. § 123(a).—QinSx kSS] Koe. iii.

§ 38of, Ges. § 1520, foot-note.—10. ijnjNi] Ges. § 143a, Koe. iii.

§ 34ig.

—

T^yr^-^^l dat. after D\-n!rD, cf. 22^ 23^ Koe. iii. § 327c.—HDNSna]

(& suggestively iv rah i<prin€plais avTuiv, possibly read rnpSnca.

—

11 . onopni] Hiph. of verb used in P over thirty times of burning (lit.

making smoke) the sacrifices on the altar.—3iy3 . . . "»p2a] cf. for

these phrases Ex. 16" 30' Lv. 6^ w) 1 Ch. 92? 23'" Is. 28'3 50* Ez. 461' «-.

Only in this verse does the repetition of 2~\V occur.—noiyn] only of the

rows of the show-bread, and only here in construct before DnS, but before

n^DH 2', elsewhere with art. preceded by an*? i Ch. 9" 23'' Ne. 105^, by

inSiy 2 Ch. 291*, and mjn'jB' i Ch. 28'6, pi. abs. Lv. 24^ f-—iinon inS^Jn hy\-

This phrase also occurs in Lv. 24^.—niuc] used only of the lamp-

stands of the tabernacle Ex. 25^' et al. and of the Temple i K. 7" et al.

in I and 2 Ch. Je. 5 2'
a, and of that of the vision of Zc. 4'- " and of that

provided for Elisha by the Shunemite 2 K. 4'".—mnifD] used very fre-

quently in P and also Ch. of priestly and Levitical duties.—12 . nnxsni]

cf. I Ch. i5« (1. 44).

XIV-XVI. The reign of Asa {c. 917-876).—The Chronicler's

treatment of Asa is based upon the account given in i K. 15'-".

There in w. "-'^ Asa is commended for his piety. This is greatly

enlarged upon by the Chronicler, and Asa's prosperity is corre-

spondingly magnified (14'-' <^-" 15 '"'). A magnificent victory

over an invading force of Cushites not mentioned in Kings is also

recorded (148-11 o-is)). The remainder of the account in i K.

(w. 16-22)^ apart from the summary of the reign, concerns the rela-

tions of Asa to the N. kingdom. This material is incorporated

by the Chronicler into his narrative with the addition of a prophetic

rebuke of Asa for his alliance with Syria (i6'-"'). Hij last days,

also, are pictured in darker colours than in Kings, where a disease

in his feet is mentioned. This in Chronicles is made very great,

and the King is said also not to have sought Yahweh, but phy-

sicians (i6'2).

According to Ki. after Bn., c. 14 and i6'-i< are from M, while i5'-'' is

from M^. This double origin is assigned from the double accounts of

reform, cf. 142-5 with 15'. C. 15, however, is linked with c. 14 {cf. v. ",

where the sacrifices are from the spoil of victory). Historical incohe-

rence in reforms both before and after a victory would not trouble a

writer like the Chronicler, and thus prove compilation from two sources.

The tale of the victory, however, was not unlikely derived by the

Chronicler from his Midrashic source, and the grouping there of events
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1

may have influenced him in his narrative, but the chapters throughout

bear marks of his peculiar style and may well be regarded as his own
composition. The following are marks of the Chronicler's style: In

143 h nax with following inf. (1. 4); in 14' 1512 mn'> pn tym (c/. 1 Ch. 15" 21'"

2 Ch. i5 18O (1. 23); in i4« in^SsM (c/. 7" 1312 et al.); in i4i« i6'»

upa'j T'V)? {cf. i3"8); in 141" nxj; (1. 92); in 1412 ninn anh pxS (cf. i Ch.

22^); in 14" nra a late word 25'3 28" Ezr. 9'- •" is. le Ne. 336 Dn.
1124.33-j- (i_ jo~); the similar phraseology in 152 end of verse and 126''; in

155 nixiNn (cf. I Ch. 13") (1. 6); in i5'3 S with obj.; in 15'^ nnxsn (1. 44);

in i6's the repeated use of S; in 16" the relative sentence without "itt'N

subordinated to the preposition {cf. i Ch. i5'^)(l. 120); in i6'2 nhyoh ip

(c/. I Ch. 142) (1. 127) (Graf, GB. p. 142).

XIV. 1-7 (2-8). Asa's piety and might.—This whole section

is an expansion or illustration of v. ' ^^^ which is from i K. 15". In

1 K. 15'Mt is recorded that Asa put away the sacred prostitutes

out of the land and removed all the idols which his fathers had

made. The Chronicler, however, entirely omits this statement so

utterly at variance with the piety and religious zeal already ascribed

to Rehoboam and Abijah ; but he expands the reform of Asa into

one similar to those mentioned in Kings as wrought by Hezekiah

and Josiah

—

i.e., the removal of the high places (2 K. i8*- => 238).

—

2 (3.) Foreign altars] i.e., the altars of foreign gods, cf. Gn. 35'"

Jos. 242''- 23 Ju. io'« I S. 7= Je. 5>9.

—

The high places]. In i K. 15"

it is stated that Asa did not destroy the high places.

—

The pillars]

the massehoth, the sacred stones set up at a place of worship,

originally a primitive expression of the later altar, temple, or idol,

and naturally retained as the proper accessories of a sanctuary {cf.

Gn. 28'* 22)_ The Deuteronomic law forbade their use (Dt. 16^)

and commanded their destruction (Dt. 7* 123).

—

The asherim] fre-

quently mentioned with the foregoing and likewise forbidden (Dt.

162') andcommandedtobedestroyed(Dt.75i23). They were wooden

poles set up like the stone pillars at sanctuaries. Their meaning is

obscure, scarcely a phallic emblem, possibly a substitute for a tree

as a residence of deity, or possibly originally boundary posts, re-

garded later as sacred. It has also been thought that there was a

Canaanite goddess Asherah, equivalent to the great Semitic god-

dess Astarte, whose symbol or idol was the Asherah post. (Cf.

15".) But on this scholars are not agreed (Asherah, EBi. I. coll.
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332/.; Dr. Dt. pp. 201/.; Lagrange, Etudes sur les Religions S'emi-

iiques, pp. 119^., argues for goddess). Asheroth (pi. of Asherah) are

mentioned in 19' 2)^, elsewhere as here Asherim 17^ 24" 31' ^^^*

343- * '.—4. (5). Sun pillars] (only pi., 34<- ' Lv. 26'° Is. 17' 27 'f)

probably a form of massehoth (cf. v. ^) (GFM. EBi. III. col. 2976),

regarded generally as pillars dedicated to the sun god (HDn) (Bn.).

—And the kingdom had rest under him (lit. before him)] re-

peated with emphasis in following verse, cf. i3"b(i4i).—5 (6). This

story of the building of cities has probably some historical basis,

cf. I K. 15^5; also Je. 41', where a pit built by Asa as a means of

defence is mentioned.—7 (8). Shield and spear]. Cf. i Ch. 12" m),

—Bucklers . . . and bows]. Cf. 1 Ch. 8^°. The shield (j:iD) of

these bowmen was smaller than that of the spearmen.—The total

strength of Asa's army is 580,000, while Abijah, his father, led

forth an army of only 400,000 (13', cf. also ii' 17'^).

1. 1 aion] wanting in i K. 151' and so also iTiSx. i K. adds vax ina.

—3. idnm] with the force of command (1. 4), or an example, in the fol-

lowing words, of the indirect discourse, cf. i Ch. 13^.—6. T>ixn ijiiy

1J''JdS] (^^ ivuiiTLov TTJs yijs Kvpiedcoixev (^^ ev w (S^ iv <^ KVpi€ij<ro/jLev

T^s 7175.—ijiv] suffix masc. because it precedes.

—

ij''Jd'?] at our dis-

posal, cf. Gn. 139 BDB. njs II. 4. a (/).—Instead of "iJ-fT.-i2, (gABL

read UV*!! "^^^^ "^^ sought Yahweh our God he sought us. C6^*^ also

omit i:2''i and read uS niSsM. Hence Winckler {Alt. Unter. p. 187)

proposes to read after Dt. 12"' uS n^'SsM u^'Jind 30Dd uS ny^ And lie has

given us rest from our enemies round about and prospered us.

8-14 (9-15). Asa's victory over Zerah.—Not mentioned in

Kings, a good example of Midrash (see the numbers in v. « ">).

The story is either without historical foundation (so Kuenen, Einl.

pp. 139/.; St. Gesch. I. p. 355; We. Prol. pp. 257/.), orwith greater

probability has a historical basis in an Egyptian or Arabian inroad

(Graf, GB. p. 138; Erbt, Die Hebrder, p. 106; v. also i.).

—8 (9). Zerah the Cushite] (i) identified frequently with an

Egyptian king, either Osorkon. I or II., of the twenty-second (Bu-

basite) dynasty, and hence contemporary with Asa. In favour of

Osorkon II. is an alleged inscription which reads that all countries

of the upper and lower Retennu {i.e., Syria and Palestine) have been

thrown under hisfeet (Naville's Bubastis p. 51). Cushite or Ethiopian
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applied to Osorkon or Zerah must then have arisen from the

writer's confused knowledge of Egyptian affairs; he may have been

misled by 2 K 19' where Tirhakah is called King of Ethiopia

(Sayce, HCM. p. 363). The place of battle, Mareshah (v. i.),

favours an Egyptian inroad. (2) Cushite may be connected with

the Cush of Arabia (i Ch. i'), and thus the inroad may have been

from Arabia (so Winckler, Alt. Untersuch. pp. 161-166, KATJ p.

144; Hommel, Actes loth Cong. Interl. des Orientalistes, p. 112;

Paton, EHSP. pp. 196/.). Agreeable to this are the tents and the

spoil of sheep and camels mentioned in v. '* <•". Zerah may also rep-

resent the Sabean name Dhirrih, a title, meaning the magnificent,

of several of the oldest princes of Saba (Ba.) (v. s. Hommel).

—

A
thousand and three hundred chariots] a gross exaggeration from

every point of view.

—

Mareshah]. Cf. ii^ i Ch. 2".—9 (10), In

the valley] probably the valley at whose head stands Beit-Jibrin

(GAS. HGHL. Y)p. 230-233).

—

Zephathah ]], compared doubt-

fully by Robinson to Tell-es-Sdfiyeh (BR.'^ II. p. 31). (B^^

reads northward (Kara jBoppav), and it is questionable whether

that was not the original reading, in the valley to the north of

Mareshah (n:S!f instead of nnSlJ) (Bn.).—11 (12). Cf. i3>^- ».

The non-reliance of Asa upon his large army (v. '<«)) is noticeable.

The narrative is entirely artificial.—12 (13), Gerar] south of

Gaza, usually identified with Umm Jerar (Baed." p. 121).

—

And so

many of the Cnshites fell that there was no recovery (Zoe., Oe., Ba.,

ARV.), or so that no life was left (Be., Ke., Kau., Ki., ARVm.).

The latter is better since the following clauses suggest annihilation.

—His host] i.e., heavenly beings (the older commentators); better,

from the statement of v. ", Asa's army (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.).—13

(14), And they smote all the cities in the neighbourhood of Gerar].

This implies that the inhabitants of this district had been abettors

of the Cnshites. (Instead of D''"i''J? cities, Bn. reads C^'ny Ara-

bians.)—A terror from Yahweh]. A panic seized the cities through

a supernatural terror caused by Yahweh {cf. ly^" 20").—14 (15),

Tents of cattle] a strange expression, possibly having arisen from

textual corruption. (^ has, in addition, a proper name represent-

ing some unknown tribe or place {TOv<i 'AfMa^ovet'i) (cf. 22'

text-note). The booty suggests an Arabian incursion.
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10. no . ^DJr ]in]. On force of ay beside or like, cf. 20' Ps. 73*
BDB. Dj? 3 d. On pa with S following c/. Gn. i«. (S reads o^k

dSuj/ttTe? Trapa (rol adi^eiv iv iroWois Kal iv dXlyois • following the text

of I S. i4« a;'C3 IN 3-13 yii'inS iixya niniS j>n. (gL adds here from ^
otj o^/c effTiv Iffx^^. H wo« e5< apiid te tilla distantia utriim in paucis

auxilieris, an in pluribus. Kamp. preferred to read "ixyS instead of

iryS, but that is not necessary.—pcnn] cf. 13^.—isr] no is understood

(cf. I Ch. 29'S V. 1. 92).—12. •\-\ih nj?] <g has TeSwp, c/. i Ch. 439, •^y used

with S, cf. Koe. iii. § 319c.—nipD onS px*?] a clause denoting the com-

pleteness of the overthrow. In the earlier stage of the language S would

have been omitted with pN (Ew. § 315 e). This construction px is pecu-

liar to the Chronicler, cf. 20^5 21'^ 361' i Ch. 22^ Ezr. 9'* (1. 132).

XV. 1-19. The exhortation of Azariah, and Asa's religious

reforms.

1. Azariah the son of Oded] not mentioned elsewhere. Cf.

V. 8.

—

The spirit of God] frequently mentioned as the cause

of prophetic action and speech (cf. i Ch. i2'8 2 Ch. 2o'< 242").

—2. Yahweh was with you because you were with him\ The
prophet refers to the victory and makes it an occasion for advo-

cating the continuance of Asa's reforms (Ke.). Others render

Yahweh is with you if {when, while) you are with him (Lot., Oe.,

Kau., Ki., ARV.). This rendering is not so good, ahhough a state-

ment of the general lesson to be drawn.—3-6. Variously inter-

preted: a description of the N. kingdom (®); a prophecy of the

future {cf. Ho. 3^ f)
((|, H, as the tenses show, Zoe.); a description

of the nature of a general truth with reference either to the past or

future (Ke.); a reflection on the whole previous course of Israel's

history, parenthetical in Azariah's speech and from the Chronicler

(Ba.); a description with general reference (Bn.) yet strongly re-

minding one of the period of the judges (Be., Oe., Ki.). This last

view is as definite as any which can be given. V.^ reflects the law-

less times of the judges; v.'' the repeated distress, and deliverance

on calling on Yahweh; v. * the violence and oppression so often de-

scribed {cf. Ju. 5« 62-^); V. « the intertribal and interurban conten-

tions (Ju. 8^-' M-" 9'-" i2'-«). This whole speech of Azariah fits

in badly with the occasion of the victory and is an unskilful intro-

duction to the reform of Asa, an ecclesiastical renovation so dear to

the heart of the Chronicler.—3. Without a teaching priest and
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without law]. The two expressions are synonymous. The giving

of legal instruction was a function of the priest (Dt. ;};}^'' Je. 18'' Ho.

4« t)—5. Lands] i.e., districts of the territory of Israel (cf. ii^'

I Ch. 13^^).—6. Nation against nation] i.e., one part or tribe of

Israel against another.

8. 'Oded the prophet] either a gloss (Be., Ki.), or representing a

lacuna which should be supplied after ^, B, with the reading even

the prophecy which Azariahthe son of Oded had spoken.—Detestable

things] objects connected with idolatry {cf. i K. ii^ 2 K. 23=^).

—

Cities, etc.]. Since no mention is made of cities taken by Asa, the

reference is generally supposed to be to those taken by his father

Abijah (13'^).

—

And he renewed the altar]. This statement im-

plies some unrecorded desecration of the altar, or it may embody

simply the historical fact of the renewal of the ancient Mosaic and

purer imageless worship of Yahweh {cf. Erbt, Die Hebrder, p. 105).

—9. Within the territory of the S. kingdom are represented to have

been members of the adjoining tribes of Ephraim, Manasseh, and

Simeon, who were either permanent residents from the first {cf.

10"), or drawn thither by the feeling that through the piety of Asa

Yahweh was with the S. kingdom {cf. ii"='- 30"). This prob-

ably reflects the condition at the time of the Chronicler, when

doubtless many Jews traced their descent from families of the ten

tribes {cf. Lk. i^"), and the devout sought residence in the land of

Palestine.

—

Simeon]. While historically the tribe was probably

absorbed either by the desert tribes south of Judah or into Judah

{cf. I Ch. 4^^ ^
), it was reckoned as one of the ten tribes constitut-

ing the N. kingdom (i K. ii")-—10. The third month]. In this

was the Feast of Weeks, Pentecost, which according to the later

Jewish tradition commemorated the giving of the law, and

hence the entrance of Israel into a covenant relation with Yahweh

;

and thus, if this tradition was as early as the Chronicler or his

source, this would explain the month as appropriate for the cove-

nant of V. ". The reason for the date in the fifteenth year of the

reign of Asa is entirely obscure, and especially so in view of the fol-

lowing verse, where mention is made of the offering of spoil, presu-

mably of the contest with Zerah, but since according to 13^' (14')

" the land was quiet ten years " the contest with Zerah took place
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in the eleventh year of Asa; the war, then, is held to have lasted

some four years (Ke., Zoe., Oe.). But possibly the discrepancy

arises because the Chronicler here is following a source dif-

ferent from that of the previous chapter (v. s.).—12. They

entered into a covenant]. On form of expression cf. Je. 341'. It

means that they bound themselves by a solemn obligation or oath

(cf. V. '«) to seek Yahweh . . . with all their heart and all their

soul {cf. Dt. 4"). For the manner of taking such an obligation

cf. 34" Je. 34" f-.—13. This resolution was according to the law

(Dt. 136-10 172-').

—

Whether small or great] i.e., whether young or

old.—14. Shout of joy]. Cf. i Ch. 1528.—On the musical instru-

ments, trumpets and cornets (m"l£ti', m"l^^n), cf. i Ch. 15=*.

16-19, from i K. 1513-15.—16. McLacah]. Cf. 13^

—

Asherah].

Whether there was ever a Canaanitish goddess Asherah (BDB.)

is a disputed question (DB., EBi.) {cf. 14*), but the name

seems to have been so used or understood here.

—

An horrible

thing] I K. i5"t, some kind of idol or idolatrous symbol;

H simulacrum Priapi with reference to the phallus cult. This

interpretation, as good as any, is usually accepted.

—

And he

crushed] wanting in i K. 15", added by the Chronicler, bringing

the destruction of the horrible thing {miphlezetli) in accord with that

of the golden calf (Ex. 322°) and the asherah (2 K. 23* 2 Ch. ^4*- ').

—Valley ofKidron] on the east of Jerusalem, where objects used

in heathen worship were regularly destroyed {cf. 29" 30'* i K. 15"

2 K. 23^^ 12), probably because the place as a burying-ground was

considered unclean (Kidron, DB.).—17. From Israel] i.e., Israel

in the sense of Judah {cf. iv) (Be., Zoe., Oe., Ba.), but this in-

terpretation is doubtful. Since in 14^ '='' Asa is said to have re-

moved the high places, the Chronicler probably added here from

Israel in the meaning of the N. kingdom (over which Asa had

historically no control) and thus harmonised this verse with 14* <'>

(Ki., Bn.).—18. These dedicated things were possibly spoils of war

{cf. I Ch. 18"), and since mentioned in i K. 151^ have been re-

garded as a confirmation from that source of the victories of Abijah

and Asa narrated in 13165- 1495- (Be., Oe., Ba.); another explana-

tion is that they were removed, through fear of Baasha (i K. i5'0>

from some sanctuary and brought to Jerusalem for safe-keeping
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(Bn.).—19. And there was not war, etc.]. According to i K. i5'«- ^'

war was between Asa and Baasha all their days. This discrep-

ancy has been explained by regarding the Chronicler's statement

as referring to the absence of any serious occurrence or an open

declaration of war in spite of continued hostility (Ke., Zoe., Oe.,

Ba.). In reality the Chronicler, however, probably regarded this

continued warfaiC as inconsistent with Asa's piety, and hence

wrote the history accordingly.

—

The thirty-fij'th year] v. i.

1. in^nivi] Ges. § 143&.—3. 0131 D''Cm] ace. of duration Ges. § 118^.

—The usage of S with nS (three times) is peculiar and not found else-

where (1. 133, Koe. iii. § 402 /3); called an example of ':' with subject (Bn.).

—5. msixn] districts of Israel's territory, cf. ii^s i Ch. 13^ Gn. 26'- <.

—

6. innai] in eight mss. and (g, U, Pi.—7. lai''] Ges. § 145/'.—8. nijjh m;^]

an insertion, as the abs. riNiajn shows (Ges. § 127/). ^^ Azariah the

prophet, H' Azariah the son 0/ 'Oded the prophet. Perhaps we should

read ]2 innij; -iot nt^N (Ki. BH.).—ptnnn] cf. for construction 12',

for use I Ch. ii'".—9. 3iS] cf. i Ch. 438.—11. 1N13.-1] rel. om., cf. i Ch.

Q"^ (1. 120).—16. m^DH . . . dn] I K. 15" nnD>nDN.—pT'i] wanting in

I K., V. s.—17. VvS-ia'^c] wanting in i K., v. s.—After dSst i K. is'^ has

mni ay.—18. 'n'?}<n] i K. i5'5 nin\—19. nr\>n nS ncnSoi] i K. 15I8

om. n'?.

XVI. 1-6. The war with Baasha.—Derived from i K. is'^-^^.

—1. In the thirty-sixth year of the reign of Asa] wanting in 2 K.,

and with the thirty-fifth year mentioned in 15" historically an im-

possible date, since according to i K. i68- >» Baasha died in the

twenty-sixth year of Asa. Hence thirty-fifth (15") and thirty-sixth

are due either to copyists' errors, or to an improper reckoning by

the Chronicler. Under the former supposition the original has been

held to have been the fifteenth and sixteenth (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.),

a view which has been felt to harmonise with the previous state-

ments that during the first ten years of Asa's reign there was peace

(13" (14O), and hence (it may be assumed) that in the eleventh

year the inroad of the Cushites took place (14'^), followed by the

cultus reform culminating in the celebration and the covenant in

the fifteenth year (15'-'*), and that then came the war with Baasha

in the following year. But such a speedy war with Baasha is un-

thinkable from the Chronicler's point of view. The covenant and

the loyalty could only have been followed by an era of peace, and
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this is expressly stated in 15'^ where it says, " Yahweh gave them

rest round about." The Chronicler delayed then the war with

Baasha until the close of Asa's reign in order to place in this con-

nection his sin (r/. w. •'), late in his life and near its punish-

ment through the disease in his feet three years later (v. ^^), for the

Chronicler undoubtedly thus regarded the disease, and, therefore,

he placed the war with Baasha in the thirty-sixth year of Asa's

reign. Other explanations of the thirty-fifth and thirty-sixth years

are a reckoning based on the separation of the N. and S. kingdoms,

since the thirty-fifth year of the disruption corresponds to the fif-

teenth of Asa (Mov., Ba.); or a derivation from the Midrash source

of the Chronicler, which had a chronology or scheme of synchro-

nism with the N. kingdom quite different from that of i and 2 K.

(Bn., Ki.).

—

Baasha king of Israel]. According to i K. 15"

Baasha came to the throne of Israel in the third year of Asa, and

the war between the two kingdoms was continuous (i K. 15'" ^^).—
And he built] i.e., as the connection shows, fortified, since Ramah,

mod. er-Ram five miles north of Jerusalem, is mentioned in the

earlier history (cf. Ju. 4' 19")- The town clearly commanded the

highway leading to Jerusalem. How far the Chronicler is from

being a historian is seen in the fact that no mention is made of the

imphed loss of the cities mentioned in 15*.—2, Silver and gold].

I K. i5'8 has " all the silver and gold that were left " with reference

to the loss through the invasion of Shishak (12' i K. 14"). This

statement is omitted, doubtless, because such a reference to de-

pleted treasuries would have been quite inappropriate after the

prosperity of Asa mentioned above.—The line of descent of Ben-

hadad King of Damascus (c. 885-844 B.C.) (KAT.^ p. 134) is also

omitted.—3. A league is between me and thee as was between my
father and thyfather]. Whether this statement is merely rhetorical

or refers to an actual alliance it is impossible to determine. This

successful invocation of Benhadad was later paralleled in the

appeal of Ahaz to Tiglath-pileser, King of Assyria, for assistance

against Damascus and N. Israel (2 K. 16'^).—4. The places smit-

ten are, naturally, on the northern frontier of Israel.

—

'Ijon] (i K.

152" 2 K. 15" t) survives in the name Merj 'Aynn, a rich oval plain

at the foot of the mountains of Naphtali, near the bend of the river
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Litany, and is identified with Tell Dibbin near the northern end of

this plain {EBi. II. col. 2160; Rob. BR." III. p. 375).—/16e/ Mayim']

I K. 15" Abel Beth Ma'acah and also 2 K. 15" 2 S. 20" ("^^ reading)

m Abei-^ mod. AbU el Kamh, a small village on a hill 1,074

feet above the sea, almost directly opposite Banias, and on the

main road thence to Sidon and the coast (GAS. in EBi). Mayim
is probably due to textual corruption.

—

All the store-cities] 1 K.

1520 " all the Chinneroth," i.e., the fertile district of Gennesaret west

of the sea of Galilee, " along with all the land." The rendering of

the Chronicler seems suggested by this text (v. i.).—5. And he

caused the work to cease\ This statement also is derived, ap-

parently, from a corruption or misunderstanding of the text {y. i.).

I K. 15" has "and he dwelt in" (or after ® "returned to")

"Tirzah."—6. And he built] i.e., fortified.

—

Gebd] mod. Jeba,

seven miles north of Jerusalem, the scene of Jonathan's exploit (i

S. 14 ' ^), and from the time of Asa apparently the northern limit

of the S. kingdom (2 K. 238, cf. Zc. 14'°).

—

Mizpah] probably

mod. Nabt Samwtl, five miles north-west of Jerusalem. The place

is frequently mentioned (Ju. 20''2i'-5-8 i S. j^etal.). The forti-

fication of these places would protect the S. kingdom from en-

croachments on the north.

7-10. The rebuke of Hanani.—x\sa is severely condemned for

his invocation of the aid of Syria, especially after his great victory

over the Cushites. 7. Hanani] mentioned in 19^ 20=^ i K. 16''

as the father of the prophet Jehu. The seer] ("S"!!!) also v. '",

used elsewhere by the Chronicler only of Samuel (i Ch. g-^ 26=^

29"); clearly an archaism; yet regarded as an evidence of an an-

cient tradition (v. i.).—Therefore is the host of the king of Aram
escaped out of thy hand]. The prophet seems to imply that if Asa

had relied upon Yahweh he would not only have conquered

Baasha, but also the Syrians who were in league with him (v. ^).
—

8. C/. i4'-'\

—

Liibim]. Cf. 12^. The Chronicler plainly regarded

the Cushites of Zerah as an Egyptian host.—9. For the eyes of

Yahweh, etc.] an expression of divine omniscience and provi-

dential care {cj. Zc. 4'" Pr. 153).

—

For from henceforth thou shalt

have wars]. No additional wars are recorded during the reign of

Asa, but the policy of foreign alliances naturally provoked them.
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C/. the similar situation in the case of Ahaz (Is. 7 2 K. 16).—10.

For similar treatment of prophets cf. that of Micaiah, iS^*; of

Jeremiah, Je. 20^; and, even worse, that of Zechariah, 24^1, and

of Uriah, Je. 262»-".

11-14. The conclusion of Asa's reign.—An expansion of i K.

1523'.

—

11. First and last\ Cf. i Ch. 292'.

—

In the hook of the

kings of Judah and Israel] (v. Intro, p. 22) i K. 15^3 "in the

book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah."—12. In the thirty-

ninth year] i K. 15" " in the time of his old age."

—

His disease,

etc., to the end of verse] wanting in Kings.

—

And also in his

disease, etc.]. Even as in the war with Israel he sought human aid

through Syria, so here in his last sickness he seeks it through his

physicians. The reference to physicians is unique in the OT.,

although they are elsewhere mentioned (cf. Gn. 50= in connection

with embalming, Jb. 13^ Je. 8"). The art of healing seems to

have been practised by the prophets. Cf. the application to Elisha

2 K. 4'"'-, and the healing work of Isaiah 2 K. 20' Is. 38^. Pos-

sibly this passage reflects the activity of physicians in the Chron-

icler's own time. Cf. their praise in BS. 38' -'^—13. And died,

etc.] wanting in i K.

—

14. i K. 15^^ "and was buried with his

fathers in the city of David his father." The burial of Asa is de-

scribed as though of exceeding magnificence or care. The laying

of him on a resting-place filled with spices and various perfumes

prepared after the perfumers' art was after the custom of preparing

the body thus for the burial {cf. Jn. 19" Mt. 27^9 Mk. 15" Lk. 23").

The burning (cf. 21 '^ Je. 345) was not of the body, since cre-

mation was contrary to the customs of the Hebrews, but probably

of spices, possibly originally a form of sacrifice for the dead (Now.

Arch. I. p. 197; EBi. II. col. 1337).

1. ®BA 38th year, (gL 30th.—N3i Nsv] cf. Jos. 6=.—2. NX^i] i K.

i5'8 np>i.

—

'd jnn t]OD] i K. '2 D>inijn jnrnifiODn Sonx {v. s.). After l^D

I K. has V12J) T>3 Djn>i.—n'^C'i] i K. ndx iSnn Dn'^ti'ii.—pa'Dm] i K.

pts-Di.—3. ^ABL Si.d0ov diad'^Kr)vio\\owed by ARVm. Let there be.—After

"ti iK. 1513 has in-^.—4. ism] (g, i K. 1520 y\—^hno: . . . hm pni] i K.

1520 ^ijnflj y-^n ^2 hy nnj3 Sa dni noyn no Sas pni. The text of the Chron-

icler is based either on a corruption, illegibility, or from a ready sugges-

tion of the letters, or possibly it is another name of the district given

owing to its fertility (Ba.), but (&^^^ have irepix^^povs suggesting ni30D.
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—5. maNSn dn nairii] a corruption or substitution for nsnna atTM (i K.

i52>).—6. npS] I K. 1522 jj^cfn.—After min> K. has ^•'J r^ and after }3m

</je yfefw^ ^5a, and after p3J f« Benjamin.—7 and 10. riNin]. This title is

bestowed elsewhere only on Samuel, i S. g'- ''• '8'- i Ch. 922 2628 292'.

Since therefore an ancient title, Jastrow finds in the use of the term here

an evidence at Icart that the story of Hanani is ancient if not authentic

(JBL. XXVIII. 1909, p. 49). But the application of this term to Hanani

is made with no reference to the ancient meaning assigned to nxn by Jas-

trow (v. I Ch. 2923), and the Chronicler may have been led to use the

archaic term here under the influence of i S. 9'.—12. S'Snii] v. 1. 40.

—

ft?yDS -iv] cf. I Ch. 142 (1. 87).

—

'< lyn] v. 1. 23.—01^<fl^D]. Jastrow would

read either d^nij unto the seers or D'!<oi.3 unto the dead {op. cit. p. 49

f. n. 23).

XVII-XX. The reign of Jehoshaphat (c. 876-851 b.c.).—The

Chronicler has made use of all of the narrative given in i K. con-

cerning Jehoshaphat (i K. 152^'' 22'-'5a <i-6o). a shght portion of

this he has rewTitten {cf. 18'-' 2C-"), and the whole he has supple-

mented with a large amount of new material (lyit-is 191-20'°) in

which the reign of Jehoshaphat appears one of unusual religious

activity and external splendour. The King busies himself with the

instruction of his people in the law of Yahweh (ly'-^ and in the

establishment*of a system of courts (19^"). His rule is also one of

military success. He built castles and store-cities and had a

great arrny (1712-19). He received large tribute from the Philis-

tines and Arabians (17'" '), and won a most signal victory over the

Moabites and Ammonites through the direct intervention of Yah-

weh in response to prayer and praise (2o>-"'). The King's only

shortcomings seem to have been his alliances, recorded in i K.,

with the N. kingdom (192 20"), which resulted in his exposure to

peril at Ramoth-gilead (c. 18) and the loss of his ships (20").

While this new material is»all of the spirit and style of the Chronicler,

Bn. and Ki. find here several sources. Ki. after Bn. analyses as follows:

171* from I K. 152^''; vv.i''-' from M2; w. '-« from an old historical

source; w. i"-!' from M2; i8i-3» from the Chronicler; vv. 'b-s^ from

I K. 22; 19'-' from the Chronicler; w. *-i' from the Chronicler's fore-

runner; 20i-'8 from M; v. i' from the Chronicler; w. "-33" from i K.;

w. '">-" from the Chronicler. But all the extra canonical material is of

the spirit and style of the Chronicler, v. i. and cf. in 17' ptnnn (1. 38);

in i7< 20' S c-n (1. 23); in 17' 192 20*" S with ace. (1. 128); in 17X'
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20" ainSx^ nini ins (c/. 14") (1. 96); in ly'" msnsn pidScd (c/. i Ch.

2930, 1. 6); in ly'^ 2o's nSpcS iy (1. 87); in 192 vjo '7^e ksm (c/. 152); in

193 aS and S'-n after Hiph. of ?i3 (c/. is'* 3019 Ezr. 7" f); in 19* '"i* ^oyi

(1. 89), and -fyi i''j; (1. 124); in 20^ irn^s >n'?« m,T> very often in

Ch., and asinnS iny pNi (c/. 141°); in 202- '^ jt pon (1. 28); in 2020

rTiSxHi {cf. i3'2); in 2021 oma'D (only in writings of Chronicler, 1. iii);

in 2o25 pnS (c/. i4'2, 1. 132); 20'° also should be compared with 14*^

I5»5; c/. in 2o37 1XJ? {cf. 141° I Ch. 29'% 1. 92) (Graf, GB. p. 145).

XVII. 1-6. The piety and prosperity of Jehoshaphat.—1.

And Jehoshaphat reigned in his stead] i.e., in the place of Asa, a

transcription of i K. is"*".—2. Fortified cities have an important

place in the narrative of the Chronicler. Rehoboam built them

(11^-12); Abijah took cities (13'
s); Asa built them (i4«-') and like-

wise Jehoshaphat (cf. vv. 12. a 213).

—

Which Asa his father had

taken]. Cf. 15^—3. The first ways of David his father] i.e., the

earlier years of David before he fell into the sins of adultery (2 S.

II ff.) and numbering the people (2 S. 24 i Ch. 21) (Be., Ke.,

Zoe., Oe.). But David is wanting in (B'"^^ (^^ has it), hence

in all probability is a gloss (Ba.). The reference then is to Asa,

the father of Jehoshaphat, whose first ways, according to the

Chronicler, were good (cc. 14, 15) and his latter evil (c. 16).

—

The Baalim] i.e., a false god or gods in contrast with Yahweh

(cf Ju. 2"). Baal means primarily a "proprietor" or "pos-

sessor," hence "master," "lord," and was a common desig-

nation of deity like our word "Lord." In early times it was used

of Yahweh, as clearly appears from its appearance in proper

names (cf. i Ch. 8^^ 14') and the prohibition of its use by Hosea

(2 18 (16))
J
but later, since the gods of the Canaanites were generally

thus designated, it came to signify a false god.—4. Of his father]

another reference to Asa (cf. v. ^ (^ v. s.).—The doings of Israel].

Cf. iV\—5. Tribute] i.e., free gifts, perhaps, at the King's ac-

cession, rather than royal exactions (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ba.).

—6. And his heart was lifted up]. Only here is this expression used

in a good sense, elsewhere it has a bad meaning (cf. 26'* 3225 Ez.

282-5.17 Ps_ ijii P]-_ 1812^ BDB.).

—

And furthermore he took away,

etc.]. This statement is not in harmony with that of i K. 22",

quoted by the Chronicler in 20", where it is said " the high places

were not taken away" but they were frequented by the people.
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Such discrepancies did not trouble the Hebrew historian.

—

The

high places and the asherini\ Cf. 14^ »'.

7-9. The commission for teaching the law.—This narrative is

a duplicate of the account of the establishment of the judiciary given

in 19* -I' (Bn., Ki.). No record of such events is found in Kings,

and it is not impossible that Jehoshaphat, perhaps through the in-

fluence of his alliance with the N. kingdom {v. i.), introduced some

new organisation for the administration of justice or law (Winckler,

KATj p. 252; Erbt, Die Hebraer, p. log), yet v. i. 19"". The ap-

pointment of laity in connection with Levites and priests has been

regarded as a mark of an ancient and rehable tradition (Bn., Ki.).

Otherwise, however, this section bears every evidence of being late

and written by the Chronicler. The book of the law of Yahweh is

a reflection of Deuteronomy, and the names of the commissioners

as a whole belong to a period later than the ninth century (Gray,

HPN. p. 231). Already, also at the time of the Chronicler, must

have begun the study, exposition, and teaching of the law by

members of the laity who were later reckoned among the Scribes.

—

7. In the third year]. This date is given to show that Jehoshaphat

at the very outset of his reign concerned himself with the instruc-

tion of his people in the law.

—

Ben-hail
-f]

signifies "son (man) of

might," cf. Abi-hail ii's; yet possibly it does not belong as a proper

name in the text, but as in (i>, IC, is descriptive of the princes, even

sons of valour (y. i.).—8. And with them the Levites]. The tend-

ency of the Chronicler is to dignify the Levites, and thus he assigns

to them the priestly duty of teaching (cf. v. ' 35' Ne. 8'-'» DB. IV.

p. 93).—9. And they taught in Judah]. The priests were the

guardians of the law (Ho. 4^ ' Je. iS'', cf. Dt. ly^s- igiss. T^y>), and

hence its teachers, and under Jehoshaphat an impulse may have

been given for instruction in the law through the priests and others,

although such a general measure as is here mentioned is probably

not historical.

—

The hook of the law of Yahweh] v. s.

7. S'-n pS] (g, ?C, S^n ^j^S sons {men) of strength qualifying mis', cf.

I Ch. 5'8 2 Ch. 28« Ju. ai'o i S. 14" 18" 2 S. 2' i;'" 2 K. 2i«.—8. 3it2

rriinN f] looks like a dittography arising from the two previous names.

10-19. The greatness of Jehoshaphat and his army.—The

summary of Jehoshaphat's reign given in i K. 22"'-=^° shows that it
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was one of prosperity and peace with the N. kingdom. His might

is there mentioned, and since he was a good king who "walked in

all the ways of Asa his father," and " turned not aside from doing

that which was right in the eyes of Yahweh," i K. 22^^ the Chron-

icler naturally ascribes unto him much greatness, with possibly

some real historical reminiscence (v. i.).—10. Then a terror from

Yahweh, etc.]. The Chronicler represents a supernatural dread

of Judah, caused by Yahweh, coming upon the neighbouring

peoples, presumably as a reward for Jehoshaphat's zeal for the law

(cf. i4'3 CO 20" Gn. 355).—11. The Arabians]. The term ^m6
primarily means "people of the desert," and came into use among

the Hebrews as indicating a particular people, i.e. the inhabitants

of northern Arabia, relatively late (first used in this strictly eth-

nographical sense in Ne. 2^^ 6'); and Arabians in the writings of the

Chronicler probably reflects the powerful kingdom of the Naba-

teans already established in his day, south and south-east of Judah,

and he mentions them here and elsewhere {cf. 22' 26') to present in-

telligibly to his readers an event (whether real or assumed) like

that of Jehoshaphat's glory. The Philistines would be under-

stood by his readers from their knowledge of the canonical books,

the Arabians from present conditions (Noeldeke, EBi. I. col. 274).

It is yet possible, however, that some tribute from the Philistines and

desert tribes was historical, a real result of Asa's victory over

Zerah (148-'^ o-u)) (so at least as far as the Arabians are con-

cerned, Winckler, KA T.^ p. 252). For a similar tribute oiflocks or

their product cf. 2 K. 3^—12. Castles and cities of store]. Cf. v. 2.

—13. And he had great property]. (BDB.) The context shows

that by this property the writer meant military supplies (so Ke.).

The rendering "work for equipping and provisioning the fort-

resses" (Be.) is certainly not so good.—14. The soldiers were en-

rolled according to their families.

—

'Adnah] is also the name of a

Manassite, i Ch. 12=' (2o)_—ig^ Who willingly offered himself unto

Yahweh]. Cf. Ju. 5'. It is unfortunate that the Chronicler has

not explained why this phrase of honour was applied to Amasiah.

—17. Equipped with bow and shield] i.e., light-armed troops, for

which Benjamin was famous. Cf. i Ch. 12^ and (on shield) cf. i Ch.

12" "!> 2 Ch. 14' <5'.—18. The total number of these warriors is,
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of Judah 780,000, of Benjamin 380,000, making a grand total of

1,160,000. This is the largest force assigned anywhere to the S.

kingdom. On the gross exaggeration of such numbers cf. 13',

and for other Hsts 11'. From Jehoshaphat's connection with the

N. kingdom and his assistance rendered in war {cf. c. 18) it is

probable that he maintained something of an army, and so far

some historical truth underlies this section.

10. mni infl] a terror from Yahiveh. Subjective genitive, Ges. § 128^.

—nix-iNH] a late usage, cf. 1 Ch. 132 2 Ch. ii^s.—11. dihcSd jci]

partitive use of p, cf. i Ch. 432 q'". 32 2 Ch. 3221 (BDB. p 3. b (a)).—ID31

^fa'D] and silver for tribute ARV., Kau., after H et vectigal argenti, but

better silver a burden, i.e., a great quantity (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ki.).

(g Kal SbfiOLTa (nitdi).—ai!<i2-\;;n] a late form, elsewhere either D•'3^J;^

(21I6 22') or Dion;'.-! (26').—nixa . . . D-nym] wanting in (&^, H.—12.

iSn] with co-ordinate adj. denotes continuance, cf. Ex. iQi' i S. 22'

2 S. 3' et al., V. Ges. § 113W.

—

rhy-ah ^y]c/. i Ch. 142.

—

r\Yi-\^':i'[ fortresses,

pi. of nij-ca, a late word {cf. n-113 i Ch. 29'), also pi. 27^ f-

—

^iuodd ny]

store cities, cf. 2 Ch. 8^—14. nS>y] looking forward has the force of a

neut. sing., cf. 3'. And this was their enrolment according to the houses of

their fathers of Judah captains of thousands : Adnah the captain, etc.—
on^nnN n^aS] pi. Ges. § 125^.—16. S^n ii^j] to be taken either collec-

tively referring to the 200,000 of 'Amasiah, or must be read nuj.—17.

ncp >pz<i] cf. I Ch. 122.

XVIII. 1-34. Jehoshaphat in alliance with Ahab.—Taken

from I K. 22 '-56" almost verbatim except in the case of i K. 22'-»,

which is rewritten or replaced in 18' -2. The narrative in i K. be-

longs to the prophetic stories forming a part of the history of

Ahab, and is the only instance of an extensive excerpt from the

history of N. Israel in Chronicles. It was apparently introduced

for the honourable part which Jehoshaphat performed in seeking

the word of Yahweh through Micaiah, and especially as a back-

ground of the reproof given for the alliance with Ahab in the

following chapter.

1-3. Jehoshaphat allies himself with Ahab.—Vv. '
' are from

the pen of the Chronicler.—1. And had wealth and honour in abun-

dance] a duplicate of 17^''.

—

And he formed a marriage alliance

with Ahah] through the marriage of Jehoram the son of Je-

hoshaphat with Athaliah the daughter of Ahab (2 K. 8"). From
the disruption at the death of Solomon until the reign of Je-
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hoshaphat, the N. and S. kingdoms seem to have been openly hos-

tile to each other. How a reconciliation was effected between the

two, whether by war or negotiation, is unknown, but, in view of the

military service rendered to Israel in the Syrian wars (i K. 22 2 K.

8^8 f) and against Moab (2 K. 3^ «•), Judah appears to have been

a dependency of Israel. Yet, notwithstanding the denunciation

given in 19^, this alliance must have contributed much to the wel-

fare of the S. kingdom, and probably laid the foundation for its

prosperity under Jehoshaphat. Possible influences of the alliance

have already been noticed (v. s.).—2. At the end of years] an in-

definite expression of time substituted by the Chronicler for "and

it came to pass in the third year " (i K. 22^), where the reference is

to the period of peace between Syria and Israel (i K. 22'). The

Chronicler probably referred to the marriage affinity, and means

that some time after this Jehoshaphat visited Samaria.

—

And
Ahab killed, etc.]. Ahab is represented as receiving Jehosha-

phat on a friendly visit with great honour, and inducing him to

join in the expedition against Ramoth-gilead, but the probability

is that Ahab first decided on the expedition and then called upon

Jehoshaphat to join him, whereupon the latter comes to Samaria

(Klo., Bn. on i K. 222).

—

Ramoth-gilead]. Cf. for location i Ch.

665 (80
)_ This frontier town was taken from Israel by the Syrians

during either the reign of Baasha (i K. 152°) or more probably in

the reign of Omri (i K. 20^^), and not restored according to the

treaty made after the battle of Aphek (i K. 20"), hence the expedi-

tion of Ahab.—3. From here through the chapter the narrative of

I K. 2 2<-35 is followed almost verbatim. While Jehoshaphat in the

language of diplomacy in this verse expresses unanimity and full

co-operation with Ahab, the subsequent narrative seems to reveal

an underlying reluctance on the part of Jehoshaphat to enter

upon the undertaking from doubt in regard to its successful issue.

For changes in the verse compared with i K. 22^ v. i.

2. D^jtr TpS] a substitute for n''a"''?i:'n njeo •'hm in i K. 22^ (v. s.).—
ijjSj . . . narii] wanting in i K.—3, Ch. omits i K. 22'. Sn-ib" ^'7D a^ns

and n-iin' iSd are wanting in i K. 22^.—Ty] i K. ''PN -|- nDnSn'?.

—

iS ncN^i] I K. '^vx-ir^ ^SD Sn tDDL:Mn> -icnm.—•'DJ? inysi] i K. inpa '•Dp.

—

nsnSca '\r:y^] wanting in i K., which has instead I'DiDa "lOiDa.
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4-27. The prophecy of Micaiah,—This is one of the most

illuminating narratives in the OT. respecting the prophets of Yah-

weh. Micaiah vs. the four hundred shows that as sharp a line of

cleavage ran between prophets of Yahweh in the days of Elijah and

Elisha as in the days of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, when these latter de-

nounced false prophets who clearly spoke in the name of Yahweh

(Je. 23'2- 28' ff- Ez. 122' fi. i-ji ff ), The appearance of four hundred

prophets of Yahweh at the court of Ahab reveals that this story

was written from a different point of view from i K. 17-19, where,

under Ahab and Jezebel, the prophets of Yahweh are banished and

slain and only Elijah appears left. Some prophets of Yahweh,

then, were time-servers, ready to compromise with the worship

of Baal and to prophesy according to royal pleasure, while others

stood, like Elijah, for the worship of the righteous Yahweh alone.

With these latter, Micaiah must be classed. These prophets were

the forerunners of Amos, Hosea, and the other authors of OT.

written prophecy. Some OT. writers only recognised this second

class, while others took a broader view and enable us to trace more

accurately the actual events of history.—5. The prophets]. These

were prophets of Yahweh, since the King was inquiring after the

word of Yahweh (v. ^).—6. Is there no prophet of Yahweh here

besides] i.e., in addition to the four hundred who had spoken with

such unanimity. Jehoshaphat evidently felt that Ahab had only

called the prophets who were subservient to his desire and re-

sponded accordingly.—9. Clothed in garments] i.e., in royal attire.

—In a threshing-floor]. A threshing-floor would be a large, flat,

open, and elevated place, and hence convenient for such a convoca-

tion; but probably the phrase should be struck from the text

{v. i.).—And all the prophets were prophesying before them] per-

haps by lifting up their voices in unison, or by certain dervish-like

manifestations of ecstasy (r/. v. ")•—lO* Horns of iron] an em-

blem of offensive power (Dt. ^;^^'' Am. 6'3 Je. 48^5 d^. 8' ').

Such symbols were customary with the prophets. Cf. Je. 27=

28'" ^- where Jeremiah wears a bar as a symbol of captivity and

Hananiah, a prophet of the type of Zedekiah, breaks it from off his

neck.—12. Behold the prophets have with one mouth spoken'^ good

unto king] so (g (y. i.).—14. The first reply of Micaiah is clearly
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ironical, although not without a touch of politeness in favouring the

King's desire.—16. This vision is usually (and correctly) taken to

indicate the outcome of the campaign : Ahab will fall and the peo-

ple will return home.

Ba. interprets differently. He renders Yahweh hath said, These have

a master who is no master, i.e., Ahab was no shepherd but a spoiler of his

people, and Ba. thinks that the words in peace cannot fittingly apply to a

return of Israel home after a disaster in battle. The vision means, then,

that the man who has misgoverned Israel will not be permitted to lead

to victory.

18. Ahab would remove the depressing effect of the oracle upon

Jehoshaphat by insinuating that it proceeded from personal hos-

tility.—19. Micaiah indicates his words by a vision showing how

Yahweh was leading Ahab to destruction through a spirit of false-

hood in the mouths of his prophets. The scene is of Yahweh as

a heavenly king holding a court or council. For Yahweh's method

of dealing with Ahab cf. Ps. 18"'' <''^\—20. The Hebrew allows

either a spirit or the spirit. If we read the former, one out of the

rest of the angelic beings who attend Yahweh, then we find here

in its most elementary form the doctrine of the later Jewish and

Christian Satan; but this interpretation is doubtful. The spirit is

the personified spirit of prophecy (cf. v."). The spirit, then,

which moved the four himdred prophets was the true spirit of

prophecy, though leading them into falsehood. The real deceiver

is Yahweh. Such a conception, however repugnant to us, was

agreeable to the Hebrew mind. Cf. Yahweh's hardening the heart,

Ex. 421b 73 912 lo'- ="• " 1 1'"; sending an evil spirit between Abime-

lech and the men of Shechem, Ju. 9"; inciting David to wrong,

2 S. 24».
—

^23. Zedekiah insultingly challenges Micaiah to vindi-

cate his prophecy.—24. Micaiah accepts the challenge and says

that Zedekiah shall perceive its truth in the disaster which shall

overtake him, a fugitive hiding for his life.—On inner chamber, cf.

I K. 20'°.—25. Joash the king's son"] not elsewhere mentioned.

—26. Bread of affliction and water of affliction] i.e., bread and

water in scant measure, cf. Is. 30'"'.—27. The test of prophecy ac-

cording to Micaiah is its fulfilment. Cf. v.'* Dt. iS^' '•.

—

And he

said hear ye, etc.]. These words are a marginal gloss taken from
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Mi. i«, and form no part of the original narrative of i K. 22.

They were inserted by some one who identified Micaiah with

Micah, the prophet of the days of Hezekiah,

4. 0V3] first of all, first, cf. Gn, 2531 i S. s'" (Dr.) i K. i^' (Bur.).—

IJT nx] wanting ^ba.—5. yjiN] i K. 226 yaiNO.—iSjn] i K. iSxn.

The latter, as the forms SnnN and nSj? show, is correct.—S«] i K. Sy.—
D^n^ND] I K. ^jiN. The original in i K. was nirf, found in twenty-nine

MSB. (Ki. BH., St. SBOT.). The changes to 1J^^< and oinS^n were made

to avoid the association of nini with false prophets.—6. insp] inxD the

reading of some mss. and also preferred by Ki. (BH.) and St. (SBOT.);

ditto in vv. ' '•.—7. nyiS vd-> So '3 naitaS •<hy Najnn ujin] i K. 22'

pi ON '3 aito >Sp Najn'' nS.—nih] wanting in i K.

—

nSd''] i K. rhv<
;

ditto in V. '.—9. oocvi] wanting in i K. 221", evidently inserted to

make easier the reading pJ2 in a threshing-floor. (S of i K. has for

pJ3 Dnjj DTaSn only ePoir\oi. This looks as though pJ3 were a

dittography of onja (Bur., St. SBOT.) and thus had no place in the

text of K. Paul Haupt (SBOT.) thinks pj, from connection with Arabic

verb {*ij^ io polish and Assyr. gurnu "coat," may mean polished

armour and that the word to be rejected is DnJ3 as a gloss. At any rate

the various proposed emendations, such as Dm3 embroidered (Be. after

Th.), mi33 ''IJ3 (Ki. BH. after Klo.), pvi nj3 (Bn.), seem not commend-

able.—10. iS] used reflexively Ges. § 1351.—njjjjo] cf. i Ch. 7"'.—

•

11. jnji]. The obj. is understood.—12. nai] read after (& iXdXt^crav

n3i Bur., Bn., Ki. BH., et al.—3i!0] dagel forte conjunctive, Ges.

§ 20/.—nnxD] I K. 2213 nns 1313.—13. ^^S^i] i K. 22" ^Sn nin>. (g, U,

^Vx dmSs, which was probably the original in Ch.—14, no'iD] shortened

from ini3^D.—l^jn] i K. 22" the same, and also Ssm instead of SnnN of

Ch., but nSxni rhw (gABL {„ both K. and Ch. has all these verbs in the

sing. This probably was the original and the change to the plural has

been made by copyists to emphasise the presence of Jehoshaphat.

—

03T'3 unjii] I K. nScn ^^3 mrT> jnji.—15. ie-n] for use as conj. cf.

BDB. -itt'X 8 a (/S).—16. ]rh] fem. to agree with JNX. Some mss. have

ddS, agreeing with Snib".—17. y-h] i K. 22' » j;-i which Ki. {BH. not

SBOT.) adopts.—18. pS] <S has Oi>x o^tus, p nS, both here and i K.
22i» adopted by Th., Kau., Bn., Ki. in SBOT., Kom. The force would

be. My personal bias is not, as you charge, determining my words con-

cerning you, but your downfall is the purpose of Yahweh.

—

ijjdb' ] i K. sg.

—D'^Dcn N3x] host of heaven, i.e., the organised body of angels or divine

beings with whom Yahweh associates, cf. Ne. 9^ Ps. 103^' 148^ Is. 2421

Dn. S'" Jos. 5"f-.—iSKDB'nm'' Sj; onnj;] i K.—iSxDtfdi irnio vSy noy.

—19. hn-\m ^SD] wanting in i K. 2220.

—

idxi] wanting in (S^bl and i K.

and to be struck out; a clear dittography from following ids. At the

end of the verse (&^ has the addition Kal eiirev oIjtws Ov dvv^aei, also in
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I K. with addition Kai elirev 'Ev (toL.—njo, hjd] i K. n:3a, r\22.—20.

nnn] on art. with indefinite force cf. 2cP-^ and Ges. § i26g. St.

(SBOT.) reads psfn (c/. Jb. i^s) and regards nnn as a substitutionary

gloss. This is favoured by Paul Haupt, who says nnn is " certainly not

the spirit of prophecy" {v. s.). The strongest argument in favour of

this view is the fact that nnn, a fern, noun, is here construed as masc,

but its use in v. ^^ seems fatal to the thought of an original ja'^n.—21.

nnS] I K. 2222 nn.—22. After •<D2 read ^2 after ^al ^^ ^^ and i K.

2223.—.23. inn] wanting in i K. 22=% yet probably to be read there

(Klo., Kamp., Bn., Ki., Bur.) since n? ix is never used of a verb.—T~^']

"inN (Ki. BH.).—25. inp] i K. 2226 sg.—pns] (gB E/xrip, (gAL -Zetiii-qp,

also C6 of I K. (the 2 comes from preceding irpos), hence the name

probably was idn Immer {cf. i Ch. 9'2 24'^ Je. 20', et al. (Bur.)).—26.

omDNi] <&^, I K. 2227 sg.—ynS qidi ynS anS] examples of apposition

Dr. TH. § 189 (i), Ges. § 131c.—^3H£*] i K. •'N3.—27. ab . . . vdb']

V. s. D''Dy used very seldom, if ever, of Israel {v. Bur.).

28-34. The defeat of the allies.—29. Ahab disguised himself

probably to escape a central attack such as was made on Jehosha-

phat, and also perhaps from the superstitious notion that by-

changing his identity he could in some way escape the evil foretold

by Micaiah.—31. And Jehoshaphat cried out] probably to his

men, but the Chronicler understood it as a prayer and added the

remainder of the verse, which does not appear in i K. 22.

—

34.

Ahab's first impulse when wounded seems to have been to leave

the battle (v. ^^^), but when he noted the fierceness of the fight he

had himself propped up in his chariot and kept his place against the

enemy. This is a splendid testimony to his prowess, even as one

also is given in the command of the King of Syria to fight only with

him (v. 2"). The Chronicler omits the details given in i K. 22^8 -^'^

of Ahab's death and burial, because they would have been irrele-

vant in his narrative.

29. N121 u'snnn] either an example of inf. abs. used for the cohorta-

tive in excited speech Ges. § ii^dd, or to be changed after Vrss. The
former is allowed by Bur., Bn., et al., but rejected by St., Sw. in SBOT.
on I K., which gives the latter reading after <&, ^, SI, Niasi tfsnrxi, pre-

ferred by Ki. BH., but <S*b of Ch. has KaTaKd\v\f/6p /le.—injj] (g my
apparel.—M<2-'-\] about thirty mss., (S, B, i K. 2230 sg.—30. After iS la'N i

K. 22^' has DiJ'^i D'-ti'Ss'.—Snjn pn] read after (g, i K. nxi.—Snjn. ]apr\]

I K. without art.—31. ncN] i K. 22^2 + IN.—i3D^i] i K. nDii. The
former to be preferred (Klo., Ki., Bur., et al.—IJDD . . . nin^i] wanting
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in I K.

—

DiT'Dm] 05 airiarpeipev avToiis probably reading ai^D'i. M is far

more expressive.—33. ic.^'?] in his integrity or his innocency, i.e., without

guile or definite intention in view of the result, "at a venture," cf. 2 S.

1511.—intrn pai D^pmn pa] between the tassets and the breastplate.

pai in the sg. Is. 41' t- The plural of this word meaning cleaving, join-

ing is most appropriate for the tassets consisting of jointed pieces.

—

20-\'^] I K. 2234 ^2^-\h.—ijnxxini] i K. ijK-'Sini.—njnDn] (g n?2n'?on, proba-

bly the true reading.—34. hn-\Z'-> iSm] i K. 2225 iScti.—iinyn] better

Hoph. after i K.

—

wvn . . . ny] i K. 31J73 pdm. At tJie time of the

going down of the sun is drawn from i K. 2236^.

XIX. 1-3. Jehoshaphat reproved for his alliance with Ahab

by the prophet Jehu.—A section clearly from the Chronicler.

The N. kingdom in the mind of the Chronicler was entirely apostate

from Yahweh, and hence the association of Jehoshaphat with

Ahab was completely sinful and worthy of rebuke.—1. In peace]

with possible allusion to the words of Micaiah, i8'«.—2. Jehu the

son of Hanani]. Cf. i K. 16' and, on Hanani, 2 Ch. 16'. The

Chronicler consistently introduces here Jehu, since Hanani his

father appears in the reign of Asa the father of Jehoshaphat; but

this does not exactly agree with i K. i6', where " Jehu son of Ha-

nani " appears prophesying against Baasha, some forty years earlier

than the death of Ahab.

—

The seer]. This term may apply either

to Hanani (as assumed in note on 16') or to Jehu (Ke., Oe., Kau.,

Ki. Kom.).—That hate Yahweh]. Whether sg. or pi. (v. i.), the

reference is clearly to Ahab. This historically is a total miscon-

ception of Ahab, who was a reverer of Yahweh, as is seen from his

summoning the prophets of Yahweh (iS^) and in the names of his

children Athaliah, Ahaziah, and Jehoram, which all are com-

pounds of Yahweh.

—

Wrath] spoken with reference to the in-

vasion of the Moabites and the Ammonites, c. 20 (Be., Ke., Zoe.,

Ba.).—3. Good things]. Cf. 12'^.

—

The Asheroth] a feminine

pi. occurring twice elsewhere (Ju. 3' prob. a text, error, 2 Ch.

23' t), equivalent to Asherim (cf. 14* 1516). For this act of piety

by Jehoshaphat, cf 17^

—

And hast set thy heart to seek God]. Cf.

I']*- \

2. "MyS] cf. Ges. § 114^.—'Nja'Si] (S has sg. in agreement with j-'un*^,

but the latter may be used collectively, cf. Ps. 9«- " «• "> lo^ Is. ii^ t-^~

anNP] finite verb continuing inf. cstr., Ges. § ii4r.—3. SaN] cf. 1*.
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4-11. The appointment of judges.—This section has already

been referred to in connection with 17'', with the suggestion that a

tradition of historic value might underlie both. Yet on the other

hand one cannot escape the force of Wellhausen's view that the

story of Jehoshaphat's activity concerning the administration of

justice may be due to the meaning of his name, "Yahweh is Judge"

{Prol. p. 191). The Chronicler and those of his school felt called

upon to idealise the kings of Judah, and most naturally idealised

Jehoshaphat after the meaning of his name. They ascribed to

him the foundation of a system of courts corresponding perhaps

to those of their day (We. op. cit., Ki. Kom.) when in all proba-

bility a central sanhedrim existed at Jerusalem and local ones in

other cities. Yet the judiciary given as established by Jehosha-

phat corresponds very closely with that mentioned in Dt. 16" -2"

17' and might well have been derived from that source. In Dt.

we read of judges in all thy gates (16''), and likewise of a court of

appeal at the central sanctuary, for if there arise a matter too hard

for thee in judgment . . . thou shalt come unto the priests the

Levites and unto the judge at the central sanctuary, i.e., Jerusalem

(Dt. 17^'). All jurisdiction among the Hebrews was originally

invested in the family and administered by its head (Gn. 382<«-

31" cf. Dt. 2i'8«). Then in more organised and settled life this

family authority was supplemented and restricted by a court com-

posed of the elders of the village or city (Dt. ig'^ 21' '• • 6- " 221^ ").

Under the monarchy the king also was an administrator of justice

(2 S. 8'5 14^-'6 152- 3 f. 6 1 K. 3'- 16 ff- 7' Je. 22*' ' Is. 16' Je. 230''), An
appeal apparently might be taken to him from a lower court, or

one might go to him in the first instance. The priests also, since

they were the mediators of divine law (Dt. 33"' Je. 18" Ho. 4« '•),

and thus of divine decisions, were always concerned somewhat

with the administration of justice {cf. Ex. 2i« 22"- " i S. 2^:

decisions at a sanctuary or from God would be delivered by a

priest, cf. also decisions of Moses, Ex. 18'^ '• •»"). When then

a central sanctuary was established, the chief priest naturally be-

came a supreme judge. An interesting feature of the description

of the judiciary, both here and in Dt., is the retirement of the king

personally into the background in the exercise of the function
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properly belonging to the sovereign. Dt. speaks of the judge and

the Chronicler gives this position to the ruler of the house of Judah.

Probably the king in Israel delegated the administration of justice,

although still hel' responsible for it, to others. Thus princes and

members of the royal house are frequently alluded to as exercising

judicial functions (Is. i" 31^ Mi. 3' Je. 21" ' 22^ f- Ez. 45').

4. And Jehoshaphat dwelt in Jerusalem'] i.e., permanently. He

no longer visited the court of the N. kingdom, but for a time at

least confined himself to the sacred city and concerned himself

with the sacred business of justice.

—

And he went out again]. The

first time had been in the third year of his reign, when the commis-

sioners of the law were sent out (i7'-0-

—

From Beersheba] the

southern limit of his kingdom (cf 1 Ch. 21 2) to the hill country of

Ephraim] the northern limit of his kingdom, acquired by conquest

(cf. 17').

—

And brought them back unto Yahweh]. Possibly an

apostasy from Yahweh is thought of in connection with the alliance

with northern Israel (c. 18); yet a similar activity is ascribed also to

Asa (is»-'').—5. And he set judges, etc.]. V. s.—6. For ye judge

not for man but for Yahweh]. The judges were representatives of

Yahweh {cf. Ex. 18'' '• 2i« Dt. i'').—7. Take heed and act] i.e.,

take heed to act in pious awe of Yahweh.

—

For there is no iniquity

with Yahweh our God or respect of persons or taking of a bribe].

This insistence that the judge should be in these particulars like

unto Yahweh is worthy of notice. Cf. the description of Yahweh

as judge, Gn. 18" Dt. iC '-.—8. A higher court is estabHshed at

Jerusalem with jurisdiction in both religious and civil cases {v. s.).

The former are expressed under the judgment of the Yahweh and

the latter under controversies. Under the first expression also the

Chronicler may have meant those cases to be decided according to

the Pentateuch, which he believed already then to have been writ-

ten, and under the second, cases requiring arbitration simply. The

latter might weU fall to the care of the heads of the fathers houses of

Israel, i.e., the lay members of the court. On Israel representing

the S. kingdom, cf. i2«.

—

And for the controversies of the inhabitants

of Jerusalem^]. These controversies are not to be considered re-

stricted to those of the inhabitants of Jerusalem, yet they presented

their causes directly to this higher court.—10. The cases which
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might come from other places before the court are now somewhat

awkwardly enumerated.

—

Between blood and bloody i.e., whether a

man might be guilty of murder or only of manslaughter {of. Ex.

2112-14),

—

Between law and commandment, statutes and judgments]

i.e., under what laws cases should be judged, covering thus also all

questions of the interpretation of the law.

—

11. Amariah the chief

priest]. Amariah is mentioned in i Ch. 5" (6") as the third chief

priest after the first in the Temple (see corrected text), hence he

would come in appropriately in the reign of Jehoshaphat.

—

In all

matters of Yahweh] i.e., in all religious or ecclesiastical matters, cf.

V. '.

—

Zebadiah the son of Ishmael] otherwise unknown. In 17'

a Levite among the commissioners to teach the law has the same

name.

—

The ruler of the house of Judah]. The Chronicler thinks

of the old tribal organisation with its head apart from the king

being preserved.

—

All the king's matters] i.e., civil cases coming

under the king's jurisdiction; the controversies of v. ^

5. -\-^y^-\'^'jS] for every city, cf.iCh. 2612 (1. 124).—6. tasu'D nana ODcyi].

(& read ^lan for nana; Tl et qiiodcumque judicaveritis, in vos redtmdahit.

Oe. emended "\aia to laia " and it shall be with you according to (your)

judgment." Better supply Yahweh as subject (Ke., ei a/.).—7. N^'Df]

cf. C'JB NC'i in Dt. iQi^—8 . nS::'n> lair'ii]. These newly appointed judges

could not be described as " returning " to Jerusalem, hence Kimchi,

Be., Ke., et al. referred the words to the statemicnt in v.'' D>a ksm; but

then this statement should precede v. ^^ and the pi. must be explained

on the rather doubtful assumption that Jehoshaphat and his retinue con-

stitute the subject, although the sg. is used in v. \ Better follow (B>, H,

and read '•ae''', and before it oinSi and for the controversies of the inhabi-

tants of Jerusalem, so Kau., Bn., Ki.—10. an Sai] casus pendens, cf.

Ges. § 143d. d, B, omit 1.
—

'S ... pa] cf. Gn. i^.— on-inrni] perhaps

an Aram, loan-word; mostly in Ez. and Ec, and only here in Ch.

XX. 1-30. The victory over the Moabites and the Am-
monites.—A religious tale of great marvel. The only history back

of this story probably is the fact that Jehoshaphat, associated with

Jehoram, was engaged in a campaign against the Moabites. This

campaign is described in one way in 2 K. 3^-", where it is embel-

lished with wonders to the glorification of Elisha the prophet of

northern Israel; here the campaign wholly transformed is described

in another way, and all semblance to historical reality is lost; only
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the Moahites remain as the enemies of Israel. Jehoshaphat is no

longer associated with Jehoram, nor yet is he the attacking party,

but is suffering invasion in his own land; his army also does not

fight, but only prays (vv.'^-"). Edifying prayers and prophetic

admonitions (vv. 's- '^5), and a starthng wonder from Yahweh

(w. '"'ff.)j which at the same time serves to show the importance

of the worship of Yahweh through the Levites with services of

song, are the principal features of the narrative. The influence

of the prophetic tale of 2 K. may be seen in the feature of the

self-destruction of enemies which appears in both {cf. 2 K. 3"

with v.").

An attempt to defend the historicity of this narrative has been made by

assuming an invasion of three kindred tribes to settle in westenn Palestine,

coming by way of the southern end of the Dead Sea, harassed by the popu-

lation of that district and ruptured {sic destroyed) by internal dissensions,

and leaving a very great spoil, because, coming to settle, they brought all

their property with them (Ba. Com. p. xxxi.)- But in view of the

thoroughly Midrashic character of the narrative such conjectures are

idle.

1-4. The invasion.—1. After this] i.e., after the events de-

scribed in the previous chapter, where Jehoshaphat is represented

engaged in works of piety and peace.

—

The sons of Moah and the

sons of Ammo7i and the Meunim^] {v. i.). The last people, so

named from Ma'an, a city south of the Dead Sea, or representing an

Arabian people {cf. i Ch. 4^')) appear as the children or inhabitants

ofMount Seir in vv. 1° "• 23.-2. The 5m] i.e., the Dead Sea.

—

From

Edom^] {v. i.). This reading Edom instead of Syria (||, RV.)

requires only the change of a single consonant (D"1t< becoming

D"IK). Syria Hes far to the north of the Dead Sea, while Edom lies

immediately to the south and south-east of the sea.

—

Hazazon-

tamar] (Gn. 14^ f) ^^ ^^^ basis of this verse identified with

En-gedi (Jos. 15" i S. 23" Ct. V* Ez. 47'° f); mod. Ain Jidi,

overlooking the western shore of the Dead Sea, 680 feet below

the sea-level and 612 above that of the lake (EBi. II. col. 1293).

There is little doubt but that this identification is correct. The

name Hazazon seems preserved in the Wady Husaseh north-west

of En-gedi. Tamar, meaning palm-tree^ is very appropriate.
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Palm-trees are known to have flourished there (mentioned by

Josephus, ^w/. ix. i, 2, and Pliny, HN. V. 15 (17)). The sug-

gestion of the identification of Hazazon-tamar with Tamar of Ez.

4715 to the south-west of the Dead Sea {DB.) has little in its

favour. A pass leads from En-gedi up into the hill-country of

Judah. For a description of the route of this invading army, see

GAS. HGHL. p. 172.—3. And proclaimed a fast]. This was

usual in view of any impending calamity (Jon. 3' *) and involved

the assembling of the people (i K. 21'- '" Je. 36«- ' Jo. 2'*).

1 . D^'jicpnc]. Since the Ammonites are already mentioned in this verse,

and since three groups of people are mentioned in vv. "•"m, read

D^JijipriD with C6 M[e]Lvaiuv, so Be., Ke., et al., cf. 26', i Ch. 4".—2.

^ii2•>^] used as the French on and the German man, v. Ges. § 144/.

—

Jinn] other mss. Jidh, great number a late usage, cf. i Ch. 29'^—mND]

also in (S, but improbable here. Read msD with most commentators

(7;. s.). #, I'^^^^w ^^1^9, seems to have read din.—3. vja . . . jdm] he

set his face, i.e., he determined, equivalent to vJiJ . . . UV''^ in 2 K. 12".

—4. trpaS] to ask, request, a late use of trpa only here with no ace. of

the thing.

5-13. Jehoshaphat's prayer.—This prayer contains the fol-

lowing elements: (i) an invocation of Yahweh as all-powerful

(v. «); (2) the land now threatened had been given by him as a

perpetual possession (v.'); (3) a sanctuary has been built in this

land for him, with faith in his presence to deliver in every time of

need (w. "•); (4) these enemies are requiting evil for good upon

this his land (vv. '" '); (5) Israel is powerless before these enemies

and can only look unto him for help (v. i^).

5. Before the new court] i.e., directly in front of the Temple,

toward which Jehoshaphat prayed, on the inner side of the outer

court where the people were assembled (cf. 4' Ez. 46'-'). This

outer court was called new not because restored or extended under

Asa or Jehoshaphat (Ke., Zoe.), since it did not properly exist at

that time (cf 4»), but probably because when the second Temple

was built it was recognised as new, and this name clung to it even

until the time of the Chronicler.—6. God in the heavens] an ex-

pression of divine omnipotence (cf. Dt. 4" Jos. 2" Ps. 115').—7.

Abraham thy friend]. Cf. Is. 418.—9. If evil come upon us, etc.]
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a brief summary of the cases in Solomon's dedicatory prayer

in which Yahweh would hear the people's cry, cf.
628-30.—IQ. And

mount Seir\ With tlie Moabites and Ammonites were joined also

Edomites {cf. v. •).

—

Whom thou didst not allow Israel to invade,

etc.]. According to Dt. 2^-^ Nu. 20'* -2', the children of Israel,

on the journey to Canaan, were forbidden to contend with the

Edomites or the Moabites or to take their land.

—

11. To cast us

out of thy possession]. The invading hosts are represented as pur-

posing to make a permanent settlement in Judah.—12. The atti-

tude of complete helplessness assumed by Jehoshaphat in spite of

his great army (ly'^-") reminds one of the similar wail raised by

Joshua after the defeat at Ai (Jos. 7').—13. In their distress the

entire population has gathered to intercede with Yahweh (cf. Jo.

2'« Jon. 3«).

5. oScnii] nine mss. and (S '^2.—6. DMjn maVsc J] cf. Is. 13'. The
usual expression of the Chronicler is mxnNn pidVdd, i Ch. 29'" 2 Ch.

128 lyio 2o29.—8. iS] omitted by (&ba^
)|^ probably because of the

following ^Dtt'?.—U'ipD] used to designate Temple and precincts also in

I Ch. 22''.—9. ta^Dr] if correct, judgment, so 05. H gladius judicii is

followed by Ki. Reading dub., only here and possibly in pi. D''toiDC' in

Ez. 23'", but also dub. there, v. Toy, Cor.—mnyj] cohortative in the

apodosis of a conditional sentence, v. Ges. § 108/.—11. "inij'n'D] 05

K\7)povofjLlas ri/jiCiv. Doubtless ll| is original, since the Chronicler

regards the kingdom as belonging to Yahweh, cf. i Ch. 17'^ (cp. 2 S.

7") 28* 29"- "j and ^ could easily arise from the reading of 1^, but not

vice versa.—13. anijai or\>c'i dad dj]. Bn. after 05 supplies 1 before

onwi and strikes out onijai as unsuitable after dbd. Ki. Kom. con-

siders DOM a gloss, but 10 is used with Qinmi onija in 3118, and with

nSinai nina in Ez. 9". g* adds Dninij3i, possibly original, but may have

been added merely for completeness. Hence it is sufl&cient to supply

.iwith (&.

14-19. The assuring promise of Jahaziel.—Jehoshaphat's

prayer is answered by a promise of deliverance from Yahweh
through Jahaziel, a Levite of the sons of Asaph.—14. Jahaziel the

son, etc.]. On the occurrence of the name Jahaziel, cf. i Ch. i6\

The appearance of a Levite singer as a prophet is noticeable, yet

fully in accord with the entire description which gives such a large

place to worship, and especially to the use of praise, in gaining the
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victory (w. '8 '• 21
1, <-/. also v. ^s).

—

MaUaniah]. In i Ch. 25*

this name appears among the sons of Heman, and its frequent oc-

currence elsewhere shows that it represented persons or a person

or family of importance in early post-exilic Judaism. Mattaniah

appears as a son of Asaph, with the connecting link Micah in the

pedigree of Uzzi, an overseer of the Levites at Jerusalem (Ne.

II"), and also with the further link Zaccur in the pedigree of a

Zechariah, a musician who took part in the dedication of Jerusa-

lem Ne. 12". Mattaniah with this same connection also, though

written Zichri and Zabdi instead of Zaccur, appears among the

post-exilic inhabitants of Jerusalem (i Ch. 9'^ Ne. ii'").

—

Sons oj

Asaph]. Cf. I Ch. 6' 8-'- *"-''>.

—

Upon him was the spirit of Yah-

weh\ Cf. 15'.—15. For the battle is not yours hit God's]. Cf.

I S. 17'".—16. By the ascent of Ziz] not mentioned elsewhere;

probably Ziz should be read Haziz {v. i.), and the locality is the

Wady Hasasa (v. i. and v. ^).—Wilderness of Jeruel] unidenti-

fied, probably to the south-east of the wilderness of Tekoa (v. =),

toward Wady Hasasa.—17. Take your place, stand still and see

the salvation of Yahweh]. These words, omitting stand still, are

found in Ex. 14" in Moses' address to the children of Israel at the

shore of the Red Sea.—18. Both Jehoshaphat and the people in

thanksgiving for the glorious promise reverently prostrate them-

selves upon the ground.—19. And the Levites . . . stood up to

praise Yahweh] possibly while the rest of the people were pros-

trating themselves or remaining for the time being prostrate. The

Levites are naturally mentioned in connection with praise to Yah-

weh, since the assembly is in the court of the Temple (v. ^) and they

would be on hand for such a service.

—

Sons of Kehath] one of

the three great clan divisions of the Levites {cf. i Ch. 6'- '• »«• « <'«• "•

33. 61) 1^5 2 Ch. 20'9 34'2, without sons, i.e., Kehathites 1 Ch. 6'» <=«').

They are not elsewhere spoken of as singers and probably are

mentioned here because the sons of Korah (read even of the sons

of Korah) were properly a subordinate family of the Kehath-

ites, since Korah in the genealogies is a grandson of Kehath

(i Ch. 6'- "' <"• "f')- The sons of Korah, on the other hand,

from their mention in the titles of the eleven Pss. (42-49,

84, 85, 87, 88), were clearly a guild of singers, probably that
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which was represented by Heman (i Ch. 6'8 (33
)) (y. also on i

Ch. 26').

U.Sx'inM] (SBA /cai T4;'0f(e)tTj\, cf. i Ch. 23".—'^x^;?''] (ge 'EXeaTjX,

A 'EXe77X may indicate SniSn, but are probably corrupt.—16. I'''?^? f]

QJB 'Ao-ae, ^ Affiffa, other MSS. Acrcrtj. n is probably a radical and

may be a corruption of n, cf. Wady Hasdsd and plateau Hasdsd, cf.

Buhl, G^P. p. 97.—1iDj]e«(f, late synon. of x?. (BDB.). Elsewhere

Jo. 220 Ec. 3" 72 i2'3.

—

'7Nn> t] founded of God, (S 7ept7)X = ''??''T.

20-30. The victory and the spoil.—On the day following the

assembly at the Temple the people marched forth into the wilder-

ness of Tekoa, some fourteen miles south of Jerusalem, and with

singers at their head, approached the invading hosts. When

the singers began to sing, unseen agencies caused the invaders to

turn one against the other until they were completely destroyed, so

that Jehoshaphat and his people found only a slain host, from

which they secured immense and valuable booty requiring three

days for its gathering. On the fourth day, after assembling in a

valley, where they blessed Yahweh and thus called the place the

Valley of Blessing, they returned with music unto the Temple ; and

through the fear of Yahweh from the report of this victory among

the surrounding countries rest and quiet came to the kingdom of

Jehoshaphat.

20. The wilderness of Tekoa] the open country around Tekoa

(cf I Ch. 22'').

—

Believe ye in Yahweh your God so shall ye be estab-

lished]. Isaiah used the same words applied negatively in his ad-

dress to Ahaz (Is. 7').—21. In holy attire] i.e., in priestly garments

{cf. I Ch. 16"). The singers probably are to be thought of as Levites

of the Temple service.

—

Give thanks unto Yahweh, etc.] a direct

refrain often found in the Psalms, but always with the additional

words (after Yahweh) for he is good, which have been omitted

either by a copyist or more likely because familiar, and hence

readily supplied {cf. i Ch. 16").—22. Liers-in-wait] not Jude-

ans by the suggestion of Yahweh (as in Jos. 8^) (Ba.), since they

were not to fight (v. "), nor a portion of the invading host, the men

of Seir thus conspiring against the Moabites and Ammonites {cf.

v.") (Ke., Zoe., H-J.), but supernatural divine agencies (Be., Oe.,
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Bn.), which suddenly coming upon the advancing host or taking

possession of them, caused them to be enraged against one an-

other in deadly combat (v. ")—a means not unlike that of the lying

spirit in the mouth of Ahab's prophets {cf. iS^' '
•).

—

And they were

smitten] i.e., defeated and destroyed—a summary of that which is

described in the next verse.—23. For the children of Ammon and

Moab stood up against the inhabitants, etc.]. Cf. Ju. 7" i S. 14'°

2 K. 3". Such internecine strife caused by Yahweh appears also

in the later prophets in the future destruction of the enemies of

Israel (cf. Ez. 3821 Hg. 2=2 Zc. 14'').—24. And when Judah came

upon an outlook point of the wilderness]. The writer pictures

Jehoshaphat and his men advancing toward the invading host and

then from some elevation seeing the host all lying slain.—25. They

found cattle* in abundance and goods (i.e., the general stuff of such

an invading host) atid garments* and precious things (such as arms,

utensils, ornaments, or any wrought article)]. Cf. the spoil taken

from Zerah's host (14" «•) and from the Midianites (Ju. S^^ «•).

—

26. In the valley of Berakah] i.e., in the valley of Blessing. This

name appears preserved in both BerekUt, an abandoned village

west of Tekoa, containing ruins of great age (Buhl, GAP. p. 97),

and in a Wadi Bereikut near Tekoa (Be., Bn.).—27. Then all

the men of Judah and Jerusalem journeyed back with Jehoshaphat

at their head returning to Jerusalem with joy since Yahweh had

caused them to rejoice over their enemies]. Cf. on last clause Ezr.

6" Ne. 12".—28. And the fear of God, etc.]. Cf. 17'°.—29. And
his God gave him rest round about]. Cf. 14= '• 15'^

20. •'jiyn::'] cf. 1 Ch. 282.—ij;:Nni . . . ircxn] weak 1 used with the

imperfect to express the design or purpose of a preceding act (Dr.

TH. § 60); for imperative followed by imperfect, v. Koe. iii. § 364I.

Niph. so used after Hiph. also in Is. 7^.—21. xyy\'] with Sn also in 2 K.
68.—iDj?^i] meaning appoint late, cf. 1 Ch. 6'^ (1. 89).—tt'ip nmnS] cf.

I Ch. 1629.

—

'-h nin] thirteen mss., g- add 31B 13.—22. nya] with retro-

spective omitted, v. Ges. § 155/.—n'?nni nj-13] Bue. (ZAW. '99, p.

100 n.) proposes the reading nScni nj-13 (i K. S^s Je. 7'«- 11") and

considers the phrase equivalent to ipysM in 2 Ch. 13". Whilst the

word is not elsewhere joined with nSnn, its use with nyn in Ps. 42s

supports the usage here, nnin is used parallel to nSnn, cf. Ps. loo^

—

24. noXDn] outlook point, as a common noun also in Is. 21 ^ \. By a
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1

peculiar Heb. idiom the article is used to designate a thing, primarily

yet unknown but present in the writer's mind as a definite object, i.e.,

the Chronicler vividly pictured Jehoshaphat's march to its destination, a

certain high vantage-point in the wilderness which becomes the definite

point to him, cf. Ges. § i26q.r, also Bur. on i K. 13".—pnnn] cf. i Ch.

29".—25. ir'i3i] cf. I Ch. 27".—OHD] ^KTT^vt] = nnna, which read since

1 before i:'i3"i also supports this reading, so Kau., Bn., Ki.—onjD]

very improbable in this context, hence read with seven MSS., "B, D^"iJ3i, so

Be., Kau., Ki., Bn.—mien >Sd] a phrase occurring only here, cf. anrs niicn

Ezr. 8", also the similar phrase nipn iSa 2 Ch. 32" 361" Ho. 1315 Na. 2""

Je. 25'* Dn. 118. niinn only occurs in pi.

—

nb'D jinS] <g omits, to not

lifting up, i.e., so much that they could not carry the booty away: an

idiom peculiar to the Chronicler, cf. 14'' i Ch. 22^—29. nixiNn maSoD]

cf. I Ch. 29'", also V. s. on v. ".

31-34. The summary of Jehoshaphat's reign.—From i K.

22" -« with some variations (v. i.).—31. A^id Jehoshaphat reigned

over Judah]. This apparently superfluous statement is due to the

Chronicler's source, 1 K. 22<', a verse marking the beginning of the

narrative of the reign of Jehoshaphat where it says (He) began to

reign over Judah in the fourth year of Ahab king of Israel, but the

Chronicler will not date the accession of a king of Judah by a year

of the ungodly king of the schismatic N. kingdom. The remainder

of this verse is essentially identical with i K. 22".— Azubah] the

name also of a reputed wife of Caleb (cf. 1 Ch. 2'8f ).

—

Shilhi f].

Nothing further is known of this father and his daughter.—32.

And he walked in the way ofAsa hisfather]. Cf. 17' '.—33. How-
heit the high places were not taken away]. This statement from i

K. 22" is not exactly consistent with 17^ (q. v.) and the Chronicler's

entire description of Jehoshaphat's piety.

—

Neither as yet, etc.]

I K. 22" ' The people still sacrificed and burnt incense in the high

places. The Chronicler found this positive statement too strong

and modified it with a milder negative one.—34. Now the rest of

the acts of Jehoshaphat the first and the last] the Chronicler's

usual formula (cf. 12 '5).

—

In the acts (words)] not an inde-

pendent work written by Jehu the son of Hanani (cf. 19'), but a

section of the Book 0/ the Kings of Israel containing his name (v.

Intro, pp. 21/).

31, tsflirim i'?dm] I K. 22" ^'?D NDN p 'n^i. The Chronicler, as

usual, omits the synchronistic statement of K.—32. T>13] i K. 22"
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•y\-\ ^33.—SDN raN] i K. transposes.—njcc] i K. masc. use. iti occurs

both as masc. and fem.—33. Dnip^N %-iSnV aaaS ij''3n ah opn iij;!] i K.

22" mD33 anopoi ainarn opn np.—34. nSjjn] if the text is correct, Hoph.

perf. used only here in sense be taken up into, or inserted in. On form

cf. Ju. 6" Na. 2^, Ges. § 6^p. d Kar^ypafev, "B digesset, & < *^ lA -ly.

The similar phrase in 32^2 omits this word, which probably arose here

from a dittography of following Sy.

35-37. The destruction of Jehoshaphat's fleet.—From i K.

2249 f. (48 f.)^ quite rewritten. This passage in i K. is not entirely

clear, but its present text was before the Chronicler. This relates

that Jehoshaphat built ships of Tarshish (i.e., a particular kind) to

sail to Ophir for gold, but the vessels were wrecked. Then Ahaziah

proposed to join with Jehoshaphat in this marine undertaking,

but Jehoshaphat declined the alliance. The Chronicler, on the

other hand, places Jehoshaphat in alliance with Ahaziah, a very

wicked king, and relates that they jointly built ships to go to Tar-

shish and that the ships were wrecked because Jehoshaphat had

allied himself with Ahaziah. The calamity then befalling the good

king Jehoshaphat in the loss of his vessels is explained through his

sin of allying himself with a king of Israel. Attempts have been

made to harmonise the two narratives on the ground of their incom-

pleteness. Thus Jehoshaphat accepted the aid of the King of

Israel in building but not in navigating the ships (Ba.).—35. And

after this] i.e., after the marvellous deliverance recorded in w. '-'».

No time limit is given in i K., but the statement Jehoshaphat made

ships immediately follows the statement (i K. 22" <<" omitted by

the Chronicler) and there was no king in Edom : a deputy was king,

i.e., Edom was still controlled by Judah, hence shipbuilding was

undertaken by Jehoshaphat on the Gulf of Akabah south of Edom.

—The time in Jehoshaphat's reign is fixed by the mention of

Ahaziah the immediate successor of Ahab, who reigned only some

two years.

—

The same did very wickedly] a statement of the

Chronicler to emphasise the sin of Jehoshaphat's alliance.—36.

To go to Tarshish] i K. 22<9 t^^) ships of Tarshish, i.e., a class of

ships used in the Tarshish trade, but the Chronicler misimderstood

the meaning of the phrase and assumed that they were to go to

Tarshish (cf. q^'). In i K. 22^3 (48) j^g destination of the ships is
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Ophir, and their object to procure gold.

—

Tarshish]. Cf. i Ch.

I'.

—

Ezion-geber]. Cf. 8'^ In Kings the place where the ships

were built is not mentioned.—37. Eliezer the son of Dodavahu-\\

Nothing further is known of this prophet, who is not mentioned

elsewhere.

—

Mareshah]. Cf. i Ch. 2".

—

Yahweh hath broken in

pieces thy worksl i.e., the ships. According to i K. 22" <"* they

were wrecked at Ezion-geber.

35. lannN] only here as Hithp. perf. The prefix pn instead of on is

due to the influence of Western Aram. (Ges. § 54a n.), hence is late.

Hithp. is also used in v. " Dn. ii^- " the last also in an Aram. form.

—

Nin] <S read f<ini.—36. ri'T"> • nii:'];S idjj im^nM] i K. 22^' na'j; as^^r\>

(read ncy '1).—tt-'irnn hdSS nvjs ] i K. ht'din noSS t'^tinn nrjN.—icyii]

(5, E, read sg.—37. inn-i] 05 (^a 05(e)ta, ^ AouSiod) probably read either

nn.n or innn.—pa] prophetic perfect, Ges. § io6n.—nvjN naa'M] i K.

22" nvjN matfj >d.—nrjx] (6 ra irXoTd <tov, so also E.—vixy] plus inf.

to be able to (late), c/. 2= 1410 i Ch. 29".

XXI. The reign of Jehoram (c. 851-843 b.c.).—The Chron-

icler introduces his account of this reign with the verse in i K.

(22*°) concluding the summary of the reign of Jehoshaphat (21').

He then mentions the other sons of Jehoshaphat (v. 2), their father's

generous treatment of them (v. '), and their destruction by Jehoram

after he came to the throne. These particulars are not related in

I K. Then is given the account of Jehoram's accession and evil

character, taken from 2 K. 8'«-»' (vv. *•'), and the account of the

revolt of Edom, taken from 2 K. 8"-" (w. s'"). The remainder of

the narrative, which consists of a threatening letter from Elijah

(w. "''), an account of a sack of Jerusalem by the Philistines and

others (vv. '^
' ), and an account of Jehoram's horrible end through

disease (vv. is-^o)^ jg independent of i and 2 K. This new material

seems to be either embellished traditions or history simply imagined

in a way suitable, according to the Chronicler's theory, to the evil

character of Jehoram.

Ki. following Bn. assigns vv. '-* to the Chronicler's forerunner (Bn.

non-canonical) and vv. 12-20 to M, but these verses have all the marks of

the style of the Chronicler. Be. maintained, but without suiScient

reason, that Elijah's letter had marks of another writer, mentioning the

Hiph. of ^y V. " and v. " elsewhere not in Ch. (but the occurrence in
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V." certainly offsets the occurrence in the letter), the rare pi. o^iSn

(v. w) and riSnD(v.'5, Pr. i8" f) and the expression r\h\-\} najo ijj nirr

not elsewhere in Ch. Graf argued correctly, on the other hand, the

appearance of expressions used by the Chronicler elsewhere, '\'^'^:i l^n

w. i2f.,
cf. II" 172 2o'2 21^ 22' 282 34^ (the expression yet is too common

on which to lay weight), asriN r^a v. ", cf. v. " v. « 22'- '• *, and cf. in v. '^

the parallelisms with v. " (in the former probably read D^JJT instead of

D>31 Ki. BH.).—Marks of the Chronicler in other verses: S prefixed

V.'; prnni v.* {cf. i'); nn pn nini lyM v.i* {cf. 33" i Ch. 526 Ezr.

i^); i/ie Philistmes and Arabians v. '«, c/. 17"; ndid psS (1. 132) v. '«.

1-7. Jehoram's accession and character.—Vv. '-^are without

parallels in Kings.—1. Slept with his fathers, etc.]. Cf. 9".—2.

Azariah]. The second of this name should be struck out (v. i.).—
Israel] used for the S. kingdom, also in v.*, cf. i2«.—3. And

their father gave, etc.]. Cf. the somewhat similar treatment by

Rehoboam of his sons.

—

Because he was the first born] mentioned

as though Jehoram had no other special qualification to be his

father's successor.

—

Slew all his brethren, etc.] because of their

non-concurrence with his and his wife's (Athaliah's) idolatry {cf.

V. ") (Ke., Zoe.), probably from tyrannical jealousy (Oe.); but all

explanations are mere conjectures.—5-7. Parallel with 2 K. 8'^".

—6. According to that which the hotise of Ahab did] i.e., according

to the doings of the house of Ahab.

—

The daughter of Ahab]. Cf.

18'.—7. House of David]. 2 K. 8" hsLS Judah. The Chronicler

may have made the change because he felt on account of the

Captivity that the Davidic promise was restricted to the Davidic

house.

—

As he promised to give a lamp to him and his children

alway]. The Chronicler uses the lamp as a figure of life {cf. Jb.

i8« Pr. 13' 2420), i.e., that the seed of David should never be de-

stroyed (2 S. 7'^-").

1. pnjK Dj?2] so also i K. 2251, where probably a dittography; omitted

by (SB in both places, rightly in i K. (St. SBOT.).—•^'^^ i>J>3] i K.

+ v^N which the Chronicler omitted because of the preceding dittog-

raphy.—2. aD'iJ'in-'] <S + ^^ = r\-^v may be original, since in accord

with the Chronicler's habit, cf. i Ch. 26 t*- « 7^ 253- ' et at., but the

original list probably contained only one Azariah, hence a name has

disappeared if this numeral was originally in the text.—7N"iB'^] about

forty MSS. and the Vrss. min\ which is followed by Ki., but Israel is used

for Judah in v. \ 28" and elsewhere, and the change to Judah is easier
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than the reverse.—3. nuiJD] always pi., cf. 32^' Ezr. i^ Gn. 24^' f.
—

•

6. ^3'?d] QJb ^aaiXeus may render a text from which > had fallen by

haplog., but O^Ba.bAL have ^acriXewi', which is doubtless original (6>.

—

ntt'N] some mss. and 2 K. S's nsyxS.—7. mj la's nn^n jjjd*? Tin no ns

TnS] 2 K. 8'* 1133? in lyn"? niin^ nx (x;. 5.).—rjaVi] 2 K. vjaS, which

is likely an error for vjdS, c/". i K. ii'^, so Klo., Kamp., et al. The
Chronicler sought to give a smoother reading to the corrupt text of 2 K.

by prefixing 1.

8-10. The revolt of Edom.—With minor changes and slight

omissions, from 2 K. 820-22. V. "^ (2 K. 82"') is of doubtful mean-

ing.—8. In his days Edom revolted]. Edom was subdued by-

David, 2 S. 8" '• I Ch. 18"-", and, unless for a time it regained its

independence during the reign of Solomon {cf. i K. 1 1>< *•, Noeldeke,

EBi. II. col. 1 184), it remained subject to the united kingdom and

Judah until the reign of Jehoram and the event here described.

During the reign of Jehoshaphat it was clearly subject to Judah, as

the account of his ship-building operations shows [cf. 202^).—9. And

Jehoram passed over, etc.] entered Edom with his army to sub-

due it.

—

And he rose by night, etc.]. The sequel (v. '") shows that

the expedition of Jehoram was a failure, and hence an account of a

defeat must have been contained in the primary source of v. ^ "^

(2 K. 82">), Possibly it read, "And Edom arose by night and en-

compassed him and smote him and the captains of the chariots"

(Stade, Gesch. I. p. 537 n. i, and ZAW. XXI. pp. 337/.).—10.

Unto this day] words of 2 K. 822, and simply quoted by the

Chronicler because in his source.

—

Libnah] a town not fer from

Lachish, on the south-western border of Judah near Philistia {cf. i

Ch. 6<2 (67)). Since it is said to have revolted, it has been regarded

as a Philistine city (Sk.), but it was reckoned as a priestly city

(Jos. 21"). Sennacherib besieged it (2 K. 198).

9. v\'y d:j] 2 K. 821 mij?x elsewhere unknown and probably a cor-

ruption of n-^ijjt:', which the Chronicler misread 1nl^', so Be., Zoe., Oe.

Ki. corrects from 2 K., but it is difiicult to see how the present text of

Ch. could have come from mij?x.—231.12] 2 K. -|- vSin*? oj;n on.
—10. 'ui 11^ nnPD] wanting in 2 K. 8=2.

11-15. The letter of Elijah.—A pure product of the imagina-

tion, since Elijah had nothing to do with the S. kingdom, and
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clearly was not living at this time (2 K. 3"" ), although such an

inference might have been drawn from 2 K. i". From its literary

correspondence with the rest of the chapter, the letter was probably

written by the same author. The motive of the letter is to heighten

Jehoram's character as an obstinate and outrageous sinner, since

he had neglected to heed a divine warning of the calamities which

afterward befell him.—11. Moreover he made, etc.] i.e., in addition

to his wickedness described in v. «, which may be taken as the sup-

posed cause of the revolt of Edom, Jehoram directly institutes

high places, or seats of idolatrous worship (cf. 14^).—To play the

harlot] i.e., to worship deities other than Yahweh. The people

were thought of as married to their God, and any foreign worship

was regarded as whoredom or harlotry. (Cf. i Ch. 5".)—12. In

the ways of Jehoshaphat thy father nor in the ways of Asa king of

Jiidah]. Both Jehoshaphat and Asa are regarded as especially good

kings {cf. 14' <2) 173 20=2)^—13^ j^ij^g qs the house of Ahab caused

harlotry]. Ahab through the influence of his wife, Jezebel, was

potent in introducing the worship of foreign gods in Israel (cf. i K.

16'' «•).

—

And also has slain thy brethren]. Cf. v. ^—14. With a

great stroke]. The reference is to the calamity of w. '^ '.—15.

And thou shall have great sickness, etc.] the disease described in

vv. " '•.

—

Day by day] i.e., a prolonged sickness.

11. ^-\r\2] (&, V, read n;'3 and so Kau., Bn., Ki.

—

JTm] on form cf.

Ges. § 75^^.—nn>i] thrust aside from Yahweh to idolatry, cf. Dt. i3«-

II. 14.—12. na'N nnn] because that, cf. Nu. 2513 Dt. 21" 22" 28" i S. 262'

2 K. 22'' = 2 Ch. 34" Is. 5312 Je. 29'' 50'.—13. y^H n^a] (^ vlois

iraTpbi <rov = 'n >j3, and so & (following 05); this is the stronger

expression, hence may be original, cf. v. 2.—14. ^jj] ®, "B, ^, add ^ps

but a special punishment for the King himself is narrated in v.".

—

HDJC] stroke, used in the double sense of slaughter in battle (cf. i S.

4" 2 S. 17^ 18') and plague, since the King's people and family were to

suffer from the first (vv. '^f
) but the King himself from the second, a

loathsome disease.—15. a''''Sn] intensive pi., Ges. § 1246.—a'':ii] some

Mss., (S, H, a-'jj-i,

16 f . The raid into Judah.—No inkling of this raid with its dis-

astrous consequences is given in Kings, and while it may have some

historical foundation in a raid of nomads into southern Judah
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(Bn.), yet as described with its disastrous consequences it probably

never took place (yet accepted throughout by Pa. EHSP. p. 214).

The narrative, however, does not necessarily imply a sack of Jeru-

salem, as has often been supposed (Be.), but quite otherwise {v. i.).

The history of the city was too well known for the writer to have

presumed upon such a fiction.—16. Spirit}. Cf. i Ch. 52'.

—

The

Philistines and the Arabians]. CJ. 17", where these very people

are mentioned as giving tribute to Jehoshaphat.

—

Which are beside

the Cushiies]. Cf. 14^ <"> i Ch. i'. The geographic knowledge of

the ancients of Ethiopia and southern Arabia was ver^- indefinite.

Herodotus considered all the land east of the Nile Arabia (11. 8, 1 2,

15, 19), which could thus be described as beside the Cushites.—17.

And they came tip into Jiidah and broke through into it] that is,

they made a raid into the land.

—

And they took as plunder every

possession which was found belonging to the royal house and his

sons and his wives]. This language most naturally, taken by itself,

suggests that the royal palace at Jerusalem was plundered, but it

need not imply anything more than the taking of royal stuff which,

with children and wives, might have been in camp (so essentially

Ke., Zoe., Ba.). This also seems to have been the view taken by

the Chronicler in 22' (q. v.), if ^ there is followed.

—

And there was

not left, etc.]. This statement taken with v.", where Jehoram

slew all his brothers, is difficult to reconcile with 2 K. lo'"-,

where brethren of Ahaziah (Jehoahaz) king of Jiidah to the number

of forty-two are mentioned. Whence came these latter if the royal

house of David had been so thoroughly exterminated (We. Prol.

p. 210)? The two narratives are really irreconcilable.

—

Jehoa-

haz] elsewhere Ahaziah (22'). The two names are compounds

of Yahweh and the verb to seize, but written in the reverse order.

16. nn] wanting in (S.—17. mypaii] break through or into, cf. 1 Ch.

ii'2 2 S. 23'^ and Hiph. Is. 7^—Virji] (& /cat rds dvyar^pas avrov, but

cf. V. '4.—rnxin^] one ms., (B, &, S, mnnx.

18-20. The end of Jehoram.—18 f . In his bowels with an in-

curable disease, etc.]. The writer probably thought of some vio-

lent and incurable chronic diarrhoea. (For a detailed description

of the malady, see Ke., Zoe.).—19. Ajid it came to pass after a pro-
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longed time and at the time when the end [of his life] came, during

two days his bowels were going out by reason of his sickness and he

died] (v. i.).—Made no burning for him] i.e., of spices, cf. I6'^

The King was treated with less respect than his fathers.—20.

Cf. V. '. The Chronicler is quoting here from 2 K. 8" and then

from 2 K. 8".

—

Without being desired] i.e., without being lamented

{v. i.).—But not in the sepulchre of the kings] an addition of the

Chronicler to enhance the vileness of Jehoram.

18. . . . yiih] cf. i4'2 I Ch. 22'.—19. D>D"'D D''D'''^] H cumque diei

succcderet dies. The phrase occurs only here and means after a pro-

longed lime, cf. u>D-> hy D-'V v.", also Doi D''D>'7 Dn. 8^6, expressed

more briefly by d^'Did Ju. 11* 148 151.—'D ins; D:;a u-'D^h ypr\ nxs nj?ji]

a difficult passage, since the preceding D''Did d^D'''? implies a longer

time than two days. To remove this contradiction, H, &, and most

commentators have translated two years (so EVs.). <8 rendered Kal ws

7i\6ev Kaipbs rwv rffiepwv i]fj.4pas dOo. On Be.'s at the end of two times

see Ke. More recently Bn. has suggested that (B may be right, and

that tradition told of a sudden death after two days' illness. The
Midrash made a long illness out of this, and the confusion arose from

a gloss, n''ja> d^'D"''? YP2, by a better-informed reader. But C5 doubtless

read JH. It is better to consider YP^ pks nyoi as a phrase describing the

approaching end of life as a consequence of the disease, D^jtf D^D^ an

accusative of duration of time introduced by 7 as the sign of the ace;

and INS'', pointed Wi';i, an impf. of continued action (Ges. § 1076);

translating and at the time when the end came, his bowels were going out

during two days. Ke.'s explanation is similar, " about two days

(before the issue of the end of the disease) then the bowels went out."

—vSn Dj?] at the time of his sickness, but perhaps T'Sno should be read

(BDB. ay 1. g).—20. men nSj i^>'^] an addition by the Chronicler,

cf. 2 K. 8"- 2<». Luther, following B ambulavitque non recte, rendered

er wandelte das nicht fein war {i.e., he lived undesirably) and so Oe.

Others render and he departed, mourned by none or without being desired,

Ke., Zoe., Kau., Ki., EVs.

XXII. The reign of Ahaziah and the usurpation of Athaliah

(c. 843-836 B.C.).—The brief reign of Ahaziah (843-842) was

marked by the continuance of the alliance between the N. and S.

kingdoms, which involved Ahaziah in the revolution of Jehu and

led to his untimely end. The Chronicler has used all the material

of 2 K. concerning this reign and the usurpation of Athaliah, with
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the exception of the narratives of the death of Ahaziah and the

massacre of the princes of Judah. In giving the account of these

(w. '-') he has followed, without a clearly discernible motive,

another source {y. i.).

Ki., in the main, after Bn., assigns v. ' to M and holds that w. '-5»

are M's recension of 2 K., and Hkewise vv. '' are from M. While the

Chronicler doubtless drew the variant information of vv.'- '-' {v. i.)

from a Midrashic source, the narrative yet bears the marks of his composi-

tion, especially in v. ^b in the use of nin^ ty-n (1. 23), noS pNi (1. 129),

and na -ixj? (1. 92).

1-6. Ahaziah's character and brief career.—Taken, after a

composite introductory verse, from 2 K. 8"-".—1. And the inhab-

itants of Jerusalem] decide, according to the Chronicler, who shall

be king, probably in view of the disasters which the Chroniclerholds

to have befallen the royal house. Cf. the enthronement of Jehoa-

haz the son of Josiah by the people after the disaster at Megiddo,

2 K. 23'". Such unusual action would imply that the succession

was disputed.

—

Ahaziah the youngest son\ Cf. 21".

—

For all the

eldest, the hand who came with the Arabians to the camp slew\

This describes the fate of the royal princes who seemingly were

slain while in the field in camp by a marauding band at the time

of the Philistine and Arabian invasion (2i'« '). (^, however, read

differently, making the word camp a tribal or geographical name

of the Arabians {v.i.).—2. Forty-two years] i K. S^* twenty-two.

This latter number is much nearer correct, since according to 21^°

(2 K. 8'') Jehoram the father was only forty years old at the time

of his death. (I has here twenty.—The daughter of'Omri]. 'Omri

was the father of Ahab, the founder of the dynasty, i K. i6'««-.

Daughter is here used with the meaning of granddaughter, since

Athaliah was unquestionably the daughter of Ahab {cf. 18' 2i«).—3.

For his mother was his counsellor to do wickedly] an addition to the

text of 2 K. 8".—4 f. For they were his counsellors after the death

of his father to his destruction. He walked also after their cotmsel]

also an addition to 2 K. 8"'-. The Chronicler thus emphasises

the evil influence of the association of the house of David with that

of Ahab.

—

And he went with Jehoram, etc.]. The alliance between

the N. and S. kingdoms thus continued {cf. 18'), and the war also
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with the Syrians, in which Israel seems to have gained a certain

advantage, since Ramoth-gilead {cf. iS^), akhough still the centre

of military operations, was at this time in the possession of Israel

{cf .2 K. 91^).

—

Hazael] the former general of Ben-hadad King

of Syria {cf. 16^), and now by usurpation, if not also assassina-

tion, his successor (cf. 2 K. 8' -'5).

—

And the Syrians']. Another

reading is archers (y. i.).—Wounded Joram]. The two names

Jehoram (v. *) and Joram are the same, simply spelled in a shorter

or longer form (y. i.).—6. And he returned to he healed in Jezreel

of* the wounds with which he had been smitten (lit. which they had

smitten him)]. Thus this sentence is to be read after 2 K. 8".

—

Jezreel] mod. Zerin at the east end of the plain of Esdraelon,

about midway between Megiddo and Bethshean. It is located

on an abrupt hill, terminating the range of Gilboa, some two

hundred feet above the plain, of which it commands a fine view.

Jezre el was a city of residence for the royal family of the N. king-

dom, Ahab had a palace there (i K. 21').

—

Ramah] i.e., Ramoth-

gilead.

—

And Ahaziah^ . . . went down]. The expression went

down seems to imply that the visit was made from Jerusalem {cf.

2 K. 9'«), although some think that he went down from Ramoth-

gilead.

1. njacS DO"i>a Nan] is corrupt. C5 itr avrovs ol "Apa^es ol

'AXei/xa^oveis gives no aid, except by suggesting that Dn>SjJ may have

fallen from the text after x^n.—2 . Din-.ri D^i'aiN] ^ba 20, (&^, B, 2 K.

8» 22 which was probably original here (v. s.).—nn;^] (gL Axaap is

doubtless a correction, cf. 2 K.—3. iSn mn OJ] 2 K. S^' -[Sm.—5. min^]

2 K. 8^8 oir cf. 21'.

—

Snii:'' iSc] wanting in (I and 2 K., possibly a

gloss (Bn.).—S;] 2 K. Q'J.
—Sntp] also written "^xntn, cf. v. ^. Both

forms occur in 2 K.—nic^^] (B^ 'Pa/xa, ^ 'Pa/j-ad point to nni2 as the

original vocalisation, see St. SBOT. on i K. 22^.—D^mn] a few MSS.,

3, Jr, and 2 K. O'-din, and so Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Kau., Ki. Kom., EVs.

—

6. 2\»''^] (6 -I- 'Iwpd/t, 2 K. 8=9 + n'?Dn div.—'3] about twelve mss., (&,

&, 2 K. p which read with Be., Ke., Oe., Kau., et al.—'ir\3r^'\ 2 K. inr^

the former is more natural, but the latter allowable, cf. Dr. TH. § 27 (7),

also St. SBOT.—2 K. adds the subject d^cin, which is supported by (B.

—innTpi] a copyist's error for innnsi, which is found in fifteen MSS.,

Vrss., and 2 K.

7-9. The death of Ahaziah.—This differs from the account

given in 2 K. in the following particulars. There the death of the
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princes is placed subsequent to Jehu's attack upon Ahaziah (2 K.

10" '•), while the Chronicler or his source places their death ap-

parently first. Ahaziah also, according to 2 K., rides forth with

Joram and meets Jehu, and witnessing the death of Joram flees and

is pm-sued by Jehu and wounded in his chariot near Ibleam by one

of Jehu's men, but he reaches Megiddo and dies there. Then his

servants carry him to Jerusalem (2 K. 9" '). Here, on the other

hand, Ahaziah is represented as caught while hiding in Samaria

and slain, having been brought forth to Jehu. This narrative is

irreconcilable with the other and probably comes from some nar-

rator who, thinking of the close association between Ahaziah and

the house of Ahab, and its evil consequences, imagined that he

sought refuge in Samaria and was from thence dragged forth and

slain.—7. And from God was the destruction of Ahaziah so that

he came to Joram] i.e., it was divinely purposed that Ahaziah should

go to Joram to his destruction.

—

And when he came he went out

with Joram unto Jehu]. The two kings, according to 2 K. 9",

rode out together, each in his own chariot, to meet Jehu.

—

Whom
Yahweh had anointed to cut off the house of Ahab]. According to

I K. 19'^, Yahweh commanded Elijah to anoint Jehu king over

Israel. This was carried out by one of the sons of the prophets

commissioned by Elisha (2 K. 9'-«), and the act was done further-

more, according to the compiler of Kings, with the direct purpose

that the house of Ahab might be destroyed (2 K. 9^-'°).—8. And
the sons of the brethren]. (B omits sons and preserves probably the

true reading (v. i.). If sons is correct, then these victims were

little lads, since their grandfather Joram was only forty years old

on his death in the previous year. The phrase ministering also

means, properly, serving as state officials or officers of the array

{v. i.), and it seems probable that these victims were so intended,

and that we have here a tradition of the death of brothers or kins-

men ofAhaziah quite different from that of 2 K. 10'' ' •, where forty-

two of them were slain by the command of Jehu, on their way to

visit their cousins of the house of Ahab. The latter also, as already

noted, met their death a day or two after the death of Ahaziah,

while these are slain apparently before that event.—9. And he

sought Ahaziah and they took him—now he had hidden himself in
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Samaria—and they brought him to Jehu and put him to death] a

totally different representation of the death of Ahaziah from that

given in 2 K. 9" (v. s.).—And they buried him] apparently in

contrast to leaving his body unburied, as was usual with a person

who met a violent death at a king's command. According to 2 K.

9^8 his servants carried his body from Megiddo, where he died from

the effect of his wound, in a chariot to Jerusalem, "and buried him

in his sepulchre with his fathers in the city of David." But the

Chronicler seemingly could not bring himself to record so honour-

able a fate for a king so reprobate and such an object of divine

judgment; and the burial granted him the Chronicler allowed

given only for the sake of his pious grandfather
:
/or they said

he is the son of Jehoshaphat who sought Yahweh with his whole

heart.—And the house of Ahaziah had no strength to hold the king-

dom] hence it passed into the control of Athaliah.

7. ncnn f] from Dn iread down, trample.—NiaS] V with infinitive

pointing to positive consequence, Koe. iii. § 4o6e.—NSi 1N331] a late

idiom, Dr. TH. p. 157 n.

—

nih'- '?>?] more clearly in 2 K. 921 '1 nsnpS.

—8. Ofltrno] some MSS. 'na. Niph. expresses reciprocal action, cf.

BDB. oeti' Niph., Ges. § 51^.—'ja] wanting in (S and 2 K. lo's where it

was the brethren 0/ Ahaziah who were slain. This was likely original here

and a glossator inserted ''ja, since Ahaziah's brethren had already been

slain according to the Chronicler's account, v. '.—aTiia'C] denotes

royal officers, cf. 178 1 Ch. 27' 28' Est. i'" Pr. 2912, BDB.—9. Nannn Nim]

^ laTp€v6fievov = ns^pc.—-inniDii] read sg. inn—• with ®, H, ^, so

Oe., Ki.
—

';;S . . i^Ni] inf. with pN, an unusual construction. Dr.

TH. § 202 (I.), Ges. § 114/. (1. 129).

10-12. The usurpation of Athaliah.—Taken from 2 K. ii'-*

with slight variations. The usual formulas introducing and closing

a reign are omitted in the case of Athaliah, because she had unlaw-

fully seized the government.—10. All the royal seed] i.e., all the

male seed, not necessarily limited to the children of Ahaziah.

—

11.

Daughter of the king] i.e., a daughter of King Jehoram, but proba-

bly by another wife than Athaliah (so Jos. Ant. ix. 7, i).

—

In the

bed chamber] presumably that of the royal palace, from which

Joash was transferred to the Temple (v. '2).

—

The wife of Jehoiada

the priest] wanting in Kings and probably a mere surmise on the

part of the Chronicler due to the fact that the infant prince en-
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joyed the protection of Jehoiada and was placed by him on the

throne; yet a negative cannot be proved. Ew. held that the state-

ment was certainly genuinely historical (Hist. IV. p. 135). (Per-

haps also GAS. /. II. p. 100.)

10. nns-i] 2 K. ii' nnx-n. Ch. preserves the original text.—13^^1]

2 K. i3Nni is supported here by some mss. and Vrss. and should be

followed, so Be., Oe., Kau., et al.—niin^ ff^'^] added by the Chron-

icler.—11. ny^tT'in''] 2 K. ii2 T!2Z'yT\^ and so (^^^ (lua-a^ee), and since

n could have crept in through the influence of the following na, the

reading of 2 K. is regarded as original by Ki., Gray, HPN. p. 255,

Cheyne in EBi. art. Jehosheba. But (B^ Icoaa^eO may be original 05

(cp. the uncials € and 9) and B supports M, hence the text, though

uncertain, had better be allowed to stand.—iScn na] wanting in (6^,

which text, however, is not likely original (5, cf. ^^, &. 2 K. adds 0"^1'

initnx mnx, but Ch. has x'ln <2 pon }}^^^^\^< ntVH Diin> iSon na nyatt'ini

in>TnN ninN nn^n later in the verse, hence it has been conjectured that

the closer description of Jehoshabeath fell out (the words 'en na re-

maining), and was later added on the margin, whence it crept into the

text after the second Jehoshabeath (Bn.). The possibility remains that

the Chronicler himself in copying from 2 K. accidentally omitted the

words after ^7D and subsequently inserted them where they now stand.

—a\"iDiDn] 2 K. Kt. D\iniccn, Ch. preserves the original reading, cf.

St. SBOT.—jnm] was added by the Chronicler apparently to make
inprn nxi ihn clearer. The latter seems to be a gloss in 2 K., St.

SBOT.—imi-Dni] 2 K. in!< nnOM. Ch. again preserves the better

text, St. 5SOr.—innn>cn] 2 K. ncin.—12. dpn] 2 K. 11' r\r\ii.—
Din^NH no] 2 K. nini 'a.

XXIII-XXIV. The reign of Joash {c. 836-796 b.c.).—In the

main a simple reproduction, with marked revision and amplifica-

tion in places, of 2 K. 11^-12". Nowhere else does the Chronicler's

method of interpreting history and introducing notions of his own

time as controlling factors in the earlier history more clearly appear.

(These chapters are allowed to be his composition by Ki., but only

c. 23 by Bn., who holds c. 24 in the main from the Chronicler's

source.) The outline of the narrative is as follows: The youthful

prince Joash, who had been hidden six years, is crowned and

received as king, while the old queen-mother Athaliah is slain. A
covenant is made by the people to serve Yahweh. The temple of

Baal is destroyed and his priest slain (c. 23). Then comes an
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account of the activity of Joash, who repairs the Temple and

serves Yahweh during the hfe of Jehoiada the priest, who had

placed him upon the throne. But after the priest's death he yields

to the princes of Judah and cultivates the worship of Baal. For

this he is denounced by the prophet Zechariah, who at the com-

mand of the King is stoned. The religious defection and murder

of the prophet are not mentioned in 2 K. and may be a surmise of

the Chronicler or one of his school, because some sin was thought

necessary to explain the disasters which, related next, befell Joash

through Hazael King of Syria. After these events his servants

conspired against him and slew him.

XXIII. 1-11. The coronation of Joash.—Based upon 2 K. 1 1
' '%

but completely rewritten, with the following points of agreement

and difference. Both narratives agree in the fact that Jehoiada

conspired, at first, with the centurions (v. ' 2 K. 11^). But accord-

ing to 2 K., these centurions were officers of the Carites and run-

ners, i.e., the royal foreign body-guard elsewhere called Cherethites

and Pelethites (2 S. 8'« 1^^^ 20'), who took a prominent part in

the enthronement of Solomon (i K. i'^- "). These captains are

brought into the Temple and there, with an oath, the youthful

prince being shown to them, the compact is made. In Chronicles

the Carites and runners, or foreign troops, are not mentioned and

the centurions are clearly Levitical chiefs, whose names are given.

They also act as the intermediaries for a much larger conspiracy.

Through them the Levites and the principal men of Israel are

gathered out of all the cities of Judah and all this congregation

enters into a covenant, and unto this multitude it is declared that

the King's son shall reign. According to 2 K., the youthful prince

is crowned and hailed first as king in the midst of the foreign

troops, who have been arranged for his protection and stand guard

within and without the Temple. According to Chronicles, the

companies, who have been arranged and stand guard, are Levites

and companies of the people, and only priests and Levites are

admitted within the Temple and special care is taken that

no others enter the sanctuary. The narrative of 2 K. is prob-

ably an accurate account of the event. The coronation of the

young prince was a bold coup d'etat undertaken by the priest
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with the assistance of the foreign body-guard. Solomon was

made king in a somewhat similar manner. A conspiracy such

as is described in Chronicles formed with leaders throughout

all Judah, who assemble at Jerusalem, could hardly have

escaped the notice of Athaliah or met with no counter move-

ment on her part; but according to both narratives, she was com-

pletely surprised. The motive of the Chronicler's reconstruction

of the narrative is clear. In view of the stringency with which the

Temple in his time was guarded from profanation by foreigners, he

could not conceive that the high priest could have called upon the

royal foreign body-guard for service in the Temple. Hence he

transformed the Carites and runners into Levites, and made the

whole movement an ecclesiastical one. But we have the express

testimony of Ezekiel that foreigners were admitted into the sanctu-

ary (Ez. 44«
'
). Hence there is no reason to doubt that the early

kings did guard the Temple with foreign troops, and from this

historical point of view the revision of the Chronicler was a mis-

taken one. A reconciliation of the two accounts has been sought

on the theory that both accounts mention merely the main points

of the proceedings—the author of 2 K. emphasising the part taken

in the affair by the royal body-guard, the Chronicler on the other

hand emphasising that taken by the Levites; so that both ac-

counts mutually supplement one another and only when taken

together give a complete account of the circumstances (Ke., Mov.,

H-J.). But this is not tenable.

1. Strengthened himself] a favourite phrase of the Chronicler

(cf. I'). 2 K. II* has "sent."

—

Azariah the son of Jeroham, etc.]

not in 2 K. The fact that these personal names are given has

been regarded as an evidence of the writer's exact historical infor-

mation (so Ke., Zoe.), but where history was a blank the Chroni-

cler and his school were fond of reconstructing it in detail with such

elements as personal names. (Cf. the lists of names in i Ch. 23-

26.) In 2 K. the centurions are over the Carites and runners

(v. s.).—2. This verse is lacking in 2 K. (v. s.).—3. And all the

congregation] i.e., through their representatives, made a covenant

with the king in the house of God]. This formal state afifair in

Chronicles takes the place of the private compact of Jehoiada with
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the captains of the guards mentioned in 2 K. ii^

—

As Yahweh
hath spoken concerning the sons of David] wanting in 2 K., a

characteristic touch of the Chronicler to colour the whole transac-

tion as far as possible with religious motives.—4 f. This is the

thing which you shall do a third part of you that come in on the

Sabbath] taken verbatim from 2 K. ii^-', which continues, "shall

be keepers of the watch of the king's house; (6) and a third part

shall be at the gate Sur and a third part at the gate behind the

guard so shall ye keep the watch of the house and be a barrier (7)

and two companies of you, even all that go forth on the Sabbath,

shall keep the watch of the house of Yahweh about the king."

This passage is not entirely clear, since the exact routine and dispo-

sition of the Temple and palace guards are unknown. The text

also appears not without corruption. The usual explanation of the

passage, regarding v. « as an unintelligible gloss, is that on week-

days one-third of the guard was at the Temple and two-thirds at the

palace, but on the Sabbaths the reverse. Jehoiada now arranges

that the three companies should be concentrated together at the

time of the change of the guards at the Temple and that Athahah

should have no troops at her disposal at the palace (Ki., Bn., St.

SBOT., Bur., Sk.). According to another and older interpreta-

tion, retaining v. «, it was the custom on the Sabbath for two-

thirds of the royal guards to be free and one-third to be on duty at

the palace. This last third Jehoiada orders to be subdivided into

three companies, one to guard the king's house, i.e., the palace; one

the gate Sur, perhaps an entrance to the palace; and the third the

gate behind the guard, another entrance probably to the palace,

perhaps "the gate of the guards" (2 K. 11'^). Thus communica-

tion with the city would be cut off and Athaliah held as in a trap by

her own guards (a supposition not exactly in keeping with her

subsequent entrance into the Temple, v. '^ 2 K. ii'', yet v. i.). The

two divisions of the guard who are off duty Jehoiada orders to

assemble at the Temple and surround the King (Be., Oe., Ba.).

How far the Chronicler understood the original arrangement is

uncertain. He was concerned in substituting the priests and the

Levites for the foreign guard, and since he retained the text of 2 K.

as far as possible, consistency is not to be sought in his account.
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Under those that come in on the Sabbath he understood the priestly

and Levitical courses of that day. Of these he made three divi-

sions, one gatemen at the thresholds, i.e., the entrances presumably

of the Temple; one at the house of the king; and one at the gate of

thefoundation ("T1D''),—2 K. at the gate Sur (IID). Both read-

ings are unintelligible. Probably the original in Kings was at the

horse gate (DID) {cf. v. '='). The reasons of the appointment at

these three stations are not clear, unless we interpret after the fol-

lowing verse, to protect the sanctity of the Temple, but why then

should one station be at the house of the king? The probability is

that the Chronicler neither understood nor cared about the details

of the arrangements.

—

And all the people shall be in the courts of

the house of Yahweh] wanting in 2 K. But according to the

Chronicler's narrative (vv. 2'), the conspiracy was sufficiently

widespread to cause a crowd of the adhering people to be present.

The Chronicler also may have thought of the usual gathering in

his day at the Temple on the Sabbath.—6. But let none . . . for

they are holy] wanting in 2 K. On the last clause cf. 35'.

—

And
all the people shall observe the injunction of Yahweh] i.e., shall not

enter the sacred precincts of the Temple. In 2 K. 11' the words

shall observe the injunction appear with a different meaning in the

command that the guards shall keep the watch of the house of

Yahweh about the king, i.e., shall be on guard at the Temple, where

the King was.—7. The Levites] an addition of the Chronicler.

In 2 K. 11' this command is given to the royal guards.

—

Into the

house] 2 K. within the ranks. The representations are quite

different. According to the Chronicler any one who should at-

tempt to enter the sacred precincts of the Temple is to be slain,

according to the narrator of 2 K. any one who should attempt

to pass the ranks of the guards who were encircling Joash should

be slain. The object of the former command is to preserve the

sanctity of the Temple. The object of the latter is to protect the

prince from any possible violence.

—

And be ye with the king when

he comes in and when he goes out] i.e., on all occasions. In 2 K.

the last clauses are reversed, " when he goes out and when he

comes in," i.e., when he left the Temple and entered the palace

('/•v.").
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8. The Levites and all Judah] 2 K, 11', "the captains over

hundreds."

—

Those thai were to come in on the Sabbath and those

that were to go out\ Thus the whole guard, and not two-thirds,

was assembled at the Temple.

—

For Jehoiada the priest dismissed

not the coiirses'\ i.e., he retained in the Temple both the priests and

Levites who were coming in to serve and those who had finished

their turn of service. 2 K. has "and they [i.e., the guards just

mentioned] came to Jehoiada the priest."—9. And Jehoiada the

priest delivered, etc.]. This statement, while perfectly natural in

Chronicles, since the priests and Levites would not be thought of

as ordinarily armed, yet appears out of place in 2 K. ii'", since the

royal guards would naturally have their own weapons; so that it

is felt to be a gloss there, taken from Chronicles (Ki., Bn., St.

SBOT., Bur., Sk.). Ewald thought that the weapons were David's

own spear and shield which had been preserved in the Temple and

played some part at every coronation ceremony {Hist. IV. p. 136).

But this is an improbable fancy.—10. And he set all the people]

2 K. II", "and the guard stood."

—

Frotn the right (south) corner

0/ the temple unto the left (north) corner of the temple by the altar

and by the temple round about the king]. The guards extended

from one comer of the Temple to the other, enclosing thus within a

semicircle the altar and the front of the Temple. The last phrase,

round about the king, seems out of place, since the King had not

yet been brought out, unless it is used by anticipation. The troops

have been regarded as placed in a circle half facing east and half

west, thus encircling the King (Be.) (but v. i.).—11. The testimony]

(so also 2 K. ii'2) i.e., the law-book which was laid upon him or

given him with the symbolical meaning that he should rule accord-

ing to its precepts (Be., Ba., H-J.). But there is no evidence of

such a custom and the context and the construction demand some

emblem of royalty (Oe.), hence testimony (rinj?) in 2 K. is

probably a corruption of bracelets (mij?^), which were an in-

signia of royalty {cf. 2 S. 1'°) (Bn., Ki., Bur., Sk., St. SBOT. after

We. Cofup. p. 361). The corruption probably antedates the

Chronicler, and testimony should be read in his text.

—

And
Jehoiada and his sons]. In 2 K. ii'^ the subject of anointed is

indefinite. The Chronicler thought of this act as a priestly func-
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tion.

—

And they said] 2 K., "and they clapped their hands and

said."

1. pTnpn] (v. I') 2 K. II* nStt'. The latter was inappropriate to the

Chronicler because the Levitical centurions {v. s.) would be closely

associated with Jehoiada the priest.
—

'ui p nmyS] wanting in 2 K.

S appositive, Dav. Synt. § 73 R. 7, Koe. iii. § 289k.

—

Dn^'] (^ lupafj.,

cf. I Ch. 27".—nor] (68* Zaxapto = nnst; l Zexpi.—p^-i33] (Sba eli

oIkov, ^ +KV, '^ conflates. ^ (supported by *) preserves original (8,

but probably nn32 is the original 1^ reading, yet cf. 2 K. ii^

—

3. hr\pr\ S3] (g + loi/Sa; wanting in 2 K. ii<.—a^n^'s-n] 2 K. ninv—

^'?^^ Dj;] ®ba -)_ ^ai eSei^ev avToh (^ /cai ^x/"""*") ''^*' ^^^^ ''°"

^a<n\iu%, a scribal addition from 2 K.—3^ is wanting in 2 K.

—

4. 'ui DijnjS] an addition by the Chronicler.

—

d-'DDh njjfS] cf. i

Ch. 9^'.—5. n^'C^Sc'rn]. The Chronicler having assigned a new duty

to the first third of 2 K. gives the duty of the first company to the

second by this insertion.—I'rn n'23] 2 K. ii* iSdh no mnrn •'-\D!;m.

—^1D•'^ ijj;:'3] 13 ati portam qua appellatur Fundamenti. <& ^v rfj inj\y]

ry fiiffri = Ii3^n(n) 'b-j read a corruption of M. & |
" ^^* j^^i^r)

(coquorum) = Heb. Q'-n^c which in plural has the sense of body-guard

(= D''X-i) and so also the Aram, word cf. Dn. 2"; hence the reading

of & is merely a correction from 2 K. 2 K. 11^ iiD 'BO was probably

originally Did {cf. v. '« with 2 Ch. 23'5, so Oe., Ba.) of which "nD^n is a

corruption.
—

'iJi Sdi] wanting in 2 K.—6. Wanting in 2 K.

—

on o] as

adversative conjunction, o?ily, Koe. iii. § 3721.—D''jn3n] (g -f xoi ol

Aevetrai.—7. dmSh iD''prn] 2 K. iiSDPiJprn addressed to theniT'n ^pf v. '.

—n>an *?«] 2 K. nmcn Sn.—vni] nine mss., (g, ®, 1, vni.—msxai isaa]

order reversed in 2 K.—8. mini Soi a^Sn] 2 K. ii' nvNcn ne'.—

'iji mS o] an addition by the Chronicler taking the place of *?« in3>i

pan ynMHi of 2 K.—10s] set free from duty, c/. i Ch. 9" Qr.—9. J?"'''^^''

niKDH nirS pon] wanting in 05^*.—av-i^jnn] 2 K. n^onn, but Vrss. D''n—

.

Ch. probably original, so Th., Klo., Bn., et aL—r-rnvn pni] wanting

in 2 K.—D^'oS'iTn] either a general term armour (Ba. on i Ch. 18'

and Expos. T., Oct. 1898, p. 43/.), or shields (EVs.) as seems de-

manded by Ct. 4S see Bur. on 2 K. ii'".—10. oyn hj ph niDjjn] 2 K. 11"

D"ixnn npp.M.

—

ioSb'] a late word which the Chronicler has used instead

of 2 K. vSai, c/. 325 Ne. 4»- " Jb. 33'8 36" Jo. 2'.—noSi narn'?] EVs.

along by the altar and the house{ temple), but S in the sense along by is a

doubtful usage. Klo. (2 K.) interpreting the passage as it stands, thinks

of two lines of men, one facing the altar and the other the house, and

each forming a semicircle, 30D. Kau. renders bis zum altar imd [wieder]

bis zum Tempel hin and considers the following words a gloss (in 2 K.),

since the King does not appear until v. ", so also St. SBOT. Bur.

(2 K.) following a hint in & reconstructs noSi p^tdS aoD, round about
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the altar and the temple and regards "iSnn S;? a gloss inserted to explain

a^3D after that word had been wrongly placed. The Chronicler copied

the phrase from 2 K. without regard to its exact meaning.—11.

ijn>i . . . iN''Xvi] (jg 2 K. 1 1 12 jnii . . . Nxn. The latter seems to have

been original here, yet the Chronicler may have thought of Jehoiada and

his sons as the actors. Either 05 or il| has suffered intentional alterations

and has been made to agree in number with the preceding or with the

following verbs, respectively.—innu'D''i . . . iDiSci] so also 2 K. where

C6 shows the sg. probably original, so St. SBOT.

12-15. The death of Athaliah.—Taken from 2 K. ii'^ '% with

slight changes and additions in w. '= '• {y. i.).—12. Of the people

running]. In 2 K. ii'' the word running (W'^^Tl) refers to the

"guard" mentioned in v. ^ 2 K. ii<- «• " (cf. 121°).

—

And praising

the king] wanting in 2 K.

—

13. By his pillar at the entrance] i.e.,

at the King's customary place, which the Chronicler probably

thought of at the entrance from the outer or people's court into the

inner or priests' court. In 2 K. ii'* the expression is " by the pillar

according to his custom," and the writer may have meant by the

side of one of the two great pillars of the porch called Jachin and

Boaz {cf. 3").

—

And the trumpets] i.e., the trumpeters.

—

And the

singers with musical instruments also leading the singing of praise]

wanting in 2 K., a characteristic addition of the Chronicler.

—

14.

And Jehoiada the priest commanded, or possibly, And Jehoiada the

priest went out unto the captains] (v. i.).—15. And they laid

hands on her] (Kau., Ki., Sk.) better than. And they made way

for her, the rendering of ancient Vrss. (except H), Be., RV.

—

Horse

gate] lit. gate of horses, an entrance into the palace {cf. v. ').

The connection of this gate, if any, with the horse gate of the city

wall, which seems to have been near the palace, is not clear {cf.

Ne. 3^8 Je. 31^°).

12. D^xnn oyn] 2 K. iii^oj?.- r^i^, where px-in (on Aram, form, see

Ges. § Sye), used in the sense of guard, is a gloss, so Bn., Ki., Bur., St.

The Chronicler understood it as a participle modifying syn, so C6 of 2 K.,

hence transposed.—"iScn nx a^'SSHnni] wanting in 2 K.—ajjn Sn] d incor-

rectly Tvpbs rbv ^affCKia.—nn] = no3.—13. NiarD3 m?:j?] 2 K. 11"

Dflti-DD -iicyn.—D-'-it'ni] a few MSS. DnE'ni, and so <S (v5o2) in 2 K.

—

^y'^'] 2 K. incorrectly Sn.—-SSnS DiyniDi -\^Z'r\ ">S33 om-j'sni] wanting

in 2 K.—14. Nxri] read after 2 K. ii'' ix'i, so Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ba.,
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et al.—^•\'\ps>'\ read with (&, It, and the corrected text of 2 K. 'T'^'fl, so

Kau., Ki.—nmtrn noD Sn] so also in 2 K. nmirn occurs also in 2 K. 11'

with the meaning ranks, and as a technical term of building with unknown

meaning in i K. 6^, see BDB. p. 690. In 2 K. the word may be a

corruption for nnxnS and rr'JD a consequent substitution for VinD, cf.

Haupt on 2 K. ii"*, SBOT. Kau. regards the phrase as a meaningless

gloss in 2 K. which was either taken over by the Chronicler or later

interpolated into his work.—ncr] 2 K. ncn.—ninipn «*?] 2 K.

PD-in hn.—15. nrtf Nnn Sn] 2 K. ii'« ni^d •y\•^.—nin''Dii] 2 K. nmni.

16-21. The covenant, the destruction of the temple of Baal,

and the enthronement of the King.—Taken from 2 K. m' 2»

with a few minor changes, except vv. '^ f., which, with exception of

the first clause, are additions by the Chronicler. This section shows

very clearly that the movement to supplant Athaliah by Joash was

religious as well as political, and like the revolution of Jehu, against

Baal-worship, probably Tyrian, and introduced through the influ-

ence of the northern alliance, by Joram, and continued under Atha-

liah to the neglect of the worship of Yahweh.—16. And Jehoiada

made a covenant between himself and between all the people and be-

tween the king to be the people of Yahweh] i. e., Jehoiada, the people,

and the King obligated themselves to recognise Yahweh as their

God. 2K. 1 11' read "between Yahweh" in plsiceoi between himself.

The Chronicler omitted the first as superfluous and introduced the

second to give Jehoiada greater prominence.—17. And all the

people, etc.]. This violence against the house and priest of Baal

shows that Jehoiada's movement was religious as well as political

{v. s.).—Mattan] is probably a contraction of Mattan Baal (gift of

Baal, a name common in Phoenician), appearing in Muthumballes,

a name in Plautus {Poen. V. 2, 35) (COT. p. 88).—18. And

Jehoiada appointed overseers of the house of Yahweh] so far, 2

K. 1 1'
8, implying the restoration of the worship of Yahweh in the

place of that of Baal; Under the authority of the priests and the

Levites] with the remainder of the verse an addition of the Chron-

icler, who naturally could conceive of no officers of the Temple

not subject to the priests and Jevites, if indeed not from among

them.

—

Whom David had distributed, etc.]. According to the

Chronicler, David determined the personnel of the servitors in

the Temple (cf. i Ch. 23, 24, 26), while the sacrificial ritual was
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according to the law of Moses, i. e., P or the entire Pentateuch (cf.

I Ch. 6'^ <">), but both the personnel and the ritual of the singers he

regarded as established by David (i Ch. 6'^ <"> 25'-='). The prob-

ability, however, is that the Chronicler wrote of the courses and not

the personnel according to the reading of (8 (v. i.).—19. And he set

the gate-keepers, etc.] a continuation of the addition of the Chroni-

cler, who thus held that Jehoiada re-established the complete

Davidic equipment of the Temple—in reality the equipment of the

Chronicler's ovra time, i.e., priests with attendant Levites and

Levitical singers and gate-keepers (on the last cf. 1 Ch. 26'-'').—
That no one unclean in any respect should enter in] not simply

persons ceremonially unclean, but also aliens who might be so

designated (cf. Is. 35* 52').—20. The nobles and the rulers of the

people] is a substitute for "the Carites and the guard" of 2 K.

II'' (cf. V. ).

—

And they brought the king, etc.] a description of the

removal of the newly crowned King from the Temple to the palace

and a continuation of the narrative of v. ".

—

Through the upper

gate] a gate of the Temple, cf. 27'. In 2 K. "by the way of the

gate of the guard," probably a gateway connecting the precincts of

the Temple with those of the palace—hence a gate of both Temple

and palace. The Chronicler, writing when the palace had ceased

to exist, would naturally fix a locality by its connection with the

Temple. The use of the term "guard" also he avoided (v. s.).

The episodes of the entrance and death of Athaliah, of the formation

of the covenant, and of the destruction of the temple of Baal (vv. '2-"

2 K. ii"-i8), interrupting the direct narrative in 2 K. of the coronation and

enthronement of Joash, taken" with the double notice of the death of

Athaliah (v. •= v. 21 2 K. 1 1'«- 20), suggest that extracts from two documents

have been placed together in 2 K. 11: vv. -'= i8b-2o representing one

document and vv. "'«» the other (the view of Stade, ZAW. 1885, pp.

280 /., SBOT. accepted by Bur., Sk., et al.).

16. uo] 2 K. ii'7 nin^ pa followed by Ki.—2 K. ii"b, which

probably arose through dittography (Klo., St.), is wanting.—17. ^\i<::^^]

so also 2K. II", but 05 in both places sg., hence St. corrects in 2 K.,

but no weight can be attached to (6 in such cases.—Bj?n S3] <j§, 2 K.

r-iNH ay S3, g* '''^^-.liJiulj ).iflik oiJii^. Text of 2 K. probably origi-

nal here, though (B may be corrected from v. ^\—'rn nxi] 2 K.'id dn; Ch.

original.

—

^•^yc'] 2 K. -|- ao^n.—18. jn^n-'] (gBA 4. 6fepei>s likely a scribal

addition, cf. (^^, "B, &, 2 K. only pzn.—0''iSn] two mss. cited by Ken-
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nicott, (5, B, &, S QiiSni, c/. 5' where Vrss. also add copulative. Oe.,

Ki. Kom. BH. read i with Vrss. 1 may have been omitted by a

scribe, since the Levites were not permitted to offer the burnt-offering,

although the Chronicler doubtless intended to convey the meaning that

the priests should offer the burnt-offering while tlie Levites stood by

with rejoicing and with singing. See on i Ch. 23''.—yTiin^ Dt:'''i

nini iTia Sy T'npSn-\!yNO'i':'n(i)Dijnam>a mrrriia mpD]. There seems to

be a lacuna between D^iSn and "Wa, since all priests and not special

ofl&cers (but lit. offices mps) were permitted to offer the burnt-offering.

pSn also is not used elsewhere meaning distribute (i Ch. 24^- * do not

support it, BDB. pSn Qal 2). (& inserts at this point Kai aviarriae tos

i(pT]fj.eplas tQv Upiuv Kal ruv Aeviruv = dmSdi Dijnjn mpSriD PN ^DP''^

This addition removes the difficulty in M, and has the marks of the

Chronicler (note the significance of icyi, the word nip':'nD, and the

co-ordinate genitives), hence was a part of the original text and fell

out by homoeoteleuton. The whole passage may be rendered, Jehoiada

placed the offces of the house of Yahweh in the hand of the priests and

the Levites and he appointed the courses of the priests and the Levites,

which David divided, over the house of Yahweh to offer, etc.—nin^s]

many MSS., 05, H, m.-rS.—T>n ni ?>'] at the hands of David, i.e., accord-

ing to the system of song inaugurated by David. Possibly "iSs has fallen

from text, cf. 29" n>n ^Sa n> hy, but Vrss. support JH, cf. Ezr. 3'".

—

19 is wanting in 2 K.—"i3T 7dS] S of specification, Koe. iii. § 328k.

—

20. aj?2 DiVifisn PNi Di-inNH pni] 2 K. ii" D^xin pni ''^^ri nxi.—inriJU,

2 K. pi.—lina] 2 K. '\-\'^.—]v^y^^ IJJ"'] on omission of art. before substan-

tive, see Dr. TH. § 209 I., Koe. iii. § 334q.—IvSjjn] 2 K. Dixnn.

—

•^on PN laitt'iM] 2 K. 3B'"'i.—naSDnn] 2 K. a''DScn.—21. aina] 2 K.
ii2o -f- iSc(n) p'la.

XXIV. 1-3. An introductory notice of the King's reign.

—^Taken from 2 K. 12'-' (ii2i-i2'), from which the synchronism

with the N. kingdom as usual is omitted (v. ^ <"), and also, as

incompatible with the new regime under Joash and Jehoiada, the

statement that the high places were not removed and were fre-

quented by the people (v. < "))_ T^g Chronicler also adds v. '.

—2. All the days of Jehoiada}. It is doubtful whether this

limitation is found in 2 K. 12^ (1;. i.).—3. And Jehoiada took for

him two wives] since he stood in loco parentis.—And he begat sons

and daughters]. The Chronicler magnifies his favourites by giv-

ing them the honour of large famihes (cf. iv^ « 13^')-

1. tfN^] 2 K. i2» CNini.—13SD3] 2 K. (12^) 4- CNiH' ^Sd t<)7\>h jjac pjira.

—2. jnon ynMH^ ^d> So] 2 K. 12' pan j?inn^ inmn hb-k vd^ hs, "All his
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days wherein Jehoiada the priest instructed him" ($, B, Ki., RV.;

"All his days forasmuch as Jehoiada instructed him" Th., Kamp.,

Kau., Bur., Sk.—3. Wanting in 2 K.

4-14. The repair of the Temple.—Based upon 2 K. 12*'',

but completely rewritten. This passage in 2 K. describes the origin

of certain regulations for the repair of the Temple which probably

remained in force to the time of the exile (cf. 2 K. 22). Previous

to the reign of Joash the Temple had been maintained at the expense

of the King; but then the attempt was made by Joash, doubtless

owing to the impoverished condition of the royal exchequer, to

make the Temple self-supporting. He tried first to lay the responsi-

bility upon the priests, and ordered the repairs to be made from

money which they received as dues or free-will offerings from the

people. But Jehoiada and the other priests failed to comply with

this order. Thereupon, having been rebuked, they were freed from

this obligation and also deprived of the privilege of collecting the

money, but all the money brought to the Temple the priests were

allowed to retain, save that brought for guilt-offerings and sin-

offerings, which was ordered placed in a chest and from thence,

under the supervision of the King's scribe and the high ( ?) priest,

applied for the repair of the Temple. While the plan provided

money sufficient for the repair of the Temple, not enough accrued

for refurnishing the utensils of the Temple. This narrative in

Kings, reflecting Httle credit upon the priests, was unthinkable from

the point of view of the Chronicler. It allowed that the King was

superior to the priests, and the real guardian and master of the

Temple. To demand also the dues of the priests, even for such a

worthy and ecclesiastical object, was an infringement of their sacred

rights and privileges. No blame then could attach to Jehoiada and

the others for their passive resistance of this illegal invasion. Hence

the narrative was rewritten. The priests and the Levites were

summoned to go among the people and collect money for the repair

of the Temple. They proceeded slowly. So the King, to hasten

matters, placed a collection-box at the Temple and urged the

contribution of the ancient tax levied by Moses in the wilder-

ness; and to this the people and rulers responded most joyfully

and most liberally. A great abundance of money was collected,
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more than enough for the house, and with this balance gold and

silver utensils were made for the Temple.—4. And it came to

pass afterwards] a mere phrase of transition.—5. The Levites].

Only priests are mentioned in the narrative of 2 K.

—

Go out

into the cities of Jiidah]. In 2 K. nothing is said about collect-

ing money outside of Jerusalem, but the priests are to apply for

the repairs all the money that came into the Temple treasury

both from regular assessments and free-will offerings (2 K. i2<).

—The Lez'ites hastened it not] 2 K. i2« "In the twenty-third

year of king Jehoash the priests had not repaired the breaches

of the house."—6. The tax of Moses] the half shekel required of

every male for the support of the sanctuary according to Ex. 30" '«

3826 '• (v. also i.).—7. For'Athaliah the wicked one and* her sons,

etc.]. These statements are wanting in 2 K. Since according to

the Chronicler Ahaziah's uncles and brothers had all been slain

(21* 22'), we have either an example of the Chronicler's complete

disregard of historical consistency, or sons is used figuratively de-

noting adherents (Ba.). The reading "her priests" has been pro-

posed (Oe., Bn.) {v. i.).—Broke into the house of God] probably

in the sense of plundered.

—

And also all the consecratedfurniture of

the house of Yahweh they used for Ba alim] i.e., in the worship of

Baal, cf. Ho. 2'° <«'.—8. And set it at the gate of the house of

Yahweh on the otitside]. According to 2 K. 12' the chest was

placed by the altar, but from the Chronicler's point of view laymen

were not permitted within the court where the altar stood, hence

the change of its position in the narrative of the Chronicler to the

outside.—10. Then all the princes rejoiced and brought [the tax]

and cast [it] into the chest unto the full] i.e., either until all had

given (Be., Kau., BDB. n^D Pi. d) or until the chest was full ((g, H,

Zoe., Oe., Ki.). The latter is preferable.—11. And it came to pass

when they brought the chest for the oversight of the king by the hand

of the Levites] i.e., the chest was brought by the Levites for the in-

spection of the King, or more probably for royal inspection through

the Levites, who represented the King (Ke., Oe., Zoe., Ki.).

—

The

scribe of the king and the inspector of the chief priest]. The latter

officer is apparently an invention of the Chronicler to place the high

priest on the same level with the King; "if the King sends his
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scribe the high priest also does not appear personally but causes

himself to be represented by a delegate, cf. 2 K. 12" »»>" (We. Prol.

p. 200).—12. The doers of the work of the service in the house of

Yahweh] i.e., those having charge of the Temple (cf. i Ch. 9'^).

—

14. Whereof were made vessels for the house of Yahweh] a direct

contradiction of 2 K. i2'3, where it is stated that utensils for the

Temple were not made—the contributions evidently not sufficing

for this. The Chronicler's representation forbade such a lack.

4. Wanting in 2 K.—13 ^nnx --nil] cf. i Ch. 18'.—tt'KP aS oy mn] it

was with the heart of Joash, i.e., it was his intention, cf. 1 Ch. 22'. On
simple pf. after "inM see Koe. iii. § 370b.—5. iini p +''']= out of tite

abundance of hence as often as and in combination with njir'a nj-j' =
yearly, cf. i S. 7'6 Zc. 14" (see BDB. p. 191b).—aiiSn nnn k^i] an

explanation for the delay in making the repairs diSerent from 2 K. 1 2'.

—6. n'^DH] (g + 'Iwds which, although agreeing with 2 K. 12^, is proba-

bly a scribal expansion.—a'^<^^] the chief [priest], cf. v. i' 19" 31'" 2 K.

\n2n + D'ijhd'?!.—nNK'D] root a-': carry, lift, hence burden, portion, only

here and v. ^ of sacred contribution, tax (BDB.), cf. offering to Yahweh

Ez. 20".—'> 13>'] (g avdpdirov (rod) 0eov, cf. v. '.—Ssna''''? Vnpni] (g dfre

i^eKXrifflaffe rbv Icp. leads Bn. to read " hn^j, but C5 doubtless read

our ill as Hiph. pf. Koe. regards "^npni as a second nomen rectum

after nNrn (iii. § 376b) and Sxia'^S as in apposition with the preceding

noun {ib. § 28of). The latter is more simply explained as a gen., so

Zoe., Oe., Kau., EVs.—7. nyinnn -j-] wickedness, godlessness, i.e.,

Athaliah the (embodied) godlessness.—ri^:2] (S, B, J3 + 1 considered

unnecessary by Be., Oe., but added by Kau., Bn., Ki. \}''?.^.p is a

suggestion of Oe. and Bn.—8. idnm] a7id he commanded, the command
itself being omitted for conciseness as often after idn, cf. Jo. 2" Ps.

10531- 3J Jb. 9', Koe. iii. § 369k.—nnN jnx] as in 2 K. 121" |nN not in

cstr , as Ew. § 286 d, but a form like iiDn . jnx appears only with the

article (Ges. § 350), so St. SBOT. on 2 K. 12'°, see Koe. iii. § 3iod.

—

—9. Si-] proclamation, cf. 30^ 36" Ezr. i' 10' Ne. 8i».—nxrc] (S KaOuis

elirep = -\DN liTio, cf i Ch. i5'6.—10. mau'ii] (S^a ^SwKav.—nSoS ^y]

cf. 31', to be classed with other cases of inf. abs. after prep. Koe. iii.

§ 225b. S 13?
'= earlier i;?, cf. 2 K. i3'7- is, Ew. § 315 c (3).—11. nj?3]

at tlte time when, cstr. before a relative sentence, cf Ps. 4' Jb. 6'',

Ew. § 332 d.—NUi] freq. impf., Dr. TH. § 30, Koe. iii. § 157b.

—

aii'^n Tia ^'^D^ mps Sn jiinh pn no'' n]J3] wanting in 2 K. 12''.—nvfl]

wanting in 2 K.—a-Nin pa] 2 K. Snjn jnon.—n;j"ii] lay bare, by remov-

ing contents, so empty. \ with the imperfect for older iij'n, Ew
§ 343 c.

—'U1 n^jii] 2 K. Hint nu nxdjh t^aan nx ijd>i nx>i.— ora dvS]
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a modified form of ov or, Koe. iii. § 89.—12. p-cinM] i ms., (5 + I'IDH.

—nt^'i);] read with 14 mss., (&, U, and as in v.'^ •'t'^y, so Bn., Ki. CI etj

before mnj? = 'yS (cp. M with 05 in 35= i Ch. 2821) suggests that n is

original but belongs as the art. with pdxSd, cf. 2 K. i2'2.—13. hdiix]

properly healing, hence restoration of walls, cf. Ne. 4", also with nSj?.

—14. iN>3n DniS33i] a late idiom, c/. vv. 22b. 25^ Dr. TH. p. 157 n.

—

'Ui iHB'yM] two objects after verbs of making, building, etc. Koe. iii.

327W.—nic] inf. cstr. as gen. Ges. § 1146.

15-22. The apostasy of Joash.—Wanting in 2 K., introduced

by the Chronicler, since some such apostasy was necessary from his

point of view to explain the disasters of the Syrian invasion, vv.

23-24_—15 f, j[ hundred and thirty years old was he -when he died and

they buried him in the city of David with the kings]. This long life

of Jehoiada and respect paid at his death are delightful touches

of the Chronicler to the honour of the priest. How illy it fits into

the narrative is seen from the fact that his wife Jehoshabeath

(22"), the daughter of Jehoram and sister of Ahaziah, cannot well

have been older than twenty-five or twenty-six years at the time

of the massacre of the royal family by Athaliah, while Jehoiada

according to the age here given would have been then an old

man between ninety and one hundred. According to 2 K. 12'

he was alive and active in the twenty-third year of the reign of

Joash, and presumably lived some years beyond the period of

the restoration of the Temple.—17. Came the princes of Judah\

The existence of a party at court favouring the worship of Baal

and desiring its restoration is historically extremely probable.

This movement may be regarded as a revolt of the nobility against

the hierarchy (Erbt, Die Hebrder, p. 121). Certainly some ul-

terior motive besides the mere desire of Baal-worship must have

been behind it.—18. The Asherim and the idols]. Cf. 14K

Both terms are probably used here with about the same force

—that of the latter.

—

And wrath was upon Judah, etc.] mani-

fested in the invasion of Hazael, vv. "'.—20. A}id the spirit of

God clothed] i.e., took possession oi him, cf. i Ch. i2'8, also 2 Ch.

15'.

—

Zechariah the son of Jehoiada the priest] not mentioned

elsewhere in the OT.

—

And he stood above the people]. He ad-

dressed them from some elevation. Cf. Je. 36'° where Baruch
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reads Jeremiah's roll from the window of an upper chamber, and

Ne. 8* where Ezra reads the Law from a pulpit of wood (Ba.).

A reference to the elevation of the inner, the priests' court, com-

pared with the outer, or people's court (Ke., Zoe.), does not

seem appropriate.

—

Because ye have forsaken, etc.\ Cf. 15^—21.

And they conspired against him]. Perhaps the proceedings were

the same as in the case of Naboth (i K. 218 '•), i.e., a mock trial

and a formal execution at the commandment of the king (Ba.).

This martyrdom of Zechariah is mentioned by Christ (Mt. 23 ^^

Lk. ii*') in a way that shows that the Jewish Scriptures were

practically the present Heb. Canon beginning with Genesis and

closing with i and 2 Chronicles.

—

In the court of the house of

Yahweh]. The tradition of the NT. times defined this more

exactly "between the sanctuary and the altar."

15. D'Di . . . ipTii] cf. I Ch. 231.—17. ?x] with pf. emphatic result

Koe. iii. § 138.—18. nu pn] wanting in 0?^'^, S*^.—nxi onctt'Ni] (g^A

iv ry T}/j.4pg. Ta^Trj. nxT without art. after subst. defined by a pronom.

suf. Dr. TH. § 209 Obs., Koe. iii. § 3347.—19. nini Sx] (g^A _|_ ^^l ovk

^(coyo-aj', so also i&.—20. nnot] (&^^ rbv ^A^aplav = !^;"!!i'.—aiP!?] impf.

consec. since the reference is to what is past, Dr. TH. § 127 (7).—21.

inDJ-iM pN] double object after djt, elsewhere psj, Lv. 20^, Koe. iii.

§ 327 o.—22. iDX miDDi] V. s. v.>^

23-24. The Syrian invasion Based upon 2 K. i2i"-,

although the narrative has been entirely rewritten. According

to 2 K., Hazael, King of Syria, who had made an inroad into the

territory of Philistia and taken the city of Gath, proposed to move

against Jerusalem and was bribed by the treasures of the Temple

and the palace to leave the city unmolested. According to the

Chronicler, the Syrians came against Judah and Jerusalem and

destroyed all the princes of the people and sent their spoil unto

the King of Damascus. Thus the Chronicler brings upon the

princes a just retribution for their seduction of Joash into idolatry

(v. "). The Syrians also with a small force gained a victory over

a very great host, because they had forsaken Yahweh the God of

theirfathers—a good illustration of the Chronicler's pragmatic con-

struction of history.

—

24. And upon Jo ash they executedjudgments]
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a fitting summary showing the Chronicler's view of this contact

between Judah and Syria, and his sole interest in the narrative.

25-27. The death of Joash.—Based upon 2 K. 12'"-='.—

25. And when they departed from him\ This immediate con-

nection between the departure of the Syrians is not found in 2 K.

—For they had left him very sick'\ (lit. in many diseases) also

not mentioned in 2 K., and probably a retributive touch of the

Chronicler, who felt that Joash should suffer to the uttermost for

his sins. Cf. the sicknesses of Asa (16'^) and Joram (21'^ ^•). Ke.

saw in the diseases wounds received in battle with the Syrians.

—

For

the blood of the son^ of Jehoiada the priest]. Neither this motive

nor any other is recorded in 2 K. for the assassination of Joash.

—

On his bed] also lacking in 2 K. 12^°, which says that he was

slain "at the house of Millo," an obscure reference.

—

And they

buried him in the city of David, but not in the sepidchres of the

kings]. The parallel (2 K. 12^1) reads, "And they buried him

with his fathers in the city of David." The Chronicler's modi-

fication was doubtless due to his desire to make the end of Joash

as unfortunate as possible and therefore he refused him a place in

the tombs of the kings.—26. Zabad] 2 K. 12" «') "Jazacar" (v. i.).

—Shime ath the Ammonitess and . . . Shimrith the Moabitess] a

curious change of the Chronicler. In 2K. 12" <^" we have "Shim-

eath" and "Shomer," the names of the fathers of the conspira-

tors. Here they have become their mothers and their descent is

made half heathen. Thus the fate of Joash is made still more

opprobrious, and the Chronicler likewise expresses thus his aver-

sion to the marriage of Hebrews with foreigners—their offspring

are murderers (Tor. Ezra Studies, pp. 212/.).—27. And the great-

ness of the burden upon him]. The burden is not the tribute

exacted from him by the Syrians (Kau.), an old opinion, since

that is not mentioned in Chronicles, nor the tribute collected for

the Temple, also an old opinion, but the prophetic utterances

against him (Ke., Ki., Bn., Ba., RVm.).

—

And the rebuilding] (lit.

founding). Cf. vv. "f.,

—

The Midrash of the Book of Kings].

Cf. Intro, p. 23.

23. noipn'?] at the coming round, circuit, i.e., at the completion (of the

year), cf. Ex. 34" (JE) i S. i", Ps. 19' f-
—

'"^^''^ D"*^ "^'^
''"''^J'

ri'?;;]onpf.
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after ^hm v. s. v. *, and on collectives construed with sg. and following

pi. see Koe. iii. § 346d.

—

Zi-;r.] (6 read Dj;^, "B, g>, omit.—ptt'D-n] c/. 162

1 Ch. 18* '•.—24. njjxc] a small thing, equivalent to nj?TD, cf. Gn. iq^"- 2°

(J) (of city), Jb. 8' (of Job's fortunes), Is. 6318 (of time) f-—25. onsSai

iiB'pnn . . . ] c/. same construction in v. ».—a^Snn t] cf. 0''NSnn 21".

—"IJ3] read with (&, H, p c/. v.^', so Be., Zoe., Oe., et al. Present

text may be due to dittography.—man Sp injin^i] 2 K. 12^1 B'NV nx 1311

nSd Tiin nSd n-a.—nji im^pM] 2 K. 12" m "i^pa vnas dj? in« nap'-i.

—26. n^asiDH nnDC p naiinM pijiDjn nycc p nat] 2 K. 122s p isriM

IDB' p •\21^r^1^ nyou'. Ki. thinks lar derived from following lanni and

corrects to 13?, but (6^ Za^eX (A for A) and <S^ Zo/3e(9, Za/3ai9 read

131. Many mss. of 2 K. read njtn, which the Chronicler may have

shortened intentionally because of the following i3nn\—27. 3ii] Qr.

ai; probably intended to give the sense, and as regards his sons, may

the oracle against him increase. Better read Kt. a^i with Kau., Oe.,

et al., but text is probably corrupt. 05 Kal Trpoa-TjXdov read I3ipi, also

na'Dn for Ka'Dn.—cmc] see on 13".

XXV. The reign of Amaziah (c. 796-782 b.c).—A reproduc-

tion of the narrative of 2 K. 14' -'^ with the characteristic modifica-

tions and embellishments of the Chronicler. The statements of

2 K. 14^ that "the high places were not taken away" and that

"the people still sacrificed and burnt incense in the high places,"

are omitted, doubtless because too derogatory to Amaziah in

the beginning of his reign, when he won the victory over the

Edomites. The story of this victory very briefly narrated in 2

K. 14' is enlarged by the Chronicler. The size of the army of

Amaziah is given (v. ^), and details of the slaughter of the Edomites

(v. '2); and especially a new episode is introduced in the account

of the rejection, at the command of a prophet, of troops hired at

a large expense of northern Israel (vv. «-•"). This rejection fur-

nishes (according to Bn.) a ground for the subsequent victory over

the Edomites as a reward of obedience and reliance upon Yahweh.

Yet quite contrary to this notion of reward is the plundering of the

cities of Judah by these mercenaries mentioned in v. ". Hence this

plundering has been taken as an interpretation, found in one of

the sources of the Chronicler, of the disaster which befell the

S. kingdom through Amaziah's unfortunate contest with the N.

kingdom (2 K. 14'-'^), this source having made the disaster very

inconsiderable, while the Chronicler himself, on the other hand,
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accepted the record of 2 K. and allowed the disaster to remain

to its full extent but supplied an adequate reason by introducing

the sin of the worship of the gods of Edom (w. '<•'«) (Bn.).

Agreeable to the above view, Bn. and Ki. assign vv. ^-'^ to M, but they

have the marks of the Chronicler's style: in v. ' nny Hiph. (1. 89), no

D^2H (1. 14), h with ace. also in v. '" (1. 128), iinj (c/. ii> 133- 1?), njxmcTinN

(c/. ii'2 14'); in v.s V^n inj (c/. 133 i7'«'); in v. » ptn nB7 (c/. 19'"

Ezr. lo^) and in;)'? (1. 84); in vv. ^f- " ^nJ (1. 17); in v." pm^\^^ (1. 38);

and in v." nra (1. 10).—Graf thought that some historical event not

recorded in K. was at the basis of the story of the hire of the Israelitish

troops and their subsequent plundering {GB. p. 158). This seems not

unlikely, and the narrative then may be the Chronicler's interpretation of

these facts from whatever source he may have derived them.

1-4. The beginning of the reign of Amaziah.—Taken with

shght omissions and variations from 2 K. 14' -^—2. But not with a

perfect heart} with reference to the apostasy described in v. '^ In

the place of this 2 K. 14' reads, " Yet not like David his father: he

did according to all that Joash his father had done." Then comes

V. ", concerning the retention of the high places, which the Chron-

icler has omitted {v. s.).—3. His servants who had killed the king

hisfather]. Cf. 24" 2 K. 1221 "o^—4. But he put not their children

to death]. The sparing of the children of the guilty was evidently

a new departure in jurisprudence, indicating an advance in the

moral sentiment of the community. When Naboth was con-

demned his children perished with him (2 K. g^^), and likewise the

children perished with the father in the story of Achan (Jos. ']-' « ).

—But did according to that which was written in the law in the

hook of Moses], The writer of 2 K. found in this mercy of Amaziah

an application of the command given in Dt. 24'«. This principle

was emphasised by the prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel (Je. 31" '•

Ez. 18").

1. pyjn"] fl|L 2 K. 142 Kt. Jiiyini f.—2. thv 33S2 n':' pn] instead of

the longer statement in 2 K. u'^- < {v. s.).—3. vSj?] ten mss., <&, &, 2 K.

145 n''3.—jiriM] 2 K. yy, same change from 2 K. i2-> in 24" {v. s.).—
4. Dn>j3] 2 K. 146 D''3nn >j3.—'3'] wanting in 2 K., possibly due to

dittography, so St. SBOT. on 2 K. 148.—ns-a -\dD3 mina 21033] ®
omits min3, (& Kara, ttjv SiaOrjKrjv (rod) v6f^ov Kvplov KadcJs y^ypaiTTai,

<gL + iy yintp Mwcrij. "B, B, 2 K. ntt'D mm -\dD3 31.033.— ih-id;] three
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times, 2 K. -inDV twice (but Vrss. iniD;); third time nm> Kt., so ^, &, 21,

and Qr. nnr. Dt. 24^^ i.iar three times, but 05, ^, B, nnv third time.

The Chronicler either followed 2 K. (text of Vrss.) or simply quoted

inaccurately.—132] with adversative force, Koe. iii. § 372c. 2 K. un >o,

wanting in Dt.

5-13. The campaign against Edom.—This is tersely de-

scribed in 2 K. 14^ in a single verse, and there is no reason to sup-

pose that the additions of the Chronicler rest upon any additional

information, but are wholly a product of Midrashic fancy. The

Edomites subjugated by David and made tributary to Judah had

revolted successfully during the reign of Jehoram (21'°). Whether

the conquest of Amaziah resulted in the permanent possession of

Edom by Judah is uncertain. Perhaps no real conquest took

place. Indeed the whole campaign has been felt to be improbable,

since Edom was then tributary to Assyria, and Judah possibly a

vassal of northern Israel (the view of Winck. KAT.^ p. 261, also

Bn. cf. HC. 2 K. 14').—5. Three hundred thousand]. The army

of Amaziah is thus much smaller than that ascribed to Asa, 14^ '",

and also to Jehoshaphat, ij^*^-. This diminution of troops (ac-

cording to Ke.) furnished a reason for hiring additional ones from

northern Israel.—6. A hundred talents of silver] if heavy weight,

some 9,650 pounds of silver, or if light weight, about half that

amoimt.—7. A tnan of God] the most general OT. designation of

a prophet; used of Moses 30'* i Ch. 23'^ Dt. ^t,^ Jos. 14^ Ezr. 3^;

also of David 8'< Ne. 122*- '«; also of the angel who clearly in the

guise of a prophet appeared unto Manoah and his wife, Ju. i3«- ';

cf for general use i S. 2" 9' «• i K. 12" 13'- 25 lyis. 24 2023 2 K.

i« et al.—Let not the army of Israel go with thee]. From the point

of view of the Chronicler, an alliance with Israel was sinful and

could only be followed by evil consequences, cf. 19' 20".

—

All

the children of Ephraim] an explanation of the preceding Israel,

since Israel is often used as equivalent to the S. kingdom {cf. 12').

—8. But go thou, i.e., by thyself, do valiantly, he strong for the

battle, for God shall not* suffer thee to fall before thy enemy for God

has power to help and to cast down]. For other renderings of this

verse, whose text is corrupt, v. i. The sinfulness of any alliance

with the N. kingdom is brought out very strongly.—9. Yahweh is
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able to give thee much more than this] a very beautiful teaching.

—10. Wherefore their anger was greatly kindled against Judah and

they returned home in fierce anger]. Mercenary troops serve not

only for their hire, which these men are represented to have

received, but also for renown and booty which, through dismissal,

they would lose. This loss they are represented to have made

good in a way by plundering cities of Judah (r/. v. >').—11. The

valley of Salt] from 2 K. 14^, mentioned also as the place of

Joab's victory over the Edomites, cf. 1 Ch. 18'=.—12. And ten

thousand did the children of Judah carry away alive, etc.]. Of

this capture and massacre the record in 2 K. knows nothing,

although the rock (Sela') is mentioned as a place (2 K. 14') often

identified with Petra, but this is by no means certain {cf. Moore,

Ju. on I").—13. From Samaria even unto Beth-horon]. Satnaria

was evidently the point from which the troops started on their

raid and Beth-horon its limit southward. On the location of Beth-

horon cf. I Ch. j^K The raid may be thought of as having taken

place while Amaziah was in Edom.

5. mini ns] 05, ^, " nij> 21 '1 tjin.—jd''J3i] d^* Kg_i ^lepovaaXi^fi

since only Judeans were gathered together, cf. 14' ly'* ^.-—6. 'D3] 3

pretii, Ges. § iigp, Koe. iii. § 332 o.—8. ox >d] with adversative force,

only, but, cf. 23^, merely a slightly strengthened ^3, BDB. on 13 2 b, Koe.

iii. § 2721.—nonScS p?n nz'y nnx N3] (8 VTroXdprjs Karurx^o'o-i- ^v to^toi^,

{JSL + iv T^J TToX^/ty, H putas in robore exercitus bella consistere, i.e.,

nDnSoS prriN dnij idnh (Oe. so also Bn., with slight changes). Ki.

reads n^b pin'? 3u'nn nnx, hut if thou thinkest to prevail in this way

(i.e., with help from the N. kingdom) then will God cause thee to fall

before the enemy. It is simpler to retain M and before |S''tt'Di to insert

nSi (t'. 5. soEw., Be.). Hitzig read pm T\v;fy nns oa DS >2{v. Be.). As the

text stands the imv. is followed by jussive in apodosis, Dr. TH. § 152 (2).

—For qihSn (S twice mn\—9, nitt'j?'? no] similar to use of inf. with S after

substantive verb expressing the idea of destination, cf. 2 K. 4'3 Is. 5^, see

Dr. TH. § 203.—niNpS] Kt., but read Qr. dndS, which is also in many
MSS. as Kt.—nnS '-h ci] Yahweh is able to give, on use of inf. with S

after v\ see Dr. TH. § 202 (i).—10. nnjnS] ace. with h in apposition

with pronom. suf. D-^, Koe. iii. § 289k, a construction emphasising the

noun, Ew. § 277 e.—11. jnn] -j/ drive, conduct, hence lead outdid army
to battle (late), cf. i Ch. 20'.—nSnn nu] so in i Ch. i8'2 and Kt. of 2 K.

14' but Qr. and Vrss. nSn n^i.—\ijjtt' '•ja dn] 2 K. 14' nnx nx.—12.
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ySon] probably to be taken as a proper name, cj. 2 K. xiP (v. s.).—13.

naSc] inf. with jc of separation Koe. iii. § 406 o.—loe'cj] predicate intro-

duced by 1 with subject prefixed, cf. Gn. 22=='' 30", Dr. TH. § 127 (a).

14-16. Amaziah's idolatry.—An introduction to the disas-

trous war with the N. kingdom not given in 2 K. (v. s.).—14. The

gods of the children ofSeir]. It is a curious fact that of the ancient

religion of the Edomites, so closely associated with Israel, nothing

definite is known beyond the names of certain deities derived from

theophorous proper names.—15. Who have not delivered their

peoplefrom thy hand] (cf. w. " '•) and hence were no gods. The

test of deity was ability to deliver. The fundamental reason for

worshipping Yahweh was the deliverance from Egypt (Ex. 20'

cf. Is. 37'^).

—

16. Have we made thee a counsellor for the king?].

With this question corresponds the answer, / hiow that God hath

counselled to destroy thee.

14. lap' . . . ninpir^] freq. impf., Dr. TH. § 30 (2) (a), Koe. iii. §

157b.—15. ^"2}] E -1- Baneatn. (& read Dino: (Trpo^^ras) from

which with a transposition of 3J may have come the Baneam of S.

—

16. 'IJI yj;v'^n]. The question expresses strong repudiation, Dav.

Syn. § 126 R 5.—•^1J^J] pi. for sg. as an expression for majesty, Koe.

iii. § 207b.—^1^''] indef. subj. expressed by third pers. pi., Dav. Syn. §

108 (b).

17-24. The disastrous war with the N. Kingdom.—Taken

from 2 K. i4'-'S with additions in vv. "• 20 to connect with the in-

troduction (vv. '*-'«), and also an addition in v. ".

—

17. Took

counsel] or possibly we shovild render was counselled with the im-

plication that it was by divine agency {cf. v. '^). The phrase
(}*J?*''1)

is introduced by the Chronicler to connect the passage closely

with the foregoing verse. Otherwise the verse agrees essentially with

the text of 2 K. 148.

—

Let us look one another in the face] (cf. v. 2')

a challenge to war in sheer insolence (Be., Zoe., Sk.) or a vassal's

assertion of independence (Bn., Winck. KAT.^) or a proposal to

meet one another as equals, Amaziah seeking satisfaction for the

raid of the mercenaries (v. ") (Oe., Ba.). This last is a plausible

suggestion if the account of the raid is historical; but 2 K. does

not mention the raid. The proposal may have been for a meeting
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with the view of a marriage alliance (v. '«).—18. This fable, re-

minding one of Jotham's parable (Ju. 9^ ^
), was a cutting insult

to Amaziah, implying that he was in no way on an equality with the

King of Israel. Whether the particulars of the fable were signifi-

cant, reflecting actual events, is unknown.—20. For it was of God,

etc.] an addition of the Chronicler connecting the narrative with

vv. '<-'«.—21. Looked one another in the face] (i.e., joined in

battle) either a direct or an ironical application of the words of

V. ". If ironical, cf the similar double application of the phrase

"lift up the head," Gn. 40''- ".

—

Beth-shernesh]. Cf. i Ch. 6<<(">.

•

—

Which belongeth to Judah]. This statement in 2 K. 14" shows

that the story of this contest is of northern Israelitish origin.—22.

And then fled every man to his tent] i.e., fled to his home, cf. 7'° 10".

—23. The son of Jehoahaz] i.e., the son of Ahaziah, cf. 21 '^

—And broke down the wall of Jerusalemfrom the Gate of Ephraim

unto the Gate of the Corner, four hundred cubits] i.e., a portion of

the oldest northern wall which was probably built in the time of

Solomon (cf. GAS. /. i. p. 206, and on the location of this wall,

pp. 241 ff.).
—Gate of Ephraim] i.e., the gate through which the

road to Ephraim passed, on the line of the street running to the

present Damascus Gate.

—

Corner gate*] (v. i.) probably the

north-west angle of the wall (cf. GAS. /. ii. p. 116).—24. With

Obed-edom] an addition of the Chronicler to 2 K. 141^ The
family of Obed-edom, according to i Ch. 26"=, had charge of the

storehouse of the Temple.

17. mini -^Sd in'SCN yyvi] wanting in 2 K. 148.—nStfM] 2 K. -1-

013nSd.—r]'^] cf. Nu. 23'3 Ju. 19" 2 K. 7^^'^. Possibly pointed according

to 2 K. when -jS was intended, so Oe. cni o*? accompanying the expres-

sion of a wish, cf. Gn. 19" 31^ and ref. above, Koe. iii. § 355g.

—

D^JD HNin:] let us look one another in the face, cf. v. 2' {v. s.), is probably

a shortened form for d^jd Sn d^jb HNnnj, Ges. § 156c, n. i.—18. ninn

(twice)] (S transliterated, ^x^f", "Xoi'X ^°X°t, "-Xo^X, the last being

original (S, cf. Tor. ATC. p. 65.—19. mcx] wanting in 2 K. 14'" (but

supported by Vrss.), may be a later insertion by some one who read ni^n

as first pers., so Bn., St. SBOT. on 2 K. 14'", but the insertion may be

from the Chronicler. (S read both as second pers.

—

r^ir^] is certainly a mis-

reading of 2 K. r^;,'^, so Ki. Kom. BH., Bn., St. SBOT. on 2 K., but

probably the original in Ch., cf. (6. B, her^ as elsewhere, appears to be
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corrected from 2 K.—ni3n] should probably be pointed on"'?'!.

—

Ti33nS] Hiph. as intrans. dub. 2 K. i33n imv. Niph. (i v /3ape?a, H in

superbiam, & in*«^|. The insertion of S has connected the word with

what precedes, contrary to 2 K. (& probably read i3:n and H i^snS.

& was doubtless corrected fr. 2 K. Read larn or narnS, so Oe., Ki,

—

nnj;] wanting in 2 K.—naB-] 2 K. 3r.—ncS] 2 K. nnSi. St. SBOT. con-

siders id'? original in K.; Bur. thinks 1 original there with sarcastic

force.—20. 'ui 'KHD 13] a characteristic addition by the Chronicler,

cf. io'5 22'. &, corrected from 2 K., omits.

—

T'J onn] (S^^ toO TrapaSoCt'ttt

aiirbv els x^^P'^^ — Dii^3 inn, (S^ + Iwos, H in manus hostium. Oe.

suggested ^^^•'2. Perhaps read, as suggested by 05, oy^3 inn, <o give him

into their hand. If text is correct i^ is without the art. as in familiar

expressions, Dav. Syn. § 22 R 3, Koe. iii. § 294f.—21. # transposes

Nin aijs ixnnii and t^-wtv^ ^SD in>xDNi.—23. TONini ja] wanting in (&^^;

six MSS., (&^, 2 K. 14", innnN p. inNinip has either been transposed from

a position after Sxir^ "[Sd, or inNirT" is a variant spelling or scribal error

for innnx , cf. 21".—ins^aM] 2 K. ixaii. Ch. preserves the original

reading, so Bn., Ki., St., Bur., Sk.—nycD] 2 K. ijja'2. Ch. also

original in K., so Bn., Ki., St., et al.—njiDn] doubtless a scribal error

for njsn of Vrss. and 2 K., so Ke., Zoe., Oe., and most commen-

tators.—24. S31] 2 K. 141^, Sd pn npSi, is read by Oe., Kau., Ki., Bn.

(&^ inserts eXa/Sey before ac^i, which is considered its original posi-

tion in 2 K. by Bn. (on 2 K.), St. SBOT. The late form of the

verb in K. suggests that it was added to fill a lacuna, see Ges. § ii2pp

(6 ("')•—S'lnSsn ni23] 2 K nini n^a.—anN lap djj] wanting in 2 K.

—

nunynn ^ja] hostages, so also 2 K 14" f-

25-28. The end of Amaziah's reign.—Taken from 2 K.

1417-20^ with a characteristic addition of the Chronicler in v."

(v. i.).—25. This verse, a copy of 2 K. 14", is without point in

the narrative of the Chronicler, who systematically ignores the N.

kingdom. In 2 K. it is a note inserted by a scribe to mark the

interval between the death of Jehoash, just mentioned, and the

death of Amaziah immediately described.—26. Book of the kings

of Judah and Israel]. The Chronicler substitutes for "the book

of the chronicles of the kings of Judah" of 2 K. 14" his o^vn

principal noncanonical source (cf. Intro, p. 22).—27. Now from

the time that Amaziah turned away from after Yahiueh] a char-

acteristic addition of the Chronicler, who thus gives from his point

of view an adequate cause for the conspiracy. It was probably a

popular insurrection in favour of the young Uzziah, a result of the
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misfortunes into which the state had been plunged by the folly of

Amaziah in provoking the war with northern Israel.

—

Lachish].

Cf. II'.—28. In the city of David*]. The reading city of Judah

of M is clearly a scribal error {v. i.), yet in the Assyrian in-

scriptions Asarhaddon called Manasseh king of the city oj

Judah (GAS. /. i. p. 268).

26. D''jnnKni QijirNnn] a characteristic addition to the text of 2 K. 141'

cf. 9" I Ch. 2929.—Djn nSh] three MSS.j&.U, omit xSn. Seven MSS., iS,2

K. 14'* on for Din. Since the Chronicler uses both forms, an nSh 2 Ch. 929

12", and Djn 16" 20^^ 24", the original is uncertain.

—

Snib'ii mini i^Vd]

2 K. i4'8 min> ^dSdS ccn n3^.—27. nim . . . nj?Di] wanting in 2 K.

14".—nym] 05 Kal ip tc? KaipQ, so also 2a.—ntppii] predicate, intro-

duced by 1 after time-determinations. Dr. TH. § 127 (/3), Koe. iii. § 366I.

—28. inw nan'i] 2 K. 1420 aSirnia "lap^n f, the change to act. in Ch.

necessitating the insertion of the object.—miri'" -iij;a] twelve MSS., Vrss.,

2 K. iMn, and so most commentators.

XXVI. The reign of Uzziah {c. 782-737 b.c.).—The book of

Kings contains only a very meagre account of the reign of Uzziah

(2 K. 15'-')) and yet his reign was one of the longest in Judah and,

according to the glimpses given in the prophetical books, one of

unusual prosperity (cf. especially Is. 2 /.). This prosperity is

brought out in the Chronicler's account in w. «-'^ which are en-

tirely independent of 2 K., but have a place in the Chronicler's

reconstruction of that narrative. According to 2 K. 155, Uzziah

was a leper, and the Chronicler, compelled by his theory of royal

history to find a cause for this affliction, does so in the presumptu-

ous sin of unlawfully offering incense (vv. "-2"); and this act of

pride is closely linked with the King's prosperity and greatness

(w. i^'). On the source of w. ^-is see the note introductory to

the comments upon them.

1-5. Uzziah's accession to the throne.—Vv. '-^ are a tran-

script of 2 K. 14" '• 152 '•; v. « is from the Chronicler.—1. And all

the people of Judah took Uzziah . . . and made him king\ This

action was occasioned by the untimely death of Amaziah. Ordi-

narily the people are not mentioned as determining the royal

succession {cf. 22'). Since Uzziah was only sixteen years old and

Amaziah was fifty-four at his death, probably older brothers and
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thus a first-born, were set aside in favour of Uzziah.— Uzziah]

2 K. 14=' "Azariah," and so 2 K. generally, while the Chronicler has

'Uzziah {v. i.). The connection between the two names is not

entirely clear. They are quite similar in Hebrew n''"lTJ? and

n^TJ?, and the latter may have arisen through a corruption of

the former (DB. IV. p. 843). The names are somewhat similar in

meaning; Azariah means " Yahweh has helped," Uzziah, " Yah-

weh is my strength." This fact may have led to their interchange.

—2. He built Eloth, etc.]. On Eloth or Elatht/. i. Elath {cf. 8")

had apparently been captured by Amaziah in his war against

Edom (25" f) and then lost during the disastrous war with north-

em Israel, and its recovery was one of the first exploits of Uzziah.

This is the natural meaning of this verse, especially in its connection

here, but in 2 K. 14" it is a part of the narrative of the reign of Amaziah,

hence its first half, He built Eloth and restored it to JudaJi, is held to refer

to Amaziah and to belong in the history of Amaziah with the account of

the war against Edom (2 K. 14O {KAT.^ p. 261, Bn.). Then the second

half of the verse belongs with the preceding verse or is a gloss.

5. The Chronicler now omits 2 K. 15^ which says that the high

places were not taken away and that the people still sacrificed and

burnt incense in them, and writes this verse to explain the prosper-

ity of Uzziah described in vv. ^'^

—

Zechariah]. This prophet is not

mentioned elsewhere. It is barely possible that the name is derived

from the mention of Uzziah in the book of Zechariah (14^).

—

Who gave instruction in the fear* of God] {v. i.).

1. injiy] so also vv. ^- « ^- "• '"• ". is. 19. 21. 22. 23 072 Is. i' 6' 7' and

2 K. 1532. 34 .^hm;; Ho. i' Am. i' Zc. 14^ and 2 K. 1513 so; n;-iTV 2 K.

J421 1^1. 7. 17. 23. 27 I ch. 3'=; in^^nry. 2 K. is^-
s; in Assy, inscrip.

Azriyd'n, {COT. 2 K. 15'), but now denied {KAT.^p. 262, DB. IV. pp.

844/.). Thus Azariah appears only once outside of 2 K., and that in Ch.,

while Uzziah is found four times in 2 K. Both forms of the name are used

for a descendant of Kehath, cp. i Ch. 6^ (=4) and 621 "s), also for a

son of Heman (with 'el for Yah), cp. i Ch 25* and 2518.—2. mS^N] <S

AtXci^, "B Ailath, 2 K. 14=2 nS^x, and so Ki. SBOT., Kom., but mS^N

also in 2 Ch. 8" i K. 926 2 K. 166 f and nSix in Dt. 2' 2 K. i66- « f-
—"'"'"»*

22V] temporal clause introduced by nnx with inf., see Koe. iii. § 401a.

—3. n^S>3^] Kt. ^;'^o^ Qr. n;Sr^ cf. 2 K. 152 in;'7D;
-f.

C5" Xaaia =
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XaXttt (A for A), ^^ lexeXia, B lechelia.—5. •J'-nS ^nii] he -was in the act

of seeking, inf. with *? after nin to express the idea of aiming at a definite

purpose or turning toward an object, Ges. § ii^h.i, Dr. TH. § 204,

Koe. iii. § 3997.—O'liSsn PN^a pann] who had understanding in the

vision of God, is strange, hence read rather nN^'ja, with many mss., C5,

&, OJ, who gave instruction in the fear of God, so Ke., Oe., Kau., Ki.,

Bn.—aTiSscn) (three times)] CS ninv

6-15. Uzziah's military and industrial prosperity.—This

section is without parallel in 2 K. and yet seems to contain

historical reminiscences.

Bn. thinks the Chronicler's immediate forerunner (Die Vorlage) had

here reliable ancient traditions, and Ki. sees in it (save v. *^ and vv. i'

and 15 b) material taken from some ancient reliable source. The compo-

sition, however, is throughout that of the Chronicler, and there is no

reason why these verses may not have been entirely written by him,

though possibly they were taken from his chief source the Midrash

{v. p. 22). The following are the marks of the Chronicler's composition

in W.6-1S: in w. ' i^ -itj? (1. 84); in v. ' Nia*? ly (1. 127) and rhfc^

(1. 87); in V." inj (1. 17); in v. »' dt" hy (1. 86); in v. " *? in 'J3nSi

(1. 128).

6. Gath\ Cf. I Ch. 7='.

—

Jabneh] mentioned in OT. only here,

unless after (g in Jos. 15^', and as Jabne'el Jos. 151', mod. Yehna,

twelve miles south of Joppa and four miles from the sea. Known

by its Greek name Jamnia, it figures considerably in Jewish history

from the time of the Maccabees and onward. After the fall of Jeru-

salem (70 A.D.) the great Sanhedrin removed thither, and for quite

a period it took the place of Jerusalem as the religious and na-

tional centre of the Jews {JE. vii. p. 18).

—

AsMod'] the famous

Philistine city about half-way between Joppa and Gaza, two or

three miles from the sea, the mod. EsdUd (Jos. 11" 15^'' '• i S. 5^ '

et al.).—And he built cities among the Philistines'^'] (v. i.).—7.

'Arabians]. Cf. 17".

—

Giir-baal f ] an unidentified place, and

the reading is doubtful {v. i.).—Meunini]. Cf. i Ch. 4^'.—8.

And the Ammonites gave tribute]. ^ has "the Meunim" {v. i.),

which reading is adopted by Bn. as demanded by the context from

the connection with the Philistines and Arabians and the following

statement that Uzziah's name spread abroad even to the entrance of

Egypt, a direction quite opposite from that of the territory of
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Ammon. Ki., on the other hand, retains Ammonites. This is

agreeable to the mention of table land in v. '" (v. i.) and their later

conquest by Jotham (275). Probably they should be retained and

the notice considered as of no historical value. On the tribute,

cf. 17" 27*.

—

And his name spread abroad even to the entrance oj

Egypt] i.e., his fame, or better, his power (Be., Ke., Zoe.).—9.

The corner gate] the north-west corner of the wall (cf. 25").

—

The valley gate] formerly located at or near the Jaffa gate on

the west of the city (Rob. BR.^ i. p. 43; Schick, ZDPV. viii.

p. 272); but more probably near the south-west comer of the wall

(cf. Ne. 2" 3") (so Guthe, MuNDPV. 1895, pp. 10 /., also

Mitchell, JBL. 1903, pp. 108/., cf GAS. /. i. pp. 177 ff.).—At

the angle]. Cf. Ne. 3"- ^o- 25, While there might be many of these

angles where the wall turned (Bn.), yet some particular one seems

to have been meant, probably at north-east comer (BDB.).—10.

Towers] for the protection of his herds (cf. i Ch. 27" Mi. 4').—
In the wilderness] the pasture land of Judah.

—

Cisterns]. The

Heb. word may also mean wells, but artificial reservoirs were con-

structed in Palestine from the earliest times for the storage of

water for man and beast.

—

The lowland] the Shephelah ; cf. i

Ch. 2728 2 Ch. 1 15 927.

—

The table land] i.e., the elevated plateau

between the Amon and Heshbon east of the Jordan, since mishmor

denotes this (Dt. 3"' 4^5 Jos. 135- '«• " ^i 20' Je. afi^- «') (Be., Ke.,

Zoe., Oe., Ba.). This agrees with the subjugation of the Am-
monites implied in \.^; but it is doubtful whether the restriction

of meaning to the territory east of the Jordan is necessary.—11.

Going out to war in detachments by the number of their muster]

descriptive of the thorough organisation of the host (Ke., Zoe.).

This is better than to think the word in detachments (inj^)

refers to marauding expeditions (Ba.).—12. The heads of the

fathers' houses]. Cf. i Ch. 9". The troops were mustered by

households or families.

—

Even the mighty men of valour] i.e.,

landed proprietors and other well-to-do people (cf. 2 K. 15'").

—

Two thousand six hundred] a number agreeable to actual condi-

tions during Uzziah's reign. These are assumed to have been the

commanders of the troops.—13. Three hundred and seven thousand

and five hundred]. Cf. the armies of Amaziah, 300,000 (25*), and
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1

the greater ones of Asa (14') and Jehoshaphat (17'^ «•).—14.

Shields]. Cf. 14^ <«' 17" i Ch. ^'\—Spears]. Cf. ib.—Helmets]

mentioned with the shield in Ez. 27"' 38*; cf. also i S. 17= Je. 46^

fig. Is. 59" f.

—

Cuirasses] mentioned also in iS^^ j k. 22" i S. 17=- '^

Ne. 4'° ''«' fig. Is. 59".—^ow^ awJ sling-stones] the weapons of the

light-armed troops assigned so frequently to Benjamin (14' ('> i

Ch. 12^ Ju. 20'«).—15. And he made contrivances the invention of

inventive men . . . to shoot arrows and great stones]. Such engines

of warfare are not mentioned elsewhere in the canonical OT., but

were probably used by the Assyrians in the days of Uzziah, and he

may have introduced them as weapons of defence for Jerusalem (so

apparently Bn.), or their mention may merely reflect the methods

of defence used in the period of the Chronicler (so EBi. IV. col.

4510, cf. GAS. J. ii. pp. 121/.).

That the statements of these verses are in substance historical

appears from the following facts: (i) Hezekiah seems largely to

have had control of Philistia, and this is most reasonably explained

upon the ground of the strong military policy of Uzziah; (2)

Jerusalem made a strong defence during the reign of Hezekiah

against the Assyrians and this was probably due to the preparations

made by Uzziah; (3) the prosperity of the days of Ahaz revealed

in the prophecies of Isaiah (y. s.) {DB. IV. p. 844). The mention

also of Arabians in the Assyrian inscriptions among the de-

fenders of Jerusalem against Sennacherib has been thought to

sustain the statement that Uzziah subjugated them (this, how-

ever, is rather remote) {y. DB. s.).

6. incNa on;?] can only mean cities in the territory of Ashdod, but

then the additional a^na'Soai is strange. Probably nntt'N3 is a copyist's

repetition and the text should read o^ntt'Sfla any njaii (Ba.). Winckler

thinks that original text of source was no3'> nmn pni pj nnin pn V"'Oii, and

that the remainder of the verse has come from a marginal note which first

read ini^'xa -\iy " a city in the territory of Ashdod " {i.e. Jabneh), and that

this had been reconstructed into its present form (KAT.^ p. 262).—7.

D'»i3n;jn] Qr. oiaiyn.—Sya 1U3] (6 iirl t^s w^Tpas Kal iirl roiis Meivaiovi,

i.e.: (i) -11X3 also the text of 19* in Turhaal adopted by Ki. Kom.; (2) (g

read hy^ instead of Sya adopted by Bn. after Winck., who sees in

11J Giiri a name of Edom in the Amarna Tablets {Gesch. i. 46).

We then read against the Arabians in Our and against the Meunim.
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The Greek translator probably thought of Petra. ol has i^J? favoured

by Zoe., Ba.—Diji>'cm] five mss.,!! d^j'^DH^i, <$ M(e)ivaiovs, cf. 20'.—8.

D'Jicyn] (S M(e)ii'aioi as though d^jij."?'!! which Bn. adopts after Winck.

(KAT.' p. 262), but (§ may have been influenced by the preceding

M(€)ivaiovs, cf. 20'.—'ui ^y lOtt' nSii] according to Ki. an annotation of

the Chronicler.—onxs] Winck. also sees in this the Arabian Musri.

—10. iiB'ioai n'7fla'3i] both in the lowland and in the plain; i' is

wanting in OS.—anox] wanting in ^ba_—'?d"o] neither Mt. Carmel nor

Carmel in southern Judah (i S. 252- '), but garden land, fruitful fields (Is.

29'^ Je. 2').—nsiN 3nx] lover of husbandry, or possibly tillage, see BDB.
nms i; cf. 'sn b?\s Gn. 920 (J).—11. njx ^Nsr] cf. i Ch. 5'*.—lijona

'iji] wanting in &.—'^Nii'i] Kt. ny\, Qr., ^, H '>>::.—14. SoS . . . onS]

the noun made prominent by referring to it first through its pron. Ew.

§ 309 c, Koe. iii. § 340 o.—aiySp ijax] sling-stones, cf. ySp in Jb. 412".

PI. in nomen rectum occasioned by pi. in nomen regens, Koe. iii. § 2676.

—15. nuaa'n] contrivances, cf. Ec. 7" also pi. abs. f-—xn'''^] Qal inf.

cstr. from -j/ m% but following the analogy of verbs n»S, Ges. § 75?'r.

—

ntynS n^Ssh 13] Hiph. expressing an action in a definite -direction, the

principal idea being contained in the inf., Ges. § 114W and n. 3.

16-23. Uzziah's leprosy and the conclusion of his reign.

—Based on 2 K. 155-^ The narrative of 2 K. simply records that

Uzziah was a leper; but the Chronicler (or his forerunner, Bn.)

adds the cause, which he finds in his presumptuous exercise of the

priests' sacred right of burning incense and in his anger against the

high priest and his associates when they rebuked him. This is

doubtless a mere legend to explain the King's leprosy, since that

disease was felt to be a token of special divine judgment (cf. the

leprosy of Miriam Nu. 129 " and Gehazi 2 K. 5", v. also Bn. Arch.

pp. 481 /.). A reflection of a real controversy between Uzziah and

the priesthood has been seen in this story (Bn., Ki.), and the possi-

bility of such an historical kernel must be admitted, but no indica-

tion of it is given elsewhere.

—

16. To offer incense Jipon the altar

of incense] an especially sacred act, and, according to P, lawful

only for the seed of Aaron (cf. v. '^ Ex. 30'-"' Nu. 16^'' 18'-").—17.

And Azariah the priest] not identified or mentioned apart from

this narrative (cf. v. 20); a favourite name in priestly genealogies

(cf. iCh. 5=6-4o(59-i4))_—19^ And while he was wroth with the priests

the leprosy broke forth, etc.]. Cf. the sudden appearance of leprosy

in Gehazi, 2 K. 526-27.—20. Yahweh had smitten him] adapted
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from 2 K. 15^-^ which is here taken up.—21. In a separate house]

(v. i.). The King as a leper kept by himself and retired from royal

functions.

—

For he was cut offfrom the house of Yahweh] is not

found in 2 K., a natural observation from the Chronicler, who laid

great stress on worship.—22. Did Isa'iah the prophet the son of

Amoz write]. The reference is either to an independent work by

Isaiah (Ke.), which is most unlikely, or a part of the Book of the

Kings of Israel and Judah (Be., Zoe.), or possibly the statement

is derived from the fact that the present book of Isaiah mentions

Uzziah.—23. And they buried him with his fathers in the feld of

the burial which belonged to the kings; for they said, he is a leper] i.e,

he was not buried in the tombs of the kings, lest they should be

defiled by a leprous body, but in the field adjoining these tombs.

The Chronicler thus departed from the statement of 2 K. 15',

"And they buried him with his fathers in the city of David."

16. inpTHDi] a late idiom, Dr. TH. p. 157 n.—12"? naj] ke became

haughty, lit., his heart was lifted up, cf. 3225 Ps. 1311 Pr. iS'^ Ez. 282- s- n,

and in the same sense without 2h Is. 315 Je. 1315 Ez. 1650 Zp. 3".—VjJDii]

cf. V. " I Ch. 2'.—19. ijrpii iDj?r3i] out of humour, dejected, but

only here enraged, a late sense like Aram. ^3^'^ rage against.—
'xni] 1 with the apodosis as an emphatic copulative after a temporal

conditional inf., Koe. iii. § 4157.—nmr] rise, come out, usually of

sun, only here of leprosy.—20. innr;;] wanting in (^'^'^, ^ ]-*}o^.—
imj] hasten (late), cf. Est. 612 and in Qal pass. pt. Est. 3'^ 8^^

f.

—

nin> ij'jj 13] 2 K. is^iSdh dn nini yjn.—21. nn] = noa.—nwann] so Kt.

and ten MSS. in 2 K., but Qr. and 2 K. r\^v—f- Meaning is obscure.

(6^ ci(p(pov(n<bv, A aw<j)ov(T<j3d, ^ acpcpovacjd, hence original (B doubtless

a(p(pov<Tud as in 2 K., cf. Tor. ATC. p. 65. "& {in dome) separata.

iT'C'cn n'noa, apart in his palace (Klo., Ki., et al., on 2 K. and Ki.

SBOT., Kom. on Ch., yet see St. SBOT. on 2 K.). Stade {ZAW. vi. pp.

i$6ff.) emends to l^nn noa in the winter-house; Gratz nnoDDn in the

house of eruption; Haupt (note in SBOT. on K.) rot^'ann no, either

place of detention or place of bandaging. But 05, a<p(pov(rw6, seems to

have read niii'Dn, a verb used only of leprosy (Lv. 13, 14), hence n>3a

mB'isn in the house of spreading, i.e., a house rendered unclean by the

spreading of the leprosy after an attempt had be^n made to cleanse it

(Lv. 14") was appropriated for the King's use.—nin> pi^D nuj o yixn]

not in 2 K.—iSnn no S;> mi] (S 6 vlbs avrov iirl rrjs ^a<ri\elas aiirov,

2 K. n>3n "^j; "iVnn p.—22. yiDN p] wanting in (5"*^.—23. rn3N aj.'^]

wanting in six MSS. and & ;
probably dropped as inconsistent with the
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following clause.—Nin j,nixD ncN •'^ d-'dSd'? ib'X nmapn mira] 2 K. 15'

in nipa. The motive for the Chronicler's expansion is evident.—S iB'n]

used because nomeii regens is compound, Koe. iii. § 2826.

XXVII. 1-9. The reign of Jotham (co-regent c. 751-737;

reigned c. 737-735 B.C.).—From 2 K. 1533-38^ ^^.Jth slight changes

and the addition of new material in vv. '-*, which, like 26«-'^, con-

tain a tradition probably of historical worth (Pa. EHSP. p. 232).

They show that Jotham continued the vigorous policy of his

father. (For source-analyses of vv. '-« see vv. ^ '•.)—1. A copy of

2 K. 15".

—

Zadok] possibly the high priest mentioned in i Ch,

538 (6'2) (Be.).—2. Only h,e did not enter into the temple of Yahweh]

a reference to Uzziah's sacrilege (26'^ °) naturally wanting in

2 K.

—

And the people did yet corruptly]. The fuller statement of

2 K. 1536 is, " Only the high places were not removed; the people

still sacrificed and burnt incense in the high places."—3. He built

the upper gate of the house of Yahweh] from 2 K. 1$^^; the re-

mainder of the verse and vv. •-« are independent of 2 K. (v. s.).

The jipper gate was probably the one in the north wall of the

Temple court mentioned in Je. 20^ as "the upper gate of Ben-

jamin" (Bn., Sk.).

—

'Ophel]. Cf. 33'^ Ne. 3" J, a spur south of

the Temple by some held identical with the city of David (so

GAS. EBi. II. col. 2418, cf. also /. i. pp. 152/.). Cf. on this

verse and the following the activity of Uzziah (26"), which

Jotham in all probability continued.—5. He fought also with the

king of the children of 'Amrnon] accepted by Ki. as a trust-

worthy tradition, but rejected by Bn. on the ground that the

S. kingdom had nothing to do with the Ammonites, and hence

either a fiction or a misreading of Meunim the people of Ma on

{cf. 26' ').

—

A hundred talents of silver and ten thousand measures

of wheat] i.e., in United States value and measure some $187,500

and 120,331 bushels. This statement is assigned by Ki. to the

Chronicler, while otherwise v. «, from and on the wall, and v. ' are

assigned to some ancient reliable source (cf. 26'-'*).—6. This verse

is clearly an observation of the Chronicler.—7. Corresponds with

the summary of 2 K. 1536.

—

The Book of the Kings of Israel and

Judah] (v. Intro, p. 22). The Chronicler omits 2 K. 15", "In

those days the Lord began to send against Judah Rezin the king
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of Syria and Pekah the son of Remaliah," a statement out of

harmony with his view of the reign and character of Jotham {cf.

V. «).—8. A repetition probably from a copyist of v.', yet cf. 28'.

—9. A copy of 2 K. 15^% with sHght changes {v. i.).

1. na'ni] 2 K. 1553 HZ'^-\< f.—2. ion] in 2 K. 1531 is followed by a

superfluous na*];.—nini S^in *?« n3 nS pn] added by the Chronicler.

—

DipintrD Dyn ii;?i] 2 K. 153= niDJ3 D>it3|iDi D''naiD oyn iiy.—3. nj3 . . . 3]

6««7/a/, f/. Ne. 4" <>7> Zc. 61=, see BDB. 2, 1. 2. band nj3, i. h.—4. nmo]
(S'' adds ^v lepoiKraXT;;^, cp. (Scomp.. iK is probably original, nvno, c/".

i7'2 -j-.—5. iSd] wanting in two MSS., A, by copyist's and translator's

correction, although iSd may be a gloss as is suggested by d.T'S;?,

which (& has corrected to ^ir' airbv.—Ninn njB'3] (& Kar iviavrbv.

—a^an ons] nouns in apposition, Ges. § i^'^d; Koe. iii. § 333d.

—

JIDJ? ^J3'] (6^^ + KttT' iviavrbv iv T(fi vpthrf^ an unnecessary addition

due to the mistranslation of ti^r\n njB'a (1;. 5.).—8. Wanting in 05^, &.
—9. iHN n^n-i] 2 K. 1538 + vnas uy n?;?''.?.

—

imi] 2 K. +113N.

XXVIII. The reign of Ahaz {c 735-715 ? b.c).—In this

chapter we have one of the best examples of the reconstruction of

history by the Chronicler (or his Midrashic source (Bn., Ki.)).

According to 2 K. 16' Is. 7' «• Rezin, King of Syria, and Pekah,

King of Israel, together invade Judah. But the Chronicler pictures

their invasion as two separate and distinct events, both fraught

with signal disasters far exceeding those mentioned in 2 K. or Is.

(vv. 5-8) and accompanied also with prophetic activity and

influence (vv. »-'5). According to 2 K. 16' Ahaz sought success-

fully the help of Tiglath-pileser against the combined hostility

of Syria and Israel, but according to Ch. (vv. "") the Assyrian

King was invoked against the Edomites and the Philistines, and

his aid availed nothing, but resulted rather in the oppression of

Judah. According to 2 K. 16' Ahaz sent unto Tiglath-pileser, to

secure his services, a present of the treasures of the Temple and

of the palace; but according to Ch. (v. ^i) these treasures were

vainly given to secure immunity from the oppression of the

Assyrian King. According to 2 K. i6'»-" Ahaz introduced into the

Temple a new altar, copied from one at Damascus, and modified

the ritual of sacrificial worship. This in Ch. (v. ^3) becomes an

act of sacrifice to the gods of Damascus. According to 2 K. 16" '•
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Ahaz cut up the bases or stands of the lavers of the Temple {cf. 4«

I K. 7" «) and also the base of the great laver (4^ « i K. 7" «)

clearly to secure money for the tribute paid to the King of Assyria,

and he made some structural changes, not clear, in an entrance to

the Temple; in Ch. (w. " '•) he cuts in pieces generally the utensils

of the Temple and closes the building, erecting in the mean time

altars in every corner of Jerusalem and in every city of Judah

high places to btirn incense unto other gods. The motive for

this new treatment of the reign of Ahaz is clear. It brings into

greater relief punishment for sins. The disasters which befell

Judah are multiplied, and Ahaz becomes more and more con-

spicuous as a sinful and wicked ruler. His reliance upon Assyria

brings only trouble. The Chronicler could not conceive of it

otherwise. He thus entirely reconstructs the history.

The sources of this chapter, omitting vv. »-''' (dji) "'-4 from 2 K.,

according to Ki. (Kom.) (after Bn.), are vv. ^b-sa from the Chronicler;

w. 6-16. 19-25 M; and vv. i'-'^, separating v. '« and v. " and of a different

character, are from another source, one of historical value. These last

are, however, parallel to 2 K. 16^ (so Ki. Kom.) and might even have been

introduced in a Midrashic reconstruction of 2 K. 161-20. They are also

closely bound in unity with the remainder of the chapter by the reference

to captives in v. '' (cf vv. * n- 's). The following marks of the Chron-

icler's style appear in w. ^-ss; in v. ' omission of rel. after lyra (1. 120),

wr^'ifh ij; (1. 127); in vv. i"- '^ hdb'n (1. 7); in v. " ijijcb' (1. 115); in v. "

list of proper names; in v. » nra (1. 10); in v. '^ lapj (1. 75) and h in SaS

(1. 128J); in vv. 19- "Si'D (1. 68); in v. 22b verb omitted (1. 117b); and

in V. 25 -\vi -i>j? Sjai (1. 124).

1-4. The character of the reign of Ahaz.—Taken from 2 K.

162-^ with a few characteristic additions.—2. And made also ?nolten

images for the Baalim] an addition of the Chronicler, yet the

use of images in worship during the reign of Ahaz is abundantly

proved by Is. 2^-^^- ^°.—3. Moreover he burnt incense in the valley

of the son of Hinnom] wanting in 2 K. Added by the Chroni-

cler as introductory to the mention of the sacrifice of his son, since

this valley was the seat of human sacrificial worship (cf. Je. 7'').

The valley of the son of Hinnom lies to the south and south-west

of Jerusalem, the mod. er-Rabdbi (cf. GAS. /. i. pp. 173 ff.).
—

And he burnt his children] in 2 K. 16' "And made his son pass
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through the fire," i.e., sacrificed his son (v. i.). The stories of

Abraham's sacrifice of Isaac (Gn. 22) and of Jephthah's vow

(Ju. 11'° '• '* °-) show that human sacrifice was not unknown in the

early days of Israel, but it probably was of very rare occurrence

until the period of Ahaz, who clearly fostered the rite, as did also

Manasseh (^^^ 2 K. 2i«), and thus in the later years of the kingdom

of Judah it became a not uncommon feature of religious worship

(cf. 2 K. 17" 2i« 23'" Mi. 6' Je. 7^' 195 Ez. 16=° '• Ps. 106" ').—
4. And he sacrificed, etc.] (2 K. 16^) not merely allowed the

people to do so, as the best of his predecessors had done.

—

Under

every spreading tree] 1 Deuteronomic and Jeremianic expression

(Dt. 122 I K. 14=' 2 K. 16^ (here copied) i;'" Je. 22° 3«- '»). The

usual rendering "green" is slightly misleading. The reference

is not so much to colour as to condition and size. A large, fine

tree is meant.

1. ana';; p] ms. "', Cl^ss.^ ^^ ^ -I- ^.^ni, which makes a more suitable

age, cf. 291, and so Ew., Th., Be., Oe., and Ki. Kom., BH. (doubtfully);

but CI^AL follow M and the variants may be due to the influence of 27'- '

29'. However, 27 ^ may be a marginal gloss to 28' which crept into the

wrong place.

—

thn] in Assy, inscrip. la-u-ha-zi {KB. ii. p. 20, COT.
on 2 K. 16') = Tnsin^, which is the full name.—mn'] many mss. and

2 K. 162 + vhSn probably a scribal addition, so St.—3. Djn p nu] so

Je. 7"- 32 ig2. 6 3225; 'n /3 >j 2 Ch. ^:^^ Jos. 158 iS'" 2 K. 231" Qr. (Kt.

'H 1J3 'j); 'n NuNe. ii'"; 'n 'j Jos. 15^ iS'^ f.
—

-ij;.3M]oneMS.,(S,^-\5j;'i,

2 K. 16' npp^i, and so Be., Kau., Bn., but others hold that "i2>? is euphe-

mistic for the earlier '\'J2, hence Ch. retains the original form, Ba., Ki.

SBOT., V. Geiger, Urschr. p. 305.—vj3] §, 2 K. ^:2 and so Oe., Ba.,

Bn., but & probably, as elsewhere, is corrected from 2 K.—nini] 2 K.

+ Dnx.

5-7. The disasters through Syrian and Israelitish inva-

sions.—Recorded as punishments for the idolatry of Ahaz. The

results of the war here given are very different from those mentioned

in 2 K., where the allied armies besieged but could not take Jerusa-

lem (16^) and caused the loss of Elath (16"). The Chronicler's

account has been held to supplement the other (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.,

Ba.), and probably some historical events grossly exaggerated im-

derlie the stories of the captives taken and of the great slaughter.

—5. The king of Syria] i.e., Rezin (cf. 2 K. 16^ Is. 7'- « 8«).

—

A
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great multitude of captives]. Nothing like this is recorded in 2 K.

—And he was also delivered into the hand of the king of Israel]. In

2 K. and Is. the invasion of the two kings is a joint one. Here

the representation is of two independent ones {v. s.).—6. For

Pekah slew in Judah one hundred and twenty thousand in one day].

Nothing of this is mentioned in 2 K. Such a great number of

the slain is a usual feature of the Midrash {cf 13")-—7. And

Zichri]. On the occurrence of the name cf. i Ch. 8'', for that of

the following names, v. i. Zichri probably was a real hero of

northern Israel in this war (Bn.).

—

The king's son] if historical,

probably a brother or uncle of Ahaz.

—

Ruler of the house] i.e., oi

the palace, probably the treasurer or steward is meant (cf. Is. 2215

36').

—

That was next to the king] scarcely the captain over the

host, but the grand vizier, sometimes called the recorder ("l''5TP)

(cf. Now. Arch. I. p. 308).

5. pB'D-n] cf. I Ch. i85.—jnj] (S + airbv. 1 may have dropped out

before the following t^i; thus Bn. reads unj.—6. D3j;?3] in tlieir for-

saking, i.e., because they had forsaken, causal clause, Koe. iii. § 403a.

—7. nar] (^^ Zaxaptas. This is interesting because >nDT is an abbre-

viation of ini-i3T, EBi. III. col. 3292.

—

yn^a^^D] {cf. i Ch. 625).—apn?;-] cf.

I Ch. 323.—n>3n] (5, TS, mu.

—

rupha] cf. i Ch. 6*.—^SD^ r\wv] njtfD

governing another noun in cstr. st., E\v. § 287 /.

8-15. The return of the captives.—A good example of Mid-

rash.—8. Two hundred thousand, women, sons, and daughters] the

men are assumed to have been slain {cf. v. « Nu. 31'- ').

—

9. But

a prophet of Yahweh was there]. For similar intervention of

prophets cf. 12= 15' 20'^

—

'Oded]. Since the name means "re-

storer" it may have been suggested by the incident, yet the same

name appears of a prophet or a prophet's father in 15'- *
f.

—

On
account of the wrath of Yahweh the God of your fathers against

Judah he hath delivered them into your hand]. Therefore this

victory was not due to Israel's prowess or an evidence of the

righteousness of their cause, and hence also Judah should have

been treated with restraint instead of with rage which hath reached

up to heaven, i.e., to God, and thus commanded his attention and

rendered Israel liable to punishment.—10. The purpose also of
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enslaving the people of Judah is most severely condemned.

—

Are there not surely with you, you even, trespassers against Yahweh
your God?]. The writer had probably in mind the guilt of the

defection of the N. kingdom, especially in worship (cf. 13* "),

hence they should not incur additional guilt by enslaving their

brethren. One Hebrew might hold another in bondage for a

limited period (cf. Ex. 21^ « Lv. 25"-" Dt. i5'^->«), but such

wholesale slavery of fellow-countrymen by reprisal in war was never

contemplated.—15. The city of palm trees] an alternative name
of Jericho (cf. Dt. 34' Ju. i'« 3").

—

Beside their brethren]. Jericho,

it is assumed, belonged to the N. kingdom but was in close prox-

imity to the territory of the southern.

8. D'PND] (H'^a TpiaKoffias.—9. yjn d'DB''? -ty «ipi3] relative omitted, v.

1. 120, also cf. Koe. iii. § 361b.—S ny] unto, as far as to, for earlier ij?,

Dav. Syn. § loi R. i (b).—10. cddS . . . oSa'nii mini 'ja] obj.

before the inf., a pure Aram, usage found occasionally in Heb., cf. 31"

36'9 (?) Lv. 199 21" Dt. 2856 2 S. iii9 Is. 49«, Ges. § 142/ n. 2.—s-aoS]

cf. Je. 34"- '8 Ne. 5^.—a3Dj?DnN] ohn strengthens the pronom. suf. oo,

Koe. iii. § 19, the position of the pron. in front rare, cf Ec. a'^ Gn. 49',

Ew. §311 a.—13. njn]Q5+ irpdsT]fjia,s.—in] three MSB., 11+ nin^; ^"a also

+ Kvplov Qeov.—15. i2pj] always followed by niDtra, designated by name,

cf. I Ch. 12^2.—animyn f] their nakedness, cf. BDB. nij' II.

—

diS^jm] a
denom. from Sjjj, sandal, cf. Ez. ib^'> (Qal) f-—Siro-SaS] Ew. § 310 a.

—Sxn] in proximity to, beside, used after a verb of motion only in late

vn-itings, cf. Dn. 8'- »'.

16-21. The intervention of the King of Assyria.—Accord-

ing to 2 K. 16' Ahaz sought the assistance of Tiglath-pileser III

against the combined attack of the Kings of Syria and Israel, and

this corresponds to the actual historical situation, but the Chroni-

cler's narrative of the return of captives destroys the need for such

an intervention or aid at least against Israel, hence the Chronicler

introduces as the cause of this application for help the Edomite

and Philistine invasions.

The Edomite invasion, however, and such an order of events are

suggested by the mention of the Edomite capture of Elath (2 K. i6»

according to the true reading RVm.) in the verse immediately preceding

the statement that Ahaz invoked the aid of Tiglath-pileser.
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16. At that time] i.e., the time of the disasters from Syria and

Israel, a chronology derived from 2 K.

—

The king* of Assyria].

Tiglath-pileser III.—17. For again] either with reference to the

former attacks of the Edomites (cf. 218 «•) or with the meaning of

"besides," "moreover," i.e., in addition to the attacks of the

Syrians and the N. kingdom (Ke., Zoe.). That Judah suffered at

this time a loss of territory through the encroachments of Philistines

as well as Edomites is not unlikely, yet no mention of such a fact

appears in 2 K. or in Is.—18. Beth-shemesh]. Cf. i Ch. 6^* <"'.

—

Aijalon]. Cf. i Ch. 65< <").

—

Gederoth] (Jos. 15^' f) mod. Katra,

south-west from Jabneh.

—

Soco]. Cf. 11'.—Timnah] mod. Tibne,

near Beth-shemesh.

—

Gimzo] mod. Jimzu, three miles south-

east of Lydda.—19. King of Israel] equivalent to King of

Judah, cf. 11^ i2« 19' 2i2- <. The same usage appears in v. ".

—

He acted without restraint] i.e., in irreligion or idolatry.—20. Came

unto him] in a hostile sense (Be., Ke.), yet this is not necessarily

implied by the Heb.

—

And distressed him and did not strengthen

him]. Tiglath-pileser is thus represented as having come to Ju-

dah, not as a deliverer, but as an oppressor and exacter of tribute,

taking even the treasures of the Temple and palace (v. 'i). The

narrative of 2 K. and the Assy. ins. know of no such advent of

Tiglath-pileser in Judah, and it is not at all probable that either

he (Ke.) or a detachment of his army (Oe.) entered Judah.—21.

For Ahaz plundered the house of Yahweh, etc.] an adaptation

and wrong setting of 2 K. 168. An adjustment has been sought by

a pluperfect rendering

—

For Ahaz had plundered, etc. (Ke., Zoe.,

Oe.), but the Chronicler's meaning is clearly different. He con-

nects this plundering the Temple with an oppression of the Assyr-

ian and not with a gift to secure his help (Bn.).

—

But it helped him

not]. Tiglath-pileser continued his oppression. The gift, accord-

ing to 2 K. 16', did help Ahaz in securing the intervention of the

Assyrians, who attacked the kingdoms of Damascus and northern

Israel, and removed Judah's danger from that quarter, but the

Chronicler recognised nothing of this. Ke. and Oe. reconcile this

statement with 2 K. by the interpretation that " It did not really

help him," since thereby Tiglath-pileser only strengthened himself

and made use of his power to oppress Ahaz.
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16. ^sSc] one MS., Vrss., and 2 K. 16? sg. and so Be., Oe., Ki. SBOT.,
Bn., but from pi. in 32^ Ki. in Kom. expresses doubt.—17. iij?i] either

and again or a7id besides.—18. rr'nua pni njcn pn] wanting in (8'',

doubtless by homoeoteleuton.—19. Sxiti"] (B, B, & mini and so Bn.,

but SSL is supported by the use of S.sni:" elsewhere, for Judah (v. s.).—
JJ^lsn] acted without restraint. The verb has this force only here.

Wanting in 05.
—

'j^^'ni] inf. abs. continuing a finite verb, Ges. § 1 132, Koe.

iii. § 218b.—20. njSn] twenty MSS.,(gA^, &, n'^jn, cf. i Ch. 56-26.

—

idnjSd]

one MS., (6^1', ^, idn'^d, cf. i Ch. 56- =6.—iprn] not elsewhere trans. Better

point Pi. i|i?n, so Oe., Ki. BH., Koe. iii. § 2ioe.—21. p'jn] divided, i.e.,

plundered, only here in this sense, cf. Be.

22-25. The idolatry of Ahaz.—Based upon 2 K. le'"-'', but

with entire reconstruction of narrative {v. s.).—22. And in the time

of his distress] i.e., when Tiglath-pileser distressed him (v. ^o), but

V. " suggests the distress of the Syrian invasion. Ki. follows ^
and connects with preceding verse (v. i.).—23. For he sacrificed

unto the gods of Damascus]. The basis of this statement is the

erection of an altar patterned after one in Damascus (2 K. i6'°'2)

{v. s.).—The gods of the kings of Syria helped them]. Historically,

since Damascus fell before Tiglath-pileser in 732 B.C., the reference

can only be to Syria's short-lived successes against Judah {cf. v. *),

but the reference fits in badly. Ba. reads "the gods of the kings

of Assyria," which would fit the historical conditions better, but

those gods were not the gods of Damascus. It is simpler to think

of confusion on the part of the Chronicler.—24. And Ahaz

gathered together, etc.]. These statements rest upon 2 K. 16'^ ',

which the Chronicler has interpreted in his own way (v. s.). He
saves the sanctity of the Temple by having Ahaz' idolatries out-

side of its precincts, as though he had abandoned altogether the

worship of Yahweh. In reality Ahaz introduced innovations in

the Temple worship, which he seems to have assiduously culti-

vated. There is no reason, then, to think that the Temple was

closed during his reign.

22. iS ixn nyji] (g dXX' fj ri^ eXL^rjvai aiirdv and joined to v. ^i.

This Ki. follows and renders ^h nnxS dn ^d {SBOT., Kom., but not BH.),

also HWB.^^, BDB.

—

IDim] impf. consec. after a determination of time

Dr. TH. 127 ((8), Koe. iii. § 366I.—tnx iSnn Nin] a late usage of the

pronoun prefixed to the proper name for emphasis (BDB. p. 215 e):
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" that king Ahaz " the subj. of idvi. <S Kal eJwev 6 /SatriXct^s, read-

ing -\DN for tnx.—23 . n^V)] ($^^ eK^rjT-^a-u ((gL ^tjttJo-w) = tr'n.N a verb

common in Ch.—pCD-n] c/. i Ch. 18'.

—

•>dSd] i ms. and (!$ n'?D, cf. v. ".

Here the pi. is certainly in place.—D>"i?jc] read Qal Dnry, D due to

dittography, Ges. § 530, BDB.—24. D'hSntii] (S Kvpwv.—no ''So PN^

DinSsn] (g ayrct, H omits.—oSmiD] wanting in d^, but its presence in

Cgi is testified by ^ab. a,_25. -,>;;i iiy S33] c/. ii'^ Est. 2" 4' 8"- "• "^ Koe.

iii. § 90.—V.-12N . . . d;"jm] 05 pi.

26. 27. The conclusion of Ahaz' reign.—Taken with vari-

ations from 2 K. 1
8" -2".

—

26. Book of the kings of Judah jnd

Israel]. Cf. Intro, p. 22.

—

And was buried in the city even in

Jerusalem; and they brought him not into the sepulchres of the

kings of Israel]. Thus, according to the Chronicler, Ahaz was

dishonoured for his wickedness by not being buried in the royal

tombs. This is an intentional departure from the text of 2 K.

16", which says " [Ahaz] was buried with his fathers in the city

of David." For other similar departures cf. 2i2« 24" 26".

27. in-i3|7M] (S, 2 K. 1620 -\2^'<}_ and 2 K. + rnnN o;'.—aS!rn''3 i^ya] <&,

2 K. in TIJJ3.—irT'i-iTH''] 2 K. in^prn. The former is usual in Ch., i Ch.

4« 2 Ch. 28" + 35 t. 2 Ch. "-" also 2 K. 20'" Je. 15* Is. i' (and

nipTn^) Ho. i' Mi. i' (but in last three "> may be text, error for 1); the

latter more common in 2 K. and elsewhere, 2 K. 16'"' 18' + 34 t. (2 K.

18-21) Is. 361 + 31 t. (Is. 36-39) Je. 2618- »9 1 Ch. 3>5 2 Ch. 29'«- " 30'*

32", (and niprn) 2 K. 18' + 6 t. Pr. 25'. Assy, inscrip. Hazaki(i)au

COT. on 2 K. 18' °:

XXIX-XXXII. The reign of Hezekiah (c 715-686 ? b.c).

—Hezekiah, according to 2 K., was a reformer in religious worship,

removing the high places and the brazen serpent which had been

worshipped (2 K. i8<), and likewise he was marked for his devotion

to Yahweh and adherence to the commandments of Moses (2 K.

185'). He thus became a fruitful subject for the Chronicler, who

describes at length his reopening of the Temple (c. 29), his celebra-

tion of the Passover (c. 30), and his appointment of the servitors

of the Temple (c. 31). All of these acts are treated from the point

of view of the Chronicler's own time and wi'^^hout the evidence of

the use of historical records.

XXIX. The reopening of the Temple.
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Sources: According to Ki. (after Bn.), vv. ' * are from 2 K., vv. '-^ M;
vv. 24-30 the Chronicler; vv. ^'^ M; w. 25-30 are assigned to the Chronicler

because they emphasise the activity of the Levites in the service of music

and song. Bn. calls attention to the divine command for the service (v. ^)

and also the command (v. ") and instruments of David (v. ^), the words of

David and of Asaph the seer (v. 'o)
(cf. i Ch. 15' 25*, where Heman is

called a seer, 2 Ch. 35'*, where Jeduthun is also so called). While the in-

troduction of the Levitical singers is emphasised, yet there is no such

abruptness as implies an author different from that of the remainder

of the chapter. Considering the chapter as a whole, the connection

between v. ' and 282^ shows that both chapters 29 and 28 are in all

probability by the same author—in all likelihood the Chronicler. The

marks of the Chronicler in the vv. '-'" 3' -so (assigned to M) are as follows:

In V. 6 >iv;zz' (1. 115); in v. o Syn (1. 68); in v. 3t>
(1. 117 b); in vv. i^-u

the list of Levites; in vv. '«• " "7311 (1. 103); in v. " mjin (1. 30), mD^D

(1. 67), SyD (1. 68); in v. =' icn (1. 4); in v. 3' i> nSd (1. 65); in v. "

aiS (1. 105), miay (1. 81).

1. 2. Hezekiah's accession.—Taken from 2 K. i8'-', with the

omission of the synchronism with Hoshea King of Israel (2 K. 18').

3-11. The command to open the Temple.—With the rest of

the chapter, from the Chronicler. The whole narrative is largely,

if not entirely, imaginary, since in reality the Temple was not closed

during the reign of Ahaz (v. comment on 28^*). Yet this cleansing

of the Temple has been taken as historical, meaning a rebuilding

of the Temple (Winckler, KAT.^ p. 272) {cf. note on Millo 32^).

—

3. In the first motith]i.e., of the sacred year, viz., Nisan (cf. 30* '•).

Hezekiah is assumed to have come to the throne shortly before this

{cf. v.").

—

Opened the doors, etc.] a summary of that which was

accomplished during the first month.—4. Into the broad place on

the east]. This locality must be sought in the topography of the

period of the Chronicler. The assembly of the priests and Levites

suggests the inner court of the Temple (so Be., Bn.), but the term

is used for an open space outside the precincts of the Temple

extending to the water-gate, where the people were wont to assem-

ble {cf. Ezr. 10' Ne. 32^ 8'- » '«), and since the Temple was regarded

as closed and neglected the Chronicler may well have placed the

assembly there.—5. Sanctify yourselves]. Cf. v. '« i Ch. is'*- '<.

—And sanctify the house of Yahweh] as was accomplished by

its cleansing and through the offerings and services described in this
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chapter.

—

The filthiness] (mJIl) often used of menstruation and

hence a very strong term for impurity (v. BDB.); scarcely here the

abominations of idolatry, i.e., utensils connected with idolatrous

worship (the view of Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.), since the Temple was

supposedly closed, but the accumulated filth from its neglect.

Cf. uncleanness (riKOIfln) v. '«.

—

From the holy place] (DIDD)

from the entire Temple area {cf. holy place (tt'lp) in v. ').—6. Our

fathers], Ahaz and his contemporaries, since v. ' suits these only.

—And they have turned theirfacesfrom the dwelling place of Yah-

weh and have given him the back]. These words are figurative,

meaning they have ceased to worship Yahweh in his Temple (cf.

Je. 2" 32^3).—7. Also they have shut up the doors of the porch, etc.].

According to 28='', Ahaz had closed the Temple and naturally all

the Temple worship of Yahweh ceased also. This is quite contrary

to the facts narrated in 2 K. 16'°-'% where Ahaz is represented as

modifying the ancient ritual, but where are no indications of a

cessation of the worship of Yahweh, but quite the reverse. On the

lamps, incense and burnt-offerings, cf. 13".—8. And the wrath of

Yahweh was against Judah and Jerusalem]. Cf. 24'' 32^5. This

WTath was seen in the disaster which befell Judah during the reign

of Ahaz, recorded in c. 28 {cf. 28').

—

A terror] i.e., a terrifying

spectacle; the word is used in Dt. 28-^ Ez. 2^,*^ and also in Je. 15*

245 34" and 29'8 with reference to the impending exile of Judah.

In the last passage it is joined as here with astonishment and

hissing, which also occur in Je. 25 ^—.45 yoti see with your eyes].

The disasters are meant which befell, according to c. 28, the peo-

ple under Ahaz, through the wars with the Syrians, Ephraimites,

Philistines, Edomites, and the oppression of the Assyrians.

—

10. Now it is in my heart]. Cf. i Ch. 22'.

—

To make a covenant

with Yahweh] i.e., to pledge oneself to keep the law of Yahweh

{cf. 15'' 23'^ 34" 2 K. 23').—11. For Yahweh hath chosen you,

etc.]. Cf. Dt. 10 », also Nu. 3^ 8=.

I. in^ptn''] 2 K. 181 niptn v. 28".—3. is'^n'? njiU'Nin njao Nin] (gsA

KoX iyivero ws (i- -fivlKo) iarri (^ + 'Efe/c/as) iirl ttjs ^aaiXelai airov.

—5. af-\pn] lit. the sacredness, here and not infrequently applied to

the Temple and its precincts, v. BDB. B'lp 2. d.—6. w;^] pf. with

weak waw.—irnSs] wanting in (S^*.—T>y unii] liy only here with
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jnj; with njD in fig. of apostasy Je. 2" 32". On omission of art., Ew.

§ 278 d.—7 . dSinh] ^ Tov vaov.—nSy] used collectively, and so generally

through this chapter.—8. njjir] Kt. cf. Is. 28"; Qr. ni^. The same

variation appears in Je. 15^ 24' 29'^ 34'^ but Kt. nw in Dt. 28=5

Ez. 23^« f.—HDa''?] wanting in (Si^.—9. ij>m3N] i MS., (6^^ 05:1.— and

so (&^^ throughout the verse. This alteration is intentional, since

Hezekiah's father did not die by the sword, nor could his sons, daugh-

ters, or wives be said to have been carried into captivity. Verb is

omitted (1. 117 b).—^3ir3] ^ + ^^ 7?7 ovk atruv = on'? nS ]>-iNa {<S^'^

+ 6' Kdl vvv iffTLv).—PNf Sv] (& joins with v. ''>.—10. 133S oj>] cf. i Ch.

22'.—iB'^i] weak 1 with juss. to express design or purpose, Dr. TH.
60, Ges. § 165a.—11. "'ja] wanting in (B.—I'lrn] Niph. impf. juss.

1/ n'?B> be quiet, hence be (not) negligent, Niph. only here.—mn>]

wanting in (B^.

12-19. The cleansing of the Temple.—In response to the

King's exhortation, fourteen Levites at once come forward, two

each representing the three great Levitical famihes Kehath, Merari,

and Gershon {cf. i Ch. 6' <'6>), two the family of Elizaphan (cf. i Ch.

158, where the family is also co-ordinated with Kehath, Merari,

and Gershon), and two each the three divisions of singers Asaph,

Heman, and Jediithiin {cf. i Ch. 251), and under their direction

the Temple is cleansed.

—

12. Mahath the son of 'Amasai'\ also

in the genealogy of the Kehathite Samuel (i Ch. 6^" <'*' q. v., cf.

also 31", where Mahath again appears).

—

Jo^el the son of'Azariah]

likewise in the genealogy just mentioned (i Ch. 62' ^^^^).—Kish the

son of'Abdi] also in the genealogy of the Merarite Ethan (i Ch.

629 Hi) written Kishi).

—

'Azariah\ Cf. 31", where he would seem

to have been appointed ruler of the Temple.

—

Jehallerel] not

elsewhere among the lists of Levites, but the name of a man of

Judah (i Ch. 4'^).—Jo'ah the son of Zimmah] in the fragmentary

genealogy of a descendant of Gershon probably Asaph (i Ch.

65 (. (20 f.) g. v.).— Eden]. Cf. 31'^
f-—13. Shimri]. Cf. i Ch.

26'° a Levite, 4'" the name of a Simeonite, ii*^ a father of one

of David's heroes f.

—

Jeii''el or Je'i'el] a frequent Levitical name

but not elsewhere connected with Elizaphan.—Zechariah and

Mattaniah]. Both of these names occur elsewhere among Asaph-

ites. For the former, cf. 2 Ch. 20'< Ne. 12^^- «', for the latter

Ne. II" 2 Ch. 2o'^—14. Jehu'el f ].

—

Shimei] a frequent Levitical
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name but not elsewhere connected with Heman.

—

Shemaiah] a

very frequent name; also that of a descendant of Jeduthun in

I Ch. 9".

—

'Uzzi'el] a Levitical clan name (cf. i Ch. 15'°), also

not infrequent of individuals, a Hemanite musician in i Ch. 25^

—

15. And sanciijied themselves]. C/". v. ' i Ch, i5'2- >«.

—

By the words

of Yahweh] i.e., according to divine appointment either because

the King's command was agreeable to the law (Be., Ke., Zoe.) or

given at the instigation of a prophet (a suggestion of Ba. and iin-

likely), or an example of hypostatisation, the pi. being used where

the sing, might be expected (cf. 30'2).—16. And the priests went

in unto the inner part of the house of Yahweh] i.e., into the Temple

proper, the holy place and the most holy place without distinction,

where only the priests were allowed to enter.

—

All the undeanness].

Cf. V. ^

—

And the Levites took it]. Thus the work of cleansing the

Temple was divided between the priests and the Levites.

—

To the

brook Kidron] on the east of the city. The place was regarded as

unclean, cf. 15".—17. On thefirst of thefirst month] i.e., the first of

Nisan (cf. v. ').

—

To sanctify] i.e., to cleanse.

—

And on the eighth

day came they to the porch of Yahweh]. Eight days were consumed

in cleansing the Temple courts, and then eight more in cleansing the

Temple building, hence On the sixteenth day of the first month they

finished their work.—18. And then they came within unto Hezekiah

the king] i.e., within the palace.

—

And the table of show bread].

In 4'' and i Ch. 28'^ tables are mentioned (cf. also 4' '•).—19. All

the vessels which king A haz in his reign had rejected in his trespass

have we prepared and sanctified]. The reference is to the vessels

described in 28^4 (q. v.) as "cut in pieces." Ke. and Zoe. refer

directly to 2 K. i6'*- ", and think of the brazen altar of burnt-

offering, the brazen sea and the lavers. Be. and Oe. refer likewise

to 2 K. 1 6'*- •'. It is not impossible that the author had these in

mind; then we may render set up and sanctified (Ba.).

—

And behold

they are before the altar of Yahweh] the altar of burnt-offering in

the court. This favours the reference to lavers which with the

altar were in the court.

On the other hand it must be remembered that the writer was drawing

largely upon his imagination, and evidently cared little about accuracy

of detail, or making his account especially consistent either with his own
previous narrative or, much less, with that of 2 K.
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12. ^n-•^^; (bis)] (S^-^ Zaxa/»ou(aj) = -innpT.

—

>W\ir^ jci] (5 Kal djrd

Twv vlQv TeSo-wcel.—p8] (gSA oOrot viol.—13. SNipi] Kt. but Qr., <S, TJ, 21

"r\—14' "^i^ini] Kt.; Qr., (§, TB, ® 'tii.^IS. nin> n^a nnLjS] wanting in

<8^.—16. nn^jc] towards the inside, \\t. faceward, cf. v. *' 2 K. 7" Ez. 41'.

—17. njDjy DV3i] cardinal used instead of ordinal and Dv given; this

latter a late usage, Ges. § 134/).

—

oSinS] (g Tiv j'aiv, c/. v. '.—'ir didiS]

S indicating length of time, Koe. iii. § 33 if.

20-36. The renewal of worship in the Temple.—On the

day after the completion of the Temple, the King and the princes

early in the morning presented a sevenfold sacrifice of bullocks,

rams, lambs, and he-goats as a burnt-offering and a sin-offering for

the royal house, the sanctuary {i.e., the priests and Levites), and

the people generally (vv. 20-24). This service was accompanied with

one of song rendered by the Levites (vv. 25-30). Then followed gifts

of free-will offerings (vv. 31-36).

—

20. And he assembled the officials

of the city] as was customary on state occasions.—21. The seven

bullocks, rams, and lambs were for a burnt-offering (cf. v. ^^), while

the seven he-goats were for a sin-offering (cf. v. 23); combined to-

gether they were an offering completing the purification of the

Temple and its rededication. The burnt-offering was a petition for

acceptance and reconciliation or atonement with Yahweh (Lv.

1 3 ' 1420 1624). It was not necessarily connected with any par-

ticular form of transgression, but served to express worship in

general and to atone, give a covering, for general sinfulness. The

sin-offering, on the other hand, was expressly for this latter pur-

pose and for specific sins. In Ezekiel it is prescribed for the dedi-

cation of the altar (43" "•), the annual cleansing of the sanctuary

(45"-''), the consecration of a prince and the people on festive

occasions (452^ '•), and for the return of a priest to duty after

purification (44"). In P it was prescribed for the covering of

minor offences (cf. Lv. 4'- 22- 27 ^i e. 12^- '). Seven victims were

offered because seven was a sacred number (cf. for other sacrifices

of sevens Nu. 28" «• Ez. 45").

—

For the kingdom and for the

sanctuary and for Judah] i.e., for the royal house, for the priests,

and for the people generally.

—

22. And the priests received the

blood and threw it (from a bowl) against the altar] according to

the ritual of the burnt-offering (cf. Ex. 29'« Lv. i'- «').

—

23. And
they (the King and the representatives of the assembly) laid their
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hands upon them] according to the ritual of the sin-offering

{cf. Lv. 4"- 1^). This ceremony is also prescribed in the case of the

burnt-offering (Lv. i*), but is mentioned here to emphasise the sin-

offering.—24. With their blood upon the altar]. The blood of the

sin-offering was manipulated differently from that of the burnt-

offering. It was placed upon the horns of the altar of burnt-

offering and poured at its base (Lv. 4"- ^*).—To make atonement]

lit. to cover over, a technical expression. Through the sacrifice

a covering was secured so that guilt was no longer seen, but blotted

out; and thus was hidden the sin of the neglect of the sanctuary

and the failure to worship Yahweh.

—

For all Israel] not only

the members of the S. kingdom, but of all the twelve tribes (cf.

30'*) whose remnants were still in Palestine.—25. With cymbals,

etc.]. Cf. I Ch. 15".

—

According to the commandment of David].

Cf. 8'^

—

And of Gad the king's seer and Nathan the prophet]. Cf.

I Ch. 29". Neither Gad nor Nathan is mentioned elsewhere in

connection with the music or songs of the Temple.

—

For by the hand

of Yahweh was the command by the hand of his prophets] i.e., Yah-

weh had commanded David through his prophets, presumably Gad

and Nathan, to arrange the praise services of the Temple.—26.

With the instruments of David]. Cf. i Ch. 23 ^ The instruments

of v. " are evidently meant.

—

And the priests with the truinpets].

The blowing of the trumpets fell to the priests {cf. 5'^ i Ch. is^^

i6«).—27. 28. During the offering of the burnt-offering until it

was ended the whole congregation stood worshipping, and the song

of the Levites accompanied with the music of the stringed instru-

ments and the trumpet-blowing of the priests continued (Ke.).

—

30. A supplementary service is not meant, but the writer calls

attention to the fact that the songs of the Levites were the words

of David and Asaph the seer, meaning without doubt psalms such

as were being collected in his own time into the Hebrew Psalter;

and he wishes also to emphasise the joyful and worshipful de-

meanour of the Levites.

—

And they bowed down and worshipped]

probably only a concluding ceremony (so Ke.).

31. Then Hezekiah answered] responded to the services of

sacrifice and song.

—

Now ye have consecrated yourselves unto

Yahweh] addressed to the priests and Levites who through the
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ceremonies just performed had been reconsecrated to the ser-

vice of Yahweh.

—

Sacrifices and thank-offerings] (nmril DTI^T

the 1 is epexegetical) i.e., sacrifices which were thank-offerings.

The first term is generic. The thank-offering was a sacrifice

offered for some special benefit received; here an expression of joy

over the renewal of the worship of Yahweh in the Temple (for

ritual cf. Lv. 7'^ °). These sacrifices, with the exception of the

fat which was burnt on the altar and the breast and right thigh,

whrch fell to the priests, were eaten by the offerer and thus were an

occasion of a festive meal. In the case of the burnt-offering and

sin-offering the offerer received nothing for his own use (the former

was burnt entire and the unbumt portions of the latter belonged

to the priests). Hence the burnt-offerings from the assembly are

mentioned as given by everyone of willing heart. They were a

greater evidence of unselfish piety than the thank-offerings.—33.

And the consecrated things] ('•ti'lp) i.e., the sacrifices, the thank-

offerings {v. i.).—Six hundred oxen and three hundred sheep].

Since these were thank-offerings, they were eaten by the people.

—34. But the priests were too few, so that they could not flay all the

burnt-offerings, wherefore their brethren the Levites did help them].

This latter statement is strange in view of Lv. i^ '
, where the killing

and flaying the burnt-offering is the duty of the offerer, i.e., one

of the laity. The writer here, however, regards the flaying as the

duty of the priests in which the Levites might assist, either because

these were public offerings presented in the name of community

(Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.), or because this marks an intermediate stage

in the development of the cultus. (The Talmudic literature assigns

the slaughter to the priests.) (Bn.)

—

For the Levites were more tip-

right in heart to sanctify themselves than the priests]. This judg-

ment is either a reflexion of the Chronicler's personal bias for the

Levites at the expense of the priests (hence Bn. assigns w. '^ '• to

the Chronicler in distinction from his Midrash source), or was

inferred from the record of the subserviency of the priest Urijah to

Ahaz (2 K. 16"), as though the priests had been more in the

idolatrous movement of Ahaz than the Levites (Ki.). This is

accepted as the fact, as it may have been, by Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.

—35. And also the burnt-offerings were in abundance, with the fat
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of the peace-offerings, and with the drink-offeringsfor the burnt-offer-

ings]. Another reason why the Levites helped the priests in the flay-

ing of the victims was because the priests besides attending to the

proper ahar service (the sprinkling of the blood and burning of the

sacrifices upon the altar) were obliged to burn the fat of the peace-

offerings and manipulate the drink-offerings. The peace-offerings

were the thank-offerings (v. 3'). The drink-offerings were of wine

and probably poured like the blood at the base of the altar {cf.

Nu. 1
5' -'5 V. Gray in loco; WRS. Rln. of the Semites, p. 230).

—

And
the service of the house of Yahweh was established]. Everything

necessary for the cleansing and rededication of the Temple was

accomplished (Be.); better the regular cultus of the Temple was

re-established (Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ba.).—36. Because of that which God

had established for the people] i.e., the restoration of the Temple

worship, which is regarded as a divine benefaction.

—

For the thing

happened stiddenly]. This change from apostasy to loyalty to

Yahweh took place almost immediately on Hezekiah's accession to

the throne {cf. v. 3). It was a common impulse of both King and

people, apparently without any preparation. This, too, then was a

ground of great joy.

21 . Dvy n-'DX] -\>Bit he-goat is a late Heb. word abs. Dn. 8'- ", cstr. sg.

with Dn>'n Dn. 8'- « (fig. of Alex.), pi. (lit.) here and Ezr. 8^ {<-\'^o-i

DNtan) f.
—nsScnn] Bn. regarding kingdom as synonymous with Judah

reads hSdh. Ki. translates " konigliche Regerung."—mm'] (g IffpayjK

possibly with the thought that Judah had been expressed under t^s

^aa-iXelas, i.e. no^DD.—"\DNii] and lie commanded {cf. vv. 27. 30^ 1. 4).

—

23. -\'j;s'] the usual word for the he-goat of the sin-offering {cf. Ez. 43^

Lv. 9'5 4- 9 t. Lv. Nu. V. BDB.).—24. inishm] and they made a sin

offering, cf. Ex. 29^ Lv. 6>9 9'5.—25. n^n] (6, 1& + iSnn.—ntn] (g^

roD Trpo(f>riTov.—"iSon] wanting in (S^, "B.—27. Snn nya] retrospective

word suppressed, cf. 20" 24", Ges. § 155/.—n> '7JJ1] <S vpos. ^ with

epexegetical force, Dav. Synt. § 136 R. i (c), Koe. iii. § 375c.—28.

Dnxxnn] cf. i Ch. 15^, 1. 44.—30. 'h SSnS] only inf. and pt. of SSn

are followed by S, Koe. iii. p. 274 n. 2.

—

hnpn in>3'i] collective with pi., a

frequent ronstruction, Koe. iii. 346 e /3.—33. O'lifipn] cf. 351^ Ne. lo"

Nu. 181' Ez. 3638.—36. ]-':ir>r\] the art. as rel., see Dav. Synt. § 22 R. 4,

Ges. § 1381, Koe. iii. § 52c, 1. 119.

XXX. The celebration of the Passover.—Nothing of this

event is mentioned in 2 K., and as here described it is probably
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1

a purely imaginary occurrence, suggested by the Passover under

Josiah (2 K. 232"). Since Hezekiah was held to have been a

reformer equally vi^ith Josiah, it was felt he too must have cele-

brated in a similar manner the Passover.

The chapter is assigned by Ki. Kom. (after Bn.) to M' except w. '"'• ='

{and the Levites, etc.), which, from the reference to the musical service

of the Levites, are assigned to the Chronicler. M^ is given as a source

instead of M, because to the latter is assigned the description of the

celebration of the Passover under Josiah (c. 35), which in v. '^ {cf. 2 K.

23'^') seemingly forbids a similar celebration under Hezekiah. This

description here appears also an imitation of the other, with an endeavour

to surpass it. In both the Levites have prominence {cf. vv. '* '^- with

35' ^); the King and officials provide the animals for the Passover {cf.

v. 24 with 35' 5); with the Passover other offerings are brought {cf.

V. 24 with 35'2); and the celebrations surpass also any since Solomon

{cf. V. 26 with 35"). The celebration under Hezekiah also surpasses

that under Josiah, since this latter was for the Judeans only, but the

former for all Israel and strangers (vv. ' ^); the latter lasted only a week

(35"), but the former two weeks (v. ^). Thus while both descriptions

may have been in the same Midrashic source, it is argued that they

were not from the same author (Bn.). Yet it is doubtful, however,

whether both narratives in 2 Ch. may not have been written by the

Chronicler under the influence of the current views of both of these cele-

brations. The following are the marks of the Chronicler's style, omit-

ting vv. sib. 22; in vv. '• s nnjx (1. 2); in v. ^ ncj? Hiph. (1. 90); in v. '

Syn (1. 68); in v. « ti jpj (1. 78); in w. » ''*' omission of the verb (1.

117 b); in v. 1° jyS (1. 63); in v. " J?J3 (1. 56); in v. " ^^3J Sy icy (1. 91);

in w. 'sb- 19 rel. omitted (1. 120); in v. " pan (1. 54) and synS (1. 23);

in v. "» (to Levites) nxd (1. 69) ava ov (1. 48); in v. ^ 'i nnntt' (1. 109).

1-12. The invitation to the Passover.—1. All Israel] the

people of the N. kingdom.

—

And also letters he wrote to Ephraim

and Manasseh] is added to avoid misunderstanding the meaning

of Israel. Ephraim and Manasseh are mentioned not as tribes,

but as representatives of Israel. This invitation presupposes

the Dtic. law. It is very difficult, if not impossible, also to

conceive of Hezekiah as having historically sent such an invita-

tion to the inhabitants of the semi-hostile N. kingdom at the com-

mencement of his reign before the fall of Samaria (v. following

verse).—2. To keep the passover in the second month]. The law
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(of P) provided that persons unable to keep the Passover in the

first month should celebrate it in the second month (c/.Nu. 9'-'^).

The whole connection shows that the writer designed this month to be

the second month of the first year of Hezekiah's reign (so Be., Zoe., Oe.,

Ba.). Cf. the use of 1 consec. in nSiVi v. '; the contrast between the

second month and " the first month " in 29'- "; and the statement of v. '

respecting the priests, which is to be connected with the account of cleans-

ing the Temple, which was not finished until the i6th of the first month

(29") (t*. i.). Ke., on the other hand, feeling the historical improbability

of the invitation being given while the N. kingdom was standing, and

especially in view of the implication of the captivity of Israel given in

V. 5 and the destruction of the high places in Ephraim and Manasseh

mentioned in 31*, held that this Passover took place after the fall of

Samaria in the sixth year of Hezekiah. But here, as elsewhere, the

Chronicler is not troubled by historical inconsistencies.

3. For they had not been able to keep it at that time (i.e., on the

14th of Nisan, the first month) because the priests had not sanctified

themselves in a sufficient number and the people had not assembled

together in Jerusalem]. The regular time for the celebration of the

Passover was on the 14th of Nisan, the first month, but at that

time (according to 29") the cleansing of the Temple had not been

finished, and hence it might rightly be assumed that many priests

remained unsanctified (v. also 29'^). The priests also are held

to be slack in entering into the renewal of the worship of Yahweh

(cf. V. '^ 29"). The celebration then of the Passover under those

conditions was not feasible, and until the Temple was ready for

worship, the people naturally would not have been summoned to

Jerusalem. This apparently was the view of the writer, and the

occasion of the statements of this verse.—4. All the assembly]

that of Jerusalem (cf. v. ^).—5. From Be'er-sheba unto Dan] the

limits of the undivided kingdom of David and Solomon (cf. i Ch.

21'). The existence of the N. kingdom was either ignored or more

probably the writer assumed that it had already fallen (cf. v. ^).—
For they had not done in great numbers according to that which had

been written]. Only a few hitherto had observed the Passover

according to the law (v. i.).—6. And according to the commandment

of the king]. The "and" should be omitted (v. i.).—Ye children

of Israel turn unto Yahweh the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel]
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addressed to the people of the N. kingdom with the assumption

that they were apostate from Yahweh, the view of the Chronicler

(f/. 13*-'^).

—

That he may return unto the escaped remnant which

are left of you from the hand of the kings of Assyria\ This state-

ment naturally presupposes the fall of the N. kingdom through

Shalmaneser and Sargon (b.c. 722-721) {cf. 2 K. i7«), although

it possibly may be satisfied by the some ten years earHer ravages

and deportations of the north and north-east frontiers of N. Israel

through Tiglath-pileser {cf. 2 K. 15^' i Ch. s^'). It is not probable,

however, that the Chronicler drew at all this distinction, and it is

profitless to attempt to adjust his statements to the chronology of the

events of the reign of Hezekiah {v. s. v. »). (Indeed this chronology

was not clearly understood by the compilers of 2 K. and the book

of Isaiah, and still remains obscure.)—7. Who trespassed against

Yahweh]. Cf. v. ^

—

So that he gave them to desolation]. Cf. 29^

—As ye now see]. The disasters of the Assyrian invasion were

most recent.—10. Even unto Zehulun] thus not to the extreme

northern border, unto Dan, as might have been expected {cf. v. =•).

Those more northerly sections had been ravaged and the inhab-

itants deported by Tiglath-pileser {cf. v. «) (Zoe., Oe.), a fact the

writer may possibly have borne in mind (yet cf. v. «).

—

And they

were laughing them to scorn and were mocking thejn]. Cf. for

similar action in the S. kingdom, 36'^—12. By the word of Yah-

weh] understood as hy the words of Yahweh (29'^ q. v.) (Be.,

Ke., Zoe.); but probably an example of the hypostatisation of the

word, i.e., the word was conceived of as an entity, almost as a me-

diating spirit between God and man {cf. 29"^ i K. 13'- 2- 5. 9. w. is. 32

20" I S. 3^') {cf. Smend, Alt. Rlgngesch. pp. 87, 464). This con-

ception may be regarded as a forerunner of the NT. doctrine of

the Logos.

1. nnjN] letters, sg. nnjN late, probably a loan-word, Assy, egirtu

' (BDB.), cf. V. « Ne. 2'- s. 9 66- ". 19 Est. g^^- 29 f-—3- ''l'?'?] ^ + ^r? + n,

according to what was sufficient, i.e., in sufficient numbers (Be., Zoe.,

Oe., V. BDB. nn i. e, Ke. ad sufficientiam qualitatively with reference to

the priesthood, " many at that time not having renounced idolatry ").

—5. laT T'Dyi] late usage of nny v. 1. 89.—Sip] proclamation , cf. 24'.

—

3-\'^] in great numbers (Be., Ke., Zoe., Ba., Kau., Ki., Bn., RV.); for a

longtime (AV., RVm.); Meistens (Oe.). The former is preferable.

—
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6. D'Xin] <^ runners, i.e., royal messengers, a late usage (cf. Je. 51'*

Est. 3"- " S'"- '*). This usage is quite different from that of 12'"

(g. v.).—nnjN] cf. v. '.—niXD3i] many mss. 'ji, two 'd3, and one 'd3,

so also (g, H, followed correctly by Ki. Kom., BH.—hn at^ii] 05 hn aB'''i.

</jai /ze (Yahweh) may bring back the escaped remnant.—''3Sd] 05, U, iJ,

have the sg.—8. DODiy wpn Sn] .-iB>p is freq. thus used in the Hiph.

with iij? (cf. 2 K. ly^* Je. 72« 17" 1915 et al. v. BDB.).

—

'h-\> un] lit. give

hand to, i.e., sub7nit to, cf. nnn i^ |nj i Ch. 292^.—9. D^DmS] an intensive

pi. with S either predicate with 03"'J31 03"'nN or the obj. of a verb un-

derstood; cf. use with jnj i K. S^oNe. 11' Dn. i^ Ps. 146^''.

—

3ib>Si] inf.

cstr. attached by 1, depending upon or a continuation of the verb which

lies in o^nmS, Ges. § 114P, Dr. TH. 206.—10. o>-\2]} . . . n\nM] the

pt. here and in following clauses with r^T^ used to express the idea of

duration more distinctly or to render action more vivid, a usage more

common in late style, Dav. Synt. § 100 R. 2., Ges. § ii6r.

—

yMtz

onsN] 05 iv T(? 6p£i ^Eippdifj..—o^iinro] Hiph. used only here.—aupSci]

Hiph. late, cf. Ne. 2" Jb. 21' Ps. 22'; with S, see Koe. iii. § 2i2f.

—

11 . iyJ3J] humbled themselves Niph. of yj3 in reflex, sense common in

Ch., cf. 7" 126- 7- '• 12 322« 3312- 19- ". M 3427. 27 3612.—12. 1313] many
MSS., &, 21 '13.

13-27. The celebration of the Passover.—13. The feast of

unleavened bread] properly a feast following the celebration of

the Passover (cf. Ex. i2'-'' with ^*-^\ both passages belong to P)

(Jos. Ant. iii. 5). The Passover originally was a spring festival

of nomadic life with offerings from herds, which later was given

a historical origin in connection with the Exodus and joined with

the Feast of Unleavened Bread, originally an agricultural festival

of the opening of the harvest, but later, like the Passover, connected

with the Exodus (cf. Ex. i3«-"'). The two feasts here are practically

identified, as in the NT. Mk. 141- '^ Lk. 22'.

—

In the second month].

Cf. V. 2.

—

14. And they arose and removed the altars which were

in Jerusalem] the unlawful ones erected by Ahaz (cf. 28^*).

The people cleansed the city as the priests had cleansed the Tem-

ple.

—

Even the places for incense they took away] probably a

gloss defining the altars more particularly to conform with the

mention of the burning of incense in 28*- ".

—

And cast them into

the brook Kidron], Cf. 29".—15. And the priests and the Levites

were ashamed]. Again, as in v. ' 29", a certain reproach is placed

upon the priests and here the Levites, as though they were not

forward in the renewal of the worship of Yahweh, but were only
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driven to it by a feeling of shame {cf. 29'^) under the influence of

which they sanctified themselves.

—

And they brought offerings into

the house of Yahweh] as an atonement for themselves (Ba.),

better a reference to the paschal lambs (cf. 3512) and the sacrificial

functions connected with them (v. '^) (Ke.).—16. And they stood

in their place according to their prescribed duty according to the law

of Moses]. No specific law is here meant, but the general law

constituting the orders of the priests and Levites with their respec-

tive functions.

—

The priests sprinkling the blood (upon the altar)

from the hand of the Levites]. According to Ex. i2«, all the congre-

gation slay the paschal lamb (i.e., each householder his lamb), but

on this occasion the lambs were evidently slain by the Levites,

owing to the unsanctified condition of the congregation (vv. " ').

Had the lambs been slain and their blood caught by persons

Levitically unclean, the expiatory sacrificial blood would have been

defiled. The same ritual was observed at the great Passover

celebrated under Josiah (35")> and for a similar reason at the

Passover celebrated after the Return, mentioned in Ezr. 6'' '.—18.

Ephraim and Manasseh, Issachar and Zebulun]. This list of tribes

differs from that in v. ", but in both cases the writer mentions the

tribes merely as an equivalent for the men of the N. kingdom.

—

Had not cleansed themselves]. The causes of Levitical defilement

were very numerous and members of the N. kingdom, who were not

in regular connection with the priesthood and sanctuary, might

naturally be thought of as in a state of Levitical uncleanness and

thus unable lawfully to eat the Passover (cf. Nu. 9^).—19. Yet not

according to the purification of the sanctuary] i.e., without having

complied with the laws of purification.—20. And healed the people]

i.e., forgave them (cf. Ps. 41' <*> Ho. 14' Je. 3"). This ceremonial

transgression, like other sins, is conceived of as a disease, in the

thought of its effects, to be removed by a healing remedy. Physical

sickness, or even death, may have been in the mind of the writer

(cf. Lv. 15", Be., Oe., Ba.; Ke., Zoe., reject this and think only of

spiritual results).—21. The feast of unleavened bread]. Cf. v. ".

—With instruments of strength to Yahweh] instruments with

which they ascribed strength or power to Yahweh (Ke.); loud

instruments (AV., RV., Zoe.), better, with all (their) might (v. i.)
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(Be., Kau., Oe., Bn., Ki.). This last involves the omission of

one Yahweh of the verse (v. i.).—22. And Hezekiah addressed

kindly all the Levites who had shown good skill in their music

for Yahweh]. The King complimented or encouraged the Levites

on their playing.

—

And they (the people) did eat the offerings of the

feast seven days]. This is the best of the proposed renderings

(v. i.), harmonising completely with the remainder of the verse,

since peace-offerings were in reality festive meals of flesh.

—

Giving

thanks unto Yahweh, etc.]. Whether this praise included an

expression of penitence (so Be., Oe., EVs. making confession) or

was rather only praise and thanksgiving (Ke., Zoe.), cannot be

determined, although the former is favoured by the usage of

"""nriD, giving thanks (v. i.).—23. The feast was prolonged

seven other days, making a two-weeks festival. This was done

by reason of the gifts of sheep and cattle from the King and the

princes or officials (v. ^^). A similar fourteen-days festival was

held at the completion of Solomon's Temple (r/. 7^), although then

the extra seven days preceded the regular feast.—24. And a

great number of the priests sanctified themselves] and therefore the

mentioned offerings of cattle and sheep were properly handled

(cf. V. ' 2934).—25. The participants in the feast were (i) the people

of Judah, including the priests and Levites (the latter may be a

gloss, so Ki. BH.); (2) the people from the N. kingdom; and (3)

the sojourners (''"1)1), proselytes from both kingdoms. On these

last cf. 2'6 (•'> I Ch. 22^ where they are gathered for service, but here

they have a share with native Israelites in the feast according to the

command of Ex. i2i'- ^^ '.—26. Frorn the days of Solomon]. The

fourteen-days festival at the dedication of the Temple had been

similar, but nothing like it had since occurred.

14. nnopDH I] 05 iv oh idvmCxrav rots \pevMffiv, H in quihus idolis

adolehatur incensunt, merely attempt to make this reference clearer,

V. s.—15. wnpi-in idSoj oiiSni D'':noni] # omits idSd: and S aiiSni.

Ki. BH. suggests the reading 'pnn 'om. Since Levites could not offer

the burnt-offering, Bue. {ZAW. '99, p. 114) omits 1 before O'iSn, thus

reading as in v. ", considering this 1 an insertion by the Chronicler.

This is doubtful, since there is no motive for adding the Levites here

(so Bn.). The Levites certainly assisted at the burnt-offering, cf.
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V. '«. Bn. considers '1JI idSdj a later addition.

—

didj; Sy] a later equiv.

of annp, the only use of noun nnj? (c/. 34^' 35'" Ne. 8' 9' 13" Dn.
gu. 17 iQii) (BDB.).—DOfliyDD] cf. 1 Ch. 61' "2).—16. D^jnon] many mss.,

<S, H 'ni.—17. nan] possibly abs. Koe. ii. § 267b; fem. form with col-

lective sense ib. § 255d.—ntain'i' f ] act of slaying cstr. sg. of '"ibtic', a

nominal form with the function and construction of the inf., Koe. iii.

§ 233d.—18. rr-ann] great number, cf. 96 i Ch. i23» i S. 2" Lv. 25" f.

—nai] wanting in Vrss., may have crept in from v. '', or a dittog-

raphy from noiD.—nnen] Hithp. pf. 3 p. pi., n assimilated before ta,

Ges. § 54c. n with qames in pause, hence with seghol {cf. nw^i Ezr.

62") as in Nu. 8', Ges. § 27?, Koe. i. § 271.—xSa] late usage, cf. i Ch.

12".—1>"3]. The verse-division is difficult, making it necessary to supply

hSn after "lya, with Aben Ezra, and to make the following psn refer to

Hezekiah. Neither is probable, hence strike out ( :) with (&, Tl, and most

commentators, nya governs So, which is followed by nsi'N understood,

and thus cstr. before the following clause, Ges. § ij,gd n. 3, Koe. iii.

§ 337y- RVm. reads itt'N lya him that setteth his whole heart. Ba.

adopts the same construction, but transposes 3ion and governs with 1^3.

The adj. occurs nowhere else with nin\ He translates The Lord

pardons the good even he that setteth, etc. On nj?3 after ICD, cf. Lv. 9'

j66. II.—19. ainSsn] wanting in 05, H, ^,—xSi] 1 disjunctive, Koe. iii.

§ 375f.—21. iy "Sds] read i^-Sm as in i Ch. 138, so Be., Oe., Kau., Ki.,

Bn.; also strike out, with Kau., Ki. BH., the preceding mniS, since

this was occasioned by the present reading.—22. aS Sy . . . iai>i]

spake unto tlie heart, i.e. kindly, cf. Gn. 34' 50'' Ju. 19' 2 S. 19' Is. 40' Ho.

2" Ru. 2" f.—31U Saa* D^Siati'Dn] in the present context can only mean
those who showed good skill in the art of music (Be., Ke., Bn.). For

phrase 310 Sdb' cf. Pr. 3^ i3'5 Ps. iiin'.—lyiDn hn iSaxM] is difficult.

EVs. render they did eat throughout the feast, but Be., Ke., Oe., SS., they

ate the offerings of the sacred season (v. s.). d read iS^m and they com-

pleted, instead of iSoxM, adopted by Ki.—aninn] Hithp. of rni has force

confess in Ezr. lo' Ne. i' 92- s Dn. 9<- 2° Lv. 5' 162' 26" Nu. 5', here

possibly give thanks f, BDB. v. s.—23. nnna'] 20 mss., 05, 11 Va.

—

24. onn] to lift up or give for a sacrifice, r/. 35'- ^- », also Ex. 35=* Nu.

152", etc.—25. miH''] ^ba omit, but add, Kai TrStra r) iKKX-qala 'Ioi/5a,

after a>iSni.—27. D'^iSn a^jnan] a phrase of D, cf. 23>8. Many mss.,

(8'^, H, & 'ni, so Ba., Ki., but this is probably a correction from v. ^.

XXXI. (Assigned by Bn. and Ki. directly to the Chronicler.)

—

1. The destruction of idolatrous shrines.—The fourteen days of

the feast culminated in an iconoclastic movement which led to the

destruction of the high places with all their equipment of pillars,

poles {asherim), and altars throughout both the N. and S. king-
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doms. In 2 K. 18', action similar to this, though confined evidently

to the S. kingdom, is ascribed to Hezekiah.—1. And brake in

pieces the pillars and hewed down the Asherim]. Cf. 14'.

—

Out of

all Judah and Benjamin'] the S. kingdom {cf. ii'^).

—

And in

Ephraim and Manasseh] representing the N. kingdom.

2-10. The organisation of the priests andof theLevites,and

their bountiful support.—2. Hezekiah appears here as the restorer

of the priestly organisation for the service of the Temple, even as

David v^as its io\xnder.—The courses] the divisions for service

in the Temple (cf. i Ch. 24').

—

After their courses] after those

already established,—a renewal of the old order which had

fallen into disuse during the reign of Ahaz.

—

Of the priests and of

the Levites]. The former were appointed for the service of burnt-

offerings and of peace-offerings; the latter to give thanks and praise,

i.e., render the service of music, and (following the order of 05

V. i.) to minister in the gates, etc., i.e., to serve as gate-keepers (cf.

I Ch. 26").

—

The camp of Yahweh] a figurative expression for the

Temple, derived from the story of the tabernacle in the wilderness

(cf. I Ch. 91S ' Nu. 2").—3. And the portion of the king from his

property he appointed for burnt-offerings . . . according to the

law of Yahweh]. The reference is to the daily, weekly, monthly,

and yearly public offerings (cf. i Ch. 23'" '), commanded in Nu.

28. 29. These were, with prescribed amounts of wine, oil, and

meal, a daily sacrifice of two lambs, one in the morning and one in

the evening, and then the additional sacrifices, on each Sabbath

day two lambs, on the first day of each month seven lambs, one

ram, two bullocks, and one he-goat; on each day of the Feast of

Unleavened Bread the same; on the day of first fruits (Pentecost)

the same; on the first of the seventh month the same, less one bul-

lock, on the tenth of the seventh month (the day of Atonement) the

same as on the first (irrespective of the two goats and bullock

mentioned in Lv. 16); on the first day of the Feast of Tabernacles,

fourteen lambs, two rams, thirteen bullocks, and one he-goat; and

on each succeeding day of the feast the same less each day one

bullock, until the eighth day, when only one bullock was offered

(cf. Gray, Com. on Nu.). According to Ez. the duty of providing

such public sacrifices devolved upon "the prince," i.e., the civil
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ruler of Israel {cf. Ez. 4521 46^), and thus the Chronicler naturally

thought of such provision made by Hezekiah.—4. The portion of

the priests and the Levites] first fruits and tithes, and reserved

portions of sacrifices (cf. v.").

—

That they might hold firmly to the

law of Yahweh] i.e., devote themselves to the law of Yahweh, or

more clearly to the services of worship required by the law.

Perhaps the reading of (B {v. i.) should be adopted, that they

should hold firtnly to the ministration of the house of Yahweh.

The object was that the Levites and priests might not be com-

pelled to labour for their subsistence {cf. Ne. 13'° °).—5. And
when the word (the royal command) was spread abroad the children

of Israel gave in abundance, etc.]. This and the following verses

describe the fulfilment of the command of v. * to give the por-

tion of the priests and the Levites. This portion was understood

according to Nu. 18'^ '•, where the first fruits are the due of the

priests, and Nu. 18^', where the tithe is the due of the Levites

{cf. also Ne. i2<<). First fruits of grain, new wine and oil, are

commanded directly for the priests in Dt. i8< {cf. Ne. 13"'); the

first fruit of honey is mentioned only here, although inferentially

commanded in Lv. 2" '•. (On grain, new wine and oil, cf. 32".)

—

The children of Israel] either the inhabitants of Jerusalem {cf.

V. •) (Be., Zoe., Oe.) or the Judeans in general (Bn.).

—

And the

tithe of all brought they in abundantly]. They were not niggardly

in making their tithes, as is further illustrated in vv. "-».—6. And
the children of Israel] the inhabitants of the N. kingdom (Be.);

better the inhabitants of the N. kingdom who dwelt in the cities of

Judah, i.e., those who had migrated into Judah and there settled

(Ke., Zoe., Oe., Bn., Ba.) {cf. 10" ii'^ 30").

—

And of Judah].

These words appear superfluous and may be omitted as a gloss

(Kau., Bn.). If retained, then the contrast is with the children

of Israel of v. ' {v. s.), restricted to the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

while the children of Judah here would be the other Judeans.

—

The tithe of cattle and sheep] not mentioned elsewhere except in

Lv. 27"-". (A royal tithe of cattle is alluded to in i S. 8'^)

—And the tithe of the dedicated things] an obscure, if not im-

possible, phrase—hence tithe may be omitted as a dittography

(Bn.). The dedicated or holy things, then, include all the gifts
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which the people brought. The tithe was a holy thing (Lv. 27"'),

and first fruits might be equally so regarded {cf. first loaves of new
harvest, Lv. 232", fruit of trees of 4th year, Lv. 19^*). If tithe is

retained, it may be taken as the equivalent of "the heave offer-

ings," "the contributions," the terumoth (Nu. iS^- n- '^ cf. v. ">),

"which was a remnant of that which was consecrated to Yahweh,

as the tithe was a remnant of all the cattle and field produce"

(Ke., Zoe., Oe.).

On first fruits cf. Ex. 23'6 3422 (JE.) Dt. i8< 26'" (D) Ez. 4430 Lv. 23
lo-u. 17. 2oNu. i8'3 (P); on tithes c/. Gn. 2822Am. 4^Dt. 126- "i- " 14220. 28 f.

26" fl- Lv. 272" "• Nu. 1821-32. A. sharp line of distinction was not

originally drawn between tithes and first fruits. They might be identi-

cal. The legislation concerning them preserved in the OT., while pro-

gressive, is neither uniform nor entirely consistent {v. Dr. Comm. Dt. pp.

166 ff. 290^.; Gray, Comm. Nu. pp. 225^.; Harper, Comm. Am. and Has.

p. 95; Moore, EBi. IV. col. 5102). The Chronicler also has given an

ideal picture of these contributions for the support of the priests and

Levites as an object-lesson for his own times.

7. In the third month they began . . . and in the seventh month

they finished]. The third month, in which Pentecost fell, was the

time of the finished grain harvest, and the seventh month, in which

the Feast of the Tabernacles fell,was the time of the finished harvest

of orchards and vineyards.—10. And 'Azariah] the name like-

wise of a priest the son of Zadok, of the time of Solomon (i K. 42),

and a chief priest of the time of Uzziah (26" 20)^ ^ also i Ch.

^36-40 (59.i4)._7^/jg high priest]. (ti'S-in jn^n) cf. i Ch. 2jK—

Of the house of Zadok] distinguished from the house of Ithamar,

to which Eli was felt to have belonged, and which, according to

I K. 22'- 36^ lost the priesthood of the Temple when Zadok received

the office in the place of Abiathar. According to Ezekiel, the priest-

hood was of the house of Zadok (Ez. 44''). In P Aaron is the

primal father of the priests.

—

The offerings] (the frUmah heave-

offering) the portions of all sacrifices, especially of meal-offerings,

sin-offerings, and trespass-offerings, which were reserved for the

priests and their families {cf. Nu. iS^-"). Since the opening of the

Temple these had been so abundant that the priests needed but

little of the first fruits and tithes for their support.
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1. hI^dS] inf. abs. Pi. after prep., a late usage, Koe. iii. § 22sb, Ew. §

315 c (3), but cp. n. i; c/. 24>'>.—2. dmSSi] Buchler {ZAW. 1899, p. iii)

omits here and inserts after D^nSirSi, since it was the duty of the priests

to officiate at the sacrifices, and it belonged to the Levites " to minister,"

etc., but the Chronicler may have assumed the division of labour to be

well known.—SVnSi nnnSi mirS]. (& reverses the order, better suited

to the context, since the giving of thanks, etc., was not likely " in the

gates."—mjnn] wanting in S>, (B otKov, but both probably read M, cf.

I Ch. 9»8 f-.—3. njp] n^ in constr. cf. Ges. § gsn.—niVy^] wanting in <&,

&, probably due to dittography.

—

w^2^] cf. i Ch. 27".—niSym] gov-

erned by S in m'^yS.

—

i. idnm] late use with force command, see BDB.

nDN, Qal. 4.—nin'i mina] (B iv r^ "KuTovpylg. otKov Kvpiov = n>3 nnu'3

nin\—5. V1D31] d Kal ws irpocriTa^ev.—6. ^<l2^] ^ "|J3 which + SxTi'i

minii is Joined with v. *.—min^i] seems to be a gloss, cf. 1 K. 12'^,

so Kau., Bn.—D'Jirvn] <S ^ni.—on dj] (S, H + wan.—a^tt'ip la'pni]

is dub. Bn. strikes out 'di, so also Ki. BH. doubtfully.—7. '^^0>h]

point TiD'S according to Ben Naphtali, Ges. §§ 6gn, 71. < retained

orthographically, but is assimilated to the following consonant like

verbs J'iJ.—The peculiar order object, infinitive is due to Aramaic

influence, Dav. Synt. § iii R. 2, Dr. TH. 208 (3) Obs., Ges. § 142/

n. 2.—10. N-iaS] for ^"'an'? as in Je. 39'; or for N13S, Koe. iii. § 215b.

In the latter case translate, since the offering began to come to the house

of Yahweh. If NoS = NonS, on order object, infinitive, v. s. v. '.

—

anS •\y imni yntyi Sisn] inf. abs. for finite verb in asyndetic clause,

Koe. iii. § 217b. Instead of first pers. pi., the clause may be trans-

lated, there is eating, and satiety and abundance remaining.—nmjni]

read after (Si /cai /careXeiTro/xef, nnui, Oe., Kau., Ki., Bn.

11-21. , The care and distribution of the provision made for

the priests and Levites.—The contributions of first fruits, tithes,

and offerings enumerated in w.^-i" were stored, under the care of

Conaniah and Shimei and their subordinates, in the chambers of

the Temple, vv. '^ '-, while the distribution of these and all priestly

portions was in the charge of Kore and his subordinates (w. '< '•),

who were in the priestly cities, and gave to the priests and the

Levites according to their order of service, and according to the

enrolment of their families.—11. The chambers of the house of

Yahweh]. Around the holy and most holy places of the Temple,

in three stories, were series of chambers {cf i K. 6') adapted for

store-rooms.

—

12. Conaniah f] "Yahweh has established," EBi.

111. col. 3282.

—

Shime'i] very common name, cf i Ch. 3" e/ al.'—
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13. Jehi'el]. Cf. i Ch. is^^—Azaziah]. Cf. i Ch. 15".—

Nahath], Cf. 1 Ch. i" 6"'2«>.

—

'Asah'el] name of Levites 17' Ezr.

10", elsewhere only of Joab's brother 2 S. 2^^ et al. 1 Ch. 2"

II" 27^

—

Jerimoth]. Cf. i Ch. 7' I2^

—

Jozabad]. Cf. i Ch.

12*, here perhaps the same as the chief of the Levites mentioned

in 35«.

—

Eli'el]. Cf. i Ch. 5" 6" <"> 15'- ".

—

Ismachiah] "Yahweh

sustains."

—

Mahath]. Cf. 29'2 i Ch. 6'» <«'.

—

Benaiah]. Cf. i

Ch. 4'« 15'^

—

'Azariah] the chief priest mentioned in v. '".

—

Ruler of the house of God]. Cf. 1 Ch. 9".—14. Kore]. Cf. i Ch.

9'% where Shallum the son of Kore is a chief gate-keeper, and i

Ch. 26', where Meshelemiah the son of Kore is a gate-keeper.

—

Imnah] (son of Asher i Ch. 7'°) only here a Levite, perhaps we

should read "Heman" (pTI instead of niJS''), since Heman

(i Ch. 6' 8 <"0 and Kore (i Ch. 26') both belonged to the family of

Korah.

—

Was over the freewill offerings of God] not the first

fruits (the view of Oe.), which along with the tithes were com-

manded by the law, but all offerings voluntarily brought to God,

those not in the ritual, but pure thank-offerings (cf. Lv. 23'' Dt.

12"'), in order to distribute of these the reserved portion of Yahweh,

i.e., the share of the priests (cf Lv. 7'^- '^ io'« '• Nu. 5') and also

the most holy things, i.e., the portions of the sin-offerings and

trespass-offerings which were to be eaten by the priests in the

sanctuary (cf. Lv. 2'- 'o 6'° "" " <"" 7« lo'^- " 1413 Nu. iS'- ») (Be.,

Ke.). Thefreewill offerings might also include gifts for the Temple

—gold, silver, utensils—(so here BDB., cf. in connection with the

tabernacle Ex. 35" 36', and the second Temple Ezr. i« S^'), but

better as above.—15. 'Eden f] (v. i.).
—Miniamin] (v. i.) this form

of name Ne. 12'^- "' usually Mijamin {cf. 1 Ch. 24^ Ne. io» <'>
(
=

12"- "') 125 Ezr. 10" f) five persons.

—

Jeshua'] Levitical and

priestly name of frequent occurrence (cf. i Ch. 24").

—

Shentaiah,

Amariah, Shecaniah are three names occurring very frequently in

lists of Levites. These subordinate Levites were in the cities of the

priests (cf. Jos. 2o5-'«) to distribute to their brethren by courses (i.e.,

according to the divisions of the Levites for service) as well to the

great (i.e., the old) as to the small (i.e., the young). All Levites

who on account of their age or youth or the term of their appoint-

ment (cf. V. ") were in the priestly cities were to receive their portion
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of the offerings. This portion, the understood object of to give,

included not only shares of the contributions and the most holy

things of V. '*, but also shares of the first fruits and tithes. Practi-

cally shares of the most holy things in a literal sense could not be

given to residents of the priestly cities, since, as already mentioned,

they were required to be eaten at the sanctuary.—16. With the

exception of those registered of males from three years, etc.] a

limitation of v. '5. In the priestly cities no portions were given to

those residents who were in service at Jerusalem, nor to the chil-

dren of their families, who seem to have accompanied their parents

to Jerusalem.

—

From three years old and iipward]. Priests and

Levites began to receive public support evidently at the age of

tlu-ee years. Children under three years were reckoned naturally

as nursing babes.

—

For the thing of each day] i.e., as the duty of

each day required (RV., Kau.), better/or his daily portion (RVm.,

Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.) (cf. Ne. ii^^).—17. And in regard to the

registration of the priests it was according to their families (lit. the

fathers' houses)

—

now the Levites from twenty years old and

upward were registered by their divisions in their courses (for

service)— ]. The registration of the priests was strictly genealog-

ical, while that of the Levites was, according to the classes, based

upon the time and manner of their service.

—

From twenty years old

and upward]. Cf. i Ch. 2^*- ".—18. And to register {i.e., with

the purpose of registering) their children, their wives, and their sons,

and their daughters, of the entire congregation {i.e., of the entire

priesthood)] according to Be. a continuation of to give {T^rh)

(v. ") after the parenthesis (vv. '« '•) "The men in the priests' cities

also were to register their children, etc." So likewise Ke. (whom

Zoe., Oe. follow), but he renders to give to their brethren (v. ")

. , . and to the registered of all their children, their wives and their

sons and their daughters, to the whole multitude {i.e., of the wives,

sons, and daughters) (so also Be., for •?"&). But it is better with

Ki. Kom. to regard v. •' as a continuation of the description of the

registration of v. »^ It served as an enrolment of every member
of the families of the priests.

—

For they in their faithfidness were

wont to consecrate themselves in holiness]. The enrolment was so

complete that every member of the priests' families received his
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share (as a reward), because the priests so faithfully, especially in

the matter of purifications, performed the duties of their holy

oflSce, or the passage may simply mean they sanctified or busied

themselves in a holy manner with the distribution of the sacred

portions (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ki.). Kau. considers the meaning

so doubtful that he leaves the words untranslated.—19. Also for

the sons ofAaron the priests, in the suburbs of their cities, in each city,

were men appointed by name to distribute to every male among the

priests, and to every one registered among the Levites]. This con-

cludes the description of the enrolment and the distribution men-

tioned in vv. '5 ' (so Ki.). Others regard this as supplementary

to V. '5, drawing a distinction between the priests residing in the

cities and those in the suburbs (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.). But that

such a distinction was really drawn between priests residing in the

cities or towns and those dwelling in the outlying fields, if there

were such dwellers, is extremely improbable {v. i., Bn.). These

w. »'" are probably a late addition (so Ki. Kom.).

12. aie'ipm] wanting in <&.—inijjio] Kt. 'ji3, Qr. 'j; cf. 1 Ch. i5«- ".

(6'- (probably = (&) Xuvevias favours Kt.— 13. iniTtpi] some Heb.

MSS. in Kennic. '^^IW., and so &. (6^^ 'Ofe/os but ^ Ofafas, which

must either be a correction from M. or original (B, more likely the

latter. H et Azarias.—in^jai] C6 + Kal ol viol avrov is based on an

ancient dittography or conflated.—inijjio] v. s. v. '^^—15. py] ^f.

2912.— pdi:di] 3 Heb. mss. in Kennic. and Vrss. (except !3) '31, so Ki.

Kom. The more diflicult reading of i® should be retained.—nya]

Bn. corrects to n^ Vj?, according to 05 5ta x^P^^j but (& more likely

misread n^3 for nj?3.—16. OBTiinn njSc] (& ^Kaaros rrjs iiriyovijs which

Bn. thinks may represent DSDi tr^x, but ^ cktos (= naSc), possibly

the origin of ^.—1DV3 av -\2-\h] cf. 8'% i Ch. 16".—Dn^nipSncs] other

MSB. 'd3.—17. nxi] an example of a late usage where nx or nxi

is used to give greater definiteness at the mention of a new subject

and hence may be rendered as regards (Be., Ew. § 277 d, BDB.
riN 3). C& read nxf adopted by Ki. Kotn., BH.—QiiSm] B trans-

poses, placing the word after D''jn3n. In (B Dn^mpSnoa follows aiiSni.

Neither '-hange improves the text. Bn. follows the order of (15 and

omits DnTinDB'Da (v. i.).—18. itt'ipn''] 3 mss. 'r\T\.—19. cninn Sd'ji] inf.

cstr. as subst., Koe. iii. § 233a.—20. riDNni]. The use of the noun ncN

with the preceding adjectives corresponds to its frequent use with the

force of an adj. {cf. as pred. Dt. 22-" i K. lo^ Dn. id', in apposition Je.
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10'° Pr. 22"'' ?).—21. i:mS] either inf. of purpose (so rendered by Oe.,

Kau., Ki.) or of circumstance Ges. § 1140.

Bn. adopting substantially the readings of ® (v. s.), gives the following

explanation of vv. "-": There is no reference to a distribution outside of

Jerusalem until v. ". The distribution (v. ^^) takes place under the

oversight of the priests instead of " in the cities of the priests"; and v. 's

defines more exactly the distribution: it is made to each one with his

offspring, to the malesfrom the age ofthree years, etc. (aa'ninn ((g otyn^nno) is

regarded by Bn., and rightly, as a gloss). The registrations (v. "), upon

which the distribution was based, were by the priests according tofamilies,

by the Levites accordhig to their courses or divisions for service. V. '*

then came from the hand of a reader who observed that v. " did not

harmonise with v. i^, since v. "^ presupposed that the children were regis-

tered, therefore he wrote on the margin, that which later entered the

text: DtfR^nn later corrupted to i^nTinS, and also at the end of the

verse itfnini later corrupted into tfip itt'ipni. Their registration was

with all their offspring, their wives, aiui their sons, and their daughters, of

the whole congregation, for they were conscientiously {mit Treue) enrolled.

Their wives is wanting in (&. It is uncertain also whether Snp congrega-

tion can designate the priests and the Levites. Since the conclusion of the

verse is corrupt, the present words might be understood of sanctifying, i.e.,

bringing (Hiph. instead of Hithp.) the holy dues, and one may have sought

in the verse the notion [hence Snp So] that exact lists of the congregation

were kept through which could be determined whether all contributed

their dues. With this explanation of vv. " '^ agrees the thought of v. ",

that the product of the land of the priests was distributed only to the

male members of the families and those who had been registered.

XXXII. 1-23. The invasion of Sennacherib.—Based upon

the narrative of 2 K. iS'^iq", but freely composed by the Chron-

icler with great abridgment and the possible use of other sources

{cf. VV.1 '•).

Bn. and Ki. assign these verses to M. The former says: "The
narrative is neither in style nor diction {nicht literarish und nicht in

Wortlaut) dependent upon 2 K." Yet cf. in v. ' and 2 K. 18" the men-

tion of Lachish. Cf. Dinaa dhn nn hy (v. ">) with itrN nin pnta^n nn

nn-J3 (2 K. i8'9) (both utterances of Sennacherib); cf. n^DD (v. ") with niD''

(2 K. 18"); cf. V. " with 2 K. 18" b^ the latter contains the thought of the

former; v. '« with 2 K. 18=2; vv. " '• with 2 K. 1833-36; y. " with 2 K. 182';

V. " with 2 K. iSss I9"- u '• {v. also v. "); v. i' with 2 K. 1828; v. '« with

2 K. 19'*; V. 2" with 2 K. i9'5. 20; V. " with 2 K. 1935-37. (On vv. 13-16 ^;

further i.) These parallels are all sufficient to show the dependence of one

narrative upon the other. This chapter is also an immediate continua-
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tion of c. 31, as appears from After these things in v. ', and the use of

PDN faithfulness {cf. 31'°). The following marks of the Chronicler's

style also appear: In v. ^ prnri'i (1. 38), n'?^' (1. 114) and anS (1. 105);

in V. ' JiDH (1. 28); in v. « nrj; (1. 84); in w. "• >' pis-inh (1. 6 and 91).

These marks, it must be acknowledged, are not very numerous, but yet

sufficient to suggest the composition of the Chronicler. The subject

may have led him to write a style less awkward than usual.

1. After these things and this faithfulness] the reforms of

Hezekiah described in cc. 29-31. The writer has no interest in

exact chronology. The invasion of Sennacherib, according to 2

K. 18'^, was in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah's reign (v. com-

mentaries in loco). The date as fixed by the Assy. ins. was 701

B.C. The question of the second invasion of Sennacherib in

691 (Winckler's view) does not affect the interpretation of the

Chronicler's narrative.

—

And encamped against the fortified cities

and he thought to break into thetn and so bring them unto himself].

According to 2 K. 18", Sennacherib took these cities, and according

to the Assyrian account they were forty-six in number (COT. pp.

294 _^.).—4. And they stopped all the springs and the brook which

flowed through the midst of the land]. There are no living springs

in the immediate neighbourhood of Jerusalem, except the single

Gihon, the present Virgin's Spring, at the foot of the hill on which

the Temple stands. The writer then is either describing the closing

of springs which now no longer exist or of artificial reservoirs; or,

the more probable view, we have a mere legendary extension of

the diverting of the waters of the Gihon. This Gihon or Virgin's

Spring is in a cave on the east side of the city without the wall, and

its waters appear originally to have flowed into the Kidron valley

and thus would have been a source of supply to besiegers; but

later it was diverted through a tunnel cut in the rock south-west

and west for a distance of some 1,700 feet through the south head

of the east hill, on which the Temple stood, into the pool of Siloam

in the south-east part of the city. In this tunnel was discovered, in

1880, an inscription in pure Hebrew recording the making of the

tunnel; and, while no date is given, there is no doubt that this

is the engineering work of Hezekiah referred to in v. '° (2 K. 202")

and also here. He stopped the brook which flowed through the
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midst of the land by diverting the course of its waters so that they

no longer flowed down the Kidron valley, but to the pool inside

the city wall.—5. And he built up all the wall that was broken

and upon it towers'^ {v. i.) and another^ (v. i.) wall without].

Hezekiah not only repaired the city wall and built towers upon it,

but also, as a further means of defence, an outside wall. This

last statement has been thought to be confirmed by the discovery

of the remains of an outer wall "which may date back as far as

Hezekiah," enclosing the pool of Siloam on the south-east. (Ba.

with reference to Bliss's Excavations at Jerusalem, 1894-97, pp.

96^. 325/.)

—

The Millo in the city of David]. Cf. i Ch. 11' '

.

Winckler regards, without sufficient reason, the Millo as equivalent

to the Temple (KA T.' p. 272).

—

And he made missiles]. The word

missiles (11?^^ used collectively) properly means anything that is

cast: hence weapons of defence, darts, or even stones to be hurled

from the wall.—6. The broad place of the gate of the city]. Al-

though no particular gate is mentioned, the reference probably is

to the broad place on the east mentioned in 29' q. v.—7. Cf. on first

half 20'* Dt. 31^ Jos. I'.—-8. An arm offlesh] a merely human
support, cf. Je. 176 Is. 21' Ps. 56^ <<>. The repeated "with us" in

w. ' '• may be compared with the "Immanuel," "God with us," of

Isaiah (Is. 7'^ S'- '").—9. After this]. The Chronicler maps the

order of events after 2 K. 18, where in v. '^ mention is made of

the invasion of Sennacherib corresponding with v. ' here. The
description of Hezekiah's measure for defence and the confidence

of the people (vv. '-') is the Chronicler's addition to the narrative

of 2 K. He also passes over in silence the submission of Hezekiah

and payment of tribute recorded in 2 K. i8'<-'^ and continues the

narrative with the account of the embassy from Sennacherib.

In this he draws from both of the narratives of 2 K., i.e., i8"-i9'»

and i9"'-s5.

—

Before Lachish]. 2 K. 18". Cf. on Lachish 25".

—

10. Upon what are ye trusting?] Cf. 2 K. 18".

—

Ye* dwellers in

siege in Jerusalem] (y. i.). The besieged people of Jerusalem are

addressed.

—

To die by famine and thirst]. Cf. 2 K. 18"'', where

in grosser language the same thought is presented.

—

Saying Yah-

weh, etc.]. Cf. 2 K. iS'".—The Chronicler now omits the argu-

ment of the Assyrian based upon Hezekiah's lack of troops and
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reliance on Egypt, given in 2 K. i8"-«, possibly because the As-

syrian's contempt of Hezekiah's forces might seem not in accord

with the military preparations already ascribed to the monarch

(w.' '); and because the reference to Egypt might imply the seek-

ing of foreign aid, which, from the Chronicler's point of view,

would have been unthinkable in the case of the good Hezekiah.

—13-15. These w. continue the argument of 2 K. iS'^. 33^ which

also appears in 2 K. 19"". The Assyrian urges that Yahweh

cannot be expected to save Jerusalem, because the gods of no other

people have saved them from the Assyrians.—16. And his servants

spake yet more, etc.]. The writer either thus refers to his abridg-

ment of the material of 2 K. or this is a rhetorical statement.—17.

He wrote also letters]. Cf. the letter mentioned in 2 K. 19'^

(Is. 37'^.

—

To reproach the God of Israel]. This motive or act is

mentioned in 2 K. i9<- '=• "• " (Is. 37*- »'• »• ^*).—As the gods, etc.].

Cf. v. '^ Since v. " may be said to come as an interruption be-

tween V. '« and V. '8, it is regarded by Bn. as a gloss.—18. And they

cried with a loud voice, etc.]. Cf. 2 K. 18^^, xhe conversation

between Rabshakeh, the Assyrian messenger, and the Judean

officials (2 K. 18") has been omitted.—19. In 2 K. i9'8 the gods of

the nations conquered by the Assyrians are called "no gods but

the work of men's hands."—20. The prayer of Hezekiah is given

in 2 K. i9'5-i9 and a message (not a prayer) of "Isaiah the son of

Amoz" in 2 K. i9"-'<. This is the only direct reference by the

Chronicler to these passages.—21. Cf. 2 K. i<)^^-^\ where these

facts are given more in detail.

—

And Yahweh sent an angel]. This

form of expression compared with that of 2 K. 19", "The angel of

Yahweh went forth," is agreeable to the later conception of Yah-

weh working through agents rather than directly. The angel of

Yahweh might be understood as a direct manifestation of deity,

but not so an angel sent by Yahweh. The narrative implies the

destruction of the Assyrians through pestilence, and this main fact

is confirmed by an Egyptian legend recorded by Herodotus

(ii. 141) (Sk.).

—

His god] Nisroch, probably identical with

Nusku the Assyrian god of fire (2 K. 19" Is. 37").

—

They that

came forth from his own loins] his sons Adrammelech and

Sharezer (2 K. 19" Qr. Is. 37")- The statement of the Chronicler
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is more poignant than that of 2 K.—22. And he gave them rest*

on every side].

1 . fiDNn] usually rendered faithfulness, but since this meaning is un-

suitable in the present context, Perles explains by connecting with the

Babylonian amdtu "word"; and by pointing as pi., rins, he removes

the syntactical difficulty arising through the necessity of construing nSxri

with both a sg. and a pi. {v. i.). Then anain is a gloss explaining this

nbNH {OLZ. 8, 1905, col. 125).—nSxn] belongs to both onain and

DDNn, Koe. iii. § 334 fi.—r'r'N oypaS] a pregnant construction with 7N;

Koe. iii. § 213a. rSx wanting in 05, M. 2 K. i8'3 DU'DnM.—4. nu'iynn Sd]

(& TO. i/Sara tQ)v wqyihv as in v. '.—flt^n] (6> tt}^ irSXews.— . . . ^oSd 1N13''

iNS?3i] <g, &, sg., cf. 28" 306.—5. pinnii] cf. i'.—mS^JI:n Sy hy•'^] with

hp) as Qal, And he went up on the towers, can scarcely be the true

reading; nor yet with SyM as Hiph., though defended by Ba., who
renders And he brought up (restoration) upon the towers, i.e., "He re-

paired the towers." d^ omits Vy ^y<>. H renders et exstruxit turres

desuper. Hence read either (i) mSnJDn n^Sj; Syi, And he raised up

towe,s thereon (Ew., Ke., Zoe., Ki. Koni., BH.), or (2) omit Sy as a

dittography, And he raised up the towers (Kau. note), or (3) niS;*?

niSnjD, And he built towers thereon (Be., Oe.). This last is to be pre-

ferred, since nVj? is nowhere else used of the erection of buildings.

—

nxinS] if correct towards the outside; possibly n is a dittography, so

Koe. iii. § 3301. Yet instead of mnN nainn read mnN nnin (Ki. BH.)
another wall.—dijjdi] wanting in (8, possibly a gloss (Bn.).—10. a^aa'^i]

(6,11, omit 1 probably correctly.—12. rniD3 ns i^Dn imprn^ Nin !<'7n]2K.

18" (= Is. 36') vPDjnN in''|-)in -|iDn nu'S Nin NiSn, the antecedent of Nin

being irnSx nini, while here Nin is used in a late and rare construc-

tion qualifying rypm^ that Hezekiah (BDB. Nin 1 e). Thus the Chron-

icler gives the thought a slightly different turn. According to the author

of K., Sennacherib says that the God who had suffered his high places

and altars to be overturned could not be trusted to render aid to his

people. According to the Chronicler, Sennacherib attempts to arouse

distrust of Hezekiah.—"(Dx'?] wanting in 2 K. (and Is.).

—

•\r\n nam] 2 K.

(Is.) (g nrn n^TDn.—niBpn vSyi] wanting in 2 K. (and Is.).

—

13-15.

These verses are clearly dependent on 2 K. iS^^b. 33. 35 j^ii^ y. "» repre-

sents 2 K. 19" rewritten as follows:

V. "» nisi.xn ^Dj; SsS TinNi ''jn in>B'j? nn \y-\r\ nSh

2 K. 19" nixiNH SsS niiTN '>;Sd wy niys dn nyoB' nnx njn.

The Chronicler has changed the exclamatory sentence of 2 K. into

an equally strong ironic question. The phrase the kings of Assyria

is changed into the more definite I and my fathers, and peoples is

inserted before lands. The remainder of v. " is taken from 2 K. 18*',

thus:
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V. i3b >"iiD DX1N PN SisnS msiNn "u tiSn iSa'' Sisin

2 K. i8" iii^N iSd td uin dk B"N DMjn ^nSw iSixn Sxnn.

Here the verse in 2 K. is strengthened by the addition of the verb Vo^

and the Chronicler in characteristic fashion expands the gods ofthe nations

into the gods of the nations of the lands, and, as he changed the kings of

Assyria into the more definite I and my fathers (v. s.), so he also changed

from the hand of the ki7ig of Assyria into fro7n my hand. This depend-

ence upon two separated passages of 2 K. explains the inconsistence

between the two parts of the verse. It is otherwise peculiar that Sen-

nacherib and his fathers should figure in the first part and in the sec-

ond Sennacherib should refer only to himself. The following verse

14 is taken from 2 K. i8« with the following changes: nwiNn

becomes nSsn OMjn, to which is added the phrase inns innnn ib'x;

Sdi strengthens Ssj where 2 K. uses only the latter verb (as in the

preceding verse); mp is substituted for isin; and for ns nini S'S^ 13

n^D oStt-ni of 2 K. the Chronicler gives us niD D^ns S^xnS D3>nSN Sor '>o.

In writing the first part of v. '', the Chronicler probably had 2 K.

J 832 b before him, while the remainder of this verse is simply the answer

to the question of v. '^—15. Vd'] wanting in C5, H, is possibly a dit-

tography.—iS''X''] many mss., Vrss. V^x^., cf. v. •'.—»3 n^^] after a nega-

tive proposition serves to intensify the negative, with the force how

much less, Ew. § 354 c (2), cf. Koe. iii. § 353a.—17. nnisDi] <S sg. lOD

is often used for royal missives, v. BDB.—18. wipii] three mss., CfJ^*, H
sg., probably due to sg. in v.", cf. v. ''.—21. iniX''Di] Qr. in—from

N''Xj adj. f. Perhaps originally 'x^si (Ki. BH.), And some of those

who came forth from his loins.—22. S3] some MSS. add V3>*, and so

Bn. The addition is natural but not indispensable.

—

uShjm] And
guided them (AV., RV.), followed by 30DD from round about, is most

awkward if not impossible. (& Kal KaTiiravcev airobs and H et prcestitit

eis quietem; hence read onS nrj {v. s.) a frequent phrase, cf. 14* 15''

2o3» I Ch. 22I8, so Be., Oe., Kau., Bn., Ki.

24-26. Hezekiah's sickness and pride.—An epitome and inter-

pretation of 2 K. 20'-" (Is. 38. 39). Without the details are men-

tioned (i) Hezekiah's serious sickness, (2) his prayer for recovery,

(3) the acceptance of his prayer, (4) the sign of his recovery, (5)

Hezekiah's subsequent pride, (6) the anger of Yahweh, (7)

Hezekiah's humiliation, and (8) the stoppage of the divine wrath

during his days.

On account of this abridgment Bn. assigns these verses to M, since the

Chronicler, he thinks, would have reproduced so edifying a narrative as

2 K. 20'-" quite fully. Ki. {Kom.), on the other hand, rightly assigns

them to the Chronicler.
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24. In those days Hezekiah was sick unto death] a direct

quotation of 2 K. 20'» (Is. 38'"). Those days here can only mean
the days of the Assyrian invasion and the deHverance from Sen-

nacherib. (This hkewise is the meaning in 2 K. 20'. Hezekiah's

reign was twenty-nine years and his days were prolonged after his

illness fifteen years; hence the date of his illness was placed in his

fourteenth year, which coincided with the date of Sennacherib's

invasion.)

—

And he prayed unto Yahweh]. The prayer is given

in 2 K. 202 ' (Is. 382 ').

—

And he spake unto him] through

Isaiah with the promise that his days should be prolonged fifteen

years (2 K. 20* «• Is. 38*
»

).

—

And gave him a sign] the sign of

the shadow moving backward on the sundial (2 K. 20'-" Is. 38' '•),

omitted by the Chronicler.—25. And Hezekiah did not render

according to the benefit to him for his heart was lifted up]. This

statement is based upon Hezekiah's apparent pride in displaying

his treasures unto the messengers of Merodach-baladan (v. ")

(2 K. 2012 f- Is. 39> '•). He should have taken pride not in his

wealth but in Yahweh his God and deliverer.

—

Therefore wrath

was upon him and Judah and Jerusalem] an interpretation of

Isaiah's prediction of the Babylonian captivity (2 K. 20" Is. 39^).

—26. And Hezekiah humbled himself over the pride of his heart,

he and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and the wrath of Yahweh
came not, etc.] a proper inference from Hezekiah's acquiescence

in the word of Yahweh (2 K. 20" Is. 39') and the fact that

the captivity took place a century later.

27-33. Hezekiah's wealth and the conclusion of his reign.

Bn. is inclined to give these verses also to M (with the exception,

probably, of vv. '^ »•); Ki. (Kom.) to the Chronicler with trustworthy

historical information from an old extra-canonical source in vv. '» "

{V. l).

27. And Hezekiah had wealth and honor exceedingly abundant-

ly]. Cf. the similar statement twice repeated of the good King

Jehoshaphat (17' 18') and the wealth of Solomon (i'^) and of

David (i Ch. 29"). The King's wealth is recorded as an ex-

pression of the worth of his character. Silver and gold and spices

are mentioned in 2 K. 20" (Is. 39^) among the treasures which
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Hezekiah displayed to the ambassadors of Merodach-baladan.

—

Shields] the small, round shield (c/. comment on i Ch. i2"<"')>

either representing weapons in general (Ke.), costly gilded weapons

(Zoe.), treasures, shields like those of Solomon (9'^) (Ba.), or with

different text (v. i.) precious things (Ba.). The shields also may be

an inference from "the house of his armor" (T'^D H''^) of 2 K.

20'' (Is. 392).—28. Grain, new wine, and oil\ These are repeat-

edly thus mentioned together as the products of the land of Israel

(31* Nu. i8'2 Dt. 7'' ii'< 12'^ 1423 18^ 28" Ne. 5" lo^"*'" 135- >' Je.

3i'2 Ho. 21° <8' 24(22) jo^ jio 219 Hg. I") (BDB.).

—

And stalls for

flocks *] thus (after (g, 1) AV. "cotes for flocks"; the RV. follows

||, rendering, " And flocks in folds."—29. Cities] in this connection

with stalls and flocks and possessions of sheep and cattle appear out

of place, hence the interpretation of "watch towers " has been given

after a usage in 2 K. 17' (Be., Ke., Zoe., Oe.). This is rightly

rejected as inadmissible by Kau., Bn. The text is probably cor-

rupt (v. i.). We should either place cities at the beginning of

V. " (reading the verb of v. "^ he provided (lit. he made) with that

verse), And he made for himself store cities, etc., and acquired

possessions of sheep and cattle in abundance, or with a similar con-

struction omit the word cities entirely, And he made store houses,

etc. Ki. retains and translates cities. The originality of this is

possible with such an awkward writer as the Chronicler. Ba.

thinks the cities were meant chiefly as places for refuge for the

flocks and herds in time of war.—30. And this same Hezekiah,

etc.]. The reference is to the engineering work described in v. .

—

The upper Gihon] the Virgin's Spring (see v. *). Called upper

probably in contrast to the lower flow of water at the end of the

tunnel.

—

And he led them straight down westward to the city of

David] RV. "on the west side of the city of David." The

Heb. allows either rendering, and our knowledge of the location

of the city of David is too indefinite for us to determine which is

correct. The former is favoured by Oe., Ki. {nach der Stadt

Davids) (cf. v. «).—31. This verse is joined closely with the last

clause of v. '».

—

And Hezekiah prospered in all his works and so

God abandoned him (i.e., left him to his own free will) in the case

of the ambassadors of the princes of Babylon who had been sent to
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him to inquire concerning the wonder which had been in the land,

in order to know all that was in his heart]. Because Hezekiah

enjoyed such unbroken prosperity God left him to his own will,

not to bring misfortune upon him, but to reveal to him his pride

and thus, as the sequel showed, to bring him in humility unto God

(cf. V. «) (Be., Ke., Zoe.). The verse has also been taken in con-

trast to the foregoing words of v. ">, the introductory particle

(pi) being rendered "Howbeit" (AV., RV., B attamen, Oe., Ba.).

It is doubtful, however, whether the Hebrew particle admits such

a rendering.

—

Who had been sent] ((S, B, (T, Kau., Ki.) is a better

reading, involving merely a change in the Hebrew vowel points

(v. i.), than that of M, " who had sent " (AV., RV.).—r/ze wonder].

Cf. V. ". This was appropriately an object of inquiry by those

from Babylon, the seat of the study of the movements of the

heavenly bodies. According to 2 K. 20" «•, however, the King of

Babylon sent the embassy to condole with Hezekiah in his sick-

ness.—32 f. The conclusion of Hezekiah's reign expressed in a

formula nearer that of the author of Kings than the usual one of the

Chronicler {cf. 2 K. 20=°).

—

His pious deeds] either in respect to

God or man or both; thus mentioned only of Hezekiah and

Josiah (35") and Nehemiah (Ne. 13")-

—

The vision of Isaiah the

son of Arnoz]. The reference probably is to the Book of Isaiah,

which contains the account of the invasion of Sennacherib and

Hezekiah's sickness, since these are the opening words of that

book (cf. Is. I').

—

And* in the book of the kings of Judah and

Israel] v. Intro, pp. 22 /. (on p. 23 join (0) as an exception, re-

quired by the insertion of and, with («)).

—

And they buried him in

the ascent of the sepulchres of the sons of David]. Bn. regards this

burial-place, only mentioned here, as outside of the graves of the

kings, and since this befell otherwise, according to the Chronicler,

only impious kings (Jehoram 212", Joash 24", Uzziah 26", Ahaz

28"), he thinks this statement cannot be an invention either of the

Chronicler or of a like-minded source, but must rest upon an old

reliable tradition (Ki. accordingly marks it thus in his translation)

(Kom.). The statement doubtless is historic, but it does not

necessarily imply a burial-place outside of the royal sepulchres.

The word ascent (n^J?D) might mean upper locality, hence they
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buried him in the higher part of the graves of sons of David, or even

as B renders : They buried him above the sepulchres of the sons of

David. Be., Ke., Zoe., after Thenius, on 2 K. 20^', conjecture that

the burial in the ascent was due to the lack of room in the hereditary

burying-place of the kings. "The chiefest of the sepulchres"

(AV.) is not an allowable rendering.

—

And all Judah and the in-

habitants of Jerusalem did him honor at his death] perhaps in

the burning of spices (cf. i6'i 2i'«).

24. ly] wanting in 2 K. 20'.

—

idnii] (5 Kal in-fiKovtrev, B exaudivitque,

Ki. BH. suggests ini^M.—26. n3J2] QJ airb tov Ijfovs, but cf. "Beoquod,

&.—27. D'jjd'^i] (I Kxl 6ir\od-nKas. Ba. suggests nijnjD'?i and precious

things as in v. ^.—men '»So] desirable vessels, cf. 36'" Ho. 13'^ Na.
2"' Je. 25'* Dn. 118.—28. puoddi] elsewhere always with ''13;, cf. 8«

(= I K. 919) 8^ i7'2 (on i6« see notes), Ex. i" f. (K Kal ir6X«$.

Possibly Dnyi in v. ^s is in the wrong place by scribal error and we
should read 'd nyi, and store-cities (yet see v. =').—nnnai nana SsS]

for all kinds of cattle Ges. § 123/.—nniN*? Dm;?')] read with ^, V, nniKi

Dmj?';', so Ki., Bn. & omits the clause. The vocalisation nniK Bn.

describes as an unnecessary attempt to differentiate the word from the

previous nnN.—29. D>-\yi] either out of place (see v.") or a dittography

of omp of V. 28 (Bn.). The object of ntyy in the latter case was pudddi

(v. '8) and ntyj? in the meaning of acquire is understood with njpm

2iSi|->3i JNX.—30. jv'?j?n] modifies nxid, Koe. iii. § 334 7.—D-\tt'"i] Kt.

OlV'-l-' Q"^- either an^'M Hiph. with ^ assimilated or D'i.e'M Pi. with ^

syncopated, Ges. § 6gu.—njiyn] &*• nmrn.—31. pi] Oe. reads JSK

with adversative force, Gleichwohl.—a^nSa'Dn] (& toTj dTroo-TaXeto-iv,

H g-zw missi fuerant = D^nWpn, so also ©, is preferable (f. 5.).

—

vSd]

interpreter Gn. 42", intermediator between God and man Jb. ;^;i^' Is.

43", hence here properly ambassador f-—32. *?>'] read Syi with 05, 15,

21.—33. nSyn] <g d^iSdo-ei, U ^M/^er.—11231] ® /caZ Si^aj/ /cal rtju'^K =
'31 mm may be due to a misread dittography of min.

XXXIII. 1-20. The reign of Manasseh (686(?)-64i b. c.).—

When Manasseh, at the early age of twelve, came to the throne

the idolatrous and anti-prophetic party in Judah seems to have

obtained control of affairs, and the young King became thoroughly

identified with it during his long reign. Under his patronage not

only the worship at the high places was revived, but varieties of

heathen (Assyrian) worship were introduced. Altars to the host

of heaven were placed in the courts of the Temple and an Asherah,
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later understood as a graven image, in the Temple itself. Manasseh

also sacrificed his son and practised divination. He shed also

much innocent blood, probably of those who adhered strictly to

the worship of Yahweh. Thus his reign, through its wickedness,

was long regarded as having sealed the doom of Judah. In the

narrative of Kings, which is entirely written by the Deuteronomic

compilers, nothing relieves the blackness and foulness of Manas-

seh's reign. In the Chronicler's narrative, however, the King

suffers captivity and humbles himself and is restored to his king-

dom, and, acknowledging Yahweh to be God, he built an outer

wall to the city and removed the foreign gods and heathenish altars

from its midst.

Neither Bn. nor Ki. assigns this narrative to other than the Chronicler

and his canonical source.

1-9. Manasseh's idolatry.—A copy, with only very slight omis-

sions and variations, of 2 K. 2i»-""'.—1. 2 K. 21' adds the name of

his mother, "Hephzi-bah."—2. And he did that which was evil in

the eyes of Yahweh] the usual expression in i and 2 K. for sins

of cultus. These of Manasseh are given in the following verses and

are here condemned as a repetition of the abominations of the

aboriginal Canaanites {cf. v. ' 28^ 2 K. 16= i7«- ")•—3. The high

places which Hezekiah hisfather had broken down]. Cf. 31'.

—

And
he reared up altars for the Ba alim and made Asheroth]. 2 K. 21'

has in each case the singular ''for Baal" and "an Asherah," with

the additional clause "As did Ahab king of Israel," and the writer

of Kings evidently has in mind the worship of some one Ba al, like

the Tyrian one of Ahab (cf. 17^), and the erection of some one

symbolic post (cf 14^), possibly representing the goddess Astarte.

The Chronicler thinks, on the other hand, of separate Baals or

Canaanitish gods at each high place, with also, correspondingly,

the sacred poles.

—

All the host of heaven] the heavenly bodies

(sun, moon, and stars). This worship, introduced under Assyrian

influence, or encouraged (since it clearly had not been unknown in

earlier times in Israel) (GFM. EBi. III. col. 3355), became at

once prevalent, as is shown by its frequent mention in the literature

of this period, the century before the exile (cf Dt. 4'' 17' Zp.
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i» Je. 8^ iQ'O-—4' ^^^^ ^'^ ^"^^^ a//ar5 in //jg house Yahweh] i.e.,

for foreign deities or Baals.

—

Whereof Yahweh said in Jerusalem

shall be my name forever\ Cf. 7'" i K. 8'^ 95. The promise or

command centralising the worship of Yahweh in Jerusalem found

expression in the sole worship of Yahweh in the Temple.—5. All

the host of heaven]. Cf. v. '.

—

In the two courts]. The Temple of

Solomon had only one court, hence this verse in 2 K. (21') is

post-exilic (Bn., St.).—6. In this verse Manasseh is said to

have been guilty of six things expressly forbidden in Dt. 18'° '•.

—He caused his sons to pass through the fire] i.e., he sacrificed

them unto Yahweh {cf. 28^).

—

And he practised soothsaying]

besides Dt. i8"'- '^ 2 K. 2i\ alluded to also in Lv. 192* Ju. 9" Is. 2«

Mi. 5" "2) Je. 279 Is. 57' (Dr. Dt.). The kind of divination referred

to is uncertain: the word has been connected with the root mean-

ing cloud, hence divination by observing the clouds or sky, or the

word " eye," " to smite with evil eye." Both of these, however, are

now generally rejected, but nothing satisfactory has taken their

place. The word is held to be derived from a root meaning "to

utter a hoarse nasal sound" {EBi. II. col. 11 19).

—

And he used

enchantments] as Joseph did with his cup (Gn. 44*- '*), probably

by hydromancy, or watching the play of light or rings of liquid in a

cup. The term includes divination by observing omens in general.

—And he practised sorcery]. The meaning of this verb has

been variously explained: to cut, and hence the derived meaning

here to use "herbs or drugs shredded into a magic brew" {cf.

witchcraft Mi. 5" "2>), or to obscure, to be gloomy, distressed, and

finally to be a suppliant, to seek something from the deity {EBi.

III. col. 2900).

—

And he instituted ghosts and familiar spirits] i.e.,

persons professing to deal with them. For a full discussion of

the terms v. Dr. Dt. pp. 225/. The character of these persons

is seen in "the witch of Endor," i S. 28' ^^ who was described

as a woman possessing a ghost, and in the maiden of Acts i6'« ',

who was possessed with a spirit of divination. Manasseh fostered

people of this description.—7. The graven image of the idol which

he had made] in 2 K. 21', "the graven image of the Asherah."

The Chronicler brings out clearly his conception of the Asherah

there mentioned: it is an idol. Whether he thought of the fe-
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male deity Astarte in this connection is not clear, but another

name from that of Yahweh was localised in the Temple.

1. 2 K. 21' + na ixfln ids ds-i.—3. ninarn . . . ninan ns] g> trans-

poses.—I'nj] 2 K. 2i» nax.—nns'N . . . o'SyaS] 2 K. sg.—nna'N] 2

K. -f- Vmib" ^'?D asHK r\ii>y nrto omitted by the Chronicler, since he

does not record the doings of Ahab.—4 . The first part of this verse is

seemingly inconsistent with the second, since the house 0/ Yahweh and

Jerusalem are not identical. Klo. (on 2 K. 21*) suggests T'>;3 for

nini niaa (cf. 2 Ch. 2824); St. {SBOT. on 2 K.) regards the verse as a

gloss to V. 6 (based on v. '), logically belonging after v. ^. Possibly

the writer used Jerusalem, since it included the Temple area.—njai]

weak 1 with the pf., taken from 2 K. 21^—ninatn] Ki. reads 'sn,

the altars, identifying them with those mentioned in v. ', but those seem

to have been built at the high places.—aSiyS ••Dtt' nin^] 2 K. nt< O'a'x

''Dtt'.—6. noj^n Nim] 2 K. 2i« noyni.—vja] ^, 2 K., ij3, but 05 of 2 K.

pi. The sg. in & is doubtless a correction from 2 K., c/. 28'.—p va

ojn] wanting in 2 K., and likely added by the Chronicler, cf. 28'.—nir^i]

wanting in 2 K., elsewhere only pt., as subst., meaning sorcerer, Dt.

i8'°; fem. sg., sorceress, Ex. 22"; masc. pi. Ex. 7" Dn. 2^ Mai. 3^ -f.—''jpn^i] 2 K. D'ljynM. This word is always used with the preceding

31X (sg. or pi.) I S. 28'- ' Is. 8" 19' 2 K. 2i« 2^^ Lv. 1921 2o«- " Dt.

18" f. H. P. Smith regards both 21N and 'jyi^ as some sort of idols

(Sam. pp. 239 /.).

—

ni^n] in 2 K. Bn. connects after 05 with na'yi.

—iD'-yanS] 2 K. D'ljJan'?, but 38 mss. 05, B, (S, of 2 K. point to the read-

ing of 2 Ch. as the original.—7. Scon] instead of 2 K. 21' ma-xn.

—

DinSsn rriaa] 2 K. n>a3 alone, but 05^- ^i' otKip Kvplov and B w/ temple

Domini, nin> po3. a^nSsn in Ch. certainly points to mrf in 2 K.

—

O'ihSn] 2 K. nin\—DiSi;rS] scribal error for oSiyS as in 2 K., so most;

yet may be dissimulation for oiSi;? = dSij; v. note of Hpt. in Ki., SBOT.—
8. i^DnS] 2 K. 21' I'jnS. <6» traXeOcT-ai in both places, and "B moveri

and commoveri point to the reading of 2 K. as original, so Oe. Bn.

suggests that the Chronicler substituted a word more common in his

time. 11J is not used in the writings of the Chronicler.—Syc] 2 K.

p.—•»mnyn] read with 2 K., 05, TJ, &, 'Pnj, so Kau., Ki., Bn.

—

DaintaxS] read with 2 K. and Vrss. on—, so Be, Oe., Ki.—Sa pn]

2 K. Saa.—Sa^] 2 K. SaSi.—DiOBiyDni o^inni] an addition by the Chron-

icler.—ncD Tia] 2 K. n-wTD naj? ons nis na'N, so too &, which may
have been influenced by 2 K.—9. 2 K. 21' is introduced by U'ctr n*?!.—
dWh' ^ass'ii mini nx] is expressed in 2 K. by the pron. sf. of the third

pers. pi., ojrnii.—jji] 2 K. yin pn.

10-13. Manasseh's captivity, repentance, and restoration .

—This paragraph, with the exception of the opening words, And
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Yahweh spake, is entirely wanting in 2 K., which gives no indica-

tion either of Manasseh's captivity or of his repentance and

restoration. The passage then has been regarded as a pure in-

vention, an allegory of Israel in exile, and received by the

Chronicler with the motive of accounting for Manasseh's un-

usually long reign—fifty-five years—a reign of that length being

unthinkable in the case of a king wholly bad (St. Gesch. I. p.

640), or simply invented by the Chronicler through this motive

(We. Prol. pp. 206/.). Besides the silence of 2 K., against

Manasseh's repentance is Je. 15% which, since there the captivity

is grounded upon the sin of Manasseh, clearly shows that his

repentance must be regarded as a fiction. The case, however,

is different with the story of his captivity. Manasseh's name

occurs in the Assy. ins. among the list of the kings, tributary to

Esarhaddon and Asurbanipal, of the Chatti country, embracing

Phoenicia and Philistia. These same lands also were engaged

during the reign of Asurbanipal in a rebellion (648-647 b. c.)

in support of the King's brother Shamash-shumukin, viceroy at

Babylon, and there is no reason why Manasseh might not have

been involved in this rebellion or have incurred such suspicion.

In that case he may well have been taken captive either to Nineveh

or to Babylon, since the inscriptions show that the King received

embassies there. Later also Manasseh might have been released

and restored to his throne. Such treatment Necho I, King of

Egypt, received from Asurbanipal. Hence this captivity and

release may be received as historical. (This result was especially

reached by Sch. COT. II. pp. 53 /.; KATr- pp. 367 /.) Cf.

also Sayce, HCM. pp. 458 ff.; Dr. in Hogarth, Authority and

Archeology, pp. ii^ff-i who, admitting in abstract the possibility of

the narrative, finds difficulty in the circumstances in which the

statement occurs; TKC. EBi. III. coll. 2926/.; McC. HPM.
II. pp. 2>n ff- Winckler, who formerly held this view, AT.

Untersuch. p. 122, now places Manasseh's visit to Babylon under

Esarhaddon early in his reign. " Manasseh was summoned before

Esarhaddon, before whom he defended his conduct and was

acquitted. Whether the investigation was held in Assyria or at

Babylon it is difficult to determine" (KAT.^ p. 274).—11. The
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king of Assyria] Esarhaddon or Asurbanipal (v. s.).—With

hooks], (i) Figurative of Manasseh's treatment like a wild beast

(Ke.), (2) with the meaning of fetters (0^, H, ©, Be., Oe.), (3)

literal: Assyrian kings sometimes thrust a hook into the nostrils

of their captives and so led them about, a practice illustrated

on many Assyrian reliefs in the British Museum (Ba.), (4) the

name of a place, an unknown Hohim (Th. in Be.) (D^mn a

corruption of "in^"!'', Jericho, TKC. v. s. op. cit.). The literal

view was probably intended by the writer.

—

To Babylon] v. s.

McCurdy {v. s. op. cit.) thinks this a substitution by a later

scribe or copyist for an original to Nineveh.

14-17. Manasseh's enlargement of the city wall and reform

of the cultus.

—

14. This can only mean that outside the exist-

ing rampart of the citadel, on the ridge above the present Virgin's

Spring, Manasseh constructed another line of fortification, which

he carried northward past the Temple Mount and round its

northern slope.—15. And he removed, etc.]. Cf. w. ' '. This

statement of the removal of the foreign gods and idols from the

Temple and Jerusalem by Manasseh is not exactly consistent with

the account of 2 K., which, knowing nothing of Manasseh's con-

version, assigns such a cleansing of the Temple and of the city to

Josiah (2 K. 23*-«).—17. Nevertheless the people, etc.]. The

Chronicler felt the necessity of this statement in view of the

permanence of the idolatry nourished during the reign of

Manasseh.

18-20. The conclusion of Manasseh's reign.

—

18. And the

rest of the acts ofManasseh]. This formula is derived from 2 K. 21 ",

but the remainder of this verse is from the Chronicler and clearly

shows a source distinct from 2 K., since it contained his prayer.

On the basis of this statement was composed the Prayer of Manas-

seh, a Hellenistic composition of early date found in the Apocrypha

(though not in all mss.) {DB. III. pp. 232/.). In the English edi-

tions of the Apocrypha it occurs just before i Mac.

—

The words

of the seers] probably refer to prophetic admonitions addressed

to Manasseh, which, with the prayer, were recorded in the Acts

(or history) of the kings of Israel {v. Intro, p. 21).—19. This verse

seems to have come from a later hand than the preceding, and to be
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merely a fuller statement of the same facts.

—

The words (or the

history) of the seers *] can scarcely refer to anything else than the

words of the seers of v. '«, the title probably of a section of The Acts

of the kings of Israel (v. s.)—although an independent work is pos-

sible, though not probable {v. Intro, p. 23).

—

High places]. Cf. 1 1".

—Asherim]. Cf. 14^

—

Graven images]. Cf. 34'.

—

20. And they

buried him in the garden * of his house]. The reading of M, " They

buried him in his house," is a mistake to be rectified by the true

reading of (| and 2 K. 21". 2 K. adds also ''in the garden of

Uzza," probably meaning of King Uzziah. The reference may

have been then to one laid out by that King in the court of the

palace, and since it is called the garden of his own house, Manasseh

may have built a house there within the grounds of which was his

sepulchre and also that of Amon (2 K. 21"), and possibly Josiah,

who was buried in his own sepulchre (2 K. 23'°).

11. D^nina] nin usually means brier, bramble. Here and in Jb. 40*'

hook or ring in jaw; perhaps point D''nn from nn, hook, ring, cf. Is. 37*' ==

2 K. 19". Pointing also doubtful in Job.—13. ^h -\nj?ii] wanting in (6^,

but the following jJDtfii, translated by the same word in (g^^, accounts

for the omission.—16. pii] Qr., most MSS., &, JJT, t3«i. About 25 Mss.,

(6, ]T), so Ki.—17. Sax] as adversative, also i* 19^ Ezr. lo'^ Dn. lo'- 2'
f.

Koe. iii. § 372b.—18. 19. 1 Sniso ^dSs] wanting in (6.—19. Mm] read

with one MS., 05, onm, so Kau., Bn.—20. imapii] 2 K. 2i"8 pa n^i^M

«Ty pa irr'a. Here, then, add pa with (S», so Bn., Ki. (St., SBOT. on

K.).

—

jidn] (S^a 'A/iwj, so too in following verses.

21-25. The reign of Amon (641-639 b. c).—Taken from 2 K.

2ii9-2< Of this King's brief reign nothing is recorded except that

he followed in the evil footsteps of his father. Manasseh clearly

was subservient to Assyria, and probably the policy of his son was

the same, hence his death may have been caused by an Egyptian

party (GAS. /. II. p. 198), possibly representing the Patricians and

Priesthood of Jerusalem (Erbt, Die Heh. pp. 162 /.). Others

regard the motive as religious, an act of the adherents of the cause of

pure religion (Ki. Gesch. p. 320). The cause is really unknown,

and it is idle to conjecture. The section is taken from 2 K. 2i'»-"

with V. ">= rewritten.

—

21. Twenty-two years]. If this age is cor-

rect, then Amon was only sixteen years old at the birth of Josiah.
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McCurdy holds that Amon was probably acting king when his

father was in captivity, and hence older than twenty-two on his

accession (HPM. p. 389). The name of Amon's mother, "Me-

shullemeth the daughter of Haruz of Jotbah," given in 2 K. 21'",

is omitted.—22. And Amon sacrificed to all the graven images, etc.]

2 K. 23^", "And he walked in all the way which his father walked

and served the idols which his father served and worshipped

them." The Chronicler has abridged and changed this statement

because it is inconsistent with Manasseh's repentance, which his

own statement allows.—25. The people of the land] the common
people in opposition to the courtiers who had conspired against

Amon. This vengeance may indicate that the people were favoured

by the conditions which prevailed during the reign of Manasseh,

as though the entire period had been one of quiet and contented

vassalage under Assyria; or it may only be an expression of the

loyalty so often felt by the common people for a sovereign,

21. 2 K. 21" + nao'' jd Y^^n na nnSm mn Din.—22. iijn'] 2 K. 21"

+ V3X ^S^-^E'X Tnn-Soa i'^m, which the Chronicler omits, for reason

given above.—'ui cS^Don-So'?')] 2 K. innc'ii von laj? -\vn D^SiSjn-pN loyii

onS.—23. The Chronicler omits 2 K. 21" and adds this verse, an obvi-

ous reference to his addition to the account of Manasseh.—|icx Nin 13]

Cfto 6ti vlbi (^ + avTov) 'Ajuis; *• Srt A/j-uv 6 vlbs, hence original (8

= pD!< M2 >2. B omits 11DN. Probably poN Nin as vi^ell as ]mn ij3

are glosses which crept into different texts.—24. map] 2 K. 21 2'

PDN ^-13y.—injT'DM] 2 K. hSdH PN in'^Hil.—25, 1JM] 2 K. 2l'< Ti.

XXXIV-XXXV. The reign of Josiah (639-608 b, c.).—The
history of Josiah contained in 2 K. cc. 22. 23, apart from the men-

tion of his accession and his death, consists entirely of an account

of the discovery of the book of the law and the subsequent reform.

The Chronicler abridges this narrative in certain points and

modifies, embellishes, and expands it in others. 2 K. knows of no

reformatory activity on the part of Josiah until his eighteenth year,

when the book of the law was discovered; the Chronicler, on the

other hand, makes the young King exhibit special piety ten years

earlier, in his eighth year (34')> and in his twelfth year he be-

gins to purge the land of idolatry so that his reformation in
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cultus precedes the discovery of the book of the law instead of, as

in 2 K., following the discovery. The reason of this change is plain.

Such a pious king as Josiah must be represented as pious from his

youth and needed not the special cause of the discovery of the

book of the law to influence him to remove idolatries. The
Chronicler has also omitted all reference to the purging of the

Temple in detail (recorded in 2 K. 23*-"), confining himself to the

single statement that he purged the house (v. «). This omission

may have been simply due to brevity, or because in 2 K. 23<-« the

idolatrous objects which are removed are clearly those associated

with Manasseh, but according to 2 Ch. T^y^ Manasseh himself

had purged the Temple of these. The narrative of the discovery

of the book of the law is also rewritten. In 2 K. 22'-' the only

officers mentioned in connection with the repair of the Temple

are Shaphan the scribe and Hilkiah the high priest; but in

Chronicles, Maaseiah the governor of the city and Joah the

recorder appear (v. «). The keepers of the door also have become

Levites (v. ', cf. 2 K. 22*), and the money has been gathered not

simply from "the people," i.e., those of the S. kingdom, but also

from those of Manasseh and Ephraim and all the remnant of

Israel. Also in 2 K. 22^ the implication is that the money was

derived from contributions made at the Temple according to

the arrangements made by Jehoash, who placed a chest beside

the altar to receive dues or offerings in money brought into the

Temple (2 K. i2» » ). The Chronicler assumes that the money

had been collected by peripatetic Levites.

The breaches of the house also are not those of natural decay,

as is implied in 2 K. 22^, but specifically those of violence done to

the Temple by the idolatrous kings of Judah (v. '). The overseers

of all the work also are Levites, a number of whom are mentioned

by name (vv. " ' ). These are entirely absent in 2 K. The account

of the finding of the book and the inquiry of the prophetess and

the entering into the covenant are given essentially alike in both

narratives. But the account of the reformation, since that has

already been assigned to the earlier years of Josiah, is entirely

omitted, with the exception of the celebration of the Passover,

which was a feature of Josiah's reform (2 K. 23^1 -"). This is
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elaborated by the Chronicler in a description of nineteen verses.

The Chronicler also gives a somewhat full account of the death of

Josiah (35*°-"), which is very briefly narrated in 2 K. 23''-'».

Sources: Ki. (after Bn.) (omitting the w. taken from 2 K.) assigns

34'-' to M; vv. 8-18 and " '• to the Chronicler; 35'-' (as far as people) to

M; w. 8«/3-s to the Chronicler; vv. '"-1^ to M; w. "-20 (as far as temple) to

the Chronicler; vv. zoa/S-" to M; v. ^e to the Chronicler. It is doubtful,

however, whether a Midrash source should be introduced. The passages

assigned toM contain nothing necessarily foreign to the Chronicler. The
following marks of his style appear in them: c. 34 in v.' cit (1. 23);

c. 35 in V. 2 icy Hiph. (1. 89); in vv. 2- i" nnay (1. 81); in vv. «• '» npSnn

G- 42); in vv. 6- 12 ni3{<n no (1. 14); in v. ^ nxd (1. 69); in v. '< the use

of a in niSyna (1. 69); in v. « iDX (1. 4).

XXXIV. If. Josiah's accession.—Taken from 2 K. 22' ', with

the usual omission of the name of the King's mother.—2. And he

did that which was right, etc. ]. Cf. similar statements concerning

Asa 142, and Jotham 27= Hezekiah 29=, but only to Josiah is given

the praise: And he did not turn to the right hand or to the left.

1. W'iv] 2 K. 22' njtt'.—a'?B'n"i3] 2K + npx3D nnj? na mn'' idn ob'i.—
2. 'Dma] 2 K. 22^ •^^^-y ^22.

Z-1. Josiah's piety exemplified in hjs reformation.—3. For

in the eighth year of his reign, etc.]. The narrative of 2 K. knows

nothing of this movement for reform when Josiah was so young and

before the discovery of the book of the law. For the reason of the

Chronicler's modification v. s. A reconciliation between the two

narratives has been sought on the ground that 2 K. described

the consummation of a reform begim at an earlier period, while

the Chronicler described the entire reform without reference to

chronology (Be., Zoe., Oe.).

—

The high places]. Cf. iVK—The

Asherim]. Cf. w. * ' 14'.

—

The graven images and the molten

images]. Cf. w. * '. The former are mentioned in ^^K The
two may be coupled here together to denote every kind of idol (so

in Na. i'« Hab. 2'8 Is. 48^ Je. io'< 5i»' Dt, 27'^). The graven

(carved) image was either of wood (Is. 40" 44'6 4520) or of stone

(Is. 21'). But the word (^DS, 7''DD) is used for idols in general,

even for molten ones of metal (Je. io'< 51").—4. This verse
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describes more fully the conduct of v, ', repeating its terms.

—

Baalim]. Cf. 17^ 7,y.
—The sun pillars]. Cf. 14^ ">. In 2 K.

23'* the mazzehoth, pillars, are mentioned. The hammanim, sun-

pillars, a later term, the Chronicler used, perhaps more readily in

connection with idolatry.

—

And he made dust of them]. Cf. v. '.

In 2 K. 23«- 15 this is said of the destruction of "the Asherah" and

"the high places." Thus also was the golden calf destroyed (Ex.

322°), and according to the Chronicler the idolatrous image of

Maacah 15'^

—

And he scattered [the dust] upon the graves of those

who sacrificed to them] (v. i.). In 2 K. 23^ the dust of the Asherah

was scattered "upon the graves of the common people." The
Chronicler's representation is more intense, a sort of retributive

pollution even of the resting-place of the impious dead.—5. And
the bones of the priests he burned upon their altars]. Cf. 2 K. 23'«- '»

from which this statement of defilement and abhorrence is probably

derived.—6. And in the cities ofManasseh and Ephraim and Simeon

even unto Naphtali he laid waste their houses * round about]. The
reform of Josiah (after 2 K. 2315- '') extended over northern Israel.

This had already happened in the case of Hezekiah {cf. 30'- ^- '" '• 's).

The mention of Simeon, whose territory was south of Judah (i Ch.

^28 ff.)^ ^^\i\i the northern tribes is due to the fact that it was reckoned

as one of the ten tribes forming the N. kingdom {cf. 15').

—

Their

houses] idolatrous temples {cf. "the houses of the high places,"

2 K. 23")-—7. Cf. V. '.—All the land of Israel] the N. kingdom.

3. \nSNS] (5 Kiptov rbv dehv.—4. rjflS ixnn] ^^l ^ai Kariffiraffev

Q'—ffKaipe) TO, Kara -irpbawirov avrov (^—we), but airov in ^ shows

that the verb must have stood in pi. in original (S, as is found in *

KareffTpeipav, which supports M. Some scribe of (B^^ changed the

number to agree with the preceding and following passages. The
necessary change from avrov to ain-Qv was made only in K—o^jDn] cf.

i4<.

—

UT\2in Dnapn] read with Vrss. either 'rn >n3,-' (Ki. BH.) or 'pn

'iS.—5. D\-nnnTD] Qr. on— .—6. on>n3 nn^] Kt. Dn^^a nna, he chose

(searched) their houses, is hardly possible. Qr. on''n3in3, with their

swords, is only a guess, as are the renderings of the Vrss. 05 kuI (iv)

T. T&irois airuv; U, cuncta subverlit. Most moderns (Be., Ke., Zoe.,

Oe., Kau., Ki., Bn., et al.) read an^nanna in their ruitis, but no account

is taken of 2 K. 23" upon which this verse is based. There Josiah is

described as destroying " the houses of the high places " (moan ina)
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which were " in the cities of Samaria," the latter becoming in 2 Ch. the

cities of Manasseh and Ephraim and Simeon even unto Naphtali.

Hence it is probable that the account in Ch. referred to these " houses "

originally, and in so far the Kt. on^na must be correct, nna, then, is

either a corruption of a^^nn, i.e., and in the cities of . . . he destroyed

their houses, or of "T'Dd, cf. 2 K. 23".—7. oncNn n«i ninatcn hn] trans-

posed in (&.—Pl^iS] not likely an isolated and abnormal inf. Hiph. with

the vowels of the pf. (Ew. § 238 d, Be., Ke., Zbe.), but is either an error

for p-^jyy {cf. v. <) (Kau., Bn.) or should be pointed p-in'^ (Oe.).

8-13. The repair of the Temple.—Based upon 2 K. 22'-' (for

main variations v. s.).—8. Tiie clause rendered in AV., RV.,

When he had purged the land and the house, is an addition to

the text of 2 K. 2 2 3, and in this translation brings that verse

into conformity with vv. 2-'. The other proposed renderings

{v. i.) make the clause either an expression of the object of the

repair of the Temple or an implication that Josiah spent several

years in removing all idolatries from the lands. The fact that

only here is the purging of the Temple by Josiah mentioned by

the Chronicler favours the notion that the clause is a gloss {v. i.).

—Shaphan]. This name also appears in v. ^"j as the father

of Ahikam, also of an Elasah Je. 29= (perhaps the same Sha-

phan is meant). Shaphan appears also in Je. 36"'- "• '^ as the

father of Gemariah and in Ezk. 8" as the father of Jaazaniah.

These latter two may have been identical with the Shaphan

here mentioned. The name means Coney or Rock-badger, and

has been taken with other animal names as an evidence of

totemism in Israel (but see Gray, HPN. pp. 103 /.; Jacobs,

Studies in Bib. Arch. pp. 84 ff.).
—Azaliah] (2 K. 22^ -j-). The

Chronicler omits his father Meshullam, and Shaphan's title

of " scribe " both mentioned in 2 K. 22^.

—

Maaseiah the governor of

the city and Jo'ah the son of Jo'ahaz the recorder] not mentioned

in 2 K. The names are common.—9. The matter is stated differ-

ently in 2 K. 22^ There Shaphan took a message to Hilkiah that

he should "sum," i.e., reckon the total of the money received in

the Temple or, to follow a better reading, "pour it out" from the

chest in which it had been collected from contributors entering the

Temple; here Shaphan and his companion came to Hilkiah ajid
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gave the money which had been collected throughout the country

presumably by Levites (v. s. and cf. 24^ ^-y where the Chronicler

has made a similar departure from the narrative in 2 K. 12, intro-

ducing Levites as collectors 246).—10 f. And they gave '] a

repetition of and they gave (AV., RV., delivered) of v. ', i.e.,

Shaphan and his companions with Hilkiah gave the money into

the hand of the workmen who had the oversight of the house of

Yahweh and these in turn gave it to the workmen who were working

in the house of Yahweh to mend and to repair the house (Ke., Zoe.,

Kau., AV., RVm.). This latter statement is made more definite

by v.": And they gave it to the carpenters and to the builders to pur-

chase hewn stone, etc. Another interpretation regards the workmen

who were working (C^j; "Iti'i^ n^X^DH '•tS'lJ?) as identical with or

belonging to the workmen who had the oversight (nSS^Cn "^^"^

D"'^pSD^), and renders: And the workmen who were working in the

house gave it to mend and repair the house (v. ") and they gave it to

the carpenters, etc. (RV., Ki. Kom.). The former of these two in-

terpretations is favoured by the parallel in 2 K. 22^.

—

Carpenters].

The Heb. word (Q"'tl'"in) means not only workers in wood but also

in stone and metal.

—

The houses] the chambers of the Temple

{cf. I Ch. 28") which the kings of Judah had ruined]. Whether the

writer thought only of ruin by neglect (Ke., Zoe.) or something

more positive, as is ascribed to the sons of Athaliah (24^), is uncer-

tain.—12. And the men workedfaithfully at the work]. In 2 K. 22'

faithfulness is mentioned in connection with the payment of the

money.

—

And over them were appointed overseers Jahath and

Obadiah, Levites of the sons of Merari, and Zechariah and Meshid-

lam of the sons of the Kehathites to direct the work.] This is a

characteristic addition of the Chronicler. On the names of the

Levites c/. for Jahath i Ch. 4^ 6^ (^o) ^s («> 2310 t. 24"; for Obadiah

I Ch. 27>^ 32' 73 8" et al.; and on the families cf. 1 Ch. 5" (6').

—And the Levites, all skilled in instruments of song 13 * were over

the burden bearers and were directors of the workmen doing every sort

of work: andfrom the Levites were the scribes and officers and gate-

keepers]. Not only were the four principal overseers, those men-

tioned by name, Levites, but from the Levitical musicians were

taken the subordinate directors of the work, and from the Levites
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also the clerical employees and other subordinate oflficers and the

gate-keepers. The Chronicler is anxious to express how entirely

the work in every detail was under the supervision of the Levites.

When Herod rebuilt the Temple this notion of committing every-

thing connected with the sacred edifice to ecclesiastics was carried

even further, since, according to Josephus (Ani. xv. 11, 2.), Herod

caused priests to be trained as carpenters and masons for labour

on the Temple. The words all skilled in instruments of song, giving

prominence thus to the Levitical musicians, and also the last clause

of v. ", may be glosses (so Ki. Kom., after Bn.).

8. n>2ni i>ixn ns nntaS] (i) has been variously rendered, when he

had purged, etc. (H, EVs., Luther, De Wette, et al.). But such a construc-

tion of the inf. with h is unexampled elsewhere. (2) In order to purge

. . . he sent, etc. (Be.). This connection with the following words is

against the context, since the verbal object of nSa' is pinS. Ki. Kom.

also renders thus, and after Bn. regards the words as a gloss. This latter

is plausible. (3) While purifying, etc. (Ke., Zoe., Oe., Kau.). This is

to be preferred (cf Ew. § 280 d).—nSif] 2 K. 22' -f- iSnn.—in^SsN] 2 K. +
iDDH dScd p.—prnS . . . inicyn hni] wanting in 2 K.

—

vhSn] want-

ing in 2 K., which adds -\un'-'.—9. in^m] for the imv. nSj?, 2 K. 22*.

—

unii] onn of 2 K. was either misread or intentionally changed by the

Chronicler.

—

dihSn] 2 K. mn\

—

dmSd] inserted by the Chronicler.

—

•'1JI tid] a fuller statement than 2 K. oyn nsD, v. s. on v. ^.—anoNi] Cg +
Kal ruv dpxSvTuv scarcely arose through error in the Greek nor could

on^M be original. Possibly the latter represents a corruption of an

earlier pjJDB'i, cf. v. ' 15'.
—

'> ^aa^i] Kt. '> nsi'-'i and the inhabitants 0/

Jerusalem also ^, !C, &, adopted by Ke., Oe., Kau., Bn. The Qr.,

12B'M and they (the Levites) returned, implies that the Levites went

forth to collect this money {v. s.). Ki. (SBOT. and BH.) prefers Qr.,

since the inhabitants of Jerusalem are included in all Judah, but these

are differentiated elsewhere, 20"- 's- ^o 24'- ''.—10. unM] 2 K. 22*

(Qr.) •injni.'!, hence ^ kolI e8wKav avrb = in« ijriM may be original.

—

niyy] possibly ^vy with 2 K., so Ki., but cf. i Ch. 23".—la'ij;] CS, g*, 2 K.

•'tfyS is probably original, so Be., Ke., Kau., Bn., Ki. BH.—o^et]

wanting in 2 K., was introduced by the Chronicler to emphasise the con-

trast with the workmen that had the oversight, onpDDn.—prnSi pnaS]

2 K. P13 DN pmh.—pna*? f] Qa-1 inf. cstr. of denom. verb pna formed

from P73.—11. ijnii] wanting in 2 K. 22^

—

o^jjSi] 2 K. + nn-ijVi.

—

r\>:ph] <S, 2 K., 'Si.—Disyi 3snD ijax] transposed in 2 K.—'ui nnann'?

2 K. non r\n pinS.—nnann] cf. i Ch. 22=.—nnpSi] Pi. inf. cstr. from

denom. rT\p to furnish with beams.—12. naNSna] an addition to the
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phrase in 2 K. 22"'.—13. Syi] omit 1 (Be., Oe., Kau., Bn., Ki. Kom.,

BH.).—D-inxoD] wanting in (S and therefore struck out by Bn.

14-19. The discovery of the law-book.—Based upon and fol-

lowing quite closely 2 K. 228".—14. This introductory verse is

from the Chronicler. Its purpose is to renew the narrative taken

from 2 K. after the interruption of w. '^ '•.

—

And when they brought

out the money which was brought into the house of Yahweh, Hilkiah

the priest found, etc.]. The natural inference would be that the

book was found in the place where the money was kept, yet the

connection may only be temporal: at the time when, then Hilkiah

found, etc.—The book of the law of Yahweh by the hand of Moses].

The Chronicler has in mind the Torah or Pentateuch {v. v. i').

The words by the hand of Moses are wanting in 2 K. The book

actually found was Deuteronomy, or more exactly the original

Deuteronomy, Dt. 5-26. 28 (Dr. Dt. p. Ixv., Ryle, DB. p. 598,

GFM. EBi. I. coll. 1080/.; others restrict the original D more

nearly to cc. 12-26, thus Comill, Intro, p. 60).—16. And Shaphan

brought the book to the king and moreover he brought the king word

saying, etc.]. The awkward introduction of the book at this point,

anticipating the narrative of v. '«, has arisen from a misreading of

the text of 2 K. 22' {v. i.). The text of 2 K. reads, "And Shaphan

the scribe came to the king and brought the king word and said.

Thy servants have emptied the money, etc." (In the unpointed

Hebrew text the words " he came " and " he brought " are the same,

(«3''l) and also "the scribe" and "the book" (nSDn)).—17. And
they poured out the money that wasfound, etc.]. The phraseology

from 2 K. 22^ implies collection in the chest instituted by Jehoash

{v. s.).—18. And Shaphan read therein]. A noticeable departure

from the text of 2 K. 22'", which has "And Shaphan read it," im-

plying that he read the entire book before the King, but the Chron-

icler, assuming the book to be the Pentateuch, recognised at once

the incongruity of such a statement and thus changed it. The
reading was confined to portions of the book. In like manner also

he omitted from v. "* the words of the corresponding verse in 2 K.

(22«), "And he read it."

—

19. The law contained some message of

peculiar horror for neglect of the covenant of Yahweh, probably

the message of Dt. 28.
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15. jvi] wanting in 2 K. 228.—inipSni] 2 K. + Snjn jriDn.—jor']

2 K. + inx->|-i''i.—16. -ispn hn iDa> n2'i] 2 K. 22^ "iBon jBir n3M. The

Chronicler misread "iflDn. (Bn. thinks copyist misread icon.)

—

idnS

'1J1] wanting in 2 K. idnS is a substitute for nDNM of 2 K. 22'*'.—17.

WDM] 2 K. inaj; wnn.—nini] wanting in 2 K.—n> Syi Dn|iDDn i^ Sy

h^nSdh ^cij;] 2 K. '< no onpsDn noN^DD tB';? n> Sy. The Chronicler

differentiates honSdh >b'j; and anpDDn, the latter being Levites (v. '2),

hence the transposition and the insertion of T Sy.—18. U ixipM] 2 K.

22'" inNip'!.—19 • '•"O"'] 2 K. 22" + -\BD.

20-28. The inquiry of Yahweh through Huldah the proph-

etess.—On hearing the terrific denunciations of the law-book

Josiah at once resolves to consult Yahweh clearly with a view

of averting impending calamity, and he sends a commission to

a prophetess, Huldah the wife of one of the courtiers, and from

her he receives a message of doom for the city and yet of

respite for himself.

—

20. Ahikam] mentioned elsewhere as a

well-minded courtier who defended Jeremiah on a critical oc-

casion (Je. 26") and who was also the father of Gedaliah

the governor of the cities of Judah after the fall of Jerusalem

(Je. 391* 40^).—'Abdon] in 2 K. 22'2 "'Achbor." This latter

(meaning mouse) is more probably correct, since in Je. 26^* 36'^

Elnathan the son of 'Achbor is mentioned.

—

Micah] 2 K. 22

"Micaiah." The former is an abbreviated form of the latter.

The prophet Micah was also called Micaiah (r/. Mi. i' and

Je. 26'* Kt.).

—

'Asaiah\ (For occurrences of the name cf.

I Ch. 43° 6" "»> i5«- " 9^) This one is not mentioned else-

where.

—

The servant of the king] the title of a particular office,

although we are ignorant of its precise function (Bn. Arch. p. 258).

Servant is used elsewhere with reference to a king (i) of royal

officials, Gn. 402° 2 S. lo^- * and (2) of common soldiers, 2 S. 2'^ «•

3" 8'.—21. And for them that are left in Israel] wanting in 2 K.

22'', which has "for the people and all Judah." The Chronicler

characteristically introduces the remnant of the N. kingdom (cf.

V. ').

—

Which has been poured out]. (B, followed by Bn., Ki. BH.,

has the reading of 2 K., " which has been kindled," which, since the

reading is the more unusual, is probably correct. Likewise, fol-

lowing (B, #, with Bn. and Ki. BH., we should after 2 K. read

because our fathers did not hear * the word, etc., instead of because
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our fathers did not keep the word, etc.—22. Then Hilkiah and those

whom the king commanded^]. Again a reading of ® supplying the

word commanded is to be adopted.

—

Htddah] 2 K. 22'^ f (mean-

ing weasel).—The prophetess]. This title is also given to Miriam

(Ex. 15"), Deborah (Ju. 4^), the wife of Isaiah (Is. 8'), and to the

false prophetess Noadiah (Ne. 6'0- Women, thus, as v/ell as men,

gave in Israel communications from Yahweh; yet prophetesses

appear not to have been numerous.

—

Shalhim] (a common name,

cf. I Ch. 2*0 ' 4" 5'8 f- (6'2 '•) 9" et al.) possibly identical with

Shallum the uncle of Jeremiah (Je. 32').

—

Tokhath] better the

reading of 2 K. 22'% Tikvah (a name meaning hope, also in Ezr.

ID'* t).

—

Hasrah f] 2 K. 22>< Harhas f, the former probably is

correct.

—

Keeper of the wardrobe] (lit. the garments) either the

king's wardrobe or more likely the garments kept at the palace for

festive occasions. Cf. 2 K. 10" and on the use of special garments

at religious functions, WRS. Rel. Sem. pp. 452 /.

—

In the second

quarter]. Cf. Zp. i'«.—24. All the curses]. Cf. Dt. 28>6««. For

phraseology similar to that of this verse and the following cf. i K.

96 B. 149 f.
Je. 720 ig3 2 2'".—25. Poured out] better after (g

kindled {cf. v. 2') {v. i.).—26 f . The words which thou hast heard

. . . ]. The text is in some way faulty. Perhaps the reading

was: Because thou hast hearkened unto my words (") and thy heart

was softened, etc. (v. i.).—28. And thou shall he gathered to thy

grave in peace]. Since Josiah was slain at the battle of Megiddo,

it looks as though these words were written before his death, and

hence are a testimony to the genuineness of the prophecy of

Huldah.

20. in^pSn] 2 K. 22" + pan,—jnajj] 2 K. ii3dj,', cf. Je. 26" 36";

^ yo'^nS = jcLiaaik is doubtless a correction from 2 K. (&, "&, support

m.—ns^D] 2 K. nijiD. (& M(e)txaia supports 2 K.—21. Sxir-'a iNiyjn

min>ai] 2 K. 2213 nnin^ So i;oi D;;n.—njnj] 2 K. nnsj, supported by

05 iKK^Kavrai, may be original, «o Bn., Ki. BH.—nDf] 2 K. ij?Dtt',

supported by (^, S>, and adopted by Bn., Ki. BH.—I2i] 2 K. n3"i,<8

Tuv "Kdycav, 21 verba, "> fell out before nin\—mni] 2 K. nin ifiDn—ibdh Sj;

nin] 2 K. vSj? {M IJ'''?}').—22. ntfNi] add idn with 05 oTs elrrev, so

Ew. § 292 b n. I, Be., Oe., Kau., et al. The Chronicler thus

avoids repeating the names of v. 20 given in 2 K. 22".—nnpin] Qr. nnf^n,

2 K. nipn.—mon] 2 K. omn, the former is to be read Ki. BH.—phid]
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wanting in 2 K.—24. "7;? nmnDn mSxn] 2 K. 22'8 nan.—niSsn] (g roiyj

. . . \67ous = Dinain agreeing so far with 2 K.

—

ijdS iNnp] 2 K. nip.

Ch. is more exact in the light of v. '« = 2 K. 22'°.—25. iT'tDnM] Qr.,

2K. 2 2>'nE)|"5''.i.—nnm] 2 K. nnxji makes a better contrast to na^n, is

supported by 05, and adopted by Oe., Ki., Bn. On 1 with the impf. see

Dr. TH. § 125.—26. Tiyov -\^h anain] taken from 2 K. 22'8, a

harsh construction, but in 06"^, ^, ®. In 2 K. d^ 'Av5' 5v ^kovo-os

ToiJs X670VS fjiov, Koi rjTTCLKivOT) 7] KapSlo. aov, 15 Pro eo quod [quoniam

in Ch.] audisti verba voluminis el perterritum \_atque emollitum in Ch.]

est cor tuum, i.e., i^a*? •\-\•'^ n3T nx n];Di:' icn jp. St. (SBOT.) onann

inj?OB' nnStt' ib-x. Hpt. regards the words man ntrx a gloss to i;?Dir2 of

v.". Ki. Koin.,BH. hold a. lacuna.—27. d^'hSn 'joSd] 2K. 22'3nin'« ^jbd.

—man na] (S toiJs X67oys /tou = nai-ns is probably original; 2 K.

"imaT itfN.—vass'''] 2 K. + nSSpSi nntJ'S nrnS.

—

^ish pam] wanting in

2K.—28. vnm hy^] wanting in 2 K. 2220.

29-33. The assembly, the reading of the law, and the

covenant.—A reproduction of 2 K. 23' -2, with interesting va-

riations in w. ^"-^^ and a new conclusion in v. ^K—29. All the

elders of Judah and Jerusalem] the heads of clans and fami-

lies.—30. The Levites]. The Chronicler substitutes these for "the

prophets" of 2 K. 23^.

—

Bolh great and small] both old and

young (cf. 15''). The assembly was a popular one, embracing

men of all ages and conditions.

—

The book of the covenant] i.e., a

book which expressed the basis of a covenant (cf. Ex. 24^).—31.

In his place] 2 K. 23' "by the pillar," cf. 23'3.

—

And made a

covenant] lit. cut a covenant, a phrase derived from the cut-

ting of sacrificial victims into pieces between which the parties

to the covenant passed (Gn. 15" Je. 3418 '•); but there is no

reason to suppose that this was an essential part of each

covenant or took place on this occasion. An oath probably

was sufficient with or without a sacrificial meal.

—

Before

Yahweh] with invocation of his deity.

—

To walk after Yahweh,

etc.] Dtic. expressions, cf. Dt. 13^ lo'^ < 6" 26'«.—32. And the

inhabitants, etc.] i.e., kept the law.

—

33. The Chronicler having

already introduced Josiah's reform of his own kingdom early in

his reign (v. ^), puts here similar measures in the districts which

had belonged to the N. kingdom.

—

All his days]. After the death

of Josiah in the reign of Jehoiakim the people lapsed into their

former evil ways (36=^).
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29, flDNM] 2 K. 23> ifiDNM. The former is the original.

—

hn] 2 K.

vSn.—30. "laiyi] 2 K. 23- •'38''> Ssi.—oSa'n''] 2 K. + ihn.—oiiSni]

substituted by the Chronicler for QiNiajni of 2 K.—pp nyi SnJD] trans-

posed in 2 K.—31. ncj?] (i6 rdv ariXov = 2 K. 238 niD];ri, cf. 2313.

—

vpn] 2 K. vnpn.—wcj . . . naS] (g, 2 K. without suffixes.—ni!:'jjS]

2 K. D'lpn'?.—nnan] 2 K. + nxtn.—32. nsdjh h:i hn nc>:M] 2 K. 23^

nn23 oj;n Sd nb;^. The last phrase in the covenant may have fallen

from text of Ch. (Oe., Bn.), since the reading without it is harsh, or

while every one who wasfound in Jerusalem takes the place of '''

all the

people," ]D^i2^ and Benjamhi may be a misreading by copyist for nnaj

(Kau., Ki. Kom., BH., doubtfully).

XXXV. 1-19. The celebration of the Passover.—According

to 2 K. 23"-" Josiah commanded the celebration of the Pass-

over "as it was written in the book of the covenant," and the

people responded and celebrated the feast as it had never

before been observed. This brief statement gave the Chronicler

occasion to describe the celebration of the feast in detail, espe-

cially in reference to the part therein of the priests and Levites.

—1. In Jerusalem]. This was the significant thing historically

in Josiah's observance of the Passover: according to the Dtic. law

it was held at the central sanctuary in Jerusalem. Previously

the celebrations had been at the people's homes or at local

sanctuaries throughout the land (Dt. 16=). The Chronicler

derived v. '» from 2 K. 23" ».

—

On the fourteenth day of the

first tnonth] according to the law Ex. 12^ Lv. 23" Nu. 9^

The month was Nisan.—2. Encouraged them]. Cf. the similar

exhortation of Hezekiah (29^-" 30").—3. That taught all Israel.]

From the beginning in Israel the priests were the guardians and the

teachers of the law, and the Chronicler, in dignifying the office of

the Levites, assigns this duty also to them (cf. 178 ' Ne. 8'- ').

—

That were holy unto Yahweh] another expression dignifying the

Levites (cf. 236), In P only the priests are called holy (DB. IV.

p. 93).

—

Put the holy ark in the house, etc.]. This command to the

Levites to place the ark in the Temple, and, since they no longer

have the burden of carrying it, to serve now Yahweh and the

people in making preparation for the Passover (w. ^ '), has been

variously interpreted, (i) On the assumption that the ark had

been removed from the Temple by Manasseh or by Josiah during
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its repair, the command was to replace it in the Temple and to

attend to other duties (so the older commentators, also Be., Oe. ; Be.

held also that the Levites bore the newly reconsecrated ark upon

their shoulders at the celebration of the Passover under the idea

that they were bound to do so by the law, but Josiah taught them

that the Temple built by Solomon had caused an alteration in that

respect). (2) The language is figurative, meaning ''Think not on

that which formerly before the building of the Temple belonged to

your service, but serve the Lord and his people now in the manner

described in vv. * «•" (Ke., Zoe.). (3) With emendation of the

text (v. i.), read: Behold the ark is now in the temple, etc. (Bn.).

The meaning, then, is essentially that of (2). Since the ark is in its

place and is no longer to be borne, the Levites should attend to their

regular duties. This appeared trivial and a reader emended as

given in M-—4. After your fathers' houses] i.e., after the clan or

great family divisions.

—

By your courses] i.e., the divisions for

service.

—

According to the writing of David]. The formation of

the Levitical divisions for service in the Temple was ascribed to

David (cf. i Ch. 2;^^).
—And according to the writing of Solomon],

The final appointment and arrangement was made necessarily by

Solomon (cf. 8'^). There is no reason then why this statement may
not have come from the Chronicler {contra Bn.).—5. According to

the divisions of the fathers' houses of your brethren the children of

the people, and (for every division) a part of a Levitical family].

"Each great division of the laity was to be served by a small

division of the Levites" {cf. v. i^).—g. And kill the passover]. Cf.

30" where the Levites kill the Passover owing to the laity's un-

cleanness, but here no such reason is alleged. This looks as

though at the time of the Chronicler the right of slaying and

roasting the paschal lamb had passed from the laymen, heads of

the households (Ex. i2« ^), to the Levites. If this was the case,

Jewish laymen later regained this privilege, yet Levites might also

slay the lambs.

—

And sanctify yourselves]. After the slaying of

animals the Levites should wash themselves in view of their further

duties.

—

And prepare, etc.]. Prepare the Passover for your breth-

ren (the laymen), according to the law of Moses {cf. v. ").—7. And
Josiah gave, etc.]. Cf. the similar action of Hezekiah and his
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princes (so^*).

—

Three thousand bullocks] for peace-offerings or

sacrificial meals (cf. oxen w. '• '• '').—8. And his princes] i.e., the

various ofi&cials.

—

For a free-will offering] corresponding to the

passover offerings (Ke., Zoe., RV.); better willingly (H, Be., Oe.,

Kau., Ki., Ba., AV., RVm.).

—

Hilkiah and Zechariah and Jehi'el,

the rulers of the house of God]. Of these three rulers Hilkiah was

the high priest (cf 31'^); Zechariah is usually conjectured to have

been the priest next to him, the second priest mentioned in 2 K. 25"

Je. 522' (cf Pashhur a ruler in the house of Yahweh Je. 26'); Jehiel

is conjectured by Be., Ke., Zoe., the chief of the line of Ithamar,

which according to Ezr. 8^ continued to exist after the exile (cf

I Ch. 24*). But it is better to think of him simply as the priest

third in rank (Oe.). On occurrence of the name cf 31".—9.

Conaniah, Shenia iah, and Jozabad appear as names of Levites

under Hezekiah in 3i'2-i6. On Nethan'el, for occurrence of name

cf. I Ch. 2" 1524 24« 26* 17' e/ al.; Hashabiah, cf. 1 Ch. 6"'<"> 9'* et

al., very common; Jei'el also common, cf. i Ch. 5' 9=^—11. And
the priests sprinkled]. Cf. 30 '^

—

Now the Levites were flaying].

As in the case of the killing, this according to P would seem to have

been a layman's part (cf. v. ^ 29'^).—12. And they removed the burnt-

offerings, etc. ]. The Levites, after killing and flaying the paschal

lambs (v. ")) removed from the lambs portions which were burnt

upon the altar (n^yn the burnt-offerings), giving these portions to

the representatives of families that they in turn might present them

to the priest for an offering unto Yahweh. No ritual like this is

mentioned in Ex. 12, but it must be assumed that the paschal lambs

were treated like the lambs of the peace-offerings, of which certain

portions of fat were burned upon the altar (cf. Lv. 3'-") (Be., Ke,,

Zoe., Oe., Bn.).

—

And so it was done to the oxen]. They were

treated in the same way. The fat was burned on the altar (Lv. 3'-')

but the rest eaten (cf. v. ").—13. The paschal lambs were roasted

according to the ordinance of Ex. 12 '-^ The holy offerings, to wit

the oxen, were cooked otherwise and were either eaten as a part of

the paschal meal (Be.) or during the later days of the feast (Ke.,

Zoe., Oe.). The former seems demanded by the connection.—14.

The people were served first. Then the Levites prepared their

own lambs and those of the priests who were engaged until night

in burning the fat portions of the lambs.
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nSijrn (collective) burnt-offerings is to be interpreted as in v. '2. ooVnm
and the fat, defines the burnt-offering. The connective and (1) is ex-

plicative (Ke., Zoe., Oe.). Be. draws a distinction between the two

nouns and interprets the latter as the fat of the oxen which was burnt.

15. Cf. I Ch. 25'-«. According to Jewish traditions the Levites

sang the "Hallel" while the paschal lambs were being killed in

the court of the Temple {JE. IX. p. 553). In spite of all the labour

of the priests and Levites, neither the singers nor the gate-keepers

were drawn from their posts of duty either to assist them or to

prepare their own paschal supper.—16. And all the sermce of

Yahweh on thai day in preparing the passover and in offering the

burnt-offerings upon the altar of Yahweh was arranged (i.e., was exe-

cuted) according to the command of the king Josiah]. This is a

summary of the preceding narrative. All was performed as the

King had commanded, or the emphasis may be upon the King's

command, i.e., was ordered by Josiah.—On that day] i.e., the

14th of Nisan. Ke., Zoe., Oe., hold that the expression covers the

seven days of the feast agreeable to their interpretation of v. ''

(q.v.).—The burnt-offerings are to be interpreted as in w. i^- '^—17.

The feast of unleavened bread]. Cf. 30'^- 2'.—18. A copy of 2 K.

23" with these principal changes: from the days of Samuel the

prophet instead of "from the days of the judges that judged Israel"

(Samuel was regarded as the last of the judges); and with the

specific mention of the priests and the Levites and all Judah and

Israel who were present and the inhabitants of Jerusalem.—19.

Also from 2 K. (23").

3. D^jnnn] the Kt., which must be regarded as a substantive, the

teachers, does not occur elsewhere in this construction, hence read with

Qr. and many mss. Dirann, those that taught, cf. Ne. 8'- \ so Be., Ke.,

Oe., et al.
—

'1JI jns hn up] certainly implies some movement of the

ark {v. s.). It may be inferred from i Ch. 232s that the Chronicler con-

sidered this service of the Levites ended with the completion of the

Temple. Bn. reads '1JI jns njri; Ki. BH. suggests that nnuD be

read for pn ijn, cf. i Ch. 28^ Better follow (& (as preserved in i Esdr.)

iv ry diaei = nna and render. After that the ark was placed in the house

which Solomon the son of David king of Israel built, there has not been a

burden upon your shoulders, now serve, etc. On this use of 3 with the

inf. cf. BDB. 2, V. 1.—4. iji^m] read Kt. ijinni with (g (Ch.), B, so

Be., Kau., Ki. BH., et al.—anDDJi . . . ansa] Ki. reads '31 . . . o
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with a few MSS. and Vrss.—6 . icnpnni] Bn. strikes out, since it is wanting

in <S (Ch.) and since the sanctification should precede the slaying of the

paschal lamb, so also Ki. BH. doubtfully. But (S (i Esdr.) Ka.1 ras dvjlas

read D^iyipm (c/. v. "). Since the Levites did prepare the holy offerings

for their brethren, the people (v. "), this is the original, hence omit i

before ijon, also with (& (i Esdr.) and render a-nd prepare the holy

offerings, etc.—7. b-id-i] cf. i Ch. 2731.—9. in^jjiji] cf. 3112.—13.

ninSx •}•] a word not infrequent in Arab, and Aram.—15 , n?in] a few

MSS. and Vrss. inn.—19. (g (Ch.) inserts after this verse 2 K. 23="".

This passage was added in the underlying Hebrew, as is sho\vn by the

transliteration Kapaaei/ji = Kadrjcreifji = D^irnp, not found in 2 K. 23'*.

The older (S version (i Esdr.) has another addition at this point which

probably represents in mutilated form the Chronicler's original text,

cf. Tor. ATC. pp. 83 /., Ezra Studies, pp. 87 ff.

20-26. The death of Josiah.—Much fuller than the account

given in 2 K. 23" '-, showing that either fuller reminiscences of this

sad event had been preserved or that a legend concerning it had

aheady developed. The Chronicler gives the following details,

which are entirely wanting in 2 K.: (i) Necho's message to dis-

suade Josiah from war, (2) Josiah's disguising himself and coming

to fight in the valley of Megiddo, (3) the wounding of Josiah by

archers, (4) the transfer of the wounded man to the second chariot

(Ba.).

Bn. ascribes the narrative to the Chronicler's forerunner {die Vorlage).

In this he is followed by Ki. The evidence is seen in the connecting

clause. After all this when Josiah had prepared the temple, v. 20. The
remainder of the section is ascribed by Bn. to the forerunner and

by Ki. to M.

20. Neco the king of Egypt"] Necho II, son of Psammetichus,

second King of the twenty-sixth dynasty. He reigned from 609 to

594 B. c.

—

To fight against Carchemish]. The writer here gives

the geographical goal, while 2 K. 23^9 has the personal object,

"The king of Assyria." Necho, taking advantage of the tottering

condition of the Assyrian Empire, was intent upon restoring the

ancient Egyptian sovereignty over the Syrian provinces.

—

Carche-

mish] the objective point of Necho's march, the mod. Jerahis

(or Jerahus) on the west bank of the Euphrates, directly east

of the north-east corner of the Mediterranean, the ancient
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capital of the Hittite empire and the gateway from Syria into

Mesopotamia. Two years later Necho was defeated at this point

by the Babylonian army of Nabopolassar under Nebuchadrezzar,

and from that fact the writer introduced it here.

—

And he went

out to meet him] possibly at the command of the Assyrians or

through loyalty to them; but since the Assyriafi Empire had

grown very weak and was near its end, it is far more probable

that Judah had for some time ceased to be tributary to Assyria

and that Josiah went out to preserve the independence of his

kingdom.—21. Whether this embassy with its message was in

any way historic, or merely a taction to assign a cause for the

death of the good King, it is impossible to determine. Probably the

latter. The writer saw in the message of Necho a divine warning

which Josiah did not heed (v. "). He assumed that a real revela-

tion from God, whom he would have identified with Yahweh, had

been made to Necho. The older commentators thought of the

command having come to Necho through a dream or a prophet

(on the text v. i.).—22. But Josiah did not turn hisfacefrom him].

He persisted in hostility.

—

But he disguised himself]. The story of

the death of Josiah appears to have been modelled after that of

Ahab. Both kings received a divine warning, both entered the

battle in disguise—evidently to avoid the threatened danger—and

both were wounded by bowmen and later died {cf. i8'«- "• " ' ).

Yet d read and he strengthened himself (v. i.).—Mouth of God].

A real revelation had been made to Necho {cf. v. 2').

—

Megiddo].

Cf. I Ch. 7". The battle was so far north not because Necho ad-

vanced to northern Palestine by the sea (a view suggested by

Cheyne, Life and Times of Jeremiah, p. 96, based on Herodotus's

reference to Necho's naval activity, H. 158), but probably because

with northern allies this ancient battle-ground afiforded the best

place for resisting the Egyptian.—23. For I am sore wounded].

Thus also said Ahab (iS^^),—24. The second chariot] probably a

greater and more comfortable one than the war chariot.

—

And they

brought him to Jerusalem and he died]. In 2 K. 23'«the King is

said to have been slain at Megiddo and brought dead from there.

The narrative in 2 K. has also been interpreted to imply that

Josiah sought an interview with Necho and was assassinated by him
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at Megiddo (Ba.). This is unlikely.—25. And Jeremiah com-

posed an elegy over Josiah]. This has not been preserved. On
the other hand, Jeremiah is said to have deprecated the extremes

to which mourning for Josiah v^as carried {cf. Je. 22'").

—

Unto this

day] either of the Chronicler or his source; most likely the latter.

—And they made them an ordinance in Israel] i.e., a custom.

They were probably repeated yearly on the anniversary of Josiah's

death. An allusion to this has been found in Zc. 12", but that

interpretation is very doubtful.

—

In the lamentations] not the ca-

nonical book of Lamentations, but a lost one.—26. A combina-

tion of the form found in i and 2 K., i.e., And the rest of the acts of

Josiah (2 K. 23^8), and that peculiar to the Chronicler, and his

acts first and last {cf. 9^9 12 '5).

—

And his good deeds]. Cf. 32".

—

The book of the kings of Israel and Judah] v. Intro, pp. 22 /.

21. ovn nPN yhy nS] Be. retained M and rendered nicht wider

dich sei dii heiite. Kau. inserts ''17x3 after nnx, the latter being used to

emphasise the preceding pron. sf. More likely we should repoint hpn^

/ will not come against you this day. Ki. BH. reads nns >jn.—
'PDnSn rr'^-'^.v]. The rendering of EVs. against the house wherewith I

have war, i.e., the house of my war, was defended by Ke., but is

awkward. Better read with i Esdr. m£5 Sn, favoured by Be., Zoe., Kau.,

since this brings out the contrast, viz., it is not against you, but

against your enemy, that I am marching.—22. U'cnnn] is not supported

by the Vrss. (§> (Ch.) eKparacwdrj read PTnnn and (& (i Esdr.) inexeipei

read asri. The following verse seems to imply that the King was not

disguised, since the archers made him the object of their attack. In

the Ahab incident, the King was shot by chance, cf. 18^'. We should

probably read ptnnn, so Be., Zoe., Oe., Bn.—13J] <B (i Esdr.) 'lepe/xlov

irpo(pT^Tov. Read JH.—-Winckler holds that an original of vv. " ' has

been much corrupted and reconstructs as follows : According to v. ",

Josiah is clearly the one who has received a command from God.

Hence after n^a some words are missing. The original was some-

thing like this: "What have I to do with thee. King of Judah? Not

against thee but against the house [of Assyria, i.e., thy vassalship] am
I come. Then said Josiah: It is not my wish that I fight ('Psn'rj),

but God has commanded me to make haste. Halt [O Pharaoh]

before the command of God who has sent me, that he does not destroy

thee. And Josiah would not turn back from him because he had been

made to fight with him [a'nnn in place of connn] and he did not

hearken to Necho on account of the word of God [which he, Josiah,

had received]" KAT.^ p. 277.
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XXXVI. From the death of Josiah to the fall of Jerusalem.

—The Chronicler had before him 2 K. 23'°'' 24'% from which,

with much abridgment and some striking modifications, he took

w. '-", but w. '2-23 he freely composed, giving his own version

of the fall of Jerusalem with its cause and the duration of the

exile and the decree of Cyrus, which led to the return.

Ki. assigns all this chapter either to the Chronicler or from 2 K., with,

however, an interrogation against w. '-'".

1-4. The reign of Jehoahaz (three months, 608 b. c).—
1. 2. For a similar enthronement by the people, cf. 26' ^t,'*.—
Jeho'ahaz] a younger son of Josiah {cf. vv. ^- *), and therefore

not the natural heir to the throne. His election was probably due

to his sympathy with the anti-Egyptian policy of his father or his

control by those who represented it. In Je. 22" he is called

Shallum, which was probably his birth name, while Jehoahaz

was the name taken as king. His mother's name, given in 2 K.

23", is omitted and also the statement, "And he did that which

was evil in the sight of Yahweh according to all that his fathers

had done."—3. A^id the king of Egypt removed him from reign-

ing* in Jerusalem]. 2 K. 23" mentions that " Necho bound him

at Riblah." The text shows confusion (v. i.). The words bound

and remove are very similar in Hebrew.

—

A hundred talents of

silver] about two hundred thousand dollars.

—

A talent of gold]

about thirty thousand dollars. This tribute was lighter than

that imposed by Sennacherib {cf. 2 K. 18'^).—4. Eliakim means

"God establishes," and Jehoiakim "Yahweh estabhshes," thus

the two names were practically identical. Necho showed his

respect for Yahweh in giving him the latter name.

—

And carried

him to Egypt] where he died {cf 2 K. 23 ^^ Je. 2 2
'2).

1. initTN'] (S (Ch.) and 2 K. 23'" + ipn intrci, but the plus is want-

ing in I Esdr. The Chronicler probably omitted the phrase, since he

regarded this as a sacred function, which the people of the land were not

entitled to perform, cf. 22', also 23" compared with 2 K. ii'^.—oSifn^a]

wanting in i Esdr. and 2 K., probably crept into the text from the fol-

lowing verse.—2. 2 K. 233"> '^ j?-\n cjjii njaSn mini'' na Staicn icn uz'^

vnaN ifj? ntTN Sod hi.T' ^j^ya, is supplied after this verse by 05 (Ch.).
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Since the Chronicler habitually omitted the name of the king's mother

and the passage is wanting in i Esdr., M is doubtless original. The

Chronicler probably omitted the statement concerning the King's evil

doing, since the opposition of the Egyptian ruler indicates that the young

King followed the policy of his father, the good Josiah.—3. ^SD im^DM

D'?a'no onsD] 2 K. 2333 oSa'Tca ^'?DD» nnn vix3 n'^jnj noj nyia imoxM,

which 05 (Ch.) follows, adding Kal /xerriyayev avrhv 6 ^acriKeiis els

AiyvTTTov. This appears to be a conflation of Ch. and K. 1 Esdr.

(the original Gr. being preserved in the Alexandrian MS.) supports

M against the reading of 2 K., but read :i'7DD after oiisc. This

is doubtless what the Chronicler wrote, and the king of Egypt re-

moved him from reigning in Jerusalem, so Be., Zoe., Oe., Kau., Ki.

Kom., BH., Bn.—nx rjy^i] 2 K. S;' v:y ]T\>^, (S (Ch.) follows 2 K.—4.

oSirnii 7\•^^7^•' Sjj rnx D'|1''Sn ns anxD iSd iSnn] 2 K. 23'* n^j n>"ifl ^Sdm

r3N i.T'tt'Ni nn.n iniirNi p Z'^p^'^n nx. (H (Ch.) has combined the two

readings. In the ^ text the conflation is complete, i Esdr. has D"'p''in>

instead of D''P''Sx and no notice concerning the change of name, but

instead Koi edriae rods fj.eyi<TTavai IwaKei/j, (following the order of

words preserved in (&^) = a^piini a^-w nx -\DN''1, which is certainly an

early misreading of aip''in^ ma' hn 3DM.—inxiaM noj npS vnx inNr pni

nnnxD] 2 K. Dir pdii onso nom npS insini psi. 0§> (Ch.) conflates, also

adds 2 K. 23^5 with but slight variations, omitting a^p^ni and reading

rjyn'? ynxn nSnn ?« for y-ixn hn y^yrt ^n. In i Esdr. slight changes

are introduced in order to harmonise with the misreading of the

preceding clause {v. s.), but otherwise it supports HI.

5-8. The reign of Jehoiakim (608-597 b. c).—5. Again, as

usual, the name of the queen-mother is omitted (2 K. 23'^).—6.

Nebuchadnezzar] a corrupt form of spelling Nebuchadrezzar

King of Babylon, 604-561 b. c. This corrupt form is found in

1 and 2 Ch., Ezr., Ne., Est., and a few times in 2 K. and Je., v.

BDB. Nebuchadrezzar's father, Nabopolassar, was King of

Babylon 625-605 B. c, and on the fall of Nineveh (between 608

and 606) immediately began to extend his empire westward,

but the conquest fell largely to his son, who commanded the im-

perial army at the battle of Carchemish (cf. 35") 605, where

the Egyptians were defeated. Exactly how soon after that event

Nebuchadrezzar came up against Jerusalem and compelled the

submission of Jehoiakim, is not easy to determine. According to

2 K. 24' it was apparently in 601 or 600 b. c, the usual view.

(McCurdy prefers to place it immediately after the battle of
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Carchemish, HPM. p. 167, likewise Oe.) But after three years

Jehoiakim rebelled, and before the Babylonians had subdued his

rebellion, died and his son Jehoiachin came to the throne, and

after a three months' reign, the city having been besieged and taken,

he was carried captive with many others and much treasure to

Babylon (2 K. 24'-"). In view of these facts the statement he

hound him [Jehoiakim] in fetters to carry him to Babylon is strange.

It has been taken as expressing an intention which was not realised

(Be., Ke., Zoe.). ($, B, render and he carried him to Babylon,

as though Jehoiakim were held there awhile and then released and

permitted to reign again in Jerusalem.—7. The statement of this

verse is not supported by anything in 2 K. With the preceding it is

without doubt an expression of a tradition, later given in Dn. i', of

an attack upon Jerusalem and the carrying away of a part of the

sacred vessels of the Temple during Jehoiakim's reign. The

motive for the formation of this tradition, putting the attack in the

third year of Jehoiakim (Dn. i'), was because thereby a captivity

of seventy years might be obtained. But this early fall of Jerusa-

lem is forbidden by Je. 25'-', and all that is known of the move-

ments of Nebuchadrezzar {v. DB. I. p. 553).—8. Book of the

kings of Israel and Judah]. See Intro, pp. 22 /.

5. DS;rn''3] 2 K. 2335 + nnn p n^^D nj mut ma Dsri, so 05 (Ch.), but

wanting in i Esdr., cf. v. ^.

—

vhSn] wanting in i Esdr. 2 K. 23" omits,

but adds vnas lU';? -vya Sjo, with which (g (Ch.) agrees. The latter also

adds at this point a section which varies only slightly from 2 K. 24'-'', in

spite of the fact that v. ^ is dependent on 2 K. 24', another case of con-

flation.—6. vSj;] 2 K. 24' has vdo. 05 (Ch.) omits necessarily after

its insertion (v. s.).—7, hz-r,] palace (rather seldom in this sense).—8.

"icd] 05 (Ch.) + \6y(i}v twv TjiievQv toTs = h QiDin njT was inserted

doubtless from 2 K. 24^, and as in other cases probably in the underly-

ing Hebrew.—1 Sisna'^] wanting in (& (Ch.) as also in 2 K.—n-nn>i] (B*

(Ch.) and 2 K. 24^ + i\-i3N oy O'lpMn" ^Dir^i, and the former has the

additional clause Kal irdcpi) iv Tav Ofix ixera. rdv Traripuv avrov, which

must have as the underlying Hebrew vnnx oy ar; pa "lapM, cf. 2 K.
21I8. 26; see Tor. ATC. p. 84.—|^D>in>] 05 (Ch.) 'lexovlas, so also v. ».

9. 10. The reign of Jehoiachin (three months, 597 b. c).—
9. Eight] eighteen (2 K. 24% (S^l^ ^^ Ke., Zoe., Oe., Ba., Ki.).

This latter is also favoured by the elegy of Ezekiel over
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Jehoiachin (ig*-'). Yet the repeated allusions by Jeremiah to

the queen-mother suggest that the King was quite a youth (Je.

1318 22^6 29^), and it is difficult to think of a motive for

shortening the age, hence Be. regards eight as original; and also

Bn. as coming from the Chronicler's forerunner (die Vorlage),

and he holds the same also in reference to the ten days which do

not appear in 2 K.; yet eighteen is probably correct.

—

10. And

at the return of the year] i.e., in the spring (cf. 1 Ch. 201 2 S. 11'

I K. 2o26). Jehoiakim rebelled probably in the fall and died soon

after, and then in the following spring Jehoiachin was deposed.

Nebuchadnezzar sent]. In 2 K. 24'" ^ the city is said to have been

besieged by the Chaldeans, and Jehoiachin to have surrendered

and been taken, with his treasures, and the vessels of the Temple,

and the best people of the land, to Babylon. There Jehoiachin

remained some thirty-seven years in prison, where he married and

begat children (i Ch. 3" '•); but at the accession of Evil-Merodach

(561 B. c.) he was released from prison and given a place of honour

among the captive kings of Babylon (2 K. 25" ^- Je. 522' «•).

—

His

brother], but according to 2 K. 24'' Zedekiah was his uncle (cf.

1 Ch. 3'").

9. Dijtr Ttim'i^] 2 K. 248 njtt' miry njctt", but d^di nncyi is wanting in

2 K. The original Greek of both Ch. and i Esdr. probably agreed with

M. The addition of the ten days leads to the suspicion that an mii-j;

was accidentally omitted after njic^ and later inserted between the

lines or on the margin, whence it made its way into the wrong place in

the text. D'O' was then added to make the text intelligible. For further

discussion v. s.— aS;i'n''3] 2 K. -f- oStt'i-fD pjSs n2 NPtt'nj ton Dit'i.

—

mn'] 2 K. 24' 4- V3X rt-if; -\z"K "733.—10. vns] (S (Ch.), H, &, V3n 'Hn;

2 K. 24" m; wanting in i Esdr. The Vrss. seem to be corrections

from 2 K.

11-21.—Reign of Zedekiah (597-586 b. c.) and the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem.—11. This verse is a copy of 2 K. 24' ^ with the

usual omission of the name of the King's mother, "Hamutal the

daughter of Jeremiah of Libnah." Zedekiah was a full brother of

Jehoahaz (cf. 2 K. 23") but only a half-brother of Jehoiachin (cf.

2 K. 248).

—

12. And he did that which luas evil in the sight of

Yahweh] taken from 2 K. 24' 8''.

—

And he humbled not himself
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before Jeremiah] a statement based upon Zedekiah's attitude to the

counsel of Jeremiah respecting the Chaldeans. Jeremiah advised

submission. Zedekiah through the opposition of the nobles and

vain hopes could not bring himself to this (Je. 211-' 34^-" 37'-"'

38"-"). Yet Zedekiah was not really ill-disposed toward Jeremiah

(cf. Je. 37"- 2' 38"'- '«). Neither did Jeremiah speak harshly of him

(cf. Je. 34'' ').

—

Out of the mouth of Yahweh]. Thus, according to

Jeremiah, came true prophecy (Je. 23"^).—13. And also, etc.] as

though rebellion were a sin additional to the refusal to listen to

Jeremiah; but the former Involved the latter.

—

Who had made him

swear by God]. Zedekiah was placed under an oath of allegiance in

the name of Yahweh. On the violation of this oath, cf. Ez. 17"-".

—He hardened]. The subject is not God but Zedekiah (Be.).

—Against returning unto Yahweh the God of Israel]. His violation

of his oath and resistance to the advice of Jeremiah are regarded

by the writer as apostasy from Yahweh.—14. In this and the fol-

lowing verses the retrospect has been held to extend backward to

the reign of Manasseh (Be.), but the conditions were fulfilled dur-

ing the reign pf Zedekiah. A most graphic description of the pollu-

tion of the Temple is given in Ez. 8.—15. Sent to them by his messen-

gers rising up early and sending] a form of expression frequent

in the Book of Jeremiah (Je. 29''- 35'* ' 26^).—16. But they

mocked, etc.] accomplished in the treatment of Jeremiah, who
was bitterly persecuted, and Uriah, who was put to death (Je.

2620.23). Other unknown prophets doubtless suffered in the same

way, since the reference need not be limited to the reign of Zedekiah.

—17. The king of the Chaldeans] Nebuchadrezzar. The origi-

nal home of the Chaldeans was south-east of Babylonia proper,

on the sea-coast, and from thence they pressed into Babylonia, and

since Nabopolassar, the father of Nebuchadrezzar and founder of

the new Babylonian dynasty, was of that stock, Chaldea from his

time meant Babylonia.

—

And he slew]. The subject is ambiguous

but it is better to make the Chaldean King the subject (Ke., Oe.,

Ki., EVs.) than God (Be., Zoe.).

—

In the house of their sanctuary].

The judgment is brought into definite relation with the crime;

because they profaned the sanctuary (v. '<) they themselves were

slain in the sanctuary (Ke.). Cf. the vision of Ezekiel (9'-")- The
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Temple also was the last refuge or stronghold of the city.—20.

And his sons] Nebuchadrezzar's successors. These were Evil-

Merodach, Neriglissar, and Nabonidus. The last two were usurpers

of a different family from Nebuchadrezzar, although Neriglissar

was his son-in-law (EBi. I. col. 452).

—

Until the reign of the king-

dom of Persia] until the conquest of Babylonia by Cyrus in 538.

—21. To fulfil the word by the mouth of Jeremiah the prophet]

Je. 2511 291°, where after seventy years the promise is to punish the

King of Babylon and to restore the people of Israel to their own

land.

—

Until the land had enjoyed its Sabbaths] i.e., until the

seventy years of the captivity allow the land to enjoy the Sabbaths

(the Sabbatical years of rest or non-cultivation), of which the land

had been deprived during the previous history of Israel (cf. Lv.

263< '•). Hence the Chronicler thought of a period of four hundred

and ninety years during which the Sabbatical law (Lv. 25'-^) had

not been observed (from the period of the Judges onward) (Be.),

or in view of the God-fearing kings David, Solomon, Jehosha-

phat, who doubtless observed the law, the four hundred and ninety

years must be taken loosely (Zoe., Oe., Ba.). The Chronicler

undoubtedly had the notion that "the land obtained rest which

the sinful people had deprived it of by their neglect of the

Sabbath observance" (Ke.). It must be remembered, however,

that the law and notion of the Sabbatical years are in reality of

late origin, belonging to P.

—

Seventy years]. The actual period

of the Babylonian captivity was less than this, since the first

submission of Judah to the Chaldeans was in 601 or 600 (2 K.

24') and the first proper captivity was in the first year of Jehoiachin

or Zedekiah, 598 or 597 (2 K. 248-12). The number seventy in the

prophecy of Jeremiah was doubtless meant in the first instance

to have been taken symbolically. The literalising of it gave rise

to the story of the earlier captivity in the third year of Jehoiakim

(Dn. I') (v. s.).

11. oSinT'a] 2 K. 24I8 + hj^Sd in>D-\'> na ha^vn ma Dt^i.—12. vhSn]

wanting in 2 K. 24^^ the latter adding aipiin'" r\ii;y ii^n Sdd.—'iji nS]

not from 2 K. v. s.—14. nr] <g (Ch.) -1- 1 mini and so Ki. BH.,

but I Esdr, Kal oi ijyoi/xevoL 8k toO XaoO Kal tuv lep^wv.—-SiynS] Qr.

''J^P'?-—16. . . . JIN*? -^y] cf. 1412 and on pab 1 Ch. 22^.—17. a^iu'o]
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Qr. c>t.— .—i:'tt"'i jpT nhnai nma Sy] (5 (Ch.) toO "SeSeKiov Kal rds

irapBivovs aiiruv ovk rfK^ijcrav Kai toi)s irpeff^vripovs avrCov dirriyayov.

t'C'^ occurs only here.

22. 23. The decree of Cyrus.—These verses are also in Ezr.

!'-»». They are not the proper close of a history, but the introduc-

tion; hence their true place is in Ezr. i'-'». i and 2 Chronicles

originally formed with Ezra one work, and in the separation this

paragraph was allowed to remain in each either by chance, or

as an evidence that the two writings were criginally one, or,

with less probability, it may have been appended to 2 Chronicles

to give a more hopeful close to the book (even as 2 Kings closes

with a notice of the release of Jehoiachin).

22. First year] 538 B.C.; the date is taken from his rule in

Babylon (Noeldeke, Aufsatze zur pers. Gesch. 22 a. i).

—

Word of

Yahweh by the mouth of Jeremiah] his prophecy of the seventy

years of captivity followed by a restoration (Je. 291° «•).

—

Yahweh

stirred up the spirit of Cyrus]. Cf. the promises. Is. 41" 442a

45' *• '3.—23. This is the Chronicler's version of the decree, since

Cyrus King of Persia is not the official designation of Cyrus

(Dr. LOT.'^ pp. 545/. ; Weissbach, ZDMG. 51, pp. 662/.), nor is

there any likelihood that he would thus have acknowledged

Yahweh. The historicity indeed of any decree on the part of

Cyrus for the return and rebuilding of the Temple has been

questioned (see Sni. OT. Hist. pp. 344 ff.). (Torrey in his

Ezra Studies rejects entirely the historicity of the decree.)

22. 1D3] Ezr. ii >flD.—DJi] wanting in (5 (Ch.).—23. '•nSx nvT'

O'DSTi] I Esdr. 6 Kijpios rod 'IcrpaiJX, Ki^pios 6 v^picTTOs.—nini] read

with I Esdr., Ezr. i^ >n), so Be., Zoe., Oe., Kau., Ki.





ADDENDA.

In the Introduction, pp. 23/., it is said that the Vision of Isaiah

is expressly mentioned as in the Book of the Kings of Judah and

Israel. This is true according to M, 2 Ch. 32"; but the text there

should probably be emended {v. pp. 493 /.), in which case the

Vision of Isaiah, in all likelihood, means the canonical Book of

Isaiah. This latter view is given on p. 493.

The section i Ch. 1-9 requires a few further words of intro-

duction. The genealogical tables serve to bridge the period of

Israel's history from the creation of man to the time of David

—

a period which the Chronicler doubtless thought had been suffi-

ciently treated from his own point of view in the canonical books.

This method of bridging with lists of names or lines of descent

was derived from the priestly portion of the Pentateuch where it

appears in Gn. 5 and 11 in the genealogies connecting Adam and

Shem, and Shem and Abram. These tables also served to explain

the origins and relations of peoples, communities, and families.

This was largely the purpose of the original record of those derived

from Genesis. They arose under the conception that historical

beginnings were in the form of family life, and they embodied

commingled geographical, racial, political, and chronological rela-

tionships.

But these are by no means the only reasons for these tables. A
leading motive for their composition must be found in the stress

laid during the period of the Chronicler upon purity of descent.

A sharp line was then drawn between the Jews and the other

peoples of Palestine, with whom union by marriage had become a

grievous trespass (c/. Ezr. 9. 10). Certain families, we are also

told, were debarred from the office of the priesthood because they

could not furnish genealogical registers (Ezr. 21"" Ne. yes-es)^

Hence a genealogy must have been a most valued asset for an

527
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individual, family, or even community; and to provide genealogies

or a basis for them for his contemporaries vi^as probably in the

mind of the Chronicler when he compiled these tables. Jews

claiming descent from any particular tribe or clan, especially from

Levi, Jerahmeel, and Caleb, of whom the genealogies are quite

full, and men of Ono and Lod and of other towns which are

mentioned, and the families of Jerusalem, doubtless received his

information with eagerness and favour. These tables, we may
believe, were choice literature to them, even as at present the rec-

ords of colonial families are to many persons in New England.

ERRATA

On p. 124 mnj;:i for -ntaj;:!, and nry for nt2j?.



INDEXES.

I. ENGLISH.

Aaron, sons of, 127, 269.

Abiathar, 213, 270, 294/.
Abel-mayim, 389.
Abijah, 10, 369; address of, 375/.;

reign of, 373/.
Abram, Abraham, 70/.; descendants

of, 71/., 77.

Adam, 58.

Adoniram, 364.
Adullam, 188, 366.

Ahab, 395/., 414, 416.

Ahaz, 12; idolatry of, 461; reign of,

455/-
Ahaziah, 11; reign of, 418 jf.

Ahithophel, 294/.
Aijalon, 161, 366, 460.

Alamoth, 216.

Alemeth, 138, 146, 159.
Algum-trees, 321, 357.
Altar of Temple, 330, 336.
Amalek, 74, 234.

Amaziah, 12; reign of, 440^.
Ammon, campaigns against, 237^.
Amorite, 64.

Arabians, 15, 383, 394, 417, 419, 449.
Arpachshad, 66, 70.

Asa, ID, 378, 416; reign of, 380^^.;
reforms of, 384 ff.; war with
Baasha, 387 ff.; victory over
Zerah, 382/.

Asahel, 88, 191, 290, 482.

Asaph, 130, 134 /., 220, 339, 408;
sons of, 275/.

Ashdod, 449.
Asher, genealogy of, 155/.
Asherah, 386.

Asherim, 381, 401, 437, 478, 495/-,
500, 503/

Ashhur, 90,92/., 106.

Ashkenaz, 61.

Ashtaroth, 142.

Asshur, 66.

Atarah, 93.
Athaliah, 11/., 163, 435; death of,

430; usurpation of, 418, 422/.
Azariah, 480; exhortation of, 384.

Azmaveth, 166, 196, 293.

Baal, Baalim, 116, 119, 164, 392,
43i> 435-

Baalah, 205.

Baal-perazim, 208/.
Baasha, 378, 387 _/.

Bashan, 121 ff.

Bealiah, 196.

Becher, 146, iS'j f.
Beersheba, 114, 247, 403, 472.
Benaiah, 189 /., 216, 236, 290,

482.

Benjamin, genealogy of, 147, 156^.;
sons of, 171; recruits from, 198.

Beriah, 154/-, 161, 264.

Bethel, 377.
Beth-horon, 141, 154, 353, 443.
Bethlehem, 97, 106, 188, 366.

Beth-shean, 154^.
Beth-shemesh, 138, 445, 460.

Beth-zur, 96, 366.

Bilhah, 114.

Binders, 256.

Book of the Kings of Israel and
Judah, 22, 446, 454, 493, 518, 521.

Caleb, sons of, 89 ff., 95 ff., 104,

108 #.
Calves, golden, 368.

Candlesticks, 299, 332, 336.
Caphtorim, 64.

Carchemish, battle of, 516, 520.

Caterpillar, 344.
Chaldea, 523.
Chaldeans, 522/.
Chariots, 233/., 31 8.

Cherubim, 299, 327.

529
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Chronicles, date of, 5/.; diction of,

2"] ff.\ Hebrew text, 36/.; higher

criticism of, 44 jf.; literature of,

44jf.; nameof, i/.; order of, i/.;

plan, purpose, and historical value

of, 6 ff.; relation to Ezra and
Nehemiah, 2 ff.; religious value

of, 16/.; sources of, 17 jf.; versions

of, 37/-
Cush, 62/.
Cushites, 371, 383, 417.

Covenant, 511.

Cymbals, 215, 276.

Cyrus, decree of, 525.

Dagon, 182.

Dan, 247, 472; genealogy of, 150.

David, 324, 345, 414, 441, 468; ad-

ministrative officers of, 236/., 292;

appeal for offerings, 301; ancestry

of, 87 /.; army of, 290; buys
Oman's floor, 252/.; capture of

Jerusalem by, 185 jf.; campaigns
against Amnion, 237^.; censusof,

245^.; charge to Solomon, 257;
descendants of, 99 ff.\ foreign

wars of, 232 jf.; last acts of, 260

ff.; last assembly of, 295/.; made
king, 184J7".; mighty men of, 186

ff.\ Nathan's message to, 226^.;
plans of Temple given to Solomon
by, 298; prayer of thanksgiving,

229; preparation for the Temple
by, 255 /.; sons of, 13, 99, 208,

237; victories over Philistines,

208/.
Deuteronomy found, 508.

Eber, 68, 70, 122.

Edom, 71, 74 /., 405, 412; cam-
paign against, 442J/'.; conquest of,

234/.; revolt of, 415; kings of,

77/.; tribal chiefs of, 78/.
Egypt, 62 jf., 519; brook of, 349.
Ehud, 146; descendants of, 158 jf.

Elam, fi6, 283.

Elath, Eloth.^io, 355, 448, 457, 459.
Elhanan, 191, 243.

Eliehoenai, 283.

Elijah, letter of, 415/.
Elishama, pedigree of, 94/., 99.
Elizaphan, 213.

Elkanah, 216.

Elpaal, 160, 163.

Enchantments, 496.

Enosh, 58.

Ephod, 218.

Ephraim, genealogy of, iS3 ff-

Esau, 74.

Eshtemoa, iii, 138.

Etam, 105, 115, 366.

Ezion-geber, 355, 359, 413.

Feast of Dedication, The, 348/.

Gaash, brooks of, 191.

Gad, sons of, 121 ff.

Gad (prophet), commission of, 250.

Gate-keepers, 5, 173 /-, 215; ap-

pointments of, 284/.; genealogies

of, 282/
Gath, 232, 366, 449.
Gedor, 105, 106, iii, 196.

Ge-harashim, 109.

Genealogies, primeval, 55.

Gerar, 116, 383.
Gershon, 127/., 263/.
Geshur, 91.

Gezer, 140, 210.

Gibeon, 163, 210, 225, 315/.
Gihon, 486, 492.
Gilead, 91, 120, 122/., 288/., 292.

Girgashites, 64.

Goliath, 13, 243.

Gomer, 60.

Gozan, 126.

Habiri, 155.

Habor, 126.

Hadad, 72, 77, 78.

Hadramaut, 68/.
Hagrites, 15, 120, 123.

Hakkoz, 271.

Ham, 59, 116; descendants of, 62

/., 69.

Hamath, 65, 205, 233, 234, 353.
Hammon, 142.

Hamuel, 114.

Hamul, 84.

Hanani, 277, 389, 411.

Hanoch, 58/, 73.

Haran, 96, 264.

Hashubah, 102.

Havilah, 62, 69.

Hazael, 420.

Hazar-susim, 115.

Hazazon-tamar, 405/.
Heber, iii, 155.

Hebron, 70, 137/., 213, 366; family

of, 128; hosts at, 200^.; sons of, 95.
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HebroniteSj 288.

He-goats, 368.

Helah, 106.

Heman, 84/., 134/., 220, 276, 278,

281 /., 339; pedigree of, 130 /.,

134-

Heth, 64.

Hezekiah, 12, 117; celebration of

Passover by, 471 ff.; opening of

the Temple by, 463; reign of, 462

ff.; sickness of, 490/.; wealth of,

491.
Hezron, 84, 86/., 9^.
Hezronites, 86.

High places, 367 /., 500.

Hilkiah, 502^.
Hinnom, valley of, 456.

Hiram, 321/., 355; answer of, 322;
exchange of cities with, 351 /.;

Solomon's message to, 320.

Hiram (artisan), 322, 334.
Hittites, 64, 319.
Hivites, 64.

Holy place, the most, 326.

Horses, 319.
Host of heaven, worship of, 495.
Huldah, 509/.
Hur, 90, 92, 105/.
Huram, 321.

Huram-abi, 322.

Iddo, 360/., 372, 378.
Images, 503.
Insignia of royalty, 428.

Isaac, 71, 74.

Isaiah, vision of, 22, 493; writing of,

22, 453-
Ishbaal, 165, 290.

Ishbosheth, 165.

Ishmael, 71, 166.

Israel, 74; sons of, 81/.
Issachar, 202, 475; genealogy of,

144/-

Jabez, 98, 107.

Jabneh, 449.

Jacob, 74; descendants of, 80/.
Jair, 91.

Japheth, 60; descendants of, 60/., 69.

Jared, 58.

Jattir, 138.

Javan, 60 /.

Jebusites, 64, 185, 251.

Jeduthun, 220, 225, 276, 281, 339;
sons of, 277.

Jehoahaz, 519, 522.

Jehoiachin, 100^.; reign of, 521 jf.

Jehoiakim, reign of, 520/.
Jehoiada, 190, 201, 290, 295, 422,

428, 430, 433; covenant of, 431.
Jehoshaphat, 10/., 236, 416; army

of) 393 ff-'> alliance with Ahab,

293 ff-',
fleet of, 412; judiciary of,

402^.; prayer of
, 406/. ; reign of,

391/.; victory of, 404/.
Jehoram (Joram), 11; reign of, 413
/•

Jehu, 411, 421/.
Jehu (prophet), 401.

Jerahmeel, 82, 87, 93, 272, 274.
Jerahmeelites, families of, 93/.
Jeremoth, 266.

Jericho, 238, 459.
Jeroboam, 123, 373, 377; army of,

374-
Jerusalem, 207, 208, 239, 372, 512,

519, 521; destruction of, 522 jf.;

inhabitants of , 16"/ ff.; judiciary of,

403/
Jesse, family of, 88.

Jeush, 74/., 264, 369.
Joab, 88, 109, 185, 236, 239/., 247

/., 287, 294.

Joash, 11; apostasy of, 437^7".; coro-
nation of, 424; reign of, 423^.

Joktan, 68.

Jorkeam, 96.

Josiah, 12, loo; accession, 503; cele-

bration of the Passover, 512^.;
law-book discovered, 508 ff.; ref-

ormation of, 503 ff.; repair of

Temple, 505/.
Jotham, 123; reign of, 454.
Judah, genealogies of, 82jf., 104^.;

immigration to, 367; recruits

from, 198; sons of, 84/.
Judges, appointment of, 402^.

Kedae, 71.

Kedesh, 142.

Kehath, 128, 211, 263, 264; sons of,

408.

Kenan, 58.

Kenites, 98.

Keturah, 71/.
Kiriath-jearim, 97, 204, 205.

Kittim, 61.

Korah, 74/., 95, 282; sons of, 408.
Korahites, 196, 282/.
Koz, 107.
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Lachish, 366, 447, 487.

Ladan, 263; sons of, 286.

Lahmi, 13, 243.

Lamech, 59.

Lavers, 331 /.

Law, book of, 393; teaching, 393.
Law-book, discovery of, 508; read-

ing of, 511.

Levi, genealogy and geography of,

126 /.; high priests of, 127 ff.;

sons of , 128, 129/., 272 jf.

Levites, 172, 219/., 376, 435, 469/,
512 ff.;

appointed for service, 225;

teachers, 393, 512/.; guards of the

Temple, 425; cities of, 140 jf., 204;

heads of , 261, 263/?".; lists of, 272

ff.; organisation of, 478; sup-

port of, 479/-
Lotan, 75.

Lubim, 371, 389.
Lud, 66.

Ludim, 63.

Maacah, 96, 151/., 292, 369, 374,

386.

Machir, 91, 151.

Magog, 60.

Mahalalel, 58.

Mahanaim, 143.

Mahli, 265, 274.

Malchiel, 155.

Manasseh (tribe), 123 _^., 471, 475,

504; genealogy of, 150 ff.; re-

cruits from, 199.

Manasseh (king), captivity and res-

toration of, 497/.; idolatry of, 495;
reign of, 494 #•

Maon, 96.

Mareshah, 95, 366, 383, 413.

Mattan, 431.

Megiddo, battle of, 517/.
Merari, 128, 263; sons of, 274,

506.

Meri-baal, 165.

Merodach-baladan, 492.

Meshech, 60, 67.

Methushelah, 59.

Meunim, 15, 117, 405, 449.
Micaiah, prophecy of, 397/.
Michael, 122.

Midian, 73.

Midrash, 22/., 378, 449, 458.
Milcom, 242.

Millo, 185, 487.
Miriam, iii.

Moab, Moabites, 113, 232^., 405^.
Moriah, 324.
Moses, 130, 136, 265; tax of, 435.
Mt. Gilboa, battle of, 180 jf.

Mushi, 274; sons of, 266.

Musical instruments, 215 ff., 276,

468.

Musicians, see Singers.

Muzri, 319.

Nabopolassae, 520, 523.
Nahor, 70.

Naphtali, genealogy of, 150.

Nathan, 226/., 257, 308, 360, 468.
Nebaiolh, 71/.
Nebuchadnezzar, 520_^.
Neco, 5i6_^'.

Nethinim, 170.

Netophah, 173.

Nimrod, 63.

Noah, 59; descendants of, 77.

Obal, 69.

Obed-edom, 13, 206, 215, 217, 219,

225, 283, 285.

Obil, 293.

Oded_, 384, 385, 458.
Offerings, burnt, 467/., 514; drink,

470; freewill, 482; holy, 514;
public, 478; sin, 467 /.; thank,

469.

Ohel, 102.

Omri, 146, 292, 419.
Onan, 84.

Ono, 160/., 163.

Ophel, 454.
Ophir, 68/, 355, 359.
Oman, 251/., 324.
Othniel, 108/., 290.

Palmyra, 353.
Parbar, 285.

Parwaim, 325.
Passover, 470 jf., 512 jf.

Patriarchs, antediluvian, 58 ff.

Pedaiah, lor, 103, 292.

Pelatiah, 102.

Peleg, 68, 70.

Pelet, 96, 196.

Peleth, 94.

Philistines, 63 /., 209, 417, 449;
champions of, 243.

Pillars, 381; before the Temple, 328

/.; sun pillars, 382, 504.
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Priests, cities of, 137^.; courses of,

269 jf.; in Jerusalem, 171/.; list

of, 127 ff., 137; organisation of,

269, 478; support of, 479jf.
Princes, tribal, 291 /.

Prophets, 13, 397.
Prophetess, 510.

Psalteries, 215/.
Pul, 125.

Ram, 71, 82, 87, 93.
Ramoth-gilead, 396.
Rechab, 98.

Rehoboam, 10; cities of, 366/.; dis-

suaded from attacking Israel, 365;
family of, 368/.; reign of, 362^.

Reuben, iiSjf.; 123/.
Reuel, 74/.
Rodanim, 61.

Sabtah, 62.

Sabteca, 63.

Sacrifice, human, 457.
Salt, covenant of, 375; Valley of,

235> 443-
Samuel, 184, 308, 515.
Sarah, 71 /.

Satan, 246, 398.
Saul, 195, 199, 287; death of, 181 jf.;

genealogy of, 165, 179.

Scorpions, 363.
Sea, the brazen, 331, 334.
Seer, 13, 308.

Segub, 91.

Seir, 74/., 405.
Semites, 65/.
Sennacherib, invasion of, 485^.
Servant of the king, 509.
Seth, 58.

Shallum, 100, 510.

Shammah, 75, 88.

Shaphan, 122, 502, 505, 508.

Shealtiel, loi, 103.

Sheba, 63, 68, 73, 122; Queen of, 356
/

Shephelah, 293.
Shelah, 67, 70, 105, 113; sons of,

112/.
Shem, 59, 70; descendants of, 65^.,

69.

Shenazzar, loi, 103.

Sheshan, 94.
Shields, 372, 382, 400, 492.
Shishak, invasion of, 370/.
Shobal, 75, 97; sons of, 105.

Shubael, 265, 272, 277/.
Shuppim, 150, 152.

Simeon, 385, 504; conquests of, 116

ff.; genealogy of, 114^.; princes
of, 116/.

Singers, 5, 133 /., 339, 506; as
scholars, 279; before the ark, 215

ff., 220; courses of, 275 ff., 281;
families of, 276 jf.

Soco, III, 366, 460.

Sojourners, 255/.
Solomon, 9, 14, 99/., 244/., 256/.,

260/., 296/., 300, 313, 513; acces-

sion, 306/.; acts, 351^.; address
of, 340 jf.; appointments of, 354;
bondservants of, 353; cities built

by, 352/.; cities exchanged with
Hiram, 351/.; history of, 313/.;
levies of, 322/.; made king, 261;

ministrations at the altar, 354;
prayer of dedication, 342/.; prom-
ise at Gibeon, 315; sacrifices of,

348; trade at Ophir, 355; vision

of, 349.
Sorcery, 496.
Spear, 201.

Sukkiyim, 371.
Sycomore-trees, 293, 318.

Syria, 319, 461; invasion from, 438,

457/

Table-land, 450.
Tables, 333, 336; in the ark, 338.
Tadmor, 352/.
Tarshish, 61, 146, 148, 412/.
Tekoa, 92, 106, 366; wilderness of,

409.
Tema, 72.

Teman, 74.

Temple, age for service in, 266 /.;

building of, 244, 320; cleansing

of, 465/.; completion of, 355; cost

of, 258; courts of, 335; date of,

324; dimensions of, 324^.; furni-

ture of, 330 /., 335 /.; guard of,

424 ff.; material for, 258; over-

sight by Levites, 262; place of,

324; plans, given to Solomon,

298; pillars before the, 328 /.;

preparations for, by David, 255 /.;

by Solomon, 320 ff.; renewal of

worship in, 467 /.; reopening of,

463 /.; repairs of, 434 ff., 505;
servants of, 245; workmen of,

258.
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Terah, 70.

Tiglath-pileser, 119, 124, 126, 459/.,

473-
Togarmah, 61.

Tola, 144/.
Trumpets, 216, 339, 465.

Uz, 67.

Uzal, 68/.
Uzza, 206.

Uzziah, 12, 448; accession of, 447;
death of, 453; leprosy of, 452;
prosperity of, 449; sons of, 274.

Uzziel, 213, 215, 277, 466.

Virgin's Spring, 486.

Yahweh, angel of, 488; camp of, 478.

Zadok, 128/., 201, 213, 454, 480.
Zebulun, 473, 475; genealogy of

145/-
Zedekiah, reign of, 522/.
Zemarites, 65.

Zerah (clan), 75, 84, 170.

Zerah the Cushite, 382/.
Zerubbabel, loi/.
Ziklag, 115, 195, 199.
Zoreah, 366.

rT''?N, 99.

4?!, 459-

SyaB'x, 158, 165, 187.

isa'N, 219.

tyip nn-in3, 224.

2^^ 3S nS3, 203.

3;n^'?j?2, 99.

n"iS;;a, 196.

nSjSj, 262.

T1J, 399-

Dip31, 401.

P?'!?!"!, 235.

>nni:'nNn, 106.

rtii'^r), 106.

D>NOlj;n, 395.

-ipi, 222.

1^4. 453-

nrh, 308.

pSn, 461.

Sicn, 86.

n-iu'?n, 453.

|nxn, 86.

niD-isn, 69.

oin^Nn nini, 255.

T3^i, 107.

»J3, niph, 474.

II. HEBREW

(Compare also pages 28-36.)

'^'T?y, 323-

t<h, 199.

rhsh, 481.

njiB'x-iap'7, 214.

n^ nScV, 379.

nx:S, 262.

JJO, 201.

P^o. 317-

Sn-iDD, 219.

n-jijG, 380.

mSpr, 358.

""^C"?. 358-

n.?-^.!.:c, 323.

na'3^DC, 166.

-(j;xn, 440.

nipD, NipD, 319.

h)!2 nn, 165.

Sya ann, 165.

oninp, 477.

^IJnp, 303.

N13J, 308.

QiDDJ, 317.

-\inj7j, 124.

myj, 106.

Sflj, 199.

^?P, 364-

V)o, 37°-

T]^, 203.

nic'^j?. *?;;, 211.

W> 477-

lis, 303-

^jisjSSsn, 108.

njx, 201.

D>j)xpx, 328.

DN^, 308.

O'lK'NI, 200.

nn, 298, 300.

ncT, 201.

nnbp"^, 323.

='?)' 474-

nrp-i., 303.

T'^t', 470.

Naxn ini?^ 279.

PBinty, 477.

^')^, 303-

naSr, 286.

DnnjJC', 124.

pijan, 298, 300.

-idnjSb nj'^n, 121.
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Numbers. By the Rev. G. Buchanan Gray, D.D., Professor of Hebrew,

Mansfield College, Oxford.

"Most Bible readers have the impression that 'Numbers' is a dull

book only relieved by the brilliancy of the Balaam chapters and some
snatches of old Hebrew songs, but, as Prof. Gray shows with admirable

skill and insight, its historical and religious value is not that which lies

on the surface. Prof. Gray's Commentary is distinguished by fine

scholarship and sanity of judgment; it is impossible to commend it too

warmly."

—

Saturday Review (London).
Crown 8vo. $3.00 net.

Deuteronomy. By the Rev. S. R. driver, D.D., D.Litt., Regius

Professor of Hebrew, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.

" It is a pleasure to see at last a really critical Old Testament com-
mentary in English upon a portion of the Pentateuch, and especially

one of such merit. This I find superior to any other Commentary in

any language upon Deuteronomy."
Professor E. L. Curtis, of Yale University.

Crown 8vo. $3.00 7iet.

Judges. By Rev. George Foot Moore, D.D., LL.D., Professor of

Theology in Harvard University.

"The work is done in an atmosphere of scholarly interest and in-

difference to dogmatism and controversy, which is at least refreshing.

... It is a noble introduction to the moral forces, ideas and influences

that controlled the period of the Judges, and a model of what a,

historical commentary, with a practical end in view, should be."—The Independent.

Crown 8vo. $3.00 net.

The Books of Samuel. By Rev. Henry preserved smith, D.D.,

Professor of Old Testament Literature and History of Religion, Meadville, Pa.

" Professor Smith's Commentary will for some time be the standard
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so faithfully accomplished."-

—

The Athencewn.
Crown 8vo. $3.00 net.
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The Book of Psalms. By Charles Augustus Briggs, D.D.,

D.Litt., Graduate Professor of Theological Encyclopaedia and Symbolics,

Union Theological Seminary, New York, and Emilie Grace Briggs, B.D.

" Christian scholarship seems here to have reached the highest level yet

attained in study of the book which in religious importance stands next

to the Gospels. His work upon it is not likely to be excelled in learning,

both massive and minute, by any volume of the International Series, to

which it belongs."

—

The Outlook.

2 Volumes. Crown 8vo. Price, $3.00 each net.

Proverbs. By the Rev. Crawford H. Toy, D.D., LL.D., Professor of

Hebrew in Harvard University.

" This volume has the same characteristics of thoroughness and pains-

taking scholarship as the preceding issues of the series. In the critical

treatment of the text, in noting the various readings and the force of

the words in the original Hebrew, it leaves nothing to be desired.

Crown 8vo. $3.00 net.

Amos and HoSea. By William Rainey harper, Ph.D., LL.D.,

late Professor of Semitic Languages and Literature and President of the

University of Chicago.

" He has gone, with characteristic minuteness, not only into the analysis

and discussion of each point, endeavoring in every case to be thoroughly
exhaustive, but also into the history of exegesis and discussion. Nothing
at all worthy of consideration has been passed by. The consequence is

that when one carefully studies what has been brought together in this

volume, either upon some passage of the two prophets treated, or upon
some question of critical or antiquarian importance in the introductory

portion of the volume, one feels that he has obtained an adequately
exhaustive view of the subject."

—

The Interior.

Crown 8vo. $3.00 nei.

Esther. By L. B. Paton, Ph.D., Professor of Hebrew, Hartford

Theological Seminary.

This scholarly and critical commentary on the Book of Esther presents

in full the remarkable additions to the Massoretic text and the varia-

tions in the various versions beginning with the Greek translation and
continuing through the Vulgate and Peshitto down to the Talmud and
Targums. These are not given in fuU in any other commentary, yet

they are very important both for the history of the text and the history

of the exegesis.

Crown Svo. $2.25 nei
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EcclesiaSteS. By George a. barton, Ph.D., Professor of Biblical

Literature, Bryn Mawr College, Pa.

" It is a relief to find a commentator on Ecclesiastes who is not en-

deavoring to defend some new theory. This volume, in the International

Commentary series, treats the book in a scholarly and sensible fashion,

presenting the conclusions of earlier scholars together with the author's

own, and providing thus aU the information that any student needs."—TJie Congregationalist.

Crown 8vo. $2.25 net.

St. Matthew. By the Rev. Willoughby C. Allen, M.A., Fellow

of Exeter College, Oxford.

"As a microscopic and practically exhaustive study and itemized state-

ment of the probable or possible sources of the Synoptic Gospels and
of their relations, one to another, this work has not been surpassed.

I doubt if it has been equaled. And the author is not by any means
lacking in spiritual insight."

—

The Methodist Review (Nashville).

Crown 8vo. $3.00 net.

ot. Mark. By the Rev. E. P. Gould, D.D., sometime Professor of New
Testament Exegesis, P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia.

" The whole make-up is that of a thoroughly helpful, instructive critical

study of the Word, surpassing anything of the kind ever attempted in

the English language, and to students and clergymen knowing the

proper use of a commentary it will prove an invaluable aid."—The Lutheran Quarterly.

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

St. Luke. By the Rev. Alfred Plxjmmer, D.D., sometime Master of

University College, Durham.

" We are pleased with the thoroughness and scientific accuracy of the

interpretations. ... It seems to us that the prevailing characteristic of

the book is common sense, fortified by learning and piety."—Tlie Herald and Presbyter.

CroviTi 8vo. $3.00 net.

Romans. By the Rev. William Sanday, D.D., LL.D., Lady Margaret

Professor of Divinity, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford, and the Rev.

A. C. Headlam, M.A., D.D., Principal of Kings College, London.

" We do not hesitate to commend this as the best commentary on Romans
yet written in English. It will do much to popularize this admirable
and much needed series, by showing that it is possible to be critical and
scholarly and at the same time devout and spiritual, and intelligible to

plain Bible readers."

—

The Church Standard.
Crown 8vo. $3.00 net.
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D.Litt., formerly Professor of Biblical Greek, now of Hebrew, Trinity Col-
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"An able and independent piece of exegesis, and one that none of us can

afford to be without. It is the work of a man who has made himself

master of this theme. His exegetical perceptions are keen, and we are

especially grateful for his strong defense of the integrity and apostolicity

of these two great monuments of Pauline teaching."—r/;e Expositor.

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

PhilippianS and Philemon. By Rev. Maevin R. Vincent, D.D.,

Professor of Biblical Literature in Union Theological Seminary, New York.

" Professor Vincent's Commentary appears to me not less admirable for

its literary merit than for its scholarship and its clear and discriminating

discussions of the contents of these Epistles."—Dr. George P. Fisher.

Crown 8vo. $2.00 net.

St. Peter and St. Jude. By the Rev. Charles Bigg, D.D.,

sometime Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University,

New York.

" The careful and thorough student will find here a vast amount of in-

formation most helpful to him in his studies and researches. The inter-

national Critical Commentary, to which it belongs, will prove a great

boon to students and ministers."

—

The Canadian Congregationalist.

Crown ftyo. $8.50 net.

Genesis* By the Rev. John Skinner, D.D., Principal and Professor of

Old Testament Language and Literature, College of Presbyterian Church

of England, Cambridge, England.

Crown 8vo. $3.00 net (Postage additional).

The Books of Chronicles. By the Rev. Edward L. Curtis,

Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Yale University, and Rev. Albert A.

Madsen, Ph.D.
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Theological Library

EDITORS' PREFACE

THEOLOGY has made great and rapid advances

in recent years. New lines of investigation have

been opened up, fresh light has been cast upon

many subjects of the deepest interest, and the historical

method has been applied w^ith important results. This

has prepared the way for a Library of Theological

Science, and has created the demand for it. It has also

made it at once opportune and practicable now to se-

cure the services of specialists in the different depart-

ments of Theology, and to associate them in an enter-

prise which will furnish a record of Theological

inquiry up to date.

This Library is designed to cover the whole field of

Christian Theology. Each volume is to be complete

in itself, while, at the same time, it will form part of a

carefully planned whole. One of the Editors is to pre-

pare a volume of Theological Encyclopaedia which will

give the history and literature of each department, as

well as of Theology as a whole.
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The Library is intended to form a series of Text-

Books for Students of Theology.

The Authors, therefore, aim at conciseness and com-

pactness of statement. At the same time, they have in

view that large and increasing class of students, in other

departments of inquiry, who desire to have a systematic

and thorough exposition of Theological Science. Tech-

nical matters will therefore be thrown into the form of

notes, and the text will be made as readable and attract-

ive as possible.

The Library is international and interconfessional. It

will be conducted in a catholic spirit, and in the

interests of Theology as a science.

Its aim will be to give full and impartial statements

both of the results of Theological Science and of he

questions which are still at issue in the different

departments.

The Authors will be scholars of recognized reputation

in the several branches of study assigned to them. They

will be associated with each other and with the Editors

in the effort to provide a series of volumes which may

adequately represent the present condition of investi-

gation, and indicate the way for further progress.

Charles A. Briggs

Stewart D. F. Salmond
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An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testa-

ment. By Professor S. R. Driver, D.D., D.Litt.

"As a whole there is probably no book in the English Language equal

to this ' Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament,' for the

student who desires to understand what the modern criticism thinks

about the Bible."—Dr. Lyman Abbott, in The Outlook.

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net>

A History of Christianity in the Apostolic Age.
By Arthur C. McGiffert, Ph.D., D.D.

" The clearness, self-consistency, and force of the whole impression of
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The Expositor.

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

Christian Ethics. By newman smyth, d.d.

"As this book is the latest, so it is the fullest and most attractive treat-

ment of the subject that we are familiar with. Patient and exhaustive
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The Living Church.
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Apologetics; or, Christianity Defensively Stated.

By Alexander Balmain Bruce, D.D.
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Old Testament History, by henry preserved smith, d.d.

" Prof. Smith has, by his comprehensive and vitalized history, laid all who
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The Independent.
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The Theology of the New Testament. By george b.

Stevens, D.D., LL.D.

" It is a fine example of painstaking, discriminating, impartial research

and statement."

—

The Congregationalist. Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

History of Christian Doctrine. By george p. fisher,

D.D., LL.D.

" It is only just to say that Dr. Fisher has produced the best History

of Doctrine that we have in English."
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The New York Evangelist.

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

The Christian Pastor and the Working Church.

By Washington Gl.'Vdden, D.D., LL.D.

"A comprehensive, inspiring and helpful guide to a busy pastor. One
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Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

Christian Institutions. By Alexander v. b. allen, d.d.

" Professor Allen's Christian Institutions may be regarded as the most
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The American Journal of Tlieology.
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The Theology of the Old Testament. By a. b. davtoson,

D.D., LL.D., D.Litt.
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question relating to man— his nature, his fall, and his redemption,

his present life or grace, his life after death, his future life, is
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The Canadian Churchman. Crown Svo. $2.50 net.

The Christian Doctrine of Salvation. By george b.

Stevens, D.D., LL.D.

" Professor Stevens has performed a task of great importance, certain to
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interpreting his own mission."—Congregationalist and Christian World.

Crovm Svo. $2.50 net.
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The Ancient Catholic Church. By Robert rainy, d.d., ll.d.

"As a comprehensive work on the formative stage of the Church's ex-

perience the volume will easily find its place in the front rank among
books on the subject composed in the English language."

—

The Interior.

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

The Reformation in Germany. By thomas m. lh^say,

M.A., D.D.
Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

The Reformation in Lands Beyond Germany. ByTnoMAs
M. Lindsay, D.D.
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sical English History of the Reformation."
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The Expository Times.
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Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

Canon and Text of the New Testament. By casper rene

Gregory, D.D., LL.D.

" The book is a treasury of learning, and its fairness in dealing with the
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onicity of the New Testament is based, but rather upon how solid a
foundation our confidence rests."

—

Journal and Messenger.

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

The Greek and Eastern Churches. By Walter f. adeney,

M.A., D.D.

"It seems to me an excellent and most useful piece of work. I do
not know anything in English which covers the same ground and
am sure Dr. Adeney has put us all in his debt by his scholarly, well-

balanced and judicious treatment."

—

Prof. William Adams Brown.

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net.

The Christian Doctrine of God. By William n. Clarke, d.d.

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. Postaee Additional,
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